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WHETHER it came via Horn or via Ivory, never mind. The Dream came, and it is something to get dreams

or sleep either, with the winds in the state of ululaut distraction which they manifest in this present drear-

nighted December.

What made the divine Punch dreani of Minerva he does not know, unless it was that he had been enjoying a

particularly good dinner at the Athenaeum, and that he dropped into slumber, fancying that he was an Owl of the most

elegant character, and feeling rather inclined to hiss at most people, and bite the others.

Anyhow, there he was, up on Olympus with his old friend Jupiter, whom he was cheering with assurances

of support, in the event of the Bishop op Natal trying to write him down.

Minerva, who had put on her very best spoon helmet to fascinate Punch (the Goddesses are as artful as

the Women), was praying and beseeching him to accept the Crown of Greece.

The goddess was talking her choicest Greek to him, and the polysyllables melted from her lips like bonbons

with liqueur in them. He seemed to understand her as perfectly as Dr. Parr could have done, and his conversation,

though Socratic in its wisdom, had that slight Alcibiadic flavour which is not unacceptable even to goddesses of middle

age. Jupiter kept laughing, and though Mr. Benjamin D'Ixion-in-Heaten, M.P., says that nectar is out of

fashion up tbere, the great Pelasgic Dodonean was certainly drinking it as if he liked it. Mr. Punch has seen,

on this earth, very great Swells, whose dining-out talk is of Tokay, glue their lips to the modest pewter when at

home, and Jove was at home. Perhaps he had taken an economical turn, in order to annoy his venerable ox-eyed

wife—let us be charitable at Christmas.

But his accomplished daughter Blue-Eyes kept on pleading and pestering, with all the audacity of a young

English lady at a fancy-fair.

" Do take the Crown, my dear Mr. Punch," she said. " I will have the Parthenon put in thorough repair
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for you, and furnished with all the improvements—hot and cold water on the premises, arid a Lift to carry you up to

bed, when you have had "

" Madam ? " said Me. Punch, as sternly as he can speak to a iemale.

" Had too hard a day's work for the good of mankind," said Minerva, mending her hid with a blush worthy

of her relative Aurora. " Do—o—o," pleaded the goddess, pursing her handsome lips into a wheedling entreaty.

" Hoo—hoo—hoo," said the Owl, to the best of his power imitating his mistress.

" I can't, my dear, and there 's an end of it," said Mr. Punch, smiling, and giving the Owl a kindly little

kick. " Your father knows I 've got enough to attend to without going in for King."

"It is the neatest thing out in kingdoms," urged Miss Minerva, who has been growing rather fast since the

Universities took to examining out-siders. " "Who could desire a nicer little domain ?
"

" Hoo—hoo—hoo ? " asked the Owl.
" Tou might oblige the girl," said Jupiter.
" Tou might mind your own business," said Mr. Punch. " I have many reasons against it. I'll tell you one-

Consider Judy. The wife of a Chief Magistrate ought to be something to look at, or she hinders him. I see William
Russell's delightful American Diary on that cloud,—well, you know what he says about the advantage which Varina

Davis has over Mrs. Lincoln, and the consequent gain to the Southern President. Now, Judy, though the best of

wives, is really
"

" I am sure you ought to be ashamed of yourself, talking so," said Miss Minerva. " She is a very striking

looking person, and wears a great deal better than you do."

" I '11 tell her what you say," said Mr. Punch, " but I won't be King of Greece."

Minerva burst into tears, and wiped her blue eyes with her alabaster hand. " Hoo— hoo—hoo," went the

Owl, and wiped his brown eyes with his ridiculous claw.

" Phlegethonically selfish and unkind of you," growled Jupiter.
" If you use that kind of language, I shall not stay in Olympus," said Mr. Punch, " I am not used to it,

I can tell you. Minerva-Palla.s-Athena-Cecropia my dear, don't cry, but listen."

Minerva wiped her eyes again, and the Owl drew his wing over his beak.

" I can't be King over your Greeks, but I can and will be their guide, philosopher, and friend. Take this

volume" (and a green and golden tome suddenly appeared—as such things will in dreams—in Mr. Punch's hand).

" Let the Grecians," he said, " study that, and they will have slight need of Kings or any such luxuries."

The goddess smiled radiantly.

" Hoo !—hoo !—hoo !
" exclaimed the smiling Owl.

The next moment Mr. Punch awoke in the bosom of his four-post bedstead.
" Well," he said, sitting up defiantly, " and who could do better for her than give her my

" Hoo, indeed?" said the

"
J[0.r.to-C|iit IMiraie."
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J/7?. /OtfTV LEECH'S GALLERY of SKETCHES IN OIL, FROM
SUBJECTS IN PUNCH, is Open Daily from Ten till Dusk, at

the EGYPTIAN HALL, PICCADILLY. Admission One Shilling.

JVERNER'S PRIDE, a New Story by MRS. HENRY WOOD, Authress of "EAST
LYNNE," with Illustrations by CHARLES KEENE, Contiaed Weekly in

ONCE A WEEK. [Bradbury & E>s> n
( Bouverie Street, E.C.
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Now Ready, at all ihe Libraries,

THE LADIES OF L'OYFL-
I A LEIGH. By the Author of " Marga-
I RET and Her Brides.maiijs." 3 V.

I
LUCILLa., BY THE HON.

Mrs. jMacdonald, 2 v.

BRYANSTON SQUARE. BY
|

NoELL Radecliffe. 2 v.

GRANDMOTHERS MONEY.
Illustrated by Tenniel. 5;. oound.

Hurst and Blachktt, Publishers.

Now lie idy, in 2 vols., Svu,

TTALY UNDER VICTOR
J A EMMANUEL. A Personal Narrative.
1 By Count Charles Arrivabene.

iUuRST & Bi.acuett, Publishers.

TOOK TO YOUR PROFITS.
JkJ see Trofit and Discount Tables, by G.

O. Books. Oblong, price 3s. 6d.

| London: William Tegg, Pancras Lane, Cheapside.

I NO MOKE PILLS NOK ANX OTHER.
MEDICINE.

HE FIND DU BARRY'S
FOOD the safest remedy for chronic

constipation, indigestion {dyspepsia), consumption,
diarrhoea, all ^as'ric disorders, acidity, heart burn,

palpitation, irritability, sleeplessness, distension,

flatulency, phlegm, haemorrhoids, coughs, colds,

catarrhs, asthma, bronchitis. dysentery, nervousness,
biliousuess, torpidityot the liver, debility, atrophy.
— Andrew lire, M.D., K.R.S., Dr liarvey. Dr. Shor-
land, Dr. Campbell, Dr. Rud.Wurzer. It saves 50

times its cost in other remedies. Packed in tins

—

1 lb., 2l.9rf.; 12 lb., free of carriase, 22s.—Barry du
Barry and Co., 77, Recent Street, London; and
26, Place Veuil6me, Pans; Fortnum and Mason ;

and at. Gl.Gracerhurch Street; No.4'1, Bishopsjate
Street; 4, Cheapside; l.H and 1611, Ox ford Street;

330, Strand; 5, Charing CrosB; 54. Baker Street

;

and all Grocers and Chemists.

LE SOMMIER ELASTIQUE PORTATIF.

TTAVE patented a method of making a Spring Mattress portable. The great objection to the
' * usual Spring Mattress is its being so heavy and cumbersome. The " Sommier Elastique
Portatif" is made in three separate parts ; and, wheu joined together, has all the elasticity of
the best Spring Mattress. As it has no stuffing of wool or horse-hair, it cannot harbour moth,
to -which the usual Spring Mattress is very liable ; the prices also are much below those of the
best Spring Mattresses, viz

4 ft. 6 in. by 6 ft. 4 in. long £3
5 ft. ,, „ 3 5
5 ft. 6 in. „ „ 3 10

ft. wide by 6 ft. 4 in. long £2 5

3 ft. 6 in. ,, „ 2 10
4 ft, ,, ,, 2 15

The "Sommier Elastique Portatif," therefore, combines the advantages of elasticity, dura-
bility, cleanliness, portability, and cheapness. An ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of Bedsteads,
Bedding, and Bed-Koum Furniture, sent free by post.

HEAL & SON, 196, Tottenham Court Road, W.

|ULL EVENINGS MADS
MURRY. — Bagatelle Boards of the

finest manufacture from Sis. 6d. complete. Descrip-

tive Catalogue of parlour games free on application.

Asser & Suerwin.XI, Strand, London.

PRJCHARD^S AROMATIC
.& STEEL PILLS, for restoring con-ti-

tutional weakness, the only medicine that unites

with the blood, and forms one of its constituents,

whereby every muscle and nene derives an invigo-

rating "power. In boxes, Is. 1M-, 2s. 9d., &c.

VV. PiuciiARD, Apothecary, 65, Charing Cross, and
all Medicine Vendors.

PRIC HARD'S DANDELION, &c. PILLS
are an unequalled remedy lor Indigestion, and Liver

Complaints.

YUXURIANT WHISKERS,
"=* Moustaches, and Eyebrows, produced
in a few weeks by the use of ELLIOTT'S TONIC
LOTION, the stimulative properties of which are

lailallmi i" its operation. Thomas Klliott invites a

trial from the most sceptical, tbat they may be con-

vinced of its infallible power. Price 3s. 6</., 5s. 6/(.,

10s. 6rf„ and 21s. Forwarded on receipt of postage

stamps. Thomas Li,liott. Hair Grower ( first door),

51. Keneburch Street, E.C. T. B.'s WilfB, 30*.

B. JOSEPH & Co.'s

BOYS' CLOTHING AND OUT-
FITTING HOUSE,

150, REGENT STREET,

IS THE ONLY HOUSE OF THE KIND IN LONDON
Where Ladies and Gentlemen may suit their Children with every

article of dress in the most recherchi style, and at ecouomical prices.

THE KNICKERBOCKER JACKET SUIT,
In Drill, 12s. 6d.

I THE KNICKERBOCKER JACKET SUIT,
In Tweeds, from 14s. 6d. to 24s.

THE KNICKERBOCKER TUNIS SUIT,
In Velvet, 28s.

THE KNICKERBOCKER TUNIC SUIT, In Tweeds, from 120. 6d. to 21s.

TO BE HAD ONLY AT

B. JOSEPH & Co.'s, 150, Regent Street, London
;

B. JpSEP.H & Co.'s, 78, Grey Street, Newcastle-cm-Tyne

;

)SEPH & Co.'s, 92 and 93, Queen Street, Portsea.

COUNTRY ORDERS MOST PUNCTUALLY ATTENDED TO.

MR. MAURICE'S PATENT
Artificial Teeth (Ctass 17, International

Exhibition), restore Mastication, are Indestructible,

and so na'ural as to defy detection From as. to 21s.

per tooth, :i, Langham Place, Kegent Street.

PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS EXHIBITION, 1855.

METCALFE, BINGLEY,
& Co.'s New Pattern Tooth Brushes,

penetrating unbleached Hair Brushes, improved
Flesh Brushes, and genuine Smyrna Sponges, with
every description ol Brush. Comb, and Perfumery,
13U B, and 131, Oxford Street. Metc/.lck's cele-

brated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2s. per bo\.

tSIR J. MURRATS MAG-
ES NES1A and CORDIAL CAMPHOR
dissolve Bark", Bitters, Roots and Resins, forming
extracts free from lime and salts, so baneful in false

Fluid .Magnesia.— 1114. Strand, London.

THE LADIES' CONSTANT
J*. COMPANION is the most useful arti-

cle of the day, and one of the llinst Graceful and
Elegant ornaments that can adorn the female tig

Price Imm 7s. 6d: Full particulars sent bypo-. ..

application to Smiih <& Co., 138, Pantheon, Oxt'oi

Street, London.
The Trade supplied on liberal terms.

as?
°With Recent Improvements.

Ap ADDITIONS, CRYSTAL CLOTH PRESSER, BINDER CORDER, HEMMER, &c.

TJFersally preferred above all others for Stitching, Hemming, Felling, Binding, Cording,
Gat/ring, Embroidering, and every other description of Household or Manufacturing Work. Is

SiiJe, Durable, and Elegant; makes 500 to 20U0 stitches a minute which will not ravel, and
prriiency is readily acquired.

Thibited at the International Exhibition under the^east end of the Picture Gallery and the
Grit Organ.

/structiou gratis to every Purchaser. In writing for an Illustrated Prospectus, which will
bprwarded Post Free, please to state where this Advertisement has been seen.

fTICE ANB SALE ROOM, 139, RE1ENT STREET, LONDON, W.
MANUFACTURERS OF FOOT'S PATENT UMBRELLA STAND.

LARK'S NEURALG
TINCTURE, a certain permanent.

for NEURALGIA, TIC-DOULOU HEUX, TOi
ACHE, and AGUE.—Clark, Dorking. Lo(N

Depot, 57, St. Paul's. Sold by all Chemists.
2s. M., 4s. M.

Relerence, The Rev. Sib F. Gore Ousblbt,
M.A., Mus. Bac. Oxon.

ENSON'S WATCHES.
" Perfection of Mechanism."

—

Morning Post.

GOLD 5 to 100 Gs. : SILVER 2 to 50 Gs.

Send Two Stamps for Bewson's Illustrated Pamphlet, descriptive of
every construction of Watch now made, with their prices.

Watches sent to all parts of the Kingdom free by
Post, or to India and the Colonies for Ss. extra.

33 & 34, LUDGATE HILL, and

46 & 47, CORNHILL, LONDON", E.C.

Established 174:9.

SECOND HAND SILVER PLATE.
222, REGENT STREET, LONDON, AND

67, & 68, KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE.

MAPPIN BROTHERS
MAKE THE MOST LIBERAL ALLOWANCE FOR OLD SILVER PLATE

EITHER FOR CASH OR IN EXCHANGE FOR GOODS.

fJALLAGHAN'S OPERA,V RACE AND FIELD GLASSES.—
Matchless in power and definition, are now offered
for the first time in a variety of si\ different sizes at
prices from 30j. to X.A each, with cusp complete.
For the convenience of countn customers these
glasses may be had at the Bookstalls of Messrs.
Smith and Son, at the following Railway Stations,
viz.

—

Hitchin Rams^ate
Holy h-- ad Heading
Leicester Red Hill
Leeds Richmond
Liverpool Ru^ny

Lime St. Hyde

Ashford
Bangor
Birmingham
Brighton
Cambridge
Chester
Chichester
Crewe
Crystal Palace
Derby
I»on caster
Dover
Exeter
Farn borough
Folkestone
Gloucester
Halifax

„ lii bebarn St. Salisbury
Malvern Link Sheffield
Manchester Southampton
„ Victoria Stafford
„ London Rd. Stoke

Norwich Swansea
Norwood Junct. Torquay
Nottingham Winchester

Windermere
Worcester

Peterborough
Portsmouth
Plymouth

London Stations—King's Cross, London Bridge,
(Crystal Pal«ce Line.j Pinvico, Waterloo, Euston,
and Shoreducb.

At the principal Stations in Ireland, and 21, Lower
SackvUle Street, Dublin.
Also at Hugh Snowie's, Inverness, or will be sent

Carriage free on receipt of Money Order payable to
William Callaghan, Optician, 2»a, New Bond
Street, W., corner of Conduit Street.
N.B. Sole Ag^nt for the celebrated small and pow-

ertul Opera and Race Glasses invented and mad- by
VoiGTiaNnER, Vienna. Likewise tor the Photo-
graphic lenses by the same eminent makers. Cata-
logues ot which may be had free on application.

BMESSING BAG
^GENTLEMEN {coEete.

FITTED
COMPLETE.

./I

D-STREET.
INTERNATIONAL EXHI-t BITION, Gallery, South Transept, Class
19, No. 3,750, anJ at Argyll House, Regent Street.

THE CELEBRATED CRIMEA.V HERO
PORTRAIT DOUBLE DAMASK

TABLE LINEN.
Manufactured by Dewar, Son, and Sons, from origi-

nal and exquisite designs, expressly fur

Hodgb & LowMAN.of Argyll llimse, 256, 253, 260,
262, Repeal Street.

The Table and Family Linen Department of Argyll
House has received extensive Kceign and English

Patronage during i lie past Thirty Years.

NONPAREIL- POSTILL'S
Yorkshireversw Worcestershire S;iuce.

Is warranted to retain its characteristics—exquisite
flavour and superlative quality—in any climate.
Connoisseurs are requested to test its merits aira::ist

"The Only Good Sauce." Small Sample on re-

ceipt of four Postage Stamps. Onednzeti U bottles
P.O. order 12a.; or One d zen 1 . 9rf. bottle* 21*.

Free. Liberal discount to Men bants and Traders.
Proprietor, Edward Postill, York.

PARTE DE VISITS P0R-^ TRAITS of 2,ono Popular Meu aud
Women of the Hay are published at 1». bd, each by
Messrs. Mbcui and Bazin, 112, Regent Street.
Also many hundreds of l>rawin«»rooin Albuni3ior
ditto on sate, from 2«. ad. to ten guineas each.

Catalogues of names post trt-e.

fJOLONIAL ARROWROOTV AS80CIAIIOM,
Established by Proprietors of Es ates, for the Sale

of Pure Arrowroot,
30, Duke Street, Piccadilly, S.W.

COCKLES ANTIBILIOUSv PILLS, for mdigestion, bile, sicii head-
ache, acidity, heartburn, flatulency, spasms, &c.
Prepared only bv James Cock^k, 18, New Orinond
Street, London, anu to ye had ol all Medicine Ven-
dors, in boxes at I* i*d.. 3*. y<l, 4«. hd., and U«.

^HUBB'S PATENT DETEC-V TOR LOCKS; Chubb's Fire and Bur-
flar Proof Safes; Chubb's Fireproof Strong-room
>oora; Chubb's street Door Larches, with small

keys; Chubb's Cash aud Deed boxes.—Illustrated
Price List sent free.

Chobb & Son, No. "57, St. Paul's Churchyard.

PRICKET CLUBS, SCHOOLS,v COLLEGES, AND CLUBS, supplied
with Flannel Shirts, Caps, Belts, and Truusers by
T. Mills & Co., Clothiers, (Jut niters, and Con-

tractors, i and 3, Aid^ate, E.

TSLE OF MAN, SEa.
J* BATHING. Average p*ssa?e from
Liverpool, five hours. " Return tickets at all sra-

tions*' The Castle Mona Hotel and Fiunly Bnard-
ini? House, formerly a Itueal re idence, on i he mar-
gin of the beautiful Bay of Douglas.
Table d'hdte. Ladies' and Gentlemen's Coffee

Rooms, Billiard Room, Ruths, Ac.
For Tariff, view, and •'es'ripiinn of the Island,

send two stamps.—See advertisement in Bradshaw.

EXTRACT OF SOSESTFOE
Cleansing Preserving, and Beautifying

the Hflir. Imparts to the Hair the fragrance of the

Rose, and Kives itthat smooth and irlossy a m earance
so desirable in the present style of dressing the Hair.
3s., 6j. (

and 10«.

H. Rigoe, 35, New Bond Street.



PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
"MONDAY, June IZrcl. The Lord Chancellor, mirabile dictu, missed
-L'-1

- a good point. He Lad an opportunity of reading the Lords a lecture
illustrated pictorially. He had to introduce a Bill for doing away with
the Queen's Prison. Just over his head was Cope's fresco of Prince
Henry misconducting himself before Judge Gascoigne, who committed
his Royal Highness to the prison now to be abolished. Lord West-
btjry might have done a good bit of demonstrative oratory, and been
the lirst to appeal to the decorations on their Lordship's walls, in the
way that in the old days Senators used to make appeals to the ex-
tremely insecty tapestry which was luckily burnt up, insects and all, some
years back. Now somebody else will get the first innings at that kind
of thing. Perhaps when Sir Morton Peto is made a lord, he will
point to the Christening of the adult St. Ethelbert with pardonable
Baptist admiration, or Lord Chelmsford, pleading for the unlucky
Bankruptcy Clerks, will respectfully call the Lords' attention to Mac-
use's Spirit of Justice. However, the Bill was introduced, the few
prisoners in the Q. P. will be taken to White Cross Street, and it is

hoped that the ground, which is worth £200,000 and more, will betaken
as i he site of St. Thomas's Hospital. This will be a good compromise
between the views of those who think it should be in Seven Dials or
some such den, and those who want to set it down in Salisbury Plain,
so that a patient with a broken limb may Lave a pleasant railway ride
into fresh air on his way to the operating table.

Mr. Scully began Ihe week characteristically. Mr. Page's beautiful
new Westminster bridge is scarcely open, when Scully wants palisades
stuck up along it, to prevent people from voluntarily jumping into the
river. We really demur to spoiling the bridge in order to give such
people the trouble, of going round the corner, but we cannot complain
of Mr. Scully for standing up to represent the lunatic interest.

(

The House then went at the important question of the week, and Sir
George Lewis demanded leave to raise One Million Two Hundred
Thousand Pounds by annuities, for Fortifications of Arsenals. There
was, of course, a long debate, and the questions, whether we want such
things, and whether 1 hey are of any use, and whether forts can demolish
ships as easily as ships can demolish forts, and whether our experiments
on ordnance are satisfactory, and all the rest of the arguments with
which we have been deluged since the Merrimac ran at the Monitor,
were ventilated, as the slang goes, for several hours. Prince
Napoleon came into the House during the debate, and Mr. Disraeli

went and talked to him, while Lord Palmerston, more delicately,

remained in his place (long may he remain there), and paid high com-
pliments to France, and quoted Latin, for the greater delectation of the

owner of the Pompeiau villa. Mr. Disraeli was not going to be

trumped, so he came back and made a speech reminding the Committee
that Lord Palmerston had said two jears ago that we ought to arm
against Prance. Doubtless the Prince was edified, and the end was
that in spite of Mr. Osborne, who let off a long and clever attack

upon the Fortification scheme, and defined "Efficiency " as " increased

expenditure," the Government carried the resolution, giving the money.

Tuesday. The Scotch Public-houses Bill went through another stage

in the Lords, and Lord Minto wished it recommitted. He protested

against the repressive svstem, and contended that the Forbes
Mackenzie Act had not done the good with which it was credited.

He said

—

" An improvement had no doubt been effected in the drinking habits of the

higher and middle orders of Scotland ; but these classes were those who were least

influenced by any legislation of this sort, and if any intemperance still lingered

among them, it could not be dealt with by any measures like the present. There
was, however, on the other hand, a considerable degree ot drunkenness among the

poorer classes."

On the first allegation Mr. Punch entirely agrees with his Lordship,

for on each successive visit paid by Mr. Punch to the aristocracy and
gentry of Scotland, he has found the claret belter and better, and has

been invited and assisted to partake of larger quantities of it. The
Duke of Argyll defended theBill, and so did the Duke of Buccleuch,
who may reasonably be expected to admire a Repressive System,

whether applied to public houses or public carriages. The Lords
supported the measure by 68 to 22.

The Earl of Derby complained that the country police did not aid

in the suppression of Night Poaching. He did not want the constables

to be gamekeepers, but urged that where gangs of twenty men (not out

of employment, but colliers and others, leceiving good wages) went
about at night armed, stole game, beat and stabbed keepers, robbed
farmhouses, and committed other excesses, the police ought to be

ordered to deal with them. Earl Berners introduced a Bill with a

view to meeting such cases. Dr. Wilberforce brought in a Bill for

facilitating the making more bishops "in heathen parts." Vve shall

have the heathen making reprisals if the hierarchs do not take care.

VOL. xliii. L
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Scotland had a second innings in the Commons. The Scotch Police

Bill, which must be a kind of Code Caledonian, for it contains about

500 clauses, went through Committee. Such legislation is very sensibly

discussed at private meetings with Scotch Members, where men do not

go for the purpose of making speeches but of doing business. What
the Code Caledonian may intend to do, those who are interested know-

best, but if Sir Michael Stewart's allegation be correct, that " it

will tie the proprietors of land and the occupiers of houses hand and

foot," we scarcely see how, in that painful attitude the Scotch will be

able to extend to their Southron friends the usual hospitalities of the

autumn. But we have all heard of a chieftain to the Highlands bound,

and as his being so fastened is not recorded to have much interfered

with his comforts, we will hope that our other Scotch friends may be

equally fortunate.

Mr. Sotheron Estcourt then tried to settle the Church Rate ques-

tion—and didn't.

Sir John Trelawny moved for leave to bring in a Bill to allow

certain persons to make Affirmations instead of Oaths. Sir George
Bovtybr thought such a measure would remove a very powerful means
of getting at the truth. Mr. Roebuck thought that a person's

declaring his disbelief in a future state was a better guarantee for his

honesty than the readiness of a hypocrite to take any oath proposed to

him. There are two sides to the question, of course. There are

numerous persons who suffer much injustice, and of whose evidence

others are unjustly deprived, because the former are known to be un-

satisfied that there are future rewards and punishments. But there

are thousands who will, and daily do, tell the most uncompromising
lies, but who are afraid to lie, much, when the oath has been adminis-

tered. Still, and although exceptional legislation is impolitic, means
might be devised for relieving the really conscientious, without destroy-

ing the hold which the present system gives upon a great mass of dis-

honest but impressionable persons. Leave was granted, by 88 to 59, to

bring in the Dill.

Her Majesty wishes to sell her Bake House in Peascod Street,

Windsor. Is this the house where the bakers' wives lived to whom
Falstaff sold the shirts which Mrs. Quickly had bought him ? And
did the street take its name from the husband of Mistress Squash, to

whom Mr. Bottom sent his compliments by little Peasblossom'i If so,

Mr. Collier had better look after the purchase. Mr. Cowper will

give him every information.

Wednesday. A day of disagreeable business, the record of which Mr.
Punch intends to tie up exceedingly tight. Sir George Bowyer
moved the Second Reading of a Bill for altering the Government of the

Inns of Court. Our Government saw no case for the Bill, and opposed
it. Now it is notorious that the Middle Temple Benchers have had to

investigate certain charges made against Mr. Digby Seymour, the
ultra-liberal Member for Southampton, and that the judgment was un-
favourable to that patriot. To-day he deemed it lit to bring his case

before the House, to defend himself, and to assail the tribunal of the

Temple. Mr. Bovill, as a Bencher, replied, defended the Benchers,
and assailed the Member for Southampton. Sir George Grey ex-

pressed what will probably be the opinion of most persons, that as there

is an appeal to a higher Court than that of the Temple, it is desirable

that the judgment of such Court should be obtained by Mr. Digby
Seymour. Sir George Bowyer withdrew his Bill.

Thursday, Mazzini has not thrown himself into Vesuvius in conse-
quence of Lord Brougham's expression of non -esteem for him, and
to-night his Lordship said that he had been informed that Mazzini did
incur danger when conspiring. But Lord Brougham thought him
wrong in troubling Europe and provoking Austria, without securing
the co-operation of Erance. So that the real complaint is, not that
Mazzini conspires, but that, he does not do so on a sufficiently large
scale. Well, let us hope that if he has any preseut designs on Rome,
he will secure the co-operation of Napoleon the Third, Emperor of
the French, and elected of the Millions.

A Fortifications debate in the Lords brought out some good speakers,
and amqug^ other orators our friend George delivered himself very
sensibly in favour of defences, and afterwards wrote a very proper letter

to the Times correcting a couple of errors in the report of his address.
He

_

proposes to mass men at Reigate in case of an invasion, and in

addition to the excellent strategical reasons for this, we approve of the
course on account of the extremely good beer which may be obtained in
that impetuous town.
The Commons worked away at the Conveyaucing Reform Bill, and

also at the Petroleum Bill, which proposes to deal with a somewhat
similar nuisance, for while the attorney eats up your house, the
petroleum burns it down.

Friday. A fuss was made in the Lords about the getting some female
or other to sign a petition which she did not understand, and supposed
toask the reverse of its real prayer. More inquiry was ordered, but if

this sort of puritanism is to be carried out, petitioning may as well be
put down by law. How many people who sign petitions could, five

minutes afterwards, write down in a sensible fashion, the substance of
their appeal to the Parliament to make or alter laws ? However, in

this particular case the interests of private property were involved,
which of course makes a difference. Imperial legislation may take its

chance, but a railway cutting is a serious matter.

Another proof of Administrative honesty was afforded. The brave
fellows who took Kertch have hitherto been kept out of their prize
money, and although all the leading Lords, including Lords Hard-
wicke, the Luke op Somerset, Lord Chelmsford, Lord Grey, and
Lord Derby, unhesitatingly declared the claim to be a fair one, the
Government gave a sort of "wish you may get it " answer, and it was
more than hinted, that Government resisted this just demand, inas-
much as the cry for economy was now rather strong. The scandal is so
flagrant that we should not wonder at its enduring. It is sometimes
a misfortune to have too good a case.

The Lord Chancellor announced that Mr. Edwin James's patent,
as one of the Queen's Counsel, was to be cancelled. So the last link is

broken that binds that patriot to an aristocracy-ridden and tyrannical old
rotten country, and he is free to soar upon the wings of the American
Eagle, if that downy bird is r'nclined to take him up. The New York
judges will, however, take notice of the act of the Lord Chancellor,
and may have their own ideas as to the causes which have induced him
to take a course so rarely adopted.

This Thames Embankment question is the most important domestic
topic of the day, and at the risk of being momentarily prosaic, Mr.
Punch begs to call attention to the state of the case. We want an
Embankment all along the north side of the river, from the City to the
Clock Tower at Westminster. We shall have it, but not unless Par-
liament and the nation speak out. For a wealthy Scottish Duke has
just built himself a fine house near Westminster Bridge, and he natu-
rally dislikes the having a road brought between his garden and the
river. He and some rich friends have Bribed (with a big B, and yon
can't touch us, Duke or anybody else)—have, we repeat, Bribed the Com-
mittee that hud to report upon the subject. The Duke and his friends

offer £90,000 in aid of making the road, provided it is not taken
between the gardens aud the river, and the Committee has been weak
enough to be bribed, on behalf of the British tax-payer, with this offer.

Not ail the Committee, by the way. Sir Joseph Paxton, Sir Morton
Peto, Colonel Brownlow Knox, and Mr. Pollard Urquhart,
have resisted, but there were seven on the other side. Now, the Duke
of Buccleuch, for he is the chief obstructive, is a worthy mau, and all

that, but we cannot sacrifice the Thames Embankment to his desire to

have a private garden. There will be a good light over the business,
for he is very rich, and has immense influence, aud therefore it behoves
Parliameut to be wide-awake and resolute. The subservient Committee
are so ashamed of what they have done that they begin to defend them-
selves before they are hit, aud Lord Robert Montagu thought he had
done a very clever thing in attacking Mr. Cowper for having held some
communication on the subject with a gentleman who writes in the
Times, but the device was too transparent, and all that came of it was
that the House perceived that the Committee' and those who oppose
the Embankment are dreadfully afraid of the Press, aud that a Mr.
Higgins, who by mistake received a letter intended for the Mr. Hig-
gins, was described by Mr. Cowper as a person whose acquaintance
the latter did not desire to improve. But all this is beside the mark—
the Mark is the Duke of Buccleuch until he is kind enough (and he
is a very kind Duke) to get out of the way.

Mr. Lawson wants to legislate upon liquor in the spirit of the

Maine Liquor Law. It is perfectly clear, as Sir George Grey told

him, that the people of this country are not prepared for such legis-

lation. But something ought to be done, in presence of the fact that

great part of the crime of the country is attributable to drink._ At
present "I was drunk," is held to be au extenuation. Make it an
aggravation—punish first for the drunkenness, and then for the crime,

and see whether the lesson can be learned. The Magistrates can do
this without any new law, if they be minded to try the experiment.

Sir F. Goldsmid made a pathetic appeal to Lord Palmers ion in

favour of certain Russiau Jews who were accused in 1853 of a course
of murders, and who seem to have had their full run of appeals to all

the Russiau tribunals ever since. The final decision of the highest

Court is, that they were guilty, aud they are sentenced to transportation.

Lord Palmerston did not exactly see how to interfere in favour of

these interesting persons, but expressed a general aud agreeable hope that

the legal arrangements of Russia would be improved, aud added that the

present Emperor was a very humane man, which we rather think we
nave heard before.

When we mention that there was au Indian debate, about soldiers,

and that Sir Charles Wood came out with arguments aud figures, we
are sure that we shall be excused from aiding that remarkable person
further to bewilder himself and the public.

We Live to be Deceived.

It seems that there is no chance of securing a cab unless you happen
to be a party of three or four. This is the first time we ever knew a
cabman to evince the slightest reluctance in taking one in.
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ASTOUNDING ADVERTISEMENTS.
evbbal advertisements for

left-off clothes have appeared

in the Dally Telegraph. Among
them there is one from some
persons named Harris—not
of Shoe Lane. Another is

from a Mr. Lewis Moses.

We can well understand Har-
ris, and Lewis Moses, in this

connection ; but we have some
difficulty in understanding the

name which occurs in the

notification annexed:

—

niSTCE-VALUED; Rejected

;

vJ Discarded ; Regretted. —
GRANVILLE AND Co., Old Ward-
robe Depot, fee., RECEIVE PAR-
CELS OF LEFT-OFF APPAREL,
and remit, write, or visit, per
return. To captains, and for bene-
volent purposes, a liberal allowance
made on large lots. Home and
export orders, direct or through
agents, accompanied with remit-
tances, promptly and justly exe-
cuted.

The nohle name of Gran-
ville, standing in relation to

clo', is hardly explicable. The
Granvilles and the Leve-
son-Gowers are akin cer-

tainly ; but the Levesons are

a different family from the

Levisons. Nevertheless it is

not impossible that Gran-
ville and Co. may be among
the sons of Levi.
Messrs. Granville and

Co.'s advertisement begins with what is evidently meant for a line of poetry :

—
" Once valued ; Rejected ; Discarded ; Regretted :

"

To which, just for the sake of marking the metre, might have been added :

—

" Perhaps not yet paid for by persons indebted."

The poetry, if not that of Levi, is quite in the style of Moses. The language, also, of this

advertisement is mysterious. The advertisers promise to "remit, write, or visit, per return."

Here arc three courses, as Sir Robert Peel,
the former, used to say. What if Granville
and Co. should prefer the second to t lie first,

and simply write to say that th.-y are much ob-
liged ? ^As to visiting per return, how can they
do that ? A number of old clot hesmen cannot go
through the Post in an envelope.

It is not easy to conceive how left-off apparel
can be sold for benevolent pui poses. Benevo-
lent people generally give their old clothes away,
and would rather be disposed to send them to
the Rev. Mr. Jervis, the manager of the society
ior the relief of distressed clergymen, than to the
namesake of Earl Granville.

Another odd advertisement, also from the
Daily Telegraph, is the following :

—

T^ULL-PRICE DAIRY BUSINESS (without
-"- Cows), in a first-class and rapidly improving neigh-
bourhood, for BALE, doing 17 to 21 barn gallons per day
all the year round.—Address, &c.

They say that London milk is composed prin-

cipally of shceps' brains. If a dairy doiug from
17 to 21 barn gallons of milk all the year round,

really does all that milk without cows, and the

milk is not made of sheep's brains, the dairyman
must make it out of his own head. How he can
manage that is a puzzle. A dairy business with-

out cows must be supposed to mean one con-

ducted with only a single cow, the cow with,

the iron tail, and such a daiiy doing the enormous
quantity of milk above stated must also do a great

many people.

Musical Note and Query.

" Mr. Punch,—Advertised at the head of a

list of pieces of dance music I noticed, the other

day, the title of a composition called the
' Axenalla Waltz' Axenalla! Dear me, what
an odd name! Was there not a song once

familiar among the populace, supposed to be

sung by a costermonger, and entitled, 'I ma
regular Ax-my-eye ?' Is that the foundation of

the waltz named Axenalla ? Horrid idea !

" Ever yours, Cheveril."

POLYGLOT CABMEN WANTED.

Now that London is so full of foreigners, who in general possess but
slight acquaintance with our language, we really think in mere polite-

ness someihing should be done towards assisting them in some degree

to comprehend our cabmen, and to understand the patois common to

our streets. How great must be the mental bewilderment of French-

men at hearing the slang phrases which are used by cads and cabbies,

when either they hold conversation with a passenger, or make public

proclamation of the places they are going to. We can picture a poor
Mossoo driven almost to despair by hearing the reiterated cries of
" B'nk !

" and " Stee !
" and searching vainly in his map to see in what

part of the town are "Obun" and the "Hangel." The meaning of
" Old 'ard " he might more easily discover, but the dictionary would
scarcely give him much assistance in finding out the meaning of the
common phrase, "Now then, Sir! " Almost equally perplexing would
be the slang words used to designate our coins. His knowledge of

our Christian names would afford him little help in distinguishing
between a " Joey " and a '* Bob," nor would he be likely to discover in

his pluase-book what was actually required of him, when requested hi

slang phrase to " jist fork out another tanner."

It would have been an act of courtesy to our Continental guests if

some few score of foreign cabmen had been hired for the season, who,
when they saw a Signor, a Mynherr or Mossoo, could have addressed
him in a language that he could comprehend. But as this has not been
done, perhaps the next best step to take would be to teach our cabs and
cabbies a phrase or two of Trench, which they might use on being hired

by " one o' them there furring covies." At this short notice they of
course would scarce be able to acquire the true Parisian accent : but
really one would think that with a very little practice they might at

any rate obtain so far a smattering of Erench as to say " Dlppyeshy woo !"
instead of "Hi! look sharp!" and to reply with some politeness,
"
Issy voosate, Mossoo/" instead of "Here you are, Sir!"

New American Name tor Leicester Square.—Mossoori.

ULTRAMONTANE IMPOLICY.

A Letter from home, in one of the Erench newspapers, asserts that,

on the occasion of a grand fete at the Quirinal, the other day, the

ex-King of Naples, Erancis the Second, received an English, or

rather an Irish deputation, charged to present him with a sword of

honour. The leaders of these delegates from the isle of potatoes and

patriotism are stated to have been Cardinal Wiseman, and Dr.
Cullen, the illicit Archbishop of Dublin. This statement requires

confirmation. The impulsive Irish ecclesiastic might be impolitic

enough to make a gratuitous demonstration of the friendship of Popery

for despotism ; but surely Wiseman would hardly be such a fool as to

commit himself and his party by such a blunder.

The Wife for Our Taste.

We see that Mr. John Saunders has been publishing a new book

under the title of Abel Drake's Wife. Abel is to be_ envied, ior it

requires no a-reat reasoning, or seasoning of the truth either, to tell us

that, a Drake's Wife must be a perfect Duck ! With such a wife, what

husband would ever be late for dinner?

the happy medium.

Our Conservative economists have been raising a great cry for what

they call "the golden mean" in expenditure. What we want is the

silver mean between " the penny wise " and " the pound foolish."

VERY LIKELY.

Hannibal, crossing the Alps, was (saith the Historian) much
annoyed by Insects. Mr. Charles Kean thinks that they must have

been Hannibalculaj.

" A Taper Waist."—Lighting the candle at both ends.
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A PRETTY EXHIBITION NEAR BROMPTON.
This is the way those Poor Young Swells, Hipps and Fiprs, are obliged to go out to Dinner, in Consequence of the

Scarcity of the Cabs.

WHAT 'S IN A NAME ! OR BUG r. HOWARD.
T NORFOLK HOWARD, heretofore called and known by the name
1) of Joshua Bug, late of Epsom, in the county of Surrey, now of Wakefield, in

the County of York, and landlord of the Swan Tavern in the same county, do hereby
give notice, that on the 'JUth day of this present month of June, for and on behalf of
myself and heirs, lawfully begotten, 1 did wholly ABANDON the use of the SUR-
NAME of BUG, and ASSUMED, took, and used, and am determined at all times
hereafter, in all writings, actions, dealings, matters, and things, and upon all other
occasions whatsoever, to be distinguished, to subscribe, to be called and known by
the name of NORFOLK HOWARD only.—Times, Thut sday, June 26.

'TlS over ! On Chancery's rolls set at last,

Is that awful deed-poll sigued and sealed, tight and fast,

That wipes the foul Bug from my sign-board and head,

And plants there the proud Norfolk Howard instead !

All the blood of the Howards may chafe as it will,

At a Bug's bold intrusion

—

Pure ichor be still!

The law it allows me to do what I 've done,
If a Bug was my father, a Howard 's my son

;

You may boil, you may bluster, nay burst every vein,

But Bug's Norfolk Howard, and such he '11 remain,
Unless it should please him, rank's pride to rebuke,
To rise into Seymour, and bully the Duke.

At distinction of blood, though my shoulders I shrug,
Who knows what may flow in the veins of a Bug ?

The Howards we sucked ere they 'd breeches to wear,
And Seymouhs, while still in their woad, blue and bare,
More deep than your sire's lies our family stem

;

They were glad to catch us, and ice fed upon them

!

'Tis, perhaps, sense of justice that makes me thus fain

To restore to your order the blood mine has ta'en.

So open your arms

—

gules and azure and or,

And find 'moug your quarterings room for one more

—

For henceforth in the coat of the Howards must be,
" On a chief, a Bug rampant, langued proper," for me,
Or a Bug crawling up an old family tree !

What, dare you still murmur ? Pale Lordlings, be dumb !

In my train I see myriads locustdike come.
Were I sole assailant yourselves you might hug,
For all England o'er only boasts of one Bug.
But what will you feel, when from Kelly the row
Of Brown, Jones and Robinsons, flood-like shall flow,

Not to speak of the Taylors, who shake off their kii.hs,

And homonymous thousands of joyous John Smiths,
Flinging off the vile dittos they took at the font,

Aud donning instead the proud names that you vaunt ?

To ephemeral titles we scorn to lay claims,

We '11 leave you the handles, so we have the names !

How ? Still discontented ? Then thus I propose

:

" Exchange is no robbery," all the world knows.
If that Bugs should turn Howards you think such a shame,
Let Howards turn Bugs—they 've my leave to the naaie.

I don't see why a Howaiid, if met in the street,

By the name of a Bug, should not smell just as sweet

:

Or if such exchange your nobility fires,

Suppose you go back to the ways of your sires
;

And, as they first won titles by service's claims,

So let your class win honour, once more, for new names,
Instead of, as now but too often you do,

Allowing old names to bring honour to you.

nattering Recognition.

Madame Rachel, in consequence of her profession of enamelling

ladies, aud the exorbitant prices she charges, (and she certainly knows
how to lay it on uncommonly thick !) has been elected an honorary
member of the Skinners' Company.

A Regular Mudlark.—The Duke of Buccleucii's opposition

to the Thames Embankment

!
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OUR (ANYTHING BUT) CRITIC AT THE HANDEL
FESTIVAL.

" My dear Mr. Punch,
" If any of the nearly hundred thousand visitors who have

been attending the Crystal Palace festival are tired yet of talking of

the pleasure they enjoyed at it, I rejoice to say that I am not one

of the number. My ears have had a more than Alexander's Feast ot

splendid music, and while the taste of the tit-bits is still fresh upon my
tongue, I like to chew the cud and ruminate and think how much I

relished them. The proverb says, you cannot eat your cake and have

it ; but to my hope, Sir, the flavour of the feast we have been having

will leave for weeks a pleasant recollection on one's palate.
_
Handel's

has been called the ' roast beef of music
;

' and I find his oratorios

nutritious mental food, that leaves upon the mind a lasting flavour of

sweet sounds, one of which is worth a myriad of Signor Verdi's

lollipops.

" I trust you did not think when you sent me to the Festival that I

was competent to write you a critical account of it. Had I been asked

to criticise, I might not so much have enjoyed myself, for my ears

would have been pricked up to listen chiefly tor defects. As the critics

have however mostly written nought but praise, I am in no fear of

losing caste by echoing it. Minds unlearned in music often differ much
with learned ones; but there is that in Handel which affords delight

to both. While skilled ears are employed in following his fugues,

mine ignorantly revel in his grand majestic harmonies, which entrance

me while I hear them and thrill me to the bone. If you are musical,

you doubtless must have felt this thrilling, which seems to quicken

every pulse and turn your skin to what the school-boys christen ' goose-

skin.' I am older than I was (a remarkable fact that), and truth

obliges me to own that I have out-lived most ' sensations,' but I never

can hear Handel without a touch of ' goose-skin.'

" You may call this affectation, and doubtless there are many of your

readers will agree with you. My good friend Blobberly for instance

who has no more ear for music than an oyster, opens his eyes so wide

when I talk to him in this way that I sometimes feel a doubt if he will

ever get them shut again. Blobberly has told me he was present at

the festival, and felt none of the bone-thrilling and goose-skin I expe-

rienced ; and his staring eyes expressed something stronger than sur-

prise when I attempted to convey to him a notion of my feelings.

" Even Blobberly, however, if his ears were not delighted, confesses

that his eyes were ; and indeed I hardly know which sense found more
to charm it. Pond as Handel was of producing great effects, I wish

he could have lived to see that acre of an orchestra, crammed with

hundreds zealous to do justice to his works. And a still more pleasant

sight to him it might have been to see that square half mile or so of

hearers, so many of them holding his music in their hands, (very handy
little books are those of yours, Mr. Novello,) and reverently following

each note as it burst forth. It was a constant pain to Handel that his

works were not appreciated. He might have grieved less had he
known how in a century they would be. There is no denying now that

England does him justice. The late festival and that of 'fifty-nine

have proved the fact. And I trust that now we have these festivals to

point to, we shall hear no more stuff talked about the English people

having no great reverence for music, and that it is absurd in them to

set up their pretensions to be in any -way regarded as at all a musical
nation. I hope too we shall now hear no more nonsense talked about
the Crystal Palace being quite unsuited for such festivals. The place

may have defects—what concert-room has not ?—but take it for all in

all, pray where else are we to look upon its like ? There are some
sour-minded people who delight in finding fault, and who declare they
paid their guineas * chiefly for the solos, and complain of being swindled
because they heard them badly. Well, I grant, a single voice (that of a
Titiens excepted) can not be heard at Sydenham so well as in a con-
cert-room, although certainly the new roof very greatly helps the music
to ' spread its voice around.' But, compared to the advantages, what
is that defect ? You may hear a solo anywhere ; but where, except at

Sydenham, can you hear such choruses ? Auy one singer you any day
may listen to ; but it is not any day that you can listen to three thou-
sand. And to hear three thousand voices sing like one is even a
still rarer treat for ears to listen to. Yet this was what the sharpest
critics own was heard at Sydenham. The three thousand were so
trained that they spoke all with one breath, as was proved by the plain
fact that their joined words were articulate.

" It will hardly weaken our remembrance of the festival, if we reflect

on the pains taken for securing that result. I think, considering the
labour which he must have endured, Commander-in-Chief Bowley
ought to be in -public thanked; and gallant Captain Grove (one of
those 'delightful pleasant Groves,' eh, Purcell?) to be at least
presented with a gold magnum-bonum pen-holder, in remembrance of the
great good he has brought, to the community. And I think it would
have been no whit more honour than he merited, if Signor Costa had

* Query, crowns?

—

Punch.

been chaired as well as cheered when all was over, and if the prettiest

lips present had thanked him with a kiss.

" I hate encores in general; but to encore a whole performance is a
somewhat new idea, and good cause may be shown for the encoring of

this festival. Handel himself hoped that men might be ' made
better' by the sermons he composed for them; and if this be their

effect, the oftener we have the power of hearing them the better. When
I heard the Halleluiah, I wished that it were sung to an audience of

Atheists. It might have surely been the means ot converting some of

them. A religion that inspires such music must have something good
in it. And with this thought in my miud, again I cry encore to this

great Handel Festival.

" I remain, Mr. Punch, one whom you may call, but in no whit will

offend by calling „ An ENTHXrsiAST
»

DUCK OF A DOG LOST.
c:

Calceolaria Collage, Monday.

my dear Mr. Punch,
" Oh ! I am so dis-

trest! Do just look at

this :

—

ANE GUINEA RE-
V/WARD.-LOST, on Monday
evening at 6 o'clock, in Rotten

C Row, near the Wellington Statue,

a small WHITE DOG, with pink
nose, answering to the name of
" Bella," wearing a silver collar

with name and address, red
riband, and gold bell. Whoever
will bring the same to No. 20,

Ichabod Crescent, shall receive
the above reward.

" There now, isn't that

afflicting ! Only fancy what
an agony of grief the loss of

such a darling must have
caused its mistress. Just
conceive her pangs at losing

her little pet's pink nose,

not to name its silver collar,

red riband and gold bell.

It 's enough to make one faint to think of such affliction, and I only-

hope she will be able to survive it. And besides the cruel torture of
the loss, there is the dreadful thought of what perhaps has happened
to her dog, and the misery which it may possibly be suffering. A pet
with a pink nose^ silver collar and gold bell of course has been most
tenderly and carefully brought up, and could not bear to rough it, as

coarser- bred dogs might. Nursed iu the lap of luxury—I mean the
apron of its mistress—of course the darling little duck has met with
every indulgence, and if suddenly deprived of its cream and lumps of
sugar, it is afflicting to consider what its sufferings may be.

" There is a Bel'uge for stray dogs, I understand, in Islington, or
some such outlandish district, but I sadly fear poor 'Bella' will never
find her way to it. A dog with a red riband, silver collar, and gold
bell, and accustomed to take exercise, as it would seem, in Rotten Row,
of course has never heard of such a place as Islington, or, if she have,

can hardly hope, poor thing, to get to it. It is very well for common,
vulgar, City dogs to have a Home in Islington which they may go to

when they lose themselves : but for runaways like ' Bella' there should
surely be a refuge somewhere nearer the West End, for little darlings

with red ribands, pink noses, and gold bells of course cannot be expected
to find their way about unfashionable neighbourhoods.

" Trusting that your love for Toby will induce you to assist in founding-

such a shelter, I remain, dear Mr. Punch,
" Yours Sincerely,

" Julia Jones."

V We are ever anxious to do anything to please a lady, but Toby
tells us he knows Islington, and has no fear of beinglost, and so Julia
must use some other argument to show us that a Refuge for Lost Dogs
at the West End is much wanted.

The Trials of Beauty.

The wife of a Captain has been called upon to pay near upon £1000
for having been enamelled by Madame Rachel. Ladies take warning.
Be natural rather than artificial. Never appear in society with a mask
on, no matter how beautiful the mask may be. From the above you
should learn in time how much it may cost you for being double-faced.

Tue Middlesex Sheriff's Hakangue to his Gallant Officers.—"You must take a man as you find him."
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Artist! (Photographic). " You've ratlicr a Florid Complexion, Sir, but (producing
a Flour Dredger to the Old Gentleinan*s horror) if you '11 take a seat, ivc '11 obviate that

immediately."

FAREWELL TO GOOSEBERRY PIE.

(A Sony of the Season.)

BY SMELFUNGUS.

As in life we advance, I have heard people say,
With what truth I don't know, that our feelings decay,
Be that as it may, sure of one thing am I,

I have not lost my relish for Gooseberry Pie,

Gooseberry Pie, Goc seberry Pie,

I have not lost my relish for Gooseberry Pie.

I mayn't care so much as I did about flowers,
And daisies, and roses, and posies, and bowers,
In the days of my youth, but, though they have gone by,
I know I still care about Gooseberry Pie,

Gooseberry Pie, &c.

Bright eyes of young ladies, though charming to see, ]

Mayn't have the effect they once had upon me,
I've not got to thinking those eyes all my eye,

Although I think more about Gooseberry Pie,

Gooseberry Pie, &c

Maybe that the thought of reforming mankind,
Has rather less hold than it had on my mind

:

At times I 'm afraid it 's of no nse to try,

But I 've not lost my faith yet in Gooseberry Pie,

Gooseberry Pie, &c.

I like it with sugar, I like it with cream,
Oh, do not believe me the glutton I seem !

I seek not, I care not, for Brench stew or fry,

But I 'm fond of a true English Gooseberry Pie.

Gooseberry Pie, &c.

Now ripe are the Goosegogs, I speak as a boy,
And I 've still a fresh leeling that Time can't destroy,

One youthful affection, when, heaving a s ;gh,

I breathe a long farewell to Gooseberry Pie !

Gooseberry Pie, Gooseberry Pie,

I retain my affection for Gooseberry Pie.

The Burglar's Aspiration.-
cupboard.

-A skeleton-key in every

SEVERAL NEW THEATRES.
Owing to the influx of Provincials and Parisians, the theatres of

London are very full just now, and if you go to the box-office and pro-

pose to book stalls you are requested to come again in about five weeks.
Mr. Punch is therefore doing good service to persons in search of

amusement by apprising them that if they will go down to the Houses
of Parliament, they will witness, not in the Chambers of Debate but ia

the Committee Booms, a series of performances in which there is more
fun than can be found in most of the dramatic writing of the day. The
pieces performed have not much action, but the dialogue is first rate,

and is both directly and suggestively satirical in the highest degree.

The skeleton of a plot that holds them together is usually a Scheme for

making a Bailway from some obscure place to another, and the fable is

composed or the efforts of one side to carry this, and of the other to

defeat it, but the main interest is in the questions put to witnesses,

who are of all kinds, from the haughty Lord Lieutenant of a county
down to the pig-jobber who wants easier transit for his grunting stock
in trade. Counsel are allowed unlimited licence of inquiry into

motives, family and neighbourly quarrels, personal history, and in fact

may be as impertinent as they like, while the witnesses are never
checked for irrelevance or levity, and make the irost frank and feminine
revelations of local scandal. When the Committee have had enough of
it, they turn everybody out of the room, unless interrupted by a request
to come and join in the devotions of the Speaker. These Committees
are real fun, and Mr. Punch strongly recommends those who cannot
get stalls at the theatres to go down to Westminster.
Here are a few specimens, " culled at random, from the report of

an inquiry into some question about an Ellesmere, Oswestry, and
Whitchurch BaUway. Mr. Punch knows, of course, nothing of the
merits, he has seen those names somewhere on the map, and "believes
that the locality is somewhere in the direction of Shrewsbury. Elles-
mere is, he has heard, a town near a Mere, or lake, and the witnesses
declare that Ellesmere has been sinking for years, it may be submerged
by this time for aught he knows. But a heap of witnesses have been
examined, and the key-note may seem to have been given in this wise—

" Mr. Rodwell objected to this being put in as evidence. As a lawyer, Mr.
Whalley, you ought to know that such answers ought not to be given.

" Mr. Denison. As a lawyer, Mr. Rodwell, you have no business to administer
the rebuke. (Laughter.)"

Then a Mr. Wynne, who declares himself to be a Large Proprietor
was examined. The Large Proprietor appears to be now opposed to

Mr. Whalley's views, but not always to have been so :

—

" Mr. Somerset. You were the man that went about Ellesmere in 1S57, shouting
Whalley and Independence ! (Laughter.)

"Witness No, 1 didn't. Mr. Whalley was not there. The meeting was got up
by such as myself.

" Mr. Somerset. And is not Mr. Whalley a man like yourself, who does all he
can for the district. (Laughter.

)

" Witness. I wish I was as good a man as Mr. Whalley. (Laughter.)"

It is always well to wish to be good—how good Mr. Whalley may
be Mr. Punch has no idea, and therefore cannot say whether the Large
Proprietor's standard is a high one, or whether he is a humble-minded
Large Proprietor. Then Sir Baldwin Leigiiton, a Salopian baronet,

is examined, and he has a chance of being facetious, and improves his

chance :

—

" Mr. Jones. Is there any trade of any sort with Shrewsbury?
" Witness. I know of one gentleman who buys a few cigars there. (Laughter.)"

The fewer the batter, if he can only get such cigars as were sold to

Mr. Punch the last time he thought he would have a weed as he walked
in the Quarry. He hurled the whole lot into the Severn, and takes

this opportunity of hoping that Sabrina fair was not made unwell by

his thoughtless act. But graver matter came up. With the freedom of

speech allowed by this tribunal, it was urged that certain people who
took one side of the case were coerced by some magnate :

—

" Serjeant Wrangham. You are one of the coerced tenants of Lord Brownlow,
I believe? (Laughter.)
"Witness. I am a tenant, but I am 'independent' (Laughter.) I know Mr.

Coffin ; he is a shareholder in our line.
" Mr. Stephenson. Has he been coerced?
" Witness. He is a tenant of Lord Brownlow. You may form your own con-

clusion as to my opinion. (Laughter.) I know Mr. Copnell, a butcher, he has
signed. The Brownlow trustees have great interest in our neighbourhood, and the
£>eople do not like to go against them.

" Mr. Stephenson. Are all the '260 coerced?
" Witness. I won't say coerced, but there has been undue influence.
" Mr. Stephenson. How about the Rev. Mr. Day?
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" Witness. He was a warm supporter of ours.
" Mr. Stephenson. Has lie been coerced?
" Witness. Really, I would much rather not give an opinion.
" The Chairman. You cannot force this witness into answering these sort of

questions."

" This " sort of questions would have been better English, Mr.

Chairman, but never mind that. Then came the great Mr. Whalley,_

and certainly he has no reason to complain that the utmost frankness of

speech was not used in his case. Previously came a little exchange of

legal amenities :

—

" Mr. Denison. Let me have all these papers to cross-examine upon?
" Mr. Somerset. Anything I can do to assist you I am willing to do. (Laughter.)

" Mr. Denison. Thank you. Offers of civility are so rare that I esteem them
accordingly. (Lavgitttr.)

" Mr. Somerset. I copy from my neighbours."

Well, they got at Me. Whalley. Some allusion had been made to

his oratorical powers, of which it may not be disrespectful to say that the

honourable gentleman is thought to be somewhat proud. He proceeded

to reply as to a meeting that had been held :

—

" Mr. Somerset. Did Mr. Piercy recommend you as an ' orator ' there?
" Mr. Denison. I object to that style of question, it is put in an unnecessarily

offensive way, and the answer, whatever it is, is not evidence.
" Mr. Somerset. I don't shrink from the question.
"Witness. I think such questions are unbecoming the position of a gentleman

like Mr. Somerset.
" Mr. Somerset. Mr. Whalley, you flatter me !

" The Chairman. Really all this is not evidence.
" Witness. There is not one tittle of foundation for all these charges, nor have I

done anything to deserve such questions.
" Mr. Somerset. The term ' orator' is not mine, it was Mr. Welsby's."

Now it so happens that Mr. Welsby is not only a distinguished

lawyer, but a courteous and accomplished gentleman, and he imme-
diately laid a heavy hand upon this Mr. Somerset and squashed him

—

thus—
" Mr. Welsby. As my name is drawn into the discussion, allow me to say that

there was nothing in my remark to justify Mr. Somerset in asking so disreputable
a question."

If the examining lawyers all imitated Mil. Welsby, and conducted
their examinations in the spirit of gentlemen, Mr. Punch would have no
personalities to set down, and he is therefore rejoiced to find that Mr.
Somerset, in reply to another observation to the effect that he was not
justified in asking certain questions replied

—

" I don't care, I shall ask them."

And to do him justice he went on in the same amiable tone. For
instance, he said to Mr. Whalley—
" Mr. Somerset. Do you mean to say that you were prepared to pay the £04,000

had you been called upon ?

" Witness. What do you mean? Of course I was."

Mr. Whalley's indignation broke forth into further remark :

—

" I am at a loss to know why I am taunted, because I did not subscribe so much
as others. Nor can I see what all this has to do with the question at issue. If the
committee require it, I will prepare a statement of all I have ever paid.

" Mr. Somerset. If you did, my cross-examination would be much more dis-

agreeable. Mr. Whalley is free enough in his remarks against other people, and I

have a right to say what I do.
" WiTNfSS. I defy you or any one else to find a word in any newspaper, or prove

it elsewhere, that I have even said one word that could be construed into an attack
on any one.

" Mb. Somerset. Can you say so, Sir, with that gentleman (pointing to Captain
Cust) sitting in the room, when you have week after week gone about making
charges against him ?

" Witness. I have never said one disrespectful word about him."

All this sort of thing must be so highly conducive to a desirable

result, and information as to what Whalley may have said of Cust
must so materially assist a Committee in deciding whether a railway

ought to go from Ellesmere to Oswestry, or wherever it is wanted, that

Mr. Punch rejoices to discover that there are tribunals where the
pedantic and fastidious rules of ordinary Courts are set at nought for

the advantage, of the public. He repeats his suggestion to persons in

search of amusement, that they should go down to these Committee
Rooms, and he iutends to keep his own great eye upon them a little for

the future.

A FOOL ON FORTIFICATIONS.

ll sensible persons will share

the astonishment thus re-

poited to have been ex
pressed in the House of

Lords by the Duke of
Cambridge :

—

" The argument which has
been used in another place,

that it was derogatory to the
English soldier to fight be-

hind walls (laughter), is the
most extraordinary which I

can conceive.''

Why yes, if it is dero-

gatory to the English
soldier to fight beiiind

walls, it. is also derogatory
to the English sailor to

light behind iron plates,

and even behind wooden
planks, in case those
planks are strong enough
to afford him any protec-

tion from shot and shell.

It would be derogatory
to the English soldier to

tight behind walls, if

there were no artillery,

and if he were outnum-
bered in no greater pro-

portion than that of three

ji ...... . to one, because under
those circumstances it is to be supposed that he would be able to beat any possible adver-

v V" i

S
j° r

woul
-

d be df 'r°gatory to the English sailor to fight behind either planks or plates
it he had the option ot fighting hand to hand by boarding the enemy's vessel. The argument
cited by the Duke of Cambridge as having been used in another place was used in the
House ol Commons, but the only place in which it is conceivable that such an argument can
have been used with any seriousness is a lunatic asvlum. The logician who used it is a
military one, and a, place ought to be secured for him in the insane ward, if there is one, of
the new Hospital at Nelley

; in the meanwhile he should be placed under proper restraint.
He that, as Dr. Johnson would have observed, maintains it to be derogatory to the English
soldier to fight behind walls, might as well contend that it is derogatory to the English soldier
to fight behind buttons.

"The Head and Front" of Woman's " Offending."—Curl-papers.

NANA BUTLER.

General Butler made a law,

And a proclamation.

On his head which fails to draw
Yankee execration

;

If New Orleans ladies were
To his troops uncivil,

That they should serve the saucy fail-

Like the Social Evil.

Yankee doodle doodle doo,

Yankee doodle dandy,
Butler is a rare Yahoo,
As brave as Sepoy Pandy.

Haynau's lash tore woman's back,

When she riz his dander.
Butler, by his edict black,

Stumps that famed commander,
Wreaking, upon maid and dame,

Savagery subtler

:

None but Nana Sahib name
Along with General Butler.

Yankee doodle, &c.

OPENING THE DOOR EOR HIM.

It is announced that all passports for persons
leaving Italy for England are for the future to

be abolished. We are glad of this, as it will

throw every facility in the way of the Pope's
departure from Rome. Pius can now leave

without being asked any questions, or subjected

to annoyance, or detained against his will. He
need not even ask for Ereuch leave, since he
can take it himself without being indebted to

anyone. It is very kind of Victor-Emmanuel
to open the door in this gracious way for the
reverend old gentleman. The world is before

him where to choose. Shall we bespeak lodgings
for him at St. Barnabas' ? Good luck go with
him wherever he goes, as we are sure he has had
very little of it lately where he now is.

" Bar Sinister."—The Bar to which men
like Mr. Edwin James belong.
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Offieiousness of a horrid little Crossing-suxepcr, soiling the Carpet with his nasty filthy Broom, and completely upsetting the Dignity of (lie wlwlc thing.

PUNCH GOING TO THE DOGS.
Wishing to give Toby a treat, Mr. Punch took him the other day to

the Dog Show at Islington. On arriving near the building (which is a

great improvement on the stilling shed in Baker Street, though we
fear our farming friends in petticoats and pinafores will scarcely like to

be so far removed from their loved Wax Works), Mr. Punch thought
that the cabman had mistaken his direction, and had driven him to

Barking. Such a chorus of canine sounds fell upon his ear, that all

the dogs exhibited seemed members of the Bark Society. Every kind
of voice was heard, from the baying of the blood hound to the yap of
the toy-terrier: and Mr. Punch could not help thinking in what terror

all the cats within earshot must have been, and how their tails must
have expanded with horror as they listened.

Upon entering the building, Mr. Punch made his bow ; and Toby his

bow-wow ; and then Mr. Punch proceeded leisurely to take note of the
celebrities, both human and canine. Among the former, Mr. Punch
was pleased to see a fair proportion of the fairer sex, who flocked as

eagerly to the show, as they would do to a Flower ditto. It was plea-

sant to see Beauty occasionally patting some pet, hound that she had
recognised, or else curiously peering at some wrinkled-nosed and bandy-
leggedand blear-eyed looking bull-dog, and wondering for what prize,

excepting one for ugliness, it could possibly compete.
Toby was mucli envied in his progress through the show, not merely

on account of his position in the world, but because of the mere fact

that he happened to be loose. Mr. Punch indeed observed that envy
is a passion to which dogs are sadly prone : for directly any dog was
let loose by its keeper, and taken a short walk, the dogs it passed all

snapped and snarled and growled most savagely, as though they could
not b:ar to see it getting any pleasure which they could not share.

Mr. Punch might have lectured them a little on this failing, but one
can't well blame a dog for doing what one does oneself; and well nigh
faultless as he is, Mr. Punch has very often felt a pang of envy when,
sitting hard at work for the improvement of mankind, he has surveyed
theouter wrorld from the window of his study, and has seen men with
their guns, their horses, and their fishing-rods, while he was fast chained
to the desk.

Defence oe Cbinoline.—Man should receive it joyfully and grate-
fully as a striking proof that it is physically impossible for Lovely
Woman to contract a bad habit.

PHYSICIANS IN STAYS.

The question as to the competency of the softer sex to receive the
diploma of doctor of medicine has been decided by the Edinburgh
College of Physicians, in a majority of eighteen to sixteen, against the
ladies. We are glad the minority was so large, for we think it was in

the right. There is no reason why a lady learned in medicine should
be refused a doctor's degree. Nobody would be obliged to employ a
medical woman in preference to a medical man. It is very true that

it is necessary that a practitioner of medicine should be endowed with
reflective faculties ; but perhaps reason is not quite exclusively the

prerogative of man. One or two women could be named whose works
exhibit, undeniable evidences of some logical faculty, and judgment of

causation. A female Harvey, or Sydenham, or Hunter, or Abfr-
nethy would possibly turu up, if the portals of medicine were not shut

in her face.

On the principles of Eree Trade, the Edinburgh College of Physicians

should reconsider their ungallant, if not unphilosoohical decision. We
will not suppose that they are afraid of competition with old women,
and apprehend that any diminution of their professional earnings would
result from the concession of the liberty of taking fees to females.

" SENSATION " ADVERTISING.

So, it appears from the report of the proceedings in Webster v. Bouci-

cault, that all those astounding puffs in the Adelphi advertisements

were inserted by Boucicault himself!

Only think of Friar Bacon's Brazen Head writing thus of itself:

—

" Another immense success achieved by the Author of the Colleen Bawu."
" On every occasion experienced a rapturous reception," &c.
" It is on the character of Grimaldi, and its thorough elaboration by Mr. Bouci-

cault, that the attraction of the piece depends, and the talent he displays in an
entirely new line is likely to cause a considerable sensation. At times the applause
was quite uproarious, and the house rang with acclamation.".

We should advise Mr. D. B. to apply for the next presentation to

the office of City Trumpeter with the privilege of blowing his own
trumpet.

The Omnibus Conductor's Cry.—"All's fare during the Exlii^

bitiou."
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WhitefriarR, City of London, Printers, at their Office in Lombard Street, in the Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, and Published by them at No. 85, Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Bride, City ci
London.
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VERNER'S PRIDE, a New Story by MRS. HENRY WOOD, Authoress of "EAST

LYNNE," with Illustrations by CHARLES KEENE, is continued Weekly in

ONCE A WEEK. [Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street, E.C.
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THE ANGLERS OF THE DOVE, a new Historiette by HARRIET MARTINEAU,
with Illustrations by J. E. MILLAIS, will Commence in the next Number of

ONCE A WEEK. [Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street, E.C.
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CALLAGHAN'S OPERA,
RACE AND FIELD GLASSES.—

Matchless in power ami definition, are now offered
for the first time in a variety of six different sizes at
prices from 30s. to £1 each, with case complete.
For the convenience of country customers these
glasses may he had at the Bookstalls of Messrs.
Smith and Son, at the followius Hailway Stations,
viz.

—

Ashford Hitchin Ramsjrate
Banpror Holyhead Reading
Birmingham Leicester Bed Hill
Brighton Leeds Richmond
Camhridge Liverpool Rushy
Chester „ Lime St. Ryd.-
Chichester „ Tithebarn St. Salisbury
Crewe Malvern Link Sheffield
Crystal Palace Manchester Southampton
Derby „ Victoria Stafford
Doncaster ,, London lid. Stoke
Dover Norwich Swansea
Exeter Norwood Junct. Torquay
Farnborough Nottingham Winchester
Folkestone Peterborough Windermere
Gloucester Portsmouth Worcester
Halifax Plymouth
London Stations—King's Cross, London Bridge,

(Crystal Palace Line,) Pimlico, Waterloo, Euston,
and Shoreditch.
At the principal Stations in Ireland, and 21, Lower

Sackville Street, Dublin.
Also at Hugh Snowie's, Inverness, or will be sent

Carriage free on receipt of Money Order payable to
William Callaghan, Optician, 23a, New Bond
Street, W., corner of Conduit Street.
N.B. Sole Agent for the celebrated small and pow-

ertul Opera and Race Glasses invented and made by
VolSTiaNDER, Vienna. Likewise for the Photo-
graphic lenses by the same eminent makers, Cata-
logues of which may be had free on application.
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JOSEPH & COMPANY.
150, REGENT STREET.

f«ARTE DE VISITE P0R-V TRAITS of 2,000 Popular Men and
Women of the Day Rre published at U. nd. each by
Messks. Mecdi ANn Bazin, 112, Regent Street.
Also many hundreds of Drawing-ioom Alburn3for
ditto on sale, from 2s. fid. to ten guineas each.

Catalogues of names post free.

WHIP MANUFACTURERS,
314, Oxford Street, London.

Agents.—All Saddlers in every Country Town.
A large assortment of the following GOODS always
in stock :—Spurs, dog chains, couples and collars,
greyhound slips, whistles, ferret bells, dog bells and
muzzles, driutiug flasks. Sandwich cases, hunting
and post horns, tourist kegs, birdcalls, &c. &c.

OTNDERS and FIRElROm
<&• Every New Design always on Show.
Black Fenders 3s. 6d. to 7s. M
Bronzed Feuders ., ,. 10s. 6d. to nits. Oil.
Fire Irons 3s. 6rf. to 2;s. fid.

Every Requisite for Furnishing at. Lowest Prices
Catalo-ues Free. Orders above ^2 carriage free
and packed without charge.

Richd. & John Slack. 33fi. Strand.

JNTERNATION-
"& AL EXHIBITION.—
RIMMEI/S VIOLET WA-
1ER, as exhibited in his Foun-
'ain, Class 4, Eastern Annexe,
is a delightful and refreshing
adjunct to the Toilet. Price
3s. (W., in elegant Parian Vases.
RIMMEL'S PERFUME

VAPORISER: for Diffusing
an Agreeable Perfutnein Apart-
ments. Price, frowns, upwards.
Sold by all Perfumery Dealers,
and hy the Inventor and Pa-
tentee, E. RiMiiEt. Perfumer

to the Queen, 96, Strand, and 24, Cornhill, Loudciu,
and 17, Boulevard des Italiens, Pitris.

KEATING'S PERSIAN IN-
SECT-DESTROYING PoWuER, un-

rivalled in destroying Fleas, Bugs, Flies, Beetles,
Moths, and every species of Insect, and harmle s to
animal life. S dd in Packets, 1«. and 2s. 6d. each, or
post free for 14. or treble size for 36 postage stamps,
by Thomas Kfati>g, Chemist, 79, St. Paul's
Churchyard, London, E.C.

QALTandCo.'s EAST INDIAW PALE ALE (imperial pints 4s. M. the
dozen), Burton Ales, and Guinness's ExtraStout, in
bottles of reputed and imperial measures, and casks
of IS gallons and upwards. Ale and Stout bottled
expressly for Exportation.—Moonr & Co., Agents,
Lime Street, E.C.

SHEFFIELD MANUFACTURERS,
OPPOSITE to the PANTHEON, OXFORD STREET, W.

Forwarded Direct from their Manufactory, ROYAL CUTLERY WORKS, Sheffield.

MAPPIN & CO.'S CELEBRATED TABLE CUTLERY.
(All best Steel Blades, secure balance Ivory Handles.)

to

Ivory Handles. Good
Ivory.

Medium
Ivory.

Superior
Ivory.

Transparent
Ivory.

1 doz. Table Knives
1 doz. Cheese Knives

£0 13
10

4 6

5 6

4 6

2 6

£10
15

7

8

7

3 6

£1 15 £2 6
15 l li n

1 pair Regular Meat Carvers
1 pair Extra size ditto

12

13 6
12
4 6

13 6
15

13 6

5

1 pair Poultry Carvers
1 Steel for sharpening

£2 £3 6 £5 2 £6 7

"JO

MAPPIN & CO.'S ELECTRO PLATED SPOONS AND FORKS.

Full Size. Fiddle.

12 Table Porks .

.

12 TableSpoons ..,

12 Dessert Forks
12 Dessert Spoons
12 Tea Spoons .

.

£1 7
1 7
1 1

1 1

10

Thread.

£2 14
2 14
2

2

1 4

King's.

£2 16
2 16
2

2

1 4

Lily.

£2 14
2 14
2

2

18
MAPPIN AND Co.'s Dressing Bags and Cases, Dispatch Boxes, &c, with Fittings of the

Best Quality. Ladies' Travelling and Dressing Bags, fitted with 14 useful articles, 303. Gentle-
men's Travelling and Dressing Bags, fitted with 14 useful articles, £2 2.?.

Officer's Dispatch Box, Completely fitted with Stationery, £2. Ladies' and Gentlemen's
Best Travelling and Dressing Cases and Bags, with sterling Silver Fittings, to Sixty Guineas.

MAPPIN AND COMPANY. Opposite the PANTHEON, 77 and 78,
OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

MANUFACTORY, ROYAL CUTLERY WORKS. SHEFFIELD.
All Orders from Abroad must be accompanied by a Banker's Draft or Order for Payment in

England.—Illustrated Catalogues sent Post Free.

NO MORE PILLS OR OTHER MEDICINES FOR OLD OR YOUNG.
" We find the safest remedy in DU BARRY'S delicious health-restoring

REVALENTA ARABICA EOOD
For Habitual Constipation, Dyspepsia (Indigestion), Palpitation, Acidity, Nausea, Consumption,
Coughs. Colds, Asthma, Bronchitis. Hemorrhoids, Nervousness, Biliousness, Torpidity of the
Liver, Debility, &c."—Andrew Ure, M.D.. F R.S. ; Dr. Harvey, Dr. Shorland, Dr. Campbell.
Cure No. 58,216 of the Marchioness de Brehan, Paris, 17th April, 1S62.—" In consequence of a

liver complaint, I was wasting away for seven years, and so debilitated and nervous that I was
unable to read, write, or in fact attend to anything, with a nervous palpitation all over, bad
digestion, constant sleeplessness, and the most intolerable nervous agitation which prevented
even my sitting down for hours together. The noises of the street, and even the voice of my
maid, annoyed me. I felt dreadfully lowspirited, and all intercourse with the world had become
painful to mo. Many medical men, English as well as French, had prescribed for me in vain.

In perfect despair I took to Du Barry's Revalenta Arabica, and lived on this delicious Food for

three months. The good God be praised ; it has completely revived me, I am myself again, and
able to make and receive visits and resume my social position. Accept, Sir, the assurance
of my deepest gratitude and of my highest esteem.

—

Marchioness de BrJhan."
We extract a few out of many thousand cures:—Cure, No. 1,771. Lord Stuart de Decies, of

many years' dyspepsia.—No. 49,832. "Fifty years' indescribable agony from dyspepsia, nerv-
ousness, asthma, cough, constipation, flatulency, spasms, sickness, and vomiting. Maria Joly."
—Cure, No. 58,816. Field-Marshal the Duke of Pluskow, of dyspepsia, constipation, nervous-
ness, and liver complaints.—Cure, No. 47,121. Miss Elizabeth Jacobs, of extreme nervousuess,
indigestion, gatherings, low spirits, and nervous fancies.—Cure, No. 54,816. The Rev. James T.
Campbell, Fakenham, Norfolk, " of indigestion and torpidity of the liver, which had resisted
all medical treatment ; inquiries will be cheerfully answered."
In tins, 1 lb., 2s. 9d. ; 2 lb., 4s. M. ; 5 lb., lis. ; 121b., 22s. Super refined quality, 10 lb., 33s.—

Barry Du Barry & Co., No. 77, Regent Street, London; and 26, Place Vendome, Paris. Also
Fortnum & Mason, Purveyors to Her Majesty.

T. A. SIMPSON & Co.,
GOLDSMITHS, SILVERSMITHS, JEWELLERS, WATCH & CLOCK MANUFACTURERS,

AND IMPORTERS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF FANCY NOVELTIES.

154, Regent Street, & 8, Beak Street, and Paris, Rue de Rivoli.

TV/TESSRS. T. A. SIMPSON & Co. beg respectfully to call attention to their elegant and exten-
-"*- sive Show Rooms at 154, Regent Str 1 et, and 8, Beak Street, containing the most choice
and beautiful Assortment of Novelties in Fancy Goods, as well as Articles of Utility of English
and F' >reLn Manufacture, both valuable and inexpensive, for presentation, forming in them-
selves an exhibition far exceeding any display of the kind in this country.
•' Messrs. T. A. Simpson & Co., in soliciting the honour of an inspection of their extensive Stock
and magnificent Premises, beg to assure all who may favour them with a visit, that they will

meet with a polite reception, whether Purchasers or other .vise; and they desire to intimate
that it will be with them an invariable rule to exchange any articles purchased at their

Establishment which may not be approved.

rjlHIS new Saponaceous Preparation for the Teeth is delicious and refreshing, arrests and pre-
-*- vents decay, and if parents will only insist on its regular use, their children will in all

probability never suffer the torments of toothache. It is strongly recommended by the leading
Dentists of the day.

BOUQUET D'E-iTE.—This exquisite and delicate perfume is lasting as Fraugipani and sweet
as Wood Violet. In 2s. 6d., 3s. 6d., and 5s. Bottles.

West End Depot, H. RIGGE, New Bond Street. Manufactured solely by Armand et Fils,

Wholesale Perfumers, 75, Milton Street, E.C, London.

WQ CHARGE MADE FOR STAMPING PAPER
i=* and ENVELOPES with ARMS, CREST, or INITIALS.—RODRIGUES'
superior cream-laid adbesive ENVELOPES, 4d. per 100; cream-laid note, full-size, Ave quires
forM.; thick ditto, rt"e quires for la.; superfine foolscap. 9s. per ream; sermon paper, 4s. fid.

WEDDING CAltliS, WEDDING ENVELOPES, INVITATIONS to the CEREMONY,
DEJEUNER and BALL, PRINTED and STAMPED in SILVER, with ARMS or CREST
in the latest fashion. CARD-PLATE ELEGANTLY ENGRAVED and 1(10 SUPERFINE
CARDS PRINTED for 4s. 6d.

Observe, at HENRY RODRIGUES' well-known Establishment , 42, Piccadilly, two doors
from Sackville Street, W.

JOSEPH RODGERSV SONS' CUTLERY.—JAMBS
bess respectfully to announce that he h

EXHIBITION OF 1862.

AND
._ BROOKS

--spectfully to announce that be has opened a
SHOW-ROOM. .luritiK the EXHIBITION with a
large and magnificent STOCK OF CUTLERY, from
the Manuiactory ot MEssas. Joseph Rodgers &
Sons, consisting oi Ivory Table Knives, Dessert
Knives, Bread Knives. Pen and Pocket Knives,
Hunting and Fishing Knives, Scissors, Penmaking
Machines, Razors of every kind, Needles, and every
description of Cutlery
James Brooks, West End Agent for the Sale of

Joseph Rodgers & So.ns' Cutlery, 16, Vere Street,
London, W.

IMPROVED TURKISH* BATHS.— These Spacious, Airy, and
Magnifi ent Baths, accommodating S00 daily, are
open night and day (Sundays excepted). Public
and Private Baths tor Ladies and Gentlemen. Prices
from Is. 6rf. upwards. N B. Baths for Horses.
Oriental Bath Company of London (Limited),

Victoria Street, near the Station, Westminster.

HOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT
AND PILLS are powerful curative

agents They cure ulcers, bad legs, scrofulous sores,
and cancerous growths, after Professional skill had
faltered.

HAIR JEWELLER-G.
HOOPER, Artist in Hair. Solid Gold

Revolving Branches for Hair and Portrait, from 35j.
each. Hair Rings, from fis. i.rf., &c. Illustrated
patterns sent free. 213, Regent Street, London, W.

6» <e^"
S^'V?- From O.V

<i° every (lower that "fy V?, \'

breathes a fragrance. ^ '

SWEET SCENTS
WH'TE ROSE, MYRTLE
FRANGIPANNI

PERFUME OF PARADISE

«fe

AND 4 THOUSAND OTHERS.

2s. M. tnrh. Bottle, or Three

PRICE'S GLYCERINE
«• may be had from any Chemist in ^ Jb.,

£ lb., and Is. bottles—the Stoppers of which are se-
cured by a capsule, lettered "Prick's Patent,"
Belmont, Va xhai-l, Loudon, S.

Saponaceous quinine
KJ TOOTH POVVDbiR Cleanses and Pre-
serves the Teeth, removes the tartar, and leaves on
the palate tbe delicious flavour of the flow its of
which it is io a great p*rt composed. Price Is. Gd.

H. Kigge, 3b, New Bond Street.

ANGLERS, APPLY FOR
AA one of Alfrkd Gould's Angler's In-
structors and Catalogues of Pric s (Gratis). Fishing
Rod and Tackle Manufactory, Golden Perch, "2&S,

Oxford Street, VV.

A New aDj Valuable Preparation of Cocoa.

PRY'S ICELANDa MOSSCOCOA.
In 1 lb., 4 lb., and J lb packets.
Sold by Grocers and Druggists.

J. S. Fky £ Sons, Bristol and London.

it 0YAL OSBORN E MIXTURE
Aw OF BLACK TEA.

Und r Royal Letters Patent.
One Pound Samples may be had of

Franks, Son * Co., 4s. and 5s. per lb. in canisters.
14, Little Tower Street, London.

TOE CHILDREN'S PHOTOT
•& irBAPaEB.-Mn. Ohapp0is ccmtiuues
to talte Instantaneous Portraits of Childreu, m bis
Studio, 69, Fleet Street. Cbartre according to aire.

N.B Cartes de "Visite of Adults, 10 for 10s. Two
attitudes, 12s. 6d.

POCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUSv PILLS, for indigestion, bile, sick head-
ache, acidity, heartburn, flatulency, apasm3. Ac.
Prepared only by Jamb3 Cock_e, IS. New Onuond
Street, London, an. i I oe had of all Medicine Ven-

and Us.
Street, Loudon, aui. .

dors. In boxes at 1* l*d„ 2«. 9d., 4s. nd

EOBIISON'S PATENT
BARLEY, for making quickly aui at

small cost superior Barley Water.

ROBINSON'S PATENT
GROATS, the most esteemed and best

known preparation for making pure Gruel.
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^
DELICATE WAY OF PUTTING IT.

Tailor (measuring). "Trifle wider round the Chest, Sir, than you was !

"

A CALL TO THE YANKEE BAR.
AlR- : In diesen heiligen Hallen.

In this republican nation,

Where scruples is unknown,
There 's no investigation
Of characters that 's blown.

All brethren here,

No rogues we fear,

So smart we air,

We du not care.

Our liberal institutions

Lets Talent go a-head,

No social persecutions,

For small misdeeds, to dread.

So rogue or thief,

May hold a brief,

If out of gaol

;

Then, Edwin, hail

!

Come, victim of oppression,

As British lords defied,

Come into our perfession
;

Your name is purified !

Or if it ain't

Quite free from taint,

And still smells some,
Yet come, oil come !

In this here brotherly Union
The people's voice commands,

And bids us in communion
To jinc our willing hands.
With hands as clean,

Come, all serene,

Here you will be
At home with we.

Here, You Mr. Smith, or Any Other Man!

Can you tell us what 's the difference between a certain

Indian Idol and a jug of beer ?

Oh, you can't, can't you? Well then, the one is a jug
of something and the other is a Jug-o'-naut. So now let 's

go and liquor.

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OE PARLIAMENT.

Monday, June the Last {we are happy to say, only that July seems
worse). Henky Brougham, born in St. Andrew's Square, Edinburgh,
1778, (but an Englishman if you please, and descended from Gilbert
de Broham, of Westmoreland) has been working so well for the last

sixty years, that it would savour of the sin which is worse than witch-
craft to deny his right to amuse himself in any way that he likes. And
therefore we merely note that just now it is his Lordship's amusement
to make a strong little speech one night, and apologise on the next for

anything that may have given offence. This evening he spoke with
much righteous disgust of the i'ratricidal war in America, and on the
following night stated that some American friends had accused him of
exaggeration.

_
We cannot say that a perusal of American papers in-

duces us to think that his Lordship's friends were justified in rebuking
" the old man eloquent."
Lord Berners moved the Second Reading of his Bill for meeting the

nuisance complained of by Lord Derby and others, namely, the Armed
Gangs of Poachers. Some of these black gangs, it seems, steal not
only the_ Pheasant but the Pig, whose bacon, or saddle, may in that
case remind us of Black Gang Chine. However desirable some remedy
might be, this measure looked like; a regular Front de Bosuf enactment,
for it empowered constables to take up anybody, between sunset and
eight in the morning, without warrant, on suspicion of poaching. Mr.
Punch himself might, under it, be seized in the course of one of his
early morning walks of meditation for the good of mankind, and the
hard-boiled egg which he carries for refreshment on such occasions
would at once be evidence in the eyes of a non-ornithological peeler,
who knows nothing about birds, though acquainted with Beaks. On
divers representations by the Chancellor and others, Lord Berners
withdrew the Bill, undertaking that the lawyer who was to draw the
substitute should draw it mild. Later in the week he brought in
another, which will go to a Select Committee.
Mr. Hopwood, of Clitheroe, Conservative, asked Lord Palmerston

whether Government intended to interfere in the American war. Lord
Palmerston repbed with ample testimony to the manner in which

our operatives who suffered by the war bore their trouble, but ex-

pressed his belief that they would not be benelited by any present
attempt at mediation, as it would assuredly be rejected.

The friends of the Duke op Buccleuch, with a certain cleverness,

take every opportunity of drawing off attention from the real question
to personal questions, such as the mistake made by Lord Dundreary (as

the Hon. Mr. Cowper is irreverently called by his friends) in the matter
of the letter to Mr. Higgins. To-night there was another long screed

about it, and Mr. Punch will avail himself of a favourite contributor's

summary of the affair -.

—

" Lord Palmerston. There is nothing in the world more calculated to lead to no
result than a discussion about what I said, and you said, and somebody else said

—

{laughter)—because it is quite certain that no two individuals will agree as to what
was said by either party. (Renewed Laughter.) I should hope the noble Lord
(Robert Montague) having disburthened himself of—I will not say a recantation

—

but of his explanation, that this conversation may be allowed to drop. (Hear, hear.)

The noble Lord will allow me to say, I think he has found a mare's nest."

Just so. But the Buccleuch faction are wise in their generation in

endeavouring to talk about anything rather than the facts, for it now
comes out, that one of those facts materially differs from a fact as

originally represented. It seems that the people who resist the em-
bankment do not want to pay the £90,000, as formerly alleged, but
that they want that sum laid out by the Crown agent, in reclaiming

soil from the river, for the use of which reclaimed land they do not

mind paying a good rent. We should think_ they did not. It is only

patriotism that prevents Mr. Punch from saying, that if the authorities

will cut a beautiful garden for him from No. 85, Pleet Street down to

the river, which they can easily do by taking away St. Bride's Church
aud demolishing Salisbury Square and Dorset Street (they must ask Sir
Joseph Paxton how the land, when acquired, should be laid out), he will

pay a very handsome rent, and also put the clerk of tbe works on the

free-list of Punch for the rest of the clerk's natural life. No, it is not

patriotism that prevents him, but the fact that such a proposal is not

quite so outrageous as that of the Buccleuch folks, and he scorns to

be outdone in outrageousness, even by a Duke.
The Fortifications Bill came on for Second Beading, and there was a

long debate, in which the same things that were said in the previous

vol. xliii.
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debate on the subject were said over again. Pam made a very spirited

speech (and as lie is now the Master of the Trinity House, he may be

supposed to have fresh knowledge of naval affairs), and Commander
Johnson delivered a fiery appeal to the House, not to be always talking,

in coward fashion, about Defences, but to think of the means of Offence

;

for, should war come, it would lie our business to dash slap-bang into

any enemy's country, and carry fire and sword wherever we could. It

was rather pleasant at the end of a dreary debate to have such a fire-

work let off. Bravo, Jack Johnson, you are worthy of the praise given

to your namesake in Don Juan ;
—

" By Jove he was a noble fellow, Johnson,
And though his name than Ajax or Achilles

Sounds less harmonious, underneath the sun soon

We shall not see his likeness : he could kill his

Man quite as steadily as blows the monsoon."

Government carried the Second Reading by 158 to 56.

Is Mb,. Collier, we don't mean the Parliament lawyer, but the

Shakspearian, looking out about that Windsor Bake-House in Peascod

Street ? The Bill of sale was read a Second Time. Remember, Mr.
Collier, the owl was a Baker's daughter ; Touchstone speaks of wooing

a Peascod instead of Jane Smile ; the scene of the Merry Wives is

at Windsor : if those are not three sufficing Shakspearian reasons for

buying the place, we cannot help you to any better.

Tuesday. This was the first of July, and the leading Ministers were
much more pleasantly engaged than in parliamentary battle. They had
gone to Osborne to see Dr. Charles Thomas Langley, Archbishop

of York, unite Prince Louis of Hesse-Darmstadt, and Princess
Alice of England and of Mr. Punch's heart, in holy matrimony.

Some Lords debated the Scotch Salmon Bill, and several of them
abused it. Lord Malmes-bury took the opportunity of mentioning

that he was an angler, which we are glad to hear, because all anglers

are good men, and contemplative. He thought the Bill despotic, but

so is the Emperor of Austria, yet Lord Malmesbury never assailed

him. The Duke or Argyll said that he once tried his hand at salmon-

reform, which piscatorial chivalry had procured him from Lord Derby
the complimentary information that he must be "very young and very

green " to think he could carry such a Bill. Well, young his Grace
might have been, in fact he is a boy now, for he was born in 1823, but

green is the last colour we should Lave thought of associating with his

name. The Bill was read a Second Time.
Mr. Punch mentioned last week that his friend of Oxford had

brought in a Bill for making bishops in heathen countries. The
Record printed the measure, or Mr. Punch might not have seen it, for

it was withdrawn to-night and a new one was introduced. We must look

at it—the other was a curious measure, and proposed to give power to

Dr. Sumner to create bishops, of any colour, who were to be subject to

the Archbishop, but need not take the oath of allegiance. We do not

know how this would work, or whether a black priest in a white gown
would look as well as a white priest in a black gown. The only Black
Bishops we have ever seen, as yet, are on the chess-board, but we do
not know why there should not be a Right Hon. and Right Rev.
QUASHEE BUNGO, D.D.
The Commons had a morning sitting for enabling Irish Members to

abuse Sir Robert Peel. This was done, and the Irish Poor Relief

Bill went through Committee. In the evening, though Mr. Scully
did not rise, there was a Count-Out.

Wednesday. As Mr. Punch did Mr. Berkeley the honour to inform
him woidd be the case, the Ballot Bill, on Second Reading, was not
found to have derived much security from the Snapped Division. The
speech which Mr. Berkeley suddenly bottled up on the former occa-

sion was poured out, and was not very flat. Sir George Grey said

that the ballot would not prevent bribery, and as for secresy, it was
part of an Englishman's nature to avow his politics. The House took
the same view, and the Bill was thrown out by 2ilto 126, majority

against it, S5. But, last year, 279 divided against it, defeating 151
who were for it, facts that tell two ways, and neither way tell the truth.

The Bill for amending the Act for creating the Board for amending
London went into Committee, and Mr. Locke contended that the said

Board was unpopular. Mr. Tite said it was nothing of the kind.

This was apropos of an attempt to alter the constitution of the Board,
which attempt was resisted on the ground that the Board was just

now very busy down hi the big drains, and it was inopportune to call

it to come up a trap and be improved.

Thursday. The victorious proceedings of to-night and of the next night,

Friday, may be appropriately bracketted. The Embankment Question
came up again. "The Duke's Company " made another attempt at

leading ihe House away from the real question, and Lord Palmerston,
fresh from Oxford (where he has been made a D.C.L.), and therefore
extra- classical, likened them to the heathen deities, who were always
trying to save their favourites^ in a cloud. There was a long debate;
Sir John Shelley showed his great concern for the Duke, and his

small regard for his constituents ; and as to Mr. Horsman, he is ever
in extremes

:

" So over-violent or over-civil,

That every man with him 's a god or devil."

It pleased him to paint up the Duke of Buccleuch, who is really
a very excellent nobleman, but who, if he were only half as perfect as
Mr. Horsman described him, ought to be solicited to take the abso-
lute government of the country, iu fact of the universe. Mr. Punch
never saw butter so lavishly poured out, as by this Radical upon the
Conservative Duke. Mr. Ker Seymer abused the Press, which it is

thought, may survive his castigation. Lord Palmerston gladdened
the heart of the public by declaring at the end of the first debate, that
he saw no reason for altering the original Embankment plan. On the
following night the fight was renewed, and after avast quantity of talk,

Mr. Locke brought the_ Committee to a division on his amendment,
which raised the direct issue between the parties. The Government
did not come up to the scratch as they ought to have done, aud,
trying a compromise, got into a minority, and serve them right. The
numbers were,

For the Public 149
For the Duke 109

Majority for the Public 10

The Bill made further progress, and though we do not quite see it clear

of shoals and gulfs, its principle is safe.

The only other noteworthy matter was that Sir George Grey de-
clined to interfere with the omnibuses and cabs, and seemed to intimate
that as this is an exceptional year, we ought to submit to any imposition.
One would think he was an International Commissioner, casting about
for new ways to make Exhibitions popular.

PRETERNATURALLY NEAT.

ones, one of our Gifted Composers, was
languishing the other day for words for

an opera which he threatened to write.

Addressing himself to one of Mr. Punch's
young men, he said :

" I saw Phelps in

a play that would make a good opera
book. It was called The Man of the

Worlds
Instantly answered Mr. Punch's young

man, with a pleasing smile :
" That might

be a winning card, you know. For as

Seneca observes -.—Expugnet Pertinax
Opera."

STAGE SILKS AT A DISCOUNT.

If modesty be found anywhere, it is upon the stage ; indeed would-be
actors are proverbial for their utter want of vanity. As a proof of this
known fact, here is an advertisement inserted lately in a weekly paper,
and playgoers would certainly do well to have a look at it :

—

T EADING LADY'S WARDROBE, consisting of Silk, Satin, Moire
*-' Antiques, and Silk Velvet Dresses, of first-class quality and manufacture, TO
BE SOLD, a bargain ; made for a Lady, regardless of cost, who retires from the
Profession through the stupidity of the Brainless British Public, who could not
appreciate the talent of the fan- Artiste. Apply, &c.

Now, you "Brainless British Public," what have you to say to this?
If you are not ashamed of your " stupidity," most certainly you ought
to be. Here perhaps—who knows ?—you have been driving from the
stage a lady who in time, perhaps, might have become an actress. She
has talent, it is stated, although you could not appreciate it ; and one
woidd almost fancy that she must have money too, or she could
not have bought a wardrobe " regardless of cost," unless indeed her
regardlessness arose out of the fact that she did not mean to pay for it.

If the charge be really true, that you have forced her from the stage,

pray what have you to say in your defence, you Brainless Public?
Perhaps you will deny that fine feathers make fine actresses, and assert
your right to look for something more than merely walking wardrobes
on the stage, to fill the parts which are assigned to "leading" ladies.

Well, if you say this, there are many on the stage as well as off it will

agree with you; and only they will call you "brainless " who are them-
selves afflicted with an emptiness of head.

G-emiiai!

In an advertisement of Professor Holloway'' s Pills and Ointment,
those compounds are described as " twin medicaments." Happiness,
we all know, was born a twin, and so was Holloway as much as his

medicaments were ; his spermaceti and beeswax, and his aloes, scam-
mony, jalap and soap, or whatever else those alleged remedies for all

complaints consist of. Holloway had a twin-brother who is now
dead ; he called himself Mopjson, and then mother was Humbug.
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NEWMAN AND NEW MANIA.

E are not inclined to be
disrespectful to Mb.
Newman., D. D., not-

withstanding that hav-
ing formerly been silly

enough to go over, or

rather down, to the
Chi) rch of Rome, he is

now silly enough to
write abuse of the
Church of England.
" Everybody has his

little foible," as the

French gentleman said

to the judge who rather

unfeelingly investigated
the ft rmer's motives for

boiling his grandmother.
But what, except this

love of alliteration, could
make Mr. Newman
write that the English
Service " makes him
shiver," and the Eng-
lish Articles " make him
shudder." The genial

and wholesome tempera-
ture of the Church of

England may seem cold
to one who likes to sit

in the forcing-house heat
generated by the Purga-
torial apparatus, but the
symptom is bad, and
speaks of weakliness and
want of vital energy.

And_ this debility, ex-

tending to the brain,

must account for Mb. Newman's nonsense about the Articles, which, so far from being

things to shudder at, are, according to Db. Lushington, the gentlest and most elastic

india-rubber bands that ever held sensible people together. And, whatever Mr. Newman
may feel (and fancy he thinks) a little of the charity supposed to be common to all Christianity

might have induced him to be more gentle in his language towards the Church whence he

apostatised. But such is the work of Rome. She hardens the heart, and en revanche, she

softens the brain.

LETTER EROM EARL RUSSELL.

"Deab Mb. Punch,
" I Seldom read periodical publications,

except the Edinburgh Review and Punch, but a
person has called my attention to a paragraph in

a journal entitled 'the Times,' and purporting
to be a record of daily events.

" It is there stated that my Lobd Gbanville
presided at a meeting of foreign contributors to

the International Exhibition, and that his perfect

acquaintance with the French language excited
both admiration and enthusiasm.

" If by this special, not to say invidious, tribute

to the lingual accomplishments of a single mem-
ber of Heb Majesty's Ministry, it be meant
to imply that others who have the houour of

advising the Crown arc deficient in the merely
mechanical acquirement in question, it may not
be improper for me to state, that while in gram-
matical acquaintance with the language of France,
I am justified in regarding myself as Lobd Gban-
vtlle's superior, my accent is much more accept-

able than his to those persons who perhaps
undervalue the frivolous successes of the salon,

but certainly consider with Lobd Somebs,
Lobd Gbenville, and Mb. Fox, that indivi-

duality should be lost sight of neither in a
statesman's sentiments, nor in the language in

which they are conveyed. I believe that this

conviction will be found to have animated the

authors of Magna Charta, and 1 shall be obleeged
by your afl'ordiug this letter a place hi the course
of the next se'nnight.

" I have the honour to be, Sir,

" Your obedient Servant,

" Foreign Office."
" Russell."

Lushingtonianism in Little.

Generals and Specials.

Pabsons ! Believe iu a general way

:

Aud be specially careful of what you say.

SAWNEY IN THE NEW FOREST.

The Scotch Duke is ' characterised by the speciality of being a great

enemy to progress ; he is not only adverse to popular advancement,
to the march of intellect and reform, but also endeavours physically

to arrest the_ footsteps of the people and dispossess them of their right

of way. He is celebrated for barring tourists out of glens or any other

picturesque places unfortunately belonging to him, through which a

pass has existed from time immemorial, so that personally even more
than politically, he is the reverse of Liberal. These remarks, of

course, do not apply to the esteemed representative of that exceptional

Scottish nobleman of ducal rank, whose posts, erected to alleviate a
national grievance, all over his estate, procured for him the benediction

of the Highland wayfarer.

Other Scotch Dukes, however, are content to limit the exercise of

their obstructive powers or propensities to their native land, and their

immediate neighbourhood, amongst a population which renders them
divine honours. But Buccleuch has the audacity to attempt coming
the Scotch Duke even here in England, in London itself, on the very
banks of the Thames, and not only in London, but also in the country,
in a remote corner of the county of Hampshire. The Hampshire Inde-
pendent of last week contains the following paragraph, under the head
of " Hythe Petty Sessions :"—

" A Disputed Eight of Way.—William Pragnell was summoned on two
separate charges of wilfully damaging some gates, which had recently been erected
across a road at Sowley Coppice, near Lymington.

—

Me. Davies appeared for the
defendant, and Me. Leigh for the Duke of Buccleuch, the Lord of the Manor.
The defendant formally admitted the damage, but set up that there was a public
right ofway along the road, a number of aged witnesses, one of whom had attained
to 89 years, proving that for 70 years the public had used the road without molesta-
tion from any one, and that many of the inhabitants had proceeded thatway to their
work, or to chapel or church, without being stopped.—The Bench, under these cir-

cumstances, thought the defendant might reasonably have supposed he had a right
of way, and declined to adjudicate.—The case occupied several hours."

The Lord of the Manor of Sowley is exhibiting himself altogether
in the

_
character of a Boar. Sowley Coppice, in spite of its name,

which is no prejudice to it in the land of Bacon, is a lovely place, where

the hazel grows, and the mossy ground in early spring of course is

besprinkled with primroses. Through all this beauty lies the pathway,

free beyond the memory of the oldest inhabitant, which Sawney wants

to close, in the spirit of a pig. But no Hampshire hog would do such

a churlish thing, the Boar of Calydon would not have been brute

enough to be capable of so swinish an act, the attempt at which has

been made by the Caledonian Boar.

We trust that the Court above will decide the question, whereon the

Hythe Magistrates (who appear to be a different sort of gentlemen

from the majority of the Thames Embankment Commissioners) have

declined to adjudicate, against Buccleuch. As Sawney's design of

spoiling the Thames Embankment is frustrated, so may he also fad

utterly in that of stopping the way through the primroses in Sowley

Coppice.

International Imposition.

The Commissioners of the International Exhibition require visitors

to the picture galleries to deposit their sticks, and pay a tax of a penny
for the custody of those appurtenances. This is another little picking,

additional to the per-centage levied on refreshments and the sale of

useless catalogues. The walking-stick dodge of these crafty Commis-
sioners is another device by which they design to stick it into the

Public.

Surprising !

NOTICE.—If any gentleman has left a new Silk UMBRELLA in the

office of the undersigned will please call, or apply for it.

Hong-Kong. A. L. Agabeg, Je.

Diogenes did not search Hong-kong, or he would have put out his

lantern.

HOW TO MAKE A BlSHOP.—Ask LOBD ShAETESBUBY.
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" Hansom, Miss ! -^Yes, Miss ! Cattle ok Dog Show ?
"

&0 iht princess %lm,

©car to us nil hg those ralm rarncst rgcs,

&U0 rarlg thought upon tljat fair goung broSo
;

Gram-

for that ufljcrc grief toas hcatiicst, thou

OTcrt sunshine till |i?c passro inhere suns shall rixrc

2tno set no more : then, in affrrtion inisc

%fil strong, tort strcngtlj to |i)rv iuljo rticn hut noin

En the solt arrrnts of thg brioal boi»,

fi]carij music of Ijcr oum heart's memories.

Zaa full of lobe to ofcm a thought of prioc

Is noiu thg gentle bosom ; so 'tis best

:

tfet noble is thg choice, <B (English, britc!

fUnl) (5nglanti fjails the Bricrgroom ant! thr guest

& fricnti—a frirno ixrll lobco bg l)im U)l)o oica
;

l]c blessco gour troth—gour iortilocfe shall be blesscti.

FRFAKS OF FASHION.

We have noticed a sweet thing in parasols. It is made of white
satin, with a lining of pink arranged like the gills of a mushroom the
stalk being ivory, so that altogether it exhibits a pleasing resemblance
to that elegant fungus.
In bonnets we have the pleasure to announce an exquisite novelty.

The front of the bonnet is shaped like a Church-window in the pointed
style, and trimmed at the sides with rolls of muslin to represent
mouldings, and a dripstone supported on either side by a rose in the
place of a corbel. One of the mouldings is filled with the toothed
ornament of the Early English pattern. Two trefoiled arches extend
over the head, and are surmounted by a quatrefoil, and the tout ensemble
is coquettish. This bonnet is much worn by young ladies, and is par-
ticularly becoming to the middle-aged.

THE SANDWICH HIGHLAND COSTUME.
The Post, in a notice of Messes. M'Dougall's tartans in the Inter-

national Exhibition, mentions a fact which will be regarded with
interest on one side of the Tweed, and create amusement on the other.

With reference to those masterpieces of Scottish industry, our contem-
porary says :

—

" Some idea may be formed of the variety of lands into which these famous
Scotch dresses are being introduced when we state that the identical class of High-
land dress which was worn at Culloden in the days of ' Prince Charlie,' the use of

which was prohibited shortly after the rebellion of '45, was actually worn but
recently by the Prime Minister (himself a Scotchman) of the King of the Sandwich
Islands on some great State occasion, and we may add, to the great delight of his
Majesty and the Court."

Thus we see how highly native taste admires the Highland dress.

That strikingly picturesque costume does not indeed astonish the natives,

but delights them vastly. We can well understand the gratification

which the Scotch Premier of the King of the Sandwich Islands afforded

that enlightened Sovereign and his intelligent Court by wearing it on a

State occasion. If the canny Scotchman, accoutred as he was, had
danced a strathspey into the bargain, he would have, no doubt, afforded

still greater satisfaction to his royal and distinguished spectators.

But if the tartan thus captivates the Sandwich Islanders, in what a
high degree would it not be likely to charm the aborigiues of the West
Coast of Africa? We should like to know what Docemo, the ex-King
of Lagos, would say to it. So intensely is the Highland garb likely to

enrapture the negroes, that the missionaries of civilisation among the

Africans should by all means adopt it as their travelling wear. It

would doubtlessly invest them with irresistible influence over the King
of Dahomey and his sable subjects in a peaceful invasion of the

territories of that potentate and people. Figuring in the fabrics of

M'Dougall of the brightest pattern, smart as snuff-shop statues, and
carrying large mulls, tilled with the " sneeshin' " of conciliation, they

would march triumphantly over prostrate barbarism, especially if, since
" music hath charms to soothe the savage breast," they were to march
preceded by a piper of the clan M'Orpheus, playing some of those

ravishing pibrochs which resound in harmony with the philibeg, the

spleuchan, the sporran, and the bonnet with the cairngorm stuck in it,

and the eagle's feather.
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AU REVOIR!
Me. Punch. "BLESS YOUR ROYAL HIGHNESS! I AM GLAD WE ARE NOT GOING TO LOSE YOU!"
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THE BAULD BUCCLEUCH.-A BORDER BALLAD.

Oh ! have ye na heard o' the mild Cowper,
Oh ! have ye na heard o' the keen Paxtoun,

How they ha' ta'en Whitehall-Roadway up
When the Bauld Buccleuch wad ha' put

it doun ?

Had the Bauld Buccleuch than ae Horsman,
had

To strike a stroke for each Crown-Lessee,

I trow the Paxtoun for a' his brains,

He ne'er had gotten a Committee.

" Now a fig for works for the public planned,

And a highway frae bri? to brig a'through

:

A road where Montague House doth stand

Shall never rin," quoth the Bauld Btjc-

cletjch.

Oh ! a merry man was Pennethorne,
When his plan had passed the Committee,

But seven-foot Higgins, that gruesome man

;

Hath vowed through the House he shall ne'er

win free.

He hath drawn his pen against Pennethorne,
And lightly hathrun himthrough and through,

Though Jolliffe and Shelley and Horsman
o' Strood

Theyhave vowedhis day's work he should rue.

Hehath gibbeted Pennethorne and his plan
On the Printing-House-Square pillorie,

And hath sent them, under bond and ban,

To the Commons, justiced there to be.

Then it 's up and spoke a lither lad,

Lord Robert the Montague, loose of

tongue,
" 'Twas along of thee, thou false Cowper,
That Pennethorne he came to wrong.

"A letter thou sent'st to the big Higgins,
But the little Higgins it came unto;

Oh ! wilt thou dare this deed avouch,
And answer it to the Bauld Buccleuch ?

"

"Now baud thy tongue," quoth the mild
Cowper,

"There's never a mare's-nest thou did'st see,

But thou must lay thy hand to the eggs,

Though bespattered thereby thyself should'st

be."

Now word is gone to the Bauld Buccleuch,
In Dalkeith Palace where that he lay,

How the Times hath fall'n foul o' Penne-
thorne's plan

In letters and articles, day by day.

And how big Higgins he hath sworn,
So help him the House and his ain good pen,

That busses past Montague House should ride,

In spite o' Buccleuch and a' his men.

He has tae'n the table wi' his hand,
And the Gladstone claretgarr'dspringonhie,

" Now my strawberry leaves to a bare kail runt,

But avenged of this Higgins I will be !

" Oh ! is Montague House a gin-palace,

Shall a Duke but as ane o' the public be ?

Am I Brown, Jones or Robinson,
That a seven-foot Higgins should lightly me ?

"And have they sworn that 'busses shall rin

Past Montague House that I build sae fair,

And Hansom-cabs, wi' the fares therein,

Gae betwixt the Thames and my garden
stair ?

" And have they ta'en him, Pennethorne ?

And have they flung his plans aside,

And forgotten that the bauld Buccleuch
Is Keeper o' Thames by Whitehall side ?

" And have they ta'en him, Pennethorne,
Withouten either dreid or fear,

And forgotten that the bauld Buccleuch
Hath a Gore at his back, and a Horsman

near?

Oh, were there love 'twixt the Premier and me,
As well I wot that there is none,

I would slight fause Cowper and a' his Works,
Though 'twere gall and grief to Palmerston !

" Oh, gin I were in the Commons' House,
Sic a flee I'd pit in Cowper's ear,

That never mair his tongue should wag
In Parliament this mony a year !

,

" But since I 'm no in the Commons' House,
But in the Lords, whaur a Duke suld be,

I'll speak nae word in Parliament,

But Pennethorne's plan yet saved shall

be."

He has called him seven retainers true,

The right o' Buccleuch for to maintain;
There was Montague, Shelley, and Craw-

eord,
Ker Seymer and Garnett, Jolliffe and

Vane.

And eke the wild Horsman he hath called,

That was worth the seven, tauld through and
through,

Wi' tongue to hit, and teeth to baud,
And bde o' green, and brow o' blue.

There were four upon the Committee,
That for the roadway held outright

;

And seven were for the bauld Buccleuch,
That for Pennethorne and his plan made

. fight.

In front the wild Horsman he did ride,

With Lord John Manners, sae bland and
brave

;

And they ha' gone to the Commons' House
Stout Pennethorne and his plan to save.

And as they came to the 'bateable land,

Through which all Parliament Bills must fare,

The first man that they lighted on,

Who should it be but the fause Cowpere !

The Horsman up in his stirrups stood,
j

And set him firm in the saddle-tree,

And cried his cry as he were wode.
And at Cowper hath ridden furiouslie.

But the Cowper he was ne'er the man
To joust, when jouking wad win the day,

Sae he louted low at his horse's side,

And the Horsman's thrust it went astray.

Then on him Sir William Jolliffe set,

And Lord John Manners, the debonair,
And Sir John the Shelley—four to one,

I trow such odds were less than fair !

Oh. sae sore bested was the mild Cowper,
That he scarce had breath to wind his horn,

But the blast reached stout Lord Palmerston,
That never brooked to see friend o'erborne,

Much less Will Cowper, that at his knee,
As a little foot-page was wont to ride,

So he spurred right into the hot melee,

And he strook four strokes on either side.

The first Sir John the Shelley upset,

The second it stopped Lord John his tongue,
The third and Jolliffe he had enough,
The fourth from his steed the Horsman flung.

There was never a stroke at Cowper, struck,

But Palmerston on his shield hath ta'en

;

There was never a thrust for Cowper meant,
But Palmerston parried and gave again.

"Now a rescue! a rescue !
" Cowper he cried,

And a glad glad man I trow was he,

To see the good strokes that Palmerston
Dealt round him on Buccleuch's menye.

"Now beshrevv thy blunders," quoth Palmer-
ston,

As he breathed his old but stout Destrere,
" Thou hast bred more bate, in a session, I

trow,

Than I have done in fifty year !

"

" Look out ! Look out ! See where in selle

The Horsman levels lance again,

With many a stalwart man-at-arms,
That Buccleuch have bound them to main-

tain !

"

Oh, lang was the fight, and sore the stour,

And loud was either slogan borne,
" Embankment—Roadway and public rights!

"

"Strike for Buccleuch andPennethorne!"

" Now a truce ! a truce ! " cried Palmerston,
" For space of a year let fighting be,

And then to the fate of Pennethorne,
And of his plans let both sides see."

'"' Now nay, now nay !
" replied John Locke,

That was of Southwark, a stalwart squire,

To win his spurs in that melee, \

I ween, it was his heart's desire.

" No truce ! no truce ! " and waving high

The Roadway standard he that day bore,

He charged amain and from Horsman's hand
Buccleuch's black pennon rudely tore.

Faint heart and stout all turned in rout,

Rescue nor rallying mote there be

—

The Shelley he fled, and the Montague,
And Jolliffe and Vane and Seymer-Key !

And Pennethorne he is held in hauld,

And his plans, oh ! they are torn in two,

And the seven wi' Horsman are put to shame,

And vanquished is the Bauld Buccleuch !

THE SELECT ATLAS.
Mr. Punch, who sees everything (except the fitness of Charley

Wood for Indian Government), recently observed, somewhere near his

own Palace, the announcement of an Atlas with the above title. It
seems just the thing that was wanted. He would like a little exclusive
geography. He would wish to do with nations what Mr. Mudie
professes to do with books, namely, to ignore any that are of a vulgar,
offensiye,_ or disputatious character. He would desire an Atlas with no
Maps in it except those of countries in which a gentleman can really
take an interest. The volume might be thin, so much the better—he
hates fat books. " Let him have books about him that are thin." If

the Select Atlas is prepared upon the principle he has advanced, he
should like to see it. A good deal in the way of civilisation might be

done by " cutting " all nations that do not conduct themselves with
grace and decorum. A Chart, entitled Orbis Puucho Nokcs, would be a

testimonial of character to the countries therein named, and act like

the Lord Chamberlain's new certificate that a person is entitled to be

presented at court, and it would be excessively useful for educational

purposes. Ladies, and properly educated children, should know no
more of places not down in that chart, than they do of the Minories,

Seven Dials, or Red Lion Square. He agrees with Sir Peter Teazle,
" It is a sad wicked world, and the fewer peoples we know the

better."
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Madame Rachel takes a Hint from the Cheap Tailors and Picture-Cleaners.

MRS. GAMP'S COLLEGE.
One of the weekly penny Guides to Politics and Social

Science, has discovered (and blurts out the news with an
infantine eagerness refreshing in its way) that the ladies
of England are no better than they ought to be, for that
in the hour of need they send for a Doctor. Penny Wisdom
proclaims that women should know better than to do any-
thing so objectionable, and that instead of calling in a
physician, Mrs. Gamp ought to be sent for. To be sure,.

Mrs. Gamp is not yet quite the thing for a lady's chamber,
but then Mrs. Gamp is to be encouraged to cleanse herself,

abstain from ardent fluids, read Dr. Buchan, and call

herself Mrs. Dr. Gamp. At present, the scheme seems
to languish, perhaps because it is not probable that many
ladies in England are aware of the utterances of the
wisdom in question, perhaps because, with the weakness
and prejudice of the sex, they cling to the belief that brain,

education, and social position are desirable attributes of
an adviser to whom the most sacred confidences are made.
However, such obstacles are in course of being overcome,
and we read (in queer English, certainly) that Twelve
Stamps have just been sent in aid of a Gamp College, and
that "a Eather of a Family thinks" that much might be
done if the Times, Daily Telegraph, &c, would take up the
matter "in addition to" Penny Wisdom. Possibly so,

just as our friend the O'Mtjlligan thought that his beel
would be as good as gold if one of them fellows, Baring,
Rothschild, or such, would just stick their names on it

" in addition " to the O'Mulligan's own. Meantime we
fear Mrs. Gamp must confine herself to her own sphere,,

and that the Queen and the women of England will for

some time remain unconvinced that they act in unwomanly
fashion in receiving aid from the upright, skilful, and
honourable men for whom Quackery of every kind has such,

a well-founded antipathy.

An Offer to the South.

Recent scenes in Ireland compel Mr. Punch to make a
proposal to the American?. Will they make a swop, and
give us the niggers in exchange for the Irish peasantry ?

We '11 throw in something valuable to make the bargain a

fair one. Come, Davis !

A VISION AT COVENT GARDEN.
Has Mr. Gye been placing Robert the Devil upon the Covent Garden

stage with a view to the settling the Italian question ? We do not

mean the questiou whether Italian operas and operas in Italian can or

cannot be better given at Covent Garden than anywhere else in Europe,
because that question has been settled in the ailirmative a long time
ago, and even the Parisian critics are compelled to yield reluctant assent

to the decision. But we mean the question of the resuscitation of the
Pope's supremacy. The thought certainly occurred to us the other
night as we gracefully lounged in our stall, and if the " waits " between
the acts were not so short at this house, we might have thought the

matter out on the spot. Let us do so here, where (his looking glass

being turned up) Mr. Punch has no vision of loveliness to distract his

eye, and where, Mrs. Punch having gone to the International to annoy
others with her crinoline, he has not to take thought for his immortal
ancles.

_
The situation of the respected Pope Pius the Ninth is most unques-

tionably and unmistakeably set forth in that third act, and marvellous
triumph as it is of scenic effect, its esoteric merit is even a higher virtue
in the estimation of Mr. Punch. Sir Bulwer saith,

" From vulgar eyes a veil the Isis screens,
And fools on fools still ask what Hamlet means."

No such veil interposes between Mr. Punch and the subtle mystery of
the scene, and he beholds that terrible vision of the Nuns and the
Branch with one eye on Salviani and the other on the Vatican. The
process makes him squint horribly, but a true statesman is always
ready to squint in the interests of humanity. Palmerston squinted a
little in the direction of Nice, and may be"even now thought to have a
slight Mexican cast in his eye. Why, any stupid clown can look straight-
forward—it requires genius to see both sides of a picture at once.

Yes, Mr. Gye, grateful to Italy for the demi-gods and double-god-
desses of song whom she hath sent him, resolves to repay her by lending
his aid to a settlement of her chief trouble ; and he has placed, in such
gorgeous guise as never was seen before, the story of the Pope's sin
and trouble before the eyes of our International audiences. Let the
foreigners, when they go back, say that a Miracle play has been got up

for them, a Mystery, like that which Victor Hugo describes as having

been seen on the broad stone at Notice Dame.
Behold those massive ecclesiastical ruins (Beverley, our son, your

right hand, and may it never forget its cunning), stretching far back,

the arcades, the huge windows, the still lofty tower. There is Rome.
It is moonlight, dim moonlight, for has not her sun set ? There are

scattered the tombs, in the desecrated grave-yard. You shall see their

contents anon. Enters the Tempter. He is master of the situation, and
of all the jugglery thereof. You may think it is Formes, and truly that

genial owner of the portentous voice was with us just now, but surely

this evil presence hath more of the priestly air. That sensuous, keen,

crafty face is discharged of the tenderness that redeems Bertram from
our entire hate—Bertram was a father—this is only a Monk. Do you
not recognise Antonelli ? But who next? Look, this is not Robert

the Devil, but Pius the Dupe. He is bewildered, and he does not like

the work that is set him. He has some recollections of a Will (see

Dean Swift and Brother Peter hereon) which bids hini abstain

from unhallowed pursuits. The tempter ridicules his fears, and points

to the Golden Branch. There it lies in the hand of the dead. " Take it,"

says the evil one, "and it will give you new power and authority,

council-doors will fly open before it, and the bravest shall be struck

down into stupor at its brandishing. Go, and take it." The tempted
trembles. "The Will forbids me. The Golden Branch—it is not a
Golden Rose—it is a Curse." " Take it, and use it, fool." But he will

not. With a bitter sneer Bertrantonelli steps back, waves his hand,

and summons his allies. The tombs yawn, the arcades whiten with

spectral forms, and a crowd, gliding in procession, and performing all

manner of imposing antics, suddenly surrounds Roberto Nono. What
does it all mean ? Dead superstitions, galvanised traditions, obsolete

vows, lifeless observances, mocking homage, are resuscitated to intoxi-

cate the unfortunate dupe—and, look again—those are not ruins ; you
behold the interior of St. Peter's, swaddled in grave clothes, and lit

with smouldering candles, and all the Shams are dancing and careering

around Pio il Diavolo. The fumes of the incense go up, and the

enchantment seizes him, and he believes that he is to go forth conquer-

ing and to conquer. He snatches the Branch, and it is, as he truly said

a Curse. Brandishing it, and with his face glowing with the madness
of his false exaltation, he waves his Branch—Pius the Dupe stands on
high, and curses the nations of the earth who do not bow down to him
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and worship him. But what is the terrible red light that is lurking in

tho^e cloisters ? What are the hideous Things that as yet are creeping,

cat-like, to arch and pinnacle— drop the curtain, quick. The end is

not yet.

Take the story back to Italy with you, ladies and gentlemen who have

come over to our Show. And when you have preached the sermon, do

justice to the text. Say that Meyeebeeb's noble opera, which has been

in abeyance for sundry reasons for many a year (is one of them a recog-

nition of the fact that the grand scene may be something too appalling

for Anglican tastes ?) has been brought out by Mb. Gye with a splen-

dour of illustration worthy the stage that has given us the Prophete and

the Huguenots. Say that the magnificent and highly coloured music is

played and sung (you may say rendered and interpreted if you like

slang) to perfection, and that Tambeblik's Robert, and Foemes's
Bertram are each admirable—one for its chivalry, the other fur its

vigorous passion—and you may speak well, also of ladies who put out

their whole powers with a loyalty more effective and more welcome
than much frigid perfection that hath been seen. Tell everybody that

everybody who is anybody sees the Covent Garden Roberto.

Then add (it is due to the great composer, and to the greatest singer

among us) that a second homage is done to Meyebbeeb by the pro-
duction of the same opera at Heb Majesty's Theatre. That here,

there is much to praise, and that here there is one feature on which
praise is thrown away, seeing that all hath been said thereof which
cunningly devised paragraphs can set out. Say that at Heb Majesty's
Theatre Titiens holds the part of Alice. You will scarcely find an
auditor to whom it is needful to say more. But should you meet such
an one, add that those who desire to see and hear an Alice, should go to
the Haymarket Opera-house, while those who wish to witness and appre-
ciate the opera of Robert the Devil must go to Covent Garden. It might
not be unwise to imitate the first bishop of Bath and Wells, a Scot,

whose traditional answer to the King's inquiry which of those cities he
would have for a see was so broad a reading of the first name that the
King thought he wanted—and gave him

—

baulk.

Mr. Punch is instigated to add, that should the Pope's perusal of
these remarks {Punch is always translated to him by his Cross-bearer)
induce him to wish to go to Covent Garden, he must telegraph to the
box office under the Portico in Bow Street—the management cannot be
answerable for any mistake that may arise by people's being misled
into the traps of touts. Infallibility will please to copy the address.

ANTIPODEAN AMIABILITY.

hebe is a good deal of

Racing going on just

now, and as possibly

everybody who makes a

bet with the intention

of winning does not pay
it when that intention

is frustrated, the sport-

ing world may be inte-

rested in knowing how
such difficulties are dealt

with in the world under
our feet. From a Colo-

nial paperlately received

by Mr. Punch, he finds

that a gentleman named
Wabby has been posted
as a defaulter to the
Champion Race Fund
at Brisbane, which is

in New South Wales,
which is in Australia.

Mb. Wabby ought to

have paid £25, and, ac-

cording to the Stewards
of the North Australian
Jockey Club, did not
pay it. They advertise

his little failing, and im-
mediately under their ad-
vertisement comes this

notification from him

:

THE LATE CHAMPION RACE FUND.
1\1R. T. S. WAERY presents his compliments to the Editor of the Courier, in
1»X which paper he observes himself mentioned as being a defaulter to the late Champion Race
Fund. In reply to this, he begs to state that if any Stewards or M embers of the North Australian
Jockey Club will call upon him, entering by his back gate, they can have a repast with his servants,
and after refreshing themselves, if appearing sober and respectable, they will be allowed an
interview with him, in his private room set apart exclusively for the reception of gentlemen.

We hardly know whether this is an implied promise to pay, but Mb. Wabby's
hospitality is unimpeachable, and if his conditions seem a little stringent it must
be remembered that Australia is a new country where there are a good many roughs,
and everybody connected with the turf is not the honest, sober, elegant gentleman,
known as the English turf-man. But the kindness of spirit which, in answer to
a cruel insult, invites the insulter to a banquet, is truly delightful, and shows that
the bishops whom we export do their duty by the colonies.

A SLAP AT A SCHOOLMISTRESS.
My deab Mes. Smith,

You well know how tenderly I love the tender sex. All, whether plain
or pretty, young or— or middle-aged, rich or the reverse, all ladies, as you know,
are ever held in reverence by their devoted Punch. But if I might venture to
particularise, and say what kind of woman chiefly my fond heart is prone to dote
upon, I might, to give you some idea of her, refer you to the following, which I
iound inserted lately in the Times :—

T ADY, &c—WANTED, in a first-class establishment, a LADY, who is addicted
-LJ to authorship and strictly elegant literature. She would be required to undertake the depart-
ment of English composition, and combine if possible, a keen analytical judgment and talent with
the creative and poetic faculty. Any lady of brilliant intellect and genius would meet with every

thoughtful consideration and kindness. Also Two Foreigners, to
teach German and French—one a thorough musician and vocalist,

the other to speak French always and remain with the pupils after
class. Required, also, an educated English Lady, from 20 to 25 years
of age, who would give her services in exchange for the accomplish-
ments.—Address, &c.

Now, a lady whocan pen such an advertisement as this,

is just the sort of person I am most charmed to meet.
You see, I take it quite for granted that the writer is a
lady. I feel certain that no gentleman would ever have
the cheek (you will pardon my vulgarity) to address him-
self in this way to an "educated lady," even though it

wrere her evil luck to be a governess. For you will notice
the advertisement says nothing about pay; and for aught
shown to the contrary, the "lady, &c," is required to
" undertake the department of English composition," or,

in plainer words, to do the drudgery of teaching grammar
in a girls' school, without getting a farthing to reward
her for her services. If she happen indeed to have a " bril-

liant intellect and genius, she is promised kindly treatment
and thoughtful consideration." But of pecuniary con-
sideration no prospect is put forth : and the chances are,

that if she find her board and lodging given her, she will

have most probably to pay for her own washing and perhaps
make her own bed.

But setting pay aside, I should say that any lady
"addicted to authorship" would hardly find a girls'

school a fit place for pursuing it ; and whatever be her skill

in " strictly elegant literature," I apprehend that the place
offered her would not give her much scope for it. Young-
ladies when at school but seldom learn more composition
than enables them to write a sentimental slip-slop love-

letter ; and considering the minds with which she has to

deal, 1 think the post of governess, even in an establish-

ment reputed as first-class, can scarce require "keen analy-

tical judgment," or very much of the "creative and poetic

faculty." The latter gift indeed might serve to help her
pupils at the season of Saint Valentine, but further than
this it would, I fear, be found of little use to them.
As it has never been my fortune to reside in a young

ladies' school, Iknowuot what are "the accomplishments"
which may be there had in exchange for the service of a

Governess. But I should recommend young ladies, before

signing any paper of agreement to such barter, to make
quite sure that board and lodging would at least be guaran-
teed to them. Strictly elegant literature is a good thing in

its way, but beef and bread and butter are to most girls

quite as necessary ; and I fancy at a school—I beg pardon,

an " establishment "—where so much care and attention

is bestowed upon the former, it is just possible that the

latter may slightly be neglected.

I remain, dear Mbs. Smith, with " every thoughtful

consideration,"

Your Sex's ever faithful friend and ready champion,

Christmas at Midsummer.

Dubing the late inclement weather, an eccentric gentle-

man giving a large dinner-party, had a roaring fire lighted

in the room, roast beef, plum-pudding, and mince-pie on the

table, aud caused the walls of the room, and the looking

glasses, and the mantel-piece to be decorated with mistletoe

and holly.
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Facetious Traveller. " Can't find a Scat, Sir?-

VERY SUGGESTIVE.

-Well, that is provoking/ Tell you what, Sir; get yourself Labelled, and they'll put you in the

Luggage Van."

PUBLIC VEHICLES AND THEIR VICTIMS.

One of the most curious and entertaining sights at the Industrial

Exhibition is the exhibition of industry displayed by visitors who are

leaving, in their eager chace and chevy for an omnibus or cab. Of
course months and months ago everybody was aware the World was
coming to its_ Show, and doubtless everybody fancied ample means
would be provided for the World to get there. The newspapers kept
telling us how vastly railways had been multiplied since 1851, and what
millions more of passengers they could now daily bring to town : and
everybody fancied that a similar development extended to the means of

transit through the streets. Some ten thousand extra 'busses and
twenty thousand cabs were supposed to have been ordered for the
World's accommodation : aud in short it was imagined that no pains
would be spared to bring the World to Brompton and to take the
World away again with the utmost ease and comfort, safety and
dispatch.

How thoroughly these sanguine expectations have been realised, by
this time all the world is pretty well aware. From statistics he has
carefully collected on the subject, Mr. Punch cau state with confidence
that for the World to ride in there have recently beeu added to our
public vehicles no fewer than four omnibuses and as many as six cabs.
The consequence has been that the Industrial Exhibition and the neigh-
bourhood adjacent have lately been the scene of industry unparalleled,
in the exertions made by visitors to get a homeward ride. Difficult as
it is just now to capture a cab anywhere, to pick one up near Brompton
between four and eight p.m. is a feat demanding such great patience,
strength, skill, quickness aud agility, that one had well-nigh be a Job,
a Samson and a Leotard successfully to do it. For every cab that
comes in sight there are at least a couple of hundred eager eyes on the
look out, and a hundred pairs of legs perform a simultaneous rush, while
a couple of hundred hands are all outstretched to clutch the prize.
As for getting home by omnibus, the only plan to do so appears to be
to walk about as far as Hyde Park Corner, aud then to jump into an
omnibus that will take you back to Brompton : on reaching which you

simply pay for your ride thither, and then retain your seat, and pay
another fourpence, or more probably a shilling, for the homeward journey
to King's Cross or the Bank. The omnibus proprietors thus pouch a

double fare : and this is possibly a reason why they have abstained from
putting on more extra carriages this season : another reason being the
unwillingness they show on every possible occasion to do anything
whatever for the comfort of the public.

Not of the Best Brand.

Considering the effect of recent revelations of Bar Scandal it really

looks as if the addition of Q. C. will soon be takeu to stand for " Ques-
tionable Character," instead of, or as well as, " Queens Counsel."

If the various Benches want to purge their Inns of some very perilous

stuff, which at present endangers their constitution sadly, they should

try a few more doses of James's powders ; but with one caution, that in

future consultations as to the employment of that wholesome drastic^

they ought decidedly either to say more or to say less. Half-and-half

is not a good thing for bad cases, whether of long or short standing.

Things which Sadly Want being "Disbarred."

The Kensington and Bayswater and Kennington, and all the other

numerous turnpikes that obstruct the different thoroughfares in the

neighbourhood of London, The sooner they are disbarred, and com-
pelled to retire from their abominable practice of taking fees to wliich

they are not entitled the better.

pONE ASTRAY, a GENTLEMAN.—If THE CLERK OF THE
*J WEATHER, who has been missing from his duty all May and June, to the
great dissatisfaction of society, will return to his disconsolate office, aU shall be
forgotten, and he shall be at liberty to indulge in any antics he likes as soon as the
season is over. If he will not come back, at least he might send the key of the
Wind-Cellar. If jealous of Admiral Fitzroy, the same shall be discharged. Don't
be a fool, but come and blow a cloud with your forgotten Zephyr.

rrin™? by Will'am Bradbury, of No. 13, Upper Woburn Place, in the Parish of St. Pancras, in the County of; Middlesex, and Frederick Mullett Evans, of No. 11, Bouverie Street, in the Precinct ol
Whitefnars, City of Lond.in. Printers, at their Office in Lombard Street, in the Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, and Published b? them at No. 85, Fleet Street , in the Parish of St. Bride, City of
London.—Saturday, July 12, 1862.



VERNER'S PRIDE, a New Story by MRS. HENRY WOOD, Authoress of "East Lynne ;"

and THE ANGLERS OF THE DOVE, ly HARRIET MARTINEAU, with

Illustrations by J. E. MILLAIS, are continued Weekly in ONCE A WEEK.
BRADBURY AND EVANS, 11, BOUVERIE STREET, FLEET STREET, E.G.

AND SOLD BY ALL BOOKSELLERS.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION—MR. TOM TAYLORS HANDBOOK TO THE
PICTURES. Price \s. Sold by all Booksellers and at all Railway Stations.

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, E.C.
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THEQUARTERLYREVIEW.
fi- No. CCXXF.IL, is published This Day.

contents:
i. the brun els.

II. DEAN HOOK'S ARCHBISHOPS OF
CANTERBURY.

III. SUSSEX.
IV. VOLUNTEERS AND NATIONAL DE-

FENCE.
V. MODERN POETRY-DRYDENTOCOW-

PER.
VI. INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.
VII. IHK CHURCH AND BICENTENARY

MOVEMENT.
VIII. SANDWICH ISLANDS.

John Murray. Albemarle Street.

Now Ready, at all the Libraries,

THE LADIES OF L9VEL-
JL LEIGH. By the Author of " Makga-

bet and Her Bridesmaids." 3 v.

" A charming novel."—L. S. Mag.
" The author's best work."—Messenger. .

TRUE TO THE LAST. BY
the Author of "Cousin Geoffrey." 3 v.

LUCILLA. BY THE HOST.
Mrs. Macdonald. 2 v.

BRYANSTON SQUARE. BY
IVoell Radecmffb. 2 V.

" A clever book."—Athenaeum.

GRANDMOTHERS MONEY.
Illustrated by Tenniel, bs. bound.
"A good novel."—Athenaeum.

Horst and Blackf.tt. Publishers.

Now Ready, io 2 vols., Svo,

TTALY UNDER VICTORX EMMANUEL,. A Personal Narrative.
By Count Charles Arrivabene.

LIFE OF EDWARD IRVING.
Illustrated by bis .Journal uud Correspoudence.
By Mrs. Ulithant. 2 v.

Hurst & Bi.ackeit, Publishers.

THREE HUNDRED BIBLE* STORIES, with nearly 300 Bible Pic-
tures, a Pictorial Sunday Book for the Young, hand-
somely bound. Price 4s. bd.

t
originally published at

12«. Sent post free from Field s Great Bible Ware-
house, 05, Regent's Quadrant. Every family should
have this pretty b^nk.

A GUINEA FAMILY BIBLE
FOR 10s.

—

John Field has now ready
a handsome Family Bible, with Notes, References.
3U Engravings, and ltl Maps, bound in antique style,
for 10s., published at 21». A beautiful gift book,
only to be had at Joun Field's Great Bible Ware-
house, 65, Regent's Quadrant.

ft BIBLES, PRAYER-V BOOKS, and CHURUH
SERVICES, Altars, Juvenile Books, and Standard
Authors, on Sale, in every variety of binding, at
John Field's Great Bible Warehouse, 63, Regent's
Quadrant.

ROWLANDS' MACASSAR OIL, for promoting
the Growth, Restoring and Beautifying the Human
Hair.
ROWLANDS' KALYDOR for Improving and

Beautilying the Complexion and Skin, and Eradi-
cating Cutaneous detects.
ROWLANDS' ODONTO, or Pearl Dentifrice, for

the Teeth, Gums, and Breath.
Sold at CO, Hattou Garden, and by Chemists and

Perfumers.

OSTEO-EIDON. WHATISIT?V SEE PATENT, March 1, 18i> 1. No. 500.

V 27. HARLEY STREET, CAVENDISH SO.
34, LUI'GATE HILL, LONDON-

134, DUKE STREET, LIVERPOOL-
and 65, NEW STREET, BIHMIMGHIM
NTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Class 17
[sulfations Free. One visit only requisite from

country patients. Gabriel's " Practical Treatise on
the Teeth," gratis.

T
Con

DNERSait
ERSERVICES

r0LL0WAYS OINTMENT
I- AIM) PILLS are powerful curative

agents They cure ulcers, bad legs, dropsical
swellings, scrofulous sores, enlarged glands, and
also cancer

PRICKET CLUBS, SCHOOLS,v COLLEGES, AND CLUBS, supplied
with Flannel Shirts, Caps, Belts, and Trousers by
T. Milis & Co., Clothiers, Outfitters, and Con-

tractors, 1 and 3, Aldgate, E.

This day is Published, Price Is., with numerous Woodcuts,

SEA FISH : AND HOW TO CATCH THEM.
By W. B. LORD, Royal Artillery.

London: BRADBURY & EVANS, 11, Bouverie Street, E.C.

GLEN FIELD
PATENT DOUBLE-REFINED POWDER

» & A3. JR. %*? j£&m
EXCLUSIVELY USED IN HER MAJESTY'S LAUNDRY, AND PRONOUNCED BY HER

MAJESTY'S LAUNDRESS TO BE THE FINEST STARCH SHE EVER USED.
The great and ever increasing demand for this world-renowned Starch, is the best proof of its

superiority over every other kind. THE GLENFIELD PATENT STARCH, which is adapted
for all classes—from Her Majesty downwards—possesses, in an eminent degree, the following
properties :—Great Strength combined with Great Elasticity ; Purity of Colour and Pearly
Transparency. It does not impart the yellow tinge to Fabrics which other Starches do, but has
on the contrary, the effect of keeping them Clear in Colour and Strong in Texture. The Manu-
facturers have no hesitation in affirming that the Glenfield Patent Starch is the Most Perfect,
and, at the same time, the Most Economical ; and if there be any who have not done so, they are
earnestly recommended to GIVE IT ONE FAIR TRIAL, and they will find it to be both Easier
Made and Easier Used than any other, and, like the Queen's Laundress, resolve for the future
to Use No Other.

WOTHERSPOON & Co., Glasgow and London.

^^^y^

Prescribed by the most emineut Medical Men throughout the world as the safest, speediest,
and most effectual remedy for

CONSUMPTION, CHRONIC BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, COUGHS, RHEUMATISM, GOUT,
GENERAL DEBILITY, DISEASES OF THE SKIN, RICKETS, INFANTILE WASTING,

AND ALL SCROFULOUS AFFECTIONS.
Is incomparably Superior to every other Variety.

FROM "THE LANCET."
"Some of the deficiencies of the Pale Oil are attributable to the method of its preparation, and

especially to its filtration through charcoal. in THE PREFERENCE OF THE LIGHT
BROWN OVER THE PALE OIL WE FULLY CONCUR. We have carefully tested a
specimen of Dr. de Jonoh's Light Brown Cod Liver Oil. We find it to be genuine, and rich in
iodine and the elements of the bile."

Dr. de JoNffH's Light-Brown Cod Liver Oil, is sold only in imperial half-pints, 2s. 6d. ;

pints, 4s. 9d. ;
quarts 9s. ; capsuled and labelled with his stamp and signature, without which

none can possibly be GENUINE, by respectable Chemists.

Sole Consignees:—ANSAR, HARFORD & Co., 77, Strand, London, W.C.
CAUTION.

—

Beware of Proposed Substitutions.

SUMMER

%
:ent

Not only have several Makers imitated
Brown and Polson's Labels and Trade
Mark, one or both, but even the name
has been adopted.

One American variety, the third or
fourth introduced in the English Market,
bears the characteristic caution, "Be-
ware of English Imitations." Announce-
ments of this class are intended to de-
ceive purchasers, and to obtain a sale at
the expense of the reputation which
alone belongs to Patent Corn Flour.
Families would discourage the substitu-
tion of inferior kinds by writing upon
their orders "Brown &' Poison,"

MANUFACTURERS AND PURVEYORS TO HER MAJESTY :

Paisley, Manchester, Dublin, and London.

SECOND HAND SILVER PLATE.
222, REGENT STREET, LONDON, AND

67, & 68, KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE.

I BROTHERS
MAKE THE MOST LIBERAL ALLOWANCE FOR OLD SILVER PLATE

>

EITHER FOR CASH OR IN EXCHANGE FOR GOODS.

TOE GENTLEMEN'S REAL HEAD OF HAIR, OR INVISIBLE
-*" PERUKE.—The .principle upon which this Peruke is made is so superior to everything yet
produced, that the Manufacturer invites the honour of a visit from the Sceptic and the Connoisseur, that one may be
convinced, and the other gratified, by inspecting tbjs and other novel and beautiful specimens of the Peruqueian Art, at

he Establishment of the Sole Inventor, F. BROWNE, 47, FENCHCRCH STREET.

F. BROWNE'S INFALLIBLE MODE OF MEASURING
THE HEAD.

Round the Head, i

the Ears loose .,

manner of a fillet, leaving

From the Forehead over to the poll, as deep
each way as required

From one Temple tp the other across the rise
or Crown of the Head to where the Hair grows

As dotted
1 to 1.

Inches. 1 Eighths

As dotted
2 to ;.

As marked
3 to 3.

THE CHARGE FOR THIS UNIQUE HEAD OF
HAIR, ONLY £1 10*.

J MAPLE & Co.'s FIRSTW • CLASS FURNITURE.
Mahogany Wing Wardrobes, 9 guineas; ditto, with
Plate Glass Doors, 11 guineas; ditto, in Painted
Wood, with Plate Glass Doors, 54 guineas Bed-
steads ot every description, in Wood, Iron, and'Brass,
fitted with Drapery and Bedding complete; several
Suites of Drawing-room Furniture, from 12 to 20
guineas; the Eugenie Easy Chair, 23». ; Couch to
correspond, 3 guineas ; many Chifloniers, with Plate
Glass and Marble, from £i to Mib; Marqueterie
Cabinets from 2 guineas; very large ditto, in Buhl,
from 4(12 to Ji2b ; Bookcases from 44 guineas.

Illustrated Catalogues free on applicatiou.
145, Tottenham Court Road.

BINING AND DRAWING** ROOM FURNITURE.
The Eugenie Easy-chair, price 25».
The Prince of Wales Chair, price 32«.
The Vienna Easy-chair, price 35*.
The Paragon Couch, price 3 guineas.
The Prince of Wales Couch, price 3J guineas.

J. Maple & Co.

B3EESSM(& JBAiGr
,<sr.EkmrfiitrN-l fitted

(COMPLETE.

^LADIES-I^8

,

r!TTED
(COMPLETE

m
OXFORD -STREET.
NO MORE PILLS NOR ANY OTHER

MEDICINE.
FIND DU BARRY'S

FOOD the safest remedy for chronic
constipation, indigestion (dyspepsia), consumption,
diarrhoea, all gastric disorders, acidity, heartburn,
palpitation, irritability, sleeplessness, distension,
flatulency, phlegm, haemorrhoids, coughs, colds,
catarrhs, asthma, bronchitis.dysentery, nervousness,
biliousness, torpidityof the liver, debility, atrophy.
—Andrew Ure, M.D., F.R.S., Dr. Harvey, Dr. Shor-
land, Dr. Campbell, Dr. Rud.Wurzer. It saveB 50
times its cost in other remedies. Packed in tins

—

1 lb., 2a. 9fi. ; 12 lb., free of carriage, 22s.—Barry du
Barry and Co., 77, Rejrent Street, London; and
26, Place Vemldrae, Paris; Fortnum and Mason;
and at 61, Gracechurch Street; No. 4<J, Bishopsgate
Street; 4, Cheajpeide; 6ii and 15u, Oxford Street;
330; Strand; o, Charing Croas; 54, Baker Street

;

and all Grocers and Chemists.

W: :>' F URNITU RE- '

','
j

CARRIAGE FREE.
»R.&'$. BEYFUS-
144, OXFORD STREET

&.9rT0S5XITY ROAD,
j

1 tK O STR&TEB G ATALOCUE.S C RA TIS I

OF "SANGSTERS' ALPACA" UMBRELLAS
(which obtained a Prize Medal in 1S51) have been
made under their Patent to January 1st, 1852. To
prevent mistakes, their Licensees are now supplied
with Labels, bearing the words " Sangsters'
Alpaca," one of which should be attached to all
Umbrellas made of Alpaca. These Umbrellas may
be obtained of all Manufacturers Hnd Dealers, and
of the Patentees, W. & J. Sanostkb, 140, Regent
Street; 94, Tieet Street; 10, Royal Exchange; and
75,Cheapside.
N.B.—Goods of their own Manufacture have a

label with the words " Sangsters, Makers."

YOU DOUBLE UP YOUR
PERAMBULATORS WHEN NOT IN

USE ? See T. Trotman's New Patent Folding Per-
ambulators, adapted for the health, safety, and com-
fort of infants and invalids. All kinds on view.
Patent Salety Carriage Works, High Street (turn-
pike-gate), Camden Town, N.W.

pOCES'S CELEBRATED
V' READING SAUCE,
Which is bo highly esteemed with Fish, Game,
Steaks, Soups, Grills, Gravies, Hot & Cold Meats,
and unrivalled for general use, is Sold by the most
respectable Dealers in Fish Sauces.

C. Cocks,- Reading, Sole Manufacturer.

5 PHILIiIPSON & Co's New Perfume, X

\
'< LA DUCHESSE."

\

i The most refreshing and durable of the day. J
I Price 2s. 6d. of all Chemists and Vendors of \

s Perfumery ,or by letter (enclosing aPostOlfice
J

J
Onleror Stamps) to PHILLIFSON AND CO.,

I 1, BtrnoE Row, St. Pa* l's, London, E.C

I[
Perfumery for every climate. Cataloguesfree. \

The POMADE,

2

3 .6tf. ; SOAP, 1». ;OIL, 2s.6d.

BTJNTER'S NERVINE.-
The Instantaneous Cure for Tooth-ache,

destroys the nerve without pain and saves the
Tooth* Of all Chemists, Is. U-i-> or post free for 15

stamps, from J. R. Cooper, Chemist, Maidstone.

A New and Valuable Preparation ol Cocoa.

RY'S ICELAND
MOSS COCOA.

In 1 lb., 4 lb., and J lb packets.
Sold by Grocers and Druggists.

J. S. Fry & Sons, Bristol and London.

PRICE'S GLYCERINE
* may he had from any Chemist in \ lb.,

i lb., and 1*. bottles—the Stoppers of which are se-
cured by a capsule, lettered "Price's Patent,"
Belmont, Vauxuail, Loudon, S.

F
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REVENGE!
Old Lady (who wasn't over and above liberal with the fare).

Cabman. " Cert'nly, Marm, if you'll 'old my 'orse."

You'll take my boxes up the Garden, Cabman, please."

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Monday, July 1th. Lord Russell had to vindicate the Italian

Government once more from the splenetic charges made by poor Loud
Normanby, whose wrath has been roused anew, probably, by the
announcement that Russia and Prussia would recognise Italy. Of
course the answer was complete and satisfactory. Lord Harrowby
had recently been in Italy, and declared himself " astonished " at Lord
Normanby's "ignorance" of the real state of things in that country.
This was a hard hit, for poor Normanby of course gets no end of

voluminous and violent notes from old foreign countesses and the like,

who consider the expulsion of the despots the wickedest thing ever done,
and he rather piques himself on being kept well posted up by the angry
old fribbles who prompt him. The Lords laughed.

_
The Commons had another Embankment Debate, and then arose a

dispute as to the clause which enacts that the architecture of the buildings
that are to be erected on the banks of the river shall be approved by a
Minister. Mr. Cowper contended that it was for the honour of Lou-
don that such erections should not be left to individual caprice.

Lord Palmerston took, of course, the same view, and paid an exceed-
ingly high compliment to the architecture of the Regent's Park, where
private dwellings had been combined by Mr. Nash, so as to make the
union resemble a single palatial building. We should like to have
heard Mr. Disraeli hereon—is it not in Popanilla that he has some-
thing to say upon the difference between Architecture aud Parkitecture ?

There is no doubt, however, that the Regent's Park is one of the most
creditable looking quarters in London, and from what Mr. Punch has
seen of the inhabitants of the district, he has the highest opinion of
their civilisation. The clause was resisted but carried by 162 to 145.
There was a snarl raised against the Templars, which they certainly do
not deserve, for they have not imitated the Buccleuch party in resist-

ing the Bill, though the Embankment will destroy much of the charm of
their beautiful gardens, which gardens moreover they throw open in the
most liberal mauner to the children of the poor. The Committee saw
this, and by 139 to 18 put down Mr. Ayrton, who sought to insert a

needless and rather impertinent proviso. The discussion wound up
pleasantly with a very angry little row between Sir John Shelley and

Mr. Cowper.
But this was only a pop-gun compared to what followed. There

came a Fortifications Debate, which was proceeding with much dulness

of detail, when Mr. Cobden rose, and delivered a speech in which he

attacked Lord Palmerston for incessantly mis-representing the

French Emperor as a bellicose personage. Mr. Cobden adduced a

great lot of iigures to show that the French had never armed, on the

scale supposed, and repeated that he proposed to "arraign" the

Premier, whom he also charged with knocking people down with Latin

quotations. Sir John Pakington interposed a brief defence of Lord
Palmerston, and pointed out the unfairness of some of Mr. Cobden's

arguments, and then the arraigned Premier went to work on his own
account, declared himself proud of being attacked by Mr. Cobden,

who never had an idea that England ought to be defended, who was

in a state of blin luess and delusion on that subject, who understood

Free Trade, but that was his Last, to which he ought to Stick, for

when he went beyond it, he went into matters which he could not

understand. Pam also quoted Latin again, as became an Oxford D.C.L.,

aud pointed out the awful cost of the War in America, on account of

the nation not having been prepared for such operations.
#

He ended by

saying that if we had put the country, economically, into a state of

defence, we had achieved even a better thing than Mr. Cobden's

Treaty of Paris. It may be imagined that this emphatic method of

laying on the lash was not calculated to delight the flagellated party,

and the next morning Mr. Cobden's organ declared that Lord Pam
had opened an impassable gulf between himself and Cobden, that he was

a flagrant offender against the moralities of debate, and an outrager of

Parliamentary decencies. We immediately sent down to Cambridge

House to know how the Premier felt, aud were delighted to hear that

the article had not spoiled his breakfast.

Tuesday. The Commons to the rescue of the Common ! Sir Thomas
Wilson is at it again. A Bill has been introduced into the Lords for

enabling him to grant long building leases on Hampstead Heath. The

TOI
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lawyers support it, of course. Mr. Punch need only tell tlie Commons
to be ready to scrunch the measure ; hut he will add that menace is

now being used, and the advocates of the Bill threaten that when Sir

Thomas Wilson is himself enclosed, his successor will build all over

the heath, unless we now allow Sir Thomas to erect villas, winch will

be valuable on account of the waste being kept open. Sufficient for

the day is the Wilson thereof—we trust to write, in due course—"the

Bill for stealing the Heath from the people was then rejected."

The Code Caledonian was read a second time in the Lords, who
seemed delighted to be told, that it had been so carefully prepared that

they need not waste their valuable time in reconsidering it.

Lord Palmerston said that Russia had recognised Italy, but that

he had no official information on the subject from Turin. There is a

notion abroad in the world that this recognition is a clever move on the

part of our friend Charles the Eleventh, of France, Russia will be

pleased to be friends with Italy, if Italy will undertake not to extend

herself in any way that may be disagreeable to her neighbours. Gari-

baldi has just made a fiery speech, in which he declares that the Despot

of France is no friend of Italy. The Ultramontanists of France are Too

angry at Italy's being spoken to at all to heed any of these under-

currents, and they denounce Russia in choice priestly Billingsgate-

showing that the successors of the Fishermen talk the language of

fishwomen.
It may be convenient to the public to know, that we are going to

have another Chinese War, large or small. If we are to carry on trade

at all with China it is necessary to defend certain points against the

marauding savages called Tae-pings. And this we are certainly going

to do, or to help the Imperialists to do. The whole business is a dis-

agreeable one. The Tae-pings are cruel miscreants, but the Imperialists

are also atrociously cruel, and the things that are done on both sides

make the blood curdle. But Commerce must be protected. There was
an interesting debate raised by Mr. White, in which Colonel Sykes^
and of course Mr. Coeden, took up arms against the Governments of

England and China, and Mr. Layard made an animated onslaught upon
the Tae-pings, and a clever defence of the policy now announced. Lord
Palmerston ingeniously retorted on those who said that our former

wars with China had weakened its Government, that if so, we were the

more bound to support it now. Mr. Walpole would not support Mr.
White, but declined to support a war policy. The Government was
sustained by 197 to 88.

In revenge a gcod bit of rough justice was done. Government fenced

very objectionably with the Kertch Prize Money question, and Sir
John Hay compelled them to assent to what was really a vote of

censure upon their conduct in keeping the soldiers out of their money.
Lord Palmebston tried to fight, but was put down by an honest

"thout of creditable impatience, at any further resistance being offered

to a just claim.

The Dissenters are not at present to do as they like with the Church
Yards. Sir Morton Peto buried his Burials Bill.

Wednesday. The little Bill for allowing a clergyman to get out of the

Church if he wished to take up some other vocation, was never very
healthy, and to-day it was put out of its unsatisfactory existence by a

majority of 9S to S8. Mr. Newdegate then had to give up his attempt
to deal with the Church Rate Question, and Mr. Whalley had a vic-

tory over Mr. Hennessy, the hitter's Bill for facilitating the Introduc-

tion of Catholic priests into gaols
_
being rejected. Mr. Forster's

Beer Bill occasioned some smartish discussion—some Members treating

it as a boon to morality, others as an interference with the poorer
classes, but the former view triumphed by a majority of 3 in a House
of 183. The Bill, it will be remembered is to prevent people from
getting beer on tick.

Thursday. Pam said that Russia had not, he believed, imposed con-
ditions and restrictions on the King- of Italy, but that satisfactory

explanations of policy had been given. Ha ! Your finger on your nose,
thus. Ha ! Exactly.

There was then another Fortifications Debate. Mr. Osborne said

some smart things at considerable length, and was told by Lord Pal-
merston that such talk was just the thing for a club or a dinner table,

but was not the thing for the House of Commons. Mr. Cobden,
whose exacerbation was increased by the news that his American friends

had not only been beaten at Charleston, but had run away with great
velocity from the Confederates at Richmond, delivered another speech
in abuse of Lord Palmerston, who told him in return that he was an
ill-conditioned party—that a gentleman who was attacked tried "to
give as good as he got " and then went home and thought no more
about it, but that Cobden sulked. This was so English and true that
the House cheered heartily, and the Government got 110 to 62 on
division. There was some more discussion on the Embankment Bill,

and a clause was inserted preventing steam engines from running on
the new road.

What passed on Friday night Mr. Punch will mention next week, for
the fact is he went down to the Prize Giving at the International
Exhibition, and got so fearfully intoxicated with delight at the
Honourable Mention that was made of himself in every direction, that
he had to be removed to his house, at a late hour, under the guidance

of X 555, whom he hereby thanks for his attentions, though he regrets
that the intelligent officer pulled him away from the lamp post in
Grosvenor Plaee before he had half done explaining the currency ques-
tion, the true principles of cosmogony, and the beauties of Babbage's
machine.

GRAND AMERICAN PUZZLE.
The Americans say that they have not only taught the wretched Old

World how to make War, but that they propose to teach us new prin-

ciples of Arithmetic. We shall be very glad to receive some elementary
instruction upon the subject, for we are in an awful puzzle already.

There have been, as readers of the papers are well aware, a varietv ot

great and small battles (if anything American can be small) during the
war which is not exactly over. Mr. Punch, with reverent observance,
took, week by week, a note of those battles, and with the most confiding

and implicit faith in the accuracy of the New York press, affixed to

each glorious name the number, as given by that noble institution, of

the heroic and devoted soldiers of the Republic who fell in each en-

counter. In order to explain his difficulty, he must reproduce the roll

of glory, with the numbers signifying the losses :

—

Killed. Wounded.

Bull Run . 5,670 10,000
Davis Creek, M° 1,000 3,000
Lexington, M" 1,500 2,000
Balls Bluff . 1,200 3,000
Belmont .... 1,000 2,000
Mill Spring, K> 1,000 2,000
Fort Henry 1,000 2,000
Roanoke Island 1,500 3,000
Fort Donelson 800 1,600
Fort Craig, New Mexico 500 1,000
Pea Ridge .... 600 1,800
Merrimac affair 50 100
Newburn .... 1,000 2,000
Winchester .... 2,000 3,000
Pittsburg .... . 100,000 300,000
Yorktovvn .... 50,000 17,000
Forts Jackson and St. Philip 170 450
Williamsburg .... . 100,000 300,000
West Point 500 1,073
M'Dowell .... 13 100
New Corinth 1,000 3,000
Banks's Run . 500 1,000
Hanover Court . 20 70
Skirmishes .... . 1,000,000 3,000,000

Added up, according to the rotten

old rules of Cocker, this makes 1,271,023 3,619,193

But General M'Clellan, the Commander-in-Chief, has published
an official statement, in which he gives the above list, and evidently
performs arithmetic upon some new principle, for he makes the sum of
killed since the beginning of the war 5,791, and of wounded 20,369.

We are utterly unable to bring our addition to the same result as

General M'Clellan, and earnestly wish that we could obtain the
American Tutor's Assistant.

But perhaps the New York journals throw in the slaughter among
the Confederates. Oh ! Ah ! The poor Confederates.

HIGH CHURCH CHEERS.

The announcement of the loss of the Clergy Relief Bill, we read
" was received with loud cheers from the Opposition." Hip, hip, hip,

hooray ! It is easy to say that, but hip, hip, hip, hooray !—what ? Hip,
hip, hip, hooray ! Once a parson always a parson. Hooray ! No
retirement from a profession which he cannot honourably practise. !

Hooray ! No permission to earn an honest liviug ! Hooray ! No
right to support himself by labouring with his own hands like St. Paul

!

Hooray ! No St. Paul ! Hooray ! No common sense, no right, no
reason, no justice, no honour, no conscience ! Hooray ! Starvation
or hypocrisy for ever ! Hooray ! Ordination and no escape for ever

!

Hooray ! Absurdity, tyranny, and cruelty for ever ! Hip, hip, hip,

hooray ! Derby and Disraeli for ever ! Hip, hip, hip, hooray

!

Such are the sentiments which we must suppose to be signified by the
loud cheers with which the Conservative Opposition hailed the failure

of a measure demanded by all rational and honest men.

" Ivory Bust—Louis Philippe." (Executed by Machinery.)

" Dear me !
" exclaimed a country visitor to the International Exhi-

bition, on reading the above description in the Official Catalogue of the

Fine Arts Department ;
" Dear me ! I had no idea he was guillotined."
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SACRILEGE AT NETLEY ABBEY.

S you are aware, Mr. Punch,
Netley Abbey has been said by
incorrigible offenders to be so

named because it was overrun
with nettles. Now, however,
both those and all the other

weeds by which the ruins were
choked, have been removed ; the

ivy, and wild flowers, and bram-
bles, trees, and shrubs, which
adorn them, only being left to

remain. The place has been
cleared and cleaned without

bavins been Cockneyfied; it has

been furnished with convenient

and inconspicuous seats, and
rendered permeable throughout,
and provided with a pump which
supplies water for tea, or grog,

refreshments for which right-

minded people, though, would
repair to the contiguous public-

house. At the entrance of the

Abbey is a porter's lodge, where
a turnstile lets the public in at

the small charge of %d. a head,

which goes to pay the expense of

putting and keeping the place

in order, and would, it might be
hoped, exclude the rabble, the

rift-raff, the tag-rag-and bobtail,

the cads, the blackguards, the

swell-mob, and the spoiler.

"Thieves, however,Mr.PtmcA,
do nevertheless find their way
through the turnstile at Netley

Abbey. The removal of the

rubbish out of the Lady Chapel,

disclosed a piece of encaustic tile pavement, near the site of the altar, of which

several pieces have been stolen by some robbers who had procured admission in

the disguise of respectable-looking people. These bits of ancient pottery have

doubtless been taken and carried away to serve as specimens.
_
The rascals who

steal such things are not ordinary thieves ; depreciations of that kind are notoriously

committed by antiquaries, a class of learned gentlemen too many of whom are

regardless of the rights of any property whence they can pilfer an addition to

their collections, and in that case do not stick at sacrilege. The truth is that your

mere antiquary is a person whose acquisitiveness just takes the turn of affecting

relics of the past instead of contemporary watches and pocket-handkerchiefs.

Such a fellow covets and desires other men's goods, if those goods are antiquities,

and when encaustic tiles and things of that sort come in his way ; he cannot keep
his hands from picking and stealing.

" Now, could not an officer of the Hampshire constabulary be appointed to

perambulate and protect the remains of Netley Abbey? A policeman—in plain

clothes—among the ruins would not be more incongruous with them than you—
or any other man. It would be a gratifying spectacle to behold some learned

F. S. A. caught with a piece of the Abbey in his pocket, collared, walked off to

the bench, summarily sentenced to a month's hard labour, and finally working in

a copious perspiration at the crank.
" It is devoutly to be wished that the same degrading and afflictive punishment

could be inflicted, instead of any fine, on the gents and snobs who still get into

the Abbey in spite of the turnstile, and cut their insignificant names out on its

venerable walls. A course of discipline at the House of Correction is required to

put down the offence of defacing public buildings, and ought to be mercilessly

inflicted on every fool who records his worthless existence on any object of the

kind, except perhaps the London Statues. It is with great disgust that I fre-

quently notice among these vile inscriptions that of a name under which, in the
capacity of a pedestrian tourist, I subscribe myself,

" Your humble servant,
" Walker."

REPUDIATION IN DOWNING STREET.

We have for a long time been criticising the repudiation of brother Jonathan,
if furious Jonathan will still allow us to call him brother ; but whilst crying out
on the beam in brother Jonathan's eye we seem to have been unconscious of a
certain mote in our own. We even live under a repudiating Government. What
but repudiation was the attempt of the Treasury to evade the payment of the
Kertch and Yenikale Prize Money, and what else does the delayed distribution of
that due to the victors of Delhi amount to? Our Government repudiates the
debts which it owes to its most deserving creditors, our heroic soldiers and
sailors. This bad faith, as the House of Commons calls it, is surely calculated to
depreciate the value of our public securities, and, if persisted in, must produce a
fall in Consols.

%\lz °§i\iih of MlmMcrjon:.

(A FRAGMENT FROM SIR WALTER.)

CTIje Jjramtr Say.

Too strong in shooting and in sight
Was Scotland yet to yield the field,

Her noblest shots are here

;

Men who to miss were seldom known,
Brave Ross, the far-famed champion,
And Deathsman of the Deer

:

There Mtjir and Mom, their rifles raised
II. Ross the trigger pressed, and blazed,
And Anderson, who ne'er looked dazed,
A hundred made, or near :

With Fergusson of marksmen best
Where Tom na Heurich rears his crest

;

And Lovat's Master stood confessed
His rivals' worthy peer

:

And Peterkin to victory pressed,

A graceful soldier, neatly dressed,

Although his name is queer.

But calmly England stood, and shot,

And sternly snuffed out every Scot
Who tried the desperate game,

Eor Halford sent the fatal lead,

And Heaton put his foes to bed,

And Halliday unceasing sped
His balls with matchless aim.

Lord Ducie shot, by all admired,
Lord Bury raised his arm untired,

And Beasley's eye was true,

Brave Smith upon the target broke
Ball after ball with lightning stroke,

And Wimbledon's old echoes woke
As Rowe's swift missiles flew.

And when the umpires reckoned o'er

Scotland's and England's well-made score,

Hurrah for England then

!

The North had but Seven twenty-four,

The South upon her banners bore
Nine hundred, all but ten.

Woe to a foe who dares our shore,

When, side by side, those rivals pour
On horses, guns, and men,

Such bolts of fire as those that tore

The air hi Surrey's glen.

ESSAYS AND REMARKS.
Boots.—To get good boots, the best plan, perhaps,

would be to find out who makes those of Professor
Faraday, or Professor Owen, and employ him, if there

is any such particular person ; for a philosopher should be

the best judge of the fitness of things, including boots. But
there may be no such person; for many philosophers are

accustomed to buy their boots ready made ; true philosophy

seeking to discover, by the shortest process, where the shoe

pinches, and rejecting that shoe or boot for another which
does not pinch.

Durability of boots is a quality undervalued by inex-

perienced, or unwise dandies, because they never half test

it. No new boot is so comfortable as an old one in sound
condition. Old boots are like intimate old friends, and
hand-and-glove is not more the symbol of intimacy than

foot-and-boot. Never, if you are undesirous of corns and
bunions, discard well-worn boots whilst their upper leathers

are whole. The Emperor of the French, and the chiefs

of the British nobility woulcl_ never have had occasion to

attest the skill of Eisenberg, if they had always made a

point of having their boo!s forepieced and heelpieced, and
soled, and otherwise mended, so long as they would hold

comfortably together. It is remarkable that the names
assigned to different kinds of boots are mostly those of

princes or soldiers, as Coburgs, Bluchers, Wellingtons, and
Napoleons. The present fashionable cothurnus of ladies is

called a Balmoral. But no boots are ever named after

men of eminence in science and letters; there are no Macau-
lay boots, no Brunels, no Stephensons, no Liebigs, no
Brownings, no Tennysons. Perhaps it is the confined idea

of nobleness and distinction, thus evinced by some leading

shoemakers, which has earned for their respectable and
useful fraternity the too sweeping denomination of Snobs.
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PRACTISING FOR A MATCH.
Leonora. " Dear ! Dear ! How the Arrow sticks !

"

Capt. Blank, (with a sigh of the deepest). "It does, indeed!"

A POETICAL PETITION.

Just before it rose, one of the French Chambers had to receive a
report upon a new kind of Petition that had been presented to it. A
certain M. Leon Valmy had something to ask of the legislature, and,
dissatisfied with the ordinary prosaic form of appeal, put his petition

into Poetry. It was referred to a committee to say whether this sort

of thing was to be tolerated, and the Committee, which must be sweetly
sentimental, reported, through M. de St. Germain, that the petition
was of a novel kind " but not inadmissible."

This is well, and though we are sadly afraid that Mit. Denison
would proceed somewhat more harshly than M. de St. Germain,
we should like to see our own House of Commons addressed in Poetry.
How would a Petition, in verse, look? It would be necessary to pre-
serve all the forms, and House of Commons forms are hard seats for

the Muses, but let us see -.

—

2To the llonourauk the GTammons
En parliament assrmulro,

At whom the Greeks and Romans,
If alive, woidd all have trembled.

£he jtjumblr petition,
Of Ebenezer Stout,

Of Baker Street, Optician,
Aged Porty, or about,

(And here your Clerk his nasal organ bloweth,
Prepared to read the following statement)—Sljofoeth

Shat Your Petitioner has got
A wife and children small,

And 'tis hard work to keep the pot
A-boiling for them all.

2That girls are always wanting gowns,
And boys are wanting shoes,

And wives put on unpleasant frowns,

When husbands cash refuse.

Chat what he pays in Income-Tax
(At which his Missis pouts),

Would cover both the feet and backs
Of all the little Siouts.

%}t therefore faevjj lEjitmub ^Jravjs

gour Jtjonourahic ?i?flusc,

Before you take and go your ways
A-shooting of the grouse ;

To let him off the Thirteen pound
Of taxes for the future

;

Whereby each girl may get the gownd,
Each boy the Albert Blucher.

&n"3 (if you will oblige him in this way,

Then) gour Petitioner fcrill eber ^rag.

There ! We think that Mr. Stout has complied with the forms of

the House, and that every word which ought to be in a petition is

there. But what Mr. Speaker will say to the rest, we should like to

know. Let everybody who dislikes paying the Income-Tax try it on'

Denison can't commit the whole nation to quod.

Temperance and Tapsters.

Mr. Porster's Bill to extend the Tippling Act to Beer has passed

a Second Beading by a majority of 90 to 93. As this is a Bill which

curtails no man's liberty, like the Maine Law, but only imposes a

wholesome restraint on the publican's licence, its too probable defeat in

committee is to be deplored. It wdl be a pity if the interests of the

public prove to be less faithfully represented in Parliament than those

of the public-house.
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THE OLD SENTINEL.
Pam. "DON'T YOU MEDDLE WITH THINGS YOU DON'T UNDERSTAND, YOUNG TELLER.'
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Here we air ! The fust o' folks,

With the fust o' constitutions ;

Who flung off all Europian yokes,

In the fust o' revolutions !

And now we 're gwine to show the world
We don't mean to be reckoned

For bloodshed, debts, and tariff-ties

To any nation second.

Our Eagle o'er the Continent
That spreads his wings gigantic

—

His right on the Pacific wave,

His left on the Atlantic—
To keep hisself from chawing up
The geese that 'ginst him cackles

In the Old World, is right-down druv
To put hisself in shackles

!

He 's sot so long upon the stump
That crowns the Hall o' Freedom,

A-bringm' nations to his feet,

Like 'possums when you 've tree'd 'em,

He's gittin' to feel kinder sick

Of gineral dominion,
And so concludes to clip a bit

Off his almighty pinion.

But 'taint no common kind o' weights,

Or usual style o' clippin',

Will keep this everlastin' fowl

The hull world round from whippin'.

Pile on his tall and towerin' head
A hundred million dollars,

YANKEE GLORIES.

Darned if the bird won't tote the pile,

As you 'd wear your shirt-collars

!

Yes—try to gag that orful beak,

Or stop that mighty jaw, Sir,

Chain up both them colossal legs,

Yea—each perticler claw, Sir !

He '11 scream the louder for the gags,

And lighter for his fetters,

Whip foes, as steamers runs down snags,

Or rattlers scorns musketters

!

The Roosian Eagle 's ketched the pip,

The Austrian 's got the ager,

The Proosian, in his Parliament
Skulks from the Berlin Yager

;

But the Great Eagle of the West
Eor bloodshed whips the Roosian,

For debt the Austrian outdoes,

For scorn o' law the Proosian.

What 's all of your Europian wars,

Europian taxation ?

Neither your Mammon nor your Mars
Would give us a "sensation ;

"

You fight with foes, 'ginst brothers we
The dogs of war unbridle,

When your finance is reckless, ours

Is right down sooicidal.

Unlike the Old World states of whom
Europian history proses,

We fust to spite our foemen dared
To cut off our own noses :

We fust escaped the ups and downs
In Old World wars regretted,

By always havin' our defeats

As victories gazetted.

We fust, when debt forced to contract,

Exulted in its figger :

And liked our ministers the more
The more they made it lugger :

And, pride of prides, we were the fust

That tried repudiation

—

A principle susceptible

Of wider application.

Napoleon had some idee

Of fiorid bulletinin',

But that pint in the art of war
We 've beat the gin'ral clean in.

We lust in fame as in finance

True valley gave to vapour,
And when big deeds and coin ran short,

Paid in big words and paper.

So here we sits, and spits, sublime,

On auguries of disaster :

King Dollar 'ginst us he may turn,

But we have King Shinplaster.

For all King Cotton's works and ways,
We don't conclude to funk 'em;

Our trust is in our righteous cause,

Our prayer, " So help us, Bunkum !

"

EXIT IN EUMO.

ear Mr. Punch,—I feel, at least I

hope, I do not 'transgress the bounds
of feminine propriety' by bringing

under your notice an offence against

good manners, which, I am sorry to

say is but too common among several

of my (shall I confess it?) admired
countrymen, more especially that

delightful race of young gentlemen,

who frequent our fashionable prome-
nades in all the glory of the realisation

of the fondest dreams of tailors,

hatters, and gautiers, who wear an
eye-glass, through which they endea-

vour to look their ' killingest,' and
who occasionally indulge in a cigar,

most elegantly held between the

fingers of an exquisitely gloved hand.

I wish you to understand, dear Mr.
Punch, I am not one of those fasti-

dious young ladies who pretend to be
poisoned by inhaling the scent of a
' fragrant weed ;

' on the contrary, I
would not deny to any gentleman of my acquaintance any pleasure he
may possibly derive from filling his mouth with smoke when he pleases

—no !
' Quand on ii a pas ce que I'on crime, il faut aimer ce que Von a '

—

it is not this habit which raises my indignation—it is—that, not content
with expelling the smoke from their mouths, they also expel the saliva,

which they tell me is increased by the act of smoking, and that, regard-
less of place, and the necessary length of ladies' dresses—this often too
in our public promenades and most fashionable out-door resorts ! ! !

Were I speaking, dear Mr. Punch, to any other gentleman than yourself,

I should expect a sarcastic question relative to the length of my last

new dress, &c., but I have no such fear in addressing you—in telling

you of this grievance.

" They tell me the evil is most apparent in our great thoroughfares

—

no doubt others are to blame, besides that particular portion of the
human genus I have mentioned ; but it is by their example that the
evil must be remedied. Will they not oblige us for the future by stepping
on the kerb before relieving their overcharged nerves ? By so doing they
will lay the axe to the root of what has become a public nuisance felt

not more severely by any one than by

" Your very sincere friend,

"Alicia St. John."

ART FOR THE MILLION.
We understand that a celebrated modern sculptor, perceiving the

interest excited amongst the visitors to the International Exhibition by
Pietro Magni's " Girl Reading" will shortly open to the public a

series of models and marble statuettes, in which he has endeavoured to

render the usual subjects of the sculptor's art in a more modern and
less conventional manner than usual. We have been favoured with a

private view, and may mention the following as especially worthy of

notice. Instead of a "Nymph Preparing to Bathe," we have "yi
Maid of All Work Cleaning Herself;" a delightfully homely domestic
subject, which the artist has treated with the utmost felicity. We
would especially call the attention of the critical spectator to the

expression of the girl's face, where we see blended pleasure, caused

by the needful ablution, and pain, the effect of friction with a huckaback
towel, the texture of which, admirably represented by the chisel, is

worthy of the closest attention, as is also the soap and soap-dish.
" The Death of Agamemnon " is vividly depicted in a plaster group,

where the ill-fated hero is represented struggling under a shirt which
the washerwoman has sent home buttoned at the neck and wrists.

"A Child at the Bath, Saturday Night" marble statuette, is another

subject which will go to the heart of all mothers, and is rendered in so

life-like a manner, that we could ulmost affirm the contortion of the

child's face was caused by the intrusion of a minute particle of soap

beneath the eyelid, producing, as we can vouch from personal experience,

excruciating agony.

THE ROSE OF LANKESTER.

Mr. Punch having pronounced for Dr. Lankester, it is needless

to state that there could be but one issue to the conilict
: _

The tremen-

dous demand for the number of Punch in which his opinion as to the

candidates was given prevented his being in the hands of all the free-

holders, but Dr. Lankester having stated from the hustings that Mr.
Punch was with him, the contest was virtually at an end, and the frantic

and hysteric exertions of the attorney-party were ludicrous rather than

formidable. Mr. Punch attended in Portland Place to see the Doctor

swear, and is happy to state that he swore very audibly from the parch-

ments elegantly presented by Mr. Sheriff Twentyman, and that Mr.
Lewis, in the noblest manner, afforded the new coroner his first case,

for Mr. Lewis himself was most decidedly Sat Upon.

Counter-Attractions.—For the gentlemen, they consist of good

articles, moderate prices, and pretty girls ; and for the ladies, the counter-

attractions consist of " Enormous Failures !
" " Alarming Sacrifices !

"

"Fearful Bankruptcies!" "Awful Bargains!" and big-whiskered

shopmen, who have no right to be there at all, doing women's work.
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CHARITY AND THE DRAMA AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

VEBTEODT who
reads Punch (and
nobody who is any-
body ever fails to

do so) is aware
that Mr. Punch
never puts forth

his great influence

in
_
the aid of any

object which is not
on pure and pub-
lic grounds well
worthy of support.
This being a
known fact, any
person who affects

the slightest sha-
dow of a doubt as

to the goodness of

the charity which
Mr. Punch would
now encourage will

be regarded by
flattery to call aas a malignant idiot, whom it were grossthat gentleman

stupid ass.

The charity in question is the Dramatic College : a college which enjoys the added
epithet of Royal, it being under the especial patronage of Her Majesty the
Queen. In lier happier days, Her Majesty has ever been a lover and a patron

of the drama, and her people have to thank her much for her judicious patronage,

which has served so well to purify and elevate the Stage. Now, it is a fact, not

unknown to Mr. Punch as well as other great philosophers, that actors, if they

live, grow old like other people; and are not more free _than_ other people are from
the ills, and chills, and bills, to which all human flesh is heir. It is therefore to

assist them in their sickness and their age that this Dramatic Charity has been set

on foot. There are tragedies in private bfe as well as on the Stage, and many a

tragedian has cause to carry to his home the sad and mournful bearing which he

holds upon the boards. Many a light comedy is played with heavy hearts, and to

many a funny actor life is as " full of seriousness " as it was to the Scotch terrier

that never got his fill of fighting. So it is well that a Dra-
matic refuge should exist, where, when youth and health
and strength begin to fail, the needy actor may at ease play
out the great drama of life, and, until the curtain drops on
the last scene of all, be fostered and maintained in honour-
able comfort.

This being the aim of the Royal Dramatic College, it is

enough for Mr. Punch to add that rooms are now complete
lor receiving twenty pensioners: and it remains for cha-
ritable people to determine how many a score more they
wish to put on the Free List.

As one way of exciting the bumps of the benevolent, a
fancy fair is fixed to take place at the Crystal Palace on
Saturday and Monday next, the 19th and 21st. Lord Dun-
dreary will be there, and hosts of other swells ; and the
meeting will be graced by the presence of Aunt Sally and
other fashionable members of the fairer sex. In fact it will
be quite de rigueur to attend, and the fun will grow the
iaster the more loose cash is spent. To see an actress play
at shopkeeping is alone a tempting sight: and who can
grudge to pay a guinea for a sixpenny wax doll, if it be
bought of a Queen Catherine or a Lady Macbeth ? More-
over, upon public grounds the College surely ought to be
supported : lor actors after all are the servants of the public,
and ought to be looked after in their time of need.

The Greatest Happiness or the Greatest Number.
—Mr. Punch.

Hampstead Heath in Danger Again.

All Members of the House of Commons who entertain
any objection to seeing Commons enclosed, are requested to

keep a sharp look-out on a Bill wliich is coming down from
the Lords calculated to empower Sir T. Maryon Wilson
to enclose Hampstead Heath. The attention of the Mem-
bers for London is particularly invited to this renewed
attack which threatens the Lungs of London.

SOCIAL SCIENCE CONGRESS.
" Dear Punch,

"When Lord Brougham, lately presiding over the Social

Economy Department at Guildhall, invited mcand other gentlemen pre-

sent to speak, I confess that I felt ashamed to remain silent. I had come
prepared with an elaborate Paper on the Employment of Women, and
fully intended when opportunity olfered to stand and deliver. I am not
a very nervous orator. I have held some few briefs in petty larceny
cases at Quarter Sessions ; and though my clients have all been fellows

of most vitlanous aspect, you would have been affected by their grateful

humility, when to their astonishment they were pronounced not guilty

by a fat Jury of small Farmers— a result I was told, and am strongly
inclined to believe, entirely owing to my ingenious rhetoric. I never
contemplated, however, addressing a Jury of Ladies. Indeed, it strikes

me that if a Baroness instead of a Baron of the Exchequer sat to try
causes at Nisi Pruts before a special Jury composed of £50 governesses,
those whom legal etiquette condemned to wear stuff gowns, would look
remarkably small before those who displayed dresses of a more costly
material. Had not my self-possession failed me when taunted by Lord
Brougham, I should have shown his Lordship and his fair audience,
that one very important phase of the question had entirely escaped
everybody's attention. Let me explain :

" Notwithstanding her taste for medicine, I have no hesitation in
asserting that woman's forte is turning in general ! When we say in a
pretty picturesque metaphor, that she can turn a husband round her little

finger, her position is at once recognised at the lathe (so to speak) of
connubial diplomacy.

_
Now if Woman be gifted with this wonderful

power of turning opinions and shaping ends agreeably to her own
charming designs, why should her country not derive some benefit from
the cold chisel which nature has so kindly placed in her cunning hand?
Could not a treaty of Commerce be carried out by that discrimination
and tact we as juvenile recipients have so much admired at a treat of
cherries ? Would she who has achieved such triumphs over the wool
of Berlin, be worsted in a Congress at Vienna ? Who so fitted to hold
out the olive branch of Peace ? If we must mediate between North
and South, why should not the acknowledged Sisters of Mercy step
between the angry American Brothers, and gently bid them drop their
vengeful steel ?

" To sum up, I would not close a single avenue now open to female
talent and industry

; but I would certainly allow them free access to
that dark tunnel through which secret service money is popularly sup-

posed to be conveyed. Our Ambassadors should be at once recalled,

and their places taken by chaperons of distinguished ability. I am sure

that Lord Derby would be highly gratified at so economical an ar-

rangement, and the Tories, who have been so suddenly smitten by a

wholesome horror of extravagance, would hail with gallant joy a corps

diplomatique, whose appointment is desirable, whether regarded as a
question of finesse or finance.

" Yours ever,

" Leopard's Inn." " Amicus humani generis."

DINNER PLATITUDES.

Twice of soup is vulgar, but three times of soup implies that you
must be more than double-plated with vulgarity. Such a thing was
never known, not even at the Trinity Board, and Turtle is not the

slightest excuse for your pushing things to such a vulgar length. An
Alderman would really blush for you.

xl soft answer turneth away wrath, and an invitation to take a glass

of wine will frequently restore wrarmth between two friends where only

coldness existed before.

No matter how plain your cook may be, so long as your dinner is

well-dressed.

A few compliments go a great way. A little savoury pate is quite

enough. Try too many, and you'll find they '11 prove heavy.

When the ladies retire from the dinner-table, it is not usual for you
(supposing you to be a gentleman) to retire with them. In this in-

stance, the same law extends to the mistress as to the servants :

—
" No

Followees Allowed."
A gratuity well bestowed frequently has a happy effect. The servant

that is fee'd well takes care that his master does the same.

In the hands of an inferior artiste, whether an omelette turns out

good or bad, is quite a matter of toss up. It is the same with a

pancake.
Keep ill-natured people from your table, as you would sour fruit.

They are sure to disagree with every one. Avoid crab-apples, lest the

Apple of Discord should turn up amongst them.

Subject for a new Cartoon in the Houses oe Parliament.—
The footway between Whitehall Stairs and Westminster Bridge de-

fended against a host by a single Horsman !
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HYMN TO APOLLO.

On a late Sunless day.

Pikebus Apollo, surely thou hast driven

Thy fiery steeds beneath the Western wave,

Never again to climb the vault of Heaven

;

Thou hast put up at Neptune's palace-cave

;

Thy team is stalled with horses of the sea,

And thou, reclined upon a coral throne,

Drainest the bowl which Nereids fill for thee,

Therefore from us the light of day hath flown.

There thou and old Poseidon lie and tope,

Smoking- sea-weeds, Havannas of the deep,

We rural swains, meanwhile, are losing hope

Of crops which we require thine aid to reap.

Drink up thy liquors, beer or sparkling wine,

Or grog, that Ocean brews thee, Lord of Day,

Cast thy cigar upon the foaming brine,

That'iEolus may blow our clouds away.

To thee the Sea Nymphs, as thou twang] st thy lyre,

To thee the Sirens, joined in chorus, sing,

Whilst here we are obliged to have a fire.

Winter returning on the close of Spring.

Oh ! if asleep in Amphitrite's bed,

Soon may old Triton wake thee with his horn,

Or Ceres will deplore her fields o'erspread

With white for yellow ; snow instead of corn.

MRS. HARRIS A RADICAL.

Ottb excellent friend, Mrs. Harris, was taking great credit to herself

the other day for not writing in the old hack Tory way, and for suiting

her utterances to the enlightenment and liberality of the age. " Which
what I says, M'm," writes Mrs. Harris, " is this, and what I says I
stands to, M'm, for I never denyges my declivities which is Tory, M'm,
but young folks is young folks, and won't be no wiser till they ceases

to be such, whereby blow the babble and save the Party, M'm, is my
motter." We cordially congratulate the old lady on her advanced
principles, but we think that like all converts, she is inclined to go a

little too far. Punch may have had to complain of the conduct of

certain aristocrats, but he never branded the "distinguished world,"
en masse, with lunacy. This is what the radical Mrs. Harris now does.

Here is her accouut of the attendance at the International on a day at

the close of June:

—

" The numbers yesterday were 26,849, of whom 5,721 entered by season tickets.

Among the distinguished visitors were the Viceroy op Egypt, who remained until an
advanced hour of the afternoon, Lord and Lady Foley, the Hon. Charles Murray,
and a party of Hungarians, who evidently enjoyed the brilliant scene that expanded
before them as they entered. Another 'party of lunatics, from Dr. Armstrong's,
Peckham House Asylum, were yesterday enabled to see the Exhibition by the
kindness of the gentleman under whose charge they are, and again we have to
notice with satisfaction that the poor creatures bore themselves with the utmost
quietness of demeanour-.

"

CRINOLINE FOR CLOWNS.
"Me. Punch,

"Hebe's a good 'un. This here advertismunt, as apeerd
in the Marnun Pwooast t'other day. I 've coppied un word for word,
'cept the neam, 'cause as how I dwoan't want to puff the feller :

—

HOBSON'S PATENT CROWN CRINOLINES.—"Messrs. Hobson's
Skirts, manufactured under Her Majesty's Royal Letters Patent, are pro-

nounced the lightest and the best in the world ; and are worn by all the leading
circles of society in Paris, London, and America."

—

London and Paris Magazine of
Fashion, January. To be had of all first-class drapers.

" Strikes me there be two or dree pints in this here notusification as
is wuth your 'tension. In the fust pleace, Crown Crinolines. What
be they ? Crinolines at five shilluns a-piece? I dwoan't know whether
or no that's reckoned cheap j but I calls um clear at any money. Or
do 't mean that these here crinolines is wore by the Crown ? If zo all

I can zay is the moor 's the pity, and if so be as how the Crown ood
be graciously plazed to lave um off, what a good example the Crown
ood zet the female subject

!

" Next we be told as how these here Crown Crinolines is ' pronounced
the lightest and the best in the world.' What 's the sense o' that ?

Pronounced easier and better than other Crinolines ? Of all the Cri-
nolines I ever heerd on, one sart is as easy to pronounce as are another

;

besides what advantidge is there in pronouncun one Crinoline better
nor another ? Them as wears the comfortablest, I should think, was
the kind to choose, not them as is easiest pronounced.

" Thirdly, Mr. Punch, I can't make out the zignification of these

here Crown Crinolines beun ' worn by the leading circles of Society.'

Why, bless me, a Crinoline be a circle, bain't un ; at least a framework
of circles one atop o' t'other ? How circles is to wear circles passes

my understandun. Roundabout a beer barrel is
_
a circle to be sure,

and the hoop outzide o' that 's a circle around a circle ; what then is

the ' leading circles of society ?
' zummut o' the barrel shape ? Ah !

I be afeared they be but empty barrels ; or any rate nothun in um like

good beer ; nothun no better nor wuss than the wust o' swipes ; wot
we calls 'sims ' down hereabouts.

" Lastly as to ' first-class drapers.' Is there classes o' drapers, fust

second and third, like railway-carridges P Then I take it the differunce

chiefly is that the fust-class drapers is the most expensive, and accord-

unly that fine ladies as wants Crown Crinolines must expect to pay
for um.

" Just below the foresaid advertisement there was another about
Crinoline, puffun up ' The Crinoline Boot and Antigropelette'—what
a word ! It said :

—

" The Crinoline Boots are made for Ladies, Gentlemen, and Children."

" Gentlemen's boots have been the fashion for ladies for some time
now ; and the same boots now-a-days is generally made for gentlemen
and ladies—'cause I spose a little shoe and a sandle was thought to

make a girl's foot and ankle look too pretty. The Crinoline Boots
that 's now made a purpose for gentlemen I spose is boots wi Crinoline

to boot. Then the gentlemen too must ha taken to wearun petticoats.

Otherways what call have they got to wear Crinoline ? Now we
sartainly have got some excuse to do so ; and mark my words what
Crinoline's comun to ; next time you comes down vrom Town 'tis like

enough you'll zee we country bumpkuns clodhoppun over the ploughed
fields in our smock-frocks wi Crinoline under um.

Gruntford, July, 18G2.

Your old acquaintance,

" John Homegbeen."

FEDERAL MARBLES.

The money article of the Times one day last week contained the

following quotation from a Yankee newspaper :

—

" A large number of workmen are now busily engaged in preparing for the placing

on the dome of the Capitol Crawford's colossal statue of Freedom."

What a seasonable proceeding ! But why should Ereedom stand on
the Capitol alone ? It is true that the habeas corpus has been sus-

pended in the North, that the Press is gagged, and that the Eederal

States aie trying to reduce the Confederates to subjection. But to

accomplish this end they are fighting and not conquering in a fratricidal

war, spreading devastation, inflicting and suffering ruin and slaughter.^

Therefore why do they not place a statue of Peace by the side of

Liberty, a statue of Victory, and statues of Mercy and Prosperity, if

there is room for them ? And since they cherish a feeling of hostility

towards this country, as rancorous as it is groundless, statues of

Justice and Charity might be added, and, inasmuch as the Yankees are

violating every principle of Christianity, the group might be completed

with a statue of Religion. These sculptures would cost some money,

but expense can be no object to a Government running up a debt which

will be limited only by a panic and ultimately repudiated.
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Who can they be? Can they be "Mossoos " going to make a Promenade to Richmond ! But perhaps M. Assolant can tell us ?

THE LITTLE WARBLER, OR NEWS OF THE DAY.

Tom Brown and his two Injine Boys
Are gone to Dixie's Land

;

And Old Dan Tucker 's made a match
With Nancy In the Strand.

Good News from Home made Mary Blane
And Eulalie quite gay

;

Bob Ridley 's Off to Charlestown,
And taken Old Dog Tray.

Young Yillikins met Lucy Neal
And turned Red, White and Blue

;

And Nelly Bly has caught her foot

In her Hoop de Dooden Do.

"I'm Leaving Thee in Sorrow, Anni.',"
Sighed mournfully Jim Crow

;

And Annie Laurie pert replied,
" Then Kiss me Quick and Go."

Rich and Rare were the Gems she Wore,
So he Wanted Her to Wed,

" I'm O'er Young to Marry Yet,

But Cheer up Sam," she said

;

" And Will you Love me Then as Now ?

O Beautiful Star," said he;
" 1 Only Ask when I 'm Afloat,

Then You '11 Remember Me !

"

He Sailed Away in a Gallant Ship,

But Though True Love he Vowed.
When he was Seeing Nelly home,
They Met, 'Twas in a Crowd.

The Seat of Impudence.—A Cabman's box.

THE PALE OF SOCIETY: Being a Conjugal Revelation.

" My dear, Punch,
" My wife says that I have no business to tell you this—that

I heard it in confidence—that she will never take me with her any
more—and so on, but I must tell you, and chance the worst.

" I went with her to buy a bonnet the other day. Do you think I

am one of the vulgar snobs who don't like buying bonnets or anything
else that their wives want ? I have plenty of money, and I like to see

Annabelinda look well—or at least to see that she thinks she looks

well. No matter where we went— when I say that the Bonnet cost

two guineas and a half, I suppose that your lady readers will know that

we did not go to any low kind of place.
" My wife selected her Bonnet, and, having worn it for some minutes,

was asked by the handsome lady of the establishment how she liked it ?

" Well, ANNABELiNDAliked it verymuch—but she thought it 'made her

look rather pale.' (It didn't, and I should like to see the bonnet that would
tone down those Shropshire roses, but that is neither here nor there.)

" ' Pale, M'm/ repeated the lady of the bonnets, with a confidential

and half compassionate smile, 'yes, and'
" (I heard her, my dear Punch, I heard her with my own blessed ears.)
" Pale, M'm? 0, yes, that is as it should be. Last year it was

the thing to have a colour, even if it was necessary to put on a little'

—

" ' Yes, yes,' said Annabelinda, ' but this year '

" ' It is 'the thing to be pale, M'm—melancholy reasons—you under-

stand—and in fact it is our endeavour to arrange all bonnets with a

view to that effect.'
" I swear it, my dear Punch, if I never buy another bonnet. My wife

says that even if I must betray confidence I need not use such dreadful

language. So I say no more, but this you shall have from

"Yours ever,
" The Turtledovery, Kensington." " Septimius Fondlesquaw."

Neat and Appropriate.— Since the International Match Ibetween
England and Scotland, we should suggest that if the gallant Captain
Horatio be elevated to the Scottish peerage, he should take his title

from " The Mull of Boss."
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MR. MURRAY'S

HANDBOOKS FOR '.

" MR, MURRAY hns succeeded in identifying his
countrymen all the world over. Into every nook
which an Englishman can penetrate, he carries his

RED HANDBOOK. He trusts to his MURRAY
hecause it is thoroughly English and reliable."

—

Times.

"JOTAND BOGS —TRAVEL
J3H TALK, in English, French, Gebmak,

and Italian, adapted for Englishmen Abroad,
or Foreigners in England. lSino. 3s. Sd.

HANDBOOK—NORTH GERMANY, Hol-
land, Belgium, Prussia, and the Rhine to
Switzerland. Map. Post Svo, 10s.

HANDBOOK—SOUTH GERMANY, The
Tyrol, Bavaria, Austria, Salzburg, Styria.
Hungary, and the Danube prom Ulm to
the Black Sea. Map. Post 8vo, His.

HANDBOOK—PAINTING. The German,
Flemish, and Dutch Schools. Illustrations.

2 vols. Post Svo, i-ls.

HANDBOOK — SWITZERLAND, The
Alps op Savoy and Piedmont. Maps. Post
Svo, 9s.

HANDBOOK — FRANCE, Normandy,
Brittany. The French Alts, 1>auphine,
Provence, and the Pyrenees. Maps. Post
8vo, His.

HANDBOOK—PARIS AND ITS ENVI-
RONS. Map. Post8vo.

HANDBOOK—SPAIN. Andalusia, Gre-
nada, Madrid, &e. With Supplement, contain-
ing Inns aud Railways, &c, IStil. Maps. 2 vols,

lost Svo, 30s.

HANDBOOK—PORTUGAL, Lisbon, &c.
Map. Post Svo, 9s.

HANDBOOK—NORTH ITALY, Pied-
mont, Nice, Lombardy, Venice, Pakma,
Modena, and Romagna. Maps, fost Svo, 12s.

HANDBOOK—CENTRAL ITALY, Lucca,
Tuscany, Florence, Umbria, The Marches,
and the Patrimony of St. Peter. Map.
Post Svo, 10s.

HANDBOOK—ROME AND ITS ENVI-
RONS. Map. Post Svo, 9s.

HANDBOOK-SOUTH ITALY, Two Si-
cilies, Naples, Pompeii, Herculaneum,
Vesuvius. Abruzzi, &c. Maps. Post Svo, 10s.

HANDBOOK-PAINTING, The Italian
Schools. Illustrations. 2 vols. Post Svo, 30s.

HANDBOOK—EGYPT, The Nile, Alex-
andria, Cairo, Thebes, and the Overland
Route to India. Map. Post Svo, 15s.

HANDBOOK — GREECE, The Ionian
Islands, Athens, Albania, Tiiessalv, and
Macedonia. Maps. PostSvo, los.

HANDBOOK — DENMARK, Norway,
Sweden, and Iceland. Maps. Post Svo, l;>s.

HANDBOOK—RUSSIA, St. Petersburg,
Moscow, Finland, &e. Maps. PostSvo, 12s.

HANDBOOK—INDIA. Bombay, and Ma-
dras. Map. 2 vols. 1'ost Svo, 24s.

HANDBOOK—HOLY LAND, Syria, Pa-
lestine, Sinai, Edom, and the Syrian
Desert. Maps. 2 vols. Post Svo, 24s.

John Murray. Albemarle Street.

TOEaiTAETERLYREVI SW^
J& No. CCXXIi [., is published This Day.

contents:
i. the brunels.

ii. dean hook's archbishops of
canterbury.

iii. sussex.
IV. THE VOLUNTEERS AND NATIONAL

DEFENCE.
V. MODERN POETRY—DRYDEN TO CO'vT-

VI. INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.
VII. SANDWICH ISLANDS.
VIII. THE CHURCH AND BICENTENARY

MOVEMENT.
John Murray, Albemarle Street.

ISmo, Half Bound, Price Cd.

TEGG'S FIRST BOOK OF
*• ENGLISH H IS I'ORY. with Questions
for Examination, by Miss G. G. Edmonds.
London

. William Teog, Pancras Lane, Cheapside

"ATKINSON'S PATENT
*•& STEEL COLLARS.—White as linen !

unsurpassed in Comfort ! washed and dried in amoment 1 Price Is. firf. • per post four sttn.ps extra.
Order must include length round neck. Gauntlets
and Wristbands, 2». 6<f.j per po,=t, 2«. 10rf.—Sold by
•I. H. Yeatman, 158, Leadenhall Street, E.C and
91, Regent Stre et, W.

" I mark'd it well, 'twas Week as jet."

TESSEY'S MASKING INK.
JW Established in 1838. An intense black,
unaltered by washing, as testified by Dr. Ure.
1 Shilling per Bottle.

J. I.essey, >7, High Street, Marylebone.

"MOLLIENT VEGETABLE
++ SOAP.—This celebrated Soap, so agree-
able in perfume, and so conducive to the beautifying
of a delicate skin, is now manufactured in tablets
as well as in squares, 1*. each.

II. Kigge, 35, New Bond Street.

PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS EXHIBITION, 1855.

WETCALEE, BINGLEY,AM
' &Co.'sNew Pattern Tooth Brushes,

penetrating unbleached Hair Brushes, improved
Flesh Brushes, and genuine Smyrna Sponges, with
every description ot Brush, Comb, and Perfumery,
130 b, and 131, Oxford Street. Metcalfe's cele-
brated Alkaline Tooth Povtder, 2s. per box.

PRIZE MEDALS.—INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

EXHIBITORS' " DIPLOMA."
EXHIBITORS.—English, Colonial, and Foreign, to whom have been awarded Prize Medals, are

respectfully invited to view the "DIPLOMA," engraved in the highest style of Art, and
specially prepared for inscription of Name, Address, &c. , by BRADBURY, WILKINSON & Co ,

at 12 and 13, Fetter Lane, Fleet Street ; may lie seen also at their Case No. 5214, (Bank Note
Engraving and Printing,) in Class 28, North Gallery, International Exhibition.

NISH YOUR H
WITH THE BEST AETICLES

9

AT

IRONMONGERY AND FURNISHING WAREHOUSES.

'DEANE'S TABLE

Carvera.

lis. Od.

7s. 6d.

5s. 6d.

CELEBRATED
CUTLERY.

Table Dessert
Knives. Knives.

Finest Ivory Handles 33s. 28s.

Medium ,, 23s. 18s.

Good ,, 16s. 12s.

DEANE'S Electro-Plate Tea and Coffee Sets,

Liqueur Stands, Cruets, Cake
Baskets, &c.

DEANE'S Dish Covers and Britannia Metal
Goods.

Prices of Tin Dish Covers in Sets of

Six and Seven :— 18s., 30s., 40s.,

63s., 7Ss.

DEANE'S Papier-niache' Tea Trays, in Sets,

from 21s. New aud Elegant
Patterns constantly introduced.

DEANE'S Bronzed, Copper, and Brass Goods.
DEANE'S Bronzed Tea Urns, 50s., 63s., 84s.

DEANE'S Moderator Lamps, from 7s. to £6 6s.

DEANE'S

Spoons, Best Plating
Forks
Spoons, 2nd Quality
Forks

SPOONS

Tea.

18s. Od.

lis. 6d.

ELECTRO-PLATED
AND FORKS.

Table. Dessei
40s. 30s.

38s. 29s.

33s. 24s.

31s. 23s.

DEANE'S Drawing Room Stoves, Ranges, &c.

DEANE'S Fenders and Fire Irons.

DEANE'S Iron Bedsteads, with Bedding.
Priced Pamphlet, with Drawings,
post free.

DEANE'S Domestic Baths. See Illustrated
Priced Pamphlet.

DEANE'S Tin, Japan, and Iron Goods.

DEANE'S Cornices and Cornice Poles.

DEaNE'S Horticultural Tools.

DEANE'S Chandeliers and Gas Fittings.

AN ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND PRICED FURNISHING LIST SENT POST FREE.

DEANE & Co., LONDON BRIDGE.-Established A.D. 1700.

T. A. SIMPSON & Co.,
GOLDSMITHS, SILVERSMITHS, JEWELLERS, WATCH & CLOCK MANUFACTURERS

AND IMPORTERS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF FANCY NOVELTIES.

M 1

2.54, Regent Street, &S, Beak Street, and Paris, Rue de Rivoli.

ESSRS. T. A. SIMPSON & Co. beg respectfully to call attention to their elegant and exten-
sive Show Rooms at 154. Reobnt Street, and 8, Beak Street, containing the most choice

and beautiful Assortment of Novelties iu Fancy Goods, as well as Articles of Utility of English
and Foreign Manufacture, both valuable and inexpensive, for presentation, forming in them-
selves an exhibition far exceeding any display of the kind in this country.

Messrs. T. A. Simpson & Co., in soliciting the honour of an inspection of their extensive Stock
and magnificent Premises, beg to assure all who may favour them with a visit, that they will

meet with a polite reception, whether Purchasers or otherwise; and they desire to intimate
that it will be with them an invariable rule to exchange any articles purchased at their

Establishment which may not be approved.

" Perfection of Mechanism."

—

Morning Post.

GOLD 5 to 200 Gs.: SILVER 2 to 50 Gs.

Send Two Stamps for Benson's Illustrated Pamphlet, descriptive of
every construction of Watch now made, with their prices.

Watches sent to all parts of the Kingdom free by
Post, or to India and the Colonies for 5s. extra.

33 & 34, LUDGATE HILL, and

46 & 47, CORNHILL, LONDON, E.C.

Established 1749.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

METALLIC PEN MAKES TO THE aUEEN,
BY ROYAL COMMAND,

JOSEPH GILLOTT
"DEGS most respectfully to inform the Commercial World, Scholastic Institutions, and the
-^ public generally, that by a novel application of his unrivalled Machinery for making Steel Pens, and in accordance
with the scientific spirit of the times, he has introduced a new series of his useful productions, which, for excel-
lence op temper, quality op matkrial, and, above all, cheapness in p a ice, he believes will ensure universal
approbation, and defy competition. Each. Pen bears the impress of his name as a guarantee of quality ; and they are
put up in the usual style of boxes, containing one gross each, with label outside, and the fac simile of his signature.
At the request of persons extensively engaged in tuition, J. G. has introduced his WARRANTED SCHOOL AND
PUBLIC PENS, which are especially adapted to their use, beias of different degrees of flexibility, and with fine,

medium, and broad points, suitable for the various kinds of Writing taught in Schools. Sold Retail by all Stationers,
Booksellers, and other respectable Dealers in Steel Pens. Merchants and Wholesale Dealers can be supplied at the
Works, Graham Street ; 9fi, New Street, Birmingham;

No. yi, JOHN STREET, NEW YORK ; and at 37. GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON, EX.

CHARGE MADE FOR STAMPING PAPER
and ENVELOPES with ARMS, CREST, or INITIALS.—RODRIGUES"

superior cream-laid adhesive ENVELOPES, 4d. per 100; cream-laid note, full-size, five quires
for fid.; thick ditto, five quires for !«.; superfine foolscap. 9*. per ream; sermon paper, 4«. fid.

WEDDING CARDS, WEDDING ENVELOPES, INVITATIONS to the CEREMONY,
DEJEUNER and BALL, PRINTED and STAMPED in SILVER, with ARMS or CREST
in the latest fashion. CARD-PLATE ELEGANTLY ENGRAVED and 100 SUTERF1NE
CARDS PRINTED for 4s. M.
Observe, at HENRY RODRIGUES' well-known Establishment , 42, Piccadilly, two doors

from Sackville Street, W.

fHE POCKET SIPHONIA DEP0T.-SDMIST0N AND SON,
«> Sole Manufacturers of the 12 oz. Waterproof Coat for India, guaranteed not to be sticky,
no matter the climate it is subject to. From 42s., all silk 50s. to G5s. Measurement required,
the length and size round the chest. Knapsacks for Tourists, ISs. 6d.

FISHING STOCKINGS, 21s. to 25s. per pair.

5, CHARING CROSS, late 69, STRAND.

NO MORE PILLS NOR ANY OTHER
MEDICINE.

WE FIND DTI BARRY'S
ww FOOD the safest remedy for chronic

constipation, indigestion (dyspepsia), consumption,
diarrhcea, all gastric disorders, acidity, heartburn,
palpitation, irritability, sleeplessness, distension,
flatulency, phlegm, haemorrhoids, coughs, colds,
catarrhs, isthina, bronchitis, dysentery, nervousness,
biliousness, torpidityof the liver, debility, atrophy.
—Andrew Ure, M.D., F.R.S., Dr. Harvey, Dr. Shor-
land, Dr. Campbell, Dr. Rud. Wurzer. It saves 60
times its cost in other remedies. Packed in tins

—

1 lb., 2s. 9d. ; 121b., free of carriage, 22*.—Barry du
Barry and Co., 77» Regent Street, London; and
26, Place Veml6me, Paris; Fortnum and Mason;
and at 6| ( Gracechurch Street; No. 49, Bishopsgate
Street; 4, Cheanside; 63 and 150. Oxford Street;
330, Strand; 5, Charing Cross; 54, Baker Street;
and all Grocers and Chemists.

X
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SWEETSCEStS
WHITE ROSE, MYRTLE
FRANGtPANNI

PERFUME OF PARAOiSE
,

AND A THOUSAND OTHERS. /
r^ ' (

^*$K Bottles in a pt etty ^> ,

,. Box Is. K a5

^ ^d Stree* 1

INTERNATIONAL EXHI-
•«. BITION, Gallery, South Transept, Class
19, No. 3,750, and at Argyll House, Recent Street.

THE CELEBRATED CRIMEAN HERO
PORTRAIT DOUBLE DAMASK

TABLE LINEN.
Manufactured by Dewar, Son, and Sons, from origi-

nal and exquisite designs, expressly for

Hodge & Lowman, of Argyll House, 25li, 258, 260,
202, Regent Street.

The Table and Family Linen Department of Ariryll
House has received extensive Foreign and English

Patronage during the past Thirty Years.

'fHE IMPERIAL WINE
-3. COMPANY'S Imperial Sherry, at 305. ;

1S58 Ports, 30«. Clarets, Spirits, and Liqueurs at
Wholesale Prices. Cash system. Sample lot can
be had. Stores, 314, Oxford Street, W., near Hanover
Square.—Cellars, liiarylebone Court House.

UNWIN AND
ALBERT'S COLUM-

BIAN HAIR DYE changes
Gray Hair to a natural Brown
or Black. Its application is

most easy, the Hair being
coloured permanently the
moment it is touched by
too Dye. In Cases at 5s. f>d.

lf>*. 6,L, & 21*.— 24, Piccadilly.

TCE, REFRIGERATORS,A FREEZING POWDERS, Patent Piston
Machines for making and moulding ices in one ope-
ration, aud everything connected with Freezing, of
the best, cheapest, most modern, and reliable cha-
racter. Pure Block I^e delivered to most part of
Town Daily, and packages of 2*. 6rf., 5*., 9*., and up-
wards forwarded any distance by Goods Trains
without perceptible waste. Prospectuses Free.
Wen ham Lake Ice Company, !40, Strand. London.

flSTLEY'S ROYAL AMPHI-
** THEATRE—THIS EVENING, Lord
Btron's MAZKTPA. After which Brilliant
SCENES IN THE CIRCLE. Concluding with a
favourite farce. Commt-nce at Seven.

Stage-Manager, Mr. Wm. Searle.

TklNNEFORDS MAGNESIA
A/ (a pure Solution) is an excellent Re-
medy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn. Head-
ache, Gout, and Indigestion, and as a Mild Aperient
for delicate Constitutions.

172, New Boud Street. London: and all Chemists.

NONPAREIL.-POSTILL'S
Yorkshire versus Worcestershire Sauce.

Is warranted to retain its characteristics—exquisite
flavour and superlative quality—in any climate.
Connoisseuis are requested, to test its merits against
"The Only Good Sauce." Small Sample on re-
ceipt of four Postage Stamps. Oneuozen I*, bottles,

P. O. order 12s.; or Une dozen 1«. lJd, bottles, 2U.
free. Liberal discount to Merchants and Traders.

Proprietor, Edward Postill, York.

TUXUSIANT WHISKESS,^ Moustaches, aud Eyebrows, produced
In a few weeks by the use ot ELLIOTT'S TONIC
LOTION, the stimulative properties of which are
unfailing in its operation. Thomas Elliott invites a
trial from the most sceptical, that they may bi1 con-
vinced of its infallible power. Price 3*. 6-i, 3s. 6<i.,

10*. fid., and 21*. forwarded on receipt of postage
stamps. Thcmab Elliott, Hair Grower (first floor),

SI, Fenchurch Street, E.C. T. E.'s Wi*s, 30*.

FENDERS and FIRE IRONS.
«» Every New Design always on Show.
Black Fenders 3s. 6d. to 7*- 6**.

Bronzed Fenders ., 10*. dd. to SOs. 0d.

Fire Irons 3s. 6rf. to 27s. 6d.

Every Requisite for Famishing at Lowest Prices.

Catalogues Free. Orders above M'l carriage free,

and packed without charge.
Kichd. & John Slack, 336. Strand.

f*0CXS'S CELEBRATEDV READING SAUCE,
Which la so highly esteemed with Fish, Game,
Steaks, Soups, Grills, Gravies, Hot & Cold Meats,
and unrivalled for general use, is Sold by the most
respectable Dealers in Fish Sauces.

C. Cocks, Heading, Sole Manufacturer.
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THE SENSATION BALL!

THE LATEST PLEASANTRY IN THE PUBLIC STREETS.

HAMPSHIRE HOGGISH.

A Vile crime has been committed at Fordingbridge.
The scene is visited by hundreds of persons, who have
carried away all the baik of some trees that stand near the
spot, and—listen to this :

" two cows, which are said to have
manifested excitement at the time of the deed, are also
objects of much curiosity." So says the Morning Star. The
"curious " fools must be the legitimate descendants of the
people who paid to see the fork that had belonged to the knife
with which Peg Nicholson tried to wound King George
the Third, and with which she founded the order of " Peg
Nicholson's Knights." Surely if that admirable institu-
tion, the Asylum for Idiots, needs a valid appeal to the
popular purse, the directors would find one m a repre-
sentation that Idiolism is so lamentably prevalent as is

shown by this news from Fordingbridge, in which town,
by the way, in addition to a fine church, " are chapels
for Wesleyans, Independents, and Quakers, National
and British Schools, and a Literary and Scientific Insti-
tution."

The report adds, however, that the "poor children "—the
adjective is appropriate— are better occupied than in attend-
ing either the National or the British School. They "make
much money by guiding visitors to the spot," and of course
by explaining the details of one of the foulest crimes ever
committed by the Chaplain's Pet, the ticket-of-leave man.
Could not

_
a commission, under the new Lunacy Act, be

issued to_ inquire into the mental condition of Fording-
bridge, with a branch investigation into the sort of teaching
administered in church, chapel, school, and institution ?

Farinaceous Gunpowder.

Some German chemists are said to have discovered that
starch, by being peculiarly treated with nitric acid, becomes
converted into an explosive substance which promises to
supersede common gunpowder. This starch, if employed
for warlike purposes, will prove a stiffener for many a tall

fellow.

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OE PARLIAMENT.
July 11th. Friday. Everything that Mr. Punch does turns out for the

best. He is like Thomas the Rhymer who, despite his piteous protest that

the gift would disqualify him for the society of ladies and of statesmen,
received a tongue that could not lie. The most carelessly dropped
remark of Mr. Punch invariably consolidates into an adamantine truth,

and his most playfully conceived picture becomes, on the day it appears,

at once a pregnant record of the most important incident of the day
and a subtle prophecy of the results of such incident. If he attends a
public celebration or ceremonial, it proves to be of the most extraordi-

nary interest, if he stays away, it turns out to be something not worth
a moment's attention. So with Parliamentary matters. When Mr.
Punch is in his place, the proceedings of the Legislature are as dignified

and significant as such things can be, but let him give himself a holiday,

and the sense, gravity, and wit of Parliament take holiday likewise.

He cannot go wrong, or stay wrong. This mild and altogether inade-
quate tribute to his prescience is drawn from him by his recollection that
instead of attending at Westminster on the above mentioned Friday, he
went to Kensington (with consequences which are a secret between
himself, the world, and policemauX555), and his perceiving, on a glance
at Saturday's papers, that nothing occurred on the Friday night that is

worth his notice. Except, indeed, that he rejoices in having been
absent from the House of Lords, for on that evening his friend the
Bishop of Oxford brought forward his new Bill for creating in heathen
parts English bishops who were not to owe allegiance to their Queen,
and his friend the Lord Chancellor, ever vigilant, tackled the bishop,
charged him with trying to get in the thin edge of the wedge for sepa-
rating Church and State, and having thus proved the Bishop of Oxford
to be a dissenter, compelled the right reverend schismatic (not without
the exchange of some painfully smart language) to surrender his mea-
sure. This scene Mr. Punch is truly glad to have escaped, nor would it

have been particularly pleasant to him to sit in the Commons, and hear
unsatisfactory replies to uninteresting questions until the House was
Counted Out.

Monday. Jamaica is one of the West India Islands, at least Mr.
Punch humbly ventures to think so, although he makes any geographi-
cal statement with extreme timidity, ever since his friendly antagonist the
Star, in defiance of maps and the English Cyclopedia, denied his alle-

gation that Brisbane was in New South Wales. Well, wherever

Jamaica is, it owes us a lot of money, and has not the slightest inten-

tion of paying us, and we are going to compromise the debt, by
arranging that Jamaica shall pay the salary of its Governor. Lord
Derby made a smart speech on the matter this evening, and was
answered by Lord Taunton, formerly Mr. Labouchere, and the two
nobles, like knights in an ancient tournament, were up in each other's

mottoes, the Knight of Derby asking his antagonist why he did not
remember his Passibus citis sed mauis, and the Knight of Taunton
retorting that his noble enemy had not forgotten his own Sans Changer.

A Bill on the subject was read a Second Time in the Commons, Mr.
Hadfield, like an attorney as he is, protesting against indulgence, and
wishing to issue execution against the poor Jamaicans.

Another Fortifications debate— Latin quotation by Sir G. Lewis,
English quotation by Mr. Osborne—a Government victory, 132 to 50,

and <£110,000 voted. The Lunacy Reform Bill went through Com-
mittee, and publicans will be happy to hear that the Bill for pre-

venting the obtaining beverages on tick was withdrawn.

Tuesday. The Houses, with a view to getting at the grouse, are

getting through business, and in consequence the proceedings are useful

and uninteresting. Lord Robert Montagu slightly interrupted this

onward course of events by a speech on Mexico, assailing Ministers for

having tolerated the rule of brigands there, but with having interfered

as soon as a constitutional government arose. He also remarked, with
some little strength of language, that we had combined with the

Murderer of his "Country's Liberties to raise a despotism in Mexico
that would be abhorred by men, and bring down the vengeance of

Heaven. Mr. Layard did not enter into a purgation of the character

of His Majesty the Emperor of the French, nor into an exegesis

of the book of the prophet Montagu, but explained that we had done
all that was prudent, and likely to keep us out of entanglements. Mr.
Fitzgerald thought that our withdrawing from Mexico was the most
graceful part of our proceedings, and he showed that, though a scholar

and a prizeman, he had forgotten his Macbeth, for he mentioned that it

had been " wittily remarked of some one, that nothing in life became
him like the leaving it." We don 't think Malcolm meant a joke when
informing the gracious Duncan that Cawdor had met the fate of

Corder. Another Count Out.

Wednesday. Lord Berners' Bill for enabling the police to deal

with gangs of night poachers having passed the Lords, it came on for

VOL. XXIII.
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Second Readme-, and tbe Game Preserving Instinct in the Commons was

strong enough, "to cany the measure, against the Government, by 149

to 94. Paities were divided, however, and that thoroughly honest and

shrewd old Tory, Mb. Henley, strongly opposed the Bill, thought it

much too stringent, and also calculated to dimmish the efficiency of the

police, who had plenty to attend to already. Some of his statistics

were so funny that Mr. Punch must cite them :

—

" In the metropolitan districts there was a policeman for 504 people—a very good

allowance—but they could not stop thieving-. In the rest of England the proportion

was one to 1 111. in London there were 13,700 belonging to the dangerous classes

and 0,000 policemen. In all the rest of England there were 15,000 police and 109,000

belonging to the dangerous classes. The proportion in London was two and one-

fifth, or two grown persons and a small boy—in the rest of England the proportion

amounted to seven and a small boy. In London, with a population of 3,000,000 odd,

there are 2,960 known thieves, 222 receivers, 7,096 traviatas, 1,974 suspected persons,

1,463 vagrants—in all, 13,700. Keally, as this is the age of soirees, he was surprised

Sm Richard Mayne did not get up an entertainment at the Crystal Palace—

(laughter}—and bring those 13,700 persons and the 6,000 policemen together. (Hear.)'

Sib John Pakington, on tbe other hand, maintained that the

poaching gangs were a demoralising nuisance, and made enormous

profits by the sale of the game they stole. Sib George Geey said

that tbe Bill would require much alteration.

Thursday. Since Christmas Day 1670, when Sir John Coventry,

M.P., was attacked in the street by Sib Thomas Sandys and some

other ruffianly friends of the Merry Blackguard Charles the Second,

there has not been a "sensation case" like that of to-day. It was

announced by Lord H. Lennox that in the middle of the night of

Tuesday, Mb. Pileington, the Member for Blackburn, on his way-

home from the House, had been attacked near the Guards' Monument
in Pall Mall by two scoundrels, one of whom knocked him down and

left him nearly insensible, while another stole his watch. No policeman

was at hand. Sir George Grey seemed to think that such things

could hardly be helped—" it was impossible to have a policeman every-

where where a gentleman might be in the four-and-twenty hours." The

"Who goes home" will cease to be a form, if these outrages continue,

and they are very prevalent just now, thanks to tbe ticket-of-leave

system, which returns us the criminal with all the accomplishments

of education and tbe grand tour. Members must see one another
home.

Sir Charles Wood then addressed himself to show, at vast length,
and with that pleasing and distinct oratory for Avhich he is celebrated,
that Mb. Laing's defence of his Indian Budget was unsatisfactory. The
various journals take opposite views of the case—according—not to
arithmetic—but to their Indian politics. The real question is, does
India promise to be really solvent, and, on the whole, Indian echo may
be considered to answer in the affirmative.

Friday'. The Canadians were censured in the Lords for refusing to
pass a Militia Bill, and divers apprehensions were expressed for which
Mr. Punch hopes that there is no cause. The ladies of England have
done so much towards promoting the Volunteer movement here that
Mr. Punch is inclined to ask the darling Muffins of Canada whether
they cannot take a similar course, and refuse to smile on any man who
does not support tbe Militia. That would be coming down with Sledge-
hammer lorce on the unwise recalcitrants.

Mb. Layard said that the Foreign Office had no information as to
the alleged surrender of Geneeal M'Clellan's army. Later, Mr.
Lindsay persevered in bringing- on his motion to tbe effect that it was
time to mediate between the North and South. As this motion and
the debate which it occasioned may be the beginning of some serious
history, Mr. Punch will record that there were eight speakers

—

Mr.
Lindsay, the mover ; Mr. P. Taylor, who vehemently opposed inter-

ference ; Lord Vane Tempest, who urged it from motives of
humanity ; Mr. W. Porster, who strongly contended for adherence
to non-intervention: Mr. Whiteside, who thought that a solemn
proffer of mediation would burst the War Bubble ; Lord Palmerston,
who deprecated angry debates, and hoped that a question of such
importance and delicacy would be left in the hands of the Government

;

Mr. Fitzgerald, who thought the Confederates had earned a right to
recognition ; and Mr. Hopwood, who implored tbe Government to

take some action. Mr. Lindsay then withdrew bis motion. It is

difficult to ascertain the truth from telegrams and despatches manufac-
tured to order; but thenews of the War seems to make it exceedingly
probable that " the beginning of tbe end" has come.

ST. SWITHUN AND SCIENCE.

{To the Editor of the Tablet.)

he tradition, Sir, respecting

the dependence of fme_ or

wet weather on St. Swith-
un's Day is hardly, I believe,

defide ; but, not having been
ever condemned by the

Pope, is it not a pious

opinion, which may be true,

and cannot be denied with-

out possible injury to the

faith ? If so, what do you
say to the following state-

ment, which has been lately

published ?

—

" St. Swithun's 'day' falls in

a month in which more rain

occurs than in any other in the
year : nevei theless the records at

the Greenwich Observatory show
that, taking the average of the
last twenty years, of the forty

days which followed the 15th of

July, the greater part were rainy
when St. Swithun's Day was fine.

During the period spoken of

there have never been forty con-
secutive wet or dry days after

the anniversary, whatever the
condition of the weather may
have been on that day."

This dangerous if not per-

nicious statement occurs in

tbe Atlwiueum ; a heretical

literary and scientific journal

which I suppose has been put into the Index Fxjmrgatorius, like almost every other

English paper but yours and mine. It rests, you will have observed, on the
authority of the astronomers and meteorologists of Greenwich Observatory, which
is one of those pestilent institutions where tbe Book of Nature is read and inter-

preted under no condition of restraint or guidance by ecclesiastical authority.

If it ought to have rained more or less on every day for forty days after St.

Swithun's Day whenever any rain fell on that day, as it ought if the Holy See
should ever decide that it always does, then tbe observers of Greenwich Obser-

vatory have recorded facts which ought never to have taken place, accordingly

can never have occurred, and therefore ought never to have been published.

Here, perhaps, for aught we know, are phenomena brought into collision with

faith; meteorology at variance with Catholic doctrine.

Such a contradiction would be impossible under a system
of Catholic teaching, and hence the necessity for a
Catholic University of which tbe Charter is, with such
obstinate bigotry and intolerance, withheld by Lord Pal-
merston, but will, we may trust, be conceded by Derby
and Disraeli, if ever they have the chance of making any
concession of the kind. When tbe facts contradict the
faith, so much the worse for the facts. That, I appre-

hend, is the principle on which our deputation, that waited
the other day upon the persecuting Premier, insist upon
being privileged to conduct education, and form the human
mind. That is the way—is it not ?—to train the rising

generation, so as to prepare it for the study of Nature, and
for the perusal of

Feast of St. Swithun, 1862.

You may well Say That.

Why will M. Gallait probably behave in a disgraceful

manner ?

Because, after being feted hi England, he'll go home and
tell Leys ?

A QUESTIONABLE COMMITTAL.
A Correspondent asks " Can Mr. Punch tell me under

what act this comes ?

—

" Mary Day, of Longnor, was sentenced to three months' im-
prisonment for sleeping in the open air, on Tuesday night, the 8th
instant."

The Vagrant Act. The report is taken from the Buxton
Advertiser, under tbe head of Special Petty Sessions. It

is somewhat concise. Therefore, had the Magistrates who
disposed of the case been stipendiary, we should have
presumed that there were circumstances, unreported, which
justiSed them in committing the accused as a rogue and
vagabond. But knowing of what a country bench is

capable, we are free to confess, using parliamentary lan-

guage, that we cannot say that we are not sure that the

judgment above recorded is not a specimen of justices'

justice. But for our gentlemanlike and opulent appearance,

we should hesitate a little to take a siesta on a sunny bank,

if we could find one this summer in the neighbourhood of

Buxton.
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OUR DRAMATIC CORRESPONDENT.
EAR PUNCH,

_
"In the interval

since my last let-

ter but little lias

occurred of much
dramatic note.

Thanks to country
visitors, old pieces

still keep run-
ning, though their

charms, to London
play-goers, must

.

long ago have
ceased. Stoke
Pogis, come to

town to see the

Exhibition, of

course delights to

see those novelties

the Peep d" Day
and the Porter's

Knot, while our
old friend Lord

Dundreary nightly stammers forth his small talk for the benefit of Slushborough and
Stickley-in-the-Mud. Indeed in a dramatic way, but few things have of late been
more attractive to the Londoner than the fancy fair and fete for the Dramatic
College, an institution which all playgoers I think ought to support. If one could

count up all the hearty laughs heard nightly at the theatres, what an amount of

cachinnation one would find they yearly cause ! Now, there are few things of more
value to good health than a good laugh, and if a halfpenny per laugh were handed
over to the College, there would be little fear of actors who have lived to give such
pleasure ever dying in distress.

" Mention of this charity induces very naturally a word anent its Master, whom
I rejoiced the other night to see again at his own house in the Bead Heart. Mil.

Webster has long ranked among the best of English actors, and it is well our

foreign friends should see that we have still good acting left in England, and
that it is not mere ' sensation ' only that can fill a theatre. With his calm collected

bearing and passionless cold voice, Mb. Websteb very certainly makes the most of

Robert Landry (and very ably is he aided by the Abbe David Eisher, who always

is painstaking and tries to act his best) ; but one almost feels regret to see him
where his talents are not allowed more scope, and they who have had the fortune

to see him in Tartuffe will not confine their admiration to his acting as they see it

in a piece like the Dead Heart.
" I was glad to find the house so well filled when I went : but the Adelphi is so

comfortable that it is no wonder people flock to it, no matter what may be the

attractions of the stage. You have room to stretch your legs there, and can
breathe and hear and see, without having to sit sideways and crane your neck, and
bend your back, and generally distort yourself as is the case at other theatres.

You are charged a fixed price for your seat, and, this paid, you are never called

upon for extra sixpences. I am sure the small exactions by book-keepers, often

add to the dislike which many comfort-loving people feel to going to the play.
" I am not aware if foreigners still cling to the old notion that we of England are

by no means a music-loving people. If so, such of them who are among us now
had better count how many concerts there are announced daily in the columns of
'
ze Taimes' (what a 'Jubilee' was that of yours, Professor Philharmonic
Bennett ! howWeber, Spohr, Mendelssohn, Gluck, Beethoven, and Mozart,
would have rejoiced to hear their works performed by such a band as yours, helped
by Joachim and Anderson, Tietjens and Jenny Lind !) ; and besides counting
the concerts, let our foreign friends take note that both our operas are open, and
that the two together lately have been giving eight or nine performances a week.
At Her Majesty's Miss Pyne and Mr. Santley have been showing that England
has some singers who can sing Italian songs; and here Rossini's pets, the two
sisters Marchisio, have been warbling Semiramide like a couple ot twin night-

ingales, on the nights when Eratjlein Tietjens has rested her sweet voice.

How Meyerbeer's Roberto has been done at Covent Garden, hath not Punch
already told? And here Adeltna Patti, that pleasant piquant little party, has
been singing as Amina, and Norina, and Zerlina, and Rosina (are there any other
characters that rhyme with Adelina ?) in a way'J to bring down nightly on her
pretty little head a whole"; Covent Garden Marketful of rapturous bouquets. More-
over, here is Mario, deliciousest of tenors, who sings in such pure style and with
such exquisite good taste- and in addition here is Tamberlik—Arnold Don
Ottavio Tamberlik—with his famous high chest C, and his fashionable vibrato,

which makes his fine voice shake as though it had the ague. Terribly infectious

are these shaking fits, it seems, and nearly every new singer appears to catch the
malady. To me these vocal shivers are exceedingly distressing, and I shall heartily

rejoice when the disease has quite died out.
" One who Pays."

A Stream of Ill-Luck

The Metropolitan Railway has been inundated so often that it

misnomer to talk of it as the Underground Railway,
would certainly be, The Underwater Railway.

is a kind of

A more fitting appellation

OLD ABE AT THE BAR (OF PUBLIC
OPINION).

Young Jonathan, in liquorin' tastes,

Has long dropped beer and mocked ale,

Eor julep, sherry-cobler,
Gin-shng and brandy-cocktail

;

Gum-tickler and ckaiii'-lightning,

Eye-brightener and leg-taugler

—

And scores of other compounds known
To each 'cute bar-room dangler.

Until at last his liquors he
Has grown so fond of mixin',

He scorns the charms of alcohol
Without some artful ' fixin',

Some sugary aid to make it sweet,
Some acid smack to sour it,

Til 1 each drink needs two jugs at least,

And two smart hands to pour it.

We see how fashion spreads and grows,
Till all around it catches,

So Jonathan's new taste in drinks
Has now reached to despatches.

His palate too fastidious

Eor unadulterate fact is,

And mixing truth with lies has grown
His barman's constant practice.

Where dull John Bull would measure out
Defeat's unmingled bitters,

In water from truth's well, despite

Britannia's tears and twitters,

The caterers for Jonathan
With bunkum brag and bluster

Spice up defeat to victory,

And call it " raal eye-duster."

There at the bar in Washington
Sits one as honest Abe known,

Erom his rail-splitting Springlield days
As truthful as a babe known—

But " at the bar 'tis asthe bar "—
So honest Abe in fixin'

Despatches up for Jonathan
Has learnt the ait of mixin'.

Erom Victory's goblet to Defeat's

This way and that he tosses

Retreats, advances, l'ronts and rears,

Pacts, figures, gains and losses.
_

Is the draught harsh ? A honied lie

Makes questioning palates placid :

Does the draught cloy ? Throw in a dash

Of partial loss for acid.

And when he 's stirred the stuff about
Till Staunton's taste approves it,

Or Seward's, who bad news can fix

xls Jonathan best loves it

;

The mixture 's handed from the bar,

So cunningly compounded,
Eew can pick out the truth with lies

The lies with truth confounded.

" Truth, cold without, Sir," says old Abe,
" With Jonathan is scaarse, Sir :

He 's used to take it with a dash

Of hot sensation saarse, Sir.

I guess his stomach 'twouldn't suit,

Perhaps bring on the shakes, Sir,

So palatable at our bar

The naked truth we makes, Sir."

A Silk Gown that is only Worsted.

It is not only unfair but ungenerous to condemn Mr.
Edwin James for his defence, simply because it happens

to be extremely lame and impotent, and ludicrously

laboured and evasive; for it is very clear, says Baron
Bramwell, ever since the late M.P. for Marylebone

has been disbarred, that his arguments can be little

better than ex-Q.C.'s (excuses).
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THE LATEST FROM AMERICA;

Or, the New York " Eye-Duster," to be taken Every Day.
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THE LAST FRENCH ROMANCE.

Will you hear of a lovely young lady of Prance

For whom knights in old days would have levelled the lance,

And she had great riches and beauty beside,

And an Empress's Chamberlain wanted a bride,

Singing, Vite en carrosse, vite a la noce !

Now Claire had a lover already, small blame,

Or none, to the darling for having that same

:

An able young statesman, but poor by compare
_

With toadies who fawn round an Empress's chair.

Vite en carrosse, vite a la noce !

She had also an uncle as kind as could be,

A General Receiver of Taxes was he,

His name as you spell it was FontinallIt,

But of course being French it must not rhyme with that.

Vite en carrosse, vite a la noce !

The beautiful Empress she listed the prayer

That she 'd have her gay Chamberlain married to Claire,

Grand-niece of Duke Pasquier, and as hath been told,

No end of a fortune in silver and gold :

Vite en carrosse, vite a la noce !

Then smiled the fair Empress, and promised to use

Her counsel to Claire as to whom she should choose :

Nothing doubting the maiden would gladly obey

Her Sovereign's behest, and immediately say

Vite en carrosse, vite a la noce !

But Claire, in the presence, made blushing admission

That she loved, and loved only her young politician,

And begged that Madame would select, for her pearl

Of Chamberlain-courtiers, some other rich girl.

Vite en carrosse, vite a la noce !

The beautiful Empress felt mightily riled,

And feared the young lady was what you call spiled :

" To think, when the Court has the goodness to choose

A spouse for a virgin, the girl should refuse.

To sing, Vite en carrosse, vite a la noce !"

Alarmed at the point in the Empress's words,

Poor Claire hurried off to the "Convent of Birds,"

And sought the protection of padlock and grate

Eor a flutterer invited to choose a wrong mate.

Vite en carrosse, vite a la noce !

But, alas for the lover of worried Miss Claire,

She entered a trap when she took herself there

;

And the Lady Superior, by night and by day,

Conjured and implored the poor girl to give way.
Vite en carrosse, vite a la noce !

The Lady Superior, when baffled, brought in

A burly Archbishop, who talked about sin,

And preached to Miss Claire that the Devil alone

Made her shy at a marriage advised by the Throne,

That said Vite en carrosse, vite a la noce !

Yet still the young lady was constant and true,

And vain was the ecclesiastical screw,

But they worked it so hard that at last the poor maid
Wrote off to her uncle to come to her aid.

Vite en carrosse, vite a la noce !

He got the sad letter, brave Fontinallat,
He dashed out an oath, and he dashed on a hat,

And he dashed in his carriage to call on his Chief,

The Minister, Eould, of the Hebrew belief.

Vite en carrosse, vite a la noce !

Achilles was out, but Patroclus was there

Who knew the whole story of pretty Miss Claire,
And informed the brave uncle his place would depend
On his proving the Chamberlain's champion and friend.

Vite en carrosse, vite a, la noce !

" There are some things," says Horace, " too awful for verse,"
And one 's when a Frenchman commences to curse

;

But if oaths may be pardoned it 's when they 're let fly

At a rogue who would make you his tool and ally.

Vite en carrosse, vite a la noce !

Monsieur Fontinallat having blazed like a bomb, i

Informed poor Patroclus (with horror struck dumb)
That having imparted his notions at large,

He should seek his hotel and await his discharge.
Vite en carrosse, vite a la noce .'

It came in an hour—ere another had past
He had Claire in his unclely arms safe and fast,

And he took her away, the poor true-hearted dove,
And swears she shall marry the man of her love.

Vite en carrosse, vite a la noce !

And if with a moral you'd like to be bored,
See Court, Priest, and Minister awfully floored ; ]

For trying what threat and corruption would do,

To force a young maid, in Eighteen Sixty Two,
To say, Vite en carrosse, vite a la noce !

Change of Name.

PETTICOATS AND PICKPOCKETS.

What is enough for one is enough for two, is a saying supposed to
warrant any man in marrying who is able to live. Whatever truth
there may once have been in that maxim, there can be none now when
wives have become so expensive as they are rendered by their excessive
drapery. Of that, to be sure, it may safely be said, that what is enough
for one is enough for a half a dozen. No wonder that the Employment
of Women question presses, and that young ladies are singing " We 've

got no Work to Do," and "Nobody Coming to Marry Me" This excess
of apparel threatens to be as everlasting as the Income-Tax ; which it

sorely aggravates. It is really a great bore. In every thoroughfare it

establishes an effective blockade. It constitutes the fuel of that fire

through which Fashion passes her children to Moloch. That may
serve them right, and be of no more consequence than the moth's
extinction in the candle ; but it is too bad that redundance of petticoats

should bring a respectable man into trouble, as it did one day last week.
A gentleman, called in a police report " a Member of the Society of

Friends," in business with his father at Macclesfield, was pulled up
before Mr. Dayman, at Westminster, on a charge of having, at the
Brompton Exhibition, attempted to pick a lady's pocket. Chowne,
Sergeant, E. 5, a detective in plain clothes, " had his attention directed

to the prisoner," who was in the Machine Room among some ladies

looking at the machinery. Chowne saw him there by the side of a
woman " whose pocket it was his impression he was trying to pick

;

"

and accordingly the officer took him up. He was walked off to the
station, searched, taken before the Magistrate, remanded for a week on
bail in two sureties of £250 each, and reappeared on remand, when :

—

" Mr. Smyth, on the part of the prisoner, stated that his client had only come to
town a day or two previously, and was there on the day in question with his sister,

brother, and friends, to see his brother's machinery. His client could have no
motive for committing a robbery, as he possessed considerable property, and bore
at Macclesfield a character unimpeachable for integrity. At the time alluded to by
the officer his client was pushing aside the hoops of the lady's crinoline in order that
he might have a better view of the machine."

The evidence of Mr. Cobden and several other members of Parlia-

ment, and gentlemen, as to the character of the accused, fully bore out
this defence, and the worthy Quaker left the Court, as Mr. Dayman
said, without a stain on his reputation. Yes ; but not without a scar

on his feelings, left by seven long days' anxiety and fear. And all this

grievous annoyance this gentleman incurred merely by pushing aside

the hoops of a walking nuisance, and unpunishable social eviL
All men visiting the Brompton Exhibition, unless they want to be

arrested for picking ladies' pockets, should keep their hands carefully in

their own. How to dispose of your hands in an omnibus, where the

muslin of your female neighbours extends over your stomach, however
convex, is a hard matter. Entirely to preclude suspicion, you may
perhaps resort to the expedient of holding them up over your head, and
then you had better tell the passengers why you do so, lest they should

think you a fool. A better plan will be to carry about with you a number
of Punch, and, as soon as you have seated yourself, take it out and read.

Everybody will allow that nobody can read Punch and pick pockets
too. Crinoline makes it necessary for you to guard yourself against

imputations which may be cast upon you by any officious observer or

malevolent woman. No doubt the huge hoops and enormous skirts of

women do afford facilities to pickpockets. That would be a good thing,

because it would very soon reduce petticoats within compass, if ladies'

pockets, as fast as emptied, had not generally to be filled by their

husbands and fathers.

If the " Board of Works " deal in such dirty jobs as this Montagu-
House business, we shall have to make an addition to their Title. " The
Board of Works of Darkness " would be highly appropriate.
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PATENT PULPITS.

" My dear Punch,
" Amongst the many beautiful things which the Exhibition contains, I am surprised

that none of the critics should have called the attention of the Public to an exquisitely carved

Pulpit. This remissness on their part is more surprising, because it seems to have been

expressly constructed in order to carry out the views of those gentlemen who write to the

Times about the impropriety of long sermons. Above it is suspended a beautifully formed
extinguisher. Now although the Catalogue docs not say so (catalogues are so very meagre
in their descriptions, I hope the next one published will change all that) 1 feel convinced that

there must be machinery inside, which will cause the extinguisher to fall at the proper

moment ; that is to say, when the patience of the congregation is exhausted, although their

ideas of propriety may compel them to retain their seats.
" I trust that your insertion of this will ensure the inventor a large number of orders from

metropolitan congregations before he leaves the country.

" Yours truly, Robert Bushell."

" FOR PRINCES SHOULD BE EREE."

The Orleans Princes have left the army of the Northern States, and have returned to

Europe. Eor doing this their Royal Highnesses are of course sneered at by the American
organ here, and are doubtless vilified by its friends of the Northern press. But it is difficult

to understand why the Princes should have remained, or indeed how they could have done so.

They avowedly went out to learn the art of war, and they found their teachers the most
helpless blunderers that ever undertook what they could not perform. Any apprentice is

legally justified in breaking his indentures, if he can show that his master is incompetent to

teach him a business. No European master of war would take into his service a

young person with no better military education than the Princes could procure in America,
and it was due to their own character to leave as soon as they discovered how they had been
swindled out of a premium—the prestige of their names. But in addition to this, the Orleans
Princes are gentlemen, and it must have been odious to them to remain in a service where
the boldest lying instead of the boldest fighting was in demand, and where it was possible

for them to have come under the orders of a ruffian like General Butler, who might have
desired a Count of Paris and a Duke of Chartres to see to the execution of brutal orders

against Erench and other ladies. We have no desire to see any change in the dynasty of

Erance, but these Princes have certainly not lessened their claim to the respect of their

countrymen by quitting a service in which, while they were serving, they behaved as became
gallant gentlemen, but from which they retired as soon as they were completely convinced that

they could study little but blunder, braggadocio, and brutality.

Try Again.

Punch is excessively glad that Grand Duchess Constantine and her baby are going on
as well as could be expected. But he does not know why the latter is to be called Waclaw.
The infant's birth was to be a good omen for Poland, but the name certainly does not set out

such omen. Whacklaw, which must be uncommonly like Clublaw, is what the Poles have
been receiving at Russian hands too long. Eh, Duke ?

THE "TUSCARORA" AT SOUTH-
AMPTON.

Lo, the Tuscarora
In Southampton Water

!

People on the shore a
Marvellin' what has brought her,

What again has brought her,
,,

There, a fear and wonder,
Loomin' black as thunder,

Watchful Tuscarora,

In Southampton Water.

Ne'er a Nashville hidin'

Now in yonder basin,

Patiently abidin',

Arter her to hasten,

Her to hasten arter,

On her cable loosin',

East on her vamoosin',
Lies the Tuscarora

In Southampton Water.

Britishers blasphemin',

Speakin' ill consamin'
Gallant Butler's screamin'

Eagle-shriek of warnin',

Warnin' wife and daughter
Erom rebellious courses

Tu our valiant forces,

Lies the Tuscarora

In Southampton Water.

There she lies at anchor
All the town commandin',

And it has to thank her

That as yet 'tis standin',

Standin' spared from slaughter;,

Ruin, devastation,

Wrack, and conflagration,

By the Tuscarora.

In Southampton Water.

There 's the Dauntless nigh her,

There 's the old Boscawen,
Stationary by her

Both of 'em o'erawin'.

Dauntless owns fear taught her,_

Taught her, stopped from sheerin'.

Them two frigates skeerin',

Lies the Tuscarora

1 n Southampton Water.

Ready for the battle

Soon as peace is broken,

When her guns will rattle

Ef the word is spoken,

Spoken, without quarter,

Ships and town to batter,

Slay, and smash, and scatter,

Lies the Tuscarora

In Southampton Water.

Fine Arts Commission.

M. Jules Gerard, the celebrated fueur de lions,

has been commissioned by Mr. Cowper to pro-

ceed to Algeria, and shoot four of the finest lions

he may have the good luck to meet with. They
are then to be placed in the hands of a skilful

taxidermist, and stuffed for the purpose of being

placed on the vacant pedestals of Trafalgar

Square, until such time as Sir Edwin Land-
seer, the celebrated tueur de temps, or time-

killer, has had ample opportunities of completing

his leonine studies at the Zoological Gardens.

So long ago is it since these lazy lions were first

started, that probably Sir Edwin is frightened

from finishing them off by the extraordinary

length of the pause.

An Obstructive Peer on the Thames.-
The Duke of Buccleuch.
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A WORK FOR THE DRAWING-ROOM.

gether will be brought out utterly regardless of expense.

here is shortly to

be brought out as

a companion to the

well-known French
publication, called
" Les Frangais peints

par eux-memes," an
English series under
the title of "Les
Anglaises peintes par
Madame Rachel."
Every specimen will

be highly coloured,

no plain copies being
allowed under any
circumstances to be
seen by the public.

Some idea of the
extravagance of the
work may be drawn
from the fact that

as much as £160 and
£200 will be spent
on some of the
single specimens.
They will be issued
in the very richest

covers, and alto-

SIR CHAKLES WOOD'S TRIUMPHANT KEPLY.

{Taken by our Special Reporter).

Mb. Speaker, or at least, Sir, because Mr. Speaker is not here, and
we are in committee, I wish to explain Indian affairs, at least I don't

mean Indian affairs generally, except so far as they may be what you
may call financial affairs, and in fact I want, Sir, to show you, and when
I say you I don't mean you particularly, because you may or may not
take an interest in Indian affairs, and if so you have probably been in

the Indian gallery at the International, where there are some pretty
things, very pretty things indeed, but I mean the Committee. I want
to show the Committee that Mr. Laing when he attacked me, at least

I attacked him, but he answered me, and I will be judged by gentlemen
in private life whether it will do to allow servants to answer you : I
don't mean that he is my servant, brushes my trousers and that, but he
is a subordinate, and he takes upon himself to say that I don't under-
stand the accounts upon which I have taken him to task. Sir, what I
may understand or may not understand is not now the question, suffice

it to say that I wish the Committee to understand that I am not going
to be put down by a subordinate merely because he has taken a leaf out
of the book of my right honourable friend the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, and has cooked accounts neatly but not gaudily, as some-
body said when he painted his tail pea green. If there is one thing
in the world which I hate it is confusion either in ideas or language,
and I hope the Committee will bear with me while I endeavour to
mystify—no I don't mean that, I mean clarify—the account, as presented
by Mr. Laing. If you take a deficiency of £6,500,000 and deduct it

from a deficit of £4,000,000, that leaves you a clear balance of
£2,500,000—no, stop, you can't do that, because that, of course, as the
committee sees, would be taking the smaller sum from the larger— no,
the larger sum from the smaller, which can't be doue, but of course we
arrive at the same result. Well then, if you take the military charges,
I thiuk you are bound to treat them hi a civd manner {laughter). I
mean that you must look upon them in thesame way, and of course, if

a rupee is only one and ten-pence, which 1 need hardly say is twenty-
pence {hear, hear!). Well, I know as well as the hon. Member who
cheers me that one and ten is eleven, but how does that bear upon
my argument ? A rupee is a rupee, and I cannot understand how Mr.
Laing brings in the question of muskets. He calls this one of the
proper charges, but I do not know whether he means the charges
which ought to be put into the muskets, but if he does I for one
am always averse to interfering with the regular military authority.
But, allowing this, and as I said showing a deficit, I mean of course a
surplus, if £5,200,000, no, £2,500,000—yes, that is right, and if you
deduct the licence-tax, and the railways, and the police of India,
altogether amounting to £400,000,000—no, I mean £4000-stop, it's

£400,000, but the ink has run into the oughts and made them look any-
how—I say that if Mr. Laing! does not choose to subtract properly,
and sends over a deficit, by which I mean a surplus, which he cannot
vindicate, I cannot help that. I saw a Mr. Saunders the other day,

I don't mean Mr. Jacky Saunders who was at the Adelphi theatre,

quite the contrary, but a man who had been asked to look at Indian

cotton, and what did Mr. Saunders say? Why, Sir, he said, "We
require nothing of the Government." I do not myself see the bearing

of that observation upon Mn. Laing's balance sheet, but I have pro-

mised the Committee that I would put them in possession of all the
information in my power, and I have redeemed my pledge, and I will

add too, Sir, that though Mil. Laing says there is a deficit {an hon.

Member "A surplus") eh? yes, you—at least the hon. Member is quite

right, I mean a surplus, and it is my painful duty to differ from him,

still as Lord Canning was a great man, and as I have every reason to

believe that there is no rebellion goiug on at present in India, I hope
this Committee will feel that 1 have demoralised—no, I mean demolished
the arguments of Mr. Laing, and that India and England will ever

hereafter be sources of benefit to one another, especially England
{Loud Cheers).

THE JUSTICES' JUBILEE;

OR SUCCESS TO THE NIGHT-POACHING BILL.

Hurrah ! Hurrah ! Eor our game preserves,

Hurrah for the fat battue,

—

A flush of pheasants at every hedge,

And for eacli man loaders two !

Hurrah for the Bill that makes the police,

Assistant-keepers all

—

And pays 'em out of the County-rates,
That on the farmers fall

—

The Bill that helps sport for the big,

And spoils it for the small

!

There 's never a man along the road
Shall venture now to fare,

A carrying under his landlord's nose
A pheasant or a hare.

The constable will pull him up,

And dearly he '11 pay his shot,

When 'tis for him to prove to us
That a poacher he is not,

And that from our preserves the bird

In his hand was never got.

There 's nothing that doth run on wheels
Along the Queen's highway,

But a constable in searchof game
The vehicle may stay.

At their peril let snobs a pheasant dare

To order from market-town,

Or bid the poulterer partridge or hare

To their villas send 'em down

;

Let the carrier who brings 'em of squalls beware,

And the Justices' awful frown

!

And let each man that deals in game
At penalties turn pale

;

{Except the landlords who wholesale sell

What the tradesman vends retail)

We '11 force him to keep a register

Erom whom his game he buys,

—

Of course of pheasants in the egg
We 're free to' find supplies,

No questions we ask of egg-sellers,

And so we hear no lies.

" Erom other duties the police,"

Says Henley, " 'twill distract,"

What duty equals taking up
A poacher in the fact ?

What property so stands in need
Of law's protecting arm,

As pheasants, hares and partridges

That do nobody harm,

—

Save grumbling tenants who complain

That they won't let them farm ?

A Valuable Animal.

Strange are the wants of the advertising public. For instance, look

at this announcement in the Daily Telegraph .—" Wanted, a Youth, to

Look after a Horse, that can drive," &c.
—"A horse that can drive !

"

Perhaps the next thing we shall hear of will be a horse that can harness

himself, or accomplish his own groomiug. Really if we can manage
to keep horses without having to keep servants for them, a stable will

be within the most limited of means, when horses are no more trouble

to attend to than are clothes-horses.
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AWFUL EFFECT OF FISHING ON THE HUMAN MIND.

Phebkiks. "It has occurred to me, Sam, that throwing in Ground Bait is nothing more or less than—as it were— a species of Advertising I
"

POLYGLOT POETRY.

The Times is very good-natured, but then it comes out every day,

and lias got a very large sheet. It is all very well for the Times to

gratify the parents of clever little boys by inserting their Greek and
Latin Exercises on Tennyson, but Mr. Punch has no room for such
things. That was a very neat Greek version by Master C. C. Clark,
of tiie Inauguration Ode, though we think, without wishing to indulge

in severe criticism, that had he regarded some of the poet's ideas in a
different light, he would probably have employed other phraseology, and
a similar remark applies to the Latin version of Master Whewell,
who, Mr. Cox of Fiusbury thinks, has introduced in the last line au
allusion to " beet " root, which Mr. Cox-

of Finsbury cannot find in the

original. We should like to please other young gentlemen, especially

Master Mordecai Mephibosiieth, who has sent us the ode in

Hebrew (is shobbus quite elegant for " day of rest " ?). Master Heli-
pockmarkidos Philanthropophagos, who forwards us the ode in

modern Greek (and does not pay the postage), and Master Crwm-
myllwygwwmth, of Mold, who alleges that with a Welsh version of

the same composition, he encloses a cheese, which has certainly not
come to hand, for we cannot regard his verses as the cheese. We are,

however, glad that the youth of Europe are studying so admirable a

poem, and we wish the best poet of England the same good wish that

was expressed to the worst poet of Athens: "Bless thee, 'Alfred,'
bless thee—thou art translated."

At the late

The Hebrews in the House.
' Church Congress " at Oxford, as we read :

—

'• Mr. Napier expressed his opinion that the present Mosaic constitution of the
House of Commons was a mere political assemblage of the representatives of the
people, and the Church could but reasonably expect to have an amount of 'influence
with the representatives, corresponding to that which they have acquired over the
people themselves."

Nevertheless the Mosaic constitution of the House of Commons
includes a devoted champion of the Church in the person of Ben the
Buckinghamshire Bruiser.

LATEST AMERICAN DESPATCH.
By Horsemarine Telegraph.

" Camp, Chickabiddy Chokee, Monday afternoon.—The Federal troops

have won another splendid victory. Seeing that the rebels were ap-

proaching in great force at 6 a. m. this morning, I issued my directions

for a general advance, an order which our brave fellows were prompt to

carry out. The advance was made in the identical direction as that in

which the rebel army were proceeding, and was achieved, I need not

say, with the most complete success. Astonishing to say, the whole of

our front line escaped without a hurt ; and with the exception of a few
slight wounds and bruises in the rear, I really have no casualties worth
mention to report. A good deal of our baggage and some few hundred
stand of arms we left upon the field for a strategic purpose, and we
likewise abandoned about a score of field-pieces which were found to

impede the rapid movement of our troops.
" My next despatch will probably be dated from Richmond, which I

intend to sack at half-past five o'clock precisely on Saturday morning
next.

" (Signed) Bunkum,
". To the Secretary of War." " General-Commanding ."

A Delicate Distinction.

If there is no typographical error in the annexed extract from a

Parliamentary Report, most people will probably assent to the pro-

position which it embodies :

—

" The Duke of Newcastle. It is impossible to listen to what falls from the noble

Earl (Grey) upon any matter connected with the government of this country, and
more especially relating to the government of the Colonies, without great respect

and difference."

Earl Grey's opinions on colonial matters may command respect,

but must be generally received with difference.

What Mr. L/ving did, when he Boasted op an Indian Sur-
plus.—Hallooed before he was out of the IFood.
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VERNER'S PRIDE, a New Story by MRS. HENRY WOOD, Authoress of "East Lynne ;"

and THE ANGLERS OF THE DOVE, by HARRIET MARTINEAU, with

Illustrations by J. E. MILLAIS, are continued Weekly in ONCE A WEEK.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.
MR. TOM TAYLOR'S HANDBOOK TO THE PICTURES.

Price One Shilling. Sold by all Booksellers and at all Railway Stations.

Bradbury and Evans, 11, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, E.C.

This day is Published, Price 1*., •with numerous Woodcuts,

SEA FISH : and HOW to CATCH THEM.
By W. B. LORD, Royal Artillery.

Bradbury and Evans, 11, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, E.C.
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THE NEW NOVELS.

TOE LADIES OF LOVEL-
-& LEIGH. By the Author of " Marga-

ret and Heb Bridesmaids.'* 3 v.

" A charming novel."—U. S. Mas.
" The author's best work."—Messenger.

JOHN ARNOLD. BY THE
Author of " Mathew Paxton." '.i v.

TRUE TO THE LAST. BY
the Author of "Cousin Geoffrey." 3 v.

LUCILLA, BY THE HON.
Mrs. Macdonald. 2 v.

GRANDMOTHER'S MONEY.
Illustrated by Temsiel. bs. bound.

Hurst and Blackett, Publishers.

Now Ready, in 2 vols., Svo,

ITALY UNDER VICTOR* EMMANUEL. A Personal Narrative.
By Count Charles Abrivabene.

LIFE OF EWARD IRVING.
Illustrated by his Journal and Correspondence.
By Mrs. Olipuant. 2 v.

Hurst & Blackett, Publishers.

mHREE HUNDRED BIBLE& STORIES, with nearly 300 Bible Pic-
tures a Pictorial Sunday Book for the Youn^, hand-
somely bound, Price 4s. f>rf., originally published at
12s. Sent post free from Field's Grrat Bible Ware-
house, 65, Regent's Quadrant. Every family should
have this pretty hook-

X> so

§
.s

o ^

A GUINEA FAMILY BIBLE
*&2* FOR 105.

—

John Field lias now ready
a handsome Family Bible, with Notes, References,
30 Engravings, and 10 Maps, bound in antique style,
for 10*., published at 2U. A beautiful gift book,
only to be had at John Field's Great Bible Ware-
house, 65, Regent's Quadrant.

50 OOH BIBLES, PRAYER-
CSUr.UVrVP BOOKS, and CHURUH
SERVICES, Altars, Juvenile Books, and Standard
Authors, on Sale, In every variety of binding, at
John Field's Great Bible Warehouse, 65, Regent's
Quadrant.

ALD BOTTLED PORX"^ TRADE MA UK.
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ESTABLISHED 1^,1.
George Smith, 8n, Great Tower ^trr-pf. London. P, C

TOE GREAT TEMPERANCE
"*» HOLIDAY,

Crystal Palace, 8th August.
For Particulars, apply to the National Temperance

League, 33;, Strand.

{^LARK'S NEURALGIC
*-f TINCTURE, a certain permanent cure
for NEURALGIA, TIC-DOULOU KEUX, TOOTHACHE, and AGUE.—Clark, Dorking. London
Depot, 07, St. Paul's. Sold by all Chemists. Price
2s. 9d., 4s. 6rf.

Reference, The Rev. Sib F. Gore Odsbi.e j Bart.
M.A., Mus. Bac. Oxon.

JJOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT14 AND PILLS are the safest remedies
for the many maladies of woman. They restore all
functional disturbances to order, and 'establish a
wholesome regularity.

TNTERNATION^
.3. AL EXHIBITION.—
K1MMEI/S VIOLET WA-
TER, as exhibited in his Foun-
tain, Class 4, Eastern Annexe,
is a delightful and refreshing
adjunct to the Toilet, Price
3s. (W., in elegant Parian Vases.
RIMMEL'S PERFUME

VAPORISER: for Diffusing
Rn Agreeable Perfume in Apart-
ments, price, from 6s. upwards.

~"""~
r^EBp So ' 1' V "11 Perfumery Dealers,

:--- i^F~ ami by the Inventor and Pa-
tentee, E. Rim a el. Perfumer

Queen, 96, Strand, and 24, Cornhill, London,
.boulevard des Italiens, Paris.

PARTE DE VISITE POR-W TRAITS of 2,000 Popular Men and
Women of the Day are published at Is. bd. each by
Messrs. Mkchi and Basin, U2, Regeut Street.
Also many hundreds of Drawing-room Albums for
ditto on sale, from 2s. ad. to ten guineas each.

Catalogues of names post free.

-v-

tnthe
and 17

PHILLIPS0N & Go's New Perfume, *

"LA DUCHESSE."
\

The most refreshing and durable of the day. I
Price 2s. 6d. of all Chemists and Vendors of t,

Perfumery,or by letter tenclosing a Post Office ^

(Jrderor Stamps) to PHILLIPSON AND CO., i

, 1, Budge Row, St. Pac l's, London, E.C. \

J
TherOMADE,2s.6d.;SOAlMs.;OIL,2s.fio!.

}
^ Perfumery for every climate. Catalogues free.

(,

fpTOBB'S PATENT DETECTW TOR LOCKS ; Chubb's Fire and Bur-
glar Proof Safes; Chubb's Fireproof Strong-room
Doors; Chubb's street Door Latches, with small
keys; Chubb's Cash and Deed Boxes.— Illustrated
Price List sent free.

Cm bb & Son, No. 57, St. Paul's Churchyard.

SHEFFIELD MANUFACTURERS,
SITE to the PANTHEON, OXFORD STEEST, W.

Forwarded Direct from their Manufactory, ROYAL CUTLERY WORKS, Sheffield.

MAPPIN & Go's CELEBRATED TABLE CUTLEEY.
(All best Steel Blades, secure balance Ivory Handles.)

Ofc*

Ivory Handles. Good
Ivory.

Medium
Ivory.

Superior Transparent
Ivory. Ivory.

1 doz. Table Knives £0 13

10
4 «

5 6

4 6

2

£1
15
7

8

7

3 6

£1 15 £2 6

15 0: 1 14
12 13 6

13 6
i

15

12 13 6

4 6! 050

1 doz. Cheese Knives
1 pair Regular Meat Carvers
1 pair Extra size ditto
1 pair Poultry Carvers
1 Steel for sharpening

£2 £3 £5 2 ' £6 7

hj^

MAPPIN & Co.'s ELSCXSG-PLATED SPOOKS AND FOEKS.
Full Size. Fiddle. Thread. King's. Lily.

12 Table Forks £1 7

17110
1 1

10 6

£2 14

2 14

2

2

1 4

£2 16
2 16
2

2

14

£2 14
2 14
2

2

18

12 Table Spoons
12 Dessert Forks
12 Dessert Spoons

MAPPIN Ik Co.'s Dressing Bags and Cases, Dispatch Boxes, &c,
With Fittings of the Best Quality. Ladies' Travelling and Dressing Bags, fitted with 14 useful
articles, 30.i. Gentlemen's Travelling and Dressing Bags, fitted with 14 use<"ul articles. £2 2.s.

Officer's Dispatch Box, Completely fitted with Stationery, £2. Ladies' and Gentlemen's
Best Tiavelling and Dressing Cases and Bags, with stealing Silver Fittings, to Sixty Guineas.

MAPPIN AND COMPANY, Opposite the PANTHEON, 77 and 78,
OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

MANUFACTORY, ROYAL CUTLERY WORKS. SHEFFIELD.
Illustrated Catalogues sent Post Free.

NO MORE PILLS OR OTHER MEDICINES FOR OLD OR YOUNG.
" We find the safest remedy in DU BARRY'S delicious health-restoring

REYALENTA ARABICA POOD
For Habitual Constipation, Dyspepsia (Indigestion), Palpitation. Acidity, Nausea, Consumption,
Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Bronchitis, Hemorrhoids, Nervousness, Biliousness, Torpidity of the
Liver, Debility, &c."—Andrew Ure, M.D., F. R.S. ; Dr. Harvev, Dr. Shorland, Dr. Campbell.
Cure No. 58,216 of the Marchioness de BrtSlun, Paris, 17t'i April, 1862.—"In consequence of a

liver complaint, I was wasting away for seven years, and so debilitated and nervous that I was
unable to road, write, or in fact attend to anything, witn a nervous palpitation all over, bad
digestion, constant sleeplessness, and the most intolerable nervous agitation which prevented
even my sitting down for hours together. The noises of the street, and even the voice of my
maid, annoyed me. I felt dreadfully low spirited, aud all intercourse with the world had become
painful to me. Many medical men, English as well as French, had prescribed for me in vain.

In perfect despair I took to Da Barry's Revalenta Arabica, and lived on this delicious Food for

three months. The good God be praised : it has completely revived me, I am myself again, and
able to make and receive visits and resume my social position. Accept, Sir, the assurance
of my deepest gratitude aud of my highest esteem.

—

Marchioness de Br£han."
We extract a few out of many thousand cures:—Cure, No. 1,771. Lord Stuart de Decies, of

many years' dyspepsia.—No. 49,832. " Fifty years' indescribable agony from dyspepsia, nerv-
ousness, asthma, cough, constipation, flatulency, spasms, sickness, and vomiting. Maria Joly."
—Cure, No. 58,816. Field-Marshal the Duke of Pluskow, of dyspepsia, constipation, nervous-
ness, and liver complaints.—Cure, No. 47,121. Miss Elizabeth Jacobs, of extreme nervousness,
indigestion, gatherings, low spirits, and nervous fancies.—Cure, No. 54,816. The Rev. James T.

Campbell, Fakenham, Norfolk, " of indigestion and torpidity of the liver, which had resisted

all medical treatment; inquiries will be cheerfully answered."
In tins, 1 lb., 2s. 9ct. ; 2 lb., 4s. (id. ; 5 lb., lis. ; 12 lb., 22j. Super refined quality, 10 lb., 33s.—

Barry Do Barry & Co., No. 77, Regent Street, London; and 26, Place Vendome, Paris. Also
Fortndm & Mason, Purveyors to Her Majesty.

HAND SILVER PLATE.
222, REGENT STREET, LONDON, AND

67, & 68, KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE,

IV1APPIN BROTHERS
MAKE THE MOST LIBERAL ALLOWANCE FOR OLD SILVER PLATE

EITHER FOR CASH OR IN EXCHANGE FOR GOODS.

ITIHIS new Saponaceous Preparation for the Teeth is delicious and refreshing, arrests and pre-
-* vents decay, and if parents will only insist on its regular use, their children will in all

probability never suffer the torments of toothache. It is strongly recommended by the leading
Dentists of the day.

BOUQUET D'ESTE.—This exquisite and delicate perfume is lasting as Frangipani and sweet
as Wood Violet. In 2s. 6d., 3s. 6ri„ and 5s. Bottles.

West End Dep6t, H. RIGGE, New Bond Street. Manufactured solely by Armand et Fils,

Wholesale Perfumers, 75, Milton Street, E.G., London.

(PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED.)

3b£L ALLEN'S PATENT
PORTMANTEAUS
AND TRAVELLING BAGS,

LADIES' DRESS TRUNKS, DRESSING
BAGS, DESPATCH BOXES,

allen's patent bao. allen's patent despatch box.

And Five Hundred other articles for travelling. Illustrated Catalogues post free,

J. W. ALLEN, MANUFACTURER, 31, WEST STRAND, LONDON.

T MAPLE & Co.'s FIRST
«*• CLASS FURNITURE.
Mahopany Wing Wardrobes, 9 guineas; ditto, with
Plate Glass Doors, 11 guineas; ditto, in Painted
Wood, with Plate Glass Doors. 54 guineas; Bed-
steads of every description, in Word, Iron, and Brass,
fitted with Drapery and Bedding complete; several
Suites of Drawing-room Furniture, from 12 to 20
guineas; the Eugenie Easy Chair, 25«. ; Couch to
correspond, 3 guineas; many Chifloniers, with Plate
Glass and Marble, from && to £25 . Marqueterie
Cabinets from 2 guineas; very large ditto, in buhl,
from 5^12 to £-b ; Bookcases from 44 guineas.

Illustrated Catalogues free on application.
145, Tottenham Court Road.

DINING AND DRAWING
ROOM FURNITURE.

The Eugenie Easy-chair, price 25».
The Prince of Wales Chair, price 32s.
The Vienna Easy-chair, price 35a.
The Paragon Couch, price S guineas.
The Prince of Wales Couch, price 3J guineas.

J. Maple &t Co.

EXTRACT OF ROSES, FOR
«£ Cleansing, Preserving, and Beautifying
the Hair. Imparts to the Hair the fragrance of the
Kose, and gives it a smooth and glossy appear-
ance. After violent exercise, or in warm weather,
its refreshing qualities must be proved to be appre-
ciated. 3s., 5s., and 10s.

fl. Rigge, 35, New Bond Street.

BEDEHBAGH!

A New and Valuable Preparation of Cocoa.

» R Y'S ICELAND
MOSS COCOA.

In 1 lb., 4 lb., and J lb packets.
Sold by Grocers and Druggists.

J. S. Far a Sons, Bristol and London.

ROWLANDS' MACASSAR OIL, for promoting
the Growth, Restoring and Beautifying the Human
Hair.
ROWLANDS' KALYDOR for Improving and

Beautifying the Complexion and Skin, and Eradi-
cating Cutaneous defects.
ROWLANDS' ODON'TO, or Pearl Dentifrice, for

the Teeth, Gums, and Breath.
• nSold at 20, Hatton Garden, and by Chemists and
Perfumers.

.GARDNERS 2.2.0

\DINNER SERVICES:

^wwBiBBBBff

J LEWIS'SAMES
INTERNATIONAL BOUQUET.

Price 28. 6d.

EASTERN ANNEXE, EXHIBITION.
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THE EXHAUSTED STUDENT.
Fond Parient. " Bless his heart—always Studying ! Read himself asleep
-Geography now, or something of that sort, I 'll be bound !

"

[No. It 's the Cookery Book.

COWPER AND WATTS.
" Mr. Cowper said that the Trafalgar Fountains would be, in May,

something to be proud of."

—

His Speech, March 31st.

Why should those Fountains, made to hide

Yon Wilkins job, provoke our pride ?

They spoil our site, they waste our tin,

But shall not lead us into sin.

When first you laid the water on,

All hope of elegance was gone,

And now you want to make a boast

Of that sad proof of chances lost. .

How proud we are, yes, to view
Those stone dumb-waiters, squat and skew,
When every New Road stone-shop's store

Kept better fountains long before.

Let 's show we know our own deserts,

Nor talk about our ugly squirts,

At least while two such fountains flow

As France displays at Brompton Show.

THE DENOMINATION OF SNOB.

The South Eastern Gazette records the laying, by the

Earl of Darnley, of the foundation of the New Bagged
School about to be built at Gravesend. The Clergy and
Dissenting Ministers of the town were invited, and plenty

of the latter came; but the former were conspicuous by
their absence, and particularly twe of them, who did not

even answer the invitations they had received. A reverend
nonconformist had to perform the suitable devotions.

The noble Earl, professing himself " a strict Churchman,"
regretted to find that the Gravesend clergy " were totally

unrepresented on the occasion," and " that amongst other-

wise pious and godly men a system of exclusiveness

prevailed." What is the meaning of all this ? Had the

Dissenting Ministers insulted the Clergy, or did the Clergy
mean to insult the Dissenting Ministers ? Which were the

Snobs ?

M'Clellan's Last.

He that fights and recedes for a strategic reason,

May live to fight another season.

P.S. Yes, Sir.

A MUSICAL PETITION.
My dear Gladstone,

The Boyal Academy of Music is in want of funds, and I
hear that a Memorial has lately been addressed to you to notify the fact.

Of course I need not ask if you have read this composition, for I know
that as a conscientious servant of the State you carefully peruse every
paper put before you, with as much pains and attention as you do your
weekly Punch. I need therefore scarce remind you that, besides a
number of equally good grounds for claiming aid from your Exchequer,
it is urged in this memorial :

—

*' That the good effect upon the million of the introduction of practical music into
the course of national education must afford Her Majesty's Government perfect
satisfaction with this important measure. As the public power of comprehending
an art increases, to elevate the character of those whose duty is both to form the
public taste and gratify it becomes more and more indispensable. Music has made
prodigious progress in England during the last forty years, and it now holds promi-
nent importance in the intellectual development of the country ; coincident with
this course of advancement have been the workings of the Royal Academy of Music,
and the national advantages that might issue from such an Institution would
increase with the natural capacity to benefit by them. The revived importance of
Church Music is a significant feature of this progress ; and another is the improve-
ment in the Music of the Army ; in both of which departments it would surely be
of value to the authorities that have the granting of appointments, could they refer
to certificates as to the competency of candidates for such appointments from an
Institution like the Academy, which was dignified by the countenance of Her
Majesty's Government. In the consideration of the desirability and the capabilities

of the Academy, the immense importance of music as furnishing occupation to the
industrial classes must be taken into account, many thousands of the population
being at present engaged in the facture of musical instruments, the engraving and
printing of music, &c., and the extent of employment of this nature increases with
the increase of the knowledge of the art throughout the country."

Surely, my dear Gladstone, for these reasons alone the Academy of

Music is deserving of support ; and although only a few nights of the
Session now are left to you, I am sure you will name one of them to

bring the application for a grant before the House. What is wanted
the Memorialists have taken care to state; and you will not doubt their

competence to judge of it when you see among their signatures such

names as Bennett, Garcia, Smart, Benedict, Macfarren, Leslie,

Mellon, Wallace, Tietjens, and Jenny Lind :

—

" The Academy is not now to be considered as an experiment ; the forty years'

experience of its operations, through all its vicissitudes of fortune and of manage-
ment, is a sufficient test of its capabilities. These capabilities are restricted by the

extent of its funds, and qualified by the necessary means of acquiring these funds.

It is not always the most gifted individuals who have the best pecuniary resources,

and it is therefore deeply to be regretted that the present large rate of annual

payment (three and thirty guineas) should be required from the pupils. While,

therefore, the grant by Government of a building for the carrying on of the opera-

tions of the establishment (a support enjoyed by all the scientific and artistic bodies

in the metropolis) would greatly relieve the academy of its apprehensions, the

concession of yet more liberal assistance would give the power of diminishing the

charges to students, and increasing the number of free scholarships, and thus vastly

enhance the benefits of the Institution."

Being devoted to "the spreading of a pure knowledge of art and the

extending of its refining influence," the Academy of Music, if helped

liberally by Government, might really work such wonders as one hardly

dares to guess at. If only properly encouraged, there is very little

doubt that its "refining influence" might eventually be extended to

street-singers and musicians; and that, being instructed in a "pure
knowledge of art," these performers would no longer cause such tor-

ture as they now do to the ears of all who hear them. Much as I now
loathe, detest and execrate street-music, I should not complain if

Joachim came once a week or so and played a bit of Beethoven
awhile beneath my window ; nor should I growl or grumble if a Mario
or a Sims Beeves were now and then to serenade me with Rossini or

Mozart. Well, you see if the Academy of Music be supported, there

really is no saying how the Joachims and Marios and Sims Reeveses
may be multiplied ; and I am sure that this reflection will be in itself

sufficient to incline a liberal Government to be liberal in its grant.

Music, it is said, has done much for the million ; and something short

of a million might do much for music.

With just a nudge to Pam to back you in the matter, I remain, my
dear Gladstone, yours most sincerely, _

VOL. XLIII.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

he 21st July. Monday. Lord
Chelmsford (motto " Spes et

Fortum" it should have been

rich Me. Hope's) objected to

part of a Bill which it seems

permits the Board of Trade,

now the possessors of Rams-
gate Harbour, to make railways

through that aristocratic water-

ing place. As usually happens

when lordly or other lawyers

oppose schemes, some selfish

interest is at the bottom of the

business, and Lord Stanley
of Alderley (motto "Sans
Changer ") pointed out that this

opposition was not Ramsgate's,

but for some ship-owner's pri-

vate benefit.
_
Lord Sans

Changer having made the

law lord take his change out of

that, the Duke of Montrose
(motto "Ne oubliez") having

shown that he had not for-

gotten the facts, and Earl
Granville (motto " Fraugas

non flectes") intimating that

he had not the least intention

of bending, the Bill passed.

The only reason Punch can see

for not introducing a new rail

into Ramsgate is, that everybody there is on the rail from morning

to night, railing at the landladies' charges, cribs, and cribbings. Note

to Sojourners.
' When a landlady, with some ostentation, has given you

a Bramah key of the cheffonier, and hoped you will be very careful in

locking up your brandy and so on, draw the article of furniture from the

wall and examine the rear. Some of these depositaries are ingeniously

made to open with a Hap at the back. We wouldn't have peached,

Mrs. Buffins, but you were so rude as well as so exacting, and you

know you stole that champagne. Six hundred and fifty-five Ladies of

Berkshire, signified, via Lord Abingdon (motto "Virtus Ariete For-

tior "), that they would (circumstances favouring) marry their deceased

Sisters' Husbands.
The Scotch Salmon Bill passed the Lords, the Earl of Galloway

(motto "Virescit vulnere virtus") having tried to get the Solway taken

out of the measure, we have no idea why. Love swells like the Solway
and ebbs like its tide, as Lochinvar fits, observed, but we do not see

the bearing of the fact upon salmon. The Bill is law, and we hope
Lord Galloway's Virtue will Flourish all the more for this extremely

slight Wound to his self-importance.

Mr. S. Fitzgerald inquired what measures"were being taken for the

protection of English subjects and property at New Orleans. A very

proper inquiry, considering that British ladies may be there, and that

General Butler certainly is. The answer was rather mystical, but

assurance was given that the subject is being attended to by the

Government.
We pay £39,747 to Dissenting ministers in Ireland. Mr. Hadfield,

Punch is bound to say, with consistency, moved in Supply that this

vote be refused. Sir Robert Peel's happy faculty of saying graceful

things again availed him, and he mauaged to intimate that the gift was
a sort of political boon to the Irish Presbyterians. " A grant for

bribing them, in fact," said our plain-spoken Viscount Williams.
" I did not say that." " But that is what you meant," continued the

downright nobleman. "You bribe them to be loyal, and this is needless,

for there is not a disloyal man in the kingdom." Bravo, our dear

Lord, but this comes of conferring hereditary honours on patriots. If

you did not wear a glittering coronet, such an utterance would be an
honest honourable testimony from a man of the people. Of course the

vote passed, despite Peel the Putter-of-foot-in-it.

A capital bit of Lord Dundreary. Everybody knows that Daniel
Maclise has put up a most noble work at Westminster. Opposite to

it is a lancet window, which throws all kinds of intrusive colours upon
the painting. Complaint is made by Lord H. Lennox, and Dun-
dreary Cowper says that a fellah can't do everything, no fellah can
be expected to do everything', you know, he had ordered a deaf person

—

stop—no he had ordered a blind person—no, no, a blind person couldn't

see a picture, you must see that— it was a blind, not a person, that 's

right, at least he had ordered, a person to put up a blind, and that most
inadequate—stop, he wasn't inadequate—inadvertent, that was it—that

inadequate person had gone, at least he hadn't gone, and not put the
thing up.

Lord Palmerston, in reference to Belgrade, said that the authorities

seemed to have got an unpleasant way of bombarding the townspeople,

but that the Consuls were to intimate that this was rather like adminis-
trative eccentricity.

The Royal Academy then came to grief, Lord Elcho carrying a
motion for a commission to inquire into its goinsrs on. Mr. Cowper
surrendered without a blow, but amiable Lord John Manners, cer-

tainly without intending it, said the cruellest thing. He " hoped that

the Royal Academy would not be again attacked while there were so

many distinguished foreign artists in London." Just so—while every-

body feels uncomfortable in mentioning before foreign artists the name
of the Academy, which actually refused M. Meyerbeer a ticket for

the Dinner, and excluded other " distinguished foreign artists " in order
to make room for people who had as much business at the board as the
beadles in the hall. A cruelly hard hit, Lord John, and highly calcu-

lated, as your respected motto says,
" Pour y Pan>enir" e \i that means

to Attain the Object of serving out your proteges.

Lord Pam having " chaffed " Mr. Scully upon his exertions in

favour of Cork, and Mr. Solicitor-General having rebuked Mr.
Solicitor Cox for acting as the organ of some Law Stationers, in

opposition to certain Chancery Reforms, there was more Supply. The
Premier told a gay story about a sailor's wife, and complimented the

young diplomatic service, which Mr. Layard said had long ceased to

deserve the " cigar and kid-glove " conventional reproach. But there

is a certain order of Dull Dogs who will no more surrender this bit of

wit than they will cease to describe aldermen as having protuberant

stomachs, will abstain from throwing a light upon the subject, when they

turn on gas, or will desist from calling a thing, " far-fetched," because
they cannot understand it. Our young friends the diplomatists must
continue to writhe under' such epigrams as those of Mr. White, of

Brighton. Then came a little Fortifications debate, and Lord Pal-
merston informed Mr. Bernal Osborne that he was known to have
a " mania " on the subject, and that his opinion was valued accordingly.

Tuesday. The Thames Embankment Bill came before the Lords for

Second Reading. The Duke of Bucclextch, (motto, "Amo") came
amiably out of the controversy, complaining that he had been misrepre-

sented, and that though he certainly saw great practical objections to

the scheme, independently of his natural objection to the disturbance

of his privacy, he Dowed to the decision of the House of Commons.
The Prince's Bow, and the Beaufort Bow were—and Mr. Punch's Bow
is—among the Marvels— the Buccleuch Bow shall henceforth take its

place among gracefulnesses. Other lords talked, but not over wisely,

and so it sumceth to say that the important feature in the Bill is now
officially declared safe—safe it of course, in fact, was from the moment
Mr. Punch's eagle eye fell on the dispute.

Captain Grant says that he has improved Army Cooking, and the

House, by a majority of one only, supported the Government in its

decision not to give him any more money than reimbursed his experi-

ment expenses. But the monovote has obtained him an official

rehearing. Mr. Milner Gibson does not consider that railway engine-

drivers, who are very highly paid for their skilled labour, and who,

if they work extra hours, do so voluntarily and for extra pay, have

any claim to the attention of Parliament. Mr. Gladstone has the

same idea in reference to the Postmen, whose complaints Sir George
Bowyer brought up. The Chancellor of the Exchequer thinks

that they are very well paid, considering that they are of "a low class"

of men, and have nothing in the way of brain-work to do except see

that they knock at the door indicated on the letter, and moreover, are

better paid than the Policeman, who has every kind of work to do, from
the fighting seven Irishmen at once, to the directing a Mossoo from

Bethnal Green to Belgrave Squarrr.

Mr. Charles Pelham Villiers, President of the Poor Law Board,

then brought in his Bill for relieving the distress in the Manufacturing

Districts. The relief is confined to Lancashire and Yorkshire, and the

plan is to work out the noble old plan of the Elizabethan statesmen.

A parish overweighted by_ poor rate is to be able to call on the Union,

and an over-weighted Union is to be able to call on other Unions. Mr.
Bouverie, who formerly held the same office, did not think that a case

had been made out for such a Bill. The House of Commons thought

otherwise. The Bill was introduced, and was debated on Thursday night,

and read a Second Time, the Committee being fixed for the following

Monday. It is at present forbidden to England to mediate between

those whose fratricidal strife is the cause of the distress, but at least it

is permitted to her to interpose between starvation and those who have

hitherto bravely borne the hardest form of sorrow.

Wednesday. A small attempt by Mr. Hadfield at an interference

with the law of judgments having been pronounced "most objection-

able" by the Attorney-General, and Mr. Hadfield being _ snuffed

out, it was proposed to go iuto Committee on the Night Poaching Bill.

A regular row ensued.
" There is a large majority in favour of some

such measure, but the minority is strong and determined. So the

House went at it hammer and tongs. The same disruption of parties,

to which Mr. Punch has before alluded, occurred. Lord Stanley
opposed the Bill as bad, and also impolitic, Mr. Bass, on the other

hand supported it, owning birds as well as beer, and Mr. INewdegate,

a keen sportsman, wished the Bill made more moderate. The scene in

the House was edifying, and the noise made by some of the antagonists
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was preternatural. Nevertheless, there was a majority oi 90 for going

into Committee, and there were varying majorities ot 7b, 129, 122, and

70 on other fights, and the battle was renewed on the next evening

when the Committee fought over the First Clause till three in the

morning, the promoters of the Bili winning by majorities varying Irom

62 to 79. The House has fairly waked up for a Game light.

Thursday. Bills pass as fast as cabs after the opera. A little Divorce

Bill, as it was called, though merely a continuance pleasure relative to

collusion cases, gave Lord Bedesdale (motto " Fquabihter et Dili-

genter") an opportunity of losing bis Equability, and showing some

angry Diligence in abusing the new system of Divorce. Living at Bats-

ford, he is rather shortsighted.

Sib, George Grey promised a Bill, next year, for abolishing Metro-

politan turnpikes. So these nuisances will be done away, and that

fellow at a pike which might be named, who keeps bad halt-crowns to

change for the good ones tendered to him, and bullies until he gets

aood money for bad, had better look out for a new occupation ; some-

thing highly genteel in the garotting line Punch would suggest. Me.
Layard announced that a Commercial Treaty between this country

and Belgium had been signed. Between the interesting debates to

which Mr. Punch has already referred, an uninteresting one intervened,

and an attempt was made at a Count while Sir H, Bruce was speaking

But the excellent motion was wrecked on the Sands in that detested

glass of the Speaker, and in came a lot, headed by the silver-haired

Attorney-General, were counted, and went out again. Mr. Punch,

who meant to have gone to the opera, flew at one of the beautiful little

telegraphs, and frantically spelt out to Mrs. Punch, G.O.B.Y.Y.O. U.R,

S.E.L.F.L.EA.V.E.O.U.T.T.H.E.B.R.A.N.D.Y.

Friday. A : Fortifications Debate in the I Lords, and Lord Ellen-

borough (motto, Compositum jusfasque animi) not only wishes to Unite

Law And Equity but also to unite complete safety for England with

judicious economy. He seemed to disapprove of the outlay for our

Educational army of " 3000 stalwart meu and strong-minded women."
He was also good enough to give some excellent advice to the Emperor
of the French. The Duke oe Somerset (motto, Foy pour devoir)
declared that the Navy was conducted upon principles of the strictest

economy, and the Duke of Cambridge (motto, Bieu et mon Droit)
was of course instructed to say the same for the Army. Lord Mal-
mesbury (motto, Ubique patriamreminisci) did not doubt the Emperor,
but the French of the Future. Earl Grey (motto, Be bon vouloir
servir le roy) served the country by showing ill-will generally, and Earl
Russell (motto, Che sara sara) believed that what will be will be, but
that if we have a good militia and home resources, and defend our
arsenals we have little else to fear. The Bill was read a Second Time.
In the Commons there was an interesting Canadian debate, in which

divers great guns discharged themselves. Sir George Lewis thought
that there was no immediate danger of hostilities with the Northern
States of America, for though they were awfully riled at our recognising
the South as belligerents, they would see that we could do nothing
else, especially as the North did the same by not treating the Southern
vessels as pirates.

_
It was intimated that we had sent all the men to

Canada whom we intended to send, and that it would be well for that
Colony to take note of the fact.

A
_
dialogue between Mr. C. Bentinck and Mr. Cowper on the

Parliamentary Frescoes brought the week's discussions to an end.
Messrs. Maclise_, Cope, and Ward received unqualified praise. Mr.
Herbert's delay in completing his work was attributed to his honour-
able anxiety to make it as perfect as possible ; but Mr. Dyce, who has
had all his money, but has not done his work, and is keeping the Queen
out of the robing-room, was not quite so politely spoken of, though
Mr. Cowper, like the nobleman in Love's Labour Lost—

" Chides the Dyce in honourable terms."

Punch defies his Mend, the Reverend Alexander D. to supply a
more appropriate citation.

A SWELL'S COMPLAINT.
" St. James's Square.

ir,— Being yourself of ig-

noble extraction—you will

pardon my frankness— I

take it for granted that you
are tremendously aristo-

cratic, and that you will

sympathise with me in the

feeling I am about to ex-

press.

" What a very disgusting

thing it is that we resort to

the lowest class for all our
slang phrases and other as-

sistance to wit. Upon my
life, it is not exactly to the

credit of Swelldom that no
word that ever becomes
popular can be traced to the

gilded saloons and all that,

but comes from the public

house, or the prison, or the

cabstand, or some such low
quarter. Iremember no ex-

ception, since his lamented
Grace the Duke of Wel-
lington certainly made
' and no mistake ' the word
of the day.

" The statement in reference to universal serenity, the inquiry as to
the information possessed by one's mamma as to one's absence from
home, the intimation that a lodging was not open to a person named
Mr. Fergusson, the expression of disbelief comprised in the mention
of the name of Mr. Walker, the ironical demand whether you are
not anxious to obtain the matter in question, the suggestion for placing
your friend's decision in the tube that contains lighted tobacco, the
semi-classical reference to the sinister shoulder, the apocryphal corrup-
tion of Mihi et, Peate Martine, the allusion to the symbol of mourning
encircling the hat, the solicitation to use a hatchet upon the organ of
sight, the direction to cease conversation (evidently the mere order to
close a shop) are all, as their very nature shows, phrases taken from
the inferior orders. Yet, how large a popularity they have in their
time gained among us, and indeed but for them how many lively young
gentlemen (swells—even that word is a thief's term) would have small
claim to wit. And this senseless ' Any other Man ' is, I understand, a
mere catchword of some black-faced buffoon at a singing house.

" Don't you think, Sir, that it would be to the credit of the class to

which you and I belong, if the Aristocracy would invent something
good, and save us from the humiliation of owing all our fun to the
lower orders ?

" Yours affectionately,

" Coriolanus Cocky."

THE UNDEEPAID POSTMEN.

Nobody can possibly be underpaid by any payment which he chooses

to accept. The only way in which anybody can be underpaid is by
paying him less than the sum that he was engaged for. These are the
reasons why the present pay of the postmen is not, as Sir George
Bowyer maintains, inadequate; and they also demonstrate that 9s.

a week is enough for a Dorchester labourer. But the labour-market is

the labour-market, and, by leave of Mr. Gladstone, what is sauce for

the goose is sauce for the gander. The country would be right, if it

would be safe, in taking the lowest bidder for the office of Chancellor
of the Exchequer. It might obtain a statesman of sufficient ability

to frame an equitable scheme of taxation on reasonable terms.

In a certain sense, on the other hand, it is undeniable that the post-

men are underpaid. A postman cannot keep a carriage and an opera-

box, or send his son to Eton, on 18s. or even 50s. a week : he cannot

afford Lafitte, or even Mr. Gladstone's smallest claret. He is paid

more than a policeman ; but what is that to the purpose ?
_
It may prove

not that the postman is paid better, but only that the policeman is paid

worse. Considered as a human being with an appetite for turtle and
venison, a relish for champagne, a love of splendour, and an admirer of

female beauty, how very few people are sufficiently paid ! Think how
scantily a soldier or a sailor is paid. Yet he takes all he can get, and
the nation gives him as little as it prudently can. So tailors sweat

their journeymen, and man- milliners cut then needlewomen down. It

is all right; but the defenders of their country, as wdl_ as the needle-

women and the stitching tailors, are sadly underpaid in proportion, to

their capacity for enjoyment. According to this standard all public

servants are deplorably underpaid, except some of the upper servants,

as the Bishops, the great Law Officers, and the Ministers of the

Crown. _____

Neck Bens Intersit.

The American War is now virtually over, and we cau only ask why
it was not put a stop to sooner. The Senate has stepped in at last, and

effectually finished the business by a simple enactment. All the_ Cou-

lederates were to lay down their arms in sixty days, and all who did not

were to be hanged as rebels, The Federal Government has but to carry

out this law, and there is an end of the struggle. How very odd that

nobody thought of this earlier ! However, never too late to mend the

Union, even with a rope.



Infuriate Captain. " You Scoundrel, I'll have you up as sure as tou are born!"
Cabby. " What ! Summonse me! Oh no, yer won't, my Lord. You'll never take the trouble."

[Exit Cabby with three aiid sixpence over his fare.

Moral. It is better when you have a difference with a Cabman, to give him your Card, and let him Summon you.

THE FORENSIC SCHOOL FOR SLANDER.
Whilst the Press must not call a rogue a rogue, the Bar in its wig

and gown, is privileged to libel anybody as much as it likes. Mr. Punch
lias always thought that there ought to be some limit to the lies and
slander which counsel are permitted to utter on behalf of their clients.

Sir, C. Cresswell appears to be of the same opinion on this point with
Mr. Punch. In the Court of Probate and Divorce, the other day, was
tried a suit for dissolution of marriage and damages ; Spedding (clerk)

v. Spedding and Lander. On behalf of the defendant, according to
Law report :

—

"Dr. Wambey addressed the Court in mitigation of damages. This was the first

time a clergyman of the Church of England had come forward, without blushing, to
ask a jury to appraise his honour, or to avail himself of the action for criminal con-
versation, an action which an eminent judge had declared to be a disgrace to our
law and manners. The probability was, that Dr. Lander was as much the seduced
as the seducer ; and if the jury gave the reverend gentleman 2,000 farthings it

would be 1,1)99 too many."

In summing up, however, SlB. C. Cresswell said :

—

'

' There certainly could be no reason why a clergyman in a humble station in the
church, who had been left to bring up a family without the assistance of his wife,
should blush to ask damages of the adulterer who had deprived him of her society.
They might rather ask whether the adulterer ought not to blush, when for the sake
of saving his money he instructed his counsel to vilify the woman he had debauched ?

The co-respondent was not present, but he (Sir C. Cresswell) could not help look-
ing to see whether the learned doctor who represented him did not blush when he
put forward such an argument. (A laugh.) The learned doctor had resorted to the
common, low, vulgar, and miserable cry that it was the woman who had been the
seducer."

Counsel engaged in defending a blackguard before Sir C. Cresswell,
or any other judge who is both a judge and a gentleman, will perhaps
in future beware how they obey their client's instructions to the extent
of resorting to a common, low, vulgar, and miserable cry, and venting
calumnies which they know to be falsehoods that have been fabricated
by Mm or his attorney, if not by themselves. If their impudence can
stand the rebuke of a judge, their self-interest may yet mind the
decision of a jury. The jury in the case above-cited, believed so much

of what the advocate for the co-respondent asserted, that they found a

verdict for the petitioner, with £1,000 damages. Hence at least gen-
tlemen of the long robe and lax principles may derive a warning to take
some heed of the service for which they let their tongues, and not
befoul their venal mouths with unscrupulous abuse, to the sole end of

prejudicing the cause which they have to plead, and obtaining an
adverse verdict.

MILITARY MERIT REWARDED.
What did Sir G. C. Lewis mean by the subjoined argument, which,

if correctly reported, he urged against General Lindsay's motion for

requiting the services rendered to the public by Captain Grant in

the invention of cooking apparatus and improvement of cookery for the

Army ?

—

" Captain Grant had already been compensated for all the expenses he had
incurred. He was originally on full pay and was now on half-pay, and he could not
therefore be said to be unremunerated for his services."

Sir G. C. Lewis's logical abilities oblige us to suspect that there
must be some mistake in the last sentence. Should it not have been
" He was originally on half-pay and was now on full pay ? " That
reading surely is required by the deduction which follows

—
" Therefore

he could not be said to be unremunerated for his services " To remu-
nerate an officer by reducing him to half-pay is to grant him the remu-
neration which was awarded to Colonel Bentinck. Is the improve-
ment of army cookery and culinary apparatus a service of the same
nature as that of bullying and intimidating an officer ? The remuneration
which consists in reducing a man's wages looks railier like the reward
of demerit.

Quorum Pars.

In a report of a Country Sessions case, we find that the solicitor for

the defendant appealed to the feelings of the " Justices, as fathers."

Is this his translation of the above ?
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OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.
After trying three and twenty different schemes for seeing the

Exhibition systematically, I have come to the conclusion, in a very

DunSreary-me humour, that it is one of those things no fellow can

accomplish unless it be some one of indomitable patience and a

regular " grinding " organ of Individuality, as for instance the ingenious

editor of Bradshaw's Railway Guide, the Eerpetual " Grand Vice " of

the Statistical Club, or one of those painstaking gentlemen who always

know how to do everything better than anybody else. As for me, I

roam through the World's Fair as I should like to do through the

world itself, somewhat carelessly—taking things as I find them—hard-
ware, machinery, fine arts, food and clothing, silks and velvets, woollen

and worsted—each and all are interesting in their way, from the rudest

fabric of New Zealand to ike latest conceit from Sevres. I wander
about the great building, I say, note-book in hand, as becomes your

faithful correspondent, on shilling days and half-crown days, and meet

a score of worthies who wag their heads knowingly, and suppose I am
registering jokes by the hundred. Only the other morning I encountered

Lady Maresnest (widow of the celebrated civic functionary of that

name) who, observing me examine some mineral products with atten-

tion, thought fit to twit me about getting up an article for Punch.
" Good Heavens, M 'am," I said, " what fun can I make out of arsenical

mundic ? Do you suppose there is a vein of humour running through a

Durham coal-field ? " Eut that is the way with some
_
unreasonable

people. I declare ever since I have had the honour of being connected

with your journal, I cannot make the commonest observation to certain

friends without its being misconstrued, and the other day on asking a

young lady whether she had been to see Blondin yet, she replied, " Go
along, you funny thing—do," a sentence which I have since vainly

attempted to interpret.

Having heard of the piping bullfinch in Switzerland, I made my
way to that department on Saturday last, and found a crowd of people

assembled round a little casket, where the automaton songster appears

to roost for five days in the week. " Aw ! When ith he going to thing ? "

asks some expectant swell with " Piccadilly weepers " of the most breezy

character and beautiful gamboge coloured gloves. " Toosdays and
Fridays," answers policeman X, who has mentioned those clays about
ten times over during the last minute. " Aw ! Can't he lay an egg now
—or do thomething else to-day ? " continues he of the whiskers. " Toos-
days and Fridays " repeats the peeler very sternly. " Aw ! Vewy well.

'Spose better turn up 'gain
;

" and here our friend went off muttering
something about a " mons 'ous baw."

There must be something peculiarly attractive to our national taste

in the ascent of high places. I never met an Englishman at Rouen who
did not want to mount the cathedral Heche, nor at Florence but he
must go to the top of Giotto's tower. So in the International, our
countrymen are climbing up the Tasmanian wood trophy, and insist on
swarming into the revolving lantern from morn till sunset. Luckily
there is no staircase to the Domes, or I am convinced there would be a
shower of aerolites in the sliape of pocket flasks and catalogues falling

from the hands of enthusiasts on our devoted heads below. As it is,

we sit in peace under the shadow of the Livistona Borbonica, and
listening to Mendelsohn's famous Wedding March as the music rolls

forth from the pipes of Walker's organ, we can see in one comprehen-
sive glance Zolverein and Hanse Towns, Austria, Belgium, Switzerland
and France represented under one capacious roof. I look up the S.W.
transept, and round its huge window see inscribed these words :

—

" DEUS IN TEKRAM RESPEXIT ET IMPLEV1T ILLAM BONIS SUIS."

What a cheerful homily might be preached on that text—what a grate-
ful congregation would

_
assemble at such a shrine ! I hope the

reverend gentleman who is destined to occupy that beautifully carved
pulpit from Louvain will remember where it has so long been standing,
and shape his first discourse accordingly. If there be sermons in stones,
how much more in the countless wonders we see around us herer

1

" Implevit Mam Bonis suis" and yet Dr. Maw-worme would have us
believe that everything is hateful, ici-bas ! I think this world seems to
each of us—what we make it, and whenever I hear a man sigh over its

earthiness, I fancy he must have been some time grubbing in the soil

himself.

An ingenious German exhibits some drawings and statuettes to
illustrate his theories about the growth of that interesting animal-
Man—from the age of fifteen to three hundred months, showing what
height we ought to be at various stages of our life. Like most of the
philosophical propositions emanating from Vaterland, this seems a little

far-fetched, and how our statistical friend could have arrived at his
average without separately studying the various effects of climate,
parentage, gymnastics and premature grog—to say nothing of such
exceptions as Tom Thumb and the Cremorne giant—it would puzzle
anyone to imagine. For my part, having completed my 300th month,
and standing, as I do, about sixty-five inches in my Balmorals, I am

disinclined to believe in any standard but that which Nature and my
bootmaker designed for me.

One cannot help being struck in strolling through the various courts
with the great display of candles—English, French, and German—
" short sixes," " long fours," and " double wicks," wax, tallow, and com-
posite, piled up in all directions. One grand columnar trophy of this
description bearing the inscription of Apollo Kerzen und Seieen,
leaves us in doubt whether the soap and candles referred to are named
after the god of light or whether the firm which supplies them is really
that of Apollo and Sun.

I don 't much care for French art as applied to manufacture. Most
of the articles in the S.W. court which ladies admire as "elegant and
tasteful," are the silliest gim-cracks ever seen. There is the old leaven
of the last century about them—the spirit of Roccoco with its shep-
herds and shepherdesses, its peryerted shapes and misplaced ornament.
I saw a huge carpet representing an episode in the life of Napoleon
the Third, and although, where that potentate is concerned, no one
knows what may be upon the tapis, I must submit that rugs are not fit

vehicles for pictorial illustration. Our English schools of design are
attended by better results. I prefer Hart's and Hardman's metal
work to Gautier's bronzes, and Minton's majolica to modern Sevres.
It is in classes 20 and 24 that our Gallic friends are strongest, and
when I lead my beloved Unknown to the hymeneal altar she shall don
the silks of M. M. Savoye and Eavier, and wear one of Chevalier's
priceless veils.

ELIXIRS OE LONG LIFE.

Much valuable information on the Art of Prolonging Life may
perhaps be derived from Hueeland and Flourens, but by far the
most eligible way of attaining to a good old age is indicated in the
subjoined extract from the Times relative to Duke Pasquier, who
has just departed this life at that of 96.

" The Virtues op a Good Dinner.—The fashionable Paris journal le Sport
mourns over the death of Doc Pasquier as an irretrievable loss to the lovers of
good dinners. He was remarkable for his hospitality, and was particularly fond of
having at his table three times in each week members of the Academic Francaise,
and was known at 'la fourchette d'or.' His dinnei'S were remarkable for their
taste. He was fond of good living, and attributed his long life to his alimentation.
He looked upon the digestion as the centre of all the affections, feelings, and ideas.
He presided over the organisation of his kitchen himself, leaving the manipulation
to a female. His excellent dinners were said to have had much influence during
his Ministry."

Biography, in the foregoing paragraph, is gastronomy teaching by
example. Old Cornaro dieted himself, and so it seems did old Pas-
quier, but on a more scientific and much preferable principle. Cornaro
put himself on low diet, eating nothing that could hurt him ; Pasquier
on full, taking care that all he ate should do him good. As to old

Parr, with whose name certain Life Pills are associated, it is probable
that he owed his length of days to taking no pills nor any other medicine,_

and to not eating any delicious Revalenta Arabica Food instead, for if

in his time there had been any food of the kind to eat, it would have
done him no good, and certainly there were no such pills to swallow.
Lord Byron mentions early rising as conducive to longevity, aud
pleasantly tells you that you may

" When cofiin'd at fourscore,

Engrave upon your plate you rose at four."

Pasquier was coffined at fourscore and sixteen, and his executors
might have engraved upon his plate, which ought to have been a dinner
plate, that he dined at seven, or whatever was his dining-hour, and
used always to have the best dinner that he could obtain. Duke
Pasquier appreciated the importance of digestion. He knew that

—

excuse the variation of a cherished couplet

—

" Sauces and spice, and all meats nice,

Are what the greatest men are made of."

Our food turns into our blood, our blood into our solid substance,

including our brain, and as our brains are, so are our minds. Mentally
and bodily our quality depends upon what we eat and drink. The
digestion is, as Pasquier believed, the centre of all the affections,

feelings, and ideas. There we consume the fuel that works the whole
machine. Let us mind how we stoke ourselves. In Pasquier's loug
life we see the fruits of good living. _We should endeavour to follow

his admirable example. Let us preside over the organisation of our
kitchens ourselves, and leave only the manipulation to a female. What
is to hinder us from adopting that salutary system but the want of time
and means ? But so it is, unfortunately with some of us, whose best

and wisest resolutions are frustrated by an excess of occupation and
a deficiency of £ s. d. Happy is he who can afford to be his own head
cook. It is in no witch's kitchen that the elixir of life is brewed.
Every gentleman can concoct it in his own.

"Pax in Bello.
:'—The Dogs of War.
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DIVERSIONS OF DRILL.

Facetious Sergeant. " and at the word ' dismiss ' you all immediately
' slope' without further word o' command."

AN OVATION TO AN AMBASSADOR.
According to a news letter from Rome :

—

" At Frascati the national party offered an ovation to Count Kis-
selrff, Russian Minister, on the occasion of the recognition of the
kingdom of Italy by the Cabinet of St. Petersburg."

The statement that certain persons offered a man an ova-
tion is something new in the phraseology of penny-a-lining.
It is generally said that So-and-so received, or that his
admirers gave him, an ovation. That may mean that the
people gave him a pelting with stale eggs, as we have
before suggested. Even at Rome the Romans themselves
would now no longer decree an ovation or minor triumph to
a general for having gained a small victory, that is to say,
if they had any generals of their own to honour ; though
they would doubtless be ready enough to give any one of
the generals who dragoon them under the Pope an ovation
of the other kind. Such an unsavoury ovation as that,

however, is not the sort of ovation which the liberal Frasca-
tians could possibly have offered to Count Kisseleff on
the strength of the recognition by Russia of the Italian
Kingdom, or indeed to anybody on any account whatever,
because it is an ovation which everybody would decline.

The ovation offered by them to the Russian Minister must
have been one which they expected that his Excellency
would accept; a savoury not an unsavoury ovation: per-
haps it was a savoury omelet.

A Poem to Fatti.

O Charming Adelina !

How sweet is thy Amina!
How bewitching thy Zerlina !

How seldom has there been a

More tunable Noruia !

And have I ever seen a
More enjoyable Rosina ?
But to tell the praise I mean a-

-Las ! there should have been a

Score more rhymes to Adelina.

THE WEATHER AGAIN.

Heine said, (exulting in the cool gloom of a cathedral in

a real July) that Roman Catholicism was a very good
religion for the Summer. If so, no wonder the Pope feels

discouraged this year.

PURITANS AND PLAYERS.

f {From the " Quarterly Review" for August, 1885.)

_
The Bicentenary Celebration of 1862 by which (as we showed at the

time) the Dissenters of all classes, in imitation of the Pope or Rome,
sought to consolidate their forces, was productive of the most brilliant

results, and did great honour to the prescience of the farsighted Miall,
Vaughan, and Bright. In a few years their triumph was complete,

and the Church of England was reformed, church organs were destroyed,

the beadle was dressed in decent black, and prayer-books ceased to be
adorned with velvet and gold. Perhaps, had the new Puritan Fathers
stopped here, there would not have been much to complain of, but the

intolerant spirit broke out into violence, and, as in old days, ruthless

war was waged against all who differed from the fierce bigots in power.
As heretofore, the poor Player was the victim of the persecuting
Puritan. In spite of the intercession of the benevolent but feeble

Lord Ebury, his now tyrannical allies proclaimed war against the
Theatres. Shakspeare, Sheridan, Knowles, and Talfourd were
for a time allowed to be performed, but all lighter representations were
suppressed. Miall himself, hymn-book in hand, rushed upon the stage
of the Lyceum at the thousand and second representation oiPeep o' Day,
and with a savage joke made, as lie said, " shipwreck of Falconer."
Dr. Vaughan, attended by a violent mob of fanatical young students
from Homerton,!broke into the Princess's Theatre during a performance,
and though for a moment delayed by the belief that Mr. Kean was
preaching, they no sooner discovered that the Corsica)/. Brothers was
being played, than they rushed upon the stage, scattered the affrighted

actresses, and even the tears of Carlotta Leclercq only so far

softened the rugged schismatics as to permit her and her sister-per-

formers to depart unharmed on condition of their immediately joining

the Abimelech Congregational Union. At the Haymarket, Bubbles of
the Bay was attempted, but Bright suddenly entered, and with the
voice of Cromwell (at whom he now dressed) he cried, " Take away
those Bubbles." The gallant Lord Dundreary, as became a Cavalier

of long descent, drew a pistol, and but that his habitual unacquaintance

with technicalities made him fire it into the ceiling instead of at the

tyrant, the triumph of the latter might have been brief, had not the

Earl also forgotten to put in any bullet. The hardships sustained by
some of the actors were very sad. The Adelphi theatre was seized by
Spurgeon, who contumeliously offered Mr. Paul Bedford (with a

flippant jest at his Christian name, after the manner of Elephant Chapel)

the place of clerk, but the brave actor punched his head, likened him
to Punshon, and escaped. Less fortunate was Mr. Toole, who was
consigned to the Tabernacle Museum, and compelled to explain

Otaheitan idols and other heathen curiosities, to the penny visitors,

for nearly eight years, when he sprang out of window into a hay-

cart, and was carried into South Wales. Mr. Robson was brought

before the Court of Star Chamber, (an odious memory revived in

honour of Mr. Bright's paper,) and commanded to assume a real

Porter's Knot, and carry tracts from Clapham to Islington. The fine

elocutionary powers of Mrs. Stirling were made a pretext for setting

her to teach reading to a wretched school class, where Miss Louisa
Pyne was also sent to instruct the jeering urchins in Dr. Watts's
Songs. Mr. Buckstone vowed a revenge, and, affecting to be con-

vinced of the error of his ways by the arguments of Dr. Vaughan,
succeeded in so far blinding his persecutors that they actually allowed

him to address a crowded attendance of the Band of Hope and Juvenile

Abstainers, when he suddenly sang the " Country Fair," threw his

audience into convulsions, and sent home a thousand youthful mission-

aries to clamour in their households for reasonable recreation. For
this offence Buckstone was set in the pillory, but the people pelted

him with roses, and cast bonbons into his mouth with affectionate

precision of aim. Mr. Boucicault, having joined the Baptists, was

permitted for some time to give the " Water Cave Scene" under a

pretext that he was teaching the doctrine of his new sect, but bis

underhand device did not prosper, and the theatre was taken by the

Board as a place for practising the lungs and oratory of youthful

preachers. The Dramatic Authors would no doubt have equally suf-

fered, only there were none, a machine having been invented and
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exhibited at the International Show of 1872 for taking the plot and dialogue out

of a novel, without the aid of a pen, and the general diffusion of the French
language, consequent upon the French Treaty, having enabled managers to adopt

the plan of Mr. Vincent Crummles, and give out the originals of the English

dramas to the performers. The hatred of the Dissenting Union to the drama was,

however, manifested in every possible way, and woe to the unfortunate little child

who, having heard from an elder companion of the glories of Fairy Spectacle or

the fun of Christmas Pantomime, ventured to express in the presence of a

Puritau an innocent wish to behold such things— assuredly the Solomonian
counsel was not forgotten. Such were among the results of trusting to the

moderation of Sectarianism.

SCIENTIFIC MEETINGS OF THE WEEK.

ASTRONOMICAL.

N Monday, the President in

the Chair, A paper by
Herr Von Orbitz on the
Utilisation of Comets was
read, the author contending
that by the attaching salted

wires to their tails and con-
necting them with ships,

sailing in Great Circles

might be largely assisted.

Mr. Peeponight laid on
the table some beautiful

saucers of Star Dust, and
Professor Nubilus, of

Leipsic, a large piece of the
Perihelionof Mercury. Mr.
Owls_ reported on some
analytical tests which he
had applied to liquid from
the Milky Way, which he
stated to be strongly fla-

voured with turnips. A
memorial from the Great
and Little Bears, repre-

senting that they were not
like bears at all, and solicit-

ing more appropriate and
pleasing names, was read,

and referred to a select

committee. A discussion

ensued on the proposed
formation of a Lunar Al-
pine Club, and it was men-
tioned that a site for a

club-house had been pro-

cured in the neighbour-
hood of Hanwell. Mr.
Gladstone's resolution for

compelling Shooting Stars to take out licences was generally condemned.

zoological.

Tuesday. The President in the Chair. It was officially announced that the
Phoenix, which has been so great an attraction during the season, had finally made
up its mind to burn itself on Sunday the 10th, and as the bird is of an exclusive
character, Fellows were requested to be very particular as to the persons to whom
they gave orders for that day._ The health of the large Whale was stated to be
satisfactory, but the small oue is melancholy and seems always going to blubber.
Mr, C. Tatius suggested that the absence of the Prince oe Wales from this

country might have something to do with it. Mr. Meeke complained that some-
body really ought to look after the tigers, which now went about loose, several
members of his family having been eaten in the course of the last fortnight. It
was promised that this should be seen to, and very gratifying accounts were given
of the condition of these beautiful animals. The lamprey pond was not thriving,
and an interesting discussion arose as to the best means of feeding these fastidious
fish. Mr. Cotton Walton recalled the fact that one of the Roman Emperors fed
his lampreys with slaves, and the honourable Fellow in the most liberal manner
offered his boy-in-buttons for the experiment. A vote of thanks to him (Mr. C.
Walton) was recorded.

geological.

Wednesday. The President in the Chair. Mr. Mtjddleby, on his admission
as a niember, read a paper on Primitive Trap, aud showed a drawing which
exhibited the trap as a brick supported by a thread on which pease were strung,
and the mouse biting the thread brought the brick down upon him. x\s there
seemed some mistake, the member was thrown out of window. A paper on the
Use of Basalt for pickling purposes was read, as also some Studies on the Marbles
of our great schools, and the Society engaged in ring-taw and other experiments
for testing the comparative forces of the Alley and the Commoner. Some thunder-
bolts foun] on Mount Olympus were exhibited, and the eagle's clutch was clearly

traceable in their centre, as were the marks of fulminating
powder at the extremity. A somewhat animated debate
then arose upon the possibility of fracturing white marble
in rhomboids, and several members produced hammers
and proceeded to demolish their host's most beautiful and
elaborately carved mantel-piece, just erected, in order to

demoustrate their theory, but in spite of some severe
observations to the effect that all ought to give way to
science, the noble owner resisted, and the meeting sepa-
rated in no very good temper.

GEOGRAPHICAL.

Thursday. The President in the Chair. Mr. Descartes
produced a map which he had drawn of the interior of
Madagascar, but it being elicited in discussion that he had
never been there, and had composed the map from imagi-
nation, it was directed that the expenses of engraving it

should not at present be incurred. Captain Fluellen
read a paper on the Subterranean Confluence of the La
Plata and the Don. Mr. Gurgitx then brought forward
his motion on tbe Maelstrom, and expressed his strong
conviction that it was the duty of the Society to throw
itself heart and soul into that whirlpool, and remove the
reproach to science that we know nothing about the bottom
of it. He should have been happy to lead the exploring
party, but had a particular engagement .elsewhere, but he
invited members to sign and bind themselves to go down.
We did not observe that the invitation was complied with.

The Secretary regretted to say that a person whom he had
sent to ascertain the depth of Pen Park Hole, supposed
fathomless, had either fallen down it, or had spent the
money elsewhere ; at all events he had furnished no report.

It was agreed that the Secretary himself be directed to
descend the chasm, and if possible, to attend at the next
meeting with the particulars.

STATISTICAL.

Friday. The President in the Chair. Mr. Cocker read
a paper showing that out of 121,37'! persons who passed
through Trafalgar Square every day, 119,187 made offensive

observations about the No Lions. Mr. Dumdiddy pro-

duced his promised paper as to the number of persons
who were asleep in London at half-past 11 p.m., and also as

to the number that breakfasted in bed, but the member
having unfortunately left the page with the figures upon
it at his own residence, no immediate result was obtained.

Mr. Lynx adduced statistics which clearly showed that
there are 7951 panes of glass in Upper Baker Street (not

counting the lamps), and that it would take 59,311 Scotch-
men, of average height, and laid at full length on the road,

to reach from Arthur's Seat, Edinburgh, to Primrose Hill.

The hon. member was highly complimented for his zeal.

Sir Napier Bones then read an interesting paper, in which
he stated that out of the 658 members of Parliament, 267
wore white hats, and of these 92 had black bands round
them, and that the average of persons who, on fine Sunday
afternoons, lie down in the Parks to those who stand up, is

23'30. Professor W. Wimble regretted that he had not

been able to do much since the last meeting, but he had
counted the people who went by his house on the tops of

omnibuses in one day, and had ascertained that 62 per

cent, of them wore no gloves.

THEOLOGICAL.

Saturday. The President in the Chair. The Rev. Ig- !

natius Blazes produced some of the charred faggots of

the pile at which Servetus was burned. Signor Fuoco
J

exhibited a photograph of the edict in revocation of that
j

of Nantes. Mr. VViiiteheet showed one of the poniards,
|

aud an arquebuss, used at the Massacre of St. Bartholo-
[

mew. Mr. Lafeu displayed a beautiful model of the I

Martyrs' Memorial at Oxford. Mr. Grillum read a paper
{

on the Anabaptists of Munster, and the iron cage of John
the Prophet, adding a well merited compliment to Signor.

Tamberlik for his masterly personation of the unfortu-

nate fanatic. The Rev. Mr. Embers brought an original

copy of the Act of Uniformity, Mr. Igniss read some
extracts from the tyrannical ordinances of the Puritan

Fathers, Mr. De Lava showed a portrait of Archbishop
Laud, and Mr. Fyer Brand exhibited photographs of

Mr. Miall and Dr. Vaughan.

PUNCH S CAB-STAND.

Beware ! of Hackney Carriage No. 1749.
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PLEASANT-VERY

!

Enraged Tradesman (knocked up at 3 a.m.) " What do you mean, Sir, by making
this disturbance at this time d night ; breaking peoples night's rest

}"

Inebriated Wanderer. "Hush— oh I— You've got a bite J Shtrikc him hard.

Mag—nifshnt fish, slvcvcr-1'-slice—'pon my word an Iwnourl" •

YANKEEDOM TO ENGLAND.
What hez England done to rile us

;

That we air so mad with you ?

Don't you want to reconcile us ?

You 've done all you dared to du.
Jist to resky from starvation
Them there weavers out o' feed,

You would try on mediation,
Ef you thought it would succeed.

Them Confederates in rebellin'

You 'd encouridge if you dust,

Hearts with pent-up malice swellin'

In your buzzums, fit to bust.

We hev given you cause to hate us,

Ruinin' your cotton trade,

You must cuss and execrate us,

Tu attack us though afraid.

We hev scorned you, snubbed you, done you,
Hindered you and helped your foes,

Put the wust affronts upon you,
All but pulled you by the nose,

Tu embrile you in a quarrel,

Given you next to actual kicks,

Sarved you with a wuss than Morrill
Tariff in your present fix.

Wal, in course it stands to reason,
Which the feelins carn't suppress,

You must side with Southern treason,
If but wishin it success

;

Wrilhin' like a alligator,

Trod on by a giant's heel.

It is only human natur'
Like that air for you to feel.

'Tis because you can't but cherish
Spite agin us in your breast,

And must pray that we may perish,
That we loathe you and detest.

'Tis our inborn disposition

Them we injures to abhor,
Tu rejoice in their"perdition,

By a famine, plague, or war.

Guess we 've one great consolation

;

On our war your famine hangs,
So we raves with exultation

When on hunger's bitter pangs,
Your onhappy paupers bitin',

Our luxurious fancy gloats,

Whilst we still goes on a fightin' •

Cuttin' one another's throats.

We read that :

—

HOPE DEFERRED.

" The Correspnndencia Auiogmfa of to-day says :
—

' It is not impossible that, under
certain conditions, and at a time not yet fixed, Spain might recognise the Kingdom
of Italy.

"

The late Sir Rorert Peel was thought to have removed a pledge
of support to the remotest distance possible when he replied to a Par-
liamentary agitator, " that if at some future time the honourable gen-

tleman should ask leave to bring forward this proposition under entirely

different conditions, and in a diametrically opposite way, he, Sir
Robert, was not prepared to say that he would undertake to meet it

with a distinct negative." The Spanish Minister must have been
studying in the school of Sir Robert Peel. Punch hopes—and in

some sort believes—that the Kingdom of Italy can afford to wait.

The Two Nations.

England.
" The accused (of murder) was

then removed, and on his way to
the van that was in waiting to con-
vey him to the cells, was assailed

by cries of execration from the
people assembled round the door
of exit from the Court."

Ireland.
" The witness, under cross-exa-

mination, said that he took the name
of Ross, who was a murderer, in

order that he might receive kind
treatment and friendship from the
people. Also that many 'decent'
people in the country were fond of
murderers."

Erom adjoining columns in the Times, July 26, 1S62.

GROUSE AND GENTLEMEN.

Touching the Grouse, the Edinburgh Courant says :

—

" The old birds are very numerous this season, although the young coveys do no'j

number so many, nor are they so active as last year."

A fast young lady of our acquaintance says exactly the same thing

about the Parties she goes to, though we have repeatedly told her that

we will not have her call respectable middle-aged bachelors by the name
of old birds, and that it is very naughty to talk of swells as young
covies. As for want of activity, we are glad of it—because if a young
covey minds his Volunteer drill, he will not care for more than twenty-

six or twenty-seven waltzes afterwards, and now she knows our opinion

of her and her sentiments.

An American Euphemism.

In Yankee language what a great improvement
On " a Stampede" is a " Strategic Movement ;

"

A movement, pell-mell, to the right about

:

In simple English, what we call a rout.

Wilkie and a Great Liberty.

Mr. Whistler paints a picture of a woman in a white dress, and the

Exhibitors,, clutching at a popular title, call the work " The Woman in

White" Then the critics say that she does not illustrate the novel of

that name, and Mr. Whistler answers that he never meant to do so,

and simply intended to paint a woman in a white dress. We think the

Exhibitors owe Mr. Wilkie Collins amends, and ought to call the

picture " No Name."

Printed by William Bradbury, of No. 13, Upper Woburn Place, in the Parish of St. Pancrae, in the County of Middlesex, and Frederick Mullett Evans, of No. U, Bouverie Street, in the Precinct of
Whltefriars, City of London, Printers, at their Office in Lombard Street, in the Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, and Published by them at No. 85, Fleet Street, in the Pariah of St. Bride, City of
London.—Satvbdat, August 2, 1862.



MR. JOHN LEECH'S GALLERY of SKETCHES IN OIL, FROM
SUBJECTS IN PUNCH, is Open Daily from Ten till Bush, at

the EGYPTIAN HALL, PICCABILLY. Admission One Shilling

(HANDBOOK TO THE PICTURES
[ IN THE NATIONAL EXHIBITION.

By TOM TAYLOR, M.A. Price Is.

Bradbury and Evans, 11, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, B.C.

SEA FISH : and HOW to CATCH THEM.
By W. B. LORD, Royal Artillery.

Price Is. with Illustrations.

Bradbury and Evans, 11, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, E.G.
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ME. MUEEAY'S
HANDBOOKS FOR ENGLAND

AND WALES.

"That unmatched Series, MURRAY'S HAND-
BOOKS, now comprise our h NGLISH COU NTIES,
including the entire coast line from DOVER TO
THE LAND'S END ; and the Series ia intended to

proceed until it maps out and includes the entire

Island."—Times.

HAN D B OK-M OD E R N
LONDON; a Complete Guide to all

the Sights and Objects of Interest in the Metro-

polis. With a Clue Map. 1 mo, 5s.

"Without a rival for intelligence and accu-

racy."—Times.

HANDBOOK — KEN T
Map. Tost Svo, 108.

AND SUSSEX.

in.

HANDBOOK—SURREY, HANTS, AND
THE ISLE OF WIGHT. Map. Post 8vo,

7s. bd.
IV.

HANDBOOK-BERKS, BUCKS, AND
OXFORDSHIRE; including the University and

City of Oxford, and the Descent of the Thames
to Windsor. Map. Post ?-vo, 7«. bd.

HANDBOOK -

SOMERSET.
-WILTS, DORSET,
Map. Post 8vo, 7s. bd.

AND

HANDBOOK — DEVON AND
WALL. Map. Post 8vo, 7s. bd.

CORN-

HANDBOOK—NORTH AND SOUTH-
WALES. Maps. 2 vols. Post 8vo, 12s.

VIII.

HANDBOOK — SOUTHERN CATHE-
DRALS.—Winchester, Salisbury, Exeter, Wells,

Rochester, Canterbury, and Chichester. Illus-

trations. 2 vols. Post 8vo, 24s.

IX.

HANDBOOK — EASTERN CATHE-
DRALS.—Oxford, Peterborough, Ely, Norwich,
and Lincoln. Illustrations. Post Svo. (Just
Ready.)

John Murray, Albemarle Street.

Now Heady, at all the Booksellers,

TTALY UNDER VICTOS
A EMMANUEL. A Personal Narrative.

By Count Charles Arbivabene. 2 vols Svo.
" A moat important, intereating, and stirring

book."—Daily News.

LIFE OF EDWARD IRVING.
By Mus. Oi.iphant. 2 vols With Portrait.

" A truly interesting Memoir."— Sat. Rev.

TRUE TO THE LAST. BY
the Author of * Cousin Geoffrey." 3 v.

" A sparkling Novel."—Sun.

THE LADIES OF L0VEL-
LEIGII. By the Author of " Margaret aud her
Bridesmaids." ii v.

" A charming Novel."—U. S. Mag.

JOHN ARNOLD. WI THE
Author of " Mathew i'axton." 3 v.

IIubst & Blackett, Publishers.

TOE DEATH OF A STAG
•** IN GLtiN TILT. Painted by Sir E.
Landseku, engraved by G. Zobei., IK by 13J. With
Portraits of the Fourth Duke of Atholl, the Hon. G.
Murray, and the Keeper*. Prints, 6s. ; Proofs before
letters on India Paper, ;0.t.

*
#
* A List of Engravings sent free by Post.

Loudon: William Tegg, Pancras Lane, Cheapside.

OF "SANGSTERS* ALPACA" UMBRELLAS,
for which they have been again awarded a

PRIZE MEDAL,
have been made under their Patent. These Um-
brellas may be had of all Dealers, and should have
Labels bearing the words " Sangstkks' Ai.fai a,"
Goods of their own Manufacture having the word
" Makers."

AV. & J. Sangster. Patentees, 140, Regent Street

;

94, Fleet Street: Hi, Royal KxrUans-e; 75, Cbeapside.
N.B. Observe the Name.

TAMES LEWIS'SW INTERNATIONAL BOUQUET.
Price '2s. bd.

EASTERN ANNEXE, EXHIBITION.

SHERWOOD NIGHT LIGHTS
*J —SIXPENCE A BOX—Are recom-
mended as being secoud only to "Piuce's Patent
Child's."

Belmont, Vauxhall.

TONNEFORDS MAGNESIA
J«* (a pure Solution) is an excellent Ke-
medy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn. Head-
ache, Gout, and Indigestion, and as a Mild Aperient
for delicate Constitutions.

172, New Bond Street. London: and all Chemists.

P OYAL OSBORNE MIXTURE
AW OF BLACK TEA.

Under Royal Letters Patent.
One Pound Samples may be had of

Franks, Son & Co., 4s. and 5s. per lb. in canisters.
14, Little Tower Street, Lonilon.

COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUSW PILLS, for indigestion, bile, sick head-
ache, acidity, heartburn, flatulency, 8pasm3, &c.
Prepared only by James Cockle, 18, New Ormond
Street, London, aud tu be had oi all Medicine Ven-
dors, In boxes at Is IJd., 2«. id., 4». bd., and U«.

T. A. SIMPSON & Co.,
GOLDSMITHS, SILVERSMITHS, JEWELLERS, WATCH & CLOCK MANUFACTURERS,

AND IMPORTERS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF FANCY NOVELTIES.

154, liegent Street, &8, Beak Street, and Paris, Sue de Sivoli.

MESSRS. T. A. SIMPSON & Co. beg respectfully to call attention to tlieir elegant and exten-
sive Show Rooms at 154, Regent Str' et, and 8, Beak Street, containing the most choice

and beautiful Assortment of Novolties in Fancy Goods, as well as Articles of Utility of English
and Foreign Manufacture, both valuable and inexpensive, for presentation, farming in them-
selves an exhibition far exceeding any display of the kind in this country.

Messrs. T. A. Simpson & Co., in soliciting the honour of an inspection of their extensive Stock
and magnificent Premises, beg to assure all who may favour them with a visit, that they will

meet with a polite reception, whether Purchasers or otherwise; aud they desire to intimate
that it will be with them an invariable rule to exchange any articles purchased at then-

Establishment which may not be approved.

B. JOSEPH & Co.'s

THE

FITTING HOUSE,
150, REGENT STREET,

IS THE ONLY HOUSE OF THE KIND IN LONDON
Where Ladies and Gentlemen may suit their Children with every

article of dress in the most recherche' style, and at economical prices.

THE KNICKERBOCKER JACKET SUIT,
In Drill, lis. 6d.

THE KNICKERBOCKER JACKET SUIT,
In Tweeds, from 14s. 6d. to 24s.

THE KNICKERBOCKER TUNIC SUIT,
In Velvet, 28s.

KNICKERBOCKER TUNIC SUIT, In Tweeds, from I2s. 6d. to 21s.

TO BE HAD ONLY AT

JOSEPH & Co.'s, 150, Regent Street, London

;

JOSEPH & Co.'s, 78, Grey Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne

;

JOSEPH & Co.'s, 92 and 93, Queen Street, Portsea.

COUNTRY ORDERS MOST PUNCTUALLY ATTENDED TO.

Prescribed by the most eminent Medical Men throughout the world as the safest, speediest,
and most effectual remedy for

CONSUMPTION, CHRONIC BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, COUGHS, RHEUMATISM, GOUT,
GENERAL DEBILITY, DISEASES OF THE SKIN, RICKETS, INFANTILE WASTING,

AND ALL SCROFULOUS AFFECTIONS.
Is incomparably Superior to every other Variety.

FROM "THE LANCET."
"Some of the deficienciesof the Pale Oil are attributable to the method of its preparation, and

especially to its filtration through charcoal. IN THE PREFERENCE OF THE LIGHT
BROWN OVER THE PALE OIL WE FULLY CONCUR. We have carefully tested a
specimen of Dr. de Jonoh's Light Brown Cod Liver Oil. We fmd it to be genuine, aud rich in
iodine and the elements of tho bile."

Dr. de Jongh's Light-Brown Cod Liver Oil is sold only in imperial half-pints, 2s. dd. ;

pints, 4s. M. ; quarts i)s. ; capsuled and labelled with his stamp and signature, without which
none can possibly be GENUINE, by respectable Chemists.

Sole Consignees :-ANS AS, HAaFORD & Co., 77, Strand, London, W.C,
CAUTION.

—

Beware of Proposed Substitutions.

CARSON'S
0EI3INAL ANTI-C0BR9SI0N PAINT,

It is extensively used at home and abroad for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WORK,
As Iron, Wood, Stone, Brick, Compo, Greenhouses, Sec, and has been proved, after a test of 70
years, to surpass any other paint It enn be applied by any person, requiring no grinding or
tinting. Five cwt. and upwards delivered free to any port, in the United Kingdom, where there
is direct communication, or by rail to any station in England and Wales.

COLOURS.
White, and all Stone Colours 80s. per cwt. Greens and Blue 44s. per cwt.

Oaks, Reds, Chocolates, Lead Colour, and Black 2rts. per cwt.
Patterns and Testimonials sent upon application to

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
9, GREAT WINCHESTER STREET (NEAR THE ROYAL EXCHANGE), LONDON, E.C.

MO CHARGE MADE FOR STAMPING PAPER
and ENVELOPES with ARMS, CREST, or INITIALS.—RODRIGUES'

superior cream-laid adhesive ENVELOPES, id. per inn ; cream-laid note, full-size, five quires
for bd. ; thick ditto, fi*'e quires for 1«. ; superfine foolscap, 9«. per ream; sermon paper, 4*. bd.
WEDDING CARDS, WEDDING ENVELOPES. INVITATIONS to the CEREMONY,

DEJEUNER and BALL, PRINTED and STAMPED in SILVER, with ARMS or CREST
in the latest fashion. CARD-PLATE ELEGANTLY ENGRAVED and W0 SUrERFINli
CARDS PRINTED for 4». bd.
Observe, at HENRY RODRIGUES' well-known Establishment , 42, Piccadilly, two doorj

from Sackvllle Street, W.

This day is Puhlish'd, Price 6s. cloth,

E CAMBRIDGE GRI-
SETTE. By Herbert Vaughan.

With Illustrations by Charles Keene.
Tinslev Brothers, Catherine Street.

NO MORE PILLS NOR ANY OTHER
MEDICINE.

FIND DU BARRY'S
FOOD the safest remedy for chronic

constipation, indigestion (dyspepsia), consumption,
diarrhoea, all gas'ric disorders, acidity, heartburn,
palpitation, irritability, sleeplessness, distension,
flatulency, phlegm, hemorrhoids, coughs, colds,
catarrhs, asthma, bronchitis, dysentery, uervousness,
biliousness, torpidity of the liver, debility, atrophy.
—Andrew Ure, M.D., F.K.S., Dr Harvey, Dr. Shor-
land. Dr. Campbell, Dr. Hud. Wurzer. It Baves 50
times its cost in other remedies. Packed in tins

—

1 lb., 2*.9rf. ; 12 lb., free of carriage, 2'2*.—Barry du
Barry and Co., "7, Regent Street, London; and
26, Place VeuU6me, Paris; 12, Rue de l'Empereux,
Brussels; Fortnum and Mason, and at fi!, Grace-
church Street; No. 49, Bishopsgate Street; 4,

Cheapside; 63 and 150, Oxford Street; 330, Strand;
5, Charing Cross; 54, Baker Street; and all Grocers
and Chemists.

PiESSE & LUBIN'S
New Perfume for 1862,

SWEET
DAPHNE

Respectfully Dedicated to H.E.H. the

PRINCESS ALICE.

Laboratory of Flowers,

2, NEW BOND STREET,
LONDON.

[Copyright, Entered at Stationers' Hall.}

PENDERS and FIRE IRONS.A Every New Design always on Show.
Black Fenders 3s. fid. to 7«. 6d.

Bronzed Fenders « \Os. fid. to NO*. Od.

Fire Irons 3s. 6d. to 27*. 6d.

Every Requisite for Furnishing at Lowest Prices.
Catalogues Free. Orders above M2 carriage free,

aud packed without charge.
Richd. & John Slack. 336. Strand.

KINSON'S PATENT
STEEL COLLARS.—White as lineu !

unsurpassed in Comfort ! washed and dried in a
moment! Price 1*. bd.

;
per post four st imps extra.

Order must include length ri U"d neck. Gaunrlets
and Wristbands, is. bd.

;
per po«t, 2«. 10i—Sold by

J. H. Ybatman, 15S, Leadenhall Street, E.C, and
91, Regent Street, W.

AT

WHIP MANUFACTURERS,
314, Oxford Street, London.

Agents.—All Saddlers in every Country Town.
A large assortment of tup following GOODS always
in stock :—Spurs, dog chains, couples and collars,

greyhound slips, whistles, ferret hells, dots bells ami
muzzles, drinking flasks, Sandwich cases, hunting
and post horn**, tourist kegs, birdcalls, &c. &c.

ACCIDENTS A HE UNA-
VOIDABLE .

— Every onesbould there-
fore provide asainst them. The I'lAILVVAY PAS-
SENGERS' aS-.URA.NCE COMPANY Grant
Policies for sums from £100 t<> .£11100, assuring
against ACCIDKNTS OF ALL KINDS. £102,81/
have been paid by tbe Company as compensation
for 56 fatal cases and 5011 cases of personal injury.

For Forms of Proposal, to., Apply to ihe Provin-
cial Agents, or to tke He.id Office, <>+', Cornliiil.

William .1. Vtan, Secretary.

iGARDNERSiio

453^63-'STR?LvD;

ANGLERS, APPLY FOR
A*£one of ALFRED Goulds Angler's In-
structors and Catalogues of Pnc s (Gratis). Fishing
Rod and Tackle Manufactory, Uolden Perch, 268,
Oxford Street, W.

MR, MAURICES PATENT
<!» Artificial Teeth (C ass 17, International
Exhibition), restore Mastication, are Indestructible,
and so natural as to dety detection From fi«. to 21*.

per tooth, 3, Langham Place, Regent Street.

THE GREAT TEMPERANCE* HOLIDAY.
Crystal Palace. 8th August.

For Particulars, apply to the \ational Temperance
League. 337. Strand.

QUININE
Cleanses and Pre-

serves the Teeth, removes the tartar, and leaves on
tha palate the delicious flavour of the flowers of

which it is in a great part composed. Price Is. 6d.

H. Bigge, Hi, New Bond Street.

SAPONACEOUSO TOOTH POWDER,
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JUST LIKE LONGSHANKS-HE ALWAYS IS SO INCONSIDERATE.
" I say, Shorties, old fella, just dash us off a sketch of this waterfall— it's the prettiest lit

I've seen in the wlwlc neighbourhood."

DISCOUNTING ONE'S MARBLE.
We read in the Bath Chronicle that in the Abbey

Cemetery (which we take not to be exactly the place
where Mr. Acres thought there was "snug lying")
a citizen of Bath has erected uuto himself a tombstone,
upon which he has recorded all that is usually placed
there, leaving a blank for the day of his demise. And
this memorial by anticipation the brave Bath brick occa-
sionally visits and reads. We do not hear whether he
has indulged himself in epigraphic eulogy, but why
should he not do so? He must know himself better
than anybody else can know him, and may speak of his
own virtues with the calmness of certainty, whereas
his executors could only guess at them. Let him put
up "11. I. P.", whether that mean Respected in the
Parish, or as in Roman Catholic inscriptions, implies an
unpleasantly warm operation undergone in the inter-
mediate state. Or stay. Why not take the other line ?

He is a strong-minded man, and not afraid to rebuke
tombstone flatteries. We have not the slightest or
faintest idea who he is, and therefore cannot annoy
him by our wildest supposition. Let us suppose him
a Humbug. His decorous executors may or may not
know the fact, but certainly will not allege it, via chisel
and hammer. What a splendid moral lesson he might
read—thus :

—

Here Lies

What is Mortal of

PIGGE DE BLADUD, ESQ.,
Of this City,

He had a bad temper aud a good wig

:

He knew which side his bread was buttered

:

He Avas thought rich, and undeceived nobody

:

Hence he was feared, admired, respected, and made
Churchwarden. And,

Dying on the Blank day of Blank,
And leaving next to nothing behind him,

Is now called an awful old Humbug,
And does not care a farthing what he is called.

Now, there would be true courage in a man who
should put up anything of that sort, and we believe
(unless seeing Robert le Biable has made us super-
stitious) that the hypocritical tombstones around this

revelation would be found to have twisted round and
turned their backs upon such vulgar frankness. De
moriuis nil nisi Vemm is a rule to which we have not
yet attained; but if the living took to writing their

own epitaphs, we might approach that wholesomeness.
At any rate we are obliged to our friend at Bath for

putting the notion into our minds, and in return we will

hope that it will be a good while (if such be his wish)
before the date is chiselled into the stone mentioned in

the Bath Chronicle.

AN ACT FOR THE INCLOSURE OF COMMONS,
COMMONLY TO BE CALLED PETER BELL's ACT.

Whereas, on the petition of Peter Bell, of the County of Cum-
berland, Potter, this House hath resolved and determined and doth
hereby declare that a certain Elower of a Yellow Colour called a Prim-
rose, growing and blowing on the brim, brink, or margin of a river, is

a Yellow Primrose and nothing more, and further, that the said Prim-
rose, and all other flowers of whatsoever names and colours, growing
and blowing wheresoever, are only such flowers of such names and
colours, and not any other things, except in as far as they may be used
and applied in the Arts and Sciences :

And whereas the said Primroses, and other the like flowers, growing
wild, are for the most part either noxious weeds, or at least unservice-
able for the food of Man or Beast, and of no Use whatever except those
which, being Poisonous, are used in Medicine, the rest serving only to
nourish the vain fancies and conceits of unprofitable Writers and
Poets :

And whereas there are and remain in divers parts of the Dominions
of Her Majesty the Queen, sundry and several Waste and Uncultivated
Tracts of Land called Commons, in derogation of the Name and Dig-
nity of this House, being the Common "Property of the neighbouring
People and belonging to no particular Person, and whereas the Produce
of the said Commons, besides Heath, Gorsc or Furze, and Thistles,
consists principally or entirely of the said Primroses and of other Wild
Flowers, as Cowslips, Violets, Buttercups, Daisies, Dandelions and
Dog lioses

:

And whereas Small ..Children, and other Vagrants and Idle and
Disorderly Persons, are accustomed to roam, ramble, lurk, and wander
up and down and about the said Commons and squander and misemploy
their Time in Plucking and gathering the said Primroses, Cowslips,

Dandelions, Dog Roses, and other Wild Elowers aforesaid

:

And whereas it is expedient to Prevent such Waste and Misemploy -

ment of Time, and to turn such Commons and Waste Lands if possible

to some Profitable Account, by clearing them as well of all Gorse or

Furze, Thistles, and Heath, as of Brambles, Bushes, Trees and Under-
wood, and by eradicating the said Primroses, and other Wild Flowers
aforesaid, on the said Commons or Waste Lands growing and blowing,
or lying rooted in the Soil, to the end that the same may be converted
into Arable or Building Land, and either laid out and covered with
Bricks and Mortar, or ploughed or digged and spread with Manure

:

And whereas incases wherein the said Soil is incapable of Cultivation

or unlit for Building Purposes if is desirable that the said Commons
should be converted into Game Preserves :

Be it therefore euacted, That the said Commons and Waste Places
shall all and each of them no longer be the Common Property of the
neighbouring People, that all existing rights of Common shall cease
and determine, and that Her Majesty's Commissioners of Woods and
Forests shall be, and are hereby, authorised and empowered to Sell the
said Lands to the Best Bidder, to the end that all the said Commons
and Waste Lands in England be iinally inclosed for ever.

And be it enacted, That this Act for the Inclosure of the Commons
of England shall come into effect and operation on the First Day of the

next ensuing Month of April.

vol. sxni.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

HE 2§tk July. Mon-
day. To Earl Grey,
upon our little China
War, the Duke of
Somerset made
reply to the effect

that if we are to

have any commerce
with China, we must
help the Chinese
Government against

the Taepings. Lord
Stratford be Hed-
cliffe approved the

answer, and there

the matter might
have ended. Bat
Earl Russell, con-

sidering that the

Session was nearly

over, and that he
should not have
many more chances
of distinguishing

would not avail himself of this

ue. So he went into a picture

>yW

himself this year, resolved that he
splendid opportunity of holding his ton.

of Chinese affairs. He said that the Government of Prince Kung
was behaving very well to us, that our trade was growing, that in 1855

it was only £7,500,000, and in 1860 it was £18,000,000, and that there-

fore it was no light matter. The Taepings were treacherous, blas-

phemous, and cruel, and though (he Chinese were certainly a depraved

and degenerate people, the Government had shown great civilisation

—

and the result is that our gallant friend Sherard Osborn (not

Bernal, though his sire was intimately acquainted with china) is to be

sent off to smash, pound, and annihilate any Taepings who come near

our Treaty Ports. We are sure he will cover himself with honours—
not so sure that we can cover Lord Russell's propositions with a

shield of logic, but the £18,000,000 answers the purpose better.

Who is the Earl of Leitrim? He brought on something, which,

misprinted by a contemporary, reads so ghastlily that we were just

going to ring the bell for somebody to be in the room with us, when
we tried another paper:

—

" A Bill to enable a coroner to raise from the parish, the Body of a Murdered
Man "

But upon examination it seemed that the omission of a couple of

words had brought in the horrors, and that the proposition was simply

ludicrous. It was to enable the coroner to raise from the parish in

which such a body might be found, compensation to the family of the

deceased, if you could find out who he was. This extraordinary pro-

posal could not obtain a seconder, and after Lord Grenville had
made considerable fun of Lord Leitrim, the Bill was squashed, and
serve him right for frightening Mr. Fundi. At the end of a London
season, one's mind is in the highest state of gladiatorial strength and
agility, but one's nerves are in the corresponding degree sensitive, and
such paragraphs are not to be encountered with impunity. The moral
whereof is, no doubt,—abandon work, and get away to the Sea, and we
didn't expect to come to so agreeable an end of a paragraph beginning
with the Earl of Leitrim.
Lord Wensleydale has earned our good word. On the Juries'

Bill, he insisted on exempting Pharmaceutical Chemists from serving

on juries. This is quite right— the pharmaceutical chemist is a gentle-

man who ought not to be called away from his responsibilities. We
do not mean that everybody who sells corn plaster and soda water is to

plead exemption, as Sir George Grey rather pertly observed (wheu
fighting this clause, on Thursday) would next year be the case, but the
superior chemist is a very valuable practitioner, especially to the hum-
bler classes. Lord Wensleydale's Clauses passed the Lords, and
being opposed by the Govemmentdown-stairS;, was carried in defiance

of the said Government.
Another little Chinese debate brought out, for the benefit of the

Commons, the same facts which had been paraded before the Lords.
Sir George Lewis spoke up for the Armstrong gun, and then there,

was a piolonged discussion, in Committee, on the Bill for the relief of

the Operatives, and it was strongly urged that the measure was not
sufficient, and that the power of raising Loans should be granted.

Lord Palmerston was sternly opposed to borrowing, but as will be
seen, had to give way.

The Night Poaching Bill was considered as amended, and Nine
divisions were taken upon various points, but the friends of the Bill

were victorious in all cases. The struggle kept the House up until

half-past three in the morning, which was in itself night-poaching, or
poaching the night's rest, in an inhuman maimer.

Tuesday. Hungerford Market has had a pretty good innings. It was
built in 1680, but it did not prosper, and in 1720 we find that " Covent
Garden hath got the start, which is much resorted unto, and well served
with all fruits and herbs, good in their kind." Rebuilt in 1831, the old
market had another chance, but people did not seem to have much love
for it, and its great merit was that it was a cool, dusky retreat, in a hot
day, while you were waiting for any Duchess who had promised to pick
you up as she returned with the Duke from the House, and drive you
down to Richmond—there used also to be good shrub at the right-hand
public-house at the end of the market. We know nothing of the penny
ices. All is swept away ; while we write the place is one vast gap,
covered with white dust, from the Strand you can see the bridge that is

going to Clifton, and to-day the Charing Cross Railway Bill was read a
Second Time.
Aud, Londoners and others, to-day the Embankment Bill was read a

Third Time and passed. When shall we finish—nay, when shall we
begin, Riparian Operations ?

To-day the Royal Assent was given to the Conveyancing Reform
Bill introduced by the Chancellor, and also to the Declaration of Title
Bill. But the "permissive" character of the registration will make
the measures almost valueless except as a place for future leverage.
Said not Mr. Punch that the attorney interest would be too strong
for the reformers ?

The Copyright in Works of Art Bill is also law. Artists, you have
copyright for life, and seven years afterwards, but you must register
your rights.

Nothing of interest in the Commons, save that Mr. Cowper an-
nounced that as soon as the Show shuts, he shall shut the new road
across the Park. He may do so if he likes, for it is horribly inconve-
nient, but he (or his successor) will have to make another, one of these
days, for Mr. Punch has been looking at a house near Victoria Gate,
and it is needless to say that should he take it, he is not going to be
sent round by Park Lane, or Silver Street, when he is coming to the
Boilers.

Sir Morton Peto, much lauded and applauded at the opening of

the Myddleton fountain at Islington by Mr. Gladstone, found out
that there are differences in audiences. He was discoursing wisely
upon Naval Reform, wheu the House was found to have gone away.

Wednesday. The Operatives Relief (or Rate in Aid) Bill came on
again, aud Mr. Puller moved its recommittal, in order to introduce
clauses enabling the guardians to borrow money. Mr. Villiers aud
the Government resisted, were beaten by 95 to 88, and had to ask for

time to insert the suggested alteration. In the course of the debate
Lord Palmerston said this:—

"We know that in the county most fortunes have been made by the manufac-
turers. I do not agree with the Hon. Member for Stockport that it has all been
invested in the mills. On the contrary, they have accumulated much more than
their mills could have cost. There are enormous capitalists in the county

—

(Hear,

hear)—some of whom, I am sorry to say, though they have starving populations at

their gates, and anticipate worse distress as coining, have actually, for the sake of
profit, sold and sent out of the country

—

(cheers)—the cotton which they ought to

have used for the employment of the people. (Cheers.) I say, why are these people
to be exempt, and not be made to contribute to the distress which they see around
them? (Cheers.) They have ample means to do so."

This speech of course enraged Mr. Cobden, who not only abused
Lord Palmerston as unjust, reckless, and incorrect, but gave notice

of letting out more wrath on the Friday night.

Thursday. The Wesleyan Ministers, in conference, petition Parlia-

ment to prohibit the sale of liquor throughout the whole Sabbath
(they mean Sunday), and now the people of England ki ow the senti-

ments of this section of " Bicenters." Mr. Joseph Somes, M.P.,
shipowner of Hull, is to speak their mind next Session. Rely upon it,

Dissent will pass its Act of Uniformity, if we don't take care.

Mr. Villiers introduced the alterations in the Rate in Aid Bill.

When the Guardians fiud the expenditure exceeds three shillings in the

pound, they are to have the right to apply for leave to raise money on
Loan, and when it reaches five shillings they may ask for contributions

in aid.

Sir John Shelley was heard on the Embankment, and now the

Bill is Law there is no reason why this exceedingly empty baronet

should not take an exceedingly empty room, and declaim on the subject

as long as he likes. He declared the whole scheme to be a "take in,"

aud generally went on in the decorous style of a cabman who has seen

a fare carried off by his rival. If it were not too hot to get up and go

to the bookcase, we think we could find a passage in the works of his

relative, the Shelley, that would do substantive justice—but the ther-

mometer saves him. Mr. Cowper gave it him, however, rather

warmly, and told him that he, the Member for Westminster, had over-

looked the interests of his constituent s in his regard for private interests.

This will be a good line for a placard at the next election.

Friday. The Lords read the Rate in Aid Bill (which had passed the

Commons that morning) a First Time, and had a little Cotton Debate,

in which Government announced that it intended to leave the Cotton

entirely to private enterprise. The Duke of Argyll thought cotton

could be grown almost everywhere, and hoped that there would be
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plenty in a few years, an off-hand and pleasant way of disposing oi a

question that threatened to be a Bore.

In the Commons there occurred just that sort of scene which will

sometimes happen to the discomfiture of a well-meaning host who has

assembled a family party at his country-house. All has gone tolerably

well during the days of the visit, and by dint of keeping certain relatives

! apart, having pleasant excursions, bringing in neighbours to dinner, and

I general watchfulness, any rumpus has been avoided. But when the

I
party is about to break up, and at the last breakfast, while the carriages

for the station are at the door, suppressed ill-nature breaks out—sonie-

|
thing is said about the tea-service (which has been produced by mistake),

! one tiling brings on another, and there comes a jolly spiteful cross-

bombardment, in the course of which all sorts of rankling grievances are

!
frankly ventilated. That codicil to Uncle Bunckle's will, never quite

understood, the lawyer's bill for Samuel's lease of the Grove, the dis-

appearance of the four miniatures, Amelia and Maria's not having

been asked to Louisa's wedding, the meanness of Cousin Edward
about the Brighton lodgings, the impertinence (of course not his own

|

idea, my love) of young Bred. Darlington about Mrs. Beter's black

i gown and bugles, the cheap school to which some people can send other
:

people's children now that their nearest friends are in India, the readi-

ness of other persons to accept kindnesses they are in no hurry to

return— all these agreeable things go flying and sputtering across the

table, and affectionate relations go away without shaking hands, and

forgiving one another only as Christians, and even forgetting to tip

the servants-.

It was thought that the Session might end without any particular

row, but people under-estimated the vitality of ill-feeling. Mr. Cobden
: had been snubbed much too often not to determine on giving the House
! a piece of his mind, Lord Balmerston is always ready for a Gght, and

even the sweet nature of Mr. Disraeli did not prevent his taking the

last opportunity of saying a few amiable things. So there was a very

good go-in. The points taken by the three combatants were as follows

:

Mr, Cobden.

I am no party leader, but we must have party, and a party without

principles is a "nuisance."

Let us Liberals look back to our principles.

LHere, say the papers, came a most doleful and melancholy " Ear,

ear!" from Mr. Adfield. Everybody laughed, and Mr.
Cobden complimented the enemy of aitches on being the friend

of reforms.]

We write on our banners, Economy, Non-intervention, Reform.

The present is the most extravagant government that ever existed in

peace time.

This is all Lord Balmebston's fault.

He is always interfering, and getting up sensations.

If the Liberals do not disentangle themselves from this system they

will " rot out of existence."

Lord Balmerston knew that there would be no American war, and
the money spent on the Canada expedition had better have gone to

Lancashire.
But the fact is that the Tories keep him in office, and have more

confidence in him than in their own chief—they admit this in the

smoking-room.
He is puffed by a clever aud noisy claque.

All the questions dear to Radicals and Dissenters have gone back-

wards under his leadership. He says to the Tories, "lam not with

these low people, I sit here, but am doing your work."
This sort of thing must not go on next year. My friends, unite with

me in declaring that it shall not.

I would as soon have Mr. Disraeli in office.

Lord Balmerston.

Mr. Cobden has not been rude and personal to-night.

His remarks will do me good with the country.

TV e have no Reform Bill because the country does not want one, and
because Messrs. Bright and Cobden have weaned great numbers
from reform.

True economy does not mean not spending money, but spending
money wisely.

I have always done so, and have always been zealous for the honour
of the nation, and therefore the nation likes me.

I never interfered improperly.
There was no proof that the Americans' meant to act properly, and

we owed it to their Government to show that we were in earnest.

I think the ballot would be an immoral thing.

There is a large majority for the Night Boaching Bill. I have not
voted^ against it, and I am not going to " lose my sleep" in stopping
here for the purpose, under the circumstances.
The state of parties has changed, the old "dualism" is impossible,

and_ Governments cannot act upon the slavish and jobbing system of

buying unity of support by submission in conduct.
The present Government has carried a great many useful Acts in the

last three years.

.The country is with us, and now that Mr. Cobden has relieved his
mind, I hope he and his friends will re-consider their grievances, and
come back with different views.

Mr. Disraeli.
Counsel having been heard on both sides, allow me to be "Judge, and

sum up.

_
Government is in a painful position, and I don't want to hasten its

inevitable decomposition.
But Lord Balmerston was enabled to throw out the Derbvites, on

condition (made at Willis's Rooms) of passing a democratic Reform Bill,
and extricating the country from its dangerous relations as to France.
He has carried no Reform Bill, and we cannot tolerate his frivolous

jests and levity. I don't wonder the Liberals are disgusted at the
contempt with which he treats them.
Nonsense about Mr. Bright—he is frank enough, fatally so—it is

absurd to say that he hindered reform.
Then as to France. There are great misunderstandings with France

upon Italy, Mexico, America, and the Eastern question.
I do not think that Lord Balmerston is insincere, but he has much

tact. But if the Liberals are cheated, that is their business. If he lias

governed satisfactorily, the verdict of the country will be with him.
Has he ?

Our financial prospects are dark and critical.

Our fleet (he admits it) is in a most unsatisfactory condition.
His diplomacy has involved us in a new war with China.
The Treasury is at loggerheads with the Admiralty.
The Woods are at loggerheads with the Works.
The Indian Secretary is scoffing at the Indian Chancellor.
One Minister would cast off Canada, the Bremier would keep

her at any price.

The outraged feelings of those who made him Minister have been
expressed with dignity and truth.

We, the Opposition, have behaved nobly.
We have saved the Church—what is Mr. Layard sneering at ?

We have given good counsel.

We are building up a party on principles * * * resist democracy
* * * support free aristocracy * * * lighten taxation * * * shrink
from turbulent diplomacy * * * rights of Crown * * * rights of

working man * * * true Tory principles, &c. &c. &c. &c. &c.

There ! And having thus had it out, the great men were silent,

some small speeches were let off, five divisions were taken on the Night
Boaching Bill, which was read a Third Time, and the House rose at

live minutes past four in the morning.

UNBARALLELED HONESTY.

Is the world really coming to an end ? One would almost think so
;

for only look at this advertisement in the Times of Thursday, July 24 :

TPHE UMBRELLA TAKEN, by mistake, from a shop, in Fleet Street,
-•- on the 21st July, was RETURNED the same afternoon, and left for the owner.

Comment is superfluous. A man who having
_

taken an umbrella

"by mistake" not merely returns it the same afternoon, but goes to

the expense of advertising he has done so, is a being so angelic that his

mere existence leads us to agree with Dr. Cumming in believing the

Millennium is closely now at hand.

Proper Names !

We trust the observation we are about to make will not provoke the

Yankees to declare war against England, and if it does, we shall make
it, nevertheless. The belligerent parties in America should now be

designated

—

South : Se-ceders.
North: Re-ceders! There!

Credit when it is Due.

We see that Mr. Cobbold has been asking the Chancellor oe the
Exchequer some questions about " Malt Credits." As several of our

readers may not be profoundly versed in such matters, we beg to tell

them that there is only one form of " Malt Credit," that, properly

speaking, should go down with the public, and that is, the Credit

that Malt is entitled to when it is engaged in the brewing of good beer.

GAME PRESERVERS AND POACHERS.

Some interesting experiments on incubation have been tried by
certain country gentlemen who have been the most active in pressing

the Bill for the additional protection of Game. We may state that

many of these respectable 'squires have succeeded in hatching poached



AN OPPORTUNITY.
Frederick {pointing to sleeping Cabby). " There, Aunt ! Now 's tour time for a Pair of Gloves !

"

BROTHER JONATHAN'S APPEAL TO BROTHER SAMBO.

Neow, Sambo, darn it— Brother ! there,

I guess that oughter please you :

You know how we in airnest air

Erom slavery to ease you.

You know we al'ys hev proclaimed
One man 's as good as 'nother,

And never hev we felt ashamed
Toe greet you as a brother.

You know that every slave we've riz,

We hev emancipated

;

Eor ourn I he laud of Ereedom is,

Where all air equal rated.

You know between ourselves and you
We 've drawed no social line here,

Same car by rail serves for the two,
Same room for both to dine here.

You know we love our gals toe find,

With niggers go a-courtin',

Thar 's nothin' haaf so to our mind

—

It's truth that I'm reportiu'.

You know in this oncivil war
Your battle 'tis we're fignfin',

Your cause we air a-strivin' for,

Your wrongs we air a-rightin'.

Wal, victory our arms has crowned,
Though at some cost in I axes

;

And neow we 've got on rebel ground
Some help of you we axes.

Up, Niggers ! slash, smash, sack and smite,

Slogdollagise and slay 'em

:

Them Southern skunks ain't much toe fight,

So at 'em, darn em ! flay 'em

!

A PARALLEL CASE.

If one may believe their newspapers (and nobody of course would
ever dare to doubt them) the Northerners are continually giving vent

to outcries against foreign intervention, and declaring that England lias

no right to interfere, and protesting that France had better mind her

own business, and Dot meddle with a matter wherein she is not con-

cerned. Indeed to read what has been written, one would almost

think that intervention had begun, and that the Northerners had been
stopped from achieving any more of their glorious successes which look

so vastly like defeats. Their grumbling reminds one of the Yankee
conversation, which their Joe Miller reports :

—

" Keziah. Ha dun neow kissin, Josh, be quiet du !

" Josh. Why, I 'm not kissin' you.
" Keziah. Wal, but ain't yer going tu !

"

France and England, common sense and charity, justice and com-
passion, have not interfered as yet ; but the Northern apprehensiveness

seems mightily like wishing that they were " going tu."

To the Lords of the Admiralty.
My Lords,

Should you have a Captaincy or a Commodoreship, or anything

of that kind, lying about your office, please send it to Lieutenant
John ScobelloI' the Royal Marines, who, sixty-four years ago, " served

as such in the Alexander" (says the Globe) "at the battle of Trafalgar."

Really it is time he received his promotion. Is it not, my Lords ?

Your obedient Servant, Punch.

"Les Mousquetaires de la Reine."—The English Volunteers.
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ONE GOOD TURN DESERVES ANOTHER.
Old Abe. " WHY I DU DECLARE IT 'S MY DEAR OLD ERIEND SAMBO ! COURSE YOU 'LL EIGHT EOR

US, SAMBO. LEND US A HAND, OLD HOSS, DU !

"
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A GAMEKEEPER RATE WANTED.
aving proved of

late that the Police

are insufficient to

take care of our
persons and pro-

perty, it has sagely

been proposed to

let them act as

gamekeepers, and
the House in its

collective wisdom
is doing all it can

to carry out this

proposition, albeit,

that the Govern-
ment is sensibly

opposing, it. If the

suggestion become
law, the question
" Where are the

Police ? " will, in

the country at all

events, be easy to

be answered. When
a house is broken
into, or a gentle-

man garotted just

outside his garden
gate, the Police

will be engaged in looking out for poachers near Lord Breechloader's preserves,

or in patrolling the bye roads which lead to Captain Crackshot's. How heartily

the burglars must bless Sir Baldwin Leighton for bringing in his Bill ! What a

jolly time for cracksmen will there be in rural districts, when the Police are all on
duty in their gamekeeping capacity, and out of hearing of alarm-bells and the cries

for help ! of householders whose plate-chests are attacked. Hear what Sir George
Grey, our vigilant Home Secretary, has to say on this point :—
" There were other objections to the Bill which remained untouched, and, among others, the

objection which had been so ably urged by the Right Hon. Member for Oxfordshire, that the Bill

would entirely alter the nature of the employment of the County Police. (Heat; hear.) The Police
now patrolled singly, and they were generally popular as the defenders of life and property ; but
it would be impossible for one policeman to cope with gangs of poachers, and if the Bill were to

be carried out, there must be large bodies of Policemen combined together, which would render
indispensable a large addition to the force. Should the force be increased it might be necessary
to revive the proposal that one-fourth of the expense should be borne by the country at large.

(Hiar, hear.)"

In this view Sir Joseph Paxton heartily concurred, and
" having had the management of large game preserves, was
satisfied that the Bill, if passed into law, would create dis-

turbances throughout the entire kingdom." Certainly,
although of the most angelic temperament, Mr. Punch will

be "disturbed" from his habitual serenity if he be called

on at his country house to pay a quadrupled Police rate,

because his neighbours chance to entertain a liking for

battues. On this point also Sir George Grey has spoken
like a man of sense :

—

" He had no wish to throw his shield over poachers, but he believed
the evil was caused by the over-preservation of game, and the remedy
lay in the hands of the landowners themselves. (Hear, hear.) Nobody
could desire to prevent a gentleman from preserving game for the pur-
pose of sport, but Parliament ought not to give additional protection
to those who maintained great preserves in order that they might
have the pleasure of reading in the newspapers towards the end of the
season, that they and their friends had, in the course of two or three
days, killed 7,000 or 8,000 head of game. (Hear, Hear.) The result of
over-preservatinri was, that it exposed a sort of qualified property to
depredation. When other kinds of property were unduly exposed,
the thief, of course, was punished, but the judges condemned the
practice, and it appeared to him that if large preserves were to be
maintained, they should be protected at the expense, not of the rate-
payers, but of the owners themselves. (Hear, Hear. )

"

Hear ! hear ! Yes, the House can cheer good sense, but
will the votes be guided by it ? Laud and law are repre-

sented pretty strongly in the Commons, and both laud-

owners and lawyers as a rule are fond of shooting, and
would doubtless like to save their pockets if they can by
having couuty-paid policemen to look after their game-.

The most radical of Whigs becomes a staunch Conservative

when thinking of his pheasants, and few members are so

liberal as to pay a private gamekeeper if they can get a

public constable to execute his work. If the Burglar-and-
battue-protection Bill be passed, there will be raised anew
the cry of Agricultural Distress, for many a tenant farmer

will feel grievously afflicted by it, Why not call a spade a

spade, and propose at once to levy a Gamekeeper Rate, Sir
Baldwin, for this is what the money for additional police-

men will in point of fact amount to ? Oh
;
you think the

country wouldn't stand it, do you ? Well, in that thought
Punch will certainly agree with you ; but as Punch detests

to see good sport degenerate to game-slaughter, he will

not agree with you or any other man in encouraging battues,

nor will he give his countenance to any bare-faced scheme
for preserving rich mens game at the expense of their poor

neighbours.

CRUMBS Or COMFORT EOR COUNTRY COUSINS,

who can't come HP to the exhibition.

"My dear Country Cousins,
" Op course I shall be only too happy to receive you. Come

when you like. At present, I regret to say, 1 haven't a spare room or a
spare moment, my house being not less occupied than my time. How-
ever, I promise you, when you do come, that I will do my best to
entertain you ; and by all means bring the baby with you.

" However, seriously speaking, if you are wise, you will stop where
you are, and I will give you the reasons for this advice, which, I assure
you, is perfectly disinterested, and entirely for your own good.

" London was never so uncomfortable as it is at the present moment.
Eirst of all, it is so_ full that the people are glad to sleep in steamers,
in boats, on the bridges, under the arches—anywhere. There was a
talk of bringing the Great Eastern up the river and turning it into

a floating hotel. It was calculated that, by tisht packing, it might
possibly be made to accommodate between 14,000 and 15,000 persons

;

and, after all, what would that be ?

" The streets are impassably from the millions that keep pouring
into them. Temple Bar is sometimes blocked up for hours. The
Police have to direct the people which side of the street to take, just as
they direct the carriages on a Queen's Drawing-Room Day. The innu-
merable carriages, the opposition omnibuses racing against one another,
the reckless cabmen flogging their maddened steeds to death in order to
make the most of their valuable time, the Pickford's vans tearing
along with the speed of fire-engines, the countless vehicles put in

motion to supply the wants of this agitated throng, all tend to strew
every crossing with accidents such as none but the hardened cockney,
whose pulse has been steadied by a life-long residence in his native city,

ever succeeds in triumphantly getting over.
" The accidents in consequence have been endless. The number of

mothers that have lost their children is something awful to contem-
plate ! Painful instances, too, of husbands and wives beiug separated
for days and days together—of servants disappearing, and never being
heard of again—are occurring every day. However, the newspapers
will acquaint you fully with these heartrending cases, and so I will not

frighten you unnecessarily by pointing out the_ extreme risk you run

by coining up to London whilst the Exhibition is going on.
" Of course, you have heard of the many robberies that_ take place

almost in the broad day-light? So large a concourse of people has

naturally attracted all the thieves of the world, and really it is not safe

to go out with a watch or anything of value about one. The mere fact

of a Member of Parliament being brutally assaulted in the presence of

the statue of one of our late lamented Royal Dukes should be sufficient

to make you pause before you venture on a journey attended with so

many perils to purse as well as person. You know I am not an alarmist,,

but candidly I should be sorry to guarantee that all of you would return

to your happy homes alive again.
" Of course, the great consumption has increased the price of every-

thing. Provisions are almost at famine prices. Herrings are selling at

the price of salinom. Eggs are as dear as peaches, and so on. As
in this busy season of pleasure-seeking, one cannot dine at home, this

is a point well deserving of consideration.
" However, do not let me dissuade you from coming, my dear

Country Cousins,— only for your own sakes I thought it was better

that you should be made acquainted with the real state of affairs. But
if, in spite of the danger and discomfort that certainly await you, you

are still determined to come, you may rely upon everything being done

to lessen the desagremens of your trip by
" Your sincere, but affectionate Town Cousin,

" Benjamin Bowrell."

" P.S. I know your great eagerness to see the sights of London ; but

there might as well be no sights at all, when it is utterly impossible

for one to get about to see them. As for the Exhibition, believe me,

that beyond some guns, a piping bullfinch, and a few pickles and toys,

there is positively nothing in it. Don't rely upon any amusement at

the theatres either—every place is booked in them for two months in

advance."

A Question eor the Chancellor oe the Exchequer.— Couldn't

every Spiritualist be prosecuted, under the Excise Laws, for retailing

Spirits without a licence ?
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THE PRESENT CHARMING FASHION OF LONG SKIRTS.

.Honestly, now—which of the Two ought to apologise to (lie other ?

" A CHARITABLE STAR."

Please to read this, which was in the Morning Star .-

—

" At present, Lord Palmerston does not profess to care even to
conciliate either his own colleagues or his avowed supporters. He
draws his encouragement and his cheers from the illegitimate in-
fluence of the Tory party. He is like a saucy servant who thinks she
can afford to disregard the lawful authority of mistress so )ong as
she secures the admiring glances and the secret support of master."

Well ! for a respectable and pious young paper, brought
up in a decorous Dissenting family, and especially patted
on the head by a Quaker, this is what may be called rather

spicy. In what highly proper grocer's establishment where
the sugar is sanded before Evening Privilege, did our young
friend ever see anything of the kind he describes so
amusingly ? Because such things never occur in a gentle-

man's bouse. We fear that he must have been carelessly

apprenticed. So the Tories are Master, and the Liberals
are Mistress, and Pam is House-Maid. And who is the
broken down Baker, who was a very useful tradesman, and
liked at the House, while he kept to Lis own line, but having
got into speculations he did not understand, has made a

mess of it, and who abuses the House-Maid because she

likes to see the soldiers go by. Eh, Richard ?

THE LAP OE LUXURY.
We notice that in the Western Annexe of the Great

Exhibition that there is " a machine for milking the four

teats of a cow at the same time." It is said in " point of

time, labour, and cleanliness, to far surpass milking^ by
hand." Its lightness of touch, too, is wonderful, combining,

as we are informed, the " suaviter in modo" with the fonr-

teat-er in re in a style that is sure to cast every dairy-maid

in the kingdom out of the milk-pail of society. We are only

thinking if a few of these milking-machines could be intro-

duced into the milky-way what a lacteal deluge there would

be, what a cat's millennium would ensue, to the great horror

and bankruptcy of the dairymen, who, in their overflowing

despair, would probably seek a watery grave by drowning
themselves in their own milk-pails.

The School oe Adversity.—Want of gold, occasioned

by democratic extravagance, may teach the citizens of the

Eederal Republic the value of a Sovereign.

UNJUSTIFIABLE HOMICIDE.
To the Prince de Joinville.

Mt Prince,
The Daily Telegraph has published some letters writen by you

to the Duke D'Aumale, describing the battle of the Chickahominy,
and extolling the valour of the Count de Paris, and the Duke de
Chartres, displayed in that engagement. If if, is not too impertinent
a question, allow me to ask : What business had you there? That of

making political capital, and learning the art of war, I am informed.
But pray what right had you to study the art of war at the expense of
the Confederates, and to make political capital out of then- blood ?

I find you writing as follows :—
" I was admiring the grandeur of the scene spread out before me—we had about

3,
r
>,000 men engaged, a numerous artillery, the reserve of cavalry, the lancers with

their floating pennons—all in the midst of a most picturesque country, and the
whole illuminated by the blood-red rays of the setting sun."

Certainly it was very polite of the Sun to place himself in keeping
with the scene which was affording you so much satisfaction. A most
accommodating Sun to look down on a scene of fratricide, and emit
blood-red rays to match. It did not occur to you perhaps, absorbed in the
interesting spectacle of Americans cutting Americans' throats assisted

by your nephews, who were in the thick of the fight—to examine your
own fingers. Physically, perhaps, they_ were of my colour, but viewed in

a moral light were they not stained with the blood of people who had
done you no wrong ; were they not. in short, crimson with murder ?

If not, how am I to understand the ensuing passage in your letter.

When the Federals and your gallant nephews ran away, you say:—

" I joined a few officers who attempted to check the artillery, and we succeeded
by absolutely barring the way and seizing the horses by the bridles. By that
means we were enabled to put two or three pieces in position on the slope of a hill,

and with them we harassed the enemy by the last rays of day."

Harassing the enemy with pieces in position means killing and
wounding those on whom you fire. What harm had the Confederate
troops ever done you that you should kill or wound them? What
authority had you to shoot them, any more than I have to shoot you,
and if I did should not I be a murderer ?

Having saved yourselves from the pursuing Southern troops, you

proceed to give your brother and me the ensuing information :

—

" We embark upon the Galena. While there a report is sent from the rear, an-

nouncing that a powerful body of the enemy is advancing towards the position

occupied by Porter. Immediately we re-ascend the river in order to throw the

weight of our cannon-balls into the scale, and open a fierce fire."

Do you ? And what excuse have you to plead in extenuation of

your gratuitous ferocity ? And was the scale into which you were

pleased to throw the weight of your cannon-balls that of Justice or

Tyranny ? The conclusion of your adventures on board the Galena is

less glorious than amusing :

—

" The lieutenant is at the mast-head with a signal officer, who telegraphs with

the men who work Porter's signals, which are placed on the roof 3f a bouse in

order to direct our fire. I also climb up to the mast-head, in spite ofmy jack-boots

and spurs."

I wish one of my artists could have seen you :

—

" In the heat of the action the helmsman forgets to steer straight, and the Galena

runs ashore. A disagreeable thing, as immediately the enemy covers the neigh-

bourhood with sharpshooters. We at last get off, and Porter's fire slackens."

The remainder of your " pitiful story " is briefly told. You and your

nephews show friends and enemies a clean pair of heels, and decamp,

or, as your late allies say, absquotilate. President Lincoln very

properly refuses to receive you; but he should have done that before^

when vou offered him the swords of amateur assassins, I would say, it

I thought you had killed anybody. But I will cherish the hope that

your balls' flew wide of the mark, and that you have really eaten as

many Confederates as you killed, so that the guilt which you nave by

your own account incurred, may not amount to more than shooting

with intent, and you are only on a par with an offender who deserves,

though by the law of England he is not liable, to be hanged.

Accept, my Prince, the assurance of my distinguished disapprobation,

P.S. One of our poets has said that

—

" They who in quarrels interpose,

Must often wipe a bloody nose."

It appears that you have not had that honour. The nose, however,

is not in danger of bleediug in battle when the part of the head exposed

to danger is the occiput.
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BARREL-ORGANS FOR BABIES.

eople with inquiring minds and
energetic legs, who explore the

nooks and corners of the World's
Show down at Brompton, may
have possibly discovered a re-

mote part of the building,

accessible by ascending a few
dozen flights of stairs, and con-
taining, besides photographs, a
great lot of toys and school-

books. These latter the cata-

logue, with more elegance of
language, describes as " educa-
tional works and appliances ;

"

and perhaps they are exhibited
at so very great a height be-

cause to elevate mankind is

the aim of education. Desks,
drawing-pads and cricket-bats,

globes, orreries, and footballs,

marbles, maps and magic lan-

terns, grammars and backgam-
mon boards, writing tablets and
wax-dolls, conjuring tricks and
copy-books, these are some out
of the very many articles of

interest contained in this col-

lection ; but in the visit which we paid it a day or two ago, we failed

to notice if among the " educational appliances " there is exhibited
that highly useful implement, the birch.

One however of the objects of chief interest in this Class is a Barrel-
Organ shown by a scientific gentleman, who has apparently devoted no
small portion of his life' to the study of the science of " Euphonic
Education." This science he explains to be a method of instruction by
the help of music ; speech and spelling being taught to children iu the
cradle to the accompaniment of tunes on a chromatic barrel-organ,
which, it is presumed, will have the power of impressing whatever may
be wished to be impressed upon the mind. A book called the Infant
Drama is exhibited therewith, and iu this entertaining work we find

the following description of how a baby is supposed to be euphonically
taught :

—

"Scene II.

—

Josephine's Apartment in the Gardener's Cottage. Morning.

"Josephine and the Infant Prince.
" {The clock strikes six. Josephine takes up the baby.)

"Josephine. What! is my little angel awake, opening his beautiful, sweet, blue
eyes, looking for his dear Josephine? Come, then, my little sweet one, he shall
have some comforts. (Jeannette enters.) Jeannette, my love, get ready the bath

;

let the water be only j ust tepid, and bring the sponge and a piece of old Windsor
soap, and warm the towels for drying baby ; and be as quick as you can, dear, as
I have got a great deal to do, so that every minute is precious. [Exit Jeannette.

" (Jeannette re-enters, with the things.)

"Jeannette. Mother, here is the bath, just tepid—the sponge, the soap, and soft
hair-brush; the towels quite hot, and the powder-box.

" Josephine. Thank you dear, that is all I want. Now, my sweet baby, I must
take off the pretty night-gown and night-cap, and put baby in the bath. (Josephine
washes the baby, and tells Jeannette to tarn tile organ, which plays ' Garry Owen,' the
national Irish air ; toMes the baby out of the buth, and dries it very tenderly, talking to
it as fast as she can upon the different parts of its body, quite in tltc language of endear-
ment, and counts all its toes and fingers in the usual nursery way.) Jeannette, dear,
take away all the bath apparatus, rinse out the bath, and put it by carefully

; put
everything back in its place, and hang the wet towels to dry, and then come back
immediately. [Exit Jeannette."

It rather puzzles us to fancy what a child can learn from hearing
" Garry Owen " played while it is iu the bath. Handel's " Water
Music" would be cleaily more appropriate, and equally instructive, at
least so we should think. Equally instructive too it must be found to
read Move's Homer and Milton's Paradise Lost to a baby in the ciadle,
upon the philosophic principle this dialogue puts forth :

—

" Mary. Why, surely you don't mean to read poetiy of that difficult nature to a
baby?

"Josephine. Yes, indeed I do ; the philosopher says it makes no difference what
language or what kind of poetry you repeat; one is just as easily imbibed as the
other. Therefore you may just as well read the best as the worst poetry. Both
science and literature come under the head of language, and all languages are just the
same to a baby

; it imbibes any one, or all of them, with equal facility.
" Mary. Well, I see now, clear enough, that the Euphonic system will do wonders,

as it appears, from your explanations, that philosophy has fully developed its power
and process."

Well, if mothers take to reading Pope and Milton to their babies,
perhaps at times by way of a change they will read a bit of Tupper

;

and this, we grant, would have some benefit, for any child of sense
would soon be sent to sleep by it. But, reverting to the barrel-organ,
we find alleged as one of the chief reasons for its use :—
" That infant man is entirely an imitative being of the highest order—that he is a

kving musical instrument, surpassing all musical instruments ever invented ; that
he is a perfect organ, with a natural bellows, of constant motion, with a musical

larynx, and a tongue the most marvellous, susceptible of millions of variations of

sounds and harmonies, that no Paganini could possibly come up to."

A portion of this statement every father will endorse. "Infant
men," when teething so continually do cry, that they may very well be
spoken as living musical instruments, with bellows of constant motion,
" perfect organs " for the noise and nuisance they create.

Whether the Euphonic system, if it succeed with babies, be adaptable

to schoolboys and to students quite grown-up, on this point The Infant
Drama says but little to enlighten us, "Grinding" is however not
unknown at College as a meaus of getting knowledge, and possibly

students may take to organ-grinding, if it be fancied that such
music really aids the memory, and instructs the mind. Euphonic edu-
cation would however be attended with certain disadvantages, were it

practised by Collegians, or even at large schools. College students

might of course have private rooms to play their organs in ; a conve-
nience which school-boys could in few cases enjoy, aud could only be

allowed to have an organ for each class. But knowledge, if acquired

by the hearing of a tune, might only be recalled by the recurrence of

that melody; and unless si udents could bring their barrel-organs with
them when they went to be examined, we fear the chances are they

would infallibly be plucked. Indeed, even were the privilege of bringing

them conceded, it is doubtful if the organs would prove of much
assistance when played in open hall. Eor just fancy what distracting

discord there would be if a couple of hundred organs were all played iu

the same room ; and how horribly your memory and mind would be

disturbed by hearing "Jim Crow" with your right ear and a psalm

tune with your left, while you yourself were grinding " Scots tolia hae
"

or " Garry Owen" to help you in remembering the fifth problem of

Euclid, or the date when Rome was built, or the "watch" argument
of Paley, or the paradigm of tvtttoj.

Sir,

WHERE 'S YOUR TICKET ?

' In your inimitable Paper, No. 1099, you suggest :
—

" It is better, when you have a difference with a Cabman, to give him your card,

and let him summon you."

Believing that your recommendation is calculated to remedy an
evil which has hitherto baffled all Police regulations, I forward the

form of a ticket, which will satisfy extortionate cabmen that the person
presenting such a document really intends to stand no nonsense.

" Allow me to thank you for the many invaluable suggestions I have
received from you for the regulation of the Police and the comfort of

the community, and permit me to subscribe myself at all times,

" Your obliged and obedient Servant,

"4, Whitehall Placer " Richard Mayne."

To Hackney Drivers

1862.
Preference in case of com-
plaint against Hirer on other

side.

THE HIRER'S
NAME,

Mr. Fortunatus Punch.

ADDRESS
85, Fleet Street,

London.

How to Stestore Order in the House.

If there is insubordination amongst Members of Parliament, or any
murmuring symptoms of mutiny, which probably may threaten the

existence of "the ruling powers that be," the most effectual way of

restoring order is for the Prime Minister to begin playing the

" Prorogue's March." It is astonishing the moment a few notes of

that melting—or we may say, dissolving—ah are heard, how extremely

quiet the most refractory mutineers become ?

" atjld laing syne.

Some time ago, says Mr. Laing, when in India it was necessary to

resort to torture in order to squeeze the taxes out of the natives, the

pressure of the rates was so heavy that the population to a great extent,

grew case-hardened to the business; indeed, one whole sect to his

knowledge became quite Hindoo-rated

!

'AND SO SAY ALL OF VS.

We are told that Game is not property. To this absurd legal fiction

we beg to give the flattest contradiction. Eor instance, there is Punch,
who is the very best game in the world, and yet where in England will

you find a finer property ?
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AN ERROR IN ORTHOEPY.
Old Lady. ' Where's the Brough'm, Gcorgiana? I don t sec it anywhere !

"

Impertinent Little Sweeper. " Broom, Mum ? Would yer like to 'avc 'mine, Mum 1 Shall/or a Joey I'

SHOPPING AT THE WORLD'S SHOW.
Mil. Punch, a few weeks since, called public notice to the fact that

some of the exhibitors at the World's Show down at Brampton were,
as he imagined, breaking faith Avith the Commissioners by advertising
that_ their goods might be "obtained" within the building; thus
leaving it to be inferred that customers were served at the various
stands and trophies, and might take away the goods they purchased, as
they would from a mere shop. Mr. Punch's dozen words put a stop to
these advertisements, but he regrets to find that the practice of "ob-
taining " goods is still in operation ; and, as lie believes this is obtaining
goods under false pretences, he begs Sir Wentworth Dilke and
Co. to look into the matter, as soon as they can spare five minutes so
to do. It is clearly to their interest that the custom should be stopped,
for there is no doubt _ it deters people from visiting the building.
Mr. Punch is ever anxious, to improve his mind, and although the
crinoline plays havoc with his legs, lie would very often spend an hour
or two at Brompton, for the Exhibition clearly is a most instructive
place. But Mr. Punch, as a fond husband, cannot go without his wife

;

and he is afraid to take that lady because of touting tradesmen, who
tempt her to buy things for which he has to pay. The jewellers are
specially intrusive and obnoxious, and a walk among their cases with a
lady on one's arm is quite as perilous to one's pocket as a promenade
down Regent Street in quest of a lace shawl, or a duck of a chip bonnet.
.For woman's flesh is weak, and when she sees a brooch or bracelet
glittering before her, and hears it whispered by the tempter, "Only
thirty guineas, M'm, and reelly very sbeap," she cannot well help
ieeling a desire to buy the bauble, for which unfortunate Augustus,
John or William has to pay. Besides, in some cases the tempter is

not content with luring her by what he publicly exhibits, but he pro-
duces other baits from a carpet-bag or coat-pocket, and then perhaps
assures her that the " articles " he shows her are duplicates of some
made for the Countess of Cornelian or the Marchioness of Malachite,
names which he well knows are sure to tickle female ears.

Now by dealings such as these the International Exhibition is sunk

into a shop. Husbands can no longer walk in it with safety, and their

minds are vexed and harassed instead of being bettered by it. One's
dread of pickpockets of course becomes considerably enhanced when
one carries about a thirty guinea trinket in one's pocket, and, as the
touters let their goods be taken away when bought, this fear is often

added to the nuisance of the purchase. If sales in jewellery be suffered,

and removal of the goods, sales in furniture and ironware should also

be permissible ; and exhibitors of these latter have a clear right to

complain, if the sale and the removal of their goods be not allowable.

There might be some slight bustle if all the tradesmen in the building
acted like the jewellers, and not merely took orders, but accompanied
their sales with the delivery of their goods. But clearly in strict justice

this should be conceded to them, for the maker of a bedstead has as

much a right to sell it and to let it be removed, as the maker of a
brooch. A husband could not, it is true, well put a bedstead in his

pocket ; and its removal from the building might be difficult to effect

without the knowledge of the police. A brooch or bracelet may be
easily concealed and smuggled out ; but until Mr. Punch has the leave

of the Commissioners to carry away a bedstead, a chandelier or steam
engine, he will rigidly abstain from buying either brooch or bracelet,

having no wish to take part in any underhand transaction, or to help
a touting tradesman to turn dishonest pennies by sales which, Mr.
Punch believes, are contrary to law. Himself being an exhibitor (go
and see Class 28, front row in North Gallery, near to Eastern Dome),
Mr. Punch of course has an interest in the matter ; for if the World's
Show is a shop where sales may be effected and things purchased there

removed, Mr. Punch will claim the right of attending at his trophy, and
there selling to the universe his own immortal works.

Question for the Federal Government.—What's the use of

Shinplasters to you, if you haven't got a leg to stand upon?

An Uniform Liar.—A wicked Policeman, who swears until ".all

is blue."
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WORKS ILLUSTRATED BY MR. JOHN LEECH.

PICTURES OF LIFE AND CHARACTER,
FROM THE COLLECTION OP MR. PUNCH. Three handsome Folio Vols., price 12s. each.

YOUNG TROUBLESOME;
Ob, MASTER JACKET'S HOLIDAYS. Price 5s. plain, 7s. Gd. coloured.

THE COMIC HISTORY OF ENGLAND.
By GILBERT A. A'BECKETT. With Coloured Engravings and Woodcuts.

Handsomely bound in Two Vols., price 21s.

THE COMIC HISTORY OF ROME.
By GILBERT A. A'BECKETT. With Coloured Engravings and Woodcuts.

Handsomely bound in cloth, price lis.

A LITTLE TOUR IN IRELAND.
Being a Visit to Dublin, Galway, Connemaea, Athxone, Limerick, Kjllarney,

Glengariff, Cork, &e. &c. &c. By AN OXONIAN.
In small Quarto, price 10s. Gd.

WORKS BY W. M. THACKERAY.

VANITY FAIR
ILLUSTRATED BY THE AUTHOR. One Vol. Svo, cloth, 21s.

*
t
* Also, a Cheap and Popular Edition, without Illustrations, uniform with the Miscel-

lanies, in crown Svo, 6s.

HANDLEY CROSS;
Or, MR. JORROCKS'S HUNT. With Coloured Engravings, &c. Svo, price ISs.

MR. SPONGE'S SPORTING TOUR,
By the Author of " Handley Cross," &c. With Coloured Engravings, &e.

One Volume, Svo, price 14s.

ASK MAMMA;
Or, THE RICHEST COMMONER IN ENGLAND. By the Author of " Sponge's Tour,

" Haudley Cross," &c. With Coloured Engravings, &c. Svo, price 14s.

PLAIN, OR RINGLETS?
By the Author of " Handley Cross," &c. With Coloured Engravings, &c.

One Volume, Svo, price 14s. cloth.

PENDENNIS.
ILLUSTRATED BY THE AUTHOR. Two Vols. Svo, cloth, 26s.

\* Also a Cheap and Popular Edition, without Illustrations, uniform with the Miscel-

lanies, in crown Svo, 7s.

THE NEWCOMES.
ILLUSTRATED BY RICHARD DOYLE Two Vols. Svo, cloth, 26s.

*** Also, a Cheap and Popular Edition without Illustrations, uniform with the Miscel-

lanies, in crown Svo, 7s.

THE VIRGINIANS.
ILLUSTRATED BY THE AUTHOR. Two Vols. Svo, cloth 26s.

HISTORY OF SAMUEL TITMARSH.
ILLUSTRATED BY THE AUTHOR, One Vol. small Svo, cloth, 4s.

MISCELLANIES IN PROSE AND VERSE.
In Four Vols., price 6s. each.

*** The contents of each Volume of the
Parts, at various prices, as follows :

—

Ballads, Is. Gd.

The Snub Papers, 2s.

The Tremendous Adventures of Major
Gahagan. Is.

The Fatal Boots:—Cox's Diary, Is.

The YELLowrLUSH Memoirs : — Jeames's
Diary, 2s.

Sketches and Travels in London, 9s.

Novels by Eminent Hands :

—

Character
Sketches, Is. Gd.

'• Miscellanies " are also published in separate

Memoirs of Barry Lyndon, 3s.

A Legend of the Rhine:—Rebecca and
Rowena, Is. Gd.

A Little Dinner at Timmins's :

—

The Bed-
ford Row Conspiracy, Is.

The Fitzboodle Papers: — Men's Wives,
2s. Gd.

A Shabby Genteel Story, Is. Gd.

The History of Samuel Titmarsh and the
Great Hoggarty Diamond, Is. Gd.

London: BRADBURY AND EVANS, 11, BOUVERIE STREET, FLEET STREET, E.C.

<g5f Homoeopathic Practitioners, aud the Medical Profession generally, recommend Cocoa
as being the most healthful of all beverages. When the doctrine of Homoeopathy was first

introduced into this country, there were to be obtained no preparations of Cocoa either

attractive to the taste or acceptable to the stomach ; tbe nut was either supplied in its crude
state, or so unskilfully manufactured as to obtain little notice.

JAMES EPPS, of London, Homeopathic Chemist, was induced in the year 1S39, to turn his

attention to this subject, and at length succeeded, with the assistance of elaborate machinery,
in being the first to produce an article poru in its composition, and so refined by the perfect

trituration it receives in the process it passes through, as to be acceptable to the delicate

stomach, and a most

DESIRABLE BREAKFAST BEVERAGE,

FOR GENERAL USE,

is distinguished for its

DELICIOUS AROMA, GRATEFUL SMOOTHNESS, and INVIGORATING POWER;
And to these qualities it is indebted for the adoption it now obtains as a

BREAKFAST BEVERAGE.
DIRECTIONS.—Mix, in a breakfast cup, two tea-spoonfuls of the Powder with as much

cold Milk as will form a stiff paste; then, fill up with boiling Milk, or Milk and Water in
equal portions, or Water.

1 lb., £ lb., and 1 lb. Packets, at Is. 6d. per lb.

Sold in labelled Packets only, by Grocers, Confectioners, and Druggists, in every town
throughout the United Kingdom.

MANUFACTORY: LONDON.

GLEN FIELD
PATENT DOUBLE-REFINED POWDER

EXCLUSIVELY USED IN HER MAJESTY'S LAUNDRY, AND PRONOUNCED BY nER
MAJESTY'S LAUNDRESS TO BE THE FINEST STARCH SHE EVER USED.

The great and ever increasing demand for this world-renowned Starch, is the best proof of
its superiority over every other kind. THE GLEN PIBED PATENT STARCH which is
adapted for all classes—from Her Majesty downwards—possesses in an eminent degree
the following properties:—Great Strength combined with Great Elasticity Purity of Colour
aud Pearly Transparency. It does not impart the yellow tinge to Fabrics which other
Starches do, but has on the contrary, the effect of keeping them Clear in Colour and Strong
in Texture. The Manufacturers have no hesitation in affirming- that the Glenfield Patent
Starch is the Most Perfect, and, at the same time, the Most Economical ; and if there be anywho have not done so, ihey are earnestly recommended to GIVE IT ONE FAIR TRIAL
and they will find it to be both Easier Made and Easier Used than any other and like the
Queen's Laundress, resolve for the future to Use No Other.

'

WOTHERSPOON & Co., Glasgow and London.

" Perfection of Mechanism."

—

Morning Post.

GOLD 5 to 100 Gs.: SILVER 2 to 50 Gs.

Send Two Stamps for Benson's Illustrated Pamphlet, descriptive of

every construction of Watch now made, with their prices.

«. > Watches sent to all parts of the Kingdom free by
Pest, or to India and the Colonies tor Ss. extra.

33 & 34, LUDGATE HILL, and

46 & 47, CORNHILL, LONDON, E.C.

Established 1749.

ST. MIRRENS' STARCH,
USED IN THE ROYAL LAUNDRY.

Beautifully transparent—strong and economical—unaffected by damp.
Sole Manufacturer and Patentee, WM. MACKEAN, St. Mirren's, Paisley.

London Warehouse, 44, Basinghall Street, E.C.

s/<

Not only have several Makers imi-
tated Bbown and Polson's Labels and
Trade Makk, one or both, but even
the name has been adopted.

One American variety, the third or
fourth introduced in the English
Market, bears the characteristic cau-
tion, "Beware of English Imita-
tions." Announcements of this class

are intended to deceive purchasers,
and to obtain a sale at the expense of

the reputation which alone belongs
to Patent Coin Flour. Families would
discourage the substitution of interior

kinds by writing upon their orders
" Bbown & Polson,"

MANUFACTURERS AND PURVEYORS TO HER MAJESTY :

Paisley, Manchester, Dublin, and London.

fHE POCKET SIPHONIA DEPOT.-EDMISTON AND SON,
l Sole Manufacturers of the 12 oz. Waterproof Coat for India, guaranteed not to be sticky,

no matter the climate it is subject to. From 42s., all silk 50s. to 65s. Measurement required,
the length and size round the chest. Knapsacks for Tourists, 18s. 6d.

FISHING STOCKINGS, 21s. to 25s. per pair.

5, oaa&itfa ouoss, late e*, st&anb.
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Obliging Railway Official. "Any Luggage, Miss ?"

Lady. "No. I was waiting for a party who tvere to have conic by this train."

0. R. 0. " A Party, Miss. Ah I let me see {confidentially) with Whiskers ?
"

OMNIBUSES THAT KNOW HOW TO CONDUCT
THEMSELVES.

It is not often that we have it in our power to say a
good word in favour of Manchester, but we are bound to
confess that it Las sent us a very good omnibus, which has
already gone far a-head in public estimation of the miserably
managed vehicles, that have so long been a disgrace to the
metropolis. Not only is this pattern omnibus roomy, clean,
and comfortable, but it is also more rapid than its dilatory
competitors, that are so imperfect in all their paces, that
they may be said to be completely behind the age. We
wish that Cottonopolis would only increase the obligation.
Having sent us a model omnibus, would it also go out
of its way to send up to London a real Patent Safety Cab ?

We mean a cab that one could ride in comfortably and in
perfect safety against being abused or imposed upon.
There is an immense opening in our streets for an improve-
ment of the latter description, and the introduction would
materially relieve our police magistrates of a very great
portion of their labours. Repeatedly fined as our cabmen
have lately been, the old scholastic precept of " Respice
Fit/em," does not seem to have had the slightest effect upon
them, excepting when that end happens to be the confisca-
tion of their badges. If Manchester will only confer this

boon upon us, we will promise never to say another word
against the Manchester School again. On the contrary,
we will be at all times ready to maintain, and, if necessary,
to prove that there is no better school in the world for
producing a firm-handed, clear-sighted, cautious, steady set
of men, in whose hands the reins of government can be
placed on all occasions with the greatest confidence, not
less with regard to the public advancement and well-being
than the general improvement of our ways.

Punch's Telegrams.

A Portion of some such as the following telegrams will

appear in the Morning papers one of these days.

" Paris, April 1.

" A mare's nest has been discovered at Messina.
" The Archimandrite and his clergy walked in procession

to the spot.

" All the eggs were addled.
" The Podesta received an ovation."

PAM AT SHEFFIELD.
Lord Palmerston, the Indomitable (if the Cabmen will pardon us

for using a word that has given them so much offence), scarcely waited

for the doors of Parliament to be closed when off he rattled to Sheffield,

to dine with Mr. John Brown, the excellent Mayor of the City of

Knives. There was a splendid banquet at the Cutlers' Hall, and the

Members for Sheffield, the Aldermen, numbers of Mayors, and others of

the elite of Yorkshire were present. The Morning Star says, "His
Lordship entered freely into conversation with the gentlemen present,

and was in excellent mood for cracking jokes, many of which were pro-

vocative of much laughter." The Star, perhaps undesirous to say more
than was necessary in honour of Mr. Cobden's friend, the Premier,
unkindly suppresses the jokes in question, but Mr. Punch, who is impar-

tial, and would cheerfully record an epigram by Mr. Hadfield or Mr.
Cox, if either gentlemen could make one, begs to supply the omission.

Lord Palmerston, having entered the reception room, and made a

general bow to all present, shook hands with each gentleman who was
presented, and made a facetious observation in each case. " Ah, Mr.
Sherief Twentyman," said his Lordship, "you here. Glad to see

you, Fortyman, and how's Mrs. Sixtyman. {Laughter'). You came
from the West Indies, I think? Not from Hayti, though, or else,

Portyman, you'd be an Eightyman, eh? {Roars of Laughter).

Alderman Gibbon, how are you ? When shall you give us a new
edition of your Decline and Fall? {Much merriment). Mr. Hadfield,
delighted, I'm sure. How are your poor aitches? {Shouts). By the way,
I 'm going to say in my speech that you and Roebuck, are thoroughly

English in your sentiments, but mind, Adfield, I don't recognise your
aspirations as Henglish, old fellow. {Sensation.) You dissent from that

remark, eh? Well, you've a right to, as you are a Dissenter. {Laughter

and applause.) Why don't you go to church? Church won't go to you,

you know. Mr. Roebuck, I am charmed to see you looking so well,

and how's the Emperor oe Austria? {Sensation.) What are his

feelings on the Hungary question?—mine are that I wish our friend

John Brown's dinner was ready. Mr. Alderman Matthews, how
do you do ? I am delighted to come and see yon at home, Mathews
at Home was always delightful. {Vehement applause) Here we arc in

Hallamshire, and it 's a good deal pleasanter than reading Hallam's
books. {Laughter.) Got a good dinner for us, Mr. Mayor, but I need
not ask, Sheffield's the place for a man to play a good knife and fork,

and to get 'em too, eh? {Applause.) Cut and come again, that's your
motto, and I shall be happy to cut to-night, cut away in the morning,
and come again whenever you like to ask me. {Cheers.) I had a good
mind to bring Gladstone with me, but he has trotted off to Elint—to

study how to skin flints, I suppose, as becomes a Chancellor of the
Exchequer {sensation), else he would have made you a good speech. 1 am
no orator as Gladdy is, but then I 've got a sweeter temper, as our friend

Cobden would admit if he were here. {Cheers.) Nothing like a good
temper ; but that I need not say to gentlemen in the steel line. {Loud
applause.) I say, Mr. Mayor, punctuality is the soul of digestion

—

think the soot's come down the kitchen chimney, eh ? {Laughter). Any
of you look at that playbill of the Rouher Dinner, four guineas a-head,

potato cakes and iced water ? I didn't think much of the menu, and 1

should like to know what my old friend Pozzo di Borgo would have

said to turtle-soup and punch, when you were going in for high art in

cookery. I 'm told Mr. Money rehearsed the entrees^ five times, which
I call noble devotion—have you rehearsed your entrees, Mr. Mayor—
he would have made you go it. Money would have made the Mayor go.

{Roars of Laughter.) Going to have ladies ? Not at the table, eh?

—

that's a shame. Don't like sending gals to the gallery. {Great

Laughter) I like to see them at table, Yenus and Bacchus, you
know, to speak classically ; besides, they shut up the bores so awfully,

no fellow likes to think that the women are laughing at him. And
your Sheffield ladies are so highly ornamental; it's a shame of you,

Mr. Mayor, and I shall tell them so. {Applause) No dinner, yet?

You are celebrated for your Sheffield mttles {shouts of laughter), and I

want to see them. Adfield, do you think there '11 be an aitch-bone on
the table ? Ha ! ha ! Here we are ; here comes Calves to say all 's

ready. Roebuck, move that the House adjourn, and set the example.

After you, Mr. John Brown ; after you, Mr. Mayor." The noble

lord then joined the procession to the banquet-room, singing gaily as he

went,
" John Brown's dinner 's smoking on the board,

So we '11 all go marching along."

VOL. XLIII.
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A FRIENDLY INTERFERENCE.
Obliging Frenchman to Obadiah//' Pardonnea-moi, Mo' sieul It has arrived to

your Collar to slid; him up."

A ROTHSCHILD IN THE PRIZE RING.

To live like a fighting cock is au expression not yet obsolete ; but when one
wishes to describe a luxurious existence, assuredly ere long the best comparison
will be to say that Mr. So-and-so is living like a prize-fighter. What con-

tinents of venison and what oceans of champagne may be a (lorded for the diet of a

pugilistic champion, may be seen by ibis announcement in the Sporting Life:—
"Tom Sayers*s 200 Men and Horses' Farewell for a Time to his True British Soil.—

Tom Sayers's company and horses are engaged, together with the veteran agent, to visit Australia.
The great English boxer and his troupe, consisting of 100 men, sixty horses, and two elephants, go
to Australia. The ship Alexandria, 1,500 tons burden, will convey the mighty hero and suite to
the land of novelty September C, 18(32, at the termination of the Exhibition. Mr. Savers is

engaged at the sum of £85,000 for twelve months, exclusive of the voyage each way in the ship
Alexandria. Therefore, under these circumstances, he will for a time bid farewell to the land he
loves, wishing to return with the laurels of a far distant soil emblazoned on his breast, which
will add to the comfort of his declining years, surrounded by the affluence he so richly deserves,
as one who has upheld to the letter the honour and bravery of his dear native land."

Five and eighty ^thousaud pounds is no bad sum to pocket for a single year's

engagement, and we heartily congratulate the worthy Mb. Sayers on the prospect of

good living which appears to be before him. Even if he have not saved a penny
out of all the money he has pocketed by sparring and by starring in "the provinces,"
he may now look forward to returning from Australia with ample means for his

indulgence in every kind of luxury, from the costliest of claret to the tiniest of
terriers, and the gorgcousest of garments that ever have been sported by a swell of
the Prize King. We only trust that Mr. Sayers will abstain from living " not
wisely but too well :

" for people blest with sudden affluence have been known to
get the gout, and whatever be his skill in the art of self-defence, Mr. Sayers should
remember that in most cases the gout is an awkward sort of customer, and when it

gives a knock-down blow uo science can avail against it.

t

But while we congratulate 1dm upon his good fortune, we really think the
"mighty hero" might have managed to announce it with more modesty of
language than he has cared to use. We don't so much object to, his parading to the
world his tremendous amor pa trice, or to his bragging of the affluence which (in

his opinion) he " so richly deserves," and which he anticipates will certainly surround
him when he returns to settle in his dear native land. But inasmuch as Mr. Sayers
is merely hired to show himself and his horses in Australia, and as he is to go in
quite a peaceful way, without the least idea of being called upon to fight, we don't

exactly see what laurels he can win there, and we are

therefore slightly puzzled to know why such things should
be " emblazoned on his breast." If the possession of some
laurels of Antipodean

_
growth would really "add to the

comfort of his declining years," we should advise Mr.
Sayers to challenge the Antipodean champion (if there be
one), or at any rate to hunt up some one who will fight

him, so that he may come home with another triumph
added to those he has already gained. Unless he does

so, his laurels, if we ever chance to see them, will be of

very little value in our eyes : indeed we shall be tempted to

regard them as mere greens, to which the term of " cab-

bage " might appear not inappropriate

AN UNFAIR QUESTION.

To any man this question put,

If you would touch him near,

And tempt his irritable foot

:

How much have you a-year ?

If self-control restrain his ire,

His thumb he will apply
Unto his nose, and you desire

To catechise his eye.

There's nothing that a Briton true

More hates than to confess,

Required or ordered so to do,

Or driven by duress.

'Tis this that makes him Priest and Pope,
So cordially detest,

Because they want to search and grope
The depths within his breast.

No power on Earth can force John Bull
His conscience to expose,

But rather he his sins would tell,

Than his affairs disclose,

His income would you ascertain,

Its sum why he should show
Good cause indeed you must explain
That he may let you know.

Then if you want him to declare

His annual revenue,
Taxation's load that it may share

In measure just and due

;

You may expect, with many a sigh,

With many a grunt and groan,

With growl and grin and faces wry
The truth at last will own.

But if your tax, like Schedule D,
Be partial and unjust,

Then may you calculate that he
Will tell you— what he must.

And you, if more you 'd have him say,

With thumbscrews and with racks

Must wring it out, to make him pay
Unequal Income-Tax.

Then wonder you that his returns

Thereto should be so small P

His cheek with shame, suppose you, burns ?

He blushes not at all.

Would you the full amount extract

Of his precarious pelf?

Then ask him not for ground of fact

Whereon to cheat himself.

The Danger of Joking with One's Wife.

Mr. Dove, seeing on a Masonic Lodge's emblazoned
charter, the well-known motto, " Audi, Vidi, Tace," recom-

mended it hopefully to his wife for her future adoption,

but the dear creature did not see it ; on -the contrary, in

a loud and voluble strain that lasted foP at least half an
hour, she proceeded to call upon Mr. Dove to translate

those dark insidious words ; and furthermore she insisted,

in a tone of authority that seemed to inspire more fear

than respect, upon being instantly informed as to what
was Mr. Dove's little meaning in expressing a hope that

she should adopt any gibberish like that as her own?
Up to the hour of our going to press, the dispute was still

pending.
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SKETCH ON THE SEA COAST DURING THE GALE.

Lord D-ndre-ry (to his Bivother). " A-a-a, I that, Tham ! Wather a Dithplay op Figcier—Eh?"

REVIEW OP THE SEASON.

Most of the newspapers, as soon as Parliament closes, give a review
of the Session. As little lias been done this year, the summary on this

occasion has been far from a lively one. In the fashionable world, the
result has been very different. We are enabled, from favoured sources,

to give a titled Lady's review of what has been going on :

—

" The present Season has been a most severe, a highly fatiguing one.
" It is impossible almost to enumerate the many calls we have had

upon our time by friends from the country, and foreigners from the
Continent, as well as from the innumerable exhibitions that have
been open.

"The consequence has been, that no lady who owes anything to

Society has scarcely had a moment to herself that she could fairly call

her own.
" The International Show has monopolised a great deal of our time,

which it is to be hoped has been profitably and instructively spent,

especially the many delicious hours we have passed in the Jewellery
Department. It would be a source of great regret, after inspecting
with ever-increasing delight the varied intellectual stores of Messes.
Emanuel, Hunt and Boskell, Storr and Mortimer, and others
of not less dazzling fame, if ladies, generally so impressionable to such
inspiring scenes, have not carried away with them many happy remi-
niscences of them upon which their memories as well as their eyes will

not fail to dwell hereafter with a fond gratification that will brighten
their recollection of the memorable season of 1862, with a lustre such
as shall never fade. These treasures ought to be for ever hoarded up
with jealous care in the valued jewel-box of memory.

" The two Operas have monopolised most of the evenings that we
have not been able to devote to dinner parties, and conversaziones, and
fetes of a more sociable nature. To Patti and Titiens, to Mario, and
not less beloved Giugltni—our thanks are most gratefully due. Their
cherished voices, as they ring thrillingly again in the ears of our recol-

lection, should stimulate us to cultivate our own during the quiet
pauses of the recess, when Fashion, kindly allowing its most ardent
votaries to retire to the country, gives them breathing time to recover
from their fatigues.

" The Handel Festival, as well as the Piping Bullfinch, must have
given unqualified gratification to all who had the least ear for music.

" A word of compliment must be paid to the Pasha of Egypt for

honouring the present Season with his presence, and more, especially

for the delightful fete he gave on board his yacht, though it is to be

regretted that his suite had not the good taste to defer their smoking
until after the ladies had retired.

" It would be ill becoming in this review, dedicated essentially as it is

to pleasure, to say anytlung disparaging the Japanese Ambassadors

;

but, still, as they never did anything for the gratification of Fashion,

beyond occasionally showing themselves in public, it would be

gross flattery to launch into any phrases approaching ever so remotely

to encomium in their favour. They never gave a single entertainment

whilst they were here, and the presents they brought with them were

of that shabby description that no recendeuse de toilettes would have

soiled her hands by accepting them.
"As ladies generally are not noted for the strictest powers of arith-

metic, it would be idle to attempt here to give an accurate list of the

innumerable, balls, soirees, matinees ssAtke's dmsantes, or otherwise,

and kettledrums that those, whose lips are allowed to come in contact

with la crime de la crime, have participated in this Season. The annals

of that admirable Monitewr de la Mode, the Morning Post, will amply

supply the deficiency, and those who are curious on this interesting

subject, are referred to that impartial magazine of fashion.
" Pleasure (it has been admirably remarked by Madame de Stall,

who probably did not understand much about it), exciting as it may
be at the moment, is invariably enervating in the end. It is a kind of

milliner's bill, of which we enjoy the delightful products at the time

being, but lor which we must pay the full price as soon as the bright-

ness has faded. The Season is now over. It has been more than an

usually laborious one. The consequence is that our brightness has

(there is no shame in making a confession that is apparent on the mere

face of the thing) somewhat faded. It would be advisable, therefore,

that we should endeavour to pay a visit to that real Madame Rachel,

that only true restorer of woman's lovely complexion—Dame Nature.

Consequently, after the fatigues that have heroically been undergone this

Season, a trip to the sea-shore, or to a charming country seat, or to Spa,or

Ems, or Baden-Baden, would be about the best thiug that one could do.
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MRS. ENGLAND AND HER FLAT IRONS.

hen Vulcan forged
the bolts of Jove,

lie never dreamt of

being commissioned
to make fiat irons for

Neptune. The waves,
however, which Bri-

tanuia so long ruled

with a slender ferule,

like that by which
authority in a Dame
School is upheld,now
laugh at their ancient

governess. To con-

trol their buoyant
spirit a Monitor cast

in a different mould
is wanted now Ame-
rica takes in mang-
ling, and shows how
cleverly, not for profit

or honour, but for

mere enjoyment, she
can iron her own
flags.

For many years,

in fact ever since

Elizabeth was
born, Mrs. England has been a professed smoother of the seas. By the hand of

her energetic servant Nelson (laie of the "Trafalgar") every crease in the
Mediterranean—every rumple of the Nile— was systematically removed. In his

time, however, the business was can ied on with wooden rollers or tubs. Then,
admirals affected different colours—now they are all in the blues. Sterne, speak-
ing of an ideal captive, says, he saw the " iron enter his soul"— the same painful

operation is undergone daily by every timber-loving commodore. We should

scarcely be surprised if cocked hats and epaulettes were
superseded by leathern aprons and gloves, en rigueur.
The sweet little cherub that sits up aloft will, we suppose,
have an anvil instead of a button for his perch, and what
our national colours will be, amid those ferruginous sur-
roundings, we shudder to imagine—before they are washed.
The sailor who always gets on queerly on horseback will

make wry faces when there is nothing left for him to mount
but a screw. The Hardy Norseman whose house of yore was
on the stormy sea, if he could behold a Merrimac, would
certainly admit lie never had so hard a nut to crack ; and
we question even whether a Viking, if he came across
such a marine monster, could help winking with astonish-
ment. In lieu of cutlass, Jack, we fancy will be armed with
spike and sledge-hammer, and instead of hauling down the
bunting in token of defeat, the proper plan (for an enemy)
will be to loosen a rivet, and present our victorious captain
with a plate.

When the Board of Admiralty has become an honing
board, hostile squadrons will necessarily be rubbed out
like wrinkles. Foreign laundresses on amicable terms
with Mrs. England, and who are in the habit of borrow-
ing a cup of gunpowder from her canister, may then find it

convenient to employ her heating apparatus, instead of

keeping up enormous fires of their own. In support of this

view Mrs. England and Miss France it will be remem-
bered, did all the ironing for a Sick Man at the Golden
Horn in 1854-5, and refer with pardonable pride to the
Turkey, which entirely through their occupation, was
rescued from the paws of a Great Bear. Complaints have
sometimes been made of Mrs. England's heavy charges

;

but not even her bitterest opponents will deny that she by
her peculiar talent for "polishing off" has always given
them satisfaction.

Wjiy was "College Pudding
fact of its being Eton.

so called?—From the

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PAELIAMENT.
Monday August Uh. The Lords, who had a special sitting on the

previous Saturday, to read the Distress Bill a Second Time, suspended
all rules, hastened it through Committee, aud passed it to-day, some of
them complaining that Government had been tardy in bringing forward
the measure.
Lord Campbell, or Stratheden, made a speech in favour of a

recognition of the Southern Confederacy, but the Lords considered that
the subject should be left in the hands of the Government, and Earl
Russell expressed his obligations for that mark of confidence.
The Commons had a short meeting, and as at the St. Stephen's Club it

is the custom to discuss everything, the case of the lady to whom Ireland
gives and Scotland denies the name of Mrs. Major Yelverton was
brought up, and Mr, Whiteside made a speech in the interest of his
late client. Sir Roundell Palmer admitted the absurdity of having
three systems of marriage law, and wished the English system adopted
throughout the three kingdoms, but gave no pledge to attempt legislation.
Mr. Punch is unable to understand why a civil contract should not be
required in all cases—that is to say, a registration before a civil officer
— and then the_ subsequent ceremony might be left to the feelings of the
parties, who might please themselves wi'h the graceful splendour of a
Catholic marriage, the solemn ritual of England, the drawing-room
benediction of Scotland or the gymnastic performance across the
emblem of household cleanliness. He certainly thinks that people
ought to know whether they are married or not, although he admits
that doubts on the subject are exceptional, and that the housekeeping
books exhibit a series of certificates which are perfectly convincing to
most men.
Both Houses rose until

Thursday. When in the Commons the Attorney-General (a Dis-
senter) had to defend the Bishop of Oxford for his order for a Silent
Prayer for the restoration of peace in America. Sir William said

j JT
as

3)

to ^e Presumed that the Bishop had not issued the order
unadvisedly," and one's defender could hardly say much less lor one. Mr.
JNewdegate takes up the Church Rate question, aud introduces a Bill
for the settlement thereof. Mr. Osborne once more tried to burst
the Armstrongs, but Sir Geoege Lewis stood to his suns. Lord
lALMERSTONsaid thatheandLoRD Shaftesbury had not yet filled
up the place of the late Primate of Ireland—Mr. Punch, and a good
many other good men, would like to hear, not that those Lords had
tilled up a trench, but that a Trench—ha ! ha ! do you apprehend
us, Shaftesbury?
Mr. S. Fitzgerald called Lord Palmerston's attention to the

tact that the Northern States were using to the utmost, not to say

abusing their blockade rights as belligerents. They blockaded British

ports. The Premier replied to the effect that there was no case for

interference, and was understood to mean that we would hold our
tongues, so long as we could do so honourably, and let the North go as

far as we could possibly permit, not entirely without reference to

English interests, inasmuch as what is just now sauce for the Southern
goose may hereafter become sauce for the saucy Northern gander. The
Session was over.

Eh ! Punch had nearly forgotten the Speech from the Throne. What
luck that he should have just remembered it in time, but then he is

always lucky. To be sure, there was not much to recollect. This was
what Lord Westbury had to say :

—

Obliged by your attendance and attention.

Everything pleasant with Foreign Powers.
Yankees still at it—we shall not interfere.

Conference to sit upon Turkish difficulties.

Must smash the Taepings.

Valuable treaty with King Leopold.
Much obliged for money and Fortifications.

Exceedingly obliged to the Volunteers.

Pieased to see so many foreign visitors.

Got an Anti-Slave Trade Treaty with Mr. Lincoln.
Glad something has been done for Education.

Very sorry for manufacturing distress.

Useful Conveyancing Reform.
Useful Act for Parochial Assessments.

Useful Act about Highways.
Useful Acts about Irish Weights aud Poor.

Useful Merchant Shipping Act.

Behave yourselves well at home.
Usual prayer.

You are Prorogued till Friday, 21th October

:

With your sentimentalibus lachrymse roar 'em,

And pathos and bathos delightful to you,

Which the good Mr. Punch (who confesses they bore him)

Has done with, thank Fate, for the year LXll.

A Hero who Fights for a Penny.

Leave has been graciously granted to Captain Gabnham, who
fought so valiantly for his umbrella at Brompton the other day, to

change his name. In consequence of that memorable exploit, he is to

be allowed to call himself Captain Gingham.
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MARINE ASSURANCE,
From Vera Cruz a naval

Correspondent forwards us

the following, extracted, as

he tells us, from a transat-

lantic print :

—

MATRIMONIAL.
A YOUNG NAVAL OF-A FICER, of excellent family
and associations, is desirous of

entering into a correspondence
with some young lady in a similar

position, with a view to a nearer
and dearer acquaintance here-

after, the lady must he pretty,

and possessing a good education,

and blessed with a gentle and
loving disposition. Address
U. S. S. Minnesota, Hampton
Roads, Va. Irish or German
aristocracy need not apply.

Pretty and well educated,

disposed to gentleness and
love, surely these good qua-
lities should satisfy a man,
if found united in a lady of

good family and "excellent

associations," whateverthey
may be. There is a smack
of over-nicety in this young
officer's exclusion of the

titled girls belonging to Germany and Ireland from the extraordinary
privilege of being blessed with his handwriting, and then possibly his

hand._ A pretty, gentle, loving girl, born of a good family and educated
well, is not a person to be sneered at because she happens to belong to

the Irish aristocracy, or to claim relation to some German prince or

lord. A young officer in the navy of the Northern Untied States,

whatever be his merits, cau hardly be so great a catch that he need fear

to be besieged by so many pretty loving girls of noble birth, as to

render it desirable to exclude at least two countries from competing for

his hand. We hear a good deal nowadays about marine assurance, aud
if this advertisement be taken as a sample of it, there is very clearly no
lack of assurance in the navy of New York.

MORE YANKEE SLANG,

One serious evil resulting from the abominable Civil War still raging
in America, is its tendency to corrupt the English language. Despatches
written by Northern generals are published in English newspapers, and
almost all of them contain disgusting Yankeeisms, which are copied

by many_ British journalists who ought to know better. Some new
solecism is continually turning up in these illiterate compositions, and,

being adopted and repeated in other writings of the same description,

soon becomes current Yankee coin, as base as shinplasters or cardboard-
stamps, which must not be suffered to pass in this country with sterling

English. Some of these counterfeits have been already nailed to our
counter, and we must now affix one more.

Tlie last new mintage of American vocabulary smashers is the verb
" To claim," used as signifying to allege, assert, or maintain. Such and
such an officer, for instance, is said to claim that he has taken so many
guns and prisoners. To pretend that he has taken them is what might
naturally be supposed to be meant ; because " to claim " is to " demand
of right," to " require authoritatively ;

" and when it is said that a
man claims to have done something, and especially something that is

improbable, what seems to be implied is that he demands credit for his

statement to that effect, which is doubted.
In a sort of Prospectus of a " General Basis of the Society of the

Lyceum Church of Spiritualists, Boston, U.S.A.," occurs the following
sentence :—

" The members of this Society claim that the soul of man is immortal/'

The ludicrous misuse of the word "claim," above instanced, may
serve as an example, which gregarious, imitative, and unthinking
writers^ who are too apt to contract vulgar and villanous idioms, are
hereby implored to avoid.

They Stoop to Conquer.

Peacemongers at any price, may say what ill-natured things they
please against the Rifle Shooting Association, but at all events they
cannot accuse the Members of passing altogether "an aimless
existence.

Fret-Work, (by a Female Architect).—Hews.

THE MANIFEST DESTINY OF THE YANKEES.
Jonathan.—'Tis now some while since I 've heard anything, from

your Yankee statesmen and stump-orators, about the manifest destiny
of the United States. The destiny of your Model Republic, your
go-ahead people, the freest and most enlightened nation on the globe,
which seemed manifest to those eloquent "and impassioned 1 patriots, was
that of extending over the whole American continent by the annexation
(the_ wise called it)

_
of your neighbours' territories. The manifest

destiny of the cup, friend Jonathan, is sometimes too confidently

presumed to be reaching the lip ; but, as a prse-Tupperite philosopher
has remarked, a casualty frequently occurs between the one and the
other, so as to prevent the vessel from reaching its destination.

The Model Republic, that was to chaw up Creation, and swallow the
universe like an infinite Python, or the Great American Sea-Serpent, is

severed in twain, and of its two writhing pieces, each, become an indi-

vidual snake, is now writhing and struggling, with all the might of its

coils, to crusli and chaw up the other. The manifest destiny of both
North and South is to " spill much more blood," and become " wus "

as yon pronounce the word, aud spend much more money ; and one
destiny which apparently if not manifestly awaits you is national bank-
ruptcy, and the consequent necessity of caving in.

The ultimate destiny manifest to mankind at large as that which is

reserved for yon Yankees is not that of going where all good niggers go.

I am sorry to inform you that the general opinion is that the applauders
of General Butler will go where they will meet Nana Sahib. On
such a subject, however, I will not be &o presumptuous as to talk like

Mawworm and the Pope. But I may and must say, friend Jonathan,
to judge by the way in which you are going on, that, as regards this

world, at any rate, your manifest destiny, a destiny in evident course of

accomplishment, is that of descending to the very lowest place. It has
for some time been said that, in form and features, your people are

approaching the Red Indian type, and I now find you exulting in the

worst brutality of Sepoys, whilst you also emulate their malignant
ferocity, in howling for British blood, and whooping over British

distress, manifestly burning to glut your bloodthirst upon this country,

by way of return for our petting and pampering you, humouring your
whims and extravagance, treating you with the utmost kindness and
forbearance, and making you every possible concession.

Thus, Jonathan, you see, you are sinking from bad to worse, from
savage to lower savage, and your manifest, destiny, at that rate of

decadence, is the zero of humanity. But will you stop there, Jonathan!?
If there is any truth in the theory of the " Origin of Species," there

may be an inversion of the originating process, you know.
_
Degeneration

is as possible as development, and American citizens, if they go on
raving, blaspheming, murdering, burning, and wreaking foul unmanly
vengeance, may, alter having passed through the phases of Indian

North and East, Nigger, Bosjesman and Earthman, arrive at a point

below M. du Chailltj's Fans, who eat their own kinsfolk; Jonathan
cuts the throats of his already. The countrymen of Washington may
decline into Gorillas, and the future Australian traveller who sketches

the ruins of Faneuil Hall may find them infested with grinning and
gibbering baboons whose ancestors were citizens of New York. Your
manifest destiny, unless you return to reason, is all of you to be turned

to apes with foreheads villanous low. You will be up a tree indeed,

holding on with your feet as well as your hands, like the other quadru-

mana. Already, Jonathan, you have morally subsided to the under-

most moral level. Take care you don't physically degenerate into a

Yahoo. Shall I then acknowledge that you are a man and a brother ?

Oh ! Spare me the humiliation of having to admit that such a creature

as that which you will become is any relation to

Something Like a Menace.

An Exhibitor at the Show, dissatisfied with the opinion expressed

upon his property by the Jurors, put up a protest.
_
The Commissioners

immediately covered up his article in a canvas sacking, and set a Sapper

as sentinel to prevent its being taken off. Mr. Punch begs to say that

he shall, for once, follow the example of the Commissioners, and it they

manifest the slightest impertinence on account of Ins strictures upon,

their conduct, he will cover up the whole Exhibition with a sack, and

set Toby as guard to prevent Mr. Cole, or anybody else, from taking

it off. . Now then
!

'

A Distinction with a Difference.

A Parliamentary return has just been issued under the head of

Income and Property Tax. This is as it should be. There is an

Income-Tax and there is a Property-Tax. These two obstruct taxes are

too commonly confounded under the name of Income-Tax. They are,

however, very different things. The Income-Tax is a tax on

income consisting of the rent or interest of Property. The Property-

Tax is a tax on the income which a person earns, and which constrtutes

the whole of his property..
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TURNING THE TABLES; OR, A LITTLE SAUCE FOR THE GANDER.
Henrietta (who is joking, of course). "I 've been thinking, dear Charles, that, as tou require change, it would be so nice for

YOU TO GO DOWN WITH THE CHILDREN TO SOME QUIET PLACE AT THE SEA-SIDE, WHILE I AND MRS. FRED SPANKER WENT TO BaDEN-BaDEN
for a few weeks—Eh ?

—
" [Thisjast being just what the wretch Charles has been proposing to himself and Fred Spanker for the last month.

GEEAT POLITICAL CRICKET MATCH.
PAM'S TEAM AGAINST THE AMALGAMATED DIZZTITES.

Tins exciting match has been commenced on the St. Stephen's
ground, and up to the time of the drawing of the stumps it will be seen
that Pam's team have clearly had the best of it. The veteran has
indeed by far the stronger side, having pretty nearly had the pick of All
England, by whom he has long been held as a prime favourite. When
well warmed to his work there are few more slashing and hard hitters

than old Pam, and he has shown himself this season more cautious in

his play than it was formerly his wont to be.

Dizzy's underhand sneakers and insinuating twisters have proved of

no avail against Pam's bold and forward batting; and while he has been
ever ready to hit out, we think that all who have enjoyed an opportunity
to judge of it must have much admired the skill and style of his defence.
We were not at all surprised to iiud him, when the stumps were drawn,
carrying out his bat : for the veteran is one of those who when they get
well in are generally found by no means easy to put out.
On the whole, we think Pam's team have pretty fairly satisfied the

hopes their captain formed of them : although he knows as well as any
one that there are one or two uncommonly weak players still among
them. Young Peel is much too reckless to be trusted in a match, and,
though he makes at times a fairly average good score, old Wood is

sadly clumsy and unscientific. Lewis is a rather slow old-fashioned
sort ol player, still at some points we admit he is not without his merit

:

but Cowpee is so generally unlucky (if we may not say, unskilful) in
his play that his place might very easily be filled with some one better.
Little Johnny Russell is a good old steady player, and from his long-
experience he has of course acquired a thorough knowledge of the
game ; but we think, next to the captain, Bill Gladstone is decidedly
the best man in the team, and though rather apt, like Westbuey, to
show a little temper, he must certainly be viewed as an uncommonly
fine player, and one who very rarely will let slip a chance of scoring.
Well knowing his weak point, Lizzy did his best last spring to aggravate

him with his "teasers; " but Bill was on his guard for them, and
wisely took good care to keep within his ground, although certainly, we
must admit, at first he seemed inclined to hit out rather wildly.

On the other side we find but little to commend, although we certainly

admire the pluck that Liz has shown in playing what he knew would
be a losing game to him. His tactics have however been a long way
from first-rate, and on more than one occasion the absence of good
generalship has proved of fatal damage to him. What could be more
absurd than the putting on of Walpole as a bowler at old Pam, who of

course made mincemeat of him the first over ? Moreover, there must
be something faulty in the captain, when a team are so unruly as the

Dizzyites have shown themselves. To play well together, an eleven

must have confidence in the captain who commands them. This conli-

dence the Dizzyites have failed as yet to feel; and we therefore cannot

wonder at their finding themselves beaten. By getting Cobden on

their side and another one or two of the Manchester Eleven, they doubt-

lessly made pretty sure of putting Pam's team out before the hour

came for the drawing of the stumps. But though a clever bowler, and

making a good contrast with his slows when he is put on as a change

with Dizzy's sneakers, Cobden is by no means now so powerful as he

was, and certainly old Pam is not the player to be funked by him.

It is understood that the match will be resumed next season, but

unless Dizzy contrives to get his men more up to work, there seems very

little hope of his doing any good with them. Their fielding is at present

far from being at all first-rate : indeed so clumsy have they showed

themselves in much that they have done, that one might really have

imagined the Amalgamated Dizzyites must have a close connection

with that other team of cricketers, who have elected to be called the

Amalgamated Duffers. As has before been stated, Pam carries out his

bat with every chance of winning : indeed some of the members of the

St. Stephens' club are quite willing to bet that the veteran will be

reported as " Not Out " all next season.

Motto foe the Pedeeal Paety.—" Bouts Furnished.
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DRAWING THE STUMPS.
Cobden to Dizzy. "CARRIES OUT HIS BAT? OF COURSE HE DOES! YOUR UNDERHAND BOWLING 'LL

NEYER GET HIM OUT! I'LL SHOW YOU HOW TO DO IT NEXT INNINGS."
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"THE house THAT FOVVKE BUILT."

{Humbly suggested by Mr. Punch to the London Stereoscopic Company, as

a subject for a series of views " to be sold In the building'')

Tins is the House that Fowke built. 1

Tli is is the Nave,
That ran. through the House that Fowke built.2

These are the Tro-phies,

That jammed the Nave,
That ran through the House that Fowke built.3

These aie the" O-fies!"
That greeted the Tro-phies,

That jammed the Nave,
That ran through the House that Fowke built. 4

This is Crinoline's closely-pent wave,
Dammed 'midst the " O-fies !

"

That greeted the Tro-phies,

That jammed the Nave,
That ran through the House that Fowke built.

3

These are Canute-Commissioners, hoping to brave
The onslaught of Crinoline's closely-pent wave,
Dammed 'midst the " O-fies !

"

That greeted the Tro-phies,

That jammed the Nave,
That ran through the House that Fowke built.

This is Mr. Punch, teaching how to behave 7

The Canute-Commissioners, hoping to brave
The onslaught of Crinoline's closely-pent wave,
Dammed 'midst the " O-ties !

"

That greeted the Tro-phies,

That jammed the Nave,
That ran through the House that Fowke built.

These are Cole's good intentions, 8 a way meant to pave
To the favour of Punch, teaching how to behave
The Canute-Commissioners, hoping to brave
The onslaught of Crinoline's closely-pent wave,
Dammed 'midst the " O-fies !

"

That greeted the Tro-phies,
That jammed the Nave,
That ran through the House that Fowke built.

These are Exhibitors, forced " in " to " cave " 9

To Cole's good intentions, a way meant to pave
To the favour of Punch, teaching how to behave
The Canute-Commissioners, hoping to brave
The onslaught of Crinoline's closely-pent wave,
Dammed 'midst the " O-fies !

"

That greeted the Tro-phies,
That jammed the Nave,
That ran through the House that Fowke built.

These are Kelk and Lucas, 10 to make a clean shave
Of the work of Exhibitors, forced "in" to "cave"
To Cole's good intentions, a way meant to pave
To the favour of Punch, teaching how to behave
The Canute-Commissioners, hoping to brave

i Here a view of the International Exhibition Building in ail its ugliness

.

2 Here a view of the Nave in its nakedness.
3 Here a view of the Nave in all the deformity of its trophies—{pronounce trofles

to rhyme to '

' guys.

"

4 How the " O-fies " are to be represented, Punch leaves to the L. S. C. , only pre-
mising it must not be by notes of admiration.

5 Perhaps Me. Stanfield, Mr. E. W. Cooke! or Mr. Hook, those eminent sea-
pamters, will furnish a design for the terrific subject of the closely-pent sea of Cri-
noline in a storm.

6 Here a design of Sir W. Dilke, on the throne as Canute, surrounded by the
other Royal Commissioners as courtiers, commanding the sea of Crinoline to stand
still.

/ Mr. Pimch will be happy to sit to the L. S. C. for this picture, but objects to
being ' sold m the building," having been sold in the building already, but not to
the profit of the Royal Commissioners.

I
How to represent Mr. Cole's good intentions is a problem we leave to the

h. h. L. Only let them make the said intentions large enough, and be sure to tint
them couleur de rose.

9 " Caving in " is a Yankeeism for coming down by the run, for which Mr.
Punch asks pardon. Mr. Cremer, if applied to, wiU no doubt stand for an Exhibitor
caving in, and will allow his toy trophy to come down by the run for the benefit

of the Company.

• 1° KeJ-k
f-
ND Lucas. "Arcades ambo," the two pillars of the Exhibition Will, it

is hoped, stand, and stand firmly, for this design. They might be represented as the
Siamese twins, united by a brace-girder, or if practicable apart, perched each on the
pinnacle of one of Fowke's domes, and taking the best sight of each other that the
distance admits.

The onslaught of Crinoline's closely-pent wave,
Dammed 'midst the "O-fies !

"

That greeted the Tro-phies,
That jammed the Nave,
That ran through the House that Fowke built.

This is the MAYNE-force, 11 that takes up its stave
To help Kelk and Lucas, to make a clean shave
Of the work of Exhibitors, forced "in" to "cave"
To Cole's good intentions, a way meant to pave
To the favour of Punch, teaching how to behave
The Canute-Commissioners, hopiug to brave
The onslaught of Crinoline's closely-pent wave,
Dammed 'midst the " O-fies !

"

That greeted the Tro-phies,

That jammed up the Nave,
That ran through the House that Fowke built.

11 The " Mayne-force " may be represented at the will of the L. S. C. either alle-

gorically, as jE-*chylus has introduced Bi« and Kpoires in his Prometheus, or, em-
bodied in the Blue and Bluchers of Policeman X. If any attempt is made to set
their staves to music it may be to the well-known air of " Row-de- dmo, " or " Cremer,
lie down,"—an adaptation of the " Croppies, lie down " of Irish rebellion popularity.

THE CAB CONSPIRACY.
Gakibaldi may please himself in Sicily, Jeep. Davis may go on

licking the North, and the Montenegrins may continue to announce
that they kill eleven thousaud Turks every day. We have business at

home, and had better mind it. The Cabmen of London menace
insurrection.

There is no time to inquire into the origin of their disaffection, but
it dates from the time when their Glorious Three Days of strike pro-

duced the tyrannical Act of Parliament which compels them to be
tolerably honest and civil, except when their fares are women, strangers,

or other unprotected persons. The foul wrong which placed means of
redress within the reach of any person who has plenty of nerve and
perseverance, and a week to throw away, has rankled in the minds of
the Cabmen, and the exaltation into which they have been thrown by
the plunder which they have made this Exhibition year, has brought
them to exploding point. They now announce, in fiery placards, headed
" Awake, arise, or be for ever fallen," that they are resolved and united,

and that they are about to make a great J demonstration in favour of

their right to commit highway robbery.
When cab men conspire, good men must combine.
They announce that they are going to meet, several thousands strong,

in Exeter Hall, aud that on the day of their meeting, no (Jab shall be
brought out after twelve o'clock. They say, in print, that they wish
" to give the public a notion of the inconvenience of having no cabs."

What the innocent public has done to deserve that the whole business
and pleasure of a great city should be stopped, in order to promote the
interests of the pockets of any set of men, is not worth discussing. We
are told that on this day of the Exeter Hall meeting, we shall not go
to railways, theatres, or friends' houses, that if a physician is wanted
in haste there shall be no means of getting at him, that a child shall

not be able to hasten to its dying parent, and that the most important
business journey shall be rendered impossible. Aud all this that Cabby
may be able to cheat in future to a larger extent, and with impunity.
Mr. Punch has a recollection that when the Cab Act was passed, a

clause was proposed for dealing rather summarily with any such
demonstration as the strike that brought on legislation. He has not
the Act at hand, and forgets whether the clause was inserted; but the

Home Secretary for the time certainly said in committee that any
repetition of the strike would be in the nature of a conspiracy, and
punishable accordingly.

Be this as it may, the licensing authorities have the matter pretty

much iu their own hands. If the cabmen want the Law altered, the

same means are open to them that are employed by her Majesty's other

subjects for obtaining a revision of the law. But if they proceed to

conspiracy and coercion, they should be made to comprehend that the

law of cabs is made for the benefit of three millions of Londoners, not
for that of three thousand drivers.

Suppose Somerset House announces that the licence of every Cabman
who strikes, as threatened, shall be, ipso facto, cancelled.

Doubtless there will be some inconvenience to the public for some
time. But we shall be relieved, at once and for the future, from a

system of extortion and ruffianism, new vehicles and new drivers (there

are thousands to be found at short notice) will be placed upon the ranks,

and London, whose cab system is a disgrace to us, as Manchester, Paris,

Liverpool, Glasgow, and Birmingham tauntingly tell us, will be the

ultimate gainer.

We win hear the Cabman, if he speaks reasonably aud respectfully,

and if he can show a real grievance, we will aid him in getting it

redressed. But if he is inclined to try with the public en masse the

tactics he tries, when he dares, with individuals, we will trouble him,

not for his ticket, but for his licence.
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Enfant Terrible. " Are you tummin to our Party to-night, Mr. Bonis Hall ?

"

Mamma (with illeoncealed anguish, and most unmaternal feelings towards the
Infant). " Oh I yes, by the bye ; 1— a,—really quite forgot/ Will you come and Spend
the Evening with us, ifyou are not—a—Better Engaged ?

"

[Of course the wretch is "only too delighted," and would " throw over any
engagement."

THAMES ELEGANCE.
We perceive that a new Company called the Thames

Express Steam Boat Company is launched, with a highly
respectable-looking list of direct ors. Mr. Punch wants to

know more about this project. He learns that the boats are

to be of a high class, so he concludes that it is intended to

make Thames steam boating genteel. In this case he would
like to see the rules. He hopes that the passengers will

all be expected to appear in elegant though careless morn-
ing dress, that the best cigars, only, will be allowed to be
smoked, that no volunteered music, (and especially none
of those filthy and impudent Ethiopians who are allowed to

infest the existing boats) will be allowed, but that profes-

sional vocalists from the operas will be engaged ; that the

engine-smoke will be self-consumed, that the captains will

be manly but graceful officers, and that all the little boys
will be accustomed to the use of a pocket handkerchief.

Further, the geiueel boats must stop at no low places, but
must have exclusive landing piers, with lighted tunnels
leading into respectable neighbourhoods. Also, credit for

fares must be given, or at least there must be subscription

tickets, for the payment of ready money is revolting to a

refiued nature. If attention be paid to these, and a few
other points, and the Thames is properly cleansed and
embanked, river navigation may be once more possible to

Mr. Punch and the rest of the aristocracy.

WHAT 'S TO BE OUR NEXT TROUBLE ?

"Dear Mr. Punch,
" This Cotton Famine do worrit me so, you can't

think. What, ever, shall we do for Calico ? How much a
yard will it be like to come to ? There 's always a some-
thing—some trouble or other with our good-for-nothing
Foreign Relations. Botheration on botheration! Now
'tis the Cotton Famine along of them Yankees. Next I

suppose there'll be another rumpus in China, and then
perhaps we shall have a Tea Famine. 'Tis dreadful to

think of. Ah, drat 'cm altogether ! Why cau't they live

in peace and quietness, instead of fighting and quarrel-

ling and destroying one another and the comfort of a poor
old woman like me ? " Martha Caddy."

However, Better Late than Never.—What would
you call the Government's detention of the Delhi Prize

Money ? Extremely Delhi-tory.

WAR TO THE WIFE AND CHILDREN!
Tiie_ principal merchants and lawyers of New York, assembled in a

sort of caucus, have passed a string of resolutions, of which this

is one :
—

"Resolved—That every day's delay complicates our relations both foreign and
domestic, gives the rebels strength, and is wasting hundreds of good and true men ;

and it is far better that every rebel should perish than that one more loyal soldier
should die."

For that reason it is but logical to resolve that the most prompt and
expeditious steps ought to be taken to preclude the death of any one
more Federal soldier by elfecting the entire extermination of every
Confederate. From the premises above stated, accordingly, is deduced
the following conclusion :

—

" And therefore it is that we, with entire unanimity, most respectfully and most
carnestly call upon the President to act in his capacity as Commander-in-Chief of
the Army and Navy of the United States, and immediately issue the order which
will take from the rebels their groat source of strength, while it will diminish their
army, by calling to the defence of their homes large numbers of rebel officers and
men."

_
That is to say, they call upon the President to decree the emancipa-

tion, and excite an insurrection, of the negroes. To carry the jwar into
the enemy's camp is bold generalship, but the foregoing invocation
demands something bolder. It is a request for carrying the war into
the enemy's parlour, the enemy's drawing-room, the enemy's boudoir,
General Butler, of course, would be the fittest leader of those black
bands, the alarm of whose rising would call the "rebel" forces "to the
defence of their homes." It would be a service of danger to the
gallant General, however, for he might get taken prisoner, and fall into
the hands of the exasperated Southern ladies—in which case who can
tell what might not happen to him ?

The Yankees who propose to rouse the Southern blacks to mutiny
and massacre, and Sepoy invasion of the domestic sanctuary, are described
as including "all the leading men in the commercial and legal commu-

nities of New York." It is surprising that such persons should be

inflamed with a loyalty so enthusiastic as to smother every other

human feeling, except devotion towards the Almighty Dollar, which

is doubtless an equally powerful motive impelling them to exhort

others to tight for them in order to maintain the Union, and consequently

the Tariff whereby they desire and expect to thrive at the expense of

the South. But Southern loyalty is as staunch as their own, although

not so truculent and atrocious. AVhy call their antagonists names ?

Why term them " rebels ? " The Confederates are as loyal to Jeff.

Davis as the forefathers of the Federals were to Washington. The
principal Yankees of New York, indeed, may consider, for their own
part, that the perdition of every individual in the Southern States is

preferable to the decease of one of their own mercenaries. This senti-

ment they expect will be endorsed by "the whole civilised world."

They seem to have formed very peculiar ideas of civilisation. The
whole civilised world will only wish that it could buy such highly self-

appraising people at a just valuation, and sell them at their own.

A European Operation.

A Distinguished Surgeon has urgently advised Louis Napoleon
immediately to withdraw the French army from Rome, on the ground

that it excites that milammation in Italy which is necessarily produced

by the presence, in any important part, of a foreign body.

THE GREATEST MAN OF HIS DAT.

It is said that there is nothing new under the sun, bat Captain

Fowke happily enables us to put an end to that monotonous saying,

for there is no denying that to him belongs the rare merit of being,

(as proved by the International Exhibition,) the dish-cover-er of a new
style of architecture.



THE MARRIAGE MOVEMENT AMONG THE
PRIESTS.

The old saying, that •when the cat is away the mice will play, is plea-

santly verified by the facts recorded in the subjoined extracts from a

news-letter dated at Rome :

—

" A correspondent of the Osservatore Romano, writing from Bologna, announces
the marriage of a priest, named Antonio Giovanetti, with a lady named Domenica
Capanni. The witnesses were a Dr. Zani and an ex-monk, now a heretic, named
Pompeo Rossr. The correspondent observes that the last act in apostacy, as in

comedies and farces, is always a marriage.
" Certainly there are individuals to be found in every class who arc eager to take

advantage of the new state of things in Italy, and the change could not be more
strongly marked than by the public marriage of a priest in the quondam dominions
of his Holiness, or the public preaching of Protestant doctrines in the heart of
Naples, as is now the case every evening in a palazzo in the Toledo, near the Largo
delta Carita."

According to a vulgar British adage, matrimony and hanging go by
destiny. What led the artificer who made that saw to connect matri-

mony with capital punishment it is difficult to imagine, unless it was the
hazy discernment of a certain analogy between a wedding and an
execution ; the hymenseal knot and the hangman's noose : the altar and
the halter.

The correspondent of the Osservatore Romano, for his part, associates

marriage with apostacy in a remark which is unintelligible further than
as apparently intended for a sneer. It is a wonder that so satirical a
personage neglected to interpolate an additional n into the name of Dr.
Za.ni for the sake of making a sarcastic remark on the curious coinci-

dence by -which the marriage of a priest happened to be attested by an
ex-monk now a heretic, and a zanni or zany.
Many priests have petitioned the Pope to let them marry. He

refuses. Hence Protestantism and marriage are evidently going
together, at a rapid rate, in the former dominions of the Pope and those
of his friend Bomba. We see that, no sooner is the Papal and Bour-
bonic pressure removed, than priests marry and are given in marriage,
and preach the Gospel. In Prance also an ecclesiastic, M. l'Abbe

Brou de Latjriere, has successfully asserted his right as a French
citizen, though a priest, to take to wife Mademoiselle Elizabeth de
Fressanges. Happiness to their bolster! His Holiness would do a

deep thing in sacrificing an absurdity, which is not a dogma, to com-
mon sense. The celibacy of the clergy is only a point of discipline, and
of discipline not particularly conducive to morality. Why does he not

decree the abolition of enforced clerical bachelorship ? It would be a

splendid coup d'Eglise. He has made many a bull, but this would be no

blunder, no mistake. This would be a much brighter idea than that of

the Immaculate Conception. What a lot of both religious and political

capital the Holy Father might make out of that easy concession of

practice, not principle, to Christian liberty ! By compounding for

superstition with human nature he might long retard the dry-rot of the

chair which he calls St. Peter's. But no. He will not throw an empty

tub out of the bark of Peter, albeit for the sake of catching a whale,

or even of preventing the whale from upsetting the vessel. He
is asked to let his clergy marry. He cannot say Non Possumus to

this reasonable demand; but like an obstinate and unwise old gen-

tleman he replies Non Volumus. How much more worthy of a

Holy if not a Heavy Father to tell the priest who wants a wife,
" There, take her and be happy," and give the couple an apostolical

benediction in the words " Bless ye, my children !

"

Nobody can foresay what is possible or impossible. There is no
knowing where the marriage-movement in the popish priesthood will

end. A future Pontiff will perhaps sanction sacerdotal matrimony, and

then what will there be to hinder him from taking the benefit of his

own act ? Then the Pope will indeed lead a happy life, with his lawful

lady at the head of his table, children climbing his paternal knee, and a

nursery somewhere at the top of the Vatican. Tiien will his Holiness

the Pope be a Papa indeed.

LATEST FROM WASHINGTON.

General Halleck is to assume supreme command of the Federal

Armies, under the title of " Hallecksander the Great."
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AN AMERICAN LYRIC.

The American organ in London (we don't mean the London American,

Northern, or the Index, Southern Journal) has re-printed some verses

which it says are by Mr. Bryant, the poet. We rather hope that it

is misinformed. Mr. Bryant has written so many admirable things

that, he can afford to write a few of another kind, but we hate to see a

really clever man make a mistake. However, Mr. Bryant's or not,

here they are, and we don't like them.

TO ABRAHAM LINCOLN,

On his Demand for 300,000 men.

We're coming, Father Abraam, we 're coming alFalong,

But don't you think you 're coming it yourself a little strong ?

Three hundred thousand might be called a pretty tidy figure,

We 've nearly sent you white enough, why don't you take the nigger ?

Consider, Father Abraam, and give the thing a thought,

This war has just attained four times the longitude it ought

;

And all the lulls at Ninety Days as you have draw'd so free,

Have been dishonoured, Abraam, as punctual as could be.

We 've fought, old Lather Abraam, and fought uncommon bold,

And gained amazing victories, or so at least we 're told

;

And having whipped the rebels for a twelvemonth and a day,

We ncarlyTouud 'em liquoring in Washington in May.

Now, really, Father Abraam, this here 's the extra ounce,

And we are almost sick, you see, of such almighty bounce
;

We ain't afraid of being killed at proper times and seasons,

But it's aggravating to be killed for Mac's strategic reasons.

If you 'd be so obliging, Father Abraam, as to write

To any foreign potentate, and put the tiling polite,

And make him loan a General as knows the way to lead,

We 'd come and list. .Jerusalem and snakes ! we would indeed.

But as the matter stands, Old Abe, we've this opinion, some,

If you say Come, as citizens of course we 're bound to come,

But then we want to win, you see ; if Strategy prevents,

We wish you'd use the nigger for these here experiments.

Hereditary bondsman, he should just lie made to know
He'd convenience us uncommon if he'd take and strike a blow.

The man as will not fight for freedom isn't worth a cuss,

Aud it 's better using niggers up than citizens like us.

So, Father Abraam, if you please, in this here game of chess,

You'd better take the black men against the white, I guess,

And if you work the niggers off before Rebellion's slain,

Which surely ain't expectable,—apply to us again.

OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.
There is an old saying to the effect that extremes meet, and it is

certain that rencontre takes place in the International Exhibition.
When John Bull is tired of his machinery he rushes off to the gallery

of pictures. With a patriotism which I do not care to disavow, I in-

spected our own collection first. True there are hundreds of works here
which we have seen before, but who can say they have less interest on
that account ? Why are Norma and La Sonnambula and Bon Giovanni,
and 11 Barbiere sure of drawing houses ? Because we know their

music by heart : because Ah perche is the same plaintiff appeal that we
heard twenty years ago, and when Figaro begins his tol de roling we
recognise an old friend. Leslie, La^dseee, Hunt, and Millais have
long been favourites of the British public, and our eyes return again
and again to their canvas with pleasure. Here is " Sancho Panza " the
friend of our youth, and there is good "Sir Roger on his way to Church."
We arc in "Bolton Abbey" feasting prospectively on savoury venison,
or "Shooting deer in the forest of Glenorchy." Seven years have not
robbed "Autumn. Leaves" of their luscious colour, and our "Apple
Blossoms " are still in flower. In the corner there is a little crowd
which is eager, but does not jostle, which admires, but in no noisy
mood, for we are standing before " The Light of the IForld" perhaps
the most famous picture of our school in Sacred Art.

But there are two names in our Fine Art Catalogue, the fame of
which is not confined to England or to Europe—two men who will be
remembered as long as the limner's art exists. Hogarth and Rey-
nolds died belore the age of Exhibitions, but their works would be an
acquisition to any gallery in the Universe. Between the stern satire in
the " Marriage a la Mode" and the charming simplicity in the "Age
of Innocence," there is a great hiatus ; but how wonderfully true to

nature is each in its way. Hogarth taught Englishmen how to paint,
and, let us hope, how to live with honesty. Reynolds first showed us
how our women and children might be admired, without being deified,
on canvas.

Look at the incidents in Hogarth's "Strolling Actresses" the
truth, the fun, the humanity of the picture. The pretty tragedian to
the left learning her part, and the vixen to whose caresses even pussy
will not submit. There is anolher lady anointing her hair with a tallow
candle before a broken glass, while she clutches the flour dredger to
complete her toilet. There is Cupid mounting a ladder to get a pair of
stockings, and here is the scaly dragon feedinga baby (St. George's?) with
a pap-spoon. Such scenes have passed from among us now. Even
Richardson is on the wane, and hair powder only lingers on the heads
of lacqueys- but as we look at this picture, we feel it is no made-up
subject, no hacknied composition ; and we sympathise with the sturdy
little painter and his contempt for the grand school, when he struck out
in a line of his own, even if it were not that line of beauty of which
he fondly prated.

Oh, that our modern portrait painters would take a hint from good
Sir Joshua, who when he had to paint a lady, did not forget that she
was a woman and not a milliner's doll ! Here is the Duchess of
Devon with her baby romping and crowing on her knee ; and the first

thing we learn about her is, not that she wears a coronet, but that she
is a mother. That is what I call a portrait ; and with some few
exceptions, we have not limned the like since 1702.

M'CLELLAN CUNCTATOR.
|

By one of Reuter's Telegrams from New York we are informed
that—

" The popular confidence in General M'Clellan appears shaken by the late
events before Richmond, and many of his admirers now assert that he is not the
man of action."

None but the admirers of M'Clellan, however, could, Ave should
think, make that assertion. M'Clellan was for a long time a man of

inaction ; but he has now gone info action only too often. Fighting
is action and running away is action, and M'Clellan has both fought
and run away. It is absurd to say that a general who executes a
strategic movement is not a man of action, although the action is that

of retreating. Whilst General M'Clellan remained inactive, his

countrymen called him the young Napoleon, in anticipation of the

viclories which he had not achieved. They would have had better

reason for calling him the young Fabius ; but events have shown that

the latter name is as inapplicable to him as the former. It has not been
the lot of M'Clellan " to win like Fabius by delay

;

" for the cunc-

tation of M'Clellan Cunctator has ended in a stampede on the

Chickahominy.

" Muggy Weather."

To most persons this particular kind of weather is most oppressive,

not fit to do anything upon, but a photographer takes a very different

view of it. He calls that weather "muggy " which is the best adapted
for taking a person's " mug."



VERNER'S FRIDE,
A New Story by the Authoress of "EAST LYNNE,"

IS IN COURSE OF PUBLICATION IN ONCE A WEEK

HANDBOOK TO THE PICTURES I SEA FISH: and HOW to CATCH THEM.
IN THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

By TOM TAYLOR, M.A. Price Is.

Bradbury and Evans, 11, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, E.C.

By W. B. LORD, Royal Artillery.

Price Is. with Illustrations.

Bradbury and Evans, 11, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, E.C.



POPULAR NEW NOVELS.

TOHN ARNOLD. BY THE
v Author of " Mathew Paxtou." 3 vols.

MEASURE FOR MEASURE.
By the Author of " Greymore." 3 v.

THE LADIES OF LOVEL-
LEIGH. By the Author of " Margaret and her
Bridesmaids." i v.

TRUE TO THE LAST. BY
the Author of "Cousin Geoffrey" 3».

BRYANSTON SQUARE. BY
Komi Radecliffe, Author of " Alice Went-
worth." Dedicated to the Hon. Emily Eden.
2 v.

HiriisT & Bi.ackett, Puhlishers.

Now Ready, at all the BookBellers,

ITALY UNDER VICTOR
JL EMMANUEL. A Personal Narrative.

By Count Chahles Arrivadene. 2 vols. Svo.

LIFE OF EDWARD IRVING.
By Mrs. Oltphant. 2 vols. With Portrait.

" A truly interesting Memoir."—Sat. Rev.

FEMALE LIFE IN PRISON.
By a Prison Matron. 2 v.

Hurst and Blackett, Publishers.

Just out, Sole Copyright Edition, fcap. Hvo, Price 2s.

A XJTOBIOGRAPHY OF A
&& FRENCH DETECTIVE. From 1818
to 185S. Comprising the most curious Revelations
ofExtraordinary and Mysterious Cases, and affording
a complete insight into the French Detective Police
System.

By CANLER, late Chief of the Paris Dete the
Police.

N.B. This important Copyright work has been
described and largely quoted in the Time-, and also

in the A 1 henamni. The original Work has been sup-
pressed by the French Government.

London : Ward & Lock, 15S, Fleet Street.

HOOD'S " UP THE RHINE."
Just Published, in Crown Svo, cloth, Price Six

Shillings, the Fourth Volume of

WBE WORKS OF THOMAS
~v HOOD, Comic and Serious, Prose and
Verse, (To be conip'eted in Seven Volumes), Com-
prising an Epistolary Account of Mr. Hood's
Journey " Up the Rhine."

*.* Vols. I., II., and III., are already published,
Price (.«.

London : Edward Moxon & Co., 44, P over Street,W-

5

in

ft

B. JOSEPH & COMPANY.
150, REGENT STREET.

EOYAL EXTRACT OF
KLOWERS and EAU DB COLOGNE

a la VIOLETTE, are the Two Fashionable Per-
fumes, their extreme delicacy of fragrance, com-
bined with their durability, inducing the most
general approval. 2s., 'is. 6d., bs., and 6s.

H. Rigge, 35, New Bond Street.

SAUCE.

LEA AND PERRINS'
WORCESTERSHIRE

SAUCE.
Pronounced by Connoisseurs

"THE ONLY GOOD
SAUCE."

None genuine without Name on
wrapper, label, bottle,

and stopper.

V Sold by Crosse & Black-well;
Barclay & Sons; and Grocers

and Oilmen universally.

A New and Valuable Preparation of Cocoa.

R Y'S ICELANDMOSS COCOA.
In 1 lb., 4 lb., and i lb. packets.
Sold by Grocers and Druggists.

J. S. Fry & Sons, Bristol and London.

fJAPTAIN WHITE'S ORI-
*W ENTAlj PICKLE, CURRY, or MUL-

,. LIGATAWNY PASTE, Curry Powder, and t'urry
! Sanoe, may be obtained from all Sauce Vendors,
B and wholesale of Crossk & Blackwell, Purveyors
s to the Queen, Soho Square, London.

1 TT H.-THE VICEROY'S
|
**• CANDLES.- Pure Paraffiu, Is. Sd.

9 per lb. i City Sperm, Is. M. per II).

I Whitmore & Cridhock, 16, Bishopsgate Street
Within, London.

Contractors to H. M. Board op Works.

SHEFFIELD MANUFACTURERS,

OPPOSITE to the PANTHEON, OXFORD STREET, W.
Forwarded Direct from their Manufactory, ROYAL CUTLERY WORKS, Sheffield.

MAPPIN & Co's CELEBRATED TABLE CUTLERY.
(All best Steel Blades, secure balance Ivory Handles.)

Ofn

Ivory Handles. Good
Ivory.

Medium
Ivory.

Superior Transparent
Ivory. Ivory.

£0 13
10
4 6
5 6

4 6

2 6

£1
15

7

3

7

3 6

£1 15 £2 6

15 I 14
12

|
13 6

13 6 15

12 , 13 6

4 6 i 5

£2 £3 6 £5 2 ' £6 7

Up

?a

MAPPIN & Co.'s ELECTRO-PLATED SPOONS AND POTASS.

Full Size. Fiddle. Thread. King's. Lily.

12 Table Forks £1 7

17
1 1

1 1

10 6

£2 14 (I

2 14

2

2

14

£2 16
2 16
2

2

14

£2 14

2 14

2

2ISO

12 Table Spoons

MAPPIN & Co.'s Dressing Bags and Cases, Dispatch Boxes, &c,
With Fittings of the Best Quality. Ladies' Travelling and Dressing Bass, fitted with 14 useful

articles, 30.?. Gentlemeu's Travelling and Dressing Bags, fitted with 14 useful articles, £2 2s.

Officer's Dispatch Box, Completely fitted with Stationery, £2. Ladies' and Gentlemen's

Bebt Travelling and Dressing Cases and Bags, with steiling Silver Fittings, to Sixty Guineas.

MAPPIN AND COMPANY, Opposite the PANTHEON, 77 and 78,
OXFORD STREET. LONDON.

MANUFACTORY, ROYAL CUTLERY WORKS, SHEFFIELD.
Illustrated Catalogues sent Post Free.

Prescribed by the most eminent Medical Men throughout the world as the safest, speediest,
and most effectual remedy for

CONSUMPTION, CHRONIC BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, COUGHS, RHEUMATISM, GOUT,
GENERAL DEBILITY, DISEASES OP THE SKIN, RICKETS, INFANTILE WASTING,

AND ALL SCROFULOUS AFFECTIONS.
Is incomparably Superior to every other Variety.

FROM "THE LANCET."
"Some of the deficiencies of the Pale Oil are attributable to the method of its preparation, and

especially to its filtration through charcoal. in THE PREFERENCE OF. THE LIGHT
BROWN OVER THE PALE OIL WE FULLY CONCUR. We have carefully tested a
specimen of Da. de Jonoh's Light Brown Cod Liver Oil. We find it to be genuine, and rich in
iodine and the elements of the bile."

Dr. de Jonoh's Light-Brown Cod Liver Oil is sold only in imperial half-pints. 2s. ftd.
;

pints, 4s. 9d ;
quarts 9s. ; capsuled and labelled with his stamp and signature, without which

none can possibly be genuine, by respectable Chemists.

Sole Consignees:—ANSAR, HARFORD & Co., 77, Strand, London, W.C.
CAUTION.—Beware of Proposed fr.ibslitvXio-as.

T. A,. A*. ^a^j. itsw .Li w wv«,
GOLDSMITHS, SILVERSMITHS, JEWELLERS, WATCH & CLOCK MANUFACTURERS,

AND IMPORTERS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF FANCY NOVELTIES.

154, Regent Street, & 8, Beak Street, and Paris, Rue de Rivoli.

M 1ESSRS. T. A. SIMPSON & Co. beg respectfully to call attention to their elegant and exten-
sive Show Rooms at 154, Regent Str ,: et, and 8, Beak Street, containing the most choice

and beautiful Assortment of Novelties in Fancy Goods, as well as Articles of Utility of English
and Foreign Manufacture, both valuable and inexpensive, for presentation, forming in them-
selves an exhibition, far exceeding any display of the kind in this country.

Messrs. T. A. Simpson & Co., in soliciting the honour of an inspection of their extensive Stock
and magnificent Premises, beg to assure all who may favour thern with a visit, that they will

meet with a polite reception, whether Purchasers or otherwise; and they desire to intimate
that it will be with them an invariable rule to exchange any articles purchased at their
Establishment which may not be approved.

ST. MIRREN'S CORN FLOUR.
1

1 find it to consist of the unmixed and pure farina of Maize or Indian Corn."

—

Dr. Hassall.

One trial will prove its superiority as an article of food.

Sole Manufacturer and Patentee, WM. MACKEAN, St. Mirren's, Paisley.

London Warehouse, 44, Basinghall Street, B.C.

WEDDING AND BIRTHDAY PRESENTS.-H. RODRIGUES," 42, PICCADILLY, invites attention to his elegant STOCK of TRAVELLING DRESSING
BAGS, DRESSING CASES, DESPATCH BOXES, Writing Cises, Work Boxes, Jewel Cases, Scent Caskets and
Giove Hoxes, LADIES' RETICULE and CARRIAGE BAGS of every description : MEnLEVAL MOUNTED
ENVELOPE CASES, BLOTTING BOOKS, and INKSTANKS en suite; the NEW PATENT SELF-CLOSING
BOOK-SLIDE, also a choice variety of ELEGANCIES and NOVELTIES suitable for PRESENTATION, too
various to enumerate, to be had at

HENRY RODRIGUES, 42, PICCADILLY, two doors from Saekville Street, W.

MAPLE AND
CARPETS.

FOR
TEN THOUSAND PIECES RICH BRUSSELS,

From 2*. 6<f. to 2s. I H. per vard.
VELVET AND TU«KEY CAtU'ETS,

in Great Variety.
Entrance 145, Tottenham Court Road.

<Z^>

3,148,000
OF "SANGSTERS' ALPACA" UMBRELLAS,

for which they have been again awarded a

PRIZE MEDAL,
have been made under their Patent. These Um-
brellas may be had of all Dealers, and should have
Labels bearing the words " Sangsters' Alpaca."
Goods of their own Manufacture having the word
" Makers."

W. & J. Saxgstkr. Patentees, 140, Recent Street

;

94, Fleet Street : in, Royal Exchange; 75, Cheapside.
N.B. Observe the Name.

PIESSE&LUBIN'S
New Perfume for 1862,

SWEET
DAPHNE

Respectfully Dedicated to H.R.H. the

PRINCESS AIiICB.

Laboratory of Flowers,

2, NEW BOND STREET,
LONDON.

[Copyright, Entered at Stationers' Hall.

(iARTE DE VISITE POR-V TRAITS of 2,000 Popular Men and
Women of the Day are published at 1*. bd. each by
Messrs. Mrchi and Bazin, 112, Regent Street.
Also many hundreds of Drawing-room Albums for
ditto on Bale, from 2», 6-i. to ten guineas each.

Catalogues of names post free.

PRICHARD'SA STEEL PILLS.

WHIP MANUFACTURERS,
314, Oxford Street, London.

Agents.—AU Saddlers in every Country Town.
A large assortment of the following GOO US always
in stock :—Spurs, dog chains, couples and collars,
greyhound slips, whistles, ferret bells, dog bells and
muzzles, drinking flasks, Sandwich cases, hunting
and post horn*, tourist kegs, birdcalls, &c. &c.

AROMATIC
STEEL PILLS, for restoring- consti-

tutional weakness, the only medicine that unites
with the blood, and forms one of its constituents,
whereby every muscle and nerve derives an invigo-
rating power. In boxes, Is. l£d., -s. EW., &c.
W. Prichakd, Apothecary, 05, Charing Cross, and

all Medicine Vendors.

PRICHARD'S DANDELION", &e. PILLS
are an unequalled remedy for Indigestion, and Liver
Complaints.

TONDON AND RYDER,
<&* Goldsmiths and Jewellers, respectfully
invite the notice of the Nobility, &c, to their I*Jew
Stock of Elegant Jewellery. Every article in the
best possible taste, and at moderate prices. A
variety of novelties specially adapted for Wedding
Souvenirs. Diamonds rearranged, &c. 17, New
Bond Street, corner of Clifford Street. Interna-
tional Exhibition, 1862, Prize Medal for Diamond
Work, Jewellery, Silver Plate, and general liood
Taste.

fJHXJBB'S PATENT DETEC-V TOR LOCKS; Cbubb's Fire and Bur-
glar Proof Safes; Chubb's Fireproof Strong-room
Doors; Chubb's street Door Latches, with small
keys; Chubb's Cash and Deed Boxes.— Illustrated
Price List sent free.

Chijbb & Son, No. 5", St. Paul's Churchyard.

ROBINSON'S PATENT
BARLEY, for making quickly aud at

small cost superior Barley Water.

ROBINSON'S PATENT
GROATS, the most esteemed and best

known preparation for making pure Gruel.
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THE UMBRELLA QUESTION;
Or ivhat it would have come to, if Some People had had, their way.

MARRIAGE BY ADVERTISEMENT.
Do people ever answer matrimonial advertisements ? Eor instance,

is there any lady living who would ever condescend to forward a reply
to such a one as this ?

—

"O/"ANTED, by a Widower, to Correspond with a Lady, in the middle
* » ranks of society, with a view to Matrimony. Must be between 35 and 45 years

of age, of good character, moderately educated, and of a cheerful disposition. This
is bond fide, and the strictest honour will be observed.—Address A 9, at the printer's.

" Beware of widows," was the caution of the elder Mr. Wetter ; and
to judge by this advertisement, ladies who fear insult on the subject of
their age, had best beware of Widowers. What a brute the man must
be to ask a lady to confess to him that she is five-and-thirty ! We
recoil from such a monster with virtuous disgust, and cite another
notice, cut from the same sheet :

—

A YOUNG MAN, aged 23, with an income of £300 per annum, wishes
**- to meet with a Young Lady, with a view to Matrimony. Those wishing for a
portrait must enclose 13 stamps.—Address X, Post-office, Sheffield.

There are sharp blades at Sheffield ; and X is clearly one of them.
To our mind his advertisement reads simply like a trap to catch a lot
of postage stamps

; for curiosity is by no means an uncommon female
failing, and many a girl, we fear, would forward him the thirteen
stamps, if only just to see if X be good-looking or not. We should
ourselves incline to hazard a guess that he is not ; for whatever be in
other points his symmetry of feature, it seems plain enough to us, from
the nature of his notice, that he has a most enormous quantity of
cheek.

A Confederate's Epigram.
On hearing of the splendiferous smash of the "Arkansaw" (so 'pronounced transatleva-

tically) into the Federalfleet.

Hurrah, hurrah, for the Ark-ancl-Saw

!

Hurrah for the men and brothers !

The Ark preserved our Southern tars,

And the Saw went through them t'others.

VOL. XLIII.

A BRIGHT LITTLE ISLE.

Our Scottish friends certainly know how to do some things plea-

santly. We read in the Inverness Courier that there has been a gathering
in the Island of Eigg in honour of a gentleman named Macpherson.
The proceedings were of the most Rabelaisian character, and the good
Pantagruel, Eriar John, and Pantjrge, would have enjoyed them-
selves thoroughly. Audin' 6 bone. There was a capital dinner ; then
came bowls of reeking toddy ; the party then retired to the Green, where
they heard an eloquent address from the above Mr. Macpherson,
"On the importance of an early education," and then they instantly

began " dancing reels with real Highland glee to the strains 9!' the

bagpipe." Who says that there is no fun in Scotland ? Where is this

Eigg, and is it the place we used to know as bjgg, and put in a

geographical leash with Rum and Muck ? We intend to visit Eigg
the first time we are in the Hebrides, and we are the more desirous to

find it out, because we read that the brave-hearted Eiggites are jolly in

spite of what would be considered by the effeminate as trying circum-

stances. "The poor people," says the Inverness Courier, "who are

not able to buy coals are very ill off for fire, as last year's peats are

done, and great doubts are entertained whether they will get any this

year." This is not as it should be. We always feel inclined to snub
a party who tells you of his misfortunes in a melancholy manner ; but
a man who sutlers jollily deserves to be helped. There is a worthy
minister in Eigg, the Reverend Mr. Grant. We wonder whether if

any oiMr. Punch's readers sent him a Posf-Officc Order to help the

poor jovial Eiggites to buy coals, he would get it, and be glad to get it.

We dare say that Sir Rowland HrLL's Early Education would enable

him to forward the letters to the right quarter. Try it, somebody, and
tell Mr. Punch the result.

Scientific.

An instrument has been invented which is called a Debuscope ; and
unscientific persons possibly imagine that it is something in the

nature of an opera-glass; as an opera-glass is often used in witnessing

debuts. (The perpetrator of the foregoing is left for execution.

—

Ed.)
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Aunt Laura (ending lier story). "And then the great cruel Wolf, after having devoured

Grandmamma, gnashed its horrid teeth and swallowed up Little lied JlidingJiood / ! /
"

Kitty. " And what became of the Cheesecakes'!
"

A PLEA ERA' LANCASHUR.
' Dear Poonch, mi friend, ev cum to u

To beg yur helping hand
;

Weel knawin when the poor mons pressed,
Yur sure by him to stand.

c

Afore this Yanky war bruk oot
That 's made the cotton short,

We help
3

d oorsens, and neer axt nort,

Us scorned at such a thowt.

: But bit be bit the traps hev gone .'

These yurs we'd got togethur
Until theres nobbut left for uz,

But t' wurkus, and nay better.

:

The likes o uz wur niver used
At axin folkis favour

;

But starvin wife and bairns, puir things,

Soon maks a mons will wavur.

: And noomi hert its breakin, PooucJi,

Mi bairns ar wantin bred :

It maks me sae doonherted, that
I ni most wish me dead.

: No more at present can I say,

But ony help wots sent
Yur I'rieuds may vera wei be sure

Will not be gold misspent."

Amgost 16, 1862/'

THE ELIET S APOLOGY.
" It does not do to keep one's beau (let him

be even an Apollo Belvedere) always bent "

—

on admiration.

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Monday, August 11///. In the House of Lords the Head Charwoman
look her seat on the Woolsack about two o'clock, and declared that it

was heart-breaking to see how the dust got into everything, and spoiled

a place that had cost so much money. Charwoman Briggs suggested
that the remarks did honour to the heart of the previous speaker, but
that it was no particular business of theirs. Charwoman Wobbler,
who had been sitting on the bottom of a reversed pail, moved, as an
amendment, to the cross bench. Beer was then introduced, druuk a
first time, and the vessel was ordered to stand upon the table. It being
suggested by a Chargirl that the pewter would make rings on the
walnut wood, notice was given that she had better shut up. The
House then rose, and was left scouring.

In the Commons, Wiudow-cleaner Smith took a general survey of
the work to be performed, and made some severe strictures upon the
new works at Westminster Bridge, which tended to increase the
amount of dust. Assistant Jones said that lie was unable to detect

the utility of cleansing the windows until the Nobs should re-assemble,
but was vehemently called to order by Assistaut Brown, who professed
the most unhesitating coutempt for any person who having undertaken
a task, objected to complete it. Mr. Jones said he had made no ob-
jections, and suggested that in all probability it was Mr. Brown's
desire to get his head punched. Mr. Brown having denied this, and
in the alternative, disputing the capability of Mr.. Jones to perform that
office, an acrimonious debate occurred, which ended in mutual expla-
nations and beer.

Tuesday. In the Lords, Duster-in-Chief Robinson laid all the cushions
on the table, and retired early.

In the Commons, the debate on the utility of cleaning the windows
until after the winter was resumed by Mr. Putty, who said that in
another week they would be as dirty as they then were, especially if

that kind of weather were going to last. Mr. Grubble did not see
what call Mr. Putty had to make obnoxious remarks upon the weather.
He himself had dcancd the windows in that House for many years, and
could unhesitatingly affirm that there was always some kind of weather
or other. Mr. Dobbs expressed his unalterable conviction that Mr.
Putty had been, was, and always would be an old pump. Mr. Putty
said that those persons would in ail probability be disappointed who
expected anything from a pig but a grunt. In reply to an incpiiry who
the honourable speaker meant by pigs, Mr. Putty recommended the
querist to find out, as in that case he would certainly know.

Wednesday, A petition was presented from Tommy and Ethelinda-
Augusta Clinch, younger children of Mrs. Clinch, of Westminster,
stating that their mother was engaged during the day in scouring the
Royal Gallery, and requesting that they might be permitted to be
present with her, as it was so dull to be locked up in an attic. A
considerable discussion arose, and Mrs. Clinch was called in and
examined by the Duster-in-Chief Robinson. She stated that she was
no party to the petition, but would feel gratification were it granted.
Being asked whether she would pledge herself for the decorous conduct
of the petitioners, she replied that she had not herself known much of

angels, except such as were seen in pictures and on tombstones, which
you were not like yourselves, and you could not expect children to be,

but though she said it as shouldn't say it, two better conducted children

was not to be found in the liberties of Westminster. The assurance was
objected to as somewhat vague in terms, but upon the witness's under-
taking that the petitioners would throw no stones at the statues or fres-

coes, and that personal correction should follow any screaming or other
objectionable demonstration, the prayer was granted until further notice.

Mrs. Duster Dobbins observed that there was no saying what good
the sight of them statues might perduce upon children, and it might
bend their minds to become painters or what-not. Mrs. Duster Flick
concurred, and related an anecdote in her own family, one of whose
members had become a respectable painter and glazier from inspirations

received while seeing a relative paint a door.

In the Commons, the Head Charwoman stated that the cleaning that

chamber was another thing from cleaning the House of Lords, and that

the state of the floor was perfectly awful. Charwoman Wobbler said

she believed that the Lords were much greater gentlemen than the
Commons, that they never wore a pair of shoes twice, and came to the
House in beautifully carpeted carriages, which explained the cleanli-

ness of it. Charwomau Briggs's husband worked for a shoemaker,
and knew that some Members of Parliament had the meanness to let

their shoes be soled and heeled when wearing out. The Head Char-
woman observed that they were much more careful of their own money
than of other people's. Charwoman Wobbler replied that the Head
Charwoman might say that. The Head Charwoman was quite aware
of the fact that she might, and when she wanted information she should
apply to some other shop than Mrs. Wobbler's for the article. Char-
woman Wobbler said that she had meant nothing. Charwoman
Briggs thought that if she meant nothing her best way would be to say
nothing. Charwoman Wobbler requested Charwomau Briggs to

mind her own business, adding, that there was such a thing as pretend-

ing to scour arid leaving a place so that somebody else had to go after

one. An animated discussion arose, and the Head Charwoman exerted
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her authority in vain, when the proceedings were brought to an end by a

message from Charwoman Wobbler's husband, to the effect that it' his

dinner were not ready in live minutes, the delay might not conduce to

Mrs. Wobbler's physical comfort.

Thursday. A report was presented in the Lords upon the subject of

the admission to the Royal Gallery yesterday granted to the younger

Clinches. Mrs. Duster Dobbins observed that she brought up the

matter unwillingly, having been strongly in favour of the admission,

but when she found that it had been stretched to include a kitten and

a cart full of oyster-shells, she felt bound to mention as much. Mrs.
Clinch was again summoned, and stated that she had not thought

there was any harm in the kitten, as it was blind and could not walk,

and had therefore been in the youngest petitioner's pinafore all day.

Pressed on the oyster-shells, the witness fenced with the question, and
made a statement to the effect that they must have been left in the

House of Lords by one of the Bishops or the Lord Chancellor, as

no child of hers had brought them in. She was ordered into custody

of Duster Blobbins while Duster Dobbins was constituted a Com-
mission for the examination of Thomas Clinch. She shortly returned

and stated that the infant in question understood the nature of an oath,

an amount of education due to the emphatic conversation of his parents,

and that he had frankly admitted that the oyster-shells were the

leavings of his mother's supper of the previous night. The_ witness

Clinch denied this, and offered to bring in the whole Court in which
she lived to prove that she could not bear hoysters until there was a

haitch in the month, also volunteering a statement of her resolution to

teach Thomas Clinch a lesson which he would not easily forget.

Duster Flick then said she should interfere in the interest of the

petitioners, who appeared to have done no wrong. She moved that the

oyster-shells be thrown away, and that unless Mrs. Clinch gave an
undertaking not to punish the petitioner Thomas, she be discharged

from her situation in that House. The undertaking having been given,

the matter dropped.
In the Commons a conference took place between the Housekeeper,

on the part of Government, and the scourers generally. The proceed-

ings were confined to a strong expression of opinion on the part of the

former lady that of all the lazy and careless people ever employed in that

edifice the present party showed themselves least mindful of their duty
to the country and the constitution, and to an intimation that whether
the floors were done or not done, the scourers would not come there

after that day. Some criticisms added by the Housekeeper upon the

character of the washing at certain points were given in a conversational

tone inaudible in the Gallery. Something like "all very fine talking
"

reached us, as the Housekeeper left, but there was no further observa-

tion, and the increased vehemence of scrubbing induces us to believe

at once in the justice and the efficacy of the censure.

Friday. Mrs. Duster Dobbins wished to enter into a personal expla-

nation. It had been her misfortune, from her youth upwards, to be
afflicted with spagms, as was well known to her afflicted husband and
the whole of her neighbours. She scorned to deceive the House, and
was in the habit of carrying a small bottle of peppermint, in which there

was the slightest addition of gin. When engaged in her duties yesterday
afternoon, and feeling a recurrence of disagreeable sensations, she had
recourse to this remedy. A Party whom she could name, but would
rather not, had remarked in the most unfeeling manner, "Laying the
dust, old girl, eh ? " She was not an old girl, but a respectable married
woman, and her lines could be seen at Standrewobun, which they might
send for them if they liked, and she did not think that any one could be
expected to do their duty by them stained glasses if they were to be
agitated by personal remarks. The Head Duster thought that work
ougiit not to be interrupted to listen to botherations of that kind, and
if Mrs. Dobbins's skin was so thin that she could not bear a joke, she
had better get a thicker. Mrs. Dobbins at once declined to accept
this advice, and should retire from the House. Mrs. Blobbins thought
it possible that they might contrive to find some consolation even
should such an event happen. Mrs. Dobbins was not in the least

anxious to be placed in possession of articles of such small intrinsic

value as Mrs. Blobbins's thoughts. Mrs. Flick said that she could
probably bring a painful discussion to a pleasant termination. She had
been the person to use the language complained of, but so far from
intending anything offensive to Mrs. Dobbins, whom indeed she had
always loved and venerated next to her own mother, she had intended
to finish her sentence by saying that she could offer her something
better to lay the dust with than that chemist's stuff What she said
she meant, and no person could charge her with insincerity, and if

Mrs. Dobbins were agreeable, she would on the adjournment of the
House stand anything she liked to put a name to. Mrs. Dobbins,
much affected, begged pardon of everybody present, and in a voice
almost inaudible for sobs, lamented her sensitiveness, but protested
that her heart was in the right place. The Head Duster suggested
that if the last speaker's duster were in the right place, instead
of being used in the light of a pocket handkerchief, it would be as well,

and Mrs. Dobbins, remarking that when people got up in the world
their arts too often got gruel and gallows, resumed her operations on
the stained window.

In the Commons, the Housekeeper, entering at half-past twelve,
expressed a feeling of satisfaction that the scourers had got out, mingled
with one of dissatisfaction at the way they had done their work. She
then moved the House into Committee, consisting of herself and two
housemaids, to consider how the table should be cleaned of the ink-
stains. Miss Rosa Leigh said that the Ministers must be very dirty
men ; in fact, pigs. Why could they not wipe their pens on their coats,

or in their hair, instead of Hinging them down, aud making a mess of
the furniture ? Miss Nelly Gray expressed a decided conviction that
they did not do such things at home, and she offered to be bound that
Lady Palmerston or Mrs. Gladstone would say something if they
saw an inky pen dashed down on their mahogany. Miss Leigh called
attention to the fact that there was very little ink on the opposition
side, which showed what she had always said, that the Tories were
gentlemem Miss Gray said that it showed the notorious ignorance
of the Tories, who could not write, and so did not use pens. Miss
Leigh dared say. Miss Gray said we knew. Miss Leigh said we
knew a good deal, no doubt. The Housekeeper requested that they
would hold their silly tongues. The question was, how was that ink to
be got out ? Miss Leigh said that she would advise sending for a
carpenter, and having the table planed. Miss Gray had heard a riddle
bearing on that—she forgot how it went ; but it meant that the car-

penter would be much uglier after doing it, because he would be a deal
plainer. Miss Leigh said the table was not of deal. Miss Gray had
not said it was. The Housekeeper had a good mind to try lemon juice.

Miss Leigh said that would play the juice and all with the colour, and
amid the laughter which this observation excited the House resumed,
the Housekeeper taking up her keys and porte-monuaie, and Miss
Leigh and Miss Gray polking together until they knocked up against
the Bar, when the House adjourned to dinner at one.

" OH, MY TOE !

"

Correspondent of the Hampshire Advertiser, under
the initials of J. S., abuses us angrily for having as-

cribed the sacrilegious abstraction of certain bits of
encaustic pavement at Netley Abbey, of which we
had been credibly informed, to archaeological acquisi-

tiveness. He charges us with " malignity," and with
speaking of antiquaries " in a style that one would
scarce expect from a costermonger, and certainly not
from a gentleman." We also are apparently meant

by him in describing certain visitors to Netley Abbey as "those who
make a mock at truth, and for the sake of a laugh tear down those things

which, though trilling in themselves, are valued for their rarity by
those who really can appreciate them." We cannot make out this

latter accusation, or understand on what it can be founded besides the
mere feeling which has inspired J. S. to vituperate us for suggesting
that the relics of which Netley Abbey was said to have been plundered,
had been stolen by antiquarian thieves. We are afraid we have trodden
on this gentleman's corns.

"NOW THEN, YOU TWO!"
Alderman Pinnis ! Alderman Pinnis ! What, man, hast no

more reverence ? What do we mean ? Why, we mean this. The
newspapers say that a man was brought before you the other day, you
Magistrate, charged with sticking up a placard where he had no busi-

ness to put it, and that in the eourse of your objurgatory remarks,

you said :
—

" Every gentleman's park paling is chalked over with puffs of Harper Twelve-
trees' s preparations. I wish I had Harper Twelvetrees in that dock. I 'd let

him know, &e."

Finnis, is this the way to talk of the great vermin-powder maker
and philanthropist, ? Punch wonders that some prodigy did not happen.

He is surprised that the "little insects did not come out" of the

ceiling of the Court (there are plenty) "and give piaise, rubbing their

legs together," as was written in a delightful article in the Cornhill.

They must, have exulted in this defiance of their enemy. We admit that
j

you have something of a grievance. Mr. Punch himself has been offended,
j

while serenely gazing upon a country hedge, and watching the small S

birds, (and execrating the stupid clowns who kill them) at reading a vilely

written invitation to try Harper Twelvetrees's something or other,
j

Mr. Punch has vainly tried to imagine a person who has recourse to

such vulgarities as a dignified philanthropist, who makes speeches, and
has hopes of Parliament. But the Dock, Pinnis, would be rather a

strong measure. Let Twelvetrees, however, take the Aldermanic
hint, and abstain from chalking park palings, or, if he will do it, let him
write better, for his puil's are really scribbled in a way that revolts an
admirer of education. If he thinks to come into Parliament and be

smiled upon by Pam, he must improve his writing, for Palmerston
notoriously declares that " a man who writes a bad hand is a fool."

Consider this, Harper, and you, Pinnis, be moderate in your wrath.
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SENSATION

NEWS.

We understand that

the spirited proprietor

of one of the most fa-

mous places of evening

entertainment, despis-

ing the effete attractions

of Acrobats, Rope-
walkers, and other per-

formers, who attract an

educated and civilised

British Public by incur-

ring only a chance of

self-destruction, has
resolved upon a new
scheme for meeting the
tastes of a refined popu-
lation. He intends that

the chance shall, in his

new programme, he
made a certainty, and
that no visitor shall 2:0

IOSSOO RETURNING FROM THE EXHIBITION.

As HE APPEABS WHEN SEEN WITH THE NAKED EYE,

—

away dissatisfied that
the catastrophe which
he hoped to witness lias

been deferred. The
spirited proprietor is

now negociating with
some ticket-of-leave

men, of very desperate
character, with a view
to certain Sensation
Spectacles, to which we
are not at liberty more
fully to advert ; but we
may say that they will

be of a highly classical

nature, and will, in the
most vivid maimer re-

call the scenes in the
Roman Coliseum. We
congratulate the spirit-

ed proprietor, and hope
that he will be sup-

ported, as he deserves
to be, in this attempt
to gratify a humane
and Christiau public.

More anon.

AND WHEN VIEWED THROUGH A TELESCOPE.

PITY THE POOR GOVERNESSES.
Who would not be a Governess, and especially a daily one ? Only

see here what a chance of easy affluence is offered her :

—

GOVERNESS (DAILY) REQUIRED, for three hours a day, to give
vJ lessons to an adult in English, Reading, Music, Singing, and French. Terras
must not exceed lis. per week. Address, &c.

We trust we may presume that this Governess, although a daily one,

is not required to work on Sundays. If this be so, she will but have to
teach for eighteen hours a week, in order to secure her weekly stipend

of six shillings. Eourpence an hour, it is true, is no great pay ; but

then just consider'how easy is the work for it. For instance, teaching

French to an adult who cannot read : what can well be easier than such
a daily labour? An hour a day would surely be quite ample to suffice

for it ; and there would still be left so much as half-an-hour apiece for

English, and the Reading, and the Music, and the Singing. The only

danger seems to be that the mind of the adult might somewhat be con-

fused by learning five lessons at once. But possibly the studies might
in some way be amalgamated : and as the multiplication table is some-

times set to music, perhaps the same tiling might be done with Lindley
Murray's grammar, and with early reading lessons both in English

and in French.
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LINCOLN'S TWO DIFFICULTIES.

Lin. '-'WHAT? NO MONEY! NO MEN!"
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SUICIDE BY CRINOLINE.

N the name of common sense, clear ladies, hear

what Dr. Lankester, the Coroner whom Mr.
Fundi brought in for Central Middlesex, has to

say upon the subject of your crinoline excres-

cences :

—

" Crinoline Accident.—Dr. Lankester, the Coroner for

Central Middlesex, held an inquest at the Bank of England
Tavern, Cambridge Place, Paddington, yesterday, touching

the death of Mrs. Sarah Padley, IS years of age, residing

at 6, Buckingham Terrace, Bayswator. Thomas Spencer,

a lodger at 6, Buckingham Terrace, deposed that on Sunday, at 11,20 a.m., he heard

loud screams issuing from a room on the first floor. He ran to the spot and found the

clothes ofthe deceased in flames. He seized a piece of carpet from the floor, enveloped

her in it, and threw her upon the landing, by which means he succeeded in extinguish-

ing the fire before life was quite extinct, but not until every particle of the dress of the

deceased, except her boots, was completely consumed. The body was frightfully burnt.

Two rooms had been set on fire. On the arrival of the husband (who was absent at the

time) immediately afterwards, he set to work to extinguish the fire, and succeeded

in doing so. Maria Mason, a sister of the deceased, said she was wearing at the

time a muslin dress, extended by crinoline, and having occasion to cross the room,

the skirt of her dress got ignited "from the fire in a grate. The flames spread rapidly

before assistance arrived. The Coroner said it was, as he feared, one of those nume-
rously distressing casualties from the use of the dangerous crinoline. Such cases

were very much more numerous than the public generally supposed, because, being

now so common, many of them were never reported in the public journals. If

every fatal crinoline accident were reported the public would know of them, and
then he felt assured that crinoline would soon be abandoned. The jury, acting

upon a suggestion from the Coroner, returned a verdict of 'Accidental death

through wearing crinoline.'
"

When Fashion enters the door, Common Sense too generally flies

out of the window. So of course Punch cannot wonder that you ladies

will wear crinoline, in spite of all the danger and the nuisance of your

doing so. But some of you do sometimes heed a medical opinion, when
other warnings fail to penetrate your brainpans : and possibly a few of

you may be deterred from wearing crinoline by thinking of the caution

Dr. Lankester puts forth. You ladies are not given much to reading

of the newspapers, yet possibly the plan which Dr. Lankester sug-

gests, that every accident through crinoline should be mentioned by the

press, might help somewhat to frighten you and bring you to your senses.

Improving on the hint (what is there Punch cannot improve upon?)
Punch would suggest that every paper should set aside a column for

these crinoline reports, and, to mark it out for notice, should edge it

with deep black. " ©raths through Crinoline," Punch thinks, should

be chronicled apart, so as to catch the eye of the most hurried and most

hasty reader. As another strong deterrent, Punch also would suggest

that, when crinoline is plainly proved to be the cause of death, the ver-

dict of the jury should he simply that of " Suicide." It might be well

perhaps in some cases to add the words " committed in a fit of fash-

ionable insanity
; " for, after

_
all that has been said about the danger

and the nuisance and the ugliness of crinoline, the mind of any woman
who still persists in wearing it cannot possibly be held to be at all in

a sound state.

MOBALS AND MUSIC HALLS.

{A Confidential Letter to Tom Turniptoppe, Esquire, late of Greenley

Bottom, Blanhshire, and now of Blackstone Buildings, Temple.)

My dear Tom,

You are a young man from the country, and have seen little of

town : I am—well, say thirty, and have seen a good deal of it. You
have come up, as you say, to " read" at Mr. Bltjebagge's Chambers,
and among the various papers which you will there peruse, you will of

course take care to read your weekly Punch. So what 1 have to say

now is as sure to meet your eye as would be Mr. Sayers' mauley, if

you put on the gloves with him.

As your memory is young, you may not have forgotten that the other

night I talked to you upon the subject which the heading of this letter-

serves to indicate ; still I think it is as well to put in writing somewhat
of the sound sense I imparted to you, for " segniiis irritant—" (you
know what our friend Flaccus says), and after a good dinner and a
glass or two of Claret, the voice of wisdom sometimes fails to reach the
ears of youth.

You were telling me that evening in sentimental confidence that you
really " rather liked " your pretty Cousin Jessie, and that, now she is

away from town enjoying the sea air, you found your evenings at your
uncle's, where you are living " awful slow." Were it not that the Old
Buffer (I think that was how you christened him) allowed you to go
out directly after dinner, and let you have a latch-key, and come in

when you liked, you said you feared you might be tempted to cut your
throat or swallow half a pound of prussic acid, just to pass away the
time.

On this hint I spake, and asked you where you mostly went to spend
" the evening," as you young men call the hours between nine p.m. and
three. Well, I was not sorry to learn that, as you are not a dancing-

man, you do not much incline to visit the Casinos. But 1 was not
so pleased to liud that forasmuch as you like singing, you now and
then drop in at what are called the "Music" Halls. My dear boy,
surely you can't fancy you hear music at these places. Stupid, sense-
less, silly, coarse and vulgar comic songs are surely not entitled to the
name of Music :_ any more than clap-trap clrorusses, with every singer
squalling out of time and tune, or noisy nigger melodies with bones and
tambourine kick-stamp-and-jump accompaniments. And pray, what

j

music is there in the feats of Bounding Brothers, and gymnasts who
ape gorillas, and contortionists in crinoline, and clowns who dance in
clogs ? These are the chief attractions at the Music Halls just now

;

and what music is attempted is performed in such a din of talking
tongues, and bustling boots, and jingling glasses, that scarce two notes
together can ever reach the ear.

No, no, my dear boy, don't try to deceive yourself or think to gammon
me. It is not the " music," as you call it, that you go for. Nor do
you attend there as a votary of Bacchus or of baccy, for the drinks are
simply beastly, and you get your smoke at home. What you go for is

society, and to speak out, more particularly feminine society. You are
young : you can talk ; and (if the lips be pretty) you are fond of being
talked to. While Jessie was in town you were content with her
society : nay, I will so far give you credit as really to believe you pre-
ferred her conversation, simple prattle as it is, to the fast jokes and
coarse slang which with Music Hall frequenters pass for epigrams
and wit. But now Jessie is away, you look elsewhere for conso-
lation.

Well, well. Such is life, and such is human nature. Boys will he
boys, and youth will have its fling. There were no Music Halls to go
to in the days when I was young; but there were dirty dens of vice
called " Theatre Saloons," and I fancy that in some respects Saloons
and Music Halls were about much of a muchuess. So 1 've no mind to
throw stones, or to preach a flinty sermon to you. But will you at
your leisure just ask yourself the question, will your Music Hall society
do you good or harm, and is not your indulgence in it just a little

selfish ? Is it fair to_ Jessie, who you thiuk does " care a little " for
you, to seek in questionable company a solace for her absence ? Will
you thereby make yourself more lit for her society, and at all enhance
your_ relish for her pure companionship? After the fast company tire

Music Halls afford you, may not Jessie's artless prattle appear a trilie

slow, and will her ears be charmed or shocked by the slang your tongue
is used to ?

Oh, there really is no harm in a Music Hall, you say. It's not like

a Casino or a Bat, immoral. Well, peradventure it is not ; although in

one, and that the worst, respect I own I have my doubts about it.

But is it quite the place for a gentleman to go to, or even for a green-
grocer, a chimneysweep, or costermonger, or "any other man," (as

your nonsensical slang goes), who entertains a liking to be thought
respectable? A husband has of course no secrets from his wife; but
when by any accident he drops in at a Music Hall, do you think she
always may depend upon his mentioning it ? Would you like Jessie
to know that you frequent such places ?— especially if she have seen the
following description of them, which was prominently printed not long
since in the Observer

:

—
" It is, however, in the disgraceful scenes enacted in the drinking bars and sa-

loons attached to these ' halls ' that the greatest evil exists—evils which cannot fail

of exercising a fatal influence upon the frequenters of these places, of both sexes,
who, in the first instance, ' go to hear a song,' but become initiated in vice and im-
morality, rendered more easy and dangerous by the seductive influences with
which they are surrounded. The more ' respectable ' the ' hall ' the more promi-
nent is this feature. These saloons are filled by ' men about town ' of all ages and
conditions, with and without characters ; there may be seen the young and inex-
"periencod clerk and the heartless skittle sharp and blackleg, the patrician roue and
the plebeian ' fancy man ; ' . . . This mixed crowd of folly and vice keep up a con-
tinued chattering composed of obscene jests and vulgar repartees, to the great annoy-
ance of the decent tradesman or working man, who, accompanied by his wife or
sweetheart, may have visited the ' Hall ' in the delusive hope of hearing some good
singing, but whose ears are thus polluted with vulgarity and slang. It is this sort of

thing that has driven, and is still driving, the respectable portion of society from
these ' Halls,' and it is to provide attraction for the more 'spicy' patrons that
'comic ladies' and other 'sensation performances' have been introduced. In
these saloons the scenes that used to be enacted in the lobbies and saloons of the
theatres are reproduced even in a worse and more offensive form."

Now, if a tithe of this be true (and, so far as I have seen, there has
been no denial of it) I think the less you go to Music Halls the better

it will be for you, and the better will it be too, for your wife—when you
are blest with one. Mind, I don't say stick at home too much in solitude

and smoke, and mope yourself to death while Jessie is away from you.

But I do say, when you take your pleasure out, go, take it as an honest
gentleman, and never enter places where you would (at least I hope so)

blush to have her see yon. At your age men can blush, and the power
is so enviable, that you should take care of it. Music Hall society is

fatally destructive to it, for there are few worse snares to youth than
the vice that tempts a man by aped and acted modesty.

So when you want to hear a song, or have a social smoke (both good
things in their way, if that be not a bad one), I say go to Covent
Garden and inquire your way to Evans's, if you are still so verdant as

never to have heard the name of Paddy Green. There is entertain-
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merit lit for men, not beasts ; there is music in the singing ; there is

malt in the beer ; there is an ever courteous welcome by the cheeriest

of hosts, and no crinoline or coarseness is permitted to intrude.

Trusting that my words may, when you seek amusement, tend to

guide your steps aright, and wishing Jessie well, and you the luck to

win her,

I remain, my dear boy, yours, believe me, most sincerely,

Sweei\ "Shall I see you at the Music Hall to-night, William ?

'

Dustman. " No, Joseph, that's a cut lelow me."

A QUESTION FOR POLITICAL ECONOMISTS.

"i arnt at all sirprisd that sirciety should feel itself hurt by bein ga-

roted o' nites and otherways illconveniensed by parties i could mension
if i chused to turn 'nose ' but unger's a sharp thorn an comes round to

all on us three times a day regular, sir, if you had a dog as stole his

vittcls until you tied him up when you let him loose agen shooldn't

you xpex him to go on the prigging lay if you left him without grub-
on coarse you wood and that's it witli partys I no as the guvment
took uncommon care on for warius periuds and then turnd em a drift to

live as they can and i sure you sir a ticket o' leaf is about as bad a
ritten caracter as you can have to get a situashuu to take care of the

plate or any other respcckable work. Couldnt guvment find us—for

hue a ticket of leaf— something to do in the collonys on guvment
a count and so give a feller a chance. It wood be cheaper than our
garoting and eye-way robery and much less unplesant to most
partys i xpex.

"Yourn, 4 ears."

CONSCIENCE AT THE COUNTER.

By some mistake the following appeared the other morning in the
Daily Telegraph. It seems obviously intended to have been sent to
Punch

:

—
n ROCERY. —WANTED, a Conscientious, Energetic young man
^T (member of a school preferred), also not particular what he does, for a
COUNTRY GENERAL SHOP. Unless good tempered, active, and obliging, need
not address, wages not high. Apply, Ajc.

Out of our own columns, it is not often that we come across so good
a joke as this. Activity and energy we can understand to be required

in a young man assisting at a grocer's; but the idea of wanting con-

science in him seems to us most ludicrous. When one knows how prone
are grocers to sell their sand as sugar, mix with lard their butter, and
manufacture sloe-leaves into fine pure Pekoe-ilavoured family black

tea, one surely never would have dreamt that conscience would be
asked for in a shopman, who, it is expressly said, is " not to be par-

ticular as to what he does."

THE SOCIETY'S CATECHISM.

The Council of the Society of Arts have sent Mr. Punch a set of
questions upon the subject of awards for merit. Any man who can
write can answer a letter, says Mb. W. Shakspeare, and Mr. Punch's
caligraphy being indisputable, he can hardly escape from replyiug to the
Council, but he is by no means certain that his responses will give
unlimited satisfaction to the querists :

—

Questions.
_

Answers.
1. Are_ you of opinion that 1. No, Council,

awards for merit, by medals or
otherwise, in International exhi-
bitions, are desirable?

2. State the reason for your
opinion.

3. Ought works of fine art and
designs to be excluded from the
awards ?

are

4. Can you suggest any better

2. Because, Council, they
always given to the wrong people.

3. Yes, Council, because a party

capable of such works wouldn't
thank stupid judges for twopenny
medals.

4. Anybody is better, Council,
method than the appointment of than a juror, as juries go in these
jurors for making the awards ? days.

5. Can you suggest any im-
provement in the constitution or
proceedings of the juries ?

_
G. Is any appeal from the de-

cision of juries desirable?

_
7. If you think awards unde-

sirable, can you suggest any other
means by which meritorious pro-
duct ions^ may be brought to the
notice of the public ?

8. Have you any further sug-
gestion to oiler on the subject ?

5. Yes, Council,

the street.

kick them into

6. Yes, Council, to Mr. Punch
and common sense.

7. Yes, Council, let the best

specimens be presented to Mr.
Punch.

S. Yes, Council, that you abstain

from meddling in the matter.

If the above replies, given with Mr. Punch's usual ready affability,

prove of the least use to the Council, he is satisfied. He has certainly

embodied the popular opinion upon the subject. To judge by the
incessant and angry protests against everything that has been done,

it would seem that the public have a fine classical sense of the deriva-

tion of the word Jury, and regard it as meaning a Party to be
Sworn at.

IT IS NEVER TOO LATE TO AMEND.
During the last sitting of Parliament occurred the following phiie de

perles in the way of amendments :

—

" On the order of the day for considering the Lords' amendments to Commons'
amendments to Lords' amendments in the Juries Bill,

"Mr. Craufurd moved that the House do disagree with that amendment, &c."

With the above embarras de richesses, it must have been rather

puzzling to know what was the first clause that was originally amended.
The Bill that required the help of so many " amendments " to knock
it into something like acceptable shape,_ must have presented, when
finished, a rare piece of legislative cobbling. When Pope exclaimed,
" The Lord mend me !

" an old woman is reported to have said, " Mend
you ! It would take much less time to make a new man altogether

;

"

and so we should have been inclined to say of the above measure.

Surely, it would have been a quicker operation, instead of patching and
tinkering up the old Bill, to have drawn out a fresh one at once ? How-
ever, if our Houses of Parliament are not better institutions than they

are, one cannot say that it is from the want of sufficient " amendments."

NEW AMERICAN DISCOVERY.

Mr. Seward says in his long letter (to which Lord John answered
"Humph"),

" After all, the Insurgents are Men."

This is a discovery which the Federal minister deserves great credit

for making. Its accuracy was confirmed a little later by observations

taken by General M'Clellan in the course of a week's rather rapid

journey across a certain peninsula. Perhaps continued study on the

subject may induce Mr. Seward to believe that the insurgents are not

only Men but Brothers, and then a fratricidal war may come to a

termination. What a thing it is to be able to think !

"They are Coming, and they are Three."

" There are three Men in Europe," said Nap to Cavour,
As they smoked their cigars after lunch :

The Count has left Europe—the mot may endure,

Eor Napoleon asserts that he meant—the deep cure

—

Himself, Viscount Jaunty, and Punch.
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ROMAN PASTORAL POETRY.

^s>

Ox$

V^^

igh ecclesiastics, some
of them, are not im-
properly called old

women, but there is

strong reason for re-

garding the Archbi-
shop of Nimes as a
young lady. That pre-

late has addressed to

his flock, which should
consist of geese, a pas-

toral couched in the
usual flowery language
of Ultramontane hum-
bug ; a pastoral which
no pastor, one would
think, could have com-
posed but a Corydon.
It contains the follow-

ing description of the
Pope's personal attrac-

tions :

—

'
' That limpidlovinglook,

that enchanting smile
which beams eternally,

whilst from his lips fall dis-

tilled honey, words which
scatter the perfume of his

heart."

This cannot be the language of a man writing about another man. It can only be

that of an enthusiastic girl describing another girl. The Pope is a very charming
person by that account. What else could you expect from such a pretty Pope than

distilled honey and odoriferous language?—though to heretical noses the perfume

of his heart would, if perceptible, be not very agreeable : for heretics hold the only

heart that smells nice to be a calf's heart stuffed. Well ; why, perhaps one would
be inclined to suppose that so beautiful a Pontiff would, as the Archbishop oi

Nimes informs us that Pius does, rather frequently give vent to" tears, sighs,

burning expressions of tenderness." Such a gushing Pope as this never before

existed, unless we are to believe in the pontificate of Pope Joan. A Pope with a
" limpid loving look," and an " enchanting smile," lips which shed " distilled honey,"

and feelings that find expression in "tears, sighs, burning expressions of tender-

ness," is surely a Pope affected with hysteria, a Pope under whose nose it is often

necessary to burn feathers, a Pope who is obliged to take much sal volatile, a

Pope well qualified to bear the name of Joan, or Julia. Petticoats and white
satin shoes are apparel suitable to the sex of a Pope of that description; who might
sit in the Chair of Peter for Venus attired by the Graces, inclusive of her Grace
the Abchbishop of Nimes.

_

The liberal world would rejoice if effect could be given to the aspiration thus
expressed by this epicene if not feminine prelate, with a characteristic interjec-

tion :

—

"Ah ! it makes us wish to melt away and become nothing for the honour and grandeur of
our beloved Pontiff."

The gratification of this wish would leave the Emperor of the Prench, unim-
peded by seditious churchmen, at liberty to deal with the Pope alone ; would be
quickly followed by the emancipation of Italy and the pacific settlement of Europe.
That desirable consummation would doubtless ensue if the Archbishop of NImes

and all the Papist clergy were to melt, thaw, and resolve

themselves into a dew, or evaporate and, as the Yankees
say, leave nothing of themselves but a little grease spot.

"EOME OR DEATH!"
If Garibaldi fail.

So Chiefs have failed before
;

Not always doth the Right prevail, \

And what can we say more ?

Porsooth that he was rash,

By generous madness led

Against the might of Prance to dash
His blind heroic head.

The fight has oft been fought,

And yet the battle won

;

When all onlookers justly thought
That hopeless risk was run

:

The odds of high emprise

Not on the surface show,
Lie somewhat deeper than the wise
Can always see, below.

There are the Priests, whose ban
To shake Napoleon's throne

Might happen, should December's Man
Yield Italy her own

;

And those imperial bands,

That work his will, are strong,

And prompt to do what Prance demands,
Her bidding, right or wrong.

Hearts, on the other side,

And souls there are, to fire,

With zeal above vainglorious pride,

With courage to inspire

Nerving each true man's hand
To fight for hearth and home,

To dare the worst for Patherland,
And set his life on Rome.

This spirit set on blaze

Will burn how far, how hot ?

And then how much against it weighs
The force of Prenchmen's shot ?

Learn that, ere you decide
The good cause has no chance,

Yet has that issue to be tried

Of Italy with Prance.

Spread but the sacred flame,

And Prance will not withhold
Prom strong Italian hands, the claim

Of hearts resolved and bold,

Enkindled, one and all,

With Freedom's fiery breath,

Incensed by Gabibaldi's call,

His cry of " Rome or Death !

"

SATISFIED SPECTATORS.

They have got it at last. They, the gaping numskulls, who, for
more than twelvemonths, have been thronging to stare at performances
of which the special attraction was the risk of the performer's life, have
got what they went if not to see, at least to enjoy the chance of seeing.
That catastrophe is thus described by an eye-witness :

—

"Last night an event took place at Highbury Barn Gardens, which not only pro-
duced the greatest consternation among the visitors, but has resulted in the most
serious if not fatal consequences to Miss Selina Young, or, as she is styled, the
" Female Blondin," the celebrated rope-walker, who created such a sensation at
Cremome Gardens last season by crossing the Thames on a tight-rope."

Attired in a "suit of armour," having wheeled a barrow in the midst
of blue lights and fire-works, on a rope at the height of 100 feet, Miss
Young consummated the amusement which she had been affording her
spectators, as follows :

—

" A third time she crossed the rope, covered with a sack, and then commenced
Tier final tour to the starting point, in the midst of fireworks discharged from each
end of the balancing pole she carried in her hand. She had arrived within about
twenty feet of the western stage, when the Catherine wheels at each end of the
pole had reached their greatest velocity, at which moment reports were heard, and
stars of various hues were emitted. At this instant it was plainly observable that
there was a fearful oscillation of the pole, as well as of the unfortunate performer. A
general cry was raised that she was falling. The pole fell from her grasp, and the
performer toppled over. For a moment she appeared to cling to the rope, either by
the legs or hands ; but, whether from fright or otherwise, in another second she
was seen descending head foremost into the midst of the lofty trees beneath her."

The speculators for the fall realised their expectations ! We further
read that:

—

"The scene of horror and consternation, coupled with the screams of the females
present at this moment may be well imagined, and hundreds rushed to the spot
where the poor creature lay at the foot of a tree completely doubled up and appa-
rently lifeless.

"

The rest is—Surgery

!

Leotard, who was also engaged in astonishing weak minds at the
Highbury Barn Garden by hazarding his neck, nearly broke it in his

trepidation, by trying to jump, after he had been "indiscreetly
informed " of what had happened to the " Female Blondin." Another
"trapeze" accident had befallen an unlucky mountebank the week
before. The accident at Highbury Barn would have been prevented
if any warning could have operated to its prevention. But there

is only one warning which could produce that effect ; that is to say if

it could possibly happen. Sensation rope-walking could only be stopped
by a martyrdom—the most awful of examples. The spectacle of a
dance on the tight-rope at the elevation of a cathedral spire, termi-

nating in the precipitation of the funambulist to the ground, would have
to be exhibited by a Bishop !

The Postage-stamps sent to pay M'Clellan's army, have receive,

the name of " Stampedes."
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A SEA-SIDE SUBJECT-JOLLY FOR THE PARTY IN SEARCH OF REPOSE.
N.B. The Old Lad// with the Parrot encourages Organ-Grinders, and, when the Moon shines bright and clear, doesn't the Black Dog come out t

A SHAKER OF THE INFALLIBLE CHURCH.

Before the popular mind bad abandoned itself to negro melodies,

there was a comic song of the "Billy Barlow," ox "Raggedy oh!"
species which stood in high favour under the title of " Shivery Shakery."
A letter lately in the Bristol Times contained a statement suggestive of

the idea that a modification of the canticle of that name might be sung
with the most happy effect by an eminent divine, a convert to popery,
who has recently declared that "Protestantism is the dreariest of all

religions
; the thought of the Anglican service makes him shiver, and

the thought of the Thirty-Nine Articles makes him shudder." Our
Bristol contemporary's correspondent thus writes :

—

" It may be profitable to review the history of the person who has given vent to
his animosity against our Church, in terms not unworthy of the most furious of the
Liberation spouters. NEWMAN.it is well known, was originally a Dissenter. Not
being satisfied with his position as a Nonconformist, he became ambitious to occupy
higher ground. Having taken his degree at Oxford, he was ordained ; and he began
his career as ' an evangelical. ' The principles of the opposite party, in all proba-
bility, made him 'shiver and shudder.' In a few years, however, we find him
hoisting his high-church flag as a Tractarian. While thus engaged, he was seized
with a fit of trepidation at the doctrines of ' the evangelicals ;

' for he abused them
in good set terms. He professed also to hold in abhorrence the errors of Romanism,
and compared the Pope's church to a demoniac, possessed and governed by the
Prince of Darkness. Shivering and shuddering, he warned us to avoid her as a pes-
tilential synagogue, which had established a lie in the place of God's truth. He
pronounced her to be crafty, obstinate, wilful, malicious, cruel, and unnatural, as
madmen are. He declared that in the corrupt Papal system we have the very
cruelty, the craft, and the ambition of the old Republic. One might suppose that
as a matter of course he would have shuddered at its crimes."

The autobiography of the reverend D. D., sung in his ecclesiastical
costume, with the burden, introduced at due intervals, of "Shivery
Shuddery" would be highly amusing, and could possibly do no harm
by perverting any simpleton, however weak, who is acquainted with
the subjoined statement of the writer above quoted respecting that
shaky captive of the papal Fisherman, and theologically loose fish :—

"Archbishop Whately, who was his contemporary at Oxford, assures us that
'by the confession of his friends in The English Churchman (Oct. 16, 1845), Me.
Newman had been for four years at least, a member of the Roman communion,
before he openly avowed his conversion ; during which four years he suffered him-
self to be looked up and appealed to, as the head of a party who styled themselves

the only true sons of the Church of England !
' His various pranks at Oxford are

recorded at full length by the Archbishop in his Cautions for the Times, xiii. Did
the Reverend Doctor ever shiver or shudder at his own duplicity and hypocrisy
during the period here referred to, and while he was comfortably pocketing the
revenues of the English Church? If he did not, then I shall be loath to believe that
the Thirty-nine Articles can possibly give a man of his brazen constitution a fit of

the ague. Of one thing we may be "quite sure ; his capacity for straining at a gnat,

and swallowing whole camels, is unrivalled."

A polemic who is known to shiver and shudder so violently without

cause, and not to tremble at all when he should, is unlikely to shake the

faith of the most foolish fellow who is not also crazy. The most absurd

of Ranters or Jumpiug Methodists may henceforth expect^ to catch as-

many flats as are bkely to be hooked by our great Romanist Shaker.

SPIRIT OF BLACK DIAMONDS.

A Bottle of brandy and a bottle of smoke are generally considered

to be very different things; yet it appears that they contain certain

elements in common. A young French chemist, named Cotelle, of St.

Quentin, has discovered a method of extracting alcohol from coal gas
;

which, an Irish contemporary will perhaps observe, is an odd_ way of

getting spirits of wine. Cotelle says that he can sell the spirit thus

produced thrice as cheap as the cheapest at present made, at which rate

gin, that vulgar liquor, will become still more low. The extreme

cheapness of coal-spirit will render it a profitable export for consump-

tion by the Red Indians, who will, with especial propriety, denominate

the intoxicating fluid derived from coals fire-water.

Bringing 'em Up -with a Sound Turn.

A Deputation from Plymouth recently waited upon Lord Palmer-
ston to represent to him that navigators to and from that port required

an increase of basin accommodation. Pam replied that he held many
offices, but that he was not yet a steward of a steampacket. The

deputation retired, and are at present engaged, with their coats off that

they may think the harder, trying to find out what His Jauntmess

meant.
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In large Folio, price 12s. 6d. cloth, half law calf, 17s.,

Vol. I. Of THE GAZETTE OF BANKRUPTCY. (Jan. 1 to June 28.)
COMPLETE LEGAL AND COMMEECIAL EECOED OF BANKRUPTCY.
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THREE HUNDRED BIBLE
JL STORIES, with nearly 300 Bible Pic-
tures, a Pictorial Sunday Book for the Youn;;, hand-
somely bound, Price 4*. Ud., originally published at

12«. Sent post free from Field's Great Bible Ware-
house, 65, Regent's Quadrant. Every family should
have this pretty book.

A GUINEA FAMILY BIBLE
A* FOR 10.?.

—

John Field has now ready
a handsome Family Bible, with Notes, Keferences,
30 Engravings, and It) Maps, bound in antique style,

for 10*., published at. 21*. A beautiful gift book,
only to be had at Joni* Field's Great Bible Ware-
house, 65, Regent's Quadrant.

/50 Oftfl BIBLES, PRAYEIU0\J»UUU BOOKS, and CHURCH
SERVICES, Altars, Juvenile Books, and Standard
Authors, on Sale, in every variety of binding, at

John Field's Great Bible Warehouse, 65, Regent's
Quadrant.

TO SPORTSMEM.-THE* GREVILLE SHOOTING-, FISHING,
or TRAVELLER'S COAT (Registered), is the veri-
tahle niultum in parvo. A gun or fishing-iod may
he packed or carried in it with ease. Game-bags or
fishing-panniers can be dispensed with, being con-
structed upon entirely new principles, with carrying
capacities equal to lour ordinary shooting coats.—
Vide Field, July 1

(
J, 1862. Price from 50s.

To be had only of J. Cocks. 25, Cora hill, Inventor
and Patentee of Trousers without side seams, the
most perfect trousers ever made.—Vide the Sun,
Feb. 17, 1863.

Registered Dress and Undress Vests,tue latest and
only novelties m London.—Vide the Globe, Feb. U,
L862.

HASTINGS IN TWO HOURS
by the BRIGHTON RAILWAY.—

Express trains leave Victoria at 9.50 a.m., 3.50 p.m.,
and L indon Bridge 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. Six other
trains from each station daily. Ail the^e trains run
to aud from Eastbourne.

10 MORE PILLS OR OTHER MEDICINES FOR OLD OR YOUNG.
| J

" We find the safest remedy in DU BARRY'S delicious health-restoring

REVALENTA ARABICA FOOD
For Habitual Constipation, Dyspepsia (Indigestion), Palpitation, Acidity, Nausea, Consumption,
Coughs, Golds, Asthma, Bronchitis, Haemorrhoids, Nervousness, Biliousness, Torpidity of the
Liver, Debility, &c."—Andrew Ure, M.D., P.B.S. ; Dr. Harvey, Dr. Shorland, Dr. Campbell.
We extract a few out of 58,000 Cures :—Cure No. 58,216 ofthe Marchioness de Bre'han, Paris, 17th

April, 1862.—" In consequence of a liver complaint, I was wasting away for seven years, and so
debilitated and nervous that I was unable to read, write, or in fact attend to anything, with a
nervous palpitation all over, bad digestion, constant sleeplessness, and the most intolerable

nervous agitation which prevented even my sitting down for hours together. The noises of
the street, aud even the voice of my maid, annoyed me. I felt dreadfully low spirited, aud all

intercourse with the world had become painful to me. Many medical men, Euglish as well as

French, had prescribed for me in vain. In perfect despair I took to Du Barry's Revalenta
Arabica, and lived on this delicious Food for three months. The good God be praised : it has
completely revived me, I am myself again, and able to make and receive visits and resume my
social position. Accept, Sir, the assurance of my deepest gratitude and ofmy highest consider-
ation.

—

Marchioness de Br6uan."
Cure, No. 1,771. Lord Stuart de Decies, of many years' dyspepsia.—No. 49,832. " Fifty years'

indescribable agony from dyspepsia, nervousness, asthma, cough, constipation, flatulency,

spasms, sickness, and vomiting. Maria Joly."—Cure, No. 58,816. Field-Marshal the Duke of

Pluskow, of dyspepsia, constipation, nervousness, and liver complaints.—Cure, No. 47,121.

Miss Elizabeth Jacobs, of extreme nervousness, indigestion, gatherings, low spirits, and nervous
fancies.—Cure, No. 54,816. The Rev. James T. Campbell, Fakenham, Norfolk, " of indigestion
and torpidity of the liver, which had resisted all medical treatment ; inquiries will be cheer-
fully answered."
In tins, 1 lb., 2s. 9d. ; 2 lb., is. M. ; 5 lb., Us. ; 121b., 22s. Super refined quality, 10 lb., 33.?.—

Barry Dn Barry & Co., No. 77, Regent Street, London: 26, Place Vendome, Paris; and 12,

Rue de l'Empereur, Brussels. Also Fortndm & Mason, Purveyors to Her Majesty.

SECOND HAND SILVER PLATE.
222, REGENT STREET, LONDON, AND

67, & 68, KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE.

i BROTHERS

ROWLANDS' MACASSAR OIL, for promoting
the Growth, Restoring and Beautifying the Human
Hair.
ROWLANDS' KALYOOR for Improving and

Beautifying the Complexion and Skin, aud Eradi-
cating Cutaneous defects,
ROWLANDS' ODONTO. or Tearl Dentifrice, for

the Teeth, Gums, and Breath.
Sold at "211, Hattou Garden, and by Chemists and

Perfumers.

"RENDERS and FIRE IRONS.
«*> Every New Design always on Show.
Black Fenders 3s. M. to Is.M.
Bronzed Fenders ,, Ids. M. to 30«. <W.
Fire Irons 3s. fid. to 2/«. (id.

Every Requisite for Furnisliins at Lowest Prices.
Catalogues Free. Orders above £2 carriage free,
and packed without charge.

Kichd. & John Slack. 336. Strand.

SALT and Co.'s EAST INDIA
•*> PALE ALE (imperial pints 4s. M. the
dozen), Burton Ales, and Guinness's Extra Stout, in
bottles of reputed and imperial measures, and rusks
of IS gallons and upwards.. Ale and Stout bottled
expressly for Exportation.—JIoudv & Co., Agenrs
Lime Street, E.C.

HOLLOWAY S PILLS AMD
OINTMENT have the largest sale of

any Medicine. The I\lls cure Liver complaints, the
Ointment bad legs, wounds, sores, and ulcers.

TROUBLED WITH A LIVER,* ARE YOU?—Take DR. TWEEDALE'a
HOP PILLS, the finest tonic restorative ever com-
pounded.

E0YALOSBORNE MIXTURE
OP BLAUK TEA.

Under Royal Letters Patent.
One Pound Samples may be ba 1 of

Franks, Son * Co., As. and 5«. per lb. in canisters.
14, Little Tower Street, London.

TTJXTJRIANT WHISKERS,
** Moustaches, and Eyebrows, produced
in a few weeks by the use ot ELLIOTT'S TONIC
LOTION, the stimulative properties of which are
unfailing in its operation. Thomas Elliott invites a
trial from the most sceptical, that they may be con-
vinced of its infallible power. Price 3s. M„ 5s. 6d.,
10s. M., and 21s. Forwarded on receipt of postage
stamps. Thomas Elliott, Hair Grower (nrBt floor)
51, Fencburch Street, E.C. T. B.'s Wigs 30«

NONPAREIL. POSTILL'S
Yorkshire versus Worcestershire Sauce.

Is warranted to retain its characteristics—exriui'ite
flavour and superlative quality—in any climate
Connoisseuis are requested to test its merits against
"The Only Good Sauce." Small Sample on re-
ceipt of four Postage Stamps. Onedoien Is. bottles
P.O. order 12s.; or Une d"zen 1.. >jrl. bottle*. 21s".
Free. Liberal discount to Merchants aud Traders.

Proprietor, Edwabd Postill, York.

TIINNEFORDS MAGNESIA
*» (a pure Solution) is an excellent Re-
medy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn. Head-
ache, Gout, and Indigestion, and as a Mild Aperient
for 1) licate Constitutions.

1/2, New Bond Street. London; and all Chemists.

THE IMPERIAL WINEA COMPANY'S Imperial Sherry, at 80s. ;

JH58 Ports, 80s. Clarets, Spirits, and Liqueurs at
Wholesale Prices. Cash system. Sample lot can
be had. Stores, 314, Oxford Street, W„ near Hauover
Square.—Cellars, marylebone Court House.

MAKE THE MOST LIBERAL ALLOWANCE FOR OLD SILVER PLATE,
EITHER FOR CASH OR IN EXCHANGE FOR GOODS.

Homteopathic Practitioners, and the Medical Profession generally, recommend Cocoa as
being the moat hsalthful of all beverages. When the doctrine of Homoeopathy was first intro-

duced into this country, there were to be obtained no preparations of Cocoa either attractive

to the taste or acceptable to the stomach ; the nut was either supplied in its crude state, or so
unskilfully manufactured as to obtain little notice.

JAMES EPPS, of London, Homoeopathic Chemist, was induced in the year 1S39, to turn his

attention to this subject, and at length succeeded, with the assistance of elaborate machinery, in
being the first to produce an article pork in its composition, and so refined by the perfect tritu-

ration it receives iu the process it passes through, as to be acceptable to the delicate stomach,
aud a most

DESIRABLE BREAKFAST BEVERAGE.

FOR GENERAL USE,

PS 3 C
IS DISTINGUISHED FOR ITS

DELICIOUS AROMA, GRATEFUL SMOOTHNESS, and INVIGORATING POWER;
And to these qualities it is indebted for the adoption it now obtains as a

BREAKFAST BEVERAGE.
DIRECTIONS.—Mix, in a breakfast cup. two tea-spoonfuls of the Powder with as much 'cold

Milk as will torm a stiff paste ; then, fill up with boiling Milk, or Milk and Watsr in equal
portions, or Water.

i lb., i lb., and 1 lb. Packets, at Is. 6d. per lb.

Sold in labelled Packets only, by Grocers, Confectioners, and Druggists, in every town
throughout the United Kingdom.

M &NTTFAC TORY : LONDON.

NO HOME WITHOUT AMUSEMENT.

BAGATELLE BOARDS OF THE FINEST MANUFACTURE FROM
31s. dd. complete. Illustrated Catalogues of Games free on application.

ASSER AND SHERWIN, 81, Strand, London, W.C.

TOE POCKET SIPHONIA DEPOT- EDMIST0N AND SON,
A Sole Manufacturers of the 12 oz. Waterproof Coat for India, guaranteed not to be sticky,

no matter the climate it is subject to. From 42s., all silk 50s. to 65s. Measurement required,
the length and size round the chest. Knapsacks for Tourists, 18s. 6d.

FISHING STOCKINGS, 21s. to 25s. per pair.

5, CHARING CROSS, late 69, STRAND.

CHARGE MADE FOR STAMPING PAPER
or INITIALS.—RODRIGUES'
cream-laid note, full-size, five quires

ap, 9*. iter ream ; sermon paper, 4s. fid.

INVITATIONS to the CEREMONY.
in SILVER, with ARMS or CREST
ENGRAVED and 100 SUPERFINE

and ENVELOPES with ARMS, CREST,
superior cream-laid adhesive ENVELOPES, 4d. per 10(1

for 6*1.; thick ditto, five quires for \s.; superfine roolscai
WEDDING CARDS, WEDDING ENVELOPES, I

DEJEUNER and BALL, PRINTED and STAMPED
in the latest fashion. CARD-PLATE ELEGANTLY
CARDS PRINTED for 4». M.
Observe, at HENRY RODRIGUES' well-known Establishment ,42, Piccadilly, two doors

from Sackville Street, W.

MAPLE AND Co. FOR
CARPETS.

TEN THOUSAND PIECES RICH BRUSSELS,
From 2s. fid. to 2«. in. per yard.

VELVET AND TURKEY CARPETS,
"ri in Great Variety.

Entrance 145, Totteuham Court Road.

TUNING AND DRAWING*J ROOM FURNITURE.
The Eugenie Easy-chair, price 25*.
The Prince of Wales Chair, price 32s.
The Vienna Easy-chair, price 35*.
The Paragon Couch, price 3 guineas.
The Prince of Wales Couch, price 3J guineas.

J. Maple & Co.

EXHIBITION OF 1862.

JOSEPH R0DGERS AND
W> SONS' CUTLERY.—J AMB 3 BROOKS
begs respectfully to announce that be has opened a
SHOW-K.OOM. during the EXHIBITION with a
large and magnificent STOCK OF CUTLERY, from
the Manufactory ot Messrs. Josffh Rodgers &
Sons, consisting of Ivory Table Knives, Dessert
Knives. Bread Knives, Pen and Pocket Knives,
Hunting and Fishing Knives, Scissors, Penmaking
Machines, Razors of every kind, Needles, and every
description of Cutlery.
James Brooks, West End Agent for the Sale o,

Joseph Rodgers & Sons' Cutlery, 16, Vere Street,
Loudon, W.
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CIDENTS A8E UNA-
VOIDABLE —Every one should there-

fore provide against them. The RAILWAY PAS-
SENGERS' ASSURANCE COMPANY Grant
Policies for snms from £100 to .£1000, assuring
against ACCIDENTS OF ALL KINDS. £102,817
have been paid by the Company as compensation
for 56 fatal cases and 5041 cases of personal injury.

For Forms of Proposal, &c„ Apply to the Provin-
cial Agents, or to the He-id Office, ti4, Cornhiil.

William J. Vian, Secretary.

GARDNERS^
dinnerServices

CLARK'S NEURALGIC
TINCIU RE, a certain permanent cure

for NEURALGIA, TIC-DOULOUREUX, TOOTH
ACHE, and AGUE.

—

Clark. Dorking. London
Depot, 67. St. Paul's. SolJ by ail Chemists. Price
2«. 9d., 4j. 6d.
Reference, The Rev. Sib F. Go&b Oushlbt, Bart.

M.A., Mas. Bac. Oion.

fOCKS'S CELEBRATEDV READING SAUCE,
Wbich is bo highly esteemed with Fish, Game,
Steaks, Soups, Grills, Gravies, Hot & Cold MeatB,
and unrivalled for general use, is Sold by the most
respectable Dealers in Fish Sauces.

C. Cocks, Reading, Sole Manufacturer.

PRICE'S GLYCERINE
may be had from any Chemist in £ lb

lb., and Is. bottles—the Stoppers of which are se-
psule, lettered " Price's Patent,"cured by a ca,

—

Bei.momt, Vauxhall, Loudon, S.

KINSON'S PATENT
STEEL COLLARS.—White as linen I

unsurpassed in Comfort ! washed and dried in a
moment I Price 1*. tW. • per post four stamps extra.
Order must include length round neck. Gauntlets
and Wristbands, 2s. (id.

;
per post, 2n. 10rf»—Sold by

J. H. Yeatiuan. 15S, Leadenhall Street, E.C, and
91, Kegent Street, W.

f|0CKLE'S ANTIBILIOUSV PILLS, for indigestion, bile, sick head-
ache, acidity, heartburn, flatulency, spasm3, &c.
Prepared only by Jambs Cock^b. IS, New Ormond
Street, London, ami tu up had ol all Medicine Ven-
dors, in boxes at 1* ltd.. Cs. Qd., 4*. M-, and 11*.

" I mark'd it well, 'twai blick as jet."

TESSEY'S MARKING INK.
Ai Established in 183S. An intense black,
unaltered by washing, as testified by Dr. Ure.
1 Shilling per Bottle.

J. J.esset, 97. High Street, Marylebone.

.PERFUMING APARTN
MENTS INSTANTLY AND MOST

AGREEABLY.—The Pastil es Allumettes emit a
most delicious perfume immediately on being lighted,

and are the most easily applied "of all fumigating
apparatus. Price M. per bundle.

H. Rigge, 35, New Bond Street.
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ATROCITIES OF THE LAW.
The Times, with good reason, traces Rorj pell's

career of crime to the original moral error com-
mitted by his father in marrying his mother too
late. That error, however, might have been
rectified but for the law which prevented old
Roupell from repairing it. The law of Scot-
land would have enabled him to make the neces-
sary reparation. That law works well there,
and there is nothing to forbid its establishment
in England but the pigheadedness which cries
Nolumus leges Anglim mutari, right or wrong,

|

and the abstract love of injustice which has re-
sisted so many reforms, which taxes earnings
at the same rate as interest, and empowers a
landlord whose rent is unpaid to seize the goods
of his tenant's lodger.

Evident, Per Se.

Would Mr. Cowper make a good Chancellor
of the Exchequer

?

Certainly.

What makes you think so ?

Because he would always be able to make both
ends meet.
How so ?

Because he never opens his mouth without
putting his foot in it.

Ah!

Fond Mother (alluding to the little Prodigy in the pork-pie hat, who will insist on frater-

nising with Jones). " Bless her little heart, she is so fond of boys, she is."

[No wonder Jones and his cigar disagree after that

!

A Real Blockade.—
patriots in America.

A Paper Blockade.-

truths out of America.

That which is keeping

-That which is keeping

NEWS AT LAST FROM AMERICA.
From a recent number of the New Yorlc Herald, we take the following

astounding piece of intelligence :

—

" They (the American people) know that when this rebellion began the aristocrats
of England took advantage of the chance to destroy us, and joined heart and hand
with the slaveholding rebels. They know that this rebellion was born in Exeter
Hall, nurtured by the English aristocracy, armed from English arsenals, and sup-
ported by English sympathy and assistance."

This is the first genuine bit of news we have received from America
since the war broke out. It is all news, for we must confess that every
item it alludes to is to us completely new—so much so, that if it had
not been for the kindness of the Neio York Herald, we probably never
should have heard a word about it. For the future, we shall rely on
American papers only for our supply of English intelligence. They con-
tain a great deal more than our stupid hum-drum home-grown journals,
that slavishly restrict themselves to the truth. How true it is that one
must go abroad to learn the news ! We wish that our Scotch-American
friend, the Herald, had carried its kindness a little further. We should
like to have been furnished with the names of these same " aristocrats
of England," who are so anxious to "destroy" the Northerners, and it

would also have pleased us to have been told who are the same "rebels"
that they are accused of being joined " heart and hand " with ; for it

strikes us that their hands and hearts, to be able to stretch so' far, must
have properties of expansion not less elastic than the principles of truth
such as are generally observed in an American newspaper -03106, like the
one we have gratefully quoted from above. Other interesting particu-
lars are similarly wanting, the absence of which leaves the information
sadly incomplete. Why not have let us into the secret as to who were
the nurses and anxious parents who assisted at Exeter Hall at the birth
of the above-mentioned "rebellion?" Exeter Hall has many wicked,
reprehensible things to answer for, but we little suspected that anything
could be laid at its doors that was half so monstrous as the civil war
lhat is at present casting a blot on America almost as black as that of
slavery itself

! Then, who are the members of " the English aristocracy,"
we are anxious to learn, who so fondly nurtured this rebellion ? Out of
justice to the House of Lords, their names should not be kept unre-
vealed, any more than "the English arsenals," which supplied the
arms, should be shielded from public obloquy. The information might
be pointedly conveyed through the medium of a Who killed Cock Robiii ?
ballad, and such a poetic form would admit of the additional richness of
illustration. In some future edition, we hope that Mr. Gordon
Bennett will fill up these disappointing lacuncs, and we will promise
him that they will produce in England an effect fully equal to that of

any sensation paragraph that was ever spiced up at New York to

meet a depraved appetite in his highly-seasoned columns.

We trust these omissions will shortly be supplied, as we should be
sorry to look upon the above startling information as having no more
value or reliability attached to it than if it were a common Government
despatch, or a war bulletin, or " Another Glorious Victory " con-

cocted in some back-office in the Broadway. In addition to the other

calamities inflicted on the country by the war, we hope that the sound
of the cannon has not startled the Truth out of America. The next
mail will bring us comforting assurance that she is still tarrying yet

awhile in the Editor's room of the New York Herald.

SOME GOOD ACTING.

A Good Man struggling with difficulties is said by the ancients to be a

sight the gods loved. It served such ill-natured deities right_ to be
abolished. But. what shall be said of the sight of a good Woman in such
a condition ? Not only the gods of our time, but the pit and boxes also,

revel in the spectacle. Mr. Punch owns to having enjoyed it also, and
mentions the St. James's Theatre as the locale, and Mrs. Frank
Matthews as the Woman. Go and see her. She has been fitted, and
very dexterously, from a French store-house, with a part in which a

woman's gallant struggle against a wife's sacred duty of submission, is

so set out, that, although the accident which gives the rebellious female

a temporary triumph brings disaster to her innocent lord, you cannot

grudge her the victorious innings for which she has worked so well, and
you arc with her, even in the moment when the truth comes out and
she is repentant—or as repentant as a defeated and therefore injured

woman can be. The contest for mastery is well waged, and the majestic

and elaborate eloquence of her spouse, if it does not silence her, at least

keeps her in check—but in an evil moment he becomes love's ambassador
for a peccant friend—and the battle is given to the hands of his wife.

It is worth going to the play for the sake of hearing one speech of

intensely condensed vindictiveness. " That you were a Brute, Mr.
Kerr Mudgeon, I have long known. That your personal appearance
is the reverse of attractive is beyond dispute. But I did—yes—I did
believe that you had Morals." Mr. Punch has not the faintest hesitation

in penning a paragraph which is not only a Puff, but meant to be, and
designed to send people to see Bristol Diamonds, and with the same
unshrinking courage he begs to return thanks to Mrs. Frank, and to

her brave but unfortunate husband, for some of the best comic acting

he has seen for many a night. He has praised Bndymion, before, but a

silvery vision of Diana, or Miss Herbert, or both, has been gliding

through his dreams, and rendering them extra-beatific.

VOL. XLIH.
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A MANUFACTURED ARTICLE.
Come, Public, this is

the slack season, and
turn about is fair

play. Mr. Punch has
been working joyfully

for you all the year,

and now the Immor-
tal wants to sit on
the beach and throw
harmless stones into

smiling waves. Sup-
pose you work for

him a little. You are

always sending him
tons of contributions

and suggestions (by
reason whereof seven
of his buttermen have
successively retired

with large fortunes),

and now he will over-

haul a handful of the
day's letters from you.

This is the first that

comes to hand :

—

" Sir,—I send for the
first time a contribution
to your journal: 'His-
tory ob England. '—

A

schoolboy whilst writing
out the reign of Mary
the First, made a blot
on the paper with his

pen, and said, ' There's a
dark stain on the History
of England.'—G. J. R."

A very nice boy, and
we shall be glad to

hear of him again.

If it had been red ink now—Sanguinary - Mary—ha! ha! ha! but he will

improve, he will improve.

Number 2. This comes from Manchester, and in the corner of the note is a
pair of compasses straddling over a square, which accounts for the mysterious
character of the communication. We print it intact :

—

" Facetious Swell (taking his morning's gill). Your beer is rather tart, old fellaw.
" Landlord. It 's the hage, and not the weathaw (? weather.)

"

Punch has not the faintest idea as to what his correspondent means, but perhaps
readers may be more lucky. Gills used to mean collars, but we don't understand
what beer has to do with collars. But we did not sit down to think, but to make
an article.

From Manchester to Liverpool is but a step, we believe, and the next we take up
is dated from the latter city.

"STREET SCENE.
" Place.— Musical Instrument Shop, Street, Liverpool.

"Time.—Friday, August 21st, 1862.

" Enter Customer. Ah ! Have you any first class instruments ?

" Shopkeeper. Oh, yes Sir, best stock in town, can't be beat, Sir.
" Customer. Can't be beat? Oh, then, you won't suit me, for I want a drum.

"{Shopkeeper's surprise may "be imagined."

Please to imagine it until you are tired, and then you can leave off. Another
correspondent :

—

"Sir,—I beg to offer the enclosed incident for your inspection, hoping to see it in Punch if it is

found suitable."

Well, let us inspect the incident. What is it ?

" Scene.—Donnybrook Fair, or any other place where rival factions can meet.

" True Blue. Down with the Pope !

" Roman Catholic. Who said that?
" True Blue. Shure ineself it was.
" Roman Catholic. Take that then. [Hits him on the head with his shillelagh."

A very pleasant incident, and we are happy to have inspected it. The writer's
hope is gratified, and as lie is in our debt, perhaps he will allow us to request a
gratification in return, namely, a cessation of his valuable correspondence.
Our next correspondent is good enough to supply us with a hint for an engraving,

which he considers "may tend to put down that which endangers the lives and
persons of the community." Mr. Punch would be more than happy to supply the
picture, but the fact is that all his artistic young men are out of town, and he
is unwilling to lose a moment in producing a remedy for a crying evil :—
" My suggestion is John Bull in fear of the Garotter.—A conveyance drawn by a pair, marked

'Garotter,' a garotter inside. In the distance a grotto of oyster-shells and a child crying out
'Please, Remember the Grotto, G-rotter. The Garotter.' I think it would be apropo's to the
season, and with your assistance, accompanied by the assistance of one of your celebrated artists,
would please the public, at the same time caution them.'

Punch has made his apology for the absence of the assistance of one of his cele-

brated artists, and feels that the idea of his correspondent
is so vigorous that it needs no pictorial illustration. He
trusts to hear that garotting is at an end. Who comes
next?
A Poet. Ha ! Let us see. Poetry is acceptable at this

S63,S011
" RHYMES ON THE POACHING BILL.

" And now I have a song to sing, a song I '11 sing to you,
Of occurrences that happened in eighteen-sixty-two

;

Of a Bill in fact that was brought in towards the close of session,
Of course, for the man who brought it in was called Sir Baldwin

Leighton (late one)."

Hm ! Well—yes—and there are three pages more. On
the whole, perhaps, we '11 only taste the Pierian spring this

time, with thanks to the Yorkshire lad who has turned it on.
Ah ! this is something like a correspondent. He supplies

both picture and wit. Bless him ! We can't well use his

picture, and regret it, for the work is graud in conception
and conscientious in execution. It represents a butcher's
boy leaning on a tray, and auother boy behind him, pinching
him. The letter-press is to be as follows :

—

_" First Boy singing the song of ' The Lively Flea,' and at the same
time pinching the Second Boy. Second Boy was peaceably looking
into the window of a shop when the First Boy came up and com-
menced pinching him as hard as he could, crying out that it was only
a lively flea."

Ha! ha! ha! Very smart, indeed. Happy to hear fromW P. H. again. Now come a lot of advertisements. Eh,
what 's this ? It 's genuine and cut from some local print :

—

T^EMALE wanted, with exceedingly thick full lips (it will
J- be quite useless for any others to apj)ly), as Attendant upon, and
Model to a Gentleman Artist ; a coloured woman, or a poor widow
preferred

; good wages given. Apply by letter only, stating age,
address, and particulars to, &c.

Would not the Cleopatra in the International answer
the gentleman's purpose. She is not, like her neighbour
the Venus, a coloured woman, and Cleopatra was rather
a rich than a poor widow ; but the coveted lips are there.

Another advertisement, all the way from Central India
(thank you, Lieutenant P., and how is the beer at S. ?)—
" A Meeting of the Vaywahar Oopyogee Dnyan Vurdhuc Subha

will be held this evening, at half-past 7 p.m., in the hall of the Khet-
wady Reading Room and Library, when Mr. Kekhusroo Nowrojee
will read his paper in Guzeratee, on 'Man and Woman compared.'
The attendance of the public is requested."

Our correspondent wants to know the meaning of the
above. We have sent a copy to Slit Charles Wood, with
orders to explain in a private letter : if he does not, or if,

as is more probable, his explanation is ten times more
puzzling than the text, he will hear from us in a way he
won't like.

Seventeen correspondents to-day, twenty yesterday, and
about

_
a hundred previously, have sent us an advertise-

ment in which—here it is :—

MATRIMONY.—A Lady of Rank, having, under peculiar
circumstances, been, asked by the friends of a handsome

fashionable, and amiable young gentleman of distinction to effect a
marriage, will be glad to hear, confidentially, from a lady of fortune
wishing a really good and happy position.—Lady X.X., Poste
Restante, &e.

Mr. Punch himself, or rather Mrs. Punch, inserted the

advertisement, wishing to marry off and settle one of their

young men who was getting a little too fond of his club, and
our friend Paddy Green. The result has been most for-

tunate, a very beautiful girl was selected by Mr. Punch, out
of a garland of twenty-seven who answered the invitation,

and the marriage was solemnised straight off and will

be found announced in the Times of Saturday last. He is

sorry to have given his correspondents so much trouble, but
has charged himself with the interests of the other twenty-

six young ladies, and is open to receive proposals for their

hands—they all have money, and eleven of them have brown
hair—correspondents will specify the colour they admire.

Mr. Punch at the same time inserted the following adver-

tisement, which has also been sent to him by scores of

astounded friends :

—

A LADY of High Birth and Title, will AFFORD any Lady
-f*- of adequate fortune, desirous to become settled in a good posi-

tion in society, the BENEFIT of peculiarly advantageous INTRO-
DUCTIONS to exclusive circles.—Name and particulars (in confi-

dence) indispensable. Lady V., &c.

Mr. Punch is restrained by peculiar considerations from
stating as yet the result of this announcement, but" Lady
V." {Mrs. Punch) has had numerous applications in reply,

and has had to decline several propositions on the part of
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ladies of neglected education, and may say here, once for all, that aitches

are indispensable.
• Here is one which he did not put in :

—

APARTMENTS, "with a pension for attendance required; nearly rent
free ; coals, candles, and washing (put out) free ; forming a very cheertul and

comfortable home. A retired old gentleman, who has never been an invalid, offers

FIVE good-sized ROOMS, furnished or unfurnished, in a nearly new house, at 7s. a
week, to avoid the trouble he has had with servants. For the greater chance of a
permanent arrangement, he would prefer a lady past middle age, with a family of

well-bred children, who can give him good attendance, and very good plain cooking.

A small present will be made every week to each person employed, according to

merit, terminating in a single pension at the end of two years. No other lodger

taken. Apply by letter only, describing family, to A. B., &c., Islington.

"Dear Punch,—You who know everything, do oblige me by unravelling this

tangled skein, which is given up by Mamma and myself as unfathomable. Make it

clear, there 's a dear creature, to Sabah Amn."

Mind jour metaphors, Saeah Ann— skeins are not unfathomable.

We have a notion that this retired old gentleman will be found to be a

Cannibal. Who in his senses invites a family of children unless he

means to eat them. Well-bred children, too. Just as he would stipu-

late for dairy-fed pork. Decidedly A. B. is a Cannibal, and it is clear

also that an old gentleman who has never been ill must be a savage, no
man in civilised life lives to old age without occasional illness. " Ter-

minating in a single pension at the end of two years." Just so, he will

have eaten them all except one by that time, as the Cyclops promised

to serve Ulysses

—

" When all thy wretched crew have felt znj power,
Outis shall be the last I will devour."

The Islington Cannibal ! Don't you go to his house, Sarah Ann,
let your Mamma go, as she is probably a lady past middle age, and not

good eating. We are glad to have saved you from being devoured,

and in the satisfaction of having done a good action, and knocked
together an article, Mr. Punch will now go and throw a few more
harmless stones into a smiling sea.

Stop ! he has one other stone to throw, not into the sea.
_
People who

send him valuable contributions like the above have a habit of asking
him to return them if he does not want them. He has repeatedly

said that he will do nothing of the kind, and begs once more to apprise

the Public that what he does not print goes to the Butterman of the

hour. To how manv more bothering idiots must he tell this. Their only

chance for recovering their rubbish is in a stamped and directed

envelope, so that he can return the enclosure without looking at it.

TWO PRIESTS.

One John Coghlan, a so-called Archdeacon of Achonry, writes to a
Dublin paper :

—

" It is reported that Sir Robert Peel is to come to shoot here this season.
With what a howl of execration will the fellow be met, if the people can recognise
him."

The " fellow " condescended to inquire whether this letter were really

the production of the person whose signature was appended to it, and
the answer is, an admission of the letter, and abuse of Sir Robert for

"morbid sensitiveness with reference to expressions of grief and indig-

nation wrung from a clergyman." The priest, however, hastens to
repudiate a construction which a Dublin paper has, he says, put upon
the passage about shooting, as he did not mean a suggestion that Sir
Robert "should be shot at."_ We might heatate to accept the
priest's own denial, inasmuch as it might be the result of well-grounded
fright ; but to do him justice, we do not believe that he meant to
recommend one of those murders, to the " causes " of which the Irish

Catholic bishops have lately announced that they are not blind. We
think that he only meant a clumsy taunt in connection with Sir
Robert's falsely imputed indifference to the sacrifice of human life.

But the priest pleads guilty to the charge of writing what is an incite-

ment to an ignorant rabble to raise " a howl of execration " against an
unoffending gentleman. And we know what an Irish howl of execra-

tion means. It was raised the other day against some young Pro-
testant ladies in Ireland as they came home from bathing, and they
scarcely escaped with life. Coghlan is not worth prosecuting, or the
Castle could pin him against the wall of a gaol as easily as Mr. Punch
pins him here, but it is better to let such creatures alone. But should
Sir Robert choose to shoot in Skibbereen, and" should he be mal-
treated, we should think that Archdeacon Coghlan would require

legal assistance, and we should suggest that its efficacy be tested before

an English jury.

Pope or priest, the minister of Rome is, as Mr. Punch has remarked,
an extraordinary being, and our frantic admiration for him needs no
more justification than is to be found in the above paragraphs.

The longer Mr. Punch lives the more frantic becomes his admiration

for the Romish Priest. He considers that individual, whether he be
the Pope cursing from the chair of the heathen deity, or the Irish

peasant bellowing anathemas over his whiskey toddy, to be one of the

most remarkable creations ever sent on earth for the improvement and
edification of mankind. This week, Mr. Punch has the felicity of con-

templating the Priest in his most exalted and most debased position.

Curiously, in both cases, he appears as a fierce enemy of the present

Government.

_
Mr. Maguire has been making a speech at Skibbereen, at a dinner

given to a Roman Catholic bishop, and the honourable gentleman said

—

" The Pope himself declared to me that the Palmerston Government is the worst
enemy of the Church of God upon the face of the earth."

This is a dreadful statement from the lips of Infallibility. The only
comfort is, that His Holiness has said the same thing of so many
people.

_
Any sovereign or subject who happens for the moment to put

dyspeptic Infallibility into one of those " rages " of which the Romans
make such unbecoming fun, is immediately declared to be the worst
enemy of the Church. Victor-Emmanuel has long been given over to

Diabolus, Garibaldi, of course, has not a chance hereafter, and it was
only the other day that the Eldest Son of the Church, Louis Napoleon
himself,_ protector of Rome, was indirectly informed by the Pope that
his Majesty was "in league with the Devil." Lord Palmerston
comes in only for the tail of the storm. But let us be more charitable
than our friend the Pope appears to have been, and suppose, not a cleri-

cal error—that would be rude, but a typographical one. Suppose that a
mistake has substituted the most sacred of names for the name " Borne."
We know that whether the Pope said this or not, it was what he meant.
In that case, Lord Palmerston ought immediately to write a hand-
some letter to Mr. Maguire, with the Premier's best thanks for pub-
lishing so valuable a certificate of his character, and giving him a new
and indisputable claim to the regard of all honest and religions persons.

While Pam is considering his course, let us see the Priest in another
light. The amiable feelings of the Irish Catholics towards the son of the
man who gave them emancipation are pretty well known. But a little

illustration of those feelings may be acceptable to the collectors of

curiosities. Some folks pin scorpions and other vermin into paper boxes,

some preserve specimens of Irish priestcraft. Here is one of the latter.

SENSATION PARAGRAPHS.

The roar of the Lion in the forest

in the dead stillness of the night

inspires terror—the
_
lightning,

that strikes the mast in a storm
at sea, produces feelings of the

liveliest alarm—the explosion of

a bombshell, scattering destruc-

tion around,will make the stoutest

heart quake with fear—but per-

haps no sight in the world is half

so terrible as that of a hungry
man who has been kept waiting

more than five minutes for his

dinner !

The Maelstrom may be fa-

thomed,— Big Ben even may
ultimately be sounded— but

Woman's heart never

!

It requires courage to lead a

forlorn hope—no little firmness

is requisite to break some fatal

news to a suffering friend—and a

deal of moral heroism is wanted to

forgive an injury in one who has

been dearly loved— but what are

these compared to the superhuman effort that is needed at some fancied

sound of alarm, to descend alone at three o'clock in the morning into a

kitchen that we know to be swarming with blackbeetles ?

Some like Sparkling champagne best, whilst others give the preference

to Still ; but happy, oh ! twice happy, is he whose conscience combines

both qualities—one that is, at the same time, both sparkling and still

!

A Good Confederate Cry.

According to the Correspondent of the New York World in Virginia,

"General Pope's order for the army to subsist on the country, has

caused indiscriminate plundering all through the Virginian valley." The
Yankee Pope is worse than the Roman Pontiff. His Holiness does not

at any rate openly and avowedly wage war by means of an army of

brigands. Atrocities such as those perpetrated by General Pope's

marauders cannot but provoke a cry of " No Popery !

"

A WARM IMAGINATION.

" Very hot in the Exhibition to-day ? " said one friend to another,

over his International dinner. "VeryJ." replied the latter, "the Nave, I

declare, reminded me of Central Africa—the heat was quite Trophycal."
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RATHER VULGAR, BUT PERFECTLY TRUE.
Boatman {in the distance). " I sat, Jack, got a Mossel o' Bait to spare ?

"

Jack. " Well, I can't let ter have no Wums ; but I don't mind lending yee a bit o' Bullock's Liver to oblige a Lady !

'

PRANCE TO ITALY.

Italians, you but waste your breath,

The right you cry for stands no chance ;

You raise the shout of " Rome or Death !

"

And " Death !
" is the reply of France.

Yes, death, my friends, for I am strong

;

France is resolved to have her way
;

Her will is law which, right or wrong,
The weak must perish or obey.

Your claim of Rome I must refuse,

For I don't want you to become
Too independent, and I choose
To keep you underneath my thumb.

Rut death 's a boon I won't deny,
If you desire to bite the dust,

Brave, then, the might of France, and die

;

If die you will, then die you must.

My Bourbons I dethroned, 'tis true

;

But therefore cherish not the hope
That I shall ever suffer you
To do the like, and doff the Pope.

His power it suits me to maintain,
My cannons guard the Papal chair

;

You pray for liberty in vain

:

Attempt to win it if you dare.

The Eldest Daughter of the Church,
Must needs defend her parent's Head,

And keep the Pontiff on his perch,
Although upon your necks he tread.

Creeds may by her be turned to sport,
Or dogmas carelessly ignored,

But France must Popery support
As an Idea, with the sword.

To suppliants what I did not grant
Claimants from me shall never wring

;

To stem demand of course I can't

Think of conceding such a thing.

Honour forbids me to concede,

To menace, what is justly due

;

Then how you strike for Rome, take heed

:

Death is your portion if you do.

A generous nation am I not ?

Of progress don't 1 lead the van ?

Befriend the struggling patriot ?

And vindicate the Rights of Man ?

Ah ! yes, but I must domineer,
So cannot call my forces home.

Then Death to every Volunteer
So bold as to advance on Rome

!

AN OLD FRIEND WITH A NEW NAME. '!;

Actually, the Eastern Counties Railway is no more ! Don't be
alarmed, Tomkins, there still are trains to Lowestoft. But there are

no longer trains upon the Eastern Counties. By an Act which passed
last Session, that Railway is in future to be known as the Great
Eastern. Don't frighten your wife, Tomkins, by saying that whereas
you thought of taking her to Lowestoft, you now intend to treat her to

a trip by the Great Eastern. She might not like the notion of going to

New York just now, with the chance perhaps of seeing you a conscript

for M'Clellan. So, when you speak of the Great Eastern, miud you
mention the word Railway; and meanwhile join with Mr. Punch in

hoping that the name of the Great Eastern will stand higher in the

railway world than that which it succeeds ; and, as one way of insuring

this, let us hope that express trains will not be bound to stop five times

in forty miles, as, Mr. Punch has heard, they used to do upon the
Eastern Counties.
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DISCOVERIES IN LONDON.
" My dear Punch, " Lisbon Hotel, Meet Street.

" I See in the newspapers all sorts of letters from fellows who
think it will interest the world to know that they have been bitten by
fleas in Switzerland, have tumbled off mules in the Pyrenees, and have

been without clean shirts in Paris because their luggage has been sent

on to Marseilles. I suppose they sincerely imagine that what is so

uncommonly interesting to themselves must delight everybody else, but

I never did write in that fashion, although I have been to a good many
places, the Himalayas, Constantinople, Pernambuco, and California

among them. But when a fellow has made a real discovery of unknown
parts, I think he may be allowed to write about it without seeming a

Negotistical Hass.
" Of course I was in Scotland last week shooting.

_
Then comes a tele-

gram calling me up to London—then comes the limited mail, and here

1 am. I must mention this because it would create a natural prejudice

against my character as a gentleman, at the outset of my letter, if I

represented myself in town now without some extraordinarily good
reason. Fact is, that an aunt, from whom I have great expecta-

tions, had chosen to come up and see the Show, of which she had spoken

and written with the most serene contempt during the decent months.

It was the thing for one to come up, old man, and the grouse may go
to the deuce. If all goes well I may have moors of my own some day,

but not if I neglect Aunt Grazingstock.
" Well, duty is duty, and noways pleasure, and I didn't expect much

gratification from showing Auut Grazingstock the Koh-i-Noor and
Armstrong's guns. But I thought I might manage somehow, and she

goes to bed about the time one goes to dinner.
" But, my dear old man, when I called on Aunt Grazingstock at

this hotel (which I never heard of before, but it seems her mother used
to go to it, I suppose in the time of Queen Anne—you '11 laugh, but

it's near your own office), I found that she had brought up a young lady

with her. Pretty girl, uncommon intelligent, and knows a precious

deal more of many things than yours truly does. I ought to add that

she turned out to be a cousin of mine, whom aunt has adopted, and
means to do the handsome by. Her name's Grazingstock too, Miss
Hester Grazingstock, if you please.

" Well, her face put a new face on matters, rather, for I am not
ashamed to say that I like the society of a pretty girl who can talk,

and her being a cousin of course relieved me (as I thought) from
personal danger. So at it we went, sight-seeing like anything you

" The Show was soon done with. I fancy they were rather disap-

pointed with most things except the pictures. But Miss Grazingstock
had never been in London before, and I was ordered to do London
sights with her. Aunt chose generally to stick at the hotel window,
and see the cab-horses tumble down, and then open the window and
scold right out at the people for not helping the poor beasts up again

;

so my cousin and I saw the sights by ourselves. Now I had no more
notion what to show the girl than if I had been taking her through the

moon, but , I had a confidential chat with a waiter down-stairs who had
been showing London to his little boy, and he put me up to a good
many things.

" My dear old man, there is a deal to see in London. I have heard
the names of some of the places, but of course I never went near 'em,

and thought that they were something the lower orders did, like Green-
wich fair, where I have been, and ridden in a roundabout with Members
of Parliament. But I assure you, and I have seen all the capitals, that

there is a wonderful deal to look at in London. Do you know that the
inside of St. Paul's is worth seeing—some rummy statues no doubt,
but a grand effect, and the view from the top is immense. Did you
ever go to the Tower ? You must have seen it on the left as you have
gone down to your whitebait. I swear to you it 's a most historical

place, full of real curiosities, and something interesting at every turn. I
thought I should never get Hester out of that dungeon ; and she was
so awfully well up in Queen Elizabeth, and all that sort of thing,

that the show-fellow was quite delighted, and asked her to take his

place ; and didn't she look pretty when the colour came up—what 's

that to you, old man ? But did you ever go over Westminster Abbey ?

Well, now, you can easily get there—take a boat from near your place,

and tell them to put you out at Westminster Bridge. You 've no idea
what a fine church it is ; talk of Notre Dame, and St. Stephen, and St.

Sophia— it 's worth all three'; and there are tombs of all the chaps you
read about, and poets, and no end of talent. Well, my boy, there are a
lot more things. I dare say you never heard of a place called Guildhall.

It 's in the City. I forget the street, but the cabmen know. Go and see

that. There are two of the most outrageous Guys you ever saw, called

Gog and Magog, and there is a lot of antiquarian things that, if they were
in a private house, and only to be seen by interest, everybody would be
after. But there 's another place that we found out. It is in a beestly
part of the town, I allow, near Tottenham Court Road ; but, when you
get into the building, you forget all that, and you can go in a close cab.

It is called the British Museum. My old man, there's no such a col-

lection of everything in the world, from a silver penny to a sarcophagus,

in any part of Europe. Wonderful old writings, autographs, statues,
coins, medals. I can't tell you what a show there is. Were you ever
taken over the Bank ? I declare I wouldn't have missed that sight
for ninepence. There 's a tiling that weighs sovereigns, and spits out
the light ones, and then a thing that cuts them across like a split shot-
it does everything but speak ; if they 'd take it to Piccadilly, and charge
a bob for showing it, they 'd be able to pay the national debt in a year.

Then we were told to go over London Bridge, and see a marvellous old
church in Southwark. I only know I 've driven miles in foreign parts to
see something not a quarter so fine, and yet I never knew of this— it is in

a hole on your right as you go to the Brighton railway. Hester knew
all about it, and the Lady Chapel. Go and see it, old man. Well, I am
scribbling at their table while they are dressing for dinner, and here
comes the soup, so I must conclude, but I think I have justified my
writing to you, and do you know that I have a good mind to write a
book about London, and take credit for having invented it, Hester
says I may have her share of the honour, and she will look up all the
facts and copy them out for me. What do you think, old man ?

" Agreez, &c,
" Peregrine Falcon."

" P.S. Hester says I might as well marry her. I don't know what to

say. To be sure we might write delightful travel- books together, like

Mr. and Mrs. Carter Hall. If she would be as jolly afterwards as

she is now, I wouldn't much mind. But I hear club fellows say that-wives

grow so awful cold and sulky. What do you think, old man ? To-night
we 're going to the Wax-works. Fancy the Plonourable P. Falcon at

gas-lighted wax-works. But Hester says she wants to be able to say
she has seen them, and people in the country think a deal of 'em,
Hester says."

CEINOLINE KITES.

The attention of our junior male readers is called to the annexed
paragraph out of the Dover Chronicle ; because it records an occurrence
which suggests a new amusement :

—

" Blown into the Sea.—On Tuesday, as a lady was walking down the lower steps
of the jetty at Margate, the wind, which was blowing almost a gale at the time, caught
under her crinoline, and she fell into the sea. In falling, it is supposed, her head
came in contact with one of the boats, as she received a severe cut over the eye.
One of the sailors, as soon as he saw what had occurred, jumped into the water and
brought her out."

If the wind will lift a lady into the air by catching under her crino-

line, it will of course, when its force abates a little, drop her, unless

caused to sustain her by some contrivance calculated to effect that

purpose under the operation of physical laws. A kite is a familiar

example of an object so constructed that the wind may be made to sup-
port it by being brought to act upon it in a certain direction. Now, if

the wind will lift a woman by a common-sized crinoline, it will raise

her still higher when its power is exerted upon one of larger dimensions.

By a sufficient extension of a girl's crinoline, in short, it would be easy
to convert her into an actual kite. Here, then, is a new idea of pas-

time and recreation for youth of both sexes. On any fine day, with a
sufficient breeze, boys might be enabled to divert themselves by flying

their sisters, and sisters' young friends. The young lady employed for

the purpose would only want to have on a crinoline a very little exceed-

ing the circumference at present in vogue, furnished with a tail con-

sisting of bows of ribbon, and with an adequate length of cord affixed

by a hook to the centre of her girdle. The cord might be wound upon
a winch or windlass • and after she had been hoisted a little way,
which would require the united pull of several boys, she could be let

out by means of that engine to any required height by a single tolerably

strong boy. If the cord should snap, she would probably come down
like a parachute ; but, to obviate the ill consequences of a too rapid

descent, it would be as well always, if convenient, to fly her over the

sea a little clear of boats, where, in the event of her falling, she would
not be hurt, and sailors, seeing what had occurred, could jump into the

water and bring her out with little difficulty.

A young lady of a scientific turn, whilst enjoying an airing in the

upper regions of the atmosphere, might also take advantage of her

position to make barometrical and hygrometrical observations, and
ascertain the quantity of ozone existing in that situation.

The remark may perhaps be made, that a very pretty name for a
young lady constituted in the manner above described a Kite, would be
Kitty.

An Army that is Well-Crammed.

It seems that the principal support of the Federal army is salt pork
and " crackers." We suppose that by the latter a complimentary allusion

is intended to be paid to the invigorating effect that M'Clellan's des-

patches have had upon the spirits of the Northern heroes ; for such

veracious documents as generally turn defeats into victories, and
retreats into " strategic movements," cannot be looked upon otherwise

than as most substantial " crackers."
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THE NEXT THING-EVERY MAN HIS OWN ADVERTISER.

PAPAL SPORTS AND PAS-
TIMES.

By advice from Civita Vecchia,
wc learn that :

—

" Yesterday afternoon, being the De-
legate's birthday, that prelate ordered
some aquatic sports for the amusement
of the public—such as sailors running
up a soaped bowsprit to get a flag, and
tumbling into the sea ; his reverence
condescended also to fling 40 or 50 live

ducks from his balcony into the water,
where they were eagerly pursued by the
almost amphibious sailors and fisher-

men."

One wonders how many of the

pontifical sailors were kind enough
to contribute to the amusement
of the public by tumbling into the
sea in the attempt to run up a

soaped bowsprit gratuitously, or

anyhow for nothing better than a
worthless flag. The Delegate of

his Holiness at Civita Vecchia
might have created more sport,

if, to stimulate competition
amongst the faithful tars, he had
stuck an indulgence on the top
of the bowsprit. Then, after that,

if he had flung the ducks into

the water, the beholders would
have been amused with a consum-
mation of quackery.

ANSWER THIS.

When is a needy shoemaker
like a dying whale ?—When he is

spouting his last.

A NOVELTY IN JOURNALISM.

The exploits of General Pope, performed on paper, the " strategic

movement" of M'Clellan, which proved to be a "stampede," and
the Federal telegrams in general, converting defeats into victories, have
suggested the idea of starting a new newspaper, which, deriving its

name from the nature of its contents, shall be called the Imaginary
News.

The Imaginary News will be constituted on the principle of supplying
people with the intelligence they wish to receive. There are many
persons who are sick of the abominable battles with their hideous

accounts of killed and mutilated, the frightful accidents, the dreadful

murders and other atrocious crimes and offences, which abound iu the

existing journals. In their disgust and impatience they are ready to

exclaim against the writers who serve them with this everlasting mass
of horrors :

—
" Out on ye, owls ; nothing but songs of death !"

They hunger and thirst after good tidings. They want pleasant things

to read at breakfast to give it a relish, and not displeasing facts to spoil

it. The newspaper for their money is one which, in the hotel or the

railway carriage, would be a cheerful and not a dismal companion, a

wet blanket, a damper, a kill-joy and a bore. They don't want to hear
of fires and conflagrations which put them in fear for their own homes,
or to be told that the funds have fallen and there is a panic in the City,

or that anything else has occurred, or is going on anywhere, likely to

ruin them or reduce their circumstances. They had rather not know
of deficient crops and potato blights and a terrible Cotton famine, or
any other form of distress which harrows their feelings and annoys
them with the prospect of being called on to subscribe for its relief.

Detestable in their eyes are all the narratives of wars, and rumours of

wars that make them tremble lest this country should be involved in

hostilities, and threaten them with the aggravated penalty of an in-

creased Income-Tax. Considering that the disaster apprehended very
seldom happens, and that the disaster which does happen is generally

unforeseen, they think they had better be made comfortable than un-
comfortable in the meanwhile. Hence the demand for a consolatory
and cheering journal, such as is contemplated in the foundation of the
Imaginary News.

The columns of the Imaginary News will be exclusively composed of

gratifying information. The space devoted to its leading articles will

be filled with observations conceived in a joyous and hopeful spirit,

calculated to inspire a happy frame of mind.

The subjoined announcements will exemplify the sort of reading to

be afforded by the Imaginary News.

We congratulate our readers on the certainty of a more than abundant

harvest, in fact the most ample ever known. Large quantities of

English corn will, it is certain, be this year exported to Odessa.
_

General Garibaldi has entered Rome amid the acclamations of

the people. The Prench troops have piled their arms and fraternise

with the volunteers. The Pope will not trouble them to occupy Rome
any more. His Holiness has recognised the logic of facts, agrees to be

satisfied with his spiritual position as head of the Church, and will

crown Victor-Emmanuel King of Italy in the Cathedral of St. Peter.

The American Civil War lias terminated. Peesident Lincoln has

issued a proclamation declaring the prolongation of hostilities between

North and South incompatible with civilisation and Christianity. The
troops on both sides are disbanded, the blockade has been raised, and

Commissioners are engaged in settling the boundary line between the

Federal and Confederate States.

Half-a-million bales of Cotton have arrived in the Mersey.

The representations of the British Government have induced Austria

to evacuate the Quadrilateral, and relinquish Venice to Italy.

The Emperor Napoleon has promulgated an ordinance declaring

that, in the presence of circumstances which assure the peace of the

world, Prance will disarm.

Consols have gone up to 994%

In addition to particulars such as the foregoing, the Imaginary News
will contain the usual record of Births and Marriages, but not that of

Deaths. In its editorial remarks the continuance of peace and plenty

will be confidently predicted ; a high view of human nature will be

maintained, the existence of crime, pauperism, sickness, and every other

variety of evil and misery, will be steadily denied.

Prom the preceding statement it will be evident that the Imaginary

News is likely to take a stand among the works of fiction.

ANOTHER MEMBER S REVENGE.

" We should always provide against a rainy day," as the Member
of the * * * * * Club said, when he stole the umbrella out of the hall.

" Prevention is better than cure," as the Pig said when it ran

away with all its might to escape the killing attentions of the Pork-

butcher.
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THE LOYAL IRISHMAN IN AMERICA.

Is it me neck you 'd like to wear your collar ?

Meself to be your military slave ?

The divil fly away with your base dollar,

Me too, the dhirty coiu if I resave.

Coin do I say ? Such pay from such paymasters,

Bedad ! is what I 'd like to know who '11 get,

When for cracked crowns you give your troops shinplasters,

Which cover nothing but a power o' debt.

My wealth and goods put any kind of tax on,

And get me, if you can, to pay that same.

But I'm the fellow-subject of the Saxon,

And to allagiance own Victoria's claim.

I spurn your vile imaginary wages,
Will stain my list for no such palthry hire

;

Benathe Britannia's flag, behind her agis,

Conscription if ye threaten, I retire.

Go, Sergeant Snap, don't talk to Paddy Caret,
Nor tempt me soul with visionary pay.

Of bloodshed, barrin for me Queen, I 'm chary

;

Your blarney on this boy is thrown away.
1 'm not to be imposed on by effrontery

;

Me nation is the jewel of the sea.

Observe, I 'm a young man from the old counthry

;

But, arrah ! sure you don't come over me.

THE LAST OE THE 'MEEICANS.
From an Historical Romance preparingfor Publication.

At length this internecine warfare came to its inevitable close. Of
all the eight and twenty millions who had struggled and stamped
throughout the terrific conflict, a solitary unit now survived. New
York and Memphis, Richmond and Pennsylvania, were heaps of broken
bricks on which announce boards were erected with the pathetic inscrip-
tion " For Sale." Lincoln and Davis were locked in a last and (let us
hope) affectionate embrace. Stanton alone remained. The celebrated
feline duel in Kilkenny was eclipsed, for only one tail was left to tell the
dread catastrophe. Jonathan's big bonfire-America-was extinguished,
but from its ashes rose a Phcenix-Empire, bearing the negro-classico
name of Pompeii. By no servile revolt, but by a natural law of com-
pensation, Ham became the acknowledged guardian of the public weal.
His personal representatives, who, like Eliza on the wood-crowned
height, unmoved by cajolery or bribes, had been passive and dignified
spectators of the frantic fight, were now absolute masters of the soil

they had so long gratuitously tilled. Pompey the Pirst was monarch
of all he surveyed

!

As Stanton emerged from the War Office, his features bore
traces of deep dejection and remorse. " Ob, Stars and Stripes !

" he
said, apostrophising a tattered banner which lay neglected at his
feet, " we thought our Stars were fixed, and lo ! like Lucifer, they have
fallen, and the Stripes we meant for others' backs have descended on
our own." Scarcely had he given utterance to tbese veracious words
—the first of a series—when some Irish lacqueys in scarlet and gold

(the King's livery) politely requested his attendance before their royal

master. Escorted by these flaming menials, he quickly reached the
Saccharine Palace (built entirely of sugar-cane), and as a lion, by in-

stinct knows the true Prince, mechanically the Yankee bowed before

the throne of Pompey, who like Blondin—serene though greatly ele-

vated—was the first of his line.

Penetrated by compassion for the lonely wight, the magnanimous
monarch held forth his soft dark hand to which in token of allegiance,

the eager Yankee pressed his loyal lips.* * * "The last of the

'Mericans," as Pompey tenderly called him, was then motioned to

depart. He now holds an engagement as Eire-reporter to the Press,

which in the hey-day of official prosperity, he had treated as a sick

child, and by the vehicle of military despatches, had compelled to

swallow the most nauseous stuff.

His sable Majesty, having drunk his sangaree and donned his purple

robes, then set out to open Parliament, supported by Silver Stick,

and preceded by the Usher of the Black Bod.

. THE ROYAL SPEECH.
" My Lords and Gentlemen,

" In summoning you to our Councils, we congratulate you that our
faithful subjects, the coloured people of Pompeii, having set their

liberty upon a cast, have secured their independence notwithstanding
the hazard of the dye.

" We daily receive assurances of amity from Foreign Powers, with
whom our diplomatic intercourse is distinguished by an amenity not
indigenous to any part of this great Continent.

" Gentlemen of the House of Commons,
" We had directed estimates to be prepared with due regard to

economy and the efficiency of the public service. While making ample
provsion for our national defences, we are not unmindful that

the Government which maintains vast military and naval armaments
solely for the acquisition of Glory or Territory derives its inspiration

from either a simpleton or a knave.
" Profiting by the example of an august ally the Emperor op Japan,

we have made considerable retrenchments in diplomatic expenditure,
as the European States to which our ambassadors are accredited, now
defray the entire expenses of the embassy.

" My Lords and Gentlemen,
" The export of our staple production, cotton, we are gratified

to learn, has immensely increased under our Government—the supply
being no longer regulated by physical force. Instead of hoeing with a
lash over his shoulder, the agricultural labourer now works with a
dollar before his eye. Golden syrup is a better stimulant than bitters.

Of this fact we have evidence iu black and white.

" Gentlemen of the House of Commons,
" The financial affairs of the country, which under democratic

misrule had created universal alarm, are now placed on a sound and
satisfactory footing, and that without having recourse to the aid of a
sponge.

" My Lords and Gentlemen,
" Our Secretary of State for Eoreign Affairs has received a com-

munication from the Papal Nuncio expressing the gratification of his

Holiness with his recent visit to Pompeii, and intimating his inten-

tion to take up his permanent residence in this favoured land, where
wise and liberal reforms tend to consolidate our Institutions, and where
freedom of opinion is the birthright of all our sons.

" Gentlemen of the House of Commons,
" Our eldest daughter, the Princess op Florida is about

_
to

form an alliance with our illustrious Poet Laureate. While recognising

the omnipotence of Love, we cannot but feel that our Boyal House
will derive a lustre from its union with genius, more resplendent than
any jewel in our crown.

" My Lords and Gentlemen,
" Sensible of the impolicy of sumptuary laws, we have never-

theless deemed it expedient, owing to the crowded state of our Hos-
pitals, to instruct the Attorney-General to prepare a Bill for the im-

mediate abolition of Hoops, and (subject to the approval of Her
Majesty's Maids of Honour) for the substitution of some efficient mode
by which Hearts instead of Heels may be taken captive.

" The Early Closing Movemeut has always received our strenuous

support, and we should be glad if its advantages could be extended to

both Houses of Parliament, having frequently had occasion to remark
the evils connected with late hours of business, and being painfully

conscious that the evening's legislation will not always bear the

morning's reflection."

Signs of Peace.

Mr. Wendell Phillipps accuses his President of being " a turtle."

Mr. Lincoln has been making a speech at a meeting, so the Bishop
op Oxford will be pleased to think that " the voice of the turtle is

heard in the laud."
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Ancient Mariner (to Browne, who has just arrived by the Steamer and had quite enough of it). " Nice Row or Sail this evening, Sir ?
'

GAOL-BIRD WATCHERS WANTED.
Mr. Punch, lie scarce need .say, lias little wish to lessen the liberty

enjoyed by any Tree-born British subject. But the liberty of knocking
Mr. Punch upon the head, or of garotting him by gaslight, or of using
other violence against his sacred person, for such liberty as this Mr.
Punch has little sympathy, and he always will do all within his power
to diminish it. So, when Mr. Punch observes that the liberty extended
to incarcerated prisoners, released before the expiration of their sen-

tences by virtue of certificates which are called their tickets of leave-
that this liberty is used by its fortunate possessors as a means to bruise

and batter helpless people in the streets, and to perpetrate all sorts of

crimes and savage cruelties, Mr. Punch then feels inclined to look upon
such liberty as a wild and savage licence which ought not to be suffered

in a civilised community, and which in common sense and justice ought
to be suppressed.

Oh but, say philanthropists, you ought in charity to give the poor
unhappy criminal a chance of reformation. Yes, granted, so that this

does not involve the chance of cutting other people's throats, or using
fancy ways to bludgeon or garotte them. It has been ascertained that

twenty out of every hundred prisoners, who have been set free with
these certificates of leave, return to crime again when they possess their

liberty ; and it is'suspected by those competent to judge, that more than
fifty in each hundred of them actually do so. A large percentage this

for the philanthropists to fight against, when they try to make us fancy
that the ticket-of-leave system works most admirably well, and that
very few, if any, evils are occasioned by it. Surely it is misdirected
sympathy to feel compassion only for those who are criminal. Ought
there not to be compassion for the innocent, who now nightly run the
risk of being strangled in the streets ? And ought not means for their

protection in pity to be thought of, before the interesting criminal who
threatens them be cared for ?

Tickets of leave are granted durante vita bene add—upon condition
that those blest with them shall properly conduct themselves. No
fresh vice is needful to cause their being cancelled. It is legibly

endorsed upon each of these certificates that if the holder " associates

with notoriously bad characters., leads an idle and dissolute life, or
has no visible means of obtaining an honest livelihood, it will be

assumed that he is about to relapse into crime, and he will be

at once apprehended, and recommitted to prison under his original

sentence."

In Ireland, says a writer in the Times, who seems acquainted with

the subject, these sensible conditions are rigidly enforced. Iu Eugland,

he affirms, they are completely disregarded. Will Sir Richard Mayne
inform us kindly, why ? Have we in England not police enough to

watch the gaol-birds who are liberated? if this be so, Sir Richard,
pray get what more men you want, and let us know the cost of them.

Criminal prevention is better far than cure : if tickets of leave do cure,

which at present there are grounds for more than half denying. To pay
for more police is a less painful operation than to have one's eye gouged
out, or one's neck garotted. So, if need be, let us clap on extra peeler

power expressly to look after these interesting criminals, who by gam-
moning the governor, and coming the religious dodge to please the

chaplain, have managed to obtain a leave of absence from our gaols.

The police, by the late Poaching Act, will be obliged in some places to

put on extra bulls'-eyes to see after the pheasants; and were some
extra men employed to watch the gaol-birds out of cage, possibly there

might be less of poaching on our pockets, and garotting of our throats.

THE YANKEE NAME AND SURNAME.

What shall we say of Jonathan vowing vengeance and breathing

fire and fury against his Southern kinsfolk ? May we not say that

Jonathan is exhibiting himself in the character of Jonathan Wild ?

To a Correspondent.

To a Lady-Correspondent from Reading, who remarks with some
motherly indignation upon the admiration which the statue of the

Reading Girl has excited, and who says that she has a Reading boy who,

if he were properly sculptured, would be equal to any girl in that

respectable Berkshire village, we can only say, that she had better send

up her boy, carriage paid, to the Stereoscopic Company, who have

bought the girl. We never interfere in local disputes.

Printed by William Bradbury, of No. 13, Upper Wobura Place, in the Parish of St. Pancras, in the County of Middlesex, and Frederick Mullett Evans, of No. 11, Bouverie Street, in the Precinct ot

Whitefriars, City of London, Printers, at their Office in Lombard Street, in the Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, and Published by them at No. 85, Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Bride, City of

London.

—

Saturday, August 30, 1862,
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Published Every Saturday, Price 6c?.

,

THE ARMY AND NAVY GAZETTE.
EDITED BY W. H. RUSSELL, ESQ., L.LD.

*** Articles on American Affairs Appear Every Week.

Office : 16, Wellington Street, Strand.

HANDBOOK TO THE PICTURES
IN THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

By TOM TAYLOR, M.A. Price Is.

Bradbury and Evans, 11, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, E.C.

.'.O

PUNCH OFFICE, 85, FLEET STREET,
AND SOLD BY ALL BOOKSELLERS.

MR. JOHN LEECH'S GALLERY
OE SKETCHES IN OIL,

FROM SUBJECTS IN PUNCH, IS OPEN DAILY FROM TEN TILL DUSK,
AT THE EGYPTIAN HALL, PICCADILLY.

Admission, One Shilling.

SEA FISH : and HOW to CATCH THEM.
By W. B. LORD, Royal Artillery. Price Is. with Numerous 'Woodcuts.

"It would be difficult to over-estimate the use and importance of this little book, which, as a teacher,

shows hew to procure and fabricate the hooks and lines required, the form and nature of the bait used,

and the manner or art of successfully using the tackle, when duly prepared. Numerous woodcuts

illustrate the form of the float, sink, hook, and bait, the art of knottiog the line, and all requisites to De

understood capable of demonstration by drawing or diagram."—Era.

Bradbury and Evans, 11, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, E.C.
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13, Great Marlborough Street.

aST & BLACKETT'S
NEW WORKS.

TRAVELS IN BRITISH
J. COLUMBIA-; -with the Narrative of a

Yacht Voyage round Vancouver's Island. By
CAPT. C. E. BARRETT Ll-'NNARD. 1 Vol.

ITALY UNDER VICTOR
EMMANUEL. A Personal Narrative. By Count
Charles Arrivabene. 2 vols. 8vo.

LIFE OF EDWARD IRVING,
Minister of the National Scotch Church. By
Mas. Olipuant. 2 vols. With Portrait.

FEMALE LIFE IN PRISON.
Bv a Prison Matron. 2 vols 2I«.
" This very interesting work will be widely

read."— Saturday Review.

A BOOK ABOUT DOCTORS:
By J. C. Jeaffbeson. 5s. bound and illustrated.

THE NbW NOVELS.

THE MAROON. BY CAPT.
Mavne Keid. 3 vols.

MEASURE FOR MEASURE.
By the Author of " Greymore," &c. 3 vols

JOHN ARNOLD. BY THE
Author of ' Mathew I'axton." 3 vols.

TRUE TO THE LAST. BY
the Author of "Cousin Geoffrey," &e. 3 vols.

THE LADIES OF LOVEL-
LEIGH. Bv the Author of "Margaret and her

Bridesmaids." 3 v.

Just out. Sole Copyright Edition, fcap. Svo, Trice 2j.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A
•It*- FRENCH DKTEOTIVE. From 1818
to 1858. Comprising the most curious Revelations
of Extraordinary and Mysterious Cases, and affording

o complete insight into the French Detective Police
System.

By CANLER, late Chief of the Paris Dete five

Police,

N.B. This important Copyright worh has been
described and largely quoted in the Time*, and Also

in the A'henaeum. The original Work has been sup-

pressed by the French Government.

London : Ward & Lock, 158, Fleet Street.

HUNDRED BIBLE
STORIES, with nearly 300 Bible Pic-

tures, a Pictorial Sunday Book for the Young, hand-
somely bound, Price 4s. drf., originally published at

12s. Sent post free from Field's Great Bible Ware-
house, 65, Regent's Quadrant. Every family should
have this pretty hook.

A GUINEA FAMILY BIBLEM FOR 10s.

—

John Field lias now ready
a handsome Family Bible, with NoIps, References,
30 Engravings, and 10 Maps, bound in antique style,

for 10s., published at 21*. A beautiful gift book,
only to be had at John Field's Great Bible Ware-
house, fi5, Regent's Quadrant.

5O,00©¥o»?A^il;
SERVICES, Altars, Juvenile Books, and Standard
Authors, on Sale, in every variety of binding, at
John Field's Great Bible Warehouse, 65, Regent's
Quadrant.

HPO STRANGERS IN L0N-
*» DON.—Visitors are invited to inspect;
ROBFRT COCKS & Co.'s NEW PIANOFORTES,
Warranted. Price £'25. .£35, and &42 each.
N B. Just issued, to be had gratis and postage

fre*\ RoBEnT Cocks and Co.'s Quarterly Circular
of New Music.

ti, New Burlington Street, Regent Street, W.

TNTERNATIOJJ-A AL EXHIBH ION —
IMMMEI/S VIOLET WA-
TER, as exhibited in his Foun-
tain, Class 4, Eastern Annexe,
is a delightful and refreshing
adjunct to the Toilet. Price
3s. fi'v ., in eletrant Parian Vases.
RTMMBL'S PERFUME

VAPORISER; for Diffusing
an Agreeable Perfume in Apart-
ments. Piiee.fron 6s. upwards.
Sold by all Perfumery l)eal<=rs,

and by the Inventor and Pa-
tentee, E. Rimmbl, Perlumer

to the Queen, 9H, Strand, and 24, Cornhill, London,
and 17, Boulevard des lialiens, Paris.

PLAYING CARBS (RE-A DUOTION OP DUTY), A Pack post
free for Is. ; a good Pack, Is M.; best, 2s. M.
London; J. Gilbert, 18, Graeechnrch Street, B.C.

TROUBLED WITH A LIVER,* ARE YOU?—Take DR. TWEEDALE IS

ITOr PILLS, the finest tonic restorative ever com-
pounded.

CHUBB'S PATENT DETEC-
TOR LOCKS; Chubb'a Fire and Bur-

glar Proof Safes; Chubb'a Fireproof Strong-room
Doors; Chubb'a street Door Laiches, with small
keys; Chuhb's Cash aud Deed Boxes.—Illustrated
Fricf- list sent free.

Chubb & Son, No. 57, St. Paul's Churchyard.

Sherwood night lights
>3 —SIXPENCE A BOX—Are recom-
mended as being second only to "Price's l'atent
Child's."

Belmont, Vauxhall.

BINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA
** (a pure Solution) is an excellent Re-
medy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn, Head-
ache. Gout, and Indigestion, and as a Mild Aperient
for De'ieate Constitutions.

172, New Bond Street, London.; and all Chemists.

T. A. SIMPSON & Co.,
GOLDSMITHS, SILVERSMITHS, JEWELLERS, WATCH & CLOCK MANUFACTURERS,

AND IMPORTERS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF FANCY NOVELTIES.

154, Regent Street, & 8, Seak Street, and Paris, Hue de Sivoli.

M ESSRS. T. A. SIMPSON & Co. beg respectfully to call attention to their elegant and exten-

sive Show Rooms at 154. Regent Street, and S, Beak Street, containing the most choice

and beautiful Assortment of Novelties in Fancy Goods, as well as Articles of Utility of English

and Foreign Manufacture, both valuable and inexpensive, for presentation, forming in them-

selves an exhibition far exceeding any display of the kind in this country.

Messrs. T. A. Simpson & Co., in soliciting the honour of an inspection of their extensive Stock

and magnificent Premises, beg to assure all who may favour them with a visit, that they will

meet with a polite reception, whether Purchasers or otherwise; and they desire to intimate

that it will be with them an invariable rule to exchange any articles purchased at their

Establishment which may not be approved.

B. JOSEPH & Co.'s

BOYS' CLOTHING AND OUT-
FITTING HOUSE,

150, EEGENT STREET,

IS THE ONLY HOUSE OF THE KIND IN LONDON
Where Ladies and Gentlemen may suit their Children with every

article of dress in the most recherche style, and at economical prices.

THE KNICKERBOCKER JACKET SUIT,
In Drill, 12s. 6d.

i THE KNICKERBOOKER JACKET SUIT,
In Tweeds, from 14s. 6c?. to 24s.

THE KNICKERBOCKER TUNIS SUIT,
In Velvet, 28s.

THE KNICKERBOCKER TUNIC SUIT, In Tweeds, from 12«. U. to 21s.

TO BE HAD ONLY AT

B. JOSEPH & Co.'s, 150, Regent Street, London.

;

B. JOSEPH & Co.'s, 78, Grey Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne

;

B. JOSEPH & Co.'s, -92 and 93, Queen Street, Portsea.

COUNTRY ORDERS MOST PUNCTUALLY ATTENDED TO.

SUMMER DIET.
Its uses are :

—

PUDDINGS, CUSTARDS,

BLANCMANGE, CAKES, &c,

And for light-supper or breakfast, and

especially suited to the delicacy of

Children aud Invalids : for all the uses

of Arrowroot—to the very best of

which it is preferred—it is prepared

in the usual way.

MANUFACTURERS AND PURVEYORS TO HER MAJESTY:
Paisley, Manchester, Dublin, and London.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

METALLIC PEN MAKER TO THE &TJEEN,
BY ROYAL COMMAND,

JOSEPH GILL0TT
"DEGS most respectfully to inform the Commercial World. Scholastic Institutions, and the

public generally, that by a novel application of his unrivalled Machinery for making Steel Pens, and in accordance
with the scientific spirit of the times, he has introduced a new series of his useful productions, which, for excel-
lence ok temper, quality of maikrial, and, above all, CHEAPNESS in pric e, he believes will ensure universal
approbation, and defy competition. Each Pen bears the impress of his name as a guarantee of quality ; and they are
put up in the usual style of boxes, containing one gross each, with label outside, and the fae simile of his signature.
At the request of persons extensively engaged in tuition, J. G. has introduced his WARRANTED SCHOOL AND
PUBLIC PENS, which are especially adapted to their use, being of different degrees of flexibility, and with fine,

medium, and broad points, suitable for the various kinds of Writing taught in Schools. Sold Retail by all Stationers,
Booksellers, and other respectable Dealers in Steel Pens. Merchants aud Wholesale DealerB can be supplied at the
Works, Graham Street ; %, New Street, Birmingham;

No. 91, JOHN STREET, NEW YORK ; and at 37, GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON, B.C.

£%„!

(PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED.)

ALLEFS PATENT.
PORTMANTEAUS
AND TRAVELLING BAGS,

LADIES' DRESS TRUNKS, DRESSING
BAGS, DESPATCH BOXES,

Allen's patest despatch box.

And Five Hundred other articles for travelling. Illustrated Catalogues post free.

J. W. ALLEN, MANUFACTURER, 31, WEST STRAND, LONDON.

EDDING AND BIRTHDAY PRESENTS.- H RODRIGTJES,
42, PICCADILLY, invites attention to his elegant STOCK of TRAVELLING DRESSING

BAGS, DRESSING CASES, DESPATCH BOXES, Writing Ciises, Work Boxes, Jewel Canes, Scent Caskets and
Ginve Boxes, LADIES' RETICULE and CARRIAGE BAGS of every description: MF.hliEVAL MOUNTED
ENVELOPE CASES, BLOTTING BOOKS, and 1NKSTANKS en suite; the NEW PATENT SELF-CLOSING
BOOK-SLIDE, also a choice variety of ELEGANCIES and NOVELTIES suitable for PRESENTATION, too
various to enumerate, to be had at

HENRY RODRIGUES, 42, PICCADILLY, two doors from SackvUle Street, W.

ALLEN 8 PATENT BAG.

NORTH BRITISH RAILWAY COMPANY.

THE WAVERLEY ROUTE
*> OPENED, affording Railway Commu-
nication between

—

CARLISLE and EDINBURGH. PERTH, and the
NORTH of SCOTLAND (via Hawick and Mel-
rose, the Shortf.st Route) t

CARLISLE and BERWICK (via Kelso and Hawick,
the shortest route by Thirty-five Miles) ; and
betweeu

YORK, SUNDERLAND. NEWCASTLE. &c. and
EDINBURGH, PERTH, and the NORTH of
SCOTLAND (via Hexham, Hawick, and Mel-
rose).

For Train Arrangements, Fee the Company's and
other Time-Tables.—" Bradshaw," page 175.

Edinburgh, August, IS6-2.

PIESSE&LUBIN'S
New Perfume for 1862,

SWEET
DAPHNE

Respectfully Dedicated to H.lt.H. the

PRINCESS ALICE.

Laboratory of Flowers,

2, NEW BOND STREET,
LONDON.

[Copyright, Entered at Stationers' HaU.]

EXHIBITION OF 1862.

JOSEPH RODGERS AND
U SONS' CUTLERY.—JAME3 BROOKS
begs respectfully to announce that be has opened a
SHOW-ROOM, during the EXHIBITION with a
large and magnificent STOCK OF CUTLERY, from
the Manufactory of Messus. Josepu Rodgebs &
Sons, consisting of Ivor? Table Knives, Dessert
Knives, Bread Knives, Pen and Pocket Knives,
Hunting and Fishing Knives, Scissors, Penmaking
Machines, Razors of every kind, Needles, and every
description of Cutlery.
James Brooks, West End Agent for the Sale of

Joseph Rodgers & Sons' Cutlery, 16, Vere Street,
•London, W.

"WHIP MANUFACTURERS,
314, Oxford Street, London.

Agents.—All Saddlers in every Country Town.
A. large assortment of t lie following GOODS always
in stock :—Spurs, dog chains, couples and collars,
.greyhound slips, whistles, ferret bells, dog bells and
muzzles, drinking flasks, Sandwich cases, hunting
and post horni, tourist kegs, birdcalls, &c. &c.

ACCIDENTS ABE UNA-
&&. VOIDABLE.—Every one should there-
fore provide ajjainst them. The RAILWAY PAS-
SENGERS' ASSURANCE COMPANY Grant
Polities for sums from ^£100 to ,£1000, assuring
against ACCIDENTS OF ALL KINDS. ,£102,817
have been paid by the Company as compensation
for 56 fatal cases and 5041 cases of personal injury.
For Forms of Proposal, &c. Apply to the Provin-

cial Agents, or to the Head Office, 64, Cornhiil.
William J. Vian, Secretary.

HAIR DYEING
ROOMS. Unvvin

and Albert's, 24, Piccadilly,
are as private and replete with
every convenience and com-
fort as a lady's own dressing-
room, and where the hair can
be coloured the lightest shade
of flaxen or the darkest Bhade
of brown or black by expe-

rienced assistants, at moderate charges.

HH-THE VICEROY'S
• CANDLES.-Pure Paraffin, Is. 8d.

per lb. ; City Sperm, Is. Ad. per lb.

Whitmoue & Cbadpock, lii, Bishopsgate Street
Within, IJondon.

Contractors to H. M. Board of Works.

" I mark'd it well, 'twas black as jet."

TESSEY'S MARKING INK.
=sM Established in 183S. An intense black,
unaltered by washing, as testified by Dr. Urk.
1 Shilling per Bottle.

J. Lessey, «7, Hish Street, Marylebone.

DE VISITS PGR-
yf TRAITS of 2,000 Popular Men and
Women of the Day are published at 1«. f>rf. each by
Messrs. Mbcui and Baztn, 112, Regent Street.
Also many hundreds of Drawing-room Albuni3 for
ditto on sale, from 2*. 6rf. to ten guineas each.

Catalogues of names post free.

i&TKINSON'S PATENT*A STEEL COLLARS.—White as linen!
unsurpassed in Comfort ! washed and dried iu a
moment ! Price Is. 6d.

; per post four stamps extra.
Order must, include length round neck. Gauntlets
and Wristbands, 2s. 6cf.; per post, 2*. 10<i.—Sold by
J. II. Yeatman, 138, Leadenhalt Street, E.C., and
91, Regent Street, W.

"LENDERS and FIRE IRONS.
Jb» Every New Design always on Show.
Black Venders 3s. 6d. to 7*. *>**•

Bronzed Fenders 10s. 6d. to 30*. Qd.

Fire Irons 3s. 6rf. to 27«. 6rf.

Every Requisite for Furnishing at Lowest Prices.
Catalogues Free. Orders above J&2 carriage free,

and packed without charge.
Richd. & Joon Slack, 336, Strand.
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EARS FOR INTONATION.

mong the varieties of humbug
which have lately come under
our cognisance may be men-
'tioned a letter, which has ap-

peared in the Bath 'Express,

under the signature of H. S.

Fagan. It is a puff of the
pseudo-catholic Church of All
Saints, Margaret Street, which
.Mr. Pagan highly recommends
to Bath people staying in Lon-
don. He observes that :

—

" The service must delight even
the most unart.istic person, unless
strong preconceived prejudice pre-
vents his joining in it heartily. The
Psalms he will be especially pleased
with. While joining in that rapid
well-managed Gregorian, he will
feel that he enters more into the
spirit of the Psalms, that he realises
better their use and value in congre-
gational worship than ever he did
before."

And subsequently Mr. Pa-
gan, whose name bespeaks the
Hibernian, and whose pen sug-
gests the Jesuit decoy-goose,
indulges in the subjoined im-
pertinence :

—

"And this is the service which
Punch takes every opportunity of
raising a stupid laugh against,
which East End Magistrates allowed
street boys to hoot down ' for fun.' '>

Punch never objected to

chanting Psalms, although he
may not have hesitated to

point out the absurdity of

singing Collects, or intoning Prayers in recitative. He has also remarked on the absurdity

of burning daylight, and otherwise aping popish rites and ceremonies. How the Psalms are

chanted at All Saints Mr. Punch does not know ; only knows that Mr. Pagan is pleased

with them; and surmises that the music which charms his ears may be peculiar. Punch
once heard a foreign Priest, officiating in the genuine service of which that which delights

Mr. Pagan is a- spurious imitation, make a
noise closely resembling the bray of an ass.

He is inclined to suspect; that the chant admired
by Mr. Pagan at All Saints was a somewhat
similar performance in the key of D, or "Donkey.

THE FEDERAL FELONRY.
The brave army under the command of

General Pope does not stint itself to plunder
with the strong hand. In a Federal newspaper,
even, it is stated that " the troops also pass
among the population large quantities of forged
Confederate notes, manufactured in Philadel-

phia." The forces of General Pope had better

be organised by distribution into divisions, each
destined to carry out a special operation. One
squad of these scoundrels, selected for service

requiring the muscular strength of powerful
ruffians, might be formed into a brigade under
the denomination of Heavy Burglars ; whilst

another set of thieves, designed for nimbler
depredations, might take the name of Light
Prig's. There might also be a scientific corps

of Pickers and Stealers, capable, doubtless, of

stealing anything but a march on the enemy

;

but particularly expeditious in stealing away.

This l higher department of Pope's rascalry

should include a body of Faussaires who could
forge as well as utter counterfeit shinplasters

;

and with these might be associated a regiment
of Smashers, if it were supposable that Federal
soldiers are paid in a metallic currency.

It is not probable that any of General
Pope's [villains march wide between the

_
legs,

because, under the present humane conditions

of penal discipline, none of them could have
been accustomed to have gyves on. There is

doubtless more than a shirt and a half in each
company of them, because, if they heretofore

wanted underclothing, by this time we may be
sure that they have found linen enough on every

hedge. It is devoutly to be hoped, that Pope
will soon have led his ragamuffins where they
are peppered.

" WHY SHOULD OUR GARMENTS," &c.

"The Artists of the Nineteenth Century" have issued a declaration

(published by our friend, Miss Emily Paithful, and it was deliiStte to

use a lady's printing press in such a matter) " On the Influence of cos-

tume and fashion upon High Art." The declaration is signed by a

great number of eminent men at home and abroad, and its point is to

insist that people of the present day dress so hideously that they will

not make pictures. A transitional change is recommended, and the
Declarers affectionately remind the public that so long as they make
Guys of themselves at the instigation of tailors and milliners, portraits

have no value except as family memorials, whereas, if we dressed pro-

perly, the artists would make us into tableaux which the whole world
should admire. All this is perfectly true, but what is to be done?
How are we to'extricate ourselves from the tyranny of the tailor and
the milliner? This the Declarers do. not tell us, nor was it to be

expected perhaps that they should advise us how to conduct a rebellion.

But why do they not tell us how they would like us to dress? Men,
for instance. Are they to come out with a choice array of colour, and
with a picturesquely cut garb, and that general ampleness and noble-

ness in treatment of costume, which bespeaks the grand and heroic in

the wearer ? In that case, and unless the Declarers have something
better to recommend, which we humbly conceive to be impossible, there

is one garb which fulfils all the above conditions, and renders the
owner a subject for the pencil of the grand school. Need Mr. Punch add
that such costume is His Own. My brethren, what a world this would
be to live in and to paint if we were All Punches—except the Judies.

A Ticket-of-Leave that Really is Wanted.

We think that a Ticket-of-Leave might be granted with great effect

to his Holiness the Pope. A little travelling at this time of the year

would do him a great deal of good. The French troops might accom-
pany him on the trip. They would be not only company for him, but
would be able, also, to protect him. Should the Pope be prevailed

upon to withdraw his holy person as well as his holy escort from Rome,

then the Papacy might be significantly translated into the three French
magic initials P. P. C, which, we all know, are the fashionable slang

for "Pour Prendre Conge" The sooner he takes that conge the better.

SAINTS LAID DOWN TO MELLOW.

Among the news from Paris we read that :

—

" The tomb in white marble, erected in one of the chapels of N&tre Dame to the

memory of Mgr. Affre, killed, at the barricades in June, 1848, is now terminated.

The archbishop is represented in his soutane with the olive branch in his hand, and
in the act of falling mortally wounded."

Why did not the Pope, the other day, canonising the alleged Japa-

nese martyrs, whilst his hand was in, canonise the real martyr in whose

memory the above-described monument has been erected ? The J apanese

sufferers are said, truly or falsely, to have been robbers and pirates, and

executed as such ; but there is no doubt that Apclibishop Affre was

shot in the act of attempting to stay bloodshed by persuasion. His

Holiness might at least as safely have declared the undoubted peace-

maker blessed as he affirmed the beatitude of the questionable victims.

There is a relic, too, of Affre, preserved at Notre Dame ; a portion of

his spine perforated by the shot which killed him, and which is fixed on

the point of a golden arrow that threads the perforation. No doubt

this relic is as miraculous as any other in existence, and will be found

so three hundred years hence, if there should then still be a Pope, who
may deem it expedient to canonise" a martyr to all appearance meriting

the crown of one so well as the original proprietor of that section of

vertebrae. It generally takes about three centuries to prepare the world

for the discovery that miracles were notoriously wrought with the

bones of a Saint 'immediately after his death. Perhaps, however, it is

less likely that, Archbishop Affre will be canonised in 2162 than that

the honour of sanctity will be conferred on some of those Irish martyrs

who have lately attested their faith, if not that of their spiritual

teachers, on the gallows. That is to say, provided always that .there

shall at that future period be a Pope in being, as there may be if the

physical force of civilised France is eternally to uphold popery aud

priestcraft in the Eternal City.

VOL. XLIII.
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Well, if titan two'd promise to come reglar Jievery mornin', I 'd lake a hc.drcr arf hour in led, while they svxp'

my Crossin'."

THE CONSTITUTION
IN DANGER.

_
It is well known to physi-

cians that the stoppage of
any habitual outgoing from
the human system, such as
that which is caused by
certain healing processes too
suddenly

_
occurring, is apt

to occasion dangerous dis-

eases. Corresponding effects

in the body politic are to be
apprehended from analogous
causes. Accordingly, let the
Government attend to the
fact that the flow of emigra-
tion to the United States of
America has now ceased,

and many emigrants arc

actually coming back again.

The retention of all those
injurious agents that the
United Kingdom used to

give off to the United States

is likely, if not remedied, to

be a source of serious dis-

order.

Historical Saying.— It

was Diogenes, who—re-

turning from his long-pro-

tracted journey in search of

aii honest man—exclaimed
with a sigh, as he blew out
his lantern, "Ma foi, le

jeu ne vaut pas la chan-
delier Thieks' Petite His-
toire Pour les Petits Enfans.

A BLANK DAY WITH THE BLACK COCKS.
" My dear Punch,

_

" By the kindness of my friend Cracksiiot, who has Govern-
mental influence, I have enjoyed a day's blackcock shooting down at

Coolmer Forest, and for the benefit of Cockney sportsmen like myself,

1 purpose now to give you some account of my enjoyment. Coolmer,
as of course you know, is near the old coach-road to Sherrysmouth

;

and, if any of the old coaches had been extant on that road, I think

they would have carried us pretty well as quickly, and certainly more
smoothly than the railway carriage did which we were forced to \ ravel

by. Remembering the old saying about the early bird, and believing

that the Blackcock family were birds that got up early, and might then
best be met with, we passed the night at Nosehook, or a place of some
such name, and started for our shooting iu the cool of the morning,
with the thermometer at scarcely more than ninety in the shade. Our
virtue in performing this feat of early rising proved to be its own
reward, for nothing else rewarded it. With the exception of a donkey,
which a short-sighted sportsman might have shot at as a deer, the only
game we found in the first hour and a half was a couple of wild ducks,
which we might certainly have bagged if they had but been tame ones.

But except Sir William Armstrong's, I know of no breechloader
that will kill at half a mile, and this is usually the distance at which
wildfowl think it safe to rise aud ily away from one.

" I don't know how M'Gregor felt when he had his foot upon his

native heath ; but I must say for myself that walking on a moor is not
by any means so easy as walking along Moorgate Street. Perhaps
wading is a fitter name to give to it than walking, for one is more than
half submerged in a perfect sea of heather, and every here and there
one flounders into scarcely fathomable deeps, where a sportsman of
small stature, becomes totally immersed. Crackshot, who has legs of
about the length of lamp-posts, of course progressed more favourably
than I could hope to do, and I fear that there was more of sarcasm than
sympathy in his repeated queries as to how were my poor feet.

" I have heard that on the Scottish moors the midges are a nuisance,
but I'll back the flies at Coolmer to be found by far a greater one.
My head was all day long enveloped in a cloud of them, and you can't
think how I suffered from the buzzing biting big and little children of
Beelzebub. I wished that Nature had provided them with better occu-
pation than spending a whole morning in plaguing and tormenting us

;

but flies are not the only idle creatures in the world, that delight to
spend their time in plaguing other people.

" But, after all, the Blackcocks were themselves the greatest torment
to us. \\& were under strict injunctions not to shoot the hens, and
you may fancy what our feelings were at seeing five hens in live minutes
rising each to a dead point, and flying off unaimed at by our deadly
double-barrels. I hope that all who shoot at Coolmer arc as virtuous as
we were, and with as noble resolution keep their hands from hen-
slaughter. The cocks too were as tantalising as we found the hens

;

for they kept on getting up just ten yards out of shot, and not even a
wire cartridge could ' perwail on them to stop ' with us. In a part of
the ground called Pigmoor (which owes its name to Roger Bacon
calling for 'more pig' when he was at a pic-nic there), I spied a fine old
cock upon the low bough of a fir-tree; and, like the admirer of the
hapless Lucy Weal, I thought if I were by his side how happy I should
feel. But when he saw me trying to stalk him, he waggled his old
head in the most provoking manner, as much as to say 'You are a young
man, but you don't get over me.' So after wading for eight hours in a
Turkish bath of heat, our day's blackcock-shooting ended in our not
bagging one of them ; and when I tell you as a sportsman that besides
black game, we saw partridges and pheasants which we also might not
shoot, aud plover, snipe, and wild duck which kept safely out of shot,

you may conceive that our position made us somewhat think of Tan-
talus, and fancy that his torments could have scarcely equalled ours.

" There is nothing vastly funny in this narrative, it is true. But at

least it serves to show what Englishmen will cheerfully submit to in

their ardour for le sport : and a blank day's blackcock-shooting is a far

more healthy pastime both for muscles and for mind than a morning
spent with dominoes in the manner of our neighbours, or with the
scarcely more laborious exercise of billiards. With which beautiful
reflection,

" I remain, my dear Punch, yours most sincerely,

" Ramrod."
" P.S. Grouse-shooting was clearly a classical amusement, for we

find it said of Cesar that ' ad Mauros projectus est,' which evidently
means that he went sporting on the Moors."

Muscular Christianity.

Among the parties into which the Clergy are divided there is one
whose members are called "Muscular Christians." What is a Mus-
cular Christian? The best answer we can give to this question is,

that a Muscular Christian is a Strong-minded Clergyman.

**4ra?P3racKHa'3aur«.-K
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Mr. Townhouse takes Lodgings for his Family at a Farmhouse in a Kemote District. Delightful Spot ; but they weren't so

well off for butcher's meat as they could wish.

Farmer. " Now, if your lady hid like some nice Pork— Oh! she docs like Pork?— Well then, ice shall kill a Piy the week arter next."

MUTTON IN DANGER!
No danger more sensibly affects us than that which threatens our

bread, except the danger which threatens our meat, but this is perhaps
more dreadful than the other ; for most Englishmen, and all Irishmen,
would rather lose their bread than their meat, provided that they could
preserve their potatoes.

For all that is said about English beef, the most popular form of

animal food in England is undoubtedly mutton. Terror and alarm,
therefore, cannot but be created in the minds of her Majesty's subjects
by the known fact that small-pox has broken out, and is still raging,
among certain stocks of sheep in Dorsetshire and Wiltshire. Our
mutton is in danger

!

Now, if anybody expects that Mr. Fundi is going to make any attempt
at joking on this serious subject, as by saying that the poor sheep are
much to be pitted, by perpetrating an antithesis between measly pork
and variolous mutton, or by recommending the vaccination of lambs
along with little children, he takes Punch for a greater fool than he is—
according to the various rogues, pretenders, hypocrites, humbugs,
quacks, pedants, and coxcombs whom Punch has annoyed.
What Mr. Punch does wish to do with regard to the disease which

menaces him with the privation of his chops, and his haunch, his leg,
his loin, his neck, his saddle, is to deprecate the madness of attempting
to arrest it by inoculation. It is said that Professor Symonds has
advised this proceeding ; but such advice seems to Punch less worthy
of a Professor Symonds than of a Simple Simon.
On this subject Mr. Punch's opinion is fortified by that of an authority

no lighter than that of Sir. J. T. Tyrell whose views of Protection, so
far as sheep and small-pox are concerned, are identical with his own.
Sir John states, in the Times, that sixteen years ago, when the disease
occurred in Essex, a neighbour of his, whose sheep were inoculated,
whilst his were not, lost ten in a day to his one ; and he says :—
" I have given orders that the moment the disease appears in my flock the animal

shall be destroyed. I should as soon think of inoculating for the plague or the
yellow fever, now said to prevail in the River Thames."

Inoculation, as a preventive of small-pox in the Christian, and our

fellow- subjects of every other denomination, having been abandoned
and condemned, why should it be practised on sheep ? If the parson's

flock are not to be inoculated, why should the farmer's be ? The latter

ought not to be inoculated for the same reason as that which forbids

the former, namely, contagion ; of which it is said that the poison is

conveyed by starlings and blow-llies. No doubt there are many other

vehicles for it than the bluebottle in which the disease is bottled, and
the bird of the air which carries the infectious matter. The inoculation

of sheep would probably result in the diffusion of small-pox over the

South Downs to begin with, and thence throughout the kingdom.
Mutton is quite dear enough as it is, and butchers thiive whilst vete-

rinary surgeons have quite as much to do as they should. Surely

none of the Wiltshire farmers will inoculate their sheep except the

lineal descendants of those famous bumpkins who tried to rake the

satellite of this planet out of a pool.

SONG OF THE INNER SELF.

What signifies what was,
If it exists no more,

And did not constitute the cause

Of some existing bore,

Or nuisance, distant yet,

But which must one day be,

Or good I 've got or have to get,

Not you instead of me ?

Change of Title.

We recollect that there was published years ago a novel, by Max-
well, called Stories of Waterloo. Looking at the many fine imaginative
passages in Mons. Thiers' Histoire du Consulat et de I'Empire, espe-

cially in the latter volumes, we think that the above title would indicate

their contents with most felicitous justice. The word " Stories " would
let the reader know at once what he had to expect.
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PROBLEMS FOR PLAYGOERS/
ertainly the best news-
paper for breakfast is

a theatrical one. If

it does not satisfy one's

desire for news,
_
it

never fails to furnish

ample food for reflec-

tion. For instance,

here are four advertise-

ments taken from one
sheet, two addressed

to gentlemen, and the

other two to ladies. In
gallantry of course we
give the first place to

the latter :

—

WANTED, a good
LEADING LADY, for

the Summer Season. Also,

Chambermaid to sing be-

tween the Pieces ; Second
Low Comedian to sing.

—

Address, &c.

WANTED, a LADY CHARACTERISTIC SINGER and DANCER,
a Comic Singer, and a good Nigger. Good References. No stamps. Silence

a negative. P.S.—Miss Crummles can write.

The meaning of tbis Postscript we are puzzled to make out. Is

ability to write so unusual among actresses that Miss Crummles
thinks it needful to advertise thus publicly that she possesses the ac-

complishment? If this be really so, the next debate on Education
surely ought to bear some reference to 1 he appalling fact. Then pray
why is a " Chambermaid " required to sing between the pieces ? Would
not a housemaid do as well or a kitchen-maid or cook? We suppose
that if one asked a chambermaid to sing, which is about the last thing
in the world one ever would require of her, one might naturally expect
her to sing some " chamber music ; " but this is not at all well suited

to the stage, and the requirement of a song from her is therefore the
more perplexing to us.

The notices to gentlemen of which we spoke are these :

—

WANTED, IMMEDIATELY, a Cent for the Entire Lead, and two
Single Men fur utility.—Direct, II. P.

WANTED, a GENTLEMAN for the LEAD. Also, a Walking Gentle-
man to combine Responsible Business.—Apply to " The Lessee." No stamps

required. Silence a polite negative.

What is the stage difference between a gentleman and a gent ? There
clearly must be some distinction, or they would not thus be separately

specified. In common civilised society, we should hardly think a gentle-

man would ever think of offering to fill a place intended for a gent ; but
possibly in theatres the terms are more synonymous. Again, why only
single men are wanted for "utility " we cannot well make out. Surely
it cannot be that actors, when they marry, cease to be of use ? And
then in what respect does a "gentleman for the lead" differ from a
" walking gentleman? " Is it that the former, as belits a leading per-

son, is required to keep a carriage : aud for the credit of the theatre,

is not allowed to walk ? What "responsible business" is intended for

the latter, and how he is expected to combine it with his walking, these
questions quite defeat our ingenuity to solve. The business of a bill-

sticker may be combined with ambulation, and country players, as we
know, sometimes distribute their own bills. But such business, though
responsible, is hardly such as needs a "gentleman" to execute it: and
we should think a walking small boy would quite as well suffice.

Score One in Favour of America.

(Conversation on leaving Guildhall.)

_
Young Man from the Country. Did you ever see such monsters, such

hideous Guys as those two statues ?

Old Man of the World. Certainly. Ridiculous, wooden, repelling,
unnatural as they may be, still against Gog and Magog, I would back
the American Demagogue to go in and win !

Killing Work.
The Yankees are always blustering loudly about going to war with

England. We should regret it for more reasons than one, should such
a wicked calamity ever occur, and frankly because (to mention only one
of our many reasons) we should be frightened, inasmuch as we never
had five minutes' conversation with a Yankee yet, without coming
away with the painful conviction of what a rare adept he was in
murdering the Queen's English!

GOOD NEWS FOR THE WHISKERLESS.

HERR SHUTEZ,
BARBER IN ORDINARY TO ALL THE COURTS OF GERMANY,

Respectfully announces that he is prepared to Supply Wbiskers of
any length and colour, and warranted manufactured from Natural
Facial Hair, as no other growth of the human head is capable of

Deceiving the Scrutinising Eyes of fair observers, for whom those

LUXURIANT ADORNMENTS
are cultivated by the Lords of the Creation.

_
Herr Shutez can warrant his Whiskers to bear the closest inspec-

tion, as he employs

SEVERAL HUNDRED YOUNG GENTLEMEN TO GROW THE REQUISITE
MATERIAL,

And many of the hirsute promenaders of London and the most fashion-
able Watering Places are engaged at enormous weekly wages to Grow
Whiskers Solely for the establishment of the advertiser.

LIST OF PBICES.

Ordinary commercial cut, with natural frizzle £
Black piraticals, moderate length
Ditto, ditto, long and glossy, warranted grown

on Rowland's Macassar ....
Lord Dundrearys—equal to nature .

Very light fellah intheGuards style

Real leonine, bristly and tawny ....
Ditto, ditto, carefully weeded from carrots aud

grey hairs

A (ew pairs of eighteen-inch wavers, very choice 10 10

Whisker-growers liberally treated with, and the best price given for

Early Crops. Dyed samples not required.

1, He/grave Buildings—Knock feu times.

3 3

4 4

6 G

7 7
3 3

5 5

6 G

10

MADDER AND MADDER.

The Napoleonien of Aveyron states that " upon the proposition of

the Agricultural Society of Avignon, experiments for raising cotton in

the madder lands are about to be tried on a large scale." The madder
lands in question are those of France, which have become less profitable

now that the American War has lessened the consumption, and the

price, of articles used in dyeing. Thus much it is necessary to explain,

for, considering that the Yankees may make up their minds to lose the

South, you might naturally suppose that those madder lands in which
experiments for raising cotton are about to be tried are the frantic

Northern States. The madder lands of America surpass any that could

be found in the most sanguinary of Red Republics.

Fashionable Intelligence.-
oii the Moors.

-Morocco boots are now much worn
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A HARPOON FOR WALES.
We are informed by the journals that circulate on the frontier of the

district called Wales, that there is going to be held somewhere in the

Principality a gathering, which is called in the barbarous language of

Wales an Eisteddfod," or assemblage of Welsh Bards, as they call

themselves. This is a
_
nuisance of an ordinary character; but the

special meeting in question is to be very large, indeed larger than has
been ever held in Wales. We think we read that between six and seven
hundred of the abominable Bards, who help to keep up what a Welsh
Gentleman in the House of Commons had the sense and manliness to call

the Curse of Wales, namely, the Welsh Language, are to meet 'at this

Eisteddfod. This is well. We shall have a suggestion to make upon
the subject presently, in the mean time we should like English readers

to have a notion of the kind of bosh which these Bards emit. We read
in the Oswestry Advertiser, which works well for the cause of civilisa-

tion by giving much prominence to the absurdities of the Cambrians,
that a lot of Bards, mixing up Bardery with, the Dissenting Interest,

held an Eisteddfod in a Congregational Chapel at Bala. The Bards
with a sweet adherence to the lofty impartiality of the poetic character,

addressed themselves to a glorification of a sectarian demonstration.

As citizens they had a perfect right, of course, to sing at a Dissenting
tea-party or any other gathering, but a Bard, a Bard striking his harp
and hymning Mn. Miall and the Anti-Church-rate Association ! There
was a Dissenting minister in the chair, who was quite justified in

availing himself of whatever capital was to be made out of the Bards
;

and after an address about the Bicentenary, he
<£
called upon the Bards

to repeat their poetic effusions." "Which," says the report, furnished
we presume by a Welshman, " was complied with by Eos Wyn and
Rhisiaut Ddu." This latter gentleman may be some relative of

Roderick or some other Doo, but we are not favoured with his lyric.

Divers Bards followed, and one sot ten shillings for the best
"englynion" to "Corwen and Bala Railway." We have of course no
idea, and desire to have none, as to the meaning of the word
" englynion

;

" but it may be something in the way of compliment, and,
at all events, a Welsh poem is fittingly and naturally addressed to

Sleepers. But later in the day the following Bards repeated some
poetry. Dyfnwal Tegid, Duel Moelwyn, Eos Wyn, and J. Evans,
Castell. The last Bard has put his Welsh ideas into English, aud here
they are

—

" What is the distant murmur,
Falling as from the skies,

What is the voice that hids us
Children of Cambria arise

;

What is the bidding that echoes
From ages long gone by.

What is that voice which calls us,
Rise to conquer or die.

'Tis the voice of your fathers long dead,
Calling from the depth of the graves,

Ye children of Cambria arise,

Defy them to call you their slaves
;

We do our fathers, we rise,

Hark, hark, to that echoing cry !

We are up like our fathers of yore,
We are up to conquer or die.

Where are those that bid us be slaves,
While we stand on the earth of the free,

In the sound of wild Tegid's waves
Where murmur Trywern and Dee ;

Our hearts are as free as the breeze
That bid Tegid's wild waves arise,

Then where is the man that would bid us
Be slaves, 'neath the freeman's skies

;

We scorn your sways, we can despise your terrors,
There take your chains, pray keep them for your errors."

Now what does Bard Castell mean by all this ? As for the murmur
tumbling out of the skies and requesting the Welsh to get out of bed,
we have no objection to that or any other poetic image. But when the
Welsh are out of bed, and we will add dressed, what are they to do ?

Open their shops aud sweep the same, and proceed with the ordinary
business of life. Certainly not. They are to "Conquer or die."
Conquer what ? Their obstinacy aud ignorance, or the difficulties of the
English language, either of which operations would much tend to the
improvement of the Welshman. " Or die." Never say die, Bard
Castell. What do you want to die for? Live to drink many a draught
of muddy ale, three days old, and sputter much more Welsh. But, go
on, Castell. 'Tis the voice of your dead fathers, calling out of their
graves. Why, you old humbug, you said just now that the sound came
out of the sky. That won't do, Castell, unless your respected fathers
were ventriloquist s. And what do they say? "Arise." What, again.
Ah, they know your habits, and won't believe you get out of bed at the
first call. Well, and having arisen, what ? "Defy them to call you
their slaves." Defy whom ? Your fathers ? That is the only gram-
matical construction of the passage. But if not your fathers, whom ?

Who's them ? Nobody else is mentioned. Do you mean the English,
you traitor ! If so, make over your Welsh wig, harp, pound and a half of
cheese, and all other your personal estate and effects, to some trustee
for your next of kin, as we intend to get Sir William Atherton,
Attorney-General, to have you executed, notwithstanding his Disseutiug

principles being akin to yours. He will hang you as soon as not, and
therefore, if you don't mean the English by "them," you had better

telegraph to him to say so. But on you go. " We do our fathers, we
rise." Ha ! ha ! No, you unfilial Bard, you don't do your fathers.

They are too wide-awake old Welsh buffers to be done by their cater-

wauling progeny. Not you, but you are trying to do our fathers, and
their children, into a belief that you are real Bards when you are no
better than bellmen. And you have the assurance to answer that you
"are up—to conquer." Bards, we are up—to snuff; Welsh snuff, bards

;

and you are humbugs, we tell you. Ah, you have slipped out of the

noose, and Atherton is cheated of his victim.

'
' Where are those that bid us be slaves,

While we stand on the earth of the free?"

And echo answers that she has not the least idea. Nor have we, nor
have you. Therefore it is quite safe to go on bothering with a repeti-

tion of the same insane question, Castell. Who's "Tegid," Castell?
—we know what's turgid, Castell. And now for your finish. " We
scorn your sways." Whose sways ? Have you taken heart for another

shy at England ? Do you scorn our sways, Cambrian ? Ha !
" We

can despise your terrors." But we have no terrors, Castell, except

terrors of hearing canticles like those you chant in the Congregational

chapel. Terrors, indeed ! But you only wanted a rhyme to errors, and
we won't be hard upon you, for Mr. Punch himself has had his difficulties

in that walk. You wanted to make a bang in your last line, and you
majestically exclaim, " There take your chains !

" But what chains,

Castell? Those of the Menai bridge? Thank you, but they serve to

aid in the civilisation of Wales. We do not know any other chains

which England has imposed upon you, except the brass watch-chains,

gilded, which we fear some of our Houndsditch fellow-Christians occa-

sionally induce you, late on market or fair-day, to purchase for the decora-

tion of your splendid Sabbath waistcoats. Bosh, Castell! You mean
"Take your change." That, said respectfully is more becoming the mouth
of a decent little Welsh shopkeeper. But we come to your final epigram.

"Fray keep them for your errors." Eh? We are to chain up our
errors. That is really a bold and striking image, which redeems_ the

whole Ode. Are we to put collars round their necks?—you might
mention that in your next. Come, we forgive you all your nonsense
for the sake of that splendid idea—the chaining up errors, and request-

ing them to lie down quietly, aud not bark at the Congregational Bards.

Bravo, Castell !

This, ladies and gentlemen, is the sort of stuff which Welsh Bards
offer at the Eisteddfod. Cadwallon is no more, but there is Mr.
Griffiths. Modred is defunct, but there is Mr. Jones, and brave

what-do-you-call-him sleeps upon his craggy bed, but Mr. Thomas is

awake aud sputtering. They call themselves Bards, and the ridiculous

humbug is kept up, they being as much Bards as any of the lean-legged

parties who attire themselves as Foresters are akin to Robin Hood.
Hundreds of them are going to meet somewhere—we will find out

where, aud,

Oh, if it please your Majesty, Queen Victoria, if you would be so

kind as to recollect that you are descended from that excellent Sovereign,

Edward the First. If your Majesty would recall an amiable trait

in his character, and emulate it—there are several regiments at Chester—
and Mr. Punch will, after the little operation, write an Ode that shall

entirely extinguish that of Gray.

[Our Contributor has some sense in him, and has shown a little of it in the above
article, but our own private opinion is that his atrabiliousness has been excited by
two biils, presented to him at two Welsh Hotels, possibly to be named hereafter.

He sends us the bills, a request for a cheque, and the above contribution. If he
thinks that the latter is an equivalent for the amount he requires, he will find out
his mistake on returning to town ; but wc will "let him have his dream to-day."

—

Ed. Punch.']

SOMETHING SUPERFLUOUS.

Mr. Punch perceives in the papers of this week a Loudon advertise-

ment beginning "First Cousins Wanted." What extraordinarily

lonely man can have put this in. At the end of a season in which every

house in London has had more first cousius and second cousins and
third cousins in it than any non-insane architect would have declared it

possible to cram into the existing arrangements, a man deliberately

advertises for First Cousins. We fear he must be a bad man and of

kin to the Islington Cannibal against whom we had to warn a young
lady last week, and we recommend his affectionate cousins to keep out

of his way, especially if they stand in his light in the family pedigree.

Nobody in this International September can be advertising for cousins

for any good purpose.

Notions of the Beautiful.

Scene—A Nobleman's Country House.

First Housemaid. You 've seen the young Lord ? I forget his name—

*

who arrived this morning. Don't you think he's very good looking ?

Second Housemaid. Certainly—he's even beautiful ! But Susan, dear,

only thiuk ! wouldn't he look handsome in livery !
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CAUTION TO LADIES RIDING IN HANSOMS.

CABMEN ON CAB-LAW.

The Cabmen of the Metropolis, desirous only of obtain-
ing their just rights, and of obtaining them by legitimate
means, have abandoned the idea of a strike, (on Mr\ Punch's
hint about licences,) and now wish to act reasonably. They
have therefore drawn up the following heads of the Law,
as they wish it to stand, and if public opinion is with them,
they hope to get the Cab-Act amended next Session in
conformity with the following memoranda :—

1. Free trade in cabs. Every driver to charge what he
likes.

2. Tradesmen in other departments stick one price on
the goods in the window and take another, and the Cabman
ought to be allowed to do the same.

3. No person to ask for a ticket.

4. No number r«r badge of humiliation to be worn.
5. No number to be affixed to the cab.
G. No Magistrate to hear a case against a Cabman unless

the complainant has at least four witnesses, and gives
security for costs.

7. No Cabman to be obliged to go in a direction contrary
to his wish.

8. No stranger to interfere in any dispute between a
cabman and his fare.

9. No Gentleman, or male person, to interfere, when a
Cabman has brought home ladies, and there is a difference
as to the fare.

10. Any person under-paying a Cabman to be guilty of
felony.

11. Any person using harsh language to a Cabman to be
guilty of misdemeanour.

12. A Court of retired Cab drivers to be established, to
sit and hear any complaints by drivers, and the decision of
such Court to be final.

13. Treble fares to be allowed on a wet or hot day, or on
a holiday, or at any other time the said Court shall ordain.

The Stamp of a Yankee.
bank-note.

A twopenny-halfpenny

THE YANKEE CONSCRIPT ON CONSCRIPTION.

They sez, to die for fatherland, a doin' of the dutiful,

Is sweet an' comely ; it du look cadaverus kinder beautiful

;

But ez to bein' sweet at all, I wun't say I've a doubt on it,

For this here world of ourn ain't got no way that 's pleasant out on it.

Wen dyin' of a bullet wick the doctor can't extract, or
A shattered leg, an' gangreen on a comminootcd fracter,

Praps you may feel sum comfert in your torter, ef your trust is

That you're a sufferin' marterdum acause you lit for justis.

Eut ef so be you went to war for glory, pay, or plunder,
Wut then will ease the pangs of death ez you 're a writhin under ?

When you reflects what acts o' yourn your agernies is owin' to,

I guess it wun't relieve 'em much to think whar you're a goin' to.

The honner you must leave below with that there crushed and gory form,
I 'gree with that old Fatsides in the playbook, ain't no chloryform,
Wun't stop the smart o' ne'er a wound, sword-cut, or stab o' bagganet

:

Honner ain't wuth a cent ixcept to them ez lives to brag on it.

Neow, ef I goes to fight the South, jest s'pose a saber gashes me,
A jagged fragment of a shell rips up or round-shot smashes me,
Then, when I 'm forced to bite the dust in misery, and sprawl about,
I reckon honner ain't the thing I 'm like to think at all about.

Not ef 1 wus the Gin'ral's self, and know'd when I was gone you meant
Above my mangled carkiss fer to stick a marble monument,
Instead o' scrapin, where I fell, a foot or so o' mould on me,
Or leavin' me for sun to bake, an' varmin to get hold on me.

Don't think I '11 volunteer for you to conker the ascendant
Ut them that s as much right as we to flourish independent

;

An ef you press me, onderstand you force a man unwillin'
lhat am t the sort of sojer, quite, for bein' killed an' killin'.

Press me, destroy my liberty, then you are the aggressor
j

1 holds my deadliest enemy, my tyrant, my oppressor.
Make me a military slave, a warfarin' white nigger on !

Mind that it ain't yourself I draws the bead, and pulls the trigger on.

A HOUSE AND A WIFE EOR LITTLE.

It has been long decided that, under certain circumstances, a man
may marry on £300 a-year. How to marry and keep house on that

sum is another question, which, for many of our readers, perhaps
remains to be settled. In the interest of matrimony, as our neighbours
say, we hasten to propose a solution of this problem, which may be
accepted by some young men superior to vulgar prejudices.

How to marry and keep house on £300 a-year ? First, get your wife ?

No. First get your house : for how can you expect that a sensible girl

will have you, if you have no home to offer her ? You want a good
house at a moderate rent. Well, there are such houses to be had. It

is well known that there are many houses at ridiculously moderate terms.

Nobody will take them, for the simple reason—the very simple reason

—

that a horrid murder was committed in them some years ago, or that a

skeleton has been found under the hearth. First, then, how to get a

house to live in ? Advertise for a Haunted House.
Next, how to get a wife with only £300 a-year to offer her ? That is

a small income in these days of crinoline and other sumptuous habits.

It will leave a small margin for ostentation and self-indulgence. Never
mind. So much the better. If you marry an inexpensive wife it is just

the same as if you married " a girl with tin," as a rich young lady is

termed by juvenile sages. Girls may be cheap and nice, and all the nicer

and dearer for being cheap. Such girls there are with nobody coming
to marry them, nobody coming to woo, because of a peculiarity which
the ancient Romans adored. Horace would have jumped at a golden-

haired maiden. Advertise, then, for a wife with golden hair ; call it

auburn if you like, and say that you are not particular to a shade, but

prefer the tint which most nearly approaches that of a familiar

vegetable.

Haunted houses are almost always picturesque and snug, the finest

old places that can be to smoke a pipe in and drink real wine out of

antique flagons. Some golden-haired girls are among the most amiable

and intelligent of their sex, and also among the most beautiful to those

sensible young fellows who entertain no stupid objection to golden hair.

In your old Haunted House
;
with your young golden-haired bride, you

might be as happy as doves in a cage, or owls in an ivy-bush.

The Eittepest ot American Dpinks.—The Militia Draught.
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BROADWAY.
Boy. " Now then, Yankee, out of the way ; here's the Cavalry a-coming.'

A YANKEE HICCUP.

One of the electric wires belonging to Mr. Reuter has
been the unconscious instrument of conveyance for the sub-
joined ravings uttered by Mr. Cassius M. Clay, in a
speech which he lately made at Washington :—

" England is the most unfriendly nation on earth. Her conduct
on the slavery question is hellishly damnable hypocrisy. She is
looking for America's downfall, but France protects America. He
would not desist speaking against England. When England threat-
ened the national existence, Napoleon was the firm and fixed friend
of America."

" Shall I be frighted when a madman stares ? " is the
question which will occur to every Englishman who reads
the maniacal invective delivered, as above reported, by
the Yankee Cassius. The style of this furious fool re-

sembles nothing ever heard in England out of Bedlam,
except the noisy truculent drivel of a violent imbecile
drunkard, in a paroxysm of delirium tremens, belching
frantic impotent abuse in the tap-room of a low public-
house. Mu. Clay, apparently, is excessively given to
moisten that base clay ridiculously adjoined to the name
of a noble Roman, with brandy-smash, and other infatuating
and infuriating beverages. In this way lie may be regarded as

a practitioner, though not an ornament, of the American Ear.
No sober Northern American gentleman, of course, could

speak of England in any other terms than those of the most
ardent gratitude for the marvellous forbearance which she
has exhibited towards those who, loving their own pride
and purposes, have subjected her to the cotton famine.
Only a drunken Yankee blackguard could abuse and blas-

pheme her in return for the romantic generosity with which
she has abstained from supplying the South with the ships
and the weapons which were all that they wanted for the
swift discomfiture of Yankeedom. Cassius M. Clay may
pass for a stump orator; but it was evidently from no
stump that he howled the false nonsense above quoted. He
must have been rolling in the kennel or sprawling on the
ground ; it is clear that he was unable to stand or go,

manifest that he was lying.

The Seat op Waugii.—A pleasant country-scat, out of

creditor-range.

PITY THE POOR EOREIGNERS.
We hear a good deal said about preventing cruelty to animals ; but

nobody appears to think a bit about preventing cruelty to foreigners.

By the care and labour of two charitable societies, cab-horses are saved
from being whipped to death, and dogs that lose their way are tenderly
looked after and conducted to a refuge. Now, when such care is

expended upon other living creatures, surely some one ought to start a
scheme for picking up stray foreigners, and conducting them in safety

whither they may want to go, and for saving them, if possible, from
being much fleeced when they get there. Members of a London Geo-
graphical Society should be placed at certain distances on duty in the
streets, to look out for unfortunate Mossoos who have lost their way,
and are as helpless as stray sheep, and quite as likely to be fleeced.

As it is, the poor Mossoo has only the police to guide his wandering
steps; and a policeman, as a rule, knows nought beyond his beat, and
not one in a hundred of them could tell Mossoo the way he happens to
want to know, which most likely is the shortest cut from Leicester
Square to Limehouse. Besides, even if he know what directions should
be given, pray how is a policeman, who cannot speak one word of any
language but his own; to make himself intelligible to Mossoo or
Mynherr, who, it is nearly as presumable, does not know a word of
English. Of course, the consequence is usually that Mynheer and
Mossoo are in desperation driven to commit themselves to cabs, and it

may faintly be imagined what miles and miles they go before they reach
their destination, and how dearly, when they do so, they find J;hey have
to pay.

THE PENNY-A-LINER'S BEST FRIEND.
From the number of accidents that are continually occurring, we should

say that the very best friend the Penny-a-liner ever had is Crinoline. The
mere fires alone that have resulted from wearing that fatal garment must
have cooked him many and many a dinner. In fact, we suspect that on
several occasions, when at a loss for a genuine accident, that it has also

fired his imagination, since it is almost impossible to believe that the
innumerable casualties recorded nearly every day in the papers can all

have been founded on fact. Considering the number of persons it has
consumed alive, crinoline seems to have inherited the secret of the

patent of Nessus' shirt—a secret that we always thought had been for

ever extinguished with the life of its first Herculean wearer. It is a

cruel fashion, that, judging from the number of its unfortunate victims,

must have had Moloch for its original inventor. However, though it

may have been death to hundreds of ladies, still to many a struggling

historian of the hebdomadal press it has proved a positive life-preserver.

In fact, our old friend Jenkins declares that he is reconciled to the

fashion, out of gratitude to the large profit he has derived from it, and
candidly confesses that, if crinoline only continues in existence another

year or two, that he shall be able to retire from the profession he has

so long adorned, with a very handsome fortune.

A SNUG PLACE FOR A SMALL EATER,

We have heard a little lately about clerical preferment, and the snug
places that sometimes are stepped into through the Church. Here
however, is a place which few would care to be preferred to, though it

is within the giving of a Member of the Church :—

p ROOM and GARDENER WANTED, to attend to two horses and
vJ two carriages, clean boots and knives, and pump daily, to wait at table occa-

sionally, and valet a gentleman, in a small family. Wages £1S per annum, livery

and stable clothes, to lodge and board out. Address the Rev. Curate, Rectory,

N—bury.

Plenty to do and little to get : this appears to be what they who
answer this advertisement must look for. For a man to act as groom,

and gardener, and waiter, and knife-cleaner, and shoeblack, and valet to

a gentleman, besides having to pump daily and look after two carriages,

he had need be pretty quick in his locomotive habits, or the odds are

he will never get half through his day's work. Figaro sii, Figaro giu,

Figaro qua, Figaro la. He must be here and there and everywhere,

and always on the move. Sir, and able to do at least a dozen things at

once. The power of ubiquity, combined with a small appetite, this he

ought to have to fit him for the place. Eighteen pounds per annum is

not quite a shilling a day, and this is no vast sum to buy one's board

and lodging with. There is a text which says, " The labourer is worthy

of his hire ;
" but whether such a hire as is offered in this instance be

such as any common labourer would think worthy to accept, we leave
" the Rev. Curate " at his leisure to find out.
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THE NAGGLETONS.
A DOMESTIC DRAMA.

The Scene represents the Parlour, Hall, and doorsteps of a genteel house in

the suburbs of the Metropolis. Various boxes, done up in white and

corded, also portmanteaus and carpet bags, also a bonnet-box, and a

bundle of umbrellas, sticks, and a fishing-rod, cere disposed in the Hall.

Mr. Naggleton (fussing about). Now, Maria, it is 9 o'clock.

Mrs. A. (looking as objectionable as a woman always does when she has

a travelling dress on, no gloves, and a cross aspect). Well, what if it is ?

Mr. A. Train starts at 9'40.

Mrs. A. That 's ten minutes to ten.

Mr. A. No, it isn't.

Mrs. A. Yes, it is.

Mr. A. I tell you it is twenty minutes to ten, and we have got to

get to the Station.

Mrs. A. You need not tell me that. Do you think I suppose that

the. train starts from this door ?

Mr. A. No ; but if we are to catch it, we ought to be off.

Mrs. A. What nonsense ! As if we should be three-quarters of an

hour going there.

Mr. A. Why no, for if we are, wc shall miss the train by five minutes.

Mrs. A. No, we shan't, but you arc always in such a fidget, and you

like to be an hour before time.

Mr. A. Better so than an hour after it. Are you ready ?

Mrs. A. I don't know. What 's that noise ?

Mr. A. The Cab. I sent for it.

Mrs. A. That you might have to pay the man for waiting half an

hour. Just like you.

Mr. A". If vou are going to keep him half an hour, say so.

Mrs. A. What then?
Mr. N. Then, I'll go into the City, and we will adjourn our departure

till to-morrow.
Mrs. A. If I don't go to-day,- I won't go at all.

Mr. A. If you don't go to-day, it will be your own fault.

Mrs. A. No, it will not; it will be yours.

Mr. A". How the I mean how do you make that out ?

Mrs. A. Why, you keep nagging at me, and bewildering me till I

don't know whether I'm on my head or my heels. Have you got the

bunch of keys ?

Mr. N. I 've never seen the bunch of keys.

Mrs. A. 1 gave 'em to you in the bedroom.
Mr. A. You did nothing of the kind. There they arc in your baskel

.

Mrs. A. Then you must have put 'em there.

Mr. A. How could that be when you had the basket on your arm all

the time. But you've got them—what else have you got to dawdle for ?

Mrs, A. Oh, there ! I declare I had rather stay in town all the rest

of my life than be hunted and driven like this. Have you written the
directions for the luggage ?

Mr. A. Lor, woman, yes, and stuck 'em on an hour ago.

Mrs. N. I dare say they '11 all come off in the journey.

Mr. A. I dare say they '11 do nothing of the kind.

Mrs. A. You know they all did when we went to Boulogne.
Mr. N. I know that one did, which was your own putting on.

Mine 1 pasted firmly on that occasion, and they are on the boxes now.
Mrs. A", 'Yes, disfiguring them, and making them look like I don't

know what.
Mr. _A. Can't we finish the Boulogne dispute in the cab, as the time

is getting oil ? But you like to be late—you think it fine.

Mrs. A. How can you talk such rubbish ?

Mr. A. I ask you again what the—what are we waiting for?
Mrs. N. Wc are waiting till I am ready, ''and are likely to wait till

then.

Mr. A. I wish I knew within half an hour or so how soon that would
be, because 1 would like a stroll and a cigar.

Mrs. A. You would vex the soul out of a saint.

Mr A. I never had the chance of trying. But, my dear, I should like
to go to Worthing to-day, unless yon have any strong objection.
(Rings.)

Mrs. A. What are you ringing for ?

Mr. A. Sarah, to see the boxes in the cab.

Mrs. A. She is up-stairs with the children.
Mr. A. What business has she there ?

Mrs. A. / sent her.

Mr. A". Fray, what for ? Where 's Morton, whose business it is to
attend to them ?

Mrs. A". Perhaps, Henry, you will permit me to manage my servants
in my own way ?

Mr. A". It seems to me that they manage you.
Mrs. A". I can't answer such vulgarity.
Mr. A. I know you can't answer what 1 sav. But, once more, who

is to attend to the boxes, if you send the servants out of the way in this
ridiculous manner ?

Mrs. N. You have no more feeling for your children than a stone.

I desired the servants to stay up-stairs with the poor things, that they
might not know that we were going away.
Mr. A". Pack of nonsense, they must know it half-an-hour later, and

what 's the sense of spoiling children in that absurd way ?

Mrs. A. It 's very little chance our children have of being spoiled,

Henry. I do not suppose that there is another father in this terrace

who would be happy in leaving town without taking his children with
him.
Mr. A. Now, how in the name of everything that is

—

Mrs. A. Your language is getting perfectly horrible, Henry. They
say such things are a sign of incipient softening of the brain. I hope it

may not be true, but Dr. Winslow is certainly an authority.

Mr A. Bosh ! I was only saying how could the children have gone
with us, when James expressly said in his invitation that he had only
one room to offer ?

Mrs. A. And you were so eager to accept that invilation, while if we
had accepted Aunt Plaggerty's, we couid all have gone ; but Aunt
Plaggerty doesn't fish, and smoke, and drink gin-and-water in the
evening.-

Mr. A. It may be so.

Mrs. A. Henry ! If you dare to insult a relative who is so dear to

me, in your own mind, common decency might induce you to keep such
sentiments to yourself.

Mr. A. I never said a word against the old lady. But I certainly

had no great inclination for" evenings of reading Alison, and soda-water
and bed-room candles at half-past nine.

Mrs. A". Of course you think of nobody but yourself.

Mr. A. Yes, I think of you, and how pleased aud amiable you will

look when we get to the terminus and find the doors closed, as we cer-

tainly shall.

Mrs. A". We shall do nothing of the kind.
Mr. A". I believe you are right, we shall find them open again, and

the clerks giving tickets for the next train, which docs not go to

Worthing.
Mrs. A. It will be all your own fault if we do, standing here annoying

me instead of putting the boxes into the cab.

Mr. A. It's not my business. Let the servants do it.

Mrs. A. There, hold your tongue. I will do it. (Seizes a vast box.)

Mr. X. Maria, are y
rou mail ?

Mrs, A. It is enough to make me so, being nagged and worried as

I am

.

Mr. A". Here (opens street-door) Cabman !

Cabman. Here you are, Sir !

Mr. A. I know that, but I want you here. Put these things in and
about the cab.

Cabman. Heavy load, rather, Sir, ain't it, Sir? How many might be
going, Sir ?

Mr. A. There might be twenty, but there are but two.
Mrs. A". That is right, Henry, and just like you. Standing to ex-

change wretched jokes with the lower orders, and every minute valuable,

if we are to catch the train.

Mr. A. Go ahead, my good fellow. I'll make it right.

Cabman. All serene, Sir. [Attacks the boxes.

Mrs. A. That's just like you, Henry. Pirst you joke with an
inferior, and then, of course, you undertake to pay him whatever he may
try to extort. Yesterday, poor Peter could not have a new cart,

because it was throwing away money, but his father can give anything
to an insolent cabman.
Mr. A". We shall have a break-down with all that luggage as sure as

eggs is eggs. Ah, the first Mrs. Naggleton travelled with one
portmanteau.
Mrs. A". The second Mrs. Naggleton happens to be a Lady.

\At this point the conversation of course begins to grow too terriblefor
publication, but they get off at last.

A MAN TO BE SOLD.

The intelligent foreigner of course is well aware that we are used to

sell our wives in Smithlield when it pleases us. But _ that men as well
as women are sometimes sold in England, the following advertisement
will place beyond a doubt:

—

NOTICE.—If Mr. R, who took apartments at 44, C Street, don't
come for the DOG which he left there within three days he will be SOLD, to

cover the expenses.

If we believe our Line-ley Murray, we must see quite clearly that
the "he" who " will be sold" is unhappy "Me. P." Aud unless the

advertiser intended to write slang, we must imagine that the sale will

be a mercantile transaction, resulting in the passing of Mr. P.'s own
person to the holding of whoever offers the best price for him. Seeing
this with his own eyes stated in a public print, will not the intelligent

foreigner go home with the conviction that the Slave Trade does exist

in England, however we may try to give denial to the fact?
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THREE HUNDRED BIBLEA STORIES, with nearly 300 Bible Pic-
tures, a Pictorial Sunday Book for the Young, hand-
aomeiy bound. Price As. M,, originally published at
12s. Sent post free from Field a Gnat Bible Ware-
house, 65, Regent's Qiutdrant. Every family should
have this pretty book.

A GUINEA FAMILY BIBLE
FOR 10*.

—

John Field has now ready
a handsome Family Bible, with Notes, References,
30 EnKravings, and 10 Maps, bound in antique style,

for 10s., published at 21*. A beautiful gift book,
only to be had at John Field's Great Bible Ware-
house, 65, Regent's Quadrant.

ilA ftftH BIBLES,PRAYER-U%f 9WV BOOKS, and CHURCH
SERVICES, Altars, Juvenile Books, and Standard
Authors, on Sale, in every variety uf binding, at
John Field's Great Bible Warehouse, 65, Regent's
Quadrant.

TONBON AND RYDER,
MJ Qnlrlamitbs and Jewellers, respectfully
invite the notice of the Nobility. &c, to 'their N. .,

Stock -if Elegant Jewellery. Every article in the
best possible taste, and at moderate prices. A
variety of novelties specially adapted for Wedding
Souvenirs, Diamonds rearranged, &c. 17. New
Bond Street, corner of Clifford Street. Interna-
tional Exhibition, 1862, Prize Medal for Diamond
Work, Jewellery, Silver Plate, and general Good
Taste.
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B. JOSEPH & COMPANY.
150, REGENT STREET.

^LARK'S NEURALGIC
*J TINCTURE, a certain permanent cure
for NEURALGIA. TIC-DOULOU UEUX, TOOTH
ACHE, and AGUE.—Claus, Dorking. Lobduk
Depot. f>7, St. Paul's. Soil by all Chemiats. Price
2s. id., 4«. M.
Reference, The Rev. Sia F. Goke Ousklsi, Bart.

M.A., Mub. Bac. Oxon.

IDMIE3S1IN1& M(G
^f
GENTLEMEN {cii™TE.

^ *B^sJ8_£_^_2l1cOiVIPLETE

OPPOSITE/PAMTHION
OX F R D - STREET.

E0YAL OSBORNE MIXTURE
OF BLACK TEA.

Under Royal Letters Patent.
One Pound Samples mav be had of

Franks, Son » Co., 4s. and &» pet lb. in canisters.
14, Little Tower Street, London.

VI0LEIrP0^'DER^FORTHE
w SKIN, lid., 0,/., and Is. 6<Z.—Liquid

Rouge, a beautifully natural colour, perfectly inno-
cent and pcrma ent, :-.!. K,l. Face Powder, is., and
Pearl Powder, is. M. Milk of Roses.

H. Rigge, 3n, New Bond Street.

f"APT AIN
** ORIENTAL PIi

WHITE'S
. PICKLE, CURRY, or

MULLIGATAWNY PASTE, Cnrrv Powder, and
Curry Sauce, mav be obtained from all Sauce
Vendors, and wholesale ol Crossk * Bi.ackwei.i,
Purveyors to 'he Queen, Soho Square, London.

HOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT
AND PILLS are noted for curing

Dropsy and Watery Enlargements. They effect a
perfect cure wiihout any detriment to the circula-
tory or nervous systems.

gALT and Go's EAST INDIAW PALK ALE (imperial pints 4s. 9d. the
dozen), Burton Ales, and Uuinness's Extra Stout, in
buttles of reputed and imperial measures, and casks
of IS gallons and upwards. Ale and Stout bottled
expressly for Importation.—Moody & Co., Agents
Lime Street. E.C.

NO MORE PILLS OR OTHER MEDICINES FOR OLD OR YOUNG.

" We find the safest remedy in DU BARRY'S delicious health-restoring

REVALENTA ARABICA FOOD
For Habitual Constipation, Dyspepsia (Indigestion), Palpitation, Acidity, Nausea, Consumption,

Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Bronchitis, Hemorrhoids, Nervousness, Biliousness, Torpidity of the

Liver, Debility, &c."—Andrew Ure, M.D., F.R.S. ; Dr. Harvey, Dr. Shorland, Dr. Campbell.

We extract a few out of 58,000 Cures :—Cure No. 58,216 ofthe Marchioness de Brehan, Paris, 17th

April, 1S62.
—" In consequence of a liver complaint, I was wasting away for seven years, and so

debilitated and nervous that I was unable to read, write, or in fact attend to anything, with a

nervous palpitation all over, bad digestion, constant sleeplessness, and the most intolerable

nervous agitation which prevented even my sitting down for hours together. The noises of

the street, and eveu the voice of my maid, annoyed me. I felt dreadf- "~ ^^ spirited, and all

intercourse with the world had become painful to me. Many medical jglish as well as

French, had prescribed for roe in vain. In perfect despair I took to >- -arry's Revalenta

Arabica, and lived on this delicious Food for three months. The good God be praised : it has

completely revived me, I am myself again, and able to make and receive visits and resume my
s< 'cial position. Accept, Sir, the assurance of my deepest gratitude and of my highest consider-

ation.

—

Marchioness de Br6han."
Cure, No. 1,771. Lord Stuart de Decies. of many years' dyspepsia.—No. 49.832. " Fifty years'

indescribable agony from dyspepsia, nervousness, asthma, cough, constipation, flatulency,

spasms, sickness, and vomiting. Maria Joly."—Cure, No. 58,816. Field-Marshal the Duke of

Plusknw, of dyspepsia, constipation, nervousness, and liver complaints.—Cure, No. 47,121.

Miss Elizabeth Jacobs, of extreme nervousness, indigestion, gatherings, low spirits, and nervous

fancies.—Cure, No 54.816. The Rev. James T. Campbell, Fakenham, Norfolk, " of indigestion

and torpidity of the liver, which had resisted all medical treatment; inquiries will be cheer-

fully answered."
In tins, 1 lb., 2s. 9d. ; 2 lb., 4s. fid. ; 5 lb., lis. ; 121b., 22s. Super refined quality, 10 lb„ 33.;.—

B^rrv r>" Barrv & Co., No. 77, Regent Street, London; 26, Place Vendome, Paris; and 12,

Rue de PEmpereur, Brussels. Also Fortnom & Mason, Purveyors to Her Majesty.

m
JL e A. SIMPSON & Co.

GOLDSMITHS, SILVERSMITHS, JEWELLERS, WATCH & CLOCK MANUFACTURERS,
AND IMPORTERS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF FANCY NOVELTIES.

154r. Regent Street, & 8, Beak Street, and Paris, Sue de Rivoli.

MESSRS. T. A. SIMPSON <& Co. beg respectfully to call attention to their elegant and exten-
sive Show Rooms at 154, Reoent Str' et, and 8, Beak Street, containing the most choice

and be tutiful Assortment of Novelties in Fancy Goods, as well as Articles of Utility of English
and Foreign Manufacture, both valuable and inexpensive, for presentation, forming in them-
selves an exhibition far exceeding any display of the kind in this country.

Messrs T. A. Simpson &Cn., in soliciting the honour of an inspection of their extensivo Stock
and magnificent Premises, beg to assure all who may favour them with a visit, that they will

; withapolita reception, whether Purchasers or other vise ; and they desire to intra
that it will be with them an invariable rule to exchange any articles purchased at their

Establishment which may not be approved.

Its uses are :—

PUDDINGS, CUSTARDS,

BLANCMANGE, CAKES, &c,

And for light-supper or breakfast, and

especially suited to the delicacy of

Children and Invalids : for all the uses

of Arrowroot—to the very best of

which it is preferred—it is prepared

in the usual way.

MANUFACTURERS AND PURVEYORS TO HER MAJESTY:
Paisley, Manchester, Dublin, and London.

" Perfection of Mechanism."

—

Morning Post.

GOLD 5 to 100 Gs.: SILVER 2 to 50 Gs.

Send Two Stamps for Benson's Illustrated Pamphlet, descriptive of
every construction of Watch now made, with their prices.

Watches sent to ail parts of the Kingdom free by
Post, or to India and the Colonies for 5s. extra.

33 & 34, LUDGATE HILL, and

46 & 47, CORNHILL, LONDON, E.C.

Established 1749.

GLEN F! ELD
PATENT DOUBLE-REFINED POWDER

EXCLUSIVELY USED IN HER MAJESTY'S LAUNDRY, AND PRONOUNCED BY HER
MAJESTY'S LAUNDRESS TO BE THE FINEST STARCH SHE EVER USED.

The great and ever increasing demand for this world-renowned Starch, is the best proof of its

superiority over every other kind. THE GLEN FIELD PATENT STARCH, which is adapted
for all classes—from Her Majesty downwards—possesses, in an eminent degree, the following
properties :—Great Strength combined with Great Elasticity ; Purity of Colour and Pearly
Transparency. It does not impart the yellow tinge to Fabrics which other Starches do, but
has on the contrary, the eSecf, of keeping them Clear in Colour and Strong in Texture. The
Manufacturers have no hesitation in affirming that the Glenheld Patent Starch is the Most
Perfect, and, at the same time, the Most Economical ; aud if there be any who have not done
so, they tire earnestly recommended to GIVE IT ONE FAIR TRIAL, and they will find it to
be both Easier Made and Easter Used than any other, and, like the Queen's Laundress, resolve
for the future to Use No Other.

WOTHERSPOON & Co., Glasgow aud London.

T MAPLE AND Co. FORW » CARPETS.
TEN THOUSAND PIECES RICH BRUSSELS,

From 2*. firf. to 2s. 1 H. per yard.
VELVET AND TURKEY CAIIPETS,

in Great Variety.
Entrance 145, Tottenham Court Road.

BIEING AND "DRAWING
ROOM FURNITURE.

The Eugenie Easy-chair, price 25*.
The Prince of Wales Chair, price 32c.
The Vienna Easy-chair, price 35*.
The Paragon Couch, price 3 guineas.
The Prince of Wales Couch, price 3£ guineas.

J. Maple & Co.

WOOD ¥I0LET
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price: %
fsOCKLE'S ANTIBILIQUSv PILLS, for indigestion, bile, Hick bead-
ache, acidify, heartburn, flatulency, spasms, &c.
Prepared only by Jambs Cock_e, 18, New Ormond
Street, London, auu lu be had of all Medicine Ven-
dors, in hoses at 1* ltd , 2*. 9d., 4*. fid., and 1 1*.

H~K. THE VICEROY'S
• CANDLES.-Pnre Paraffin, Is. 8d.

per lb. ; City Sperm. Is. id. per lb.

WatTMoHE & Ckadpock, lit, Bhhopssrate Street
Witbin, London.

Contractors to U. M. Board of Works.

ROWLANDS' MACASSAR OIL, for promotiDt I

the Growth, Restoring aud Beautifying the Humai»1
Hair.
ROWLANDS* KALYDOR for Improving and]

Beautifying the Complexion and Skin, and Eradi-j
entire r.utanenuw defect 1".

jROWLANDS' ODONTO. or Pearl Dentifrice, for 1

the Teeth, Gums, and Breath.
Sold at 20, Hatton Garden, and by Chemists and

Perfumers.

MERIT ACKNOWLEDGED !

International Exhibition, lSf>2.

fHE JLTROKS OF CLASS III.* have, after a searching series of analy-
sis, awarded a PRIZE MEDAL for the " Purity and
Excellence of Quality" of WOTIIEKSPOON'S
VICTORIA LOZENGES, purchasers of which may
rest assure! that all are made of equal quality to
Ihose exhibited. They are flavoured with Pepper-
miut. Cinnamon, R.ose, Lemon, Musk, Lavender,
Clove, and Ginger, and are to be had only in Packets
labelled " VVothersp ou's Victoria Lnzensres," at
Id., id., 4'/., *d., and U. id. ench. of all respectable
Grocers, Confectioners, Drusr^ists, Stc.

Wotherspoon ,v Co.. Glasgow and London.

FURNITURE
CARRIAGE FREE.
P.&.S. BEYFUSv
144. OXFORD STREET

6l9\ TO 35XITY ROAD.

THE PATENT CIGAR TUBE,
"• by which One Half of the Cig'ar can be
Smolted with-nut the other Half getting 1'amped
and Heated, so much complained of hv the ordinary
way of Smoking, thereby Retaining the Flavour to
the last, Is.. Is. M., and with Amber Mouth Piece,
2s., post free 2d. extra.

Bush & Co., 95, Gracechurch Street.
Wholesale Warehouse, 290, Ilisli Holborn.

PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS EXHIBITION, 1S55.

METCALFE, BIUGLEY,
i*8

' &Oo.'sNew Pattern Tooth Brushes,
penetrating unbleached Hair Brushes, improved
inesh Brushes, and g-cnuine Smyrna Sporures, with
every description ot Brush. Comb, and Perfumery,
Kill b, and 131, Oxford Street. Metcai.pk's cele-
brated Alkaline Tooth Powder. 2s. per box.

AMES LEWIS'S
INTERNATIONAL BOUQUET.

Price 2s. lid.

EASTERN ANNEXE, EXHIBITION.

rpH E
A. coi

LADIES' CONSTANT
COMPANION is the most useful article

ofthe day, anil oneol the most Graceful and Elen.int
ornaments that can adorn the female ftsure. Price
from 7s. 6d. Full particulars sent by post on appli-
cation to Smith &Co., 133, Pantheon, Oxford Street,
London-

The Trade supplied on liberal terms.
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A PARLIAMENT OF PUMPS.
E observe that at a meet-

ing of the officious noodles

constituting the" Interna-

tional Temperance and
Prohibition Conference,

assembled at the Hanover
Square Rooms, in the

course of the much speak-

ing by which those fussy

busybodies exposed their

folly, the following espe-

cially remarkable absur-

dities were uttered.
_
Ac-

cording to report, in a

paper by the Dean of Car-
lisle on "Legislation on
the Liquor Traffic," sug-

gested by the House of

Commons in 1834;, which
was read by the Rev.
Canon Jenkins :

—

" The dean said that time had
exaggerated a hundredfold the
reasons for legislation which
existed in 1S34."

Considering the noto-

rious decrease of drunken
ness which has taken place

during the last eight-and-

twenty years, Dean Close evinced little judgment in asserting that time had exaggerated the

reasons for legislation on the liquor trade. The less Close says about exaggeration of those

reasons the better. Time tells only the truth. We also read that :—
" Mr. Haughton, of Dublin, could not understand on what principle of logic or common sense after

hundreds of Acts of Parliament, men could seek a continuance of restrictive measures."

So far so wise. One wonders to hear such reason from the mouth of a teetotaller. Oue

thinks one has met with a sensible advocate of temperance. But in the very next sentence

Mb,. Haughton bewrayeth himself:

—

" They must have free-trade or prohibition—he said the latter."

Anybody endowed with the least logic or common sense would say the former. If hundreds
of restrictive Acts of Parliament have failed, the presumption is, that a prohibitive Act of

Parliament would succeed no better. But Mr. Haughton comes from Dublin. A less

rational gentleman never came from Cork with his coat buttoned hind-part-before.

Teetotal Ireland having spoken by the mouth of Mr. Haughton :—
" Dr. Fiog, of Scotland, asked if it was not inconsistent with equity and British law that persons convicted

of crime committed whilst they were intoxicated should be subjected to punishment, and whether they ought
not to be treated as lunatics ?

"

Equity, Dr. Eigg, has no jurisdiction in cases of drunkenness, and though the Lord
Chancellor may direct the disposal of a lunatic's property, the Magistrate only can order an

investment, on the part of the drunkard, iu the

Stocks. Drunken persons ought not to be
treated as luuafics when they get sober, and
whilst they are drunk they are liable to get shut

up as it is (as Mr. Punch has elsewhere recom-
mended that they should be). It is not only

consistent with British law, but it is a British

law-maxim, that drunkenness is no excuse for a

crime, but aggravates the offence. A very im-

becile person, who talks idiotic twaddle, ought
to be taken care of equally with a sot affected

with delirium tremens. Thou art answered, Figg,
according to thy figgery. hfteo for thee, Eigg !

The Rev. E. Bishop, speaking of the Maine
Law in Yankeedom, said that :

—

" The law was enforced at Worcester. He attended a
military festival there, at which sentiments were spoken
to without wine being drunk, and all the officers assem-
bled at breakfast next morning free from headache."

Wonderful ! Does Mr. Bishop imagine that

officers are generally accustomed to get drunk at

military festivals overnight, and come down to

breakfast with a headache next morning ? And
are total abstainers never troubled with head-

aches—even after having listened to a long speech

made by a simpleton ?

A dreadful witticism was perpetrated by
another reverend gent :—
" The Rev. H. Gall objected to the disfranchisement of

publicans, which contemplated their existence, which it

was intended to terminate. (Laughter.)"

Mr. Gall apparently proposes to terminate

the existence of the publicans by starvation.

O Gall, thou didst make a bitter bad joke, and
art, indeed, the very gall of bitterness ! Thou
also, Gall, art answered according to thy
quality.

After the inanities above quoted, we are happy
to present our readers with a bit of fun, related

very seriously by a Mr. Sinclair :

—

" In explanation of the fact that liquors could be
obtained at Delavan House, New York, he said that Mr.
Delavan had let the house on a lease which stipulated
that intoxicating drinks should not be sold there, but the
tenaut evaded the terms of the lease by purchasing the
next house and making a communication between them.

"

He knocked a hole through the wall. '
->, let

Mr. Sinclair and his allies be well assured, will

a coach-and-six, or a railway-train, be driven

through any Act of Parliament, bearing on the

liquor law, which interferes with the liberty of

the subject.

A TEMPTING OPEER EOR THE MILLION.

Here is an advertisement that has been running about the French
and English newspapers. It beats in coolness any day that we have
had this extra-hyperborean summer :

—

TO BE SOLD, for 10,000,000 francs, the chef d'eeuvre of Raffaele and
-«- of painting, an unknown original, representing the DEATH of ST. JOSEPH.
The person who first offers the price demanded will possess the picture without competition.
The right of reproduction will be disposed of separately. On view at Paris, at the
Galerie , 17, from 1 till 9 o'clock every day, except Sunday. Monday and
Thursday will be reserved lor those who, wishing to see the picture at leisure, but
without exceeding- half an hotir, will pay five francs for admission.

We advise, therefore, all those who have 10,000,000 francs to spare,

not to lose a moment's time, but to make an offer at once. He who
comes first will have the honour of being knocked down first. If the
second bidder were to make an advance of one, or two millions, his

offer would be indignantly rejected. The "competition" to possess
it is already so great, that if you hesitate one tidal train, the picture
may be for ever snatched from you. So attractive are its charms, that
you are not allowed to admire it for more than half an hour at a time.
Tarry one ecstatic minute longer, and you are infallibly charged an extra
five francs. If we hadn't been to Paris already eight times this year,
we would rush over incontinently, without waiting to kiss the children or
say good-bye to Judy, purposely to see the chef d'eeuvre. It is true that
Mons. Paul de Saint Yictor says that the picture in question is not
worth 40 francs, but then Mons. Paul is an art-critic who does not
understand anything about it. It is very clear that he hasn't ten
millions of francs to give, and, therefore, in his rage at not being able
to possess the invaluable treasure, he does his shabbiest to depreciate
it. It is the usual spite of the world. In our opinion, we have not the
slightest doubt that this highly-priced tableau is in fact priceless—that
it is par excellence one of those master- pieces that no money can

purchase, and what is more, never will. If it is equal to the advertise-

ment, it must be a master-piece of the very highest colouring that

we are sure, cannot be matched for its boldness and daring effects all

over the world.

JUMP OUT OF THE BAG, PUSS !

"President Lincoln has replied to Mr. Horace Greeley's recent letter to him.
He says that he is einphaticaUy for union, and that he would retain or destroy
slavery wholly or in part if union could be obtained by either means."

This is what Lincoln writes to Horace,
Somebody make a glossary for us,

Ignorant owls we are

:

For the North hasbeen ranting, raving, blaring,

Scolding, swaggering, cussing, swearing,

Because Britannia was not sharing

In the Anti-Slavery War.

Bruin at Large.

In a list of fashionable intelligence we meet with the announcement
that :—

" Prince Menscitikoff has left Claridge's Hotel for Germany."

Left Claridge's Hotel, has he ? We thought that Menschikopf
had been staying in the Zoological Gardens.

a material distinction.

Business and occupation are not synonymous terms. The French
persist in the occupation of Rome ; but they have no business there.

VOL. xliii.
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Fatigued Swell
down one side

,

'
' Confound

of the Gallent
these Piel

y, an el I
chars—so

the other ;

many ofcm. Tell you what, you go

we '11 get through 'em that very.

"

M'CLELLAN'S MAECH.
Hun, soldiers, run, but not away,
Oh no, my gallant men !

You run to turn another day,
And charge the stronger then.

Strategic movement, not stampede,
This retrogression style,

Because we are, as we recede,

Advancing all the while.

The fiery comet rolls, on path
Elliptic, through the sky;

So we pursue our course of wrath :

Like blazing stars we fly,

And still shall fly till we come back
As fast as now we go,

And scatter, in our burning track,

Destruction death and woe.

On, then, ye Warriors of the North !

Off, in your onset, mind,
With all the speed you can put forth,

And leave the South behind.
Back ! that is Forward ! on your foes,

To guard their own turned out,

Our yoke that you may reimpose :

Face—to the right-about

!

SECOND THOUGHTS ARE BEST.

It was the intention of the Comet, when it originally

started on its holiday trip, to have paid a flying visit to the
Earth, but it became, on the very first glimpse it caught
of this terrestrial globe, so dissatisfied with what it beheld,

that it immediately turned tail, and is now hurrying away in

an opposite direction as fast as it can. Far from regret-

ting this estrangement, we are delighted to notice this

increasing coolness on the part of the Comet ; for we are
confident if the Earth and its fiery friend were ever to meet,
that cither one or the other would be sure to suffer dread-
fully from the consequences. It is peculiarly one of those
cases in which the farther two persons of quite contrary
natures are kept apart, the more likely they are to remain
friends.

A VENERABLE BANKRUPT.
"Dear Mr. Punch,

"As you are always ready to defend (ho?c who are wronged, I

beg to submit, my case for your consideration.

"I have had the misfortune to become a bankrupt, and a brief report,

of the circumstances appeared in the newspapers. I subjoin the material
part of that report :

—

" The bankrupt, a young man, had spent nine thousand pounds in about as many
months. The creditors consisted of hosiers, jewellers, publicans, bill discounters,
and others. No person appeared to oppose, and the examination was passed."

"Just so, Sir, and I think it would have been very hard had any one
opposed. I do not dispute the accuracy of the statement that I spent
nine thousand pounds in about as many months, but I contend that
this cannot be called an extravagant expenditure. Nine thousand
months, Sir, as I need not tell you, make seven hundred and fifty years,
and I respectfully submit that taking into account the disturbed ages in

which I have lived, and the various calls which the necessities of those
times made upon me, I have not been wanton or careless in my outlay.
I was born, as a slight calculation founded upon the above statement in
the papers will show you, in the year 1112, but it is unfair to charge
me with spending much money while very young. My first serious out-
lay was for a very handsome suit of clothes in which I attended the
coronation of the Empress Maud at Winchester in March 1141, and if

I flatter myself that I cut rather a brilliant figure upon that interesting
occasion, such vanity may be pardoned in a spiingald. I gave a good
deal of money towards the shrine of Becket, after the very unpleasant
occurrence in Canterbury Cathedral, and I contributed rather largely to
the £400,000 raised to ransom King Richard the Lionhearted, and
the man who would refuse to stretch forth his hand to rescue a virtuous
—well—a valiant king (virtus has both meanings) in distress is un-
worthy the name of a mediaeval buffer. I was a good deal victimised
during the Wars of the Roses, and I sent King Richard the Third,
who was a very fine fellow, and has been much misrepresented, a hand-
some present, in order to show my disbelief in the ridiculous story,
set about by the papers of the period, that, he had polished off his
nephews. I went to the Field of the Cloth of Gold, and I need not say

that for the honour of England I shelled out the tin on that festive

occasion, and I had to pay rather vigorously when Queen Bess wanted
money to fight 1 he Spaniards. I paid away money a good deal during the

Civil Wars, and King Charles the Second borrowed a lot of me,
which I need hardly tell you I never saw again. I own to having been
done in the South Sea Bubble, but, we all make mistakes sometimes,
and I atoned for my fault by subscribing liberally to the defence of

England against the Pretender. I could not, I put it to you, stay away
from the coronation of George the Third, and prices were high in

1hose days, and I had my pocket picked in the No Popery riots of 1780.

I suffered also by the commercial embarrassments of 1810, and by some
of the companies, especially one for importing quicksilver from the
planet Mercury, in 1825, and this brings me on to the present time,

when I have also had my troubles.

"Now, Sir, I do not think that nine thousand pounds in seven
hundred and fifty years is a, very large sum for a man who has lived in

good society to spend, and I think that the Commissioner might have
dismissed me with a slight compliment. However, I rely upon you to

do me justice, and am, Sir,
" Your obedient Servant,

"The Bankrupt in Question."

A Lesson to Auctioneers.

At the Mansion-House, one day last week, William Brackxin, an
Auctioneer, was charged with an assault on a Mr. Thomson, which con-

sisted in hitting the complainant a violent, blow on the mouth. Defendant
pleaded guilty, and was fined 40.?. and costs. Serve him right. Auc-
tioneers must be taught not to knock people down.

a heavy blow, and great discouragement.

It seems very strange that at the present moment, in America, when
they are experiencing the greatest, difficulty in raising the wind, that every
one should be rushing away as fast as he can " to get out of the draft."

An Engraving by Doo.—A forged bank-note.
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REPOSE.
Yes ! But we are sure that if Ellen knew what a Figure Frederick made of Her by Si'Rawling about on the Cliff just

behind Her, She wouldn't be so Quiet.

A FEDERAL TRIUMPH.

A Federal warrior writes the New York Commercial a letter con-

taining the following account of an exploit in which lie assisted at

Donaldsonviile on the Mississippi :—
" Captain Broome, with the marines of tho Hartford, landed, and immediately

proceeded in search of one Philip Landeay, a noted guerilla captain, and a very
desperate character. We came upon him as he entered the lane leading to his house,
before he had time to gallop out of the gate, and as his horse could not jump the
fence, he left his horse saddled and bridled, also his sword, all of which we captured.

"

"What, all? That was a seizure indeed for the marines of the Hart-

ford, with Captain Broome at their head ! It appears by the fore-

going account, that they not only took the horse of the guerilla Captain,

saddled and bridled, but likewise the whole of his sword. What a

quantity of plunder! Having accomplished this wonderful capture,

our hero tells us :

—

" We then proceeded to his house, which was handsomely furnished ; we burned
his house, furniture, stables, outhouses, and sugar refinery valued at $100,000.
While engaged in burning his property, a party of guerillas fired upon us from the
bushes, but at too great a distance to do any damage. We suppose they imme-
diately ran off, as we could find nothing of them afterwards."

Is it possible that these warriors would have run off too if one or two
of them had been shot by Captain Landray's guerillas " while
engaged in burning his property ?

"

The gallant fellow says in conclusion :

—

" We burned, besides, some 24 houses, including hotels, saw-mills, &c, destroying
over half a million dollars' worth of property, and returned to the fleet without
losing a man."

There is or was a political section of Ameiicans rejoicing in the name
of Barnburners. Perhaps this paity has taken military service under
the Federal Government, and the author of the above-quoted tale of
arson practised on private houses as a warlike operation, and his com-
rades, together with their leader, Captain Broome, belong to the corps,

which has been draughted into the marines of the Hartford. There in

a genuine Yunkeeism in the unconsciousness of a ludicrous self-exposure

remarkable in his description of the manoeuvres carried out against

"Philip Landray, a noted guerilla chieftain and a very desperate

character." The narrative evinces partly the self-complacency of a man
relating his share in a pleasing and meritorious transaction, and partly

the gust with which a felon details his crimes. With what a relish, having
described himself and his companions as having "captured" Captain
Landray's sword, he goes on to say, "We then proceeded to his liouse,

whiclf was handsomely furnished,"— evidently gloating on the value of

the furniture they destroyed
—

" we burned his house, furniture, stables,

outhouses, and sugar refinery, valued at $100,000 !
" How keen is the

enjoyment with which he dwells on the injury which they inflicted on
the Confederate officer, "while engaged in burning his property," and
with which he mentions that they burned numerous other houses and
places of business, " destroying over half a million dollars' worth of

property !
" What a notion of having been concerned in a glorious

exploit is obvious in his boast that they all " returned to the fleet with-

out losing a man !
" their enterprise against an enemy incapable of

resistance, reminding us of the victorious assault commemorated in a

couplet quoted by Cobbett :

—

" Father and mother and I, with a chosen band,
Beat a poor little boy till he couldn't go or stand."

Just such a triumph, apparently, was that which the incendiaries of

Donaldsonville have to brag of, and which is glorified, as above, by one

of the gang.

Another Discovery in London.

So, the wonderful Cavity behind St. Paul's, that mystery which has

so long puzzled the world, is at last comprehensible. It is not a pit

(constructed on the principle of the Bears' den at the Zoological

Gardens) in which aldermen are kept, and taught to climb up a pole,

and take bits of green fat from the end of sticks. A proclamation,

rendering the eye-sore still more hideous, now extends across it, and
announces—" Beer below." Henceforth, therefore, let the hitherto

auonymous Hole be known by the name of the Bung-Hole.
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REPORT ON HASTINGS.

BY OUR. OWN SPECIAL COMMISSIONER.

O the Hon. Mr. Punch.
" Sir,—1. You having

commissioned me to visit

this ancient and celebrated

Cinq Port, and to report

upon its general condition,

with mention of any special

circumstances which might,

seem to me desirable of

notice, I have the honour
to make such report, as

follows :

—

" 2. I number my para-

graphs, as usual in official

despatches, and for more
convenient reference.

" 3. For reasons inex-

plicable to myself, you
desiied me to depart from
my ordinary rule of select-

ing as my quarters the most
distinguished Hotel in the

place, and of affording its

proprietary every oppor-
tunity for displaying its re-

sources, aud you instructed

me to take lodgings and live

quietly. Repulsive to my
own feelings and habits as

was sueli a course, I have not hesitated to obey, for reasons that will

occur to yourself or your respected cashier.
" 4. There were no lodgings to be obtained on my arrival in Hastings,

but towards nightfall I watched a family out of a house, aud I rushed
in before any other candidate could arrive. I secured a back parlour

and a closet, which it would be flattery to call a bed-room, for two
guineas and a half a week, kitchen fire, shoe-cleaning, gas, and most
other things of course extra. I could have lived more cheaply at an
hotel, mats tu I'as voulu, M. Punch,

" 5. There are six families in the house, and they all insist on taking
their separate meals at the same hour. There are eleven children in

all, from ahobbedyhoy with clumping boots and a heavy voice to a baby
whose incessant shrieks indicate rather a very bad disposition or a
totally indifferent nurse. They begin to get up at six, after which there

is no peace. 1 mention this martyrdom among the special circumstances
referred to in Paragraph 1.

" G. The cigars sold to visitors in Hastings are, so far as I have yet
had opportunities of ascertaining, simply abominable. Whether the
vendors have better ones for the residents I know not, but I have
not allowed price to stand bet-ween me and decent tobacco, as you may
be aware it was not likely 1 should do. I am exceedingly unwell in

consequence of this local peculiarity.
" 7. I think I have never seen so many pretty girls in any given

watering-place as are now in Hastings. That 1 can appreciate this

fact, under the moral disadvantages implied in the paragraph No. 6,

may I think be taken in proof of my impartiality as well as of my
accuracy. They mostly wear hats, have lovely hair (much golden hair
is visible) but the new sea-fide jacket of blue with its little brass
buttons is not much worn, save by those who have few other attractions.

" 8. This is a place rather for aristocratic sorts of people than for
common holiday makers. This statement is not my own, but was
tendered to me by my landlady in return for my complaint that several
articles were about twice as dear here as at Brighton. I was instantly
silenced, or rather convinced, and I replied, ' O, of course, we don't
care what we pay, aw, but we like the best of heveiythink,' a sentiment
which obtained that lady's admiration.

" 9. The Local Board of Health is said to have done a good deal for the
Drainage, which used to be outrageously bad. There are awfully fishy
odours in Hastings proper, and there is a vast pipe in front of Hastings
elegant, and 1 hope it is all right, but I have not ventured near. I
detect nothing objectionable in the general atmosphere. The Board
has painted its name in large letters on the backs of all the seats along
the sea— seats may have no obvious connection with a Board of Health,
but the dodge is a good one, as it perpetually reminds visitors that
there is a Body watching over the sanatory condition of the place.

" 10. The boatmen are not very troublesome, and if you make a
tolerably loud and abusive answer to one tout, the others will let you
alone. You are not much annoyed by the vendors of shells and pin-
cushions : I suppose they find it, hopeless to bother us, the aristocratic
sorts of people. The bathing machines are very bad, but the curators
thereof are extremely civil. Decorum of all kinds is strictly enforced,
a contrast to most watering-places.

" 11. The hired carriages are very good, indeed. Most of the drivers

have red faces. The turnpikes are numerous, and the roads are, on the

other hand, badly made and badly kept. Perhaps, if the pikes were
done away, the roads might be better. They could hardly be worse.

" 12. The Dripping Well scarcely drips, and Old Roar doesn't roar.

Both are humbugs, but the scenes in which they are placed are pretty.

The Lovers' Seat is connected with the dullest aud stupidest common-
place story of an elopement, but the view is an out-and-outer.

" 13. The Hastings Guide Book is the worst I ever bought. It is

padded out with antiquarian rubbish, and the careful detail and advice

which aloue make a guide hook worth having is absent. But the con-

coct or may have purposely left, it, unexplanatory, in the interest, of

flymen, biped guides, and the like, in which case I admire him as a man
of Hastings, while 1 object to him as a man of letters.

" 14. The Volunteers work very gallantly, aud have the most, de-

lightful shooting place. To lie on the hill-side, near the sea, and look

at them, makes one feel quite ardent in the cause of patriotism, and the
more so when one has a good weed, presented by au officer, from his

London remnant. I believe that if the battle of Hastings had to be
fought over again, the Volunteers would do better service than the old

Archers, and then, when the order came for an advance with the Bills,

wouldn't the lodging-house keepers make the foeman bleed ?

" 15. The Circulating Library keepers are excessively obliging, and
get the new books aud let you have them at the shortest notice. They
do not seem to think it, a favour to let you have a book, and they do not
insult you for expressing au unfavourable opinion upon one which they
may place in your hands. In a word, they know their business. Con-
sequently, there is great reading in Hastings. 1 saw one of my own
works, though by no means my finest, in the hands of eight very
handsome ladies. [? Editor of P.]

" 16. Dover is within sight of Hastings, and letters from Hastings
to Dover are sent round by London, so that you get an answer on the
third day. I don't know that it much matters, as nobody can be in a
hurry to hear from Dover, but I mention it as a curiosity of the post.

" 17. I am happy to say that there are no public amusements here,

except, throwing stones into the sea, so that, I am spared the necessity

of puffing provincial abilities or London intolerabilities.
" 18. The cigars are abominable, but the girls are very pretty.

"Bohemia, Hastings."

I have the honour, &c.

" Peregrine Palcon."

GARIBALDI DOWN.
Alas ! the love of Italy lies bleeding,

But not in vain; his wounds are mouths, that speak,

With an ungenerous Patron strongly pleading,

The stronger that the Prisoner's voice is weak.
He fell, a forlorn hope of patriots leading,

Whose cry for Rome had fallen on ears unheeding.
How long ! And must they Pome still longer seek ?

A hero's venture, not a madman's freak,

The world had named bis high attempt, succeeding.

It has not failed, a captive though he lies,

If niggard France relent. Napoleon, hear
The noble blood that out upon thee cries,

And thy base policy, which right denies

To Italy, if not thy baser fear.

SUFFERING AND SYMPATHY.

There is, in Galignani, au account of an accident, which happened

near Biussels to a foreign nobleman, who was riding m his carriage,

when his horses took fright at the discharge of some firearms, and ran

away with him ; whereupon, says Galignani

:

—
" The count jumped out. but being struck by tbe wheel, he fell violently to the

ground, breaking one of his legs and receiving other injury. His condition, how-
ever, does not inspire any uneasiness."

Doesn't it? The condition of a man laid up with a broken leg, not

to mention any other injury, may not inspire any uneasiness, but must,

one would think, involve not a little.

The Progress of Slang.

A Marriage in high life is called an alliance. People being gene-

rally prone to ape their superiors, this foolish word will soon come to

be applied to marriages in middle life and low life. The necessary con-

sequence will be, that a married couple will be called Allies. Already

we speak of Captain So-and-So and his Lady instead of his Wife. It

will next be Captain Sn-snd-So and his Ally, and ultimately "Me, and

my Ally " instead of " My Wife and I," or'" I aud my Husband" will

be a customary form of speech amongst, the lower orders.
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GARIBALDI SURRENDERS HIS SWORD.
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AWFUL SCENE AT BIARRITZ.

T/ie Man of Silence has just entered his dressing-room near the sea.

The door of the apartment is violently burst open, and enter to him

the Man of Fleet Street.

Mr. Punch. I say. Come

!

The Emperor. Come where, my friend, and would you shut that door,

as there is no end. of a draught ?

Mr. P. You are surprised to see me ?

The E. I am never surprised.

Mr. P. Well then, I am, sometimes. And this is one of the times.

How came von to run away from Paris without seeing me ?

The E. My friend !

Mr. P. O, bother, don't friend me. I consider that you have behaved
uncommonly rudely, and that 's all about it.

The E. If so, allons !

Mr. P. All very fine, but you don't impose upon me with your
reticence. A Frenchman thinks it such a miracle that a man is able to

hold Ins tongue, that you astonish your subjects bv your silence, but

we are not to be done that way. What are you going to do ?

TheE. Bathe.
]\lr. P. I say—not too much of that sort of thing with me. I like

the epigrammatic as well as anybody, but there is a time when it is a

man's business to open his mouth. Is there not?
The E. At seven. Come. Don't dress.

Mr. P. 1 '11 tell you what, Elected of the Millions, you '11 rile me
presently. Yes, I will dine with you, but look here. 1 have come to

you upon the Italian question, and I demand to know your intentions.

I ought to be aware of everytiring ?

The E. Who is, if not you ?

Mr. P. A very proper compliment, Louts Napoleon, but I am not
exactly in the mood for compliments at this present speaking. It is

perfectly clear that a crisis has arrived, and that the eyes of all Europe
are now turned upon you.

The E. Rude of Europe. \_Draws down blind.

Mr. P. My dear Emperor, I am not here to le;irn that you have
plenty of esprit, or that you might write a whole Charivari by yourself,

if you could get your censor's leave to publish. Now let me have a

serious answer to a serious question. What order have you sent to

your General in Rome?
The E. The Legion of Honour.
Mr. P. Nephew of your Uncle, do not provoke me too much, for this

is very hot weather, and I have a temper to match. Garibaldi has
made his attempt, is defeated, and is a wouuded prisoner. The move-
ment is at an cud.

The E. How can-fully you have read the papers.
Mr. P. You want to put me into a passion, do you, Sire ? Then you

just shan't. Now, Mr. Piotector of Home, yen perceive that I lie

good King, Victor-Emmanuel, is quite capable of protecting Rome
without your aid, and so you may march out with perfect comfort—for

the door is open.
The E. {Looks at handle). No, it is closed, but I thank you.
Mr. P. You will not have much reason to thank me, presently. Do

you hear what I say ? Rome does not want you there any longer. So,

are you going to walk out ?

The E. With the Empress, at two.
Mr. P. Emperor, you have no business in the Eternal City. I tell

you that your Occupation is indefensible.
TheE. (Shows paper). Why, I am only drawing caricatures for my

child.

Mr. P. Your occupation of Rome, Sire. You understand me per-
fectly well.

The E. Who misunderstands lucidity personilied ?

Mr. P. I am all that, no doubt. But I repeat my question, and I
demand a response.

The E. Amen

!

Mr. P. What do you mean by that?
The E. (mildly). That is a response, I believe. At least I have

always understood so from the priests.

Mr. P. Emperor of the Frekch, or rather of France, a dark thought
strikes me. Is it possible that you have not made up your mind upon
the course you are 10 adopt ? If so I think you ought to be ashamed of
yourself. But, if you are in doubt, it is well I came. I will direct you
as to the course.

The E. De Morny manages my racing.
Mr. P. Does he ? 1 wish your Imperial Stableship much joy. You

are dexterous, Sire, but I return to the charge, and 1 design to do so
again and again until I have elicited the truth. What line are you
going to take ?

TheE. For my return to Paris? There is but one. We do not waste
money on half a dozen railways to the same place, like certain islanders.

The South- Western.
Mr. P. Son of Queen Hortense, would yon do me the favour to

avoid levity when we arc speaking on a grave subject.

The E, We ? You.
Mr. P. Ah, yes, but you shall speak on it also before I have done

with you. If you are firm, I am obstinate. Sire, it is now as useless

as it is unjust for you to continue your occupation of Rome. Do you
intend to bring it to an end.

The E. Rome ? Fate forbid !

Mr. P. What—what do you mean by Rome ?

TheE. The capital of

—

Mr. P. (eagerly). Ah ?

The E. (smiles). Of the temporal dominions of his Holiness the Pope.
Mr. P. Bali, but what do you mean by invoking Fate about Rome ?

The E. You asked me, my valued friend, whether 1 intended to destroy

Rome, or you used words to that effect.

Mr. P. When the Artful Dodger dies you shall be Dodger, though I

had promised the place to your friend Dizzy. Are you not going to let

me into your confidence; me, Punch, your truest and best ally ?

The E. I am. Pardon me that I have hesitated, but it was in the

hopes of gaining from your wisdum some new light upon my situation.

Mr. P. (blushing). Nay, I am sure that I shall be but too happy, Sire,

to afford you any new light in my power.

The E. You can sive me much. Would you touch the spring of that

blind ?

Mr. P. (does so. The blind flies up). Well, Sire ?

The E. (smiles ) You see, 1 did not over-rate your ability.

Mr. P. By Jove! But I'll keep my temper.

The E. It is always well to do so. In reward for your heroic effort,

walk up-stairs and see the Empress, and tell her that you are coming to

dinner. And she will show you the child. If you are good natured,

you will tell him a story.

Mr. P. (with profound intention). Shall I tell him that the child of

the Fii-tST Napoluon was King of Rome.
The E. (with intense explosion.) Ha ! You have— but no matter, no

matter. Go to the Empress, my dear friend, go to the Empbess.
[Rushes out.

Mr. P. He has dashed into the sea with his clothes on. But I have

undressed his soul. Ha !

[Is left in an attitude, considering several things.

A CLERICAL CONGRATULATION.
" Dear Punch,

" There can be no doubt that the intellect of mankind is in a

progressive state, and that we are much wiser than our forefathers.
" This consideration has just been forced upon us, the undersigned,

by the historical statements winch have appeared in reference to the

departure of the Nonconformist clergy from the Church of England
upon the Act of "Uniformity coming into operation.

" A couple of thousand clergymen (more or fewer) resigned their

livings, because they would not say that they believed in the whole
contents of the Prayer Book.

" Since that time., Sir, intellect has advanced, and did those good,

but narrow-minded men live in our days, the Church would not need

to lose their services.
" Suppose that some Essayists and Reviewers in the time of Charles

the Second had made it clear to these two thousand clergymen, that

in solemnly declaring their belief in the, contents of the Prayer Book,

they only meant that they were complying with what was generally

understood in society to be a mere form, and that they were at liberty

to believe as much or as little as they liked, provided that they accepted

the Prayer Book in the spirit of men of the world, and did not scan-

dalise their parishes by any out-of-the-way doctrines.
" Had there happily existed such teachers in the times of the Non-

conformists, those men might just as well have remained in the Church,

and taken her honours and emoluments, as

" Your obedient Servants,

" St. Januis Bay, 1862." " The Essayists and Reviewers."

Scratch Matches.

Some matches bave been published which will ignite only in contact

with the box in which they are sold. A wedded friend of ours (a brute)

states that the invention reminds him of a well-bred married couple,

who never fly into passions with friends or strangers, but fire up into

prompt explosion with one another. He suggests that these matches

should be called the Coujugals. We suggest that he should be kicked.

zoological companions.

The ever-active Secretary to the Zoological Society announces the

arrival of a new creature called " Ayk-aye " A letter from the Vatican

informs us that another curious creature called " No NO," is not unlikely

to be hastily exported to England. Could not \)k. Sclater arrange

to exhibit both in the Regent's Park ?

M*«H*4'Mr
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A SKETCH AT BUXTON.

Showing the Awful Effects of a Season among the Crinolines at the Exhibition.

SCIENTIFIC STEALING.

The subjoined extract from a police report
relates to a not very common offence :

—

" Thames.—Yesterday, George Wallis, aged 41, a
florist and gardener, was charged with stealing 500 feet

of gas."

We have heard one schoolboy ask another,
whistling a tune, " How much is that a yard ?

"

but in the case above quoted we find an air, to

wit, carburetted hydrogen, measured by the
foot. It is lucky for the gas companies that
aeriform fluids are capable of being measured
somehow, so that a thief who steals a volume
of gas may be tried and punished as effectually

as the fellow was the other day for stealing

books out of the British Museum Library. But
when gLS is superseded by electricity, how will

that be measured ? It can't be weighed, being
one of the "imponderables;" it has no dimen-
sions, and the electric fluid is incapable of being
meted by the pint and quart. The electrometer
does not divide it into quantities, but doubtless
invention will keep pace with discovery, and a
suitable instrument will serve to indicate, the
amount of electricity which a rogue has filched

from a wire. We may trust the science of the
future to take care of its own.

Obvious.

Somebody advertises some tinted spectacles,

which he states to be used by great numbers of
the aristocracy, " including Loud Palmer-
ston." These last words induced us imme-
diately to send for a pair, for we like to see
everything couleur de rose.

HINT EOR AN EXPERIMENT.

The London Magistrates are, as a rule, just, intelligent, humane gen-

tlemen, who desire to discourage, as much as possible, the crimes they

have to punish. And they one and all declare that at least two-thirds

of such crimes are committed in consequence of Drink. These pre-

misses granted, does it not seem odd that the following is virtually, if

not in words, the dialogue which passes clay after day in our Police
Courts ?

Magistrate. Prisoner, you are proved to have beaten your mother,
kicked the constables, and otherwise behaved in a most brutal manner.
What have you to say?

Prisoner {doggedly). I know nothing about it. I was drunk.
Magistrate. You were drunk ?

Prisoner. Very drunk.

Magistrate. 0, well, if you were drunk, that makes a difference. A
drunken man does not know what he is doing. It is very wrong of you,
however, to get drunk, and I fine you twenty shillings, which I hope
will be a lesson to you.

The prisoner immediately paid the fine, and went away, as he said, to
wop the witnesses.

This is really what the usual conversation between the Magistrate
and the Prisoner amounts to, and the ridiculous fine is the result. But
suppose (and Mr. Punch throws out the suggestion with all respect for
the excellent Magistrates) the dialogue should take this turn :

Magistrate. You say you were drunk ?

Prisoner. Yes, I was.
Magistrate. Very well, you plead guilty to that offence, and I

will deal with it first. A man has no right to get drunk, because
drunkenness is in itself a crime, and exposes him to the danger of
committing other crimes. I send you to hard labour for a month for
drunkenness, and when that term has expired, we will take the other
offences.

The prisoner was removed, declaring that all justice was at an end, if

a iellow was to be treated like that for what he did when he didn't
know what he was about.

Suppose this experiment were tried—it could do no harm, and it
might do much good, m the way of disabusing a large mass of persons
ot a British belief, much promoted by authority, that drunkenness is an
Extenuation Let it become an Aggravation—as it is frequently
called by Magistrates who immediately proceed to stultify their own
declaration.

A HOPELESS HUNT.

The Morning Post publishes the subjoined announcement :

—

" We have authority to state that the Marchioness of Queensbury, who has
lately become a Roman Catholic, left her residence, near Weybridge, last week,
clandestinely, taking with her the three youngest of her six fatherless children,
and leaving no clue to her place of hiding. There is no doubt it is in the power of
the guardians and the nearest relatives of the late marquis to trace her ladyship's
flight, and, through the strong arm of English law, to rescue the children and make
them wards hi Chancery."

The relatives of the late Marquis may be able to trace her ladyship's

flight, but although they may follow her they are not likely to catch

her. The pursuit of a Marchioness who has turned Papist, and flown
off with her little ones, must be a wild-goose chace.

JUSTIFIABLY TERRIFIED.

The following awful apparition in the pulpit is recorded to have been
lately witnessed :

—

" Yesterday morning, at a Church at Forest Hill, the Communion Service was read,

and the Sermon preached by a Clergyman wearing a black beard and moustache.
His hair was parted down the middle."

Some of the papers that have noted this appalling fact, describe the

congregation as
i
having been "alarmed." Mb. Penrose, and others

who advocate the adornment of churches with pictorial works, may find

an argument in such alarm. Did the terrified suburbans ever see a
picture representing one of the Apostles ? But matters may be even
worse than we know. For if the clergyman's doctrines were as

apostolic as his appearance, the genteel conventionalists of Forest
Hill must not only have been alarmed, but disgusted.

Joke Made only to Warn off Correspondents.

Mr. Weed, of New York, is on his way to England. We should

have preferred an importation of " Virginian Weed," but the destiny

of both is the same, a mission ending in smoke. [Do Correspondents

understand. We have used the weed joke, so they will let it alone.]

NATURAL INTEMPERANCE.

The Total Abstinence spouters talk about toasts and sentiments being

drunk without wine. So, if talking bosh is any sign of drunkenness,

are most of their drinkers.

^BaBBg*amanBHMragi«KF*g^»g«giw
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PIC-NICING UNDER THE NEW POACHING ACT.

Rural Policeman. "Hullo! I say—/ say— What's them Birds in that there Pie?"

THE JOLLY JURISTS OF GERMANY.
According to "honest logo" England is the country "where

indeed they are most potent in potting." Although " your Dane, your
German, and your swag-bellied Hollander" excel most other nations in

that accomplishment, they " are nothing to your English." Whatever
may have been the relative capacity of this and those other nations

lor drinking in the time of Shakspeare, and whether or no "your
English," at the present day, retain their former superiority in strength

to tope over " your Dane," and " your swag-bellied Hollander," there

is reason to believe that now at any rate there is nobody better able

to stand a considerable quantity of liquor than ''your German."
The United Kingdom Alliance, established to obtain a law prohibiting

the sale of fermented drinks, is a body which, being accustomed to

mind other people's business, will be naturally interested in the infor-

mation afforded by the following paragraph, relative to foreigners, and
illustrating Teutonic prowess in potation :—

" Eleven hundred German jurists are now in Vienna. In the evening of Sunday
they and 700 Austrian jurists sat down to a supper given by the municipality of.the
city, and the 1,800 persons managed to dispose of 80 casks of beer, 3,000 bottles of
red and white wine of the country, and 1,050 bottles of first-rate champagne. The
supper with music, cigars, &c, cost the city no less than 40,000 florins (£4,000)."

Certainly " your German," as represented by these sages of the law,

is at least as potent in his potting as auy modern Englishman. The
achievement, above narrated could not have been surpassed by a sym-
posium of British judges. Eor of course the jolly jurists did not get
drunk, because it was Sunday, and besides any symptoms of intoxication

exhibited by them would have been noted, for fun. No doubt they
were as sober as judges, as we say, meaning by the sobriety of a judge
the state of self-possession which a judge retains after having taken
wine enough to make several ordinary men drunk. If they had talked
nonsense, the Press would have published it ; but we are only told that,

after having consumed nearly £4,000 of wine and beer :

—

" The Germans learned in the law have talked much since they have been in
Vienna, but nothing worth repeating is reported."

The soberest legal disquisitions may be not worth repeating. We
may safely conclude that the speech of the German jurists, during their

carouse, consisted in utterances of the prosaic wisdom and weighty
jocosities characteristic of and suitable to personages of their ponderous
nalion, and dignified profession, over their cups. No doubt they held
a solemn supper, and drank an enormous quantity of wine, every one
of them with a profound gravity, the centre of which never at auy time
became vertical to a point outside of the base of support or chair which
maintained each erudite jurist in the position of an upright judge.

The Health of the Potatoes.

Exaggerated statements have been made of the reappearance of

the Potato Disease. Under the signature of A Tuber, a correspondent
thus writes :—" They say that the blight has attacked some of us, but
few are affected with anything worse than the mildest form of ophthal-

mia. At least, as far as I am concerned, I may venture to say that the

potato-disease is all my eye."

Papal Shortcomings.

The Pope mistakes and"so disdains

The impatience Rome is showing :

Of no Short Coming she complains,

No, but of his Long Going.

ETHIOPIAN BLOOM.

Under the head of exports is included a quantity of walnut-ketchup,
to St. Domingo. This article, for which a great demand exists in

Hayti, is destined to be employed as a cosmetic by the ladies.

Joking in a Circle.—We have the authority of Mr. Batty for

saying lhat "the first horse-laugh must certainly have proceeded from

an Os humerus."
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PERILOUS PERFORMANCES.

{Another Confidential Letter to Tom Turniptoppe, Esquire, a young

manfrom the Country now resident in Town.)

Y dear Tom,—I heard you
say the other night that you
had seen the Wondrous
Leotard, and thought he
was, by Jove ! a deuced
plucky fellow. You also

said something in praise of

a feminine contortionist,

whom you had been to see

at the Allshambles Palace.

No doubt too you have seen

Monsieur Blondin on the

high rope, and considered

his performance as one of

an artistically elevated cha-

racter. Well, tastes natu-

rally differ and are not to

be accounted for, and what
one man thinks disgusting

another finds enjoyable. But
has it ever crossed your
mind that by attending

these performances, you are

aiding and abetting to put
human life in danger, and
encouraging, may be, a taste

for seeing suicide? It is

very well to say that men
ike Leotard and Blon-
din, by constant practice,

have their nerves and limbs

completely in control, and
what were death to you or

grant you that the peril is much

'^miiS !'-,"'«.. jin

me, to them has little danger. 1

lessened by their usage to it, but the danger si ill exists, and may any
night prove fatal. Willi all their skill and practice, Monsieurs Leo-
taud and Blondin cannot make themselves proof against the freaks

of nature
;_
and, to say nothing of the fact that ropes arc not infallible

and by accident will break, pray what human skill can guard against

those physical contingencies which every human frame is heir to? A
sudden cramp or spasm, or a momentary giddiness, would suffice to

stretch the acrobat a corpse upon the floor, an I make every spectator
feel as though he had been an accessory to manslaughter.

Besides, performers are in general by no means so well skilled as

Leotard and Blondin ; but while there is a craving for "sensation"
feats like theirs, of course there will be found men willing to attempt
them, and ready at a price to put their necks in nightly danger. While
Music Halls are crammed to see, the Wondrous Leotard, and in con-
sequence he pockets, say, his twenty pounds a night, depend on it his

feats will be copied more or less by Muggins the Miraculous, or the
Bounding Buggins.

_
Now, the trapeze, at first sight seems innocent

enough. It simply is a series of swinging bars, a dozen yards apart,
which being set in motion, the performer grasps in passing, and swiftly
flies along from one bar to another without touching the' ground. But
exciting as his flight in mid air teems at first, spectators soon get tired

of seeing the same thing; and when its novelty wears off, the dish has
to be spiced with a dash of some more danger in it; and so trapeze-
performers practise summersaults and turnings and tumblings in their
flights, and nightly introduce fresh perils in their play-bill, until the
climax of attraction and of danger too is reached. All may go on safely
until at length some evening, excited by applause, the performer tries a
feat which he has barely practised. There is a slip— a fall—and then
the strong man is picked up a bleeding, senseless, huddled heap, and
perhaps a wife and family are left without support.
Now, I would not undervalue feats of strength and skill, nor the

courage that is needed to practise and perform them. An acrobat must
have no ordinary pluck, or he could never face the dangers of the tours
deforce required of him

; and as an Englishman, of course I can't help
liking pluck, wherever 1 may find it. Still I think that in such exploits
as those of M. Blondin and those of the trapeze, there is more risk
than is allowable for human beings to incur, unless there be a vital
reason for their doing so. A soldier mounts a breach, or a sailor goes
aloft in the midst of a typhoon, because it is their duty to put their
hves in peril. But these things are exceptions, and are not done daily
for mere sake ol exhibition, and that crowds may go and gape at them.
Again, there is great danger in well nigh every field sport. A bold
rider is fortunate if he escapes a broken neck, and, with the modern
catapultive round-shot style of bowling, a cricketer may generally thank
his lucky stars if he suffer nothing worse than being beaten black and
blue. But these are healthy sports, and are none the worse to my mind

for the danger there is in them, which puts a man's endurance and
courage to the test. The risk is not incurred for the mere sake of
getting money, and of affording an unhealthy excitement to a mob.
Moreover, in the hunting field as well as in the cricket one, there is

a pleasure to those occupied that far outweighs the peril. But, with
all his nonchalance and coolness when at work, who believes that M.
Blondin feels a pleasure in performing, or that M. Leotard is not
glad to get to supper without a broken back ?

Another reason why I object to these performances is because of
their unhealthy effect upon spectators. We call a Spanish bullfight a
brutal exhibition, and hold up our hands in wonder, that gently-nurtured
ladies can affect to take delight in it. But in a bull-fight it is mainly
brute life which is threatened ; whereas in the trapeze and M. Blon-
din's case, the sole risk that attracts is that of a man's neck. Yet
ladies highly-born have flocked to such performances, and have sat

through them with rather enjoyment than disgust. And can you think
they did so without some mental detriment ? Do you not imagine that

accustomiug the eye to such exciting sights blunts and blights the
better feelings of the heart, and hardens all the tender sympathies of

nature ? I believe that, man or woman, whoever is accustomed to the
sight of life imperilled, loses gradually the sense of pity it should waken,
and grows callous to the sight of human suffering and pain. The most
tender-hearted beings after going to a course of Perilous Performances,
would see an accident to limb or life without feeling much sorrow ; and
would regard it rather less as a misfortune than a fault. If a man fell

from a ladder, or a jockey from a horse, they would criticise the clumsi-
ness and not pity the mishap ; and instead of feeling sympathy, and
crying " Oh, poor creature ! " would be more inclined to call out
" What a stupid muff!

"

Perhaps you say you arc only doing what your forefathers have done,

in going to see feats like those of Leotard and Blondin. Well, I
grant you there is nothing very now in their performances. Any middle-
aged young man who has a score of years of memory must recollect

rope-walkers at Vauxhall and Cremorne, who went nearly if not quite

to the same height as M. Blondin; and men whose heads do stoop a
little on their shoulders, and the shadow of whose waistcoats is more
convex than of yore, can tell how Madame Saqui used every night to

make her ''terrible ascent," surrounded by a halo of flying squibs and
crackers. It is not the novelty but the chance of neck-breaking that

appears still to attract. I would no more let my girls attend these
Perilous Performances than I would allow them to go and see a prize-

fight. But as I said, tastes differ ; and the crowd that thronged the
Crystal Palace when Blondin first performed was one of the most
fashionable ever there assembled, and quite as many ladies as gentlemen
were present. Strange as it, may seem, it has been ever thus, as any
one well up in history can vouch. Still, within the last half-century,

we in England have been bragging about our March of Intellect, and
boasting of the strides that Education has been taking with its seven-

league, stepping boots. There arises then the question—After all, does
Education in reality refine? The love of Perilous Performances so

rampant still among us is merely a new form of the old gladiator gusto
with which the bloody Circus scenes were relished in old Borne. We
lift our eyes in pious horror at the cruelties whereAvith the heathen
matrons were wont to feast their eyes, but how many highborn mothers
iu our Christian land have brought their girls to see (perhaps) a broken
neck ?

Whether the taste for quiet pleasures is dying out among us, killed

by the excitement of the battles fought in business, now that the
money-getting mania is infecting every brain, I leave to other moralists

with more leisure to inquire. But there is certainly a growing taste

for pleasures spiced with peril (such as M. Blondin 's omelette,

cooked on his high rope), and to my thought this is clearly a vitiated

appetite, betokening a most unhealthy state of palate, and one which
only a strong purgative of common sense can cure. I would say then,

my dear Tom, that the less that you or any other young man from the

country go to places of amusement with the chance of seeing suicide,

the better it will be for you and those with whom you have to do.

When you are in Spain, be a Spaniard if you please ; and go to see a

bull-fight, and what brutal sports you like. But do not carry home
your relish for Perilous Performances, or, by giving them your patronage,

encourage their existence. It is surely hardly decent for a well-bred

Christian gentleman to show a taste for seeing necks put needlessly in

peril, and visit places where his presence may stimulate performers to

commit sensation suicide, or at least to get their living by what is very

likely to bring aboirt their death.

I remain, my dear boy, your Mentor, and I hope you will not think

tormentor,
$j3iHN<£ilt.

Eehind his age.

A Writer in Once a Week says that whatever may have been the

short-comings of the Pope in other respects, there is no denying that he
has earnestly promoted the celebrated Vatican manufacture of Mosaics.

In fact, the Pope might not, now be under notice to quit, had his

Holiness been as attentive to Christian as to Mosaic work.



HANDBOOK TO THE PICTURES
IN THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

By TOM TAYLOR, M.A. Price ls„

Bradbuky and Evans, 11, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, E.C.

SEA FISH : and HOW to CATCH THEM.
By W. B. LORD, Royal Artillery. Price Is. with Numerous "Woodcuts.

"It would be difficult to over-estimate the use and importance of this little book, which, as a teacher,
shows how to procure and fabricate the hooks and lines required, the form and nature of the bait used,
and the manner or art of successfully using the tackle, when duly prepared. Numerous woodcuts
illustrate the form of the float, sink, hook, and bait, the art of knotting the line, and all requisites to be
understood capable of demonstration by drawing or diagram.'*—Era.

Bradbury and Evans, 11, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, E.C.

Published Every Saturday, Price 0d,

THE ARMY AND NAVY GAZETTE.
EDITED BY W. H. RUSSELL, ESQ., LL D.

V Articles on American Aflairs Appear Every Week.

Office : 16, Wellington Street, Strand.

In large Folio, Price 12s. 6d. cloth, half law calf, 17s., Vol. I. of

THE GAZETTE OF BANKRUPTCY.
(Jan. 1 to June 28.)

COMPLETE LEGAL AND COMMERCIAL RECORD OF BANKRUPTCY.
Reports, Particulars, Balance Sheets, &c, of every Bankruptcy, with Complete

Classified Index.
Chief Office, 26, Bell Yard, Lincoln's Inn.W.C, the District Offices, and all Booksellers.
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Now Heady at all the Libraries, in 3 vols.

'THE MAROON. BY CAPT.
Mayne Reid.

Also, now Heady, in 3 vols.,

i J H N AND
Hurst & Blackett, Publishers,

Now Ready, at all the Booksellers, in 1 vol.,

^RAVELS IN BRITISH& COLUMBIA ; with the Narrative of a
Yacht Voyage round Vancouver's Island. By
Capt. C. E. Barrett Lfnnard.
" A lively, interesting volume."—Athenreura.

Hurst & Blackett, Publishers.

PALLAGHAN'S OPERA,V RACE AND FfELD GLASSES.—
Matchless in power and definition, are now offered

for the first time in a variety of six different siz^a at

prices from 30*. to t'4 each, with case complete.
For the convenience of country customers these

glasses may be had at the Bookstalls of Messr8.
Smith and Son, at the following Railway Stations,

viz.—

Ashford Hitchin Ramsgate
Bangor Holyhead Reading
Birmingham Leicester Red Hill
Brighton Leeds Richruoud
Cambridge Liverpool Rugby
Chester „ Lime St. Ryde
Chichester „ TithebarnSt. Salisbury
Crewe Malvern Link Sheffield

Crystal Palace Manchester Southampton
Derby „ Victoria Stafford
Doocaster „ London Kd. Stoke
Dover Norwich Swansea
Exeter Norwood Junct. Torquay
Far n borough. Nottingham Winchester
Folkestone Peterborough Windermere
Gloucester Portsmouth Worcester
Halifax Plymouth
London Stations—King's Cross, London Bridge

(Crystal Palace Line), Piuiiico, Waterloo, Euston
and Shoreditch.
At the principal Stations in Ireland, and 21, Lower

Sackville Street, Dublin.
Also at Hugh Snowie's, Inverness, or will be Pent

Carriage free on receipt of Money Order payable to

William Callaghan, Optician, 23a, New Bond
Street, W., corner of Conduit Street.
N.B. Sole Agent for the celebrated small and pow-

erful Opera and Race Glasses invented and made by
VojGTJ.aNDER, Vienna. Likewise for the Ph'sto-
eraphie lenses by the same eminent makers. Cata-
logues of which may be had free on application.

SIMPSON & Co.,

WHIP MANUFACTURERS,
314, Oxford Street, London.

Agents.—All Saddlers in every Country Town.
A large assortment of the following GOODS always
in stock :—Spurs, dog chains, couples and collars,
greyhound slips, whistles, ferret bells, dog bells and
muzzles, drinking flasks, Sandwich cases, hunting
and post horns, tourist kegs, birdcalls. &c. &c.

A FEW PLAIN RULES FOB,
the Asthmatic and Consumptive are

given awajr with every box of

DR. LOCOCK'S PULMONIC WAFEES.
Which give instant relief and a rapid cure of Asthma,
Consumption, Coughs, and nil disorders of the bre»ih
ami lungs. They have a most pleasant taste. Price
1». ljrf., 2s. 9d„ and lis. per box. Sold by all medi-
cine vendors.

SAUCE.

LEA AND PERMITS'
WORCESTERSHIRE

SAUCE.
Pronounced by Connoisseurs

"THE ONLY G-OQD
SAUCE."

None genuine without Name on
wrapper, label, bottle,

and stopper.

*** Sold by Crosse & Black well;
Barclay &;&©hs; and Grocers

and Oilmen universally.

PRIZE MEDAL, AWARDED* for the GLENFIELD STAROH, by the
Jurors of Class 2, Internaiional Exhibition, 1862.
Ihis unrivalled Starch is used in the Ro\ alLmundry
and pronounced by htr Majesty's Laundress to be
the finest Starch she ever used. Her M jesrv's Lace
Dresser declares it to he the best she ha's tried
and the above award by some of the most eminent
Scientific men of the age, confirms its superiority.

Wothbrspoon & Co., Glasgow and London.

» PHIL1IPS0H & Co s

s New Perfume, \

\
" LA DUCHESSE." |

J The most refreshing and durable of the day. !

2 Price 2s. 6d. of all Chemists and Vendors of s

J Perfumery ,or by letter (sneluamg a Poet Office *

2 Orderor Stamps) to FHILLIPSON AND CO.,
\

I 1, Bodge Row, St. Paul's, London, E.C. i!

} The POMADE, 2a. 6d.iSOAlMs.;OIL,as.6ct.
j

\ Perfumery for every climate. Cataioguesfree. X

CJALT and Co.'s EAST INDIA
*«* PALE ALE (imperial pints 4s. 9d. the
dozen), Burton Ales, and Guinnes^'s Extra Stout, in
buttles of reputed and imperial measures, and caBks
of 18 gallons and upwards. Ale and Stout bottled
expressly for Exportation.—Moodi & Co., Agents,
Lime Street, E.C.

NOW COMPLETE,

|
BLACK'S NEW LARGE
MAP OF SCOTLAND.

Constructed from the Ordnance, Ad-

miralty, and other surveys on the

scale of quarter of an inch to the mile,

and divided into 12 sheets, suitable

for Public Offices, Counting Houses,

Hotels, Clubs, Libraries, &c.

Prices.

On rollers Varnished (6 x 5) £2 12 6

In a case mounted on cloth 2 2

In sheets 14
Separate sheets 2

All Coloured.

To secure distinctness the Mountains

are printed from a separate copper-

plate, and the Railways coloured red.

Index Maps may be had on ap-

plication.

Edinburgh : ADAM AND CHARLES BLACK, and all Booksellers.

3 ft. wide by 6 ft. 4 in. long..... £2 5

3 ft. 6 in. „ „ 2 10

4 ft. ,, „ 2 15

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

T MAPLE AND Co. FOR
** CARPETS.
TEN THOUSAND PIECES RICH BRUSSELS,

From 2s. fid. to 2s. 1H. per yard.
VELVET AND TU KKEY CARPETS,

in Great Variety.
Entrance 145, Tottenham Court Road.

TONING AND DRAWING
&* ROOM FURNITURE.

The Eugenie Easy-chair, price 25*.
The Prince of Wales Chair, price 32e.
The Vienna Easy-chair, price 35*.
The Paragon Coach, price 3 guineas.
The Prince of Wales Couch, price 3& guineas.

J. Maple & Co.

LE SOMMIER ELASTIQUE POETATIF.

HEAL AND SON
O AVE patented a method of making a Spring Mattress portable. The great objection to the
* * usual Spring Mattress is its being so heavy and cumbersome. The " Sommier Elastique
Portatif " is made iu three separate parts ; and, when joined together, has all the elasticity of
the best Spring Mattress. As it has no stuffing of wool or horse-hair, it cannot harbour moth,
to which the usual Spring Mattress is very liable ; the prices also arc much below those of the
best Spring Mattresses, viz. :

—

4 ft. 6 in. by 6 ft. -1 in. long £3
5 ft. „ „ 3 5
5 ft. 6 in. „ ,, 3 10

The " Sommier Elastique Portatif," therefore, combines the advantages of elasticity, dura-
bility, cleanliness, portability, and cheapness. An ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of Bedsteads,
Bedding, and Bed-Room Furniture, sent free by post.

HEAL & SON, 196, Tottenham Court Road, W.

METALLIC PEN MAKER TO THE QUEEN,
BY ROYAL COMMAND,

JOSEPH GILLOTT
T>EGS most respectfully to inform the Commercial World, Scholastic Institutions, and the

public generally, that by a novel application of his unrivalled Machinery for making Steel Pens, and in accordance
with the scientific spirit of the times, be has introduced a nbw series of his useful productions, which, for excel-
lencb op temfkb, uua LiTS op matebial, and, above all, cheapness in price, he believes will ensure universal
approbation, and defy com petit ion. Each Pen bears the impress of his name as a guarantee of quality ; and 'bey are
put up in the usual stvle of boxes, containing one gross each, with label outside, and the fac simile of bis signature.
At the request of persons extensively engaged in tuition. J. G. has introduced his WARRANTED SCHOOL AND
PUBLIC PENS, which are especially adapted to their use, being of different degrees of flexibility, and with fine,

medium, and broad points, suitable for the various kinds of Writing taught in Schools. Sold Retail by all Stationers,

Booksellers, and other respectable DealerB in Steel Peng. Merchants and Wholesale Dealers can be supplied at the
Works, Graham Street; 9fi, New Street, Birmingham;

No. 91, JOHN STREET, NEW YOKK;andat 37. GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON. E.C

SECOND HAND SILVER PLATE.
222, REGENT STREET, LONDON, AND

67, & 68, KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE.

MAPPIN BROTHERS
MAKE THE MOST LIBERAL ALLOWANCE FOR OLD SILVER PLATE,

EITHER FOR CASH OR IN EXCHANGE FOR GOODS.

THE POCKET SIPHONIA DEPOT- EDMISTON AND SON,
* Sole Manufacturers of the 12 oz. Waterproof Coat for India, guaranteed not to be sticky,

bo matter the climate it is subject to. From 42*., all silk 50s. to 65s. Measurement required,

the length and size round the chest. Knapsacks for Tourists, 18s. 6d.

FISHING STOCKINGS, 21s. to 25s. per pair.

S, CHARING- CROSS, late 69, STRAND.

HRHE GENTLEMEN'S HEAL HEAD OF HAIR, OR INVISIBLE
<& PERUKE.—The,principle upon which this Peruke is made is so superior to everything yet
produced, that the 31auufacturer invites the honour of a visit from the Sceptic and the Connoisseur, that,one maybe
cansiDt-ed, and the other gratified, by inspect ins thjs and other novel and beautiful specimens of the Peruqueian Art, al

he Establishment of the Sole Inventor, F. BROWNE, 47, FENCHURCH STREET.

F. BROWNE'S INFALLIBLE MODE OF MEASURING
THE HEAD

Round the Head, In manner of a fillet, leaving
the EarB loose

Fro^n th° Forehead over to the poll, as deep
each way aa required

From one Terapie to the other across the rise As marked
or Grown of the Head to where the llaii f*ows 3 to 3.

Inches. Eighths.

THE CHARGE FOR THIS UNIQUE HEAD OF
HAIR, ONLY £1 10*. I

A vo
IDENTS ARE UNA-

VOIDABLE —Every ouesbould there-
fore provide against them. The RAILWAY PAS-
SENGEKS' AS FRANCE COMPANY Grant
Polities f<ir sums from £100 to dglOOO, assuring
against ACCIDKNTS OF ALL, KINUS. £102,817
have been paid by the (Jompaay as compensation
for 56 fatal ca*es and 5041 cases of personal injury.
For Forms of Proposal, 4c.. Apply to the Provin-

cial Agents, or to the He.*d Office, <>4, Cornhill,
William J. Vian, Secretary.

TRADE MAKK.

OF "SANGSTERS' ALPACA" UMBRELLAS,
for which thev have been asain awarded a

PRIZE MEDAL,
have been made under their Patent. These Um-
brellas may be had of all Dealers, and should have
Labels bearing the words " Sangstbrs' Axpaca.'*
Goods of their own Manufacture having the word
' Makers."

W. & J. Saxgster, Patentees, 140, Regent Street

;

94, Fleet Street ;
in, Royal Exebansre ; J5, Cheapside.

N.B. Observe the Name.

TONDON AND RYDER,
*J Goldsmiths and Jewellers, respectfully
invite the notice of the Nobility, &c, to their New
Stoefc <>f Ekgant Jewellery. Every article in the
best possible taste, and at moderate prices. A.

variety at novelties specially adapted for Wedding
Souvenirs. Diamonds rearranged, &e. 17, New
Bond Street, corner of Clifford Street. Interna-
tional Exhibition, 18f»2, Prize Medal for Diamond
Work, Jewellery, Silver Plate, and general Good
Taste.

Prize Medal, International Exhibition, 1862.

THOMSON'S PRIZE MEDAL SKIRTS

pGMFORT, ELE-V GANCE, ECONOMY,
Latest Parisian Style, and the
B-st Crinoline Manufactured, is

insured by using Thomson's
Patent Crown Crinolines, worn
by Her Majesty, the Empress
Eugenie, and the Ladies of the
principal European Courts.

Sold Everywhere.

HOCKS'S CELEBRATEDV READING SAUCE,
W hich is so highly esteemed with Fish, Game,
Steaks, Souns, Grills, Gravies, Hot & Cold Meats,
and unrivalled for general use, is Sold by the moat
respectable Dealers in Fish Sauces.

C. Cocks, Reading, Sole Manufacturer.

EOYAL EXTRACT OF
FLOWERS and EAU DE COLOGNE

a. la VIQ.LETTE, are the Two favourite Fashionable
Perfume-1

, ther e > t.reiue delicacy of fragrance, com-
bined with their durability, inducing the most
genera approval. J*., 'As. bd. t and 5*.

H. iii(?GB r H5, New Bond Street.

HAIR DYEING
ROOMS. Unwin

and Albert's, 24, Piccadilly,
are as private and replete with
every convenience and com-
fort as a lady's own dressing-
room, and where the hair can
be coloured the lightest shade
of flaxen or the darkest Bhade
of brown or black by expe-

rienced assistants, at moderate charges.

B~AD SREATH, INDIGES-
TION, AND COsTIVENESS, are im-

mediat'-ly cured by
DR. HUGO'S MEDICAL ATOMS,

Which haveadeliijh'ful taste. Price Is. lid.. 2s. M.,
and 48. id. per packet. SoM by all Drugshts.

RENDERS and FIRE IKONS.
A Every New Design always on Show.

Black FenderB 3«. 6d. to 7»- <5«*.

Bronzed I'euders . 10s. 6<i. to 'Ms. Od.

Fire Irons 3s. 6d. to 27*. &d.

Every Requisite for Furnishinz at Lowest Prices.

Catalogues Free. Orders above £2 carriage free,

aud packed without charue.
Hit ui>. & John Slack. 336, Strand.
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i1 ">Vra,\ VV. t. ii!l WVYl.l

Perplexed Farmer. " You haven't seen such a thing as my Old Woman about,

have you, Mr. Policeman ?

"

THE ELDEST SON OF THE CHURCH TO PAPA
Your titles, Pope, are just like mine

;

You hold your crown by Grace Divine,
And so do I, and by the will
01' the French people wear it still.

I only represent, and do,

The will of France, in guarding you

;

So by that will you bold your place,

As well as by celestial grace.

Where will you be, then, by-and-by,
Suppose awakened Frenchmen cry :—
" Consistent we resolve to be

;

Let Romans, as ourselves, be free.

Man of our choice !—we must, for shame,
Cease to withhold the right we claim,

Wronging those others of their due;
To choose their Chief as we chose you.

Illogical dishonour's blot

Wipe from our name ; expunge that spot

Foul tyranny upheld at Rome

:

Thence, therefore, call our forces home."

The people's creature, how could I

Any demand of theirs deny,

Al though 'twere foolish or unjust?

Obey them, when they 're right, I must

:

And they'll be right when, soon or late,

They bid me leave you to your fate
;

Then come to terms whilst yet you can,

Or else you '11 come to grief, old man.

Fighting Bobs.

The Federals have held a war meeting at which it is

stated that the Orators addressed " acres of applauding
citizens." As no recruits offered themselves, Mr. Punch
thinks that the word "Acres" was well chosen, for the

courage of the clapping meeting seems to have " oozed out
at the tips of its fingers."

ELECTRIC SPARKS.
An Imaginary Melodrama, Constructed upon the Complaints of Newspaper

Correspondents.

DRAMATIS PERSON/E.

Some youthful Clerks. Enter to them Mr. Morvays Hont, a mild gentle-

man who wishes to send a message.

Scene—An Electric Telegraph Office.

Mr. M. H. {approaching the counter, and speaking in a low voice). I
believe you send electric messages to the town of Fortywinks ?

1st Clerk [of course). Sir?

Mr. M. H. I believe you dispatch telegrams to a place called Forty-
winks ?

1st Clerk (loud). Smith, where 's Fortywinks?
2nd Clerk. Give it up.
1st Clerk. No, I say, it ain't a sell. This gent wants to send there.

Where is it ?

2nd Clerk. I don't know—isn't it out by Kent, or Wales, or that
way. [Opens a walnut.

Mr. M. H. {meekly). It is on your own list, Sir.

1st Clerk. Is it ? Why didn't you say so at first. The public give a
great deal of unnecessary trouble.
Mr. M. H. But I rather wanted to know what would be your charge

for a message there.

Is/ Clerk. Tends on length.
Mr. M. H. Yes, of course

;
yes, that is so. But I have written out

the message I wish to send, and you can perhaps tell me the price before
I fill up one of the forms.

1*/ Clerk [takes the paper, and 2nd and 3rd Clerk come and look over
theirfriend's shoulder). He reads : My dearest Maria-Jane—that's four
words, unless you like to call her Mariar only—I hope that your poor
head is better (aside to one friend). How about her poor feet?— twelve
words—Be sure to use the hoppledeaddog (a burstfrom hisfriends).
Mr. M. II. (hurt). Opodeldoc, young gentleman. It is an application.

Is/ Clerk. Oh, ah ! Well, you 'd better say application ; for I 'm sure

there'll be a mull with the Latin— eighteen words

—

and be careful

about open winders.

Mr. M. H. I have written " windows," I think.

1st Clerk. I said so, didn't I?—twenty-four words. 2" have sent the

sugar-candy—not this way, I say, no such luck. Thirty words. Eight
shillings—is the house near the telegraph station?

Mr. M. H. About three-quarters of a mile.

1st Clerk. Eighteen pence porterage—nine-and-six.
Mr. M. H. Dear me, that is more than I expected.
2nd Clerk (a smart young fellow, up to business). Well, you can cut

out some of it, you know. See now. Cut out your dearest Mariar-
Jane, if your name's to the letter she'll know it's you as sends, at least

my Mariar-Jane would—that's four out. What 's the good of hoping

about her poor head?—stick to the message—say " Use the ophicleide"—

what is it?— "keep out of draughts "—fifteen words out— there, Sir,

we'll put that into the wire for you at a low figure, say four bob. Fill

up a form—one of those before your nose.

Mr. M.R. Well, thank you, yes, that is shorter, certainly (colouring).

But, but—you see—in fact there are circumstances, and that would
read a little abrupt.

2nd Clerk. Well, it 's your business, you know, not mine.
\Opens a walnut.

Enter Small Boy, with much clutter.

2>rd Clerk. Now then, you young scamp, where have yon been all this

while ? You 're in for it, you are, I can tell you.

Small Boy (with much volubility). Well how's a fellow to go to

Hislington and Chelsea and round by Brompting and the Minories and

be back in five- aud-twenty minutes you couldn't do it yourself come
now and you've no call to put it upon me to do it and what's more I

won't and I can't and that's all about it.

3rd Clerk (serenely). Better tell the Governor so.

S. B. I will tell the Governor so and I do tell the Governor so do you
think I'm afraid to speak to the Governor he's not the man to see a

poor lad put upon and bullied out of his life time if he happens to be

hindered five minutes out of two hours because the road's up and the

buss broke dowu aud there was a fire and we couldn't get by. Come

!

vol. xliii. n
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3rd Clerk. You '11 see. Be off with this message to Hoxton. It 's

been waiting here 1 hree hours.

& 5. Not till I've bad my dinner if I know it and that s all

about it. „ . ,„ , ,

\JExit.

2nd Clerk. Nice lad that. Nothing to say for himself, oh, no !

1st Clerk. That ought to go off, you know.
,

2nd Clerk. 1 know nothing about it, except that it's been lying there

since eleven o'clock, and that it is a thundering message to a doctor to

be off by the next train.

1st Clerk. Well, I ask you is it my fault ?

2nd Clerk. It's nobody's fault in particular, and everybody's in

general, and we '11 hope the doctor will be in time. Mind your

customer.
1st Clerk. Well, Sir— cooked it?

Mr. M. If. {who has been fidgeting over his document, and making

faces, and showing much discomfort about it.) I—I think I have re-

duced it a Little without making it quite so peremptory—how is it

now?
1st Clerk. My dearest—um—urn.

2nd Clerk. You stick to the polite, Sir ? {Graciously.

Mr. M. II. Ladies require to be addressed with consideration, you

see. {Apologetically.

1st Clerk. Six shillings—seven and six in all.

Mr. M. II. {with a sigh). Well, so it must be. But, oh, yes, I beg
your pardon, when will this be delivered ?

1st Clerk. Oh, some time to-night.

Mr. M. II. Ah, but that is very important ! I would not send unless

you could guarantee that it would be delivered by nine, or at the latest

ten minutes past, as— as the lady retires at half-past nine, and I would
not have her disturbed on any account.

1st Clerk. We guarantee nothing, but I dessay you'll hear that it's

all right.

Mr. M. II. It is only three o'clock now. Surely the message could

So away at once.

2nd Clerk. Of course it could if the wire wasn't wanted for anything
else, but we '11 send it as soon as we can.
Mr. M. H. But you will assure me that it will go before five— surely,

a distance of thirty-six miles

—

2nd Clerk. You see it ain't all our line, there are two breaks, and we
can't say what 1he other companies may do, but she '11 have it to-night,

and there 's nothing very pressing in it.

Mr. M. H. {reddening). That, allow me to say, is a matter on which
I must ^>e permitted to have my own opinion.
2nd Clerk. Have it by all means. [Opens a walnut.
Mr.M.H. {rising into wrath). And I must add that to put Forty-

winks on your list, and not be able to say that you can send there in six

hours is a little more than inconsistent.

2nd Clerk. Well, you can write to the papers and say so. And as

the papers pay our salaries, of course we shall all get the sack.

Mr. M. H. The papers may not pay your salaries, but—ha! ha!
{with mild maliciousness) they shall pay you out. {Rushes away on de-

livering this annihilating smasher, and hurries up the street.)

2/nd Clerk. Not so bad of the old muff, that. But he's left his

dearest Maria-Jane paper behind him.

Re-enter Mr. M. H. very hot.

Mr. M. H. I left a paper here I request its return.

I think not, Sir ? I do not see it,2nd Clerk. Did you, Sir? No.
Sir. Have you seen it, Brown ?

1st Clerk. No, I haven't, Robinson.
2>rd Clerk. I think you must be in herror, Sir.

[They all gaze upon him with much politeness.

Mr. M. II. Then, I must have dropped it in the street.

2nd Clerk. Very likely, Sir. The public does those things occasionally.

Perhaps the finder will bring it here, and forward it at his own expense
;

if so, it shall receive every attention, Sir.

Mr. M. II. This telegraph system is

[Exit before completing his diagnosis.

COMPULSORY EATING AND DRINKING.

riend Punch,
" I do not question

the benevolent motives of

the United Kingdom Alli-

ance, and other tempe-
rance societies, that have
lately been holding their

conferences, but it strikes

me that they are some-
what peremptory, if not
tyrannical, in the enuncia-

tion of the various reforms

that they wish to see prac-

tically carried out.
" Suppose that every

class of hobby-mongers
were as dictatorial as they.

The consequences would
probably be as confused a

cavalcade as the following:

"The vegetarians would
denounce the consumers
of animal food, and the
latter would inveigh just

as loudly against the

former. The vegetarians

would petition Parlia-

ment, praying that no one
should be allowed to take

the life, of a periwinkle or

a sucking pig, whilst the

partakers of fish, flesh, and fowl, would, moved by the same charitable feelings,

call upon our legislative rulers to prevent the lovers of greens and carrots con-

demning themselves to a slow but certain death by persisting in such a wishy-
washy umiutritious diet.

"Again, the publicans, the wine-merchants, and the great brewers, might, with
as much justice, insist upon the teetotallers drinking nothing but spirits, wine,
and stout and porter, as the disciples of Father Mathew display in attempting to

exact a legislative enactment that, because they like water themselves, and believe

it to be the true fountain of health, so consequently that every one else, whether
they like it or not, shall drink nothing but water, a

" We know how doctors disagree amongst themselves. Are the homoeopaths
then to bellow and agitate against the hydropaths ? Are the allopaths to raise a
loud pry of grievance because there are a large class of medical dissenters who dare
to think aud practise differently to themselves ?

"Are the believers, also, in certain infallible remedies to be continually waging
warfare with each other ? Are the devotees of Mokison to be perpetually pelting

with abuse the fanatics who place implicit faith in Hollo-
way? Is Cockle to be incessantly arrayed in arms
against Old Parr, Dr. Jacob Townshend, Mr. Framp-
ton, and Dr. Jongh, each of whom devoutly believes that

he holds in his pocket (money paid in advance) the only

true specific for arresting disease and prolonging human
life ? Because Dr. Dl Barry can prove in black and white

his '50,000,000 Certificated Cures,' is that a reason why
we should all be compelled under strong penalties to take

for breakfast, luncheon, and dinner, nothing but his Reva-
lenta Arabica ? Kind angels, forbid !

"No, the days of prohibition are over, and let there be

Free Trade in eating and diiuking as there is in everything

else. Let every one do as he pleases, and if a man is doing

himself an injury, the cure will in time work itself, for

punishment has a wonderful quick effect in hastening the

hour of correction. Is the Thames to be closed up, for-

sooth, because a few unhappy creatures commit suicide in

it every year ? Prevent them if you can, but do not prohibit

me, inasmuch as I do not entertain any particular craving

for shortening my days, from fishing, or rowing or bathing

in that noble river as often as I please. These United

Kingdom Alliance gentlemen are doubtlessly very good,

worthy, well-meaning gentlemen, but I do not want them
to dictate to me what I am to drink, nor to lay down laws

for my moral or dietetic guidance in any way whatsosver.

As for Parliament, it knows better than to interfere with

the liberty of the subject.

" I am, dear Punch,

" Yours, a true Independent Briton,

"John Brown."

Going Great Lengths.

The Star is dissatisfied with Mr. Lincoln. It says,
" The President is all very well so far as he goes, but there

is not enough of him." Yet he is nearly seven feet high.

However, we agree with our contemporary, that what
America wants is a great man.

twice crowned.

The readers of Parisian journals say that the beautiful

and devout Lady at the head of French politics happily

combines an inherited with an elective title. She is not

only the Empress of "the French," but also of La
France.
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SUICIDE IN STAYS.

Young Lady.

My dear Miss
Smytbe,— Of course
you have been to see

the Exhibition—no, I

don't mean the one
under the

_
Trafalgar

Square twin pepper-
boxes, I mean the
one which lies beneath
the two big domes
that Fowke built.

And of course you 've

seen the Koh-i-noor,
and all the other
ducks of diamonds,
and the exquisite lace

shawls, and the beau-
tiful mixed pickle

trophy, and the girl's

hair six feet long, and
the rabbit that beats
a drum, and the little

bird that stirs about
and sings upon a
snuff-box. And be-
sides all these instruc-

tive and wonder-mov-
ing sights, you have
improved your mind
still further by sittmg

in the nave, and staring at the swells who keep on walking up and down in it, and who
look as though they fancied that of all the marvels shown there they were best worth looking

at. And having done this, and just peeped at the pictures for a bit, and possibly been brave

enough to win some gloves of cousin Charley, by spending, say, six minute in the smell of

the machinery,—having done all this, you fancy you have " done " the Exhibition, and that

really there is nothing you have left unseen there.

Well, I am sorry to disturb this notion, and to give you further labour; but have you
seen the Grecian girdle expressly manufactured for the Empress or Austria ? No, you've

not ? Well then, you '11 find it—or at any rate, a facsimile—if you will ask a kind policeman

to present you at the Greek Court, to which he is invested with full power of introduction.

The reason why I ask you to go and see this girdle, is not so much because it is connected

with an Empress (although of course that fact alone must serve to make it vastly interest-

ing), as because it only measures sixteen inches in its length, thereby showing that her

Majesty is the possessor of a waist which my joined thumbs and forefingers easily could

clasp. Now, very possibly her Majesty was born with a small waist, and I will have the

charity to fancy that she was. Her portrait is exhibited among the foreign pictures, and
one shrinks from speaking harshly of such a pretty creature as, if her artist may be credited,

the Empress certainly must be. So 1 will assume that her small waist is a natural deformity,

and has not been produced by artificial means. But for fear lest her example set the fashion

for wasp waists (and I know how prone you ladies are to follow any fashion, no matter how
unsightly, which an Empress leads), do just let me remind you and others of your sex, that

a small waist when produced by artificial means invariably causes a great injury to health.

Tight lacing may indeed he considered as a crime, for they who wantonly destroy their

health are guilty of slow suicide, inasmuch as by degrees they shorten their own life. And
after all, what beauty is there in a pinched-in waist ? To my eyes it is simply as monstrous
a deformity as the squeezed foot of a Chinawoman, or the blackened teeth of married ladies in

Japan. If I were a young man, I would no more think of marrying a girl with a wasp waist
than I would make an offer to Julia Pastrana, supposing that attractive person came again
to life. I should know that, if my wife had a waist my hands could clasp, the chances are
her doctor's bills would annually increase ; and that, to say nothing of the sorrow of having
a sick wife, her small waist would occasion me a very great expense.
Pray then, my dear young lady, do just bear my words in mind ; and whenever you see a

girl beginning to wear stays, and to deform herself and kill herself by squeezing in her ribs,

do pray tell her that the smaller she contrives to make her waist, the smaller will her chances
he of getting married ; for believe me that in this matter, as well as every other one, all

men of sense will always agree with your friend,

imm$.

TELEGRAMS TO COME.

Paris.—The prolonged occupation of Rome by our brave troops has terminated in a solution
of the Roman question to be regretted in the interests of Catholicism.

Impatience of the necessity which withholds their desired Capital lias at length prevailed

on the Italians to inquire into the basis of those spiritual pretensions on which is reared the
superstructure of the Pope's temporal sovereignty.

They have accordingly addressed themselves to the study of the New Testament.
They find that there is no such word as Pope in the book.
Everywhere the populations have renounced their spiritual allegiance to the papacy. Multi-

tudes crowd the streets, uttering cries of " Viva la Bibbia ! " * Viva VWhangSlio ! " " Viva
la verita !

"

The people of Italy has proclaimed that it embraces genuine Christianity.

The whole Italian nation, including the
Romans, has been excommunicated by the
Pope.
The unity of Italy has thus accomplished itself

in a spiritual sense ; but our arms, which have
unfortunately achieved that result, will not cease
to perpetuate, for the welfare of Christendom,
and the glory of France, the situation which
caused it, in consequence of which the Sovereign
Pontiff is now a monarch whose subjects are
heretics.

Arrangements have been made, by the despatch
of large reinforcements, for the permanent esta-
blishment of the Holy Father, under the protec-
tion of French artillery, at Rome as a Pope in

partibus.

COXWELL AND GLAISHER.

A Song by a Schoolboy.

'Tis of the youthful Icarus
The ancient poet sings,

For whom his daddy, DiEDALUs,
Made certain waxen wings

;

But, flying up too near the Sun,
His wings of wax did melt,

And then lie came right down, like fun,

As hard as he could pelt.

A great deal faster than he rose
Apace descended he,

Until he ended all his woes
In the iEgean Sea.

Now what a lie is that account

!

About the hour of noon
Glaisher and Coxwell bold did mount

Six miles in a balloon.

No mortal man could soar so high,

Because, at that great height,

A pigeon they let out to fly,

Could not effect its flight.

Half stifled for the want of breath

Was Coxwell, Glaisher too :

Glaisher was nearly froze to death,

And Coxwell's hands turned blue,

Aloft 'tis cold instead of hot

;

Wax wings would freeze, not run.,

By which a chap as near had got,

As could be, to the Sun
;

As snow upon, a mountain's top
Might show to every fool

:

So that slow fable you must drop

That we are taught at school.

But Glaisher's pluck, and Coxwell's too,

Is something to admire
;

As high as eagle ever flew

Those fellows went, and higher.

One kept on reading at his glass,

Whilst he could see or stand

;

The other's teeth let out the gas,

When cold had numbed his hand.

'Tis true that these two men did go

Six miles towards the sky
;

But as for Icarus, we know
That story 's all my eye.

Then what 's the use to read about

Old heroes' fabled acts,

When now they 're beaten, out and out,

By wonders that are facts ?

The Height of Humility.

What would Cardinal Wiseman say to a

converted convict, who had become a saint, and,

in order to exhibit a memorial of his disgrace,

stuck his ticket-of-leave, framed and glazed, over

his mantel-shelf?

Would not his Eminence say that, after the

saint had been canonised, his ticket-of-leave would
make a splendid relic ?
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A DIP IN FRENCH WATERS.
Jones {to Old Woman). " Com, Sar !

—

What do you mean ?

—

Am I to be led down like that foe a Quarter of a Mile ?

"

THE ITALIAN TRIO.

The Pope to Louis Napoleon. Fly not yet, 'tis just the hour,
That threatens most my Temporal Power,

Oh, do not leave me, pray !

I own I 've called you many a name,
But who would hate a poor old dame

For aught that she can say ?

Louis Napoleon. I've stayed, old lady, far too long,

In fact I feel 1 'm in the wrong,
And off I mean to go,

Your neighbour there has shown he's quite

Prepared and willing, M'm, to fight

Against your every foe.

King Victor. Yes, leave the poor old girl to me,
You '11 see how quickly we '11 agree,

When you are out of sight,

And she shall walk in silk attire,

And go to church in glory, Sire,

And I '11 do all that 's right.

The Pope. I do not like the plan at all,

My fortune's tottering to its fall.

Louis Nap. Oh, don't say that, but bless our plan,

Be friends with brave King Gallantman.

King Victor. Yes, take my arm, and never mind,
Our plan is all that 's good and kind.

The Pope. t dear, O dear, I quake with fear.
Louts Nap. Why quake, old girl, no foes are here ?

King Victor. [ I am not cruel, nor severe. .

All. But Fate must call the dance.

The Pope. I It 's very hard to leave me so.
Louis Nap. < Trials are blessings, don't you know ?

King Victor. { We '11 talk about the Statu quo.

All. The word is "Exit France:'

MINSTRELS PAID OEF.

It will perhaps be generally considered that the subjoined portion of

a newspaper paragraph has a not unsuitable heading :

—

" A Stupid Frolic.—The Malta Times gives the following account of a cruel prac-

tical joke played off at Rabbots, in the Island of Gozo, by a party of officers of the
garrison. For the amusement of an idle hour they adopted the not very original

expedient of throwing hot copper coins from the windows of the Imperial Hotel, to

be scrambled for by a crowd of boys."

The pastime above described certainly is one which is neither intel-

lectual nor benevolent.
_
Circumstances, however, alter cases, and a

proceeding, which, practised for amusement, is wanton cruelty, becomes
laudable when adopted in self vindication. The eminent mathema-
tician, Mr. Babbage, is notoriously the subject of continual annoyance
from dirty Italian organ-grinders, who station themselves before his

house, and, though told to go away, keep on tormenting him with their

noise, to the distraction of his mind, and the interruption and_ confusion

of his calculations. A philosopher may often derive a hint from fools,

and the next time Mr. Babbage finds himself plagued by one of these

rascals, he might advantageously employ the same expedient to rid

himself of a nuisance as that to which the officers at Malta resorted for

the purpose of killing time. What Mr. Babbage might do with satis-

factory effect, other gentlemen might be advised to try when molested

by organ-grinding vagrants. It is true that the officers who played the

trick above recorded, and burnt a number of little boys in the hands

and legs, were deservedly fined £5 each by the magistrates ; but any

Beak of ordinary acuteness will see that it is one thing to hurt inof-

fensive children and another to throw hot coppers to offensive organ-

grinders.

A Tobacco Parliament Wanted.

M. Assolant did us the honour to call us a nation of savages. He
applied that appellation to us not altogether without reason. We may
boast of our civilisation ; but we cannot deny that the needless and
mischievous inequality of our duties on tobacco is a proof that our
customs are still extremely barbarous.
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RELIEVING GUARD.
Mrs. Pope. "OH, MR. POLICEMAN, I HOPE YOU AIN'T A-GOIN' TO- LEAVE A POOR OLD 'OMAN?"
Mr. Nap. "YES, M'M, I AM-YOU WILL BE QUITE SAFE WITH YOUR FRIEND, VICTOR YONDER' 1 HE'S

A CAPITAL OFFICER."
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A WISE MAN'S WORDS.

In a late publication from the pen of Cardinal Wiseman, we are

informed that the late Queen of Naples, and a certain Neapolitan

beggar-boy named Ntjnzio Sulprizio, are contemporary candidates for

canonisation. They both died in similar states of sanctity -.

—
" And so the Queen, and the mendicant, one mass of gangrene, were admitted

together on the same day ; and passed in their matriculation for the sublime degrees
of beatification and canonisation."

This is Cardinal Wiseman's own statement ; no burlesque.

The mendicant above-mentioned, whilst an inmate of a hospital, ac-

cording to the Cardinal, " contrived to practise all virtues in a heroic

degree on the wretched pallet which he never left." All virtues ! The
practice of all the virtues, even within the compass of the most spacious

four-poster, would be a sufficient miracle. It would beat any perform-

ance that a Spiritual Blondin could exhibit on the moral tight-rope.

Cardinal Wiseman says, further :

—

" Now, perhaps the Queen and the pauper, who thus met at the threshold of the
Church's judgment-seat (Prov. xxii. 2), and were admitted together, may continue
to walk on together, and share the honour, one day of a joint canonisation, Perhaps
the lame and bed ridden patient may run quicker in the race, and attain the goal
before his more agile and graceful competitor."

Upon our honour, upon our circulation, the foregoing words are

Cardinal Wiseman's own, and not those of Punch.

THE NAGGLETONS OUT.
A SEA-SIDE DRAMA.

The Scene represents the Breakfast-Table at Mr. and Mrs. Naggle-
ton's lodgings at a Watering-Place. The distinguished couple at

breakfast.

Mr. Naggleton (who is justifiably cross, because he went out late to buy
a " Times " and all the copies had been sold to unknown persons, whom he
therefore hates). What bad tea!

Mrs. N. There 's coffee.

Mr. N. That 's worse.
Mrs. N. It was not my fault that water didn't boil, I suppose.
Mr. N. No. But I suppose it was your fault for using water that

didn't boil.

Mrs. N. Do you want to have a fire in the parlour with the thermo-
meter at 70° ? or do you wish your wife to go down into the kitchen of
a lodging-house, and heat the kettle?
Mr. N. I only wish to have decent tea or coffee.

Mrs. N. You have managed to drink both, such as they are ; so if I
were you I would say no more about it.

Mr. N. I am much obliged for your advice, and should be more
obliged if you would condescend to attend to what I believe is a
woman's department.

Mrs. N. If you had gone to an hotel, you could have had all the
luxuries, the want of which makes you so amiable.
Mr. N. I didn't choose to go to an hotel.

Mrs. N. Then you must take things as you find them.
Mr. N. I have had good breakfasts at the sea-side in other days.
Mrs. N. I am happy to hear it. That makes it all the fairer that you

should sometimes put up with bad ones. Not that the breakfast 'has

been bad to-day, only your temper.
Mr. N. I say it has been bad. The shrimps were anything but

fresh.

Mrs.N. Do you wish me to get up early in the morning, and go out
shrimping ?

Mr. N. I certainly wish you would get up early in the morning, as it

is ridiculous to be breakfasting at ten o'clock at the sea-side.
Mrs. N. I don't see why people should come to the sea to make them-

selves uncomfortable.
Mr. N. Nor I ; nor why they should make other people so.
Mrs. N. Well, as you are in a sweet humour, I shall take my novel

and go down to the beach and read, and perhaps you'll be in a happier
frame of mind by lunch -time.

Mr.N. When a novel-fit is on you, it is useless for me to expect any
attention. If you imitated some of the perfection you are so fond of
reading about, it might not be amiss.

Mrs. N. Yery neat, dear, and very new, and very much calculated to
make an impression.

Mr. N. (who is, somehow, getting the worst of it, and is aware of the
fact). Of course. Any scribbler's sentiments have more weight with
you than your husband's.

Mrs. N. Well, dear, I am not unreasonable. I do not ask you for
sentiments. Sentiment at your time of life would be about as suitable
to you as leap-frog.

Mr. N. (in despair, castles). Pray don't let that anchovy paste come
j

up any more—it is not fit to be upon the table.

Mrs. N. You bought it yourself.

Mr. N. Because I could get nothing else provided for me. I shall

throw it out of window if I see it again.

Mrs. N. Pray do, or commit any other act of boyish impatience. I
suppose you conduct yourself in that ridiculous way in the hope of

seeming younger than you are.

Mr. N. (thinks he sees an opening'). No, my dear. I have given suffi-

cient proof, in the later part of my life, of not being as wise as I ought
to be, considering.

Mrs, N. (carelessly). Have you, love ? Never mind. It 's too late

for regrets now. But (arrested in the midst of her victory, and angrily)

it 's too early to begin smoking that abominable pipe.

Mr. N. (availing himself of the enemy''s indiscretion). I observe, my
dear, that the names of things vary with the temper of the speakers.
This is a pipe, when you are in a rage, but it is a Meerschaum, when
you are going to fill and light it, preparatory to some little domestic
manoeuvre.

Mrs. N. A man who deserved to be called a husband would not make
domestic manoeuvres necessary, and a husband who deserved to be called

a man would not reproach a wife with any little display of kindness.
However, such a thing will not occur again.

Mr. N. In that case I shall lose on my fusees, and gain on my
banker's book. Ha ! ha

!

Mrs. N. You are easily pleased.

Mr. N. Then you must reproach yourself with not oftener trying

what is so easy. Come, I was only joking.

Mrs. N. I am glad you mention it. I did not see the joke. Such
things are not much in your way.
Mr. N. (furious). A course of novels makes us critical as well as

polite.

Mrs.N. Oh, there! I didn't say it. I'm sorry I spoke. I know
that you are the wit of the " Flips " Club, only don't bring your wit

to me, because I am unfortunately too stupid to be a good judge of

that article.

Mr. N. Or of any other—potted beef included. This is the worst I

ever ate.

Mrs. N. Here is the paper, dear. (Takes it in at the ivindow.)

Perhaps somebody else's ideas may be more amusing than your own.
Just let me see who is married.
Mr. N. Inhuman satisfaction !

Mrs. N. (scorning to notice such used-up rubbish, and reading). Ah

!

Helen Sanderson's wedding at last! Alfred has got his step, then.

What a happy wifc she will be.

Mr. N. Yes, and will deserve her happiness. I do not know auyone
with such a sweet temper. She is always cheerful ; always_ tries to

make the pleasautest answer that can be made, and looks happiest when
she has done anyone a kind turn.

Mrs. N. And she marries a man who can appreciate those qualities,

and who is worth pleasing. And how handsome Alfred Crowhurst
is. He looks like a gentleman.
Mr. N Yes, it is a very good imitation.

Mrs. N. There now, that is just like you. So spiteful. As if any-

body complained of you for being only five feet four, and being obliged

to wear a wig. Do allow good looks to other persons.

Mr.N. (solenmly). I have told you repeatedly, Mrs. Naggleton, that

I am five feet six—not, of course—ha, ha—that it signifies ; but it argues

a determination to be disrespectful when a person continues to repeat

what is not truth.

Mrs. N. Well, you shall be six feet if you like, dear. As you say,

what does it signify? And your wig's your own hair ; and is there

any other truth that you would like me to admit, while I am about it ?

Mr. N. (icily). If you have done with the paper, I shall be obliged

by it.

Mrs. N. There it is. I see old Mr. Bloker is gone at last. She
will be well off, won't she ?

Mr. N. What, John Bloker ! Dear me, I am shocked.

Mrs. N. Well, I don't know what about. It must be a happy release

for himself and his friends. Mrs. Bloker will marry again, I dare

say.

Mr. N. Why, she 's as old as you are. Marry again, indeed ! How-
ever, as there 's no saying what folly a woman may commit, I make no
doubt that John Bloker has taken care to fortify her weak resolution

by some anti-matrimonial suggestions in his will. Goose as she may be,

she is hardly goose enough to suppose that anybody would think of her
except in connection with his savings. What do you think ? (The above
charming speech delivered slowly, and as matter long since pondered?)

Mrs. N. (with a curious effort). Perhaps you are right, Henry.
Indeed, I have no doubt that you are. I spoke hastily when I said

—

my dear Henry ! Your Meerschaum is nearly out. I '11 get you a match.
But won't you come and smoke on the beach ?—I don't mean about the
smell in the curtains, dear, because I rather like that,— it seems so
domestic—but it is so much pleasanter to have you with me, and
you can read your Times just as well in the shade of the bathing
machines. Come, I won't be a minute putting on my hat, and as we go
down, we '11 call at Pickleton and Larder's for a moment, as I told
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them to get something which I think you'll like for breakfast—you don't half

take care of yourself, and I believe I am wrong in leaving you to yourself so much,

only you are so decided and imperious, dear, that I am always afraid to interfere.

There—now you have a capital fire, and I won't be a minute. [Exit.

Mr.'N. {smiling to himself). I believe that she cares about me a great deal, and

that the thought of Mrs. Bloker's bereavement touched her feelings. She 's not

a bad sort of woman, though nothing like Mrs. Naggleton No. 1.

[Exit to tvait at street-door.

Scene in another apartment. Mrs. Naggleton before the looking-glass.

Mrs. N. If he has ! And he is quite, capable of it. As old as I am, indeed

!

Well, it 's no use talking, but
Sc tie closes.

'•• iMI.Mlft

SMALL-POX IN SHEEP.

8 pastoral.

Lately, one morn, discoursed a brace of clowns,
Dan'l and Dick, upon the Hampshire downs,
A vale between them, threaded by a rill,

And either standing on a distant hill.

Relate in Doric verse, sacred Muse,
How those two clodhoppers expressed their views.

Ban. Hast hear'd the news in Wiltshire oaver there,
As shepherds ool lament at Weyhill Fair ?

Dick. Ees, I be told as how the ship ha' got
The small-pox, but I spose they manes the rot.

Dan. Rot ? Yaa ! They 're rottun fast enough, no
doubt,

But their disaise is small-pox, out and out.
Dick. Small-pox in ship ? That 's zummut strange and

new,
'Twool make the butchers look uncommon blue

;

What some ool think a wonder and a zign,
'Taint like as ef it had attacted swine.
Dan. Swine ! that had been a gurter plag and cuss,

In ship 'tis bad enough. ; in pigs 'twur wus,
But how should small-pox out o' Natur's way
For t'others be, and not as much for they?

Dick. Cause why 'tis what 's a nateral ill to we,
And pigs our sart o' poor relations be,

The difierunce 'twixt ourselves and ship is wide;
Just like a Christian's is a pig's inside.

Dan. Some says pigs has the measles, which, if true.

They just as well med ha' the small-pox too.

'Twould spile their beauty to be sure, but there,
Our bacon if we saved we shouldn't care.

Dick. Now if ship 's got, the small-pox to endure,
No doubt but what they '11 ha the measles, sure.

And hoopun cough, all moor or less severe
;

Sims like enough to make the mutton queer.
Dan. I tell 'ee what ; 'tis them new schemes o' breed,

All them there line improvements in their feed,

Departun off from Natur's good old ways,
Instead o' lavun ship alone to graze.—

'Tis hottish baint it for the time o' year ?

Dick, Ees, 'tis ; and I should like a drap o' beer.

The Best Possible Primate.

Touching the appointment of a new Archbishop, the
Times said, " The qualities needed in an English Primate
must be very sober and not at all brilliant." At this rate

the man best qualified to be Archbishop oe Canterbury
is the teetotaller Dean Close.

FOOLS TO AMUSE THE FRENCH.

! a i, l' etranger.
Monsieur,

You do not, I fear, enjoy half the amusement you might find

in this country. Let me recommend you to assist at some of the

meetings of our Societies for controlling the inclinations of other
people. For example go, if you can, to the next meeting of the Inter-

national Temperance and Prohibition Conference. You see, Monsieur,
this Association calls itself International. It therefore professes not only
to deprive me of the liberty to get drunk, but, pardon me, yourself
also.

Do you know, Monsieur, what this droll Society does ? A number
of persons organise themselves into a league for the purpose of
encouraging one another to drink nothing stronger than tea, and
also of preventing other people from drinking what they please.
This latter object, which consists with their idea of British freedom,
they seek to effect by procuring laws for the annihilation of the liquor
trade. They would make it criminal to be a wine-merchant, or the
landlord of any but a Temperance hotel. The first of their objects,
mutual encouragement in abstinence from exhilarating fluids, they
accomplish by assembling, declaiming, and listening to declamations on
the evils arising from the use of fermented drink, which they enor-
mously exaggerate ; also, sometimes, by marching about in procession,
beating drums, bearing banners, singing in chorus, and otherwise
making a demonstration worthy of idiots escaped from an asylum.
Assuredly these imbeciles are right to abstain from intoxicating 'beve-

rages, for they are always more than tipsy enough, although having
drunk only water.

The word of order of these serious buffoons is Total Abstinence,

They call themselves by the ridiculous name of Teetotallers. Fancy,

Monsieur, an assemblage of simpletons shouting to one onother, ".Come,
friends, let us drink no wine. Let us avoid beer. Courage, comrades,

we will refrain from Cognac. Yes ; we will content ourselves with

ginger-beer, soda-water, tea, coffee. Take the pledge ;
pass it round,

boys ; drink we it in water. Huzza, three times three, we won't go
home till twilight

;
jolly companions every one !

"

If, indeed, these silly and frantic busybodies cried, "No black

beer ; no adulterated porter
! " you would, with me, deem their shout

reasonable; but their cry is "No beer at all!" no pale yellow beer,

even mixed with water. Worse, still, they roar, or rather bray, " No
Burgundy! No Claret! No Champagne!" Now, Monsieur, you
will see, in its full extent, the folly of these frenzied nincompoops. Our
Government has but just concluded with yours that admirable treaty, so

advantageous as well for the revenue as for the trade of both countries,

which relies, for its success, on our large demand for your excellent

wines. And this bond of union between the two nations would be

destroyed if the Legislature were so mad
_
as to yield to the noisy

agitation of the impertinent boobies who desire to have a preposterous

and tyrannical Maine Law enacted in England.
Monsieur, you really should go and witness the ludicrous exhibition

which these grave but violent zanies will be delighted to afford you
entirely at their own expense. Accept, Mousieur, the assurance of the

distinguished consideration with which I have the honour to subscribe

myself, your very humble servant, 332ENC^,
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PERSIGNY ON PEDIGREE.

ir Bernard Burke
is respectfully in-

formed that M. de
Persigny, the other

day, at Montbrison,
in the department of

the Loire anciently

called the Forez, pre-

siding at the inaugu-

ration of " La Diana,"
an archaeological so-

ciety, just revived

there, made a speech
about nobility, mainly
directed to show that

the blood of noblemen
and commoners is es-

sentially the same
fluid, and citing the

Arabs, and the Scotch,

as the two peoples in

the world who are dis-

tinguished from the
rest of it by taking
that philosophical

view of the subject.

To the descendants
of Ishmael, however,
and to the natives of

the land of thistles,

are to be added the
inhabitants of the
Loire, according to

the Imperial Minister
of the Interior; who
said :

—

" So, as the Campbells
and Macdonalds, we of

this district or province to which I belong-, having- the same origin, feeling within our veins the same blood,
inheriting the same traditions, have formed ourselves into a clan which is called Forez."

A very good imitation of Clan Campbell, and the Macdonalds, is Clan Forez ; minus
the Mac, which the Campbells have ; for we all know that Campbell is only an alias, as the

celebrated thief Bob Boy might have remarked
when he stated that his foot was now on his

native heath, and his name was Mac „Gregor.
M. de Persigny and his fellow clansmen of the
Loire had better have taken a genuine original

Scotch name, Mac and all; and there is one which
would have just suited them: the most original

name for any clan that could possibly be selected,

and one singularly according with Persigny's
ideas of blood and pedigree—Mac Adam.

Rich Muffs, Please Copy.

Naturalists have just discovered that the
Glow-worm feeds on Snails. Some apologetic
seatimentalismis the result of the announcement,
but Mr. Fundi (who is a diner-out) sees great
fitness in this arrangement of nature. The slow
folks of society are the proper parties to furnish
dinners for the Brilliant.

A Dirty Business.

The French say that " Tout cJwnrin mene a
Rome" and certainly their occupation of that

City is a strong proof of it. We only wish that

Louis Napoleon had selected a cleaner way of

getting there.

A VETERINARY PACT.

Vaccination is proposed as a preventive of

small-pox in sheep. We believe it has been tried

and not found to answer, perhaps because the

sheep cannot have the cow-pox.

CONUNDRUM FOR LORD SHAFTESBURY.

Who is to be the new Archbishop ?

{The answer shall be published when his

Lordship has decided.

FOREIGN TRAPS FOR ENGLISH FLATS.

In common with many wise and also, he much fears, with many
foolish people, Mr. Punch is very frequently receiving invitations to

lay out a small portion of his large weekly earnings in the purchase of
a "chance" or a few dozen of "chances" of winning him a prize in

some coni mental lottery. This invitation is commonly conveyed in

vastly courteous terms, which seem to keep the word of promise to the
ear, but are likely in most cases to break it to the hope. The last of
these polite epistles wherewith Mr. Punch was favoured was phrased
in tempting language thus :

—

" Frankfort on the Maine.
" Sir,—We take the liberty of enclosing for your perusal a Prospectus of the Great

Brunswick Money Lottery, guaranteed by Government, and we beg to call your
attention to the great advantages offered toinvesters by this speculation ; with such
a small outlay, viz., £l for a whole share, 5s. for a quarter, you are enabled to win
the highest prizes mentioned in the Prospectus, viz. 100,000$, 80,000$, 70,000$,
68,000$, &c. &c. The first families in England have already invested in this
speculation."

Have they, indeed ? Well, we have no means to negative the state-

ment
; excepting just to say that the family of Lord Punch have not as

yet subscribed, nor are they likely so to do if his Lordship can prevent
them. As Macbeth says, his Lordship lias no such "speculation in his

eyes," not having any green in them. But besides the strong induce-
ment in 1 he thought of doing that which the first families have done,
the letter under notice further tempts one by asserting that

—

" These Prizes will be paid to you [i. e., if you win them] in read// money, through
a Banker in London, Edinburgh, Dublin, or through any other channel you may
prefer.

" The Drawings are performed publicly, under the direction of a Government
Commission appointed for the purpose, and we assure you that every Shareholder
has a fair and equal chance whether present at the Drawing or not.
" An ' Official List' bearing the Government Arms will be forwarded immediately

after the Drawing to your own, or any other address you may desire.
"You may rest assured that we will do our utmost to promote your interests, and

promising that the strictest secresy shall be observed,
" We remain, yours, very respectfully,

" SCHWINDELMANN DND SPITZBUBE."

Great must be the comfort even to a loser to have the privilege of
receiving this " official list " of all the winning candidates, with the

names and weights of money to which they are entitled. And great

must be the solace to those who have not won, hi seeing the list headed
with the Government Arms, as a surety that no black-legs have put
foot in the lottery. In the prospectus which accompanies the letter it

is stated that " the shares are signed by Blank, Director, and Asterisk,

Inspector, and are provided with the Government weapons " (this

doubtless being intended as a synonym for " Arms "). What are the

weapons of the Government we are left to guess, and may conceive

them what we choose, from a big gun to a battle-axe. One however of

these weapons must, we think, be the long bow, which appears to have
been drawn somewhat strongly in the statements whicn relate to the
" drawings " of the shares. That these drawings have some art in

them, Mr. Punch will freely grant ; but he inclines to think the art_ is

not of a high character, and not to be compared with the art wherewith
his own artists weekly charm the world. The drawings in his window
are in his eye far superior to those in foreign lotteries, and each

one of his Numbers is a prize, and not a blank. Any one who has spare

money to invest may invest it much more safely in Mr. Punch's drawings

than in those which are described in the prospectus above quoted ; and

as gambling is illegal in the eye of English law, Mr. Punch would
recommend all those who have a taste for drawings, to look for them in

Fleet Street and not Frankfort on the Maine.

A Bishop in Partibus Fidelium.

The most genuine Nolo Episcopari must be uttered by anyone who
reads that Mr. Bishop, an Englishman, convicted by an Italian Court of

Justice of helping the Bourbons, is sentenced to ten years' imprisonment.

The Southern President is a classical scholar of no mean attainments,

as the following anecdote will testify. Being asked by a Virginian

editor how many new men he thought Lincoln would be able to raise,

the excellent Jefferson answered, "Davis sum, non (Edipus."

The Best Substitute for Cotton.—Liberal subscriptions for the

poor creatures who are suffering from the want of it.
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First Housemaid. " Jane, did you ever brush your Hair with two bruslus ?
"

Second Housemaid. " Never till the Captain come and left his'n out. My! isn't it delightful ?

"

[May be, but the Captain's delight at overhearing the statement is decidedly limited.

NOTICE TO THE AMBITIOUS.

Me. Punch observes, with much satisfaction, that the Report of the

Decimal Committee has been, published, and further that the Committee
recommend the Government to prepare the popular mind for the recep-

tion of the Decimal System. These preparations are to be made in

divers ways, the Post-Office is to introduce the system, iu the case of

foreigu letters and books, and it is to be taught iu all schools that

receive Government aid. Moreover, gentlemen who wish to enter the
service of your country, you must get up the Decimal System, for it is

to be made a feature in your examinations. What do you think of

that ? As babies have corals to cut their teeth upon, as debaters in

embryo have their club discussions, and as young Ministers are allowed

to deal with Irish affairs and the like before they are entrusted with
real business, students in Decimals had better go into training, and form
their minds for severer work. By way of helping them, Mr. Punch has
dashed off a few queries of a searching character, which he submits for

the advantage and instruction of his young friends, and if they can
answer these off-hand, he has good hope that they will distinguish

themselves in the new line about to be opened to them.

QUERIES FOR YOUNG CANDIDATES.

What are Dated Greek Proxymmata, and describe the ecliptic variety.

What is your idea of the Purbeck Mammalian genus Plagiaulax. ?

What has become of the Library of Matthias Corvinus ?

What was the actual and what is the market value of a tetradrachm
of Arsinoe the First ?

Give a specimen .of the Amphibrachys, the Ditrochseus, and the
Epitritus Secundus.
What is the relative art-value of Kamptulicon, Pauuuscorium, and

the Eureka shirt ?

What are diurnal Lepidoptera, and are Amblypodia Lycauida, or
does the converse hold ?

How do you mix Mathematics, and do you take sugar with them or
not?

Now, send iu answers to the above (you may write, print, or litho-

graph the replies, but we will not have them on scented paper), and we

undertake to return private or public certificate, as may be desired,ito

the merits'of each respondent and his chance of passing an examination-in
the Decimal System.

PRIZES FOR VIRTUOUS PEASANTS.

There is something to be said for Lord John Manners's opinion

that the practice of rewarding agricultural servants with the prizes

distributed at the meetings of Farmers' Clubs is not "one that is

more honoured in the breach than in the observance." There is some-
thing dramatic and picturesque in the distribution of prizes to a meri-

torious and happy peasantry. That is, at least, there would be if it

were arranged to take place with proper scenery, dresses, and decora-

tions; villagers, old and young, in holiday attire, and the lads and
lasses suitably trimmed with ribbons. Moreover, the prizes should be

sufficiently elegant. Corduroy trousers are uot the sort of douatiou

that lords, and 'squires, and wealthy farmers, patrons of a rural festival,

should present to successful shepherds and deserving ploughmen. A
flowered dimity waistcoat would be the right kind of thing; and to this

might be added a pair of white ditto smalls, blue ribbed cotton stockings

and glazed pumps.

The American Appeal.

The weather is warm and cool things are welcome. Put perhaps

there is an excess of coolness in the latest proposition from the

Federals. They ask that England, France, and Russia shall mediate

"upon the basis of the submission of the South and its return to the

Union." That is they, unable to "whip" the South, want the

European powers to obtain for the North what it canuot get by fighting.

Yes, this is Refrigeration in e.rcekis—-na,y, Mr. Glaisher, six miles

aloft was not so cool as the American petition.

Extremely Frivolous.—We have no respect for the art-critic who,

being shown the beautiful figure of a black girl by Signor Monti,

called it a Monti- negro.
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illustrate the form of the float, sink, hook, and bait, the art of knotting the line, and all requisites to be
undemood.cap&ble of demonstration by drawing or diagram."—lira.

Bradbury and Evans, 11, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, E.C.

Published Every Saturday, Price 6d.,

THE ARMY AND NAVY GAZETTE.
EDITED BY W. H. RUSSELL, ESQ., LL.D.

** Articles on American Aflairs Appear Every Week.
Office : 16, Wellington Street, Strand.

In large Folio, Price 12s. 6d. cloth, half law calf, 17s., Vol. I. of

THE GAZETTE OF BANKRUPTCY.
(Jan. 1 to June 28.)

COMPLETE LEGAL AND COMMERCIAL RECORD OF BANKRUPTCY.
Reports, Particulars, Balance Sheets, &c, of every Bankruptcy, with Complete

Classified Inde-x.
Chief Office, 26, Bell Yard, Lincoln's Inn.W.C, the District Offices, and all Booksellers.



NO MORE PILLS MOR ANY OTHER
MEDICINE.

TE FIND DU BARRY'S
FOOD the safest remedy for chronic

constipation, indigestion (dyspepsia), consumption,
diarrhoea, all gastric disorders, aridity, heartburn,
palpitation, irritability, sleeplessness, distension,
flatulency, phlegm, haemorrhoids, coughs, colds,
catarrhs, asthma, hronchitis.dysrntery, nervousness,
biliousness, torpidity of the liver, debility, atrophy.
—Andrew Ure, M.D., F.R.S., I>r Harvey, Dr. Shor-
land, Dr. Campbell, Dr. Rud. Wurzer. It saves i>0

times its cost in other remedies. Packed iu tins—
1 lb.,2s.9fi.; 121b., free of carriage, 22*.— Barry du
Barry and Co., 77i Regent Streei, London; and
26, Place Venddme, Paris; 12, Rue de 1'Empereur,
Brussels; Kortnum and Mason, and at Hi, Grace-
church Street; No. 49, Bisbopsgate Street; 4,

Cheapside; 63 and 150, Oxford Street; 330, Strand;
&, Charing Cross ; 54, Baker Street; and all Grocers
and Chemists.
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SHEFFIELD MANUFACTURERS,

OPPOSITE to the PANTHEOF, OXFORD STREET, W.

Forwarded Direct from their Manufactory, ROYAL CUTLERY WORKS, Sheffield.

MAPPIN & Go's CELEBRATED TABLE CUTLERY.
(All best Steel Blades, secure balance Ivory Handles.)

Ofe

Ivory Handles. Good
Ivory.

Medium
Ivory.

Superior Transparent
Ivory. Ivory.

1 doz. Table Knives £0 13

10

4 6

5 6

4 6

2 6

£10
15

7

8

7

3 6

£1 15 £2 6

15 1 14

12 13 6
13 6 15

12 I
13 6

4 6
|

5

1 pair Regular M«at Carvers

1 (pair Poultry Carvers
1 Steel for sharpening

£2 £3 6 £5 2 £6 7

l-rj 53

!?0

MAPPIN & Co.'s ELECTRO-PLATED SPOONS AND FOEICS.

Full Size. Fiddle. Thread. Kind's. Lily.

12 Table Porks £17
17
1 1

1 1

10 6

£2 14
2 It

2

2

14

£2 16
2 16
2

2

14

£2 14

2 14

2

2

18

12 Table Spoons

12 Dessert Spoons
12 Tea Spoons

TNDIGESTION.-THE BESTA remedy ever devised for indigestion is

the invaluable compound, PARR'S LIFE PILLS.
By using them occasionally, good digestion is sure
to follow the appetite, and the other result—^ood
health—succeeds as a matter of course, f-'arr's Life
Pills may he obtained of any medicine vendor, in
boxes Is. \$<l., 2s. $<l., and in family packets, II*.

each.

PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS EXHIBITION, 1855.

WETCALFE, BINGLEY,
.k$& & Co. 's New Pattern Tooth Brushes,
?enetrating unbleached Hair Brushes, improved
'lesh Brushes, and genuine Smyrna Sponges, with

every description ot Brush, Comb, and Perfumery,
130b, and 131, Oxford Street, Metcalkb'b cele-
brated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2*. per box.

f«0CKLE'S AWTIBILIQUQ
«J> PILLS, for Indigestion, Bil'ous, "Liver,
and Stomach Complaints. Preparer only by Jambs
Oocki.b, 18, New Oriuond Street, auu iu "e had ol

all Medicine Vendors, in boxes At Is lijrf., 2«. 9d.,

4i. f>d.
t and Us.

MAPPIN & Co.'s Dressing Bags and Cases, Dispatch Boxes, &c,
With Fittings of the Best Quality. Ladies' Travelling and Dressing Bans, fitted with 14 useful

articles, 30s. Gentlemen's Travelling and Dressing Bags, fitted with 14 useful articles, £2 2s.

Officer's Dispatch Box, Completely fitted with Stationery, £2. Ladies' and Gentlemen's
Best Travelling and Dressing Cases and Bags, with sterling Silver Fittings, to Sixty Guineas.

MAPPIN AND COMPANY, Opposite the PANTHEON, 77 and 78,

OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
MANUFACTORY, BOYAL CUTLERY WORKS, SHEFFIELD.

Illustrated Catalogues sent Post Free.

T MAPLE AND Co. FOR
** • CARPETS.
TEN THOUSAND PIECES RICH BRUSSELS,

From 2s. (id. to 2s. Hi. per yard.
VELVET ANU TURKEY CARPETS,

in Great Variety.
Entrance 145, Tottenham Court Road.

|)ININQ AND DRAWING** ROOM FURNITURE.
The Eugenie Easy-chair, price 25«.
The Prince of Wales Chair, price 32s.
The Vienna Easy-chair, price .««.
The Paraj<on Couch, price 3 guineas.
The Prince of Wales Couch, price SJ ^uineae.

J. Maple & Co.
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Prescribed by the most eminent Medical Men throughout the world as the safest, speediest,
and most effectual remedy for

CONSUMPTION, CHRONIC BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, COUGHS, RHEUMATISM, GOUT,
GENERAL DEBILITY, DISEASES OF THE SKIN, RICKETS, INFANTILE WASTING,

AND ALL SCROFULOUS AFFECTIONS.
h incomparably Superior to every other Variety.

ROWLANDS' MACASSAR OIL, for promoting
the Growth, Restoring and Beautifying the Human
Hair.
ROWLANDS' KALYDOR for Improving and

Beautifying the Complexion and Skin, and Eradi-
cating Cutaneous defects.
ROWLANDS' ODONTO, or Pearl Dentifrice, for

the Teeth, Gums, and Breath.
Sold at 20, Hatton Garden, and hy Chemists and

Perfumers.

E~~XTRACT OF ROSES, FOR
Cleansing, Beautifying, and Preserving

the Hair. Imparts to the Hair the fragrance of the
Knse, and gives it that smooth and glossy appear-
ance so much appreciated in ihe present style of
dressing the Hair. 3s., os., and 10«,

H. Rigse,35, New Bond Street.

f|LARK'S NEURALGIC
^•f TINCTURE, a certain permanent cure
for NEURALGIA, TIC-DOULOU KEUX, TOOTH
ACHE, and AGUE—Clark, Dorking. Londux
Dkfot, 67, St. Paul's. Sol.! by all Chemists. Price
2«. M., 4s. M.

Reference, The Rev. Sib F. GoRrc Oimu.Bi.Bart.
M.A.. Mas. Bac. Onou.

flOCKS'S CELEBRATEDW READING BAUOE,
Which Is so highly esteemed with Fish, Game,
Steaks, Soups, Grills, Gravies, Hot & Cold Meats,
and unrivalled for general use, is Sold by the most
respectable Dealers in Fish Sauces.

C. Cocks, Reading, Sole Manufacturer.

faHTTBB'S PATENT DETEC-
\J TOR LOCKS ; Chubb's Fire and Bur-
glar Proof Safes; Chubb's Fireproof Strong-room
Doors; Chubb's street Door Latches, with small
keys; Chubb's Cash and Deed Boxes.— Illustrated
Price List sent free.

Chubb & Son, No. 57, St. Paul's Churchyard.

fARTE DE VISITE P0R-W TRAITS of 2,000 Popular Men and
Women of the Day are published at U. hd. each by
Messrs. Mbcbi and Bazin, 112, Repent Street.
Also many hundreds of Drawing-room Album3 for
ditto on sale, from 2#. firf. to ten guineas each.

Catalogues of names post free.

TROTTBLED WITH A LIVER,A ARE YOU?—Take DR. TWEEDALE'S
HOP PILLS, the finest tonic restorauve ever com-
pounded.

FROM "THE LANCET."
"Some of the deficienciesof the Pale Oil are attributable to the method of its preparation, and

especially to its filtration through charcoal. IN THE PREFERENCE OF THE LIGHT
BROWN OVER THE PALE OIL WE FULLY CONCUR. We have carefully tested a
specimen of Dr. de Jongh's Light Brown Cod Liver Oil. We find it to be genuine, and rich iu
iodine and the elements of the bile."

Dr. de Jongh's Light-Brown Cod Liver Oil is sold only in imperial half-pints, 2s. 6d.

;

pints, is. 9d. ; quarts 9s. ; capsuled and labelled with his stamp and signature, without which
none can possibly be GENUINE, by respectable Chemists.

Sole Consignees!—ANSAE, HARFORT> & Co., 77, Strawd, London, W.C.
CAUTION.

—

Beware of Proposed Substitutions.

H^° Homoeopathic Practitioners, and the Medical Profession generally, recommend 'Jocoa as
he'ng the mo-t hea'thful of all beverages. When the doctrine of Homoeopathy was first intro-
duced into this country, there were to be obtained no preparations of Cocoa either attractive
to the taste oi acceptable to the stomach ; the nut was either supplied in its crude state, or so
unskilfully manufactured as to ohtain little notice.

JAMES EPPS. of London, Homoeopathic Chemist, was induced in the year 1S39, to turn his
attention to this subject, and at length succeeded, with the assistance of elaborate machinery, iu
being tiie first to produce an article pork in its composition, and so refined by the perfect tritu-
ration it receives iu the process it passes through, as to be acceptable to the delicate stomach,
and a most

DESIRABLE BKEAXFAST BEVERAGE,

B. JOSEPH & COMPANY,
150, REGENT STREET.

CIDENTS A^E UNA-
VOIDABLE.—Every one should there-

fore provide asainst (hem. The RAILWAY PAS-
SENGERS' ASSURANCE COMPANY Grant
Policies for sums from £100 to aglOOO, assuring
against ACCIDENTS OF ALL KINUS. £102,817
have been paid by the Company as compensation
for 5fi fatal cases and 5041 cases of personal injury.
For Forms of Proposal, Ac, Apply to ine Provin-

cial Agents, or to the Head Office, |M, Coruhill.
William J. Vian, Secretary.
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BINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA
(a pure Solution) is au excellent Ke-

nnedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn. Head*
ache. Gout, and Indigestion, and as a Mild Aperient
for De'ioate Constitutions.

172, New Bond Street, London; and all Chemists.

FOR GENERAL USE,

IS DISTINGUISHED FOR ITS

DELICIOUS AROMA, GRATEFUL SMOOTHNESS, and INVIGORATING POWER,
And to these qualities it is indebted for the adoption it now obtains as a

BREAKFAST BEVERAGE.
DIRECTIONS.—Mix, in a breakfast cup, two tea-spoonfuls of the Powder with as much cold

Milk as will form a stiff paste; then, fill, tjp with boiling Milk, or Milk and Water in equal
portions, or Water.

1 lb., i lb., and 1 lb. Packets, at Is. 6d. per lb.

Sold in labelled Packets only, by Grocers, Confectioners, and Druggists, in every town
throughout the United Kingdom.

MANUFACTORY: LONDON.

GARDNfRSlAMIS
Afi£TH£ BEST
4S3STRANDft/77S2

RMLOM
OF 'SANGST5BS' ALPACA" UMBRELLAS,

for which thev have been a^ain awarded a

PEJZE MEDAL,
have been made und^r their Patent. These Um-
brellas may be had of all Dealers, and should have
LabeU bearing the words " Sangstkrs' Alpaca.**
Goods of their own Manufacture bavins the word
" Makers."

W. & J. Sangstkr. Patentees, 140, Ke*ent Street

;

94, Fleet Street ; Hi. Royal Exnhan^e; 75, Cheapside.
NX. Observe the Name.

ROBINSON'S PATENT
BARLEY, for making quickly and at

sniail cost superior Barley Water.

ROBINSON'S PATENT
GROATS, the most esteemed and best

known preparation for making pure Gruel.

p APT AIN WHITE'SW ORIENTAL PICKLE, CURRY
t or

MULLIGATAWNY PASTE, Curry Howder, and
Curry Sauce, may be obtained from all Sauce
Vendors, and wholesale of Crossk & Buckwkli,
Purveyors to the Queen, Soho Square, London.

s
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Inebriated Volunteer (indignantly to what he evidently mistakes for a live member of the " L-d-n S-tt-h"). " P—posh'tivcly d'shgrachc

t'tJie shcrviche—•/ sK cert'nly r'portsh—sJican'loush conduct—Lord Elcho 'sh frcn' o' mine /
"

ALARM AT SCARBOROUGH.
Scabbobotjgh has been more than usually lively this season on

account of several sharks having recently visited the coast. They pro-

duced the greatest commotion in
4
the water, especially amongst the

bathers, who became particularly animated at their approach, though it

was noticed that but very few evinced a buoyant alacrity to enter upon
closer terms of intimacy with their new marine acquaintances. There
was a sh\ ness and backwardness rarely displayed at the sea-side, where
everybody is so ready to swear " eternal friendship " on the spot, after

seeing each other for the iirst time.

The general feeling seemed to be an extreme coolness, approaching to

an unmistakeable empressement to get out of their way as much as pos-

sible though in other respects the new visitors had no reason to complain,
for if they had been royal personages, they could not have been more
stared at, or scrutinised like wild beasts, than they were. It is said that
the shortness of their visit was owing to their having accidentally caught
a glimpse of several of.the lodging-house keepers of the place. They
instantly retired, modestly feeling after one glance that it would be
utterly impossible for them to get a living amongst the natives, so long
as they were exposed to such fierce competition. This discernment does
them great credit, proving them to be regular, old, sea-going monsters
of the deep.

The practices of these same voracious lodging-house keepers have
acquired now such a degree of wide-spread notoriety for the Queen of

Watering-Places, that there is a strongly-expressed desire, out of
compliment to their taking and toothsome ways, to change the name of
the town to Shabksborough.

The Hero Above all Heroes.

We believe that. Blondln is a naturalised American citizen. So, if

the affairs of the Disunion are ever submitted to arbitration, t hey cannot
appoint any one better qualified than the Hero of Niagara to hold the
balance between the North and the South. By the bye, do you know
why Blondin left America?—Because he felt that Europe wanted
Blondin, and that he, also, wanted a new rope.

CURRANT NOTIONS OP BEAUTY.

In Colonel Tobbens' Travels in Kashmir, &c., we read that, when
they had arrived at a place called Le, they

" Saw that the faces of the Ladak women were smeared with a sort of black glu-

tinous varnish, not unlike currant jelly, and the writer inclines to believe that it is

done, against their inclination, to mitigate the fascination of their charms, in the

interests of their susceptible spouses."

We know that in England it is the custom to take currant jelly with

venison, so with the like reasoning a Kashmir swell may fancy that

currant jelly may also have the effect of improving one's " dear." We
dare say that the ladies in England, who smear their faces with "the

dews of Sahara," and other abominable washes, do it with a similar

benevolent object, and " against their inclination." It's smearly done

"to mitigate the fascination of their charms." It must be laid on with

this view, for it certainly does not enhance them. The motive clearly

is to prevent their " susceptible spouses " falling too desperately in love

with them. By the bye, the process must require constant renewing :

for, as the enamel gets hardened, and is liable to chip, and star, and

splinter, the Porcelained One would certainly, in one sense, be pointed

out in society as "a crack beauty," and the "susceptible spouse"
would, consequently, become more fascinated than ever. However, it

is the first time we have ever heard of husbands complaining of

their wives being too pretty.

The Reverses of the Northerners.

It seems that all the regiments of the French army now include pho-

tographers and telegraphs. So, we believe, do the Unionists' regiments,

though they do not appear to have done them much good. Certainly the

photographers have not yet succeeded in taking the South, and as for the

telegraphs, they were completely useless, inasmuch as they never told

the truth. The photographic apparatus would have done the work ot

the latter much more naturally and efficiently, if, for all the telegraphic

reports of victories that were dispatched, they had simply forwarded to

Washington so many negatives.

VOL. XLIII.
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FRENCH IMPERIAL ROME.
tupid M. de la Gueronniere, writing in the new Parisian journal,

La France, makes the very great mistake of stating that the unity of
Italy is impossible, because :

—

" It would introduce serious perturbation in European order and the national
power of France, who would be compelled to demand compensation from Italy and
to change established territorial limits, in order to guarantee herself against several
powerful neighbours."

In these words M. de la. Gueronniere has either uttered a mis-
chievous fiction, or he has, as indiscreetly as fortunately, let the cat

out of the bag. Whichever of these things he has done, he has com-
mitted an enormous blunder. The pen of this gentleman is supposed
to express the mind of the Empress oe the French. If it does, it

has been the instrument of betraying her husband's secrets, in revealing

the treachery which she is trying to get him to commit. We, of course,

suppose that it expresses nothing but the impertinent conceptions of

M. DE LA. GUERONNIERE.
The name of the Empress of the French is taken too much in

vain. The following inconsiderate statement about that illustrious

lady appeared the other day in the Tablet

:

—
" When the Marchese Pepoli made his visit to the Imperial Court the other day

on his bootless errand, he found himself in conversation with Her Majesty the
Empress Eugj5nie, who said, ' I do not understand or like the policy of your Court,
M. le Marquis,—I prefer Garibaldi's policy to yours, for he names his object and
makes straight at it. Then, his cry is ours too. " Roma o morte " is our cry as well
as Garibaldi's.'

" The Marchese was uncomfortable. The conversation was taking a turn that
was anything but pleasant to him, and as gracefully and quietly as possible he edged
himself away, but not before the Emprkss bad repeated her Imperial mot— ' Rome
or death, Marquis. That is our cry as well as Garibaldi's.' "

The Tablet is lucky in not being a French newspaper. What would
Napoleon have said to the Monde if it had made the mistake of pub-

lishing the above-quoted story ? " Rome or death, Marquis!" What
a speech to put into the mouth of Eugenie after the attempt of Orsini !

Of course the Empress op the French never said anything so foolish.

Her Imperial Majesty is much more likely to have exclaimed " Crinoline

or Cremation
!

" in answer to some remonstrance against absolutism

in that petticoat government which occupies her whole attention, and
affords her ruling abilities such ample scope.

DISRAELI'S DEXTERITY.

In the after-dinner address, delivered the other day by Mr. Disraeli
to the squires and farmers at Buckingham, occurs the ensuing
remark :

—

" The tenant farmer does not think it an indignity to gain the silver cup for the
best crop of roots ; and I do not understand on what principle the labouring class
is supposed to be insensible to that spirit of emulation which is the origin and
foundation of everything that is excellent in man."

Whatever may be thought of the practice of allotting agricultural
labourers petty rewards for long and faithful services, a slight objection
may be taken against the foregoing apology for it. Is the spirit of
emulation really the origin and foundation of everything that is excellent
in man? Does not something of human excellence arise from the love
of good? Is there not such a feeling as the sense of duty which con-
stitutes the foundation of some of those things which are excellent in
man ? Has Mr. Disraeli no idea of it ?

In the above-quoted specimen of the eloquence of the Conservative
Leader of the House of Commons, we may however notice, with due
praise, the dexterity with which an anticlimax is avoided. " The tenant
farmer," observes the Member for Bucks, "does not think it an
indignity to gain the silver cup ; and," he continues, "I do not see on
what principle the labouring class is insensible to that spirit of emu-
lation which is the foundation of all that is excellent in man." A
speaker less practised in the oratory of humbug would, with a fatal
simplicity, have naturally said, "I do not see on what principle the
labouring class is insensible to the value of a pair of corduroy breeches."

CURIOUS CAB-COINCIDENCE.

May difference of opinion never alter friendship. This novel sentiment
is extracted from Mr. Punch by his observing in the same newspaper,
first, that the Cabmen have held a meeting at which they have agreed
that the Badge shall be done away; and secondly, that Sir Richard
Mayne has issued an order notifying that the wearing the Badge
conspicuously on the breast is too much neglected, and that the police
are to pull up any driver not displaying that ornament. Perhaps the
belligerents will come to some compromise. Couldn't the cabman be
relieved lrom wearing his number on his breast, and have it worked,
very large, on lus back instead, where he could not very well see it ?

Any reasonable concession should always be made; but this, we think,
is as far as the public would willingly see Sir Richard go.

A RAMPANT IDOLATER.

An old maniac at Turin, the other day, in the midst of a religious

festival, astonished the multitude by rushing upon a statue of the

Virgin and Child with a hatchet and hacking and hewing it to pieces.

Of course he was instantly cat down by a faithful dragoon, but, having

luckily not beeu killed, turned out to be not a Protestant iconoclast,

but a Roman Catholic simpleton who had gone mad. This unhappy
fool had been for a long time praying to the idol above-mentioni d for a

term secco, or three lucky lottery-numbers, and at last got them, on
a scrap of paper, said to have been affixed to the drapery of the shrine

at the feet of the image. The terno secco turned out a blank, every

number, instead of a prize ; whereupon the infuriated fanatic, going

quite frantic, vowed vengeance against his deceitful fetish, attacked and
tried to demolish it in the manner above described.

This story will really be a good case for the Spiritual Magazine. How
did the delusive lottery -number get to be stuck on the image ? Baron
Guldenstubbe—no relation of Baron. MuTichtmsen—is asserted to have

obtained written answers to questions on pieces of paper placed on the

statues of deceased persons. Very likely he did, if any wag of his

acquaintance happened to be aware of his necromantic practices. The
allocation of the lottery-numbers may as easily be accounted for on the

same supposition. Otherwise the lie which some hand unseen had
affixed to the Madonna's curtain must be considered to rest between
the priests and a tricksy spirit—too probably distinguished by horns

and tail.

A DISAPPOINTMENT.

It was thought that at length there was a change in the American
telegrams, and that we were going to hear of a Federal success. The
wire brought the following words :

—

" General M'Clellan has taken "

Then came a hitch, but the spirits of the friends of the North went up,

and the Morning Star began a beautiful article of triumph. At last

the wire got right again, and added—
" The Field !

"

Whereat the Morning Star put its beautiful article into its pocket until

further notice. However, things might have been much worse, for

though we did not expect the gallant (and ill-used) M'Clellan to take

Richmond, he might have taken some more of his favourite homoeo-
pathic medicines.
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ITHE BULL-FIGHT AT BAYONNE.

Mr. Punch, happening to be at Bayonne the other day, took the

opportunity then afforded him of witnessing a bull-fight, which came off

in the presence of the Emperor and Empress of tee French. If he

had known that he was going to see a cruel and filthy exhibition, he

would still have gone, not for amusement, but for instruction, as he

goes into the slums, to study human nature, and as surgeons walk the

hospitals and cultivate morbid anatomy. But Mr. Punch, superior to

prejudice, considered that the common English notion of a bull-fight

must be quite a mistake, or that spectacle would never receive the

countenance of the representatives of a people which esteems itself to

be at the head of civilisation.

The bull fights at Bayonne take place in a circus similar to that in

which the British Public contemplates performances of horsemanship,

gymnastics, and buffoonery. The shady side of the amphitheatre is the

fashionable one— in the torrid season. Thereon stood the Imperial box
fitted up with crimson velvet and gold ; thereon also, of course, sat 3/r.

Punch, who wanted to have a near view of their Imperial Majesties

and not to be broiled.

The performance commenced with the entrance of the Toreadors, or

whole company of the establishment, horse and foot, who advanced across

the ring ; and then knelt to the Empress, or saluted her. Ave Eugenia
Imperatrix, morituri te salutant certainly was rather more than their

salutation meant ; still, inasmuch as the Spanish bull-fighter runs some
risk of the fate of the Boman gladiator (fourteen Toreadors have been
killed during the present season), El-Tato gets £300 for his day's

work, and Calderon, the principal Picador, £200. Our Toreadors

were all of them prettily attired in gold-laced velvet, like so many
ballet-dancers, save that the Picadors, or equestrian spearmen, wore
iron boots cased with wash-leather, which gave their lower extremities

the look of being affected with dropsy or elephantiasis. Their feet were,

in addition, protected by large iron stirrups. The rest had on pink silk

stockings and shiny pumps.
Her Imperial Majesty tossed a key to one of these male coryphees,

which it picked up and danced off with. A few moments elapsed, and
enter the bull. He was two-and-a-half years old, had been bred on
purpose for fighting, and was quite wild. As ^e entered, a Picador
stuck a dart into the nape of his neck. The weapon was tastefully

decorated with a white satin rosette, intended to make the bull smart
and also look pretty, as he kicked and plunged. He was then gently

excited by the Banderilleros, flourishing their scarf's in his face ; they,

when the bull made at them with his horns, effecting their escape by
vaulting over the inclosure of the arena with elegant agility.

The task of tickling up the bull a little more seriously was now
undertaken by two Picadors who alternately attracted his attention,

and each of whom, when the bull rushed on him, turned him from his

horse with the point of his spear, inflicting several severe wounds on his

head and shoulders, which the bull took in very ill part, roaring, snort-

ing, and stamping furiously, to the delight of the beholders. One
unlucky Picador, however, had the misfortune to incur their indignation
by not at once shortening his lance so as to allow his horse to he gored.
They yelled, screamed, whooped, and shouted " Coward ! " " Villain !

"

" Scoundrel !
" blew catcalls and tin trumpets, and made all manner of

noise expressive of frantic displeasure. So the Picador complied with
their demand ; shortened his weapon to three feet, and with his steed,

was consequently rolled over by the bull. The rider was uninjured ; the
horse rose with blood spouting from his chest and side; fit for nothing
but dogs' meat. This was enough tor one bout. A trumpet sounded,
and in tripped the Banderilleros. They confronted the now infuriated
bull with great spirit, dancing about him very prettily, whilst they
stuck into his body as into a fancy pincushion, some eight or nine
barbed, darts, ornamented with coloured papers so as to resemble large
bonbons. The tortured beast tried to rid himself of these truly piquant
decorations in vain, and pursued the Toreadors, that is to say, the
whole lot of miscreants who were engaged in tormenting him. Com-
petent authority deeming that he had now been tortured enough, and
had better be put out of his misery, the trumpet again sounded, and
in came El-Tato the chief, and popular Matador, to perform that act of
mercy. This artist, a well-made, handsome man, with calves that a
London footman would, envy, was dressed in a purple jacket braided
with gold, and breeches which were mauve behind and gold-laced
before. He was armed with a sword, and carried a red flag
called a Mtdeta. He attacked the bull bareheaded ; his black
hair gathered up in a knot behind, like that of a female. He also
danced before the bull, and dodged him with extreme activity ; on one
occasion, when the bull stopped short, taking the opportunity to strike
an attitude, and stand with a coquettish tenure of his scarf in relation
to the bull. This pose drew down thunders of applause, which were
repeated when he sat down on the ledge of the arena facing the bull,

and kissed his hand to him. After some further capering, he proceeded
to business, and made au unsuccessful blow at the bull ; but his second
thrust was a home one. He stuck his victim over the left shoulder-
apparently through the heart. The animal fell dead. Three horses
decorated with flags, and harnessed to a long bar, were then galloped

in, and the bleeding, quivering carcase, attached by its head to the bar
was dragged twice round the arena, and then out. El-Tato, with his
blood-bedraggled Hag and blood-stained sword, then knelt to their
Imperial Majesties, and the spectators shouted their applause. So
ended the First Part of this pretty entertainment, of which 1 he witnesses
in great measure consisted of the most fashionably attired ladies, in
addition to the Authoress of Crinoline. One of them threw her fan
into the ring as a testimonial of her approbation of El-Tato.

_
The Second Part was a repetition of the first, with additional atro-

cities. To enhance the
_

gratification afforded by the spectacle, the
mangled horses were again ridden in, until one of' them fell from mere
wounds, and was then kicked off. The second Espada who came to
kill the bull after the torture indicted by the Banderilleros, was a muff.
He made five or six ineffectual stabs, inflicting a wound each time,
until the poor beast streamed with blood. Loud cries were raised for

El-Tato to give the Cachete or coup de grace ; but pi ofessional etiquette
prevented him from obeying them. At last the bull, exhausted by
bleeding, fell, and, yells of disapprobation greeting the clumsy slaughter,
one of the Toreadors thrust a short dagger into his medulla oblongata,
and killed him.

Part the Third differed from the others only in the circumstance that
one of the Picadors, more miserably mounted than the rest, walked his

horse, a poor white beast, which seemed resigned to its fate, delibe-
rately up to the bull to be gored. Streaming with blood from its lace-

rated chest and side, this horse was led in front of the Imperial box,
and could scarcely stasrger from the arena.

During Part Two, El-Tato cut a caper too much. His foot slipped—
as well it might—and he was within an ace of being gored. Other Torea-
dors, however, diverted the bull's attention, and debarred the ingress of
daylight into El-Tato's interior. Another less satisfactory bull would

j

not show fight, and the spectators howled and shouted Otro toro

!

mad as demons.
Mr. Punch went away at the end of Part Three. He had seen as much

as he could stand. The results of the day's sport were, he understands,
six mangled bulls and seven gored horses ; but no injury to any human
brute.

If anybody wants to see a bull killed, Mr. Punch recommends him to
go to a regular slaughter-house, where he will at any rate witness the
slaughter of an ox, if the butcher does not happen to deal in bull-beef.

The stalwart exercise of the poll-axe, and the happy despatch of the
victim will please him more than the stiletto practice of embroidered
dancing-men. As to the horses, whose death and torture are as essen-
tial as the bull's, they are by no means the fiery steeds they have been
represented. There would be no harm in simply killing them, if they
were only taken to the knacker's at once.

Justice requires Mr. Punch to observe that the beastly spectacle
which he has above described did not appear to be much relished by the
purely French part of the spectators. It was the Spanish, and the
mongrel Spaniards, chiefly, who howled like fiends and gloated on the
torment and the blood. So their ancestors revelled in the spectacle of

heretics burning alive in their robes of mockery painted with devils and
flames. Their descendants cannot carry their faith to the extent of an
auto-da-fe, they can only show forth its fruits in the zest with which
they gaze on the pangs of quadrupeds inflicted by bedizened effeminate
varlets, who stand a good chance of being slain themselves. They are

what their priests have made them.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TWO POPES.

There is an American Pope, and a Boman Pope. The one is always
retreating, and the other, persuade one ever so charmingly, cannot be
made to see the advantages of a foreign retreat. Now, if these two
Popes could only be induced to change places, how invaluable they
would be ! What the Americans particularly want is a Pope that won't
retreat, and what the Romans are above all things anxious for, is a

Pope that will run away. Each Pope would then be exactly the
Bight Pope in the Bight Place.

One Pope decamps with loss of bag

—

A precious prize for Southern scoffers !

Another Pope delights to lag,

And spurns the sack which friendship offers.

"Carte Blanche."

Le menu du jour at the celebrated Tantalus' feast that was given to

Sancho Panza in the island of Baratara, and at which all the courses
and dishes consisted simply of " Bemoves," was contained in one com-
prehensive line, viz.

—
" Sit pro raiione voluntas "—which, translated

into homely English, means—"You must take the will for the ration."

A Costume "that is more Honoured (now) in the Breach
than in the Observance."—The Quaker costume.
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THE OVERDUE BILL.

Mr. South to Mr. North. " YOUR ' NINETY DAYS ' PROMISSORY NOTE ISN'T TAKEN UP YET, SIRREE !

"
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OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.

When Ovid sang—
" Intactee fueratis avcs solatia runs,"

he may have been a sincere admirer of Nature's charms, but was cer-

tainly no sportsman. It is in quite another sense that winged creation

becomes a solace to the Cockneys who can manage to get away from

desks and counting-house at this season of the year. Nor is that the

only source of pleasure open to him. Many coves who have no eye for a

covey—many gentlemen who decline to carry a gun, have no objection

to handling a rod—and for those who prefer to let others provide their

trout and partridges are there not bathing machines at Brighton,

Dawlish, Ryde, Llandudno, and a host of other " acres by the sea?
"

But the unhappy Londoner who can't leave town—a miserable wretch

who passes under Temple Bar like the captive beneath his yoke every

morning at 10 a.m.—what is his " solatium ?
"

The pleasures of Cremorne are brief and' hollow. If you dined at

Greenwich every day (I address those whose income is under ten

thousand a year) you would soon have nothing left to pay for breakfasts.

You know the American Cousin by heart, and the Clubs are empty and

cheerless. One comfort alone remains

—

YOU WILL FIND ROOM AT THE EXHIBITION ON SATURDAYS

—I speak from experience, having just come back from Arcadia—sheep,
shepherdesses, Pan, and piping with infinite regret, and this is really the

only fact which has at all reconciled me to my return.

What a difference a few weeks will make in many matters. The
growth of one's moustache for instance, the length of Mr. Butcher's bill,

the warmth of Chloe's letters. A month ago one scarce had elbow room
in Kensington, but now on " half-crown " days the World's Fair seems

half deserted. An air of listless languor pervades the place. Where is

the bustling crowd that once assembled in the Eastern Dome ? Min-
ton's great fountain—once the rendezvous of countless swells—now
drips lazily down before a few idlers. Our patron-saint George at the

top there, as depressed in his spirits as he is elevated in position, having

been spearing his dragon for four months, feels in his turn a little bored

himself.

Sir Jamsetjee Jeejeebhoy, sitting with hands folded on his easy

chair, looks down on us in dignified repose, and calmly awaits the

closing day.

I have two official catalogues with me, which I carry resolutely about

under my arm, just because I have done so on previous occasions, and

because every one does so—not because I ever i'ound them of the

slightest use. I want to see the Reading Girl, the " Skull of Con-
fucius," the antediluvian, exhumed and immortal Prog, and can get no
information concerning those objects of interest. I wander carelessly

through the building in the hope that something may turnup to look at,

and come upon a sort of ogre in effigy, suggestive of a partial metamor-
phose of Mr. Paul Bedford into a young light-house. It is a French
diving dress for which a medal was awarded to M. Gabirol of Paris.

With heavy leaden boot-soles and a huge lump of the same material

hanging round his neck, the wonder is, not that the gentleman who
wears this costume can reach the bottom of the ocean, but that he can
ever rise to its surface again.

In Peru there is a large diagram representing a series of portraits of

the Incas, as for instance, Yahvarhvacac Ynga the Seventh and
Viracocha Ynga the Eighth, which have evidently escaped the notice

of Mr. Tom Taylor and other Art-critics. In the features of these illus-

trious swells one is struck by an extraordinary family likeness, which is

all the more notable from their general and striking resemblance to
court cards.

If the dried beef from Monte Video were a meet subject for descrip-

tion, one might enlarge upon its merits ; but iu its present condition it

has such a dry geological appearance that the juice is in it, if it won't
improve by boiling.

What is this singular-looking hut, which seems as if it had been built

of Brobdingnag reels of cotton and roofed like a Swiss cottage ? It is a
larch timber trophy from the river Petchora, which rises in where
does the river Petchora rise? I declare I have forgotten, and the only
person I could ask is Miss Arrowsmith Butler, a friend of mine who
keeps a select seminary at St. John's Wood, where she teaches young
kdies ancient and modern history, calisthenics, caligraphy, all European
languages, and the rudiments of the Latin tongue ; arithmetic and
algebra as far as quadratic equations, deportment and potichomanie,
vocal and instrumental music, with the Use of the Globes. Just the
thing ! Let me see, a cab there and back would cost say, four-and-six-
pence, but your typographical messenger is already here waiting for

copy and—never mind—let the devil— the printer's devil, take the
" proof," and I dare say a generous public will forgive the omission.

Would that I were scientific enough to describe the various machines
which I saw. The thrashing machine—invaluable to Papas and peda-
gogues. The washing-machine which "gets up" your shirt fronts
with such rapidity and so well that it will probably be known as the

" Bachelors' bosom friend." Then there is the celebrated chaff-cutter,

warranted to protect its owner against the insolence of London cabbies
and bargemen on the Thames : the mowing-machine, from which the
patentee expects to reap a profit : the portable locomotive which first

carries you, and then may be carried itself: the corn-crusher for refrac-

tory old gentlemen, and the creaming machine from Denmark, interesting

to philanthropists because it enriches the pure milk of human kindness
before it degenerates into the " butter " of artificial life, or becomes the
cheese in fashionable society.

If the above is not quite an accurate description of the"
1 ingenious

contrivances aforementioned, I beg leave again to observe that I am
not a scientific man, and really in the Machinery Annexe, what with the
burr of wheels, the bustling of visitors and the plashing of water, I had
but a vague idea of what was going on around me. There are those for

whom the great centrifugal pump lias more charms than the Majolica
fountain, who prefer to look oil the fly-wheels and cog-wheels of the
engine, rather than the winged angels and floral festoons in Mr. Min-
ton's work. For my part, I confess that beyond a momentary and
wisely suppressed impulse to take a ride round in the gigantic wheel of

a sugar-crushing machine, I experienced no attraction in this depart-

ment, and was glad to forget the smell of oil in the neighbourhood of a
scent fountain.

Our old friend, Johann Maria Farina (who claims in common
with some fifty other gentlemen of the same name, the honour of being
the original inventor of Eau de Cologne) has a stall here bristling with
these well-known bottles which bear his stamp and signature. A fine

institution is Eau de Cologne, and nowhere more requisite than in the
highly interesting but mephitic town where it is made.

Passing down long lanes of cloth, tweeds, and " trouserings," I pre-

sently emerge in front of M. Bourdon's gigantic sax-horn, some forty-

five feet long and twenty-three inches in its greatest diameter. To say
that this wind instrument would be instrumental in "winding" any
mortal performer, would occur to all who see it. Yet M. Bourdon
assures us that this is not the case, and so far from fatiguing the lungs,

he believes they would be improved by it. All this of course may be

very true ; but if I were a musician, I'd see the sax-horn blowed first

—

by some one else, before I played on it. 1 retrace my steps to the
nave, and occupying as much of a bench as two full-sized crinolines will

permit, watch country cousins strolling by, and muse upon " Mossoo "

and his eccentric hat, and other pomps and vanities of this honest
world, until the clanging of a horrid bell awakes me from a reverie, and
Policeman X. sternly requests that I will leave my seat.

A LABYRINTH OF LANGUAGE.

People fond of puzzles may derive some entertainment from a

glance at this advertisement :—

A LADY, Residing in a Small Cottage in a pretty village, fifteen miles
from town, containing four good rooms, with servant's room, kitchen, two

capital cellars, and small garden, and partly furnished, to be TAKEN for four

months at '20*. per week.—Address.

It has been said that language was invented to conceal one's thoughts.

and certainly this notice is somewhat of an instance of it. Only see in

what a labyrinth of words this lady hides what she has doubtless in her

mind to say, and how difficult it is for one. to find a clue to it.
_
Pray,

Ma'am, is it the "small cottage," or the " pretty village," which you
say is partly furnished, and contains a capital cellar as well as a small

garden, in addition to a kitchen and some half a dozen rooms ? A
garden in a house is somewhat of a novelty, and invalids who can't go

out of doors might find some comfort in it. But far more puzzling

than this is the problem as to who or what is to be " taken for four

months at 20s. a week." This momentous question we have vainly

tried to solve, and we now leave it to our readers to think about as

much or as little as they like.

An Exhibition Ihyme.

(Slightly improvedfrom the original.)

What is the truth about Francis Cadogan,
What was the service he did Monsieur V. ?

Is the bankrupt Restaurateur only humbugging,
Or did he retain Mastek Frank with a fee ?

On his scutcheon there 's just

A smear of rust,

Which he '11 promptly scrub from its face

—

we trust.

POLITICAL PRECAUTION.

Lobd Derby has just become a Colonel of Volunteers. Lord
Palmerston sent his respectful compliments to the Leader of Oppo-
sition, and hoped that he intended to stick to the motto, " Defence, not

Defiance."
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KINDLY MEANT.

Irascible Old Bachelor (Fiercely to Lost Child).

Parents, eh ?

"

:

Sir,

PROGS IN COAL.

To Mr. Punch,

I am quite ashamed of my age—I mean of my
country—when I find people refusing to believe that the

Frog in the Exhibition got into the Coal about the period

of the creation, and jumped out just in time to be ready
for the International Show of 1862. The habit of dis-

believing statements is most objectionable. But I hope
that I shall be able to convince the most incredulous sceptic

that such a thing is perfectly possible, by relating a fact

which has occurred in my own family, and, I may say,

under my own eye.
" The nights have been cold of late, and on Tuesday last

I thought it would be pleasant to have a fire. This was
accordingly lighted, and my servant, a most respectable

female (duly christened, and with an excellent character),

brought up the coal-skuttle. It had remained in an out-

house during the summer. She placed it iii one corner of

my room, behind my arm-chair. About au hour afterwards

I rose to put on some coals, and I beheld, perched upon a

large lump of Wallsend, a remarkably fine Frog. It was
alive, and did not seem afraid of me, and, indeed, I fancied

that it winked at me as I approached it. If there could be
any doubt that this frog had been in one of the coals for

six thousand years at least (my servant thinks 'nearer

seven'), such doubt would be removed by the creature's

fearlessness. It was, of course, in the poet's language,

'so unacquainted with man,' upon whom it had never
looked since this orb was called into existence.

" I would have stated this convincing circumstance in

addition to the similar evidence which I transmitted to the

Tunes, only it had not occurred when I wrote. I hasten

to complete the chain of testimony to the Exhibition Frog,

and am, Sir,
" Yours obediently,

" Liltieshatt Coal Depots, " John Scott."
" Daddingtoii.

"

The Last New Knight.

Where are your Bridal

lit!So, learned Eon Phillimore \s knighted. All ri

But knights should possess designations

:

And Sir Bob shall be known in the tourney, or fight,

As the Knight of the Latin Quotations. a

A LAWYER IN A PUZZLE.

" Dear Punch,
" I am a Young Barrister. You arc popularly supposed to

know everything, and I beg to apply to you for information upon a

subject which has recently forced itself upon my notice.
" Let me premise that I intend (clients willing) to practise very

largely before the Criminal tribunals of our justly beloved country.
" I am therefore interested in asking you to answer the following

question, namely :

—

" When do the duties of an Advocate to his client end, cease, and
determine ?

" By way of explaining myself, I would say that I have recently read,

in the newspapers, the reports of certain trials which have ended
unfavourably for the accused. Not to put too fine a point upon it, the
latter have been sentenced to be removed from this mundane sphere.

Previously to this, of course, their counsel exerted themselves to the
utmost for the defence, and all arguments having been exhausted, the
judge and the jury were left to deal with the cases. I should naturally
have supposed that the barrister's work was then complete.

" But, it appears that the Fee to Counsel is held to bind him to do a
great deal more. Paragraphs (which I am far from saying are likely to
injure the learned gentlemen who are their subjects, on the contrary,
may tend to procure them other business) have been issued, stating
that the Counsel for the defence have attacked the Home Secretary, in
the interest of their convicted clients. In one case, indeed, a Barrister
whose exertions in this court of appeal were not noticed, actually wrote
to the papers respectfully soliciting the attention of the public to the
fact that he had been quite as zealous as the other Barrister whose
doings had the good fortune to be recorded. The results were not
exactly alike, for in one case the person who had been sentenced was
let off by the Home Secretary with transportation for the rest of his
earthly career, while in the other case, a very large assemblage of wit-
nesses beheld an opposite result.

" Now, Sir, I need hardly remark that I have nothing to say upon

the question of such punishments, or upon the merits of the special

cases. But, as a young barrister, I do want to know whether it is con-

sidered by the profession that a barrister is bound to do anything more
for his client than is to be done in the face of the Court. Because, Sir,

if it be so, I Hatter myself that I have a good many advantages which
will make me highly serviceable to any otherwise unfortunate party

who may employ me, and may be convicted.

"I have got money, and therefore I can easily get into Parliament.

It must be admitted, Sir, without in the slightest degree impugning the

high principle and strict justice of a Minister, that it is not in human
nature that the representations of a lawyer who can make a good speech

against him, and give a vote against him (which in ticklish times may be

critical), should not have more influence than the voice of a nobody. If

there is a doubt in the case, I think you will allow, Sir, that the most

honest man is more inclined to give it a weight, when it is urged by a

valued and powerful friend than when put by somebody one knows and
cares nothing about. If I myself had the misfortune to get into a scrape,

I should certainly desire my attorney to retain an M.P. who could

not only make a speech for me in Court, but in the House of Commons
and elsewhere.

" Then, Sir, I have a very persuasive manner and a very sympathetic

voice, and if the Minister of the day happened to be an impressionable

person (and we have seen such), I flatter myself that I could work upon
his feelings of pity or terror in a very remarkable degree. I could draw

a most agonising picture of the temptations of my client, and the sorrows

of his family, or I could saturate the Minister's mind with the essence

of a perpetual night-mare, to sit upon him in case he should not lean to

mercy.

"Well, Sir, these and other advantages, to which I need not now more

particularly refer, will be at the service of my clients, if I can satisiy

myself that it is my business to employ any other influence in their

favour than such as is derived from the arguments I should offer in

Court. Upon this point I demand your opinion.
" One thing is certain, namely, that the criminal is very lucky who

obtains the services of barristers inclined to follow up his case, inas-
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much as he gets a new and excellent chance of escape. And another

thing is certain, namely, that the criminal is very unlucky, whose

attorney does not provide him with such zealous friends, but confides

his defence to an old-fashioned lawyer, who believes that when he has

done his utmost to get his client's case successfully through the machine

of justice, he has earned his fee. But these considerations are beside

the mark.
. . Tr ,.

" I do not press for a hasty reply, Sir, as this is the Long Vacation,

and you state vourself to be engaged in throwiug stones into the sea

But, in due course, perhaps you, or some of your young men, will

answer the inquiry which I have done myself the honour to propound,

having also the honour to be, dear Punch,
" Yours truly,

" Gravesend—I mean Germany, " A. Moote Poynt."
" September Z'ird."

A YARN FROM A YACHTSMAN.
ear Punch,

" Thanks to

Country Cousins
and concomitant
inflictions, such as

dreary family din-

ners and dull days

spent in visiting the

Thames Tunnel and
the Tower, this Ex-
hibition summer has

to residents in Lon-
don been unusually

severe. So I was
not much astonished

when, a week or two
ago, you were kind
enough to notice

that I rather looked
' washed out.' But
see my colour now,
Sir ! Is there any
of the pale of society

about it ? I have
not sat at a dinner-

table well nigh for a
month, yet see how
the mahogany has

got into my cheeks.

And please observe

my biceps. Would it crack a filbert, think you, with a squeeze

of the fore-arm? Yes, there's nothing like a cruise for putting

fresh life into one. The only water-cure I 've faith in is the salt-

water-cure, and the best of way for taking it is certainly a yacht.

But then, mind, you must go prepared to rough it, and to bear a ready

hand in whatever work 's aboard, and not to sprawl about and smoke
and serenely play the swell. I have seen men wear gloves and dress

for dinner when out yachting, and I have pitied such poor simpletons,

and wished them safe on shore. Fellows proud of their white hands,

and afraid to soil their fingers by the touch of a tarred rope, had better

stick to steamboats when they go to sea, for a yachting trip can bring

but very little pleasure to them. Why, half the pleasure of a cruise

consists in living free from cramping shoregoing restraints. It is the

utter change of life you can enjoy on board a yacht that does your
mind and muscle good, and so soou makes a new man of you. Cooking
your own meals will give an added relish for them, and if you help to

scrub the deck and do the other sailor-work, you won't complain, as some
do, that— aw—there's nothing for a fella—aw—to do on board a boat,

and you '11 find you '11 sleep more soundly wrapped up in a blanket with
a spare sail for a pillow than you do on your luxurious spring mattress
when at home. There are no organs at sea, and no street- cries to

worry you, and you are out of reach of creditors, and will not have
your breakfast spoiled by seeing in the Times that the girl you love
lias married that, beast Moneybagge after all, or that the senseless

British public has given further proof of its besotted imbecility by
refusing to see more than the first scene of your new play.

" I see you frown, my Punch, and screw your lips up ominously; but
no, I'm not going to spin you a tremendously long yarn, and to

weary you and worry you with full details of our cruise. Yours is not a
sporting paper, I am very well aware; and if I wished to go the whole
log or none, I should of course more properly make application to Bell's

Life or The Field. The only facts that will much interest you are, that

I have cashed the second cheque you sent me, and have been reluct antly

compelled to use your name in strengthening the money-from-the-bank-
extracting power of my own. My only other acts that you will deem
much worth your notice, or the notice of your readers, are that 1 sailed

across the English Channel four times in a week fa thing which has, I
fancy, not been done by many yachtsmen), and that in one of these four
trips I assisted in the capture of a Portuguese Man-of-War. As our
craft was but a cutter of three-and-twenty tons, and the only gun we
carried was a single-barrelled fowling-piece, there may be some ground
for wonder as to how this latter exploit was achieved ; and when I
explain that the capture was effected with a bucket and a boat-hook, I
fear the explanation will serve little to diminish the surprise I may
have caused. Pact is fact, however, and I have witnesses to prove the
truth as I have stated it. Only I should add, before the Government
of Portugal seek reparation for the loss they think their navy has sus-

tained, they should ask of some sea-naturalist the meaning of Physalia,
which I believe to be a synonym for Portuguese Man-of-War.

"Another novel circumstance connected with our cruise was that,

having carefully left all our charts at home, the only one we had to

steer by was the railway map of Bradshaw. By this we shaped our
course from Dover to Boulogne, and from Shoreham to Dieppe, and
had no more trouble in making both those ports, than has a wine
merchant in making with Marsala "nutty" sherries. As the flue old

song might say, but doesn't :

—

" Bradshaiovfas. our only Guide,
Across the swelling Channel Sea,

It told us even the time of tide,

And saved us many a pilot's fee."

"Travellers complain of Bradshaw, and say it sadly puzzles them; but
writing as a yachtsman I am sure that I have every reason to speak
well of it, and would say that its directions are remarkably plain-sailing

ones. Steering by Bradshaw is a novel sort of notion, but, now it has

been mentioned, its very novelty will doubtless serve to make it fashion-

able, and ere long some vocal yachtsman will no doubt be heard
asserting that

—

" I fear not but safely I '11 sail to the shore,
I've a Bradshaw to steer by, and what need I more?"

" Being shut up in~a prison with the chance of being drowned may
possibly to some Johnsonian-minded people not appear a very pleasant

way to spend a fortnight's holiday. But we are not all Dr. Johnsons,
and to such of us as like the sea there are few things more health-

giving and enjoyable than yachting. Men to whom the Ellesmere
motto may seem applicable, and who when they go to sea are usually
Sic donee they put their feet on shore again, of course can't much
appreciate the pleasures of a cruise, nor should I much desire to

have them for my shipmates. But to those who can enjoy it, a
month's cruise in a yacht is a delightful way of travelling; and though
you can't well sail through Switzerland, or get up Mont Blanc by water,

there are other foreign parts quite worth going by sea to see. There 's

nothing like a breeze at sea to blow the smoke of Loudon out of one :

and, in cruising about watering-places full of insect life, a yacht has
this advantage, that you take your own bed with you.

" Only wishing, my dear Punch, that, you would buy a decent yacht
that I might annually borrow it, I remain,

" Yours all ataunto (whatever that means),
" Nauticus."

HOW TO SEE THE EXHIBITION IN TEN MINUTES.

" My dear Punch, " The Albany.
" I hate sensations, and I hate most of my fellow creatures,

and I hate trouble of all kinds. If there are any other folks who entertain

similar feelings, I think they will be as grateful to me—pooh, nobody is

grateful—but I think they ought to say I have done them a civil thing

in telling them that I have made the discovery announced in the heading

to this letter. There is a set of benevolent—at least nobody is bene-

volent—but there is a set of sensible people who call themselves the

Stereoscopic Company. They have taken photographs, capital ones, of

all that is worth seeing in Powkeria, and you can just buy these and a

stereoscope, and in a few minutes you know all about the Exhibition,

and a good deal more than most people who have tried to see it. Then
there 's the delicious quiet, and you can look as long as you like at the

Venus or the Reading Girl, without being shoved, and without hearing the

various idiots, of all ranks, emitting their noises. You are not irritated

by the swell's Ton m' word, not half bad,' the artist's 'All! Now
that colour is not conscientious,' the snob's ' Spicy party that,' or the

clown's 'Be that Venice ?
' And no abominable organs and bands, and

no bother about getting away—you lay down your stereoscope and you

are again in your arm-chair. You may print this, if you like, in the

light of a testimonial, and I don't care whether you do or not.

" Your Subscriber,

" Antibabylon."

The next Run that is Wanted.—A Papal Bull's Run, with Pope
at the head of it.



NEWS FROM THE STYX."

The mandate of fashion has gone forth, and as may he read in the
Toilet, and seen at certain French and English watering places, a Lady
is henceforth, if she wishes to be considered as completely furnished, to

carry a Stick.
_
We see no objection to the arrangement, indeed we

suppose that it_ is a logical necessity consequent upon the increase in

crinoline.
_
As it is now impossible for a properly dressed lady to reach

a friend with her hand, she is supplied with the means of giving him a

poke with a stick when desirous to attract his attention. All we
venture to hope is, that the stick is to be blunt at the end, and not
armed with a tiny spike, as in the latter ease a short-sighted Lord Bun-
dreary, with a large circle of lady-acquaintances eager to speak to him
might, on returning home to dress, find himself unpleasantly covered
with scars aud spots. On the whole there is more sense in this new
contrivance than is usually to be found in the conceptions of the tyrant-

milliner.

"ON A DUCK'S BACK DO I FLY."

A Clever London comedian has done an extremely silly thing in
going along the cord of M. Blondin, on that Canadian duck's back.
Ill-natured people say that this is another proof that a very good actor
may be a very great goose, but we hate all that sort of talk, and prefer
to return the thanks of the press to a gentleman who, at so very small
an expense, has helped all the paragraph writers in the kingdom to
smart headings for the anecdote. To have caused scores of hard-up
wits to speak of an actor trying a new line, of his elevated style, of
evenly balanced periods and poles, of the loftier walk of the drama, and
to quote " what a fall Fortune does the party owe" is surely an honour
cheaply purchased at the price. But things are bungled in England—
his manager should have announced for the night before, the last appear-
ance of Mn. Noddy before his going upon the Blondin rope, aud the
house would have been crowded with sensationists. We suggest the
idea, however, todramatic speculators in want of a stronger interest than
can be got out of mere murder-pieces.

INDIAN BULLETINS.

Mr. Laing has delivered a long and able speech upon the blunders

of the Home Government of India. Upon inquiring, the following

morning, at the residence of Sir Charles Wood, Punch found

that the right honourable gentleman was quite as well as could be

expected, inasmuch as he had been reading the speech for seven hours

only, and therefore of course had not as yet been able to understand it.

(A Later Account?)

Sir Charles Wood has arrived at a kuowlcdge of the fatal truth

that he is demolished. With characteristic pluck, he has sent out for

the volume of the Enc/lish Cyclopedia containing the article " ludia,"

and for Pinnock's Catechism of Arithmetic, with a view to ulterior

proceedings.
{Later Still.)

Sir Charles Wood has discovered that an Auna does not mean a

young lady, that Pice is uot, as he had supposed, the Indiau plural of

Pie, and that Bangles are not things to eat. He meditates a triumphant

answer to Mr, Laixg. More particulars in our next issue.

A Revolution in Russia.

A Revolution has occurred in Russia where it was least expected.

We beg of the reader to peruse attentively the following fact :—

"The Invalide Russe mentions a curious piece of economy just effected in its

printing office. An e mute in Russian orthography is added to every syllable ter-

minating in a consonant. This useless letter it has been resolved to suppress, and

a saving of three per cent in the expense of composition is the result."

This is the revolution we refer to, though fortunately it has been put

down at the expense of very little lead, unlike most revolutions in

Russia. Doesn't the Emperor Alexander devoutly wish that,_ with

no greater sacrifice of ease, he could suppress all e-meutes in Russia ?

The CiY of the Day.—Pull Machine, pull Baker!

Printed by William Bradbury, of No. 13, Upper Woburn Place, in the Parish i f St. Pancras, in the County of Middlesex, and Frederick Mullett Evans, of No. 11, Bouverie Street, in the Precinct of

Whitefriars, City . if London. Printers, at their Office in Lombard Street, its the Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, and Published by them at No. S5, Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Bride, oity CI

London.—Saturday, September 27, 1862.



HANDBOOK TO THE PICTURES
IN THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

By TOM TAYLOR, M.A. Price Is.

Bradbtjry and Evans, 11, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, E.G.

Published Every Saturday, Price 6d.,

THE ARMY AND NAVY GAZETTE.
EDITED BY W. H. RUSSELL, ESQ., LL.D.

*«* Articles on American Affairs Appear Every Week.

Office : 16, Wellington Street, Strand.

In large Folio, Price 12s. 6d. cloth, half law calf, 17s., Vol. I. of

THE GAZETTE OF BANKRUPTCY.
(Jan. 1 to June 28.)

COMPLETE LEGAL 01AND COMMERCIAL RECORD OF BANKRUPTCY.
Reports, Particulars, Balance Sheets, &c, of every Bankruptcy, with Complete

Classified Index.
Chief Office, 26, Bell Yard, Lincoln's Inn,W.C, the District Offices, and all Booksellers

SEA FISH : and HOW to CATCH THEM.
By W. B. LORD, Royal Artillery. Price Is. with Numerous Woodcuts.

"It would be difficult to over-estimate the use and importance of this little book, which, as a teacher,

Bhows how to procure and fabricate the hooks and lines required, the form and nature ot the bait used,

and the manner or art of successfully using the tackle, when duly prepared. Numerous woodcuts
illustrate the form of the float, sink, hook, and bait, the ait of knotting the line, and all requisites to be

understood capable of demonstration by drawing or diagram."—Era.

Bradbury and Evans, 11, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, E.C.
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In October will be published, Volume V. of

TOE WORKS OF THOMAS
*" HOOD.

Crown 8vo, Price Six Shillings, cloth,

VOLUMES VI. and VII.

Completing the Edition, will appear early in

December.
Edward Moxon & Co., 44, Dover Street, W.

Now Ready, in 2 vols., 21*.,

PEMALE LIFE IN PRXSGI*.
«& BY A PRISON MATRON.
From the Times, Sept. 2?,.—"The authore a writes

throughout with good sense, good taste, ami good
feeling. The phenomena of female prison life w bich
she describes are most curious, and we consider her
book to be as authentic as it is new in the form
and details of its information."

Hurst & Blackett, Publishers.

Now Ready at all the Libraries, in 3 vols.,

sj^HE MAROON. BYA MAYNE REID.
" A brilliant and exciting romance."—Post.

JOHN AND I.
" A story of powerful interest"— Court Journal

Hubst & Blackett, Publi>hers.

THREE HUNDRED BIBLEA STORIES, with neatly 300 Bible Pic-
tures, a Pictorial Sunday Book for the Young, hand-
seomely bound, Price 4s. 6rf., originally published at
V2s. Sent post free from Field's Gnat Bible Ware-
house, 65, Regent's Quadrant. Every family should
have this pretfy hook.

A GUINEA FAMILY BIBLE
6&& FOR 10s.

—

John Field lias now ready
a handsome Family Bible, with Notes, References,
30 Engravings, and 10 Maps, bound in antique style,
for 10s., published at 21*. A beautiful gift hook,
only to be had at John Field's Great Bible Wave-
house, 65, Regent's Quadrant.

50 HO£PIBLES>PRAYEIt-&JU,WU BOOKS, and CHURUH
5 SERVICES, Altars, Juvenile Books, anil Standard
g Authors, on Sale, in every variety <>t binding, at
i John Field's Great Bible Warehouse, 65, ilenent's
i Quadrant.

BY APPOINTMENT.
WHIP MANUFACTURERS,

314, Oxford Street, London.
Agents.—All Saddlers in every Country Town.

A large assortment of the following GOODS always
in stock :—Spurs, dog chains, couples and collars,
ifreyhound slips, whistles, ferret bells, dog bells and
muzzles, drinking flasks, Sandwich cases, hunting
and post. horn», tourist kegs, birdcalls. Kc. &c.

ANOTHER CURE OF A*™ Consumptive Cough by
DR. LOCOCK'S PULMONIC WAFERS.
From Mr. James Proud, Chemist. Dorrhesrer.—"A lady had been for some years the subject of a

consumptive cough; but, on trying Da. I.ocock's
Wafers, benefit was almost instantly derived; I he
cough, which was before distiessiugly troublesome,
is no« perfectly cured."
They have a pleasant taste. Price Is. lid. and

La. 9a. per box. Sold by all medicine vendors.

~fBTERNATloH-* AL EXHIBI* ION.—
EIMMEI.'S VIOLET WA-
TER, as exhibited in his Foun-
tain, Class 4, Eastern Annexe,
is a delightful and refreshing
adjunct to tlie Toilet. Price
35. 6rf., inelegant Parian Vases.
RIMMEL'S PERFUME

VAPORISER: for Diffusing
an Agreeable Periurne in Apart-
ments. Price, from 6s. upwards.
Sold by all Perfumery Dealers,
and by the Inventor and Pa-
tentee, E. Rim.vi ei.. Perlumer

to the Queen, 96, Strand, aud 24, Coi-uufH, London,
and 17, Boulevard des lialiens, Paris.

ffXHIBITION of vie GOLDEN"AJ EAGLE.—This beautiti.l W..,k of Art
which displays the plumage of the bird equnl in life
contains upwards of 10,000 separate coloured feathers
formed from malleable copper, and is pronounced!
by connoisseurs to be lh= wonder of ihe a-e Kx
Hn'ri"*

IJa'lyat tue.BUHLlNGTOiN GALLERY,
191, Piccadilly. Admission 1«. ; Fiidays, 2s, 6d.

HUGHESsSHILLING HAIR-
DYE, instantaneous in effect, most

>

t
simple in its application, free from anv unpleasant

\ smell, the tone of colour more lasiing ihin any
J

other dye. To be had only at the Manufactory,
I 40, Holborn Hill.

IIOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT
I

"Bl"0, will cure bad legs, bad breasts, sure
3 S,'.

pp 'e8
•
wn«n ds and ulcers, however malignant.

I thousands can testify to the truth of this statement.

NO MORE PILLS OR OTHER MEDICINES FOR OLD OR YOUNG.
•'' We fiud the safest remedy in DU BARRY'S delicious health-restoring

For Habitual Constipation, Dyspepsia ("Indigestion), Palpitation, Acidity, Nausea, Consumption,
Coughs. Colds, Asthma, Bronchitis, Hemorrhoids, Nervousness, Biliousuess, Torpidity of the
Liver, Debility, &c."—Andrew Ure, M.D.. F.R8. ; Dr. Harvey, Dr. Shorland, Dr. Campbell.
pe extract a few out of 58.1101 Cures :—Cure No. 58,216 ofthe Marchioness de Brehan, Paris, 17th

April, iS62.— ' In consequence of a liver complaint, I was wasting away for seven years, and so
debilita'ed and nervous that I was unable to rend, write, or in fact attend to anything, witn a
nervous palpitation all over, bad digestion, constant sleeplessness, aud the most intolerable

nervous agitation which prevented even my sitt.ing down for hours together. The noises of

the street, and even the voice of my maid, annoyed me. I felt dreadfully low spirited, and all

intercourse with the world had become paiuful to me. Many medical men, English as well as

French, had prescribed for me in vain In perfect despair I took to Dtj Barry's Revalenta
Arabica, and lived on this delicious Food for three months. The good God be praised : it has
completely revived me, I am myself again, and able to make and receive visits aud resume my
social position. Accept, Sir, the assurance of my deepest gratitude and of my highest consider-

ation.

—

Marchioness de Brehan."
Cure, No. 1,771. Lord cjtuart de Decies, of many years' dyspepsia.—No. 49,832. " Fifty years'

indescribable agony from dyspepsia, nervousness, asthma, cough, constipation, flatulency,

spasms, sickness, and vomiting. Maria Joly "—Cure. No. 58,816. Field-Marshal the Duke of

Pluskow, of dyspepsia, constipation, nervousness, and liver complaints.—Cure, No. 47,121.

Miss Elizabeth Jacobs, of extreme uervousuess, indigestion, gatherings, low spirits, and nervous
fancies.—Cure, No. f>4,81fi. The Rev. James T. Campbell, Fakenham, Norfolk, " of indigestion

and torpidity of the liver, which had resisted all medical treatment ; inquiries will be cheer-
fully answered."
In tins, 1 lb., 2s. Qd. ; 2 lb., 4s. M. • 5 lb., lis. ; 121b., 22s. Super refined quality, 10 lb., 33s.—

Burrv O- Barrv & Co., No. 77, Regent Street, London: 26, Place Vendime, Paris; and 12,

Rue de l'Empereur, Brussels. Also Fortnom & Mason, Purveyors to Her Majesty.

77 & 78, OXFORD STREET,

OPPOSITE THE PANTHEON.

PATENT

Its uses are :

—

PUDDINGS, CUSTARDS,

BLANCMANGE, CAKES, &c,

And for light-supper or breakfast, and

especially suited to the delicacy of

Children aud Invalids : for all the uses

of Arrowroot—to the very best of

which it is preferred—it is prepared

in the usual way.

MANUFACTURERS AND PURVEYOR3 TO HER MAJESTY:
Paisley, Manchester, Dublin, and London.

HAND SILVER PLATE.
222, REGENT STREET, LONDON, AND
KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE.

I BROTHERS
MAKE THE MOST LIBERAL ALLOWANCE FOR OLD SILVER PLATE,

EITHER FOR CASH OR IN EXCHANGE FOR GOODS.

GOLDSMITHS, SILVERSMITHS, JEWELLERS, WATCH & CLOCK MANUFACTURI
AND IMPORTERS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF FANCY NOVELTIES.

»J

154, Segent Street, & 8, Beak Street, and Paris, Rue de Kivoli.

TVTESSRS. T. A. SIMPSON & Co. beg respectfully to call attention to their elegant and exten-
i'J

- sive Show Rooms at 154, Regent Str et, and 8, Beak Street, containing the most choice
and beautiful Assortment of Novelties in Fancy Goorls, as well as Articles of Utility of English
and F. irei^n Manufacture, both valuable and inexpensive, for presentation, forming in them-
selves an exhibit on far exceeding any display of the kind in this country.

Messrs T. A. Simpson &Co., in soliciting the honour of an inspection of their extensive Stock
and magnificent Premises, beg to assure all nho may favour them with a visit, that they will
meet with a polite reception, whether Purchasers or other Arise; and they desire to iutimate
that it will be with them an invariable rule to exchange any articles purchased at their
Establishment which may not be approved.

GL FIEL
PATENT DOUBLE-REFINED POWDER

STARCH.
EXCLUSIVELY USED IN HER MAJESTY'S LAUNDRY, AND PRONOUNCED BY HER

MAJESTYS LAUNDRESS TO BE THE FINEST STARCH SHE EVER USED.
The great and ever increasing demand for this world-renowned Starch, is the best proof of its

superiority over every other kind. THE GLENFIELD PATENT STARCH, which is adapted
for all classes—from Her Majesty downwards—possesses, in an eminent degree, the following
properties :—Great Strength combined with Great Elasticity; Purity of Colour and Pearly
Transparency. It does not impart the yellow tinge to Fabrics which other Starches do, but
has on the contrary, the eflect of keeping them Clear in Colour aud Strong in Texture. The
Manufacturers have no hesitation in affirming that the Gli-nheld Patent Starch is the Most
Perfect, and, at the same time, the Most Economical ; and if there be any who have not done
so, they are earnestly recommended to GIVE IT ONE FAIR TRIAL, and they will find it to
be both Easier Made and Easier Used than any other, and, like the Queen's Laundress, resolve
for the future to Use No Other.

WOTHERSPOON & Co., Glasgow and London.

T MAPLE AND Co. FOR
«* • CARPETS.
TEN THOUSAND PIECES RICH BRUSSELS,

Frnm 2s. M. to 2s. HI per vard
VELVET ANU TURKEY CARPETS,

in Great Variety.
Entrance !», Tottenham Court Road.

DINING AND DRAWINGAf ROOM FURNITURE.
The Eugenie Easy-chair, price 25f.
The Prince of Wales Chair, price 32«.
The Vienna Easy-chair, price35«,
The Paratron Couch, price ? guineas.
The Prince of Wales Couch, price SJ suineas.

J. Maple « Co.

f!ALLAGH AST'S OPERA,V RACE AND FIELD GLASSES.—-
Matchless in power and definition, are now offered.
tor the first time in a varietv of six different sizes at
prices from 30*. to *M each, with case compete.
For the convenience of countr* cusiomers thrse
glasses may be had at the Bookstalls of Messrs.
Smith and Son, at the following Railway Stations,
viz.—

Ashford Hitchin Ramsgata
Bangor Holyhead Reading
Birmingham Leicester Red Hill
Brighton Leeds Richmond
Cambridge Liverpool Ruscby
Chester „ Lime St. Ryde
Chichester „ TithebarnSt. Salisbury-
Crewe Malvern Link Sheffield
Crystal Palace Manchester Southampton
Derby „ Victoria Stafford
Doncuster „ London Rd. Stoke
Dover Norwich Swansea
Exeter Norwood Junct. Torquay
Farnborough Nottingham Winchester
Folkestone Peterborough Windermere
Gloucester Ports,nouth Worcester
Halifax Plymouth
London Stations—Kiaic's Cross, London Bridge

(Crystal Palace Line;, Pimlico, Waterloo, Euston
and Shoreditch.
At the principal Stations in Ireland, and 21, Lower

Sackville Street, Dublin.
Also at Hugh Suowie's, Inverness, or will be sent

Carriage free on receipt of Money Order payable to
William Callaghan, Optician, 23a, New Bond
Street, W., corner of Conduit Street.
N.B. Sole Agent for the celebrated small and pow-

eriul Opera and Race Glasses invented and made by
\oiGTLawDEii, Vienna. Likewise for the Photo-
fjraphir lenses by the same eminent makers, Cata-
ogues of which may be had free on application.

TO SPORTSMEN -THE& GRtfVlLLE SHoOTUVG, FISHLNG,
or TRAVELLER'S COAT { Registered), is the veri-
table i outturn in parvo. A gnu or fishing-rod may
be packed or carried in it with ease. Game-bags or
fishing -panniers can be dispensed with, biing con-
structed upon entirely new principles, with carrying
capacities equal to four ordinary shooting coats.—
Vide Field. July 19, 186i. Price from 50s.

To be had only of J. Cocks, 2b, Corn hill, Inventor
and Patentee of Trousers without side seams, the
most perfect trousers ever made.—Vide the Sun,
Feb. 17, 1S6K.
Registered Dress and Undress "Vests,the latest and

only novelties m London.—Vide the Globe, Feb. 14,

1852.

PHILLIPS0U & Co'b New Perfume, :

u h£ DUCHESSE."
\

i The most refreahint _

\ Price 2a. ©d. of at! Chemiais and \ enuors of
"i Perfumery ,or by letter leiiclo-ine a Post Office

i OrderorSlamrisito.PHLLLIPSON AND CO.,
2 l, BtrnGE Row, St. Pa l's, Lomh>n, E.G.
* TheFO?«LA.D.E,2.<.6trf.;SOAl\ls.:0:LL,:ls.6a,

.

.£ Perfumery tor every dibnate. Catalagufiofree.

T0ffD.Gff AND RYDER,
*£ Goldsmiths and Jewellers, respectfully
invite the notice of the Nobility, &c, to their New
Stock of Elegant Jewellery. Every article in the
best possible taste, and at moderate prices. A
variety of novelties specially adapted for Wedding
Souvenirs. Diamonds rearranged, &c. K, New
Bond Street, comer of Clifford Street. Interna-
tional Exhibi'ion, 1852, Prize Medal for Diamond
Work, Jewellery, Silver Place, and general Good
Taste.

WEFDEES and EIRE IRONS.
*> Every New Design always on Show.

Black Fenders 3s. 6rf. to 7s. 6d.

Bronzed l'euders 10«. 6d. to H0». 0d.

Fire Irons 3». 6d. to 27». 6<J.

Every Requisite for Furnishing at Lowest Prices.

Catalogues Free. Orders above £2 carriage free,

and packed without charge.
Kichd. & John Slack. 33fi, Strand.

PHUBB'S PATENT DETEC-V TOR LOCKS ; Cbubb's Fire and Bur-
glar Proof Safes; Chubb's Fireproof Strons-room
Doors; Chubb's street Door Latches, with small

keys; Chubb's Cash and Deed Boxes.—Ulustrated
Price List sent free.

Chubb & Son, No. 57, St. Paul's Churchyard.
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NEW AMERICAN PLANT.

The subjoined telegram, in the Richmond Ex-
aminer, "from an intelligent gentleman con-
nected with the Southern Press," will be not
without its interest to the British horticul-
turist :

—

" Saturday Night, Aug. 30.—The enemy were whipped
off the field with great slaughter, and many guns were
taken. They ran so fast in some parts of the field that
Jackson, who was ordered to press them, replied that
they were too fast for him."

At this time of year a beautifully picturesque
appearance is presented by many of our houses,
which arc crimsoned over with the American
creeper. America, by the foregoing account, pro-

duces not only creepers, but also runners, which
might likewise be acclimatised in this country.
They would doubtless readily cling to British
walls, though hi their native soil they run in the
field, as fast as ever they can, from Stone-
wall Jackson.

Sensation Puff.

Talk of thrilling announcements, and say
what you think of this, extracted from a paper :

—

" Crystal Palace.—Blondin is announced to appear
on the high rope inside the I'alace to-day, and to termi-
nate his performance by a terrific descent to the ground,
head-foremost. '

'

An immense attraction doubtless. But the
advertisement might have been improved. It

might have stated that Blondin would terminate
his existence.

OUR SPECIAL AT BRIGHTON.
" My deae Mb. Punch,

" I, like the excellent Habben of Haverstock Hill, have been
frying experiments with Weeds on the sea-shore. The result has not
been satisfactory, except in the case of those which I surreptitiously

obtained from your ivory box (which I don't at all believe to be ivory

—

the world is a Sham) and brought down in my cigar-case. I do not
know whether these will answer as substitute for cotton, but as I spoiled

my lunch by smoking too many, I may say that they replaced a usually

capital twist.
" The alchemists did not find out how to make gold, but their experi-

ments helped them to many more useful discoveries. I do not know
that I have invented anything here, except excuses for not coming back
to my work (as rather pointedly invited by yourself to do), but I have
ascertained a good many facts about Brighton, and they are entirely at

your service. Lodgings, I beg pardon, Apartments, are being let at

rates which argue that the owners think well of their residences, though
I believe that as a rule departing sojourners are not lavish in the
expression of similar opinions. But you can be very comfortably housed
in Brighton, if you like to pay about three times as much for a couple
of rooms as you pay for your entire house in London, and so far as my
own experience goes, I find that, content with this grand plunder, your
hostess lets your cognac and cold shoulder alone. I think, too, that
living in the vicinity of London has tended to soften the manners of the
natives. At Hastings, and other distant places, you are robbed with a
savage surliness, and in everything, from rent down to cigar-fusees, but
here, though you sit, no doubt, at a rack-rent, it is taken with a smile,
and I have even found on my mantel-piece in the morning the same
number of weeds I left there over-night. Perhaps they were supposed
to be Brighton ones.

" My chief resort—the weather has been lovely (which I am happy
to say that few of my friends who insulted me with their preparations
for Sveaborg, Switzerland, and Sicily, report as then experience)—has
been the shingles in front of the Bedford Hotel, whence indeed I ought
to have dated, but for circumstances—but I do not reproach you. Here
is the great crowd all day, for it is here that the ladies chiefly bathe,
and in addition to the hundreds of nursemaids and thousands of children
who congregate, the male population of Brighton, especially the younger
portion, regularly and faithfully assemble, in order to be ready to lend
manly aid in rescuing any virtuous female who may be carried out to
sea by the tempestuous billows of a proverbially dangerous shore. The
untiring tenacity with which these brave gentlemen keep watch at this
point reveals united nobility and delicacy of character. But tin's is not
the only attraction of the Bedford plateau. I descend from the dusty

Parade, plunge through the shingle, and in a careless but unavoidably
graceful attitude fling myself down in the shadow of one of the

numerous row-boats, the Here We Are, or the Jolly Larks, or the Two
Poor Feet, or some other of the playfully christened fleet, built, like the

pirate vessels of old, for plundering London Adventurers. Little thinks

that noisy crowd who is in its midst. Little think those three lovely

angels, each with her volume from Mudie, each with her blue sea-

side jacket, each with her raven or auburn locks drying in the wind,

that yon intellectual face under the semi-pumpkin hat, and yon semi-

pumpkin form— pooh, yon elegant form, to which justice is scarcely

done by the Tweed uniform, are those of your correspondent. If they

did, would Louisa laugh so wildly, would Blanche chide her Skye
with such merry petulance, would Adelaide reply so frankly to the per-

tinacious vendor of lace-colla 1 s ? Why should they not ? Am I one
to scare girlhood from its mirth? Alas, my darlings, I am he to whom
the divine Shakspeabe counsels the lover to go for counsel

—

" Neither too young nor yet unwed."

By the way, my dear Mr. Punch, burn your blotting paper. Prescribed

myself, truthfully, as a married man, at a certain boarding-house, and

was subsequently informed with much maliciousness that I was known
to be nothing of the kind, the proof being that the blotting-book re-

vealed that I had be^un a letter " Beloved and Adored One." Sir, I

am sorry for those who could not believe that one so addressed the wife

of one's cheque-book, but that is not to the purpose. Burn your

blotting-paper.
" Stretched, Sir, beside the Here We Are, and with one of your

Havannahs between my lips, I affect to read the Record, Bell's Life, or

some other improving periodical, but, really, I watch the ever-shifting

tableau of Brighton life. Of the bathing it does not occur to me to say

anything, except that I think three-quarters of an hour_ too long for

any female being, except a mermaid, to cling, almost motionless, to the

wheel of one of Widman late Pollabd's_ machines. But this is a

matter for the family doctor.
_
The peripatetic salesfolk and mendicants

are a nuisance, because indiscriminating. Let them besiege good
natured excursionists, tender fathers, unsuspicious countryfolk^ when
they will, but why do they come to me ? Do I want boxes stuck over

with wretched shells, bad lace, peppermint lozenges, polished pebbles,

stale buns, toy windmills, dead star-fish or live Actinia, or am I likely to

bestow out of my limited funds alms to a dirty little girl, because she

sings vilely by the side of a dirty old man who plays worse, or to a dirty

loug boy because he shows me a dirty box containing nine beetles

pinned therein ? Let them go to softer folks, and take_ with them the

impudent beest of a Brighton boatman, who, making it necessary lor

me to tell him seven times that I will not take a splendid sail this

vol. xliii.
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morning begs of me a cigar, which I refuse, begs of me the price of an

ounce of baccy, which I refuse, and finally begs me to tell him if I

know anybody who will lend him twenty pounds, which I refuse. What

right has that insolent beest 1o bother me ?—he is a dastard too, for he

knows that ladies and children are around, he knows I have read my
Horace about maxima reverentia, and he knows that he is safe from

Anglo-Saxon expression of the wraih that lightens in my fine eye.

" Yes, Sir, here I am calm as a limpet. Over me run the children in

shoals bless them, and I pick the small ones up and console them for

having hurt me like the deuce. The Misses Estipania and Isoline

Blogg sweep past me, and knock me over thenose with their crinoline, and

I do not even revenge myself by a scoff at their Galwegian ancles. Mrs.

Gittings, a big lady, bawling after her badly-bred brats, tramples on

me with cowiike tread, and I make no sign of the rage I feel, but I

shall be avenged when her landlady takes account of the mischief those

cubs have done the furniture. Only when young Jocabad Samuels,

now gloriously arrayed, mutatus ah Mo who last week stood and next

week will stand at the old clothes-shop door, comes too near me with his

indescribably abominable Cuba I smile my ineffably sarcastic smile—the

photograph does it no justice—at his veskit, and the youth goes away,

gradually, from my gaze like a beautiful dream. For I am tolerant, I am
patient, i am listening. I hear, in the group of nursemaids and children,

divers of the former speaking with almost exaggerated kindness to the

latter, and calling them dears, and seeming delighted at their talk, while

'divers other attendants are stern, or sulky, or snappish with their charges,

and menace them with dire punishments. I look closer, and I see that

the Mammas of the first children are seated within ear-shot, or per-

meating the groups, but I do not, see the Mammas of the second. I

behold that pretty girl by the Two Poor Feet—-two pretty feet are hers—
suddenly flush up. Is it a lovely passage in my own novel (not the finest)

which 1 perceive she is reading, that has such power over her roses ?

There are sweet passages in that book, that Sherry and Bitters, but for

once let vanity rest—that flush is due to the approach of yon handsome,

blue-eyed youth with the black dog— he, I mean the youth, somewhat
resembles what I was a few years ago. I listen too, and in honour, for

folks talk to be heard, here. I learn that Mr. Wagner's church is so

crammed that the vergers have to beat back the surplus cougregation

with staves, that there has been a Volunteer dinner at the Pavdion to

Lord Ranelagh, (whom you called Jones the Avenger) that the
theatre here gives fierce melodrama, which I count far wiser than a
weak attempt at higher things, that there is an ' elegant and fashionable
morning entertainment,' at high prices, in which Chinese actors figure,

and whereat the great attraction proclaimed in large letters, is ' Impaling
a Man Alive ' (1 myself saw the bill) that Mr. Hayllar's prawns are
sumptuous, some are eight een-pence, some half-a-crown a hundred—
and I resolve to have fifty for my light supper—that H. R. H. the
Duchess of some bridge and her illustrious daughter are coming here

—

that it is difficult to get anything but a screw to ride unless the horse-
people know yon—that it is a bore to go to Brill's when more than
three or four schools are there at the same time—that you can get a very
good dinner at Mutton's, but that a first class table d'hote at about
three shillings and sixpence is much wanted in Brighton—that there
are a good many persons in Brighton who ought not to be here
or anywhere else, (and some of them are pointed out) — that the
place is not so full as usual—that the little performing horse is very clever,

but the birds are humbugs— and that at Mr. Wagner's, aforesaid,

they really sail near the wind that blows to Rome, and that if they
would put out the candles and spend the money on finishing the tower,
it would be well.

" These, Sir, are among the gems of wisdom which I have picked up
here, Brighton jewels. Others I have, which shall be yours in private.

I will now close, as I am anxious to pursue my studies. Eor, Sir, it is

most difficult to get a new book at the libraries, owing to the vast
demand. I have been driven to peruse the most afflicting volumes.
The last tale was of four virtuous engineers who were engaged to four
virtuous girls, and after talking virtuously through the three volumes,
they married, the plot being that a young clergyman was going to pro-

pose to one of the girls, but finding she was engaged, withdrew, like a
gentleman. But now I have got something stirring, for I see in my
second volume that ' the traitor Attorney,' with ' his one glittering eye,'

throws the Earl, his victim, into perspirations. This promises well, and
I cannot be delayed from the lawyer's hydraulics.

" Anabaptist Terrace,
" Brighton:'

" Yours most devotedly,

"Peregrine Ealcon.
:

A SWELL'S REMINDER.

Scarborough, Wednesday {I think).

Punch,—What is theld
use of making a fuss

about the bad refresh-

ments at the Exhibi-
tion? That they are as

bad as they can well be,

I make no sort of doubt,

for my man, Alexander,
asked leave to go up to

Town to take his sweet-

heart, (or whatever his

class call the article) to

the Show, and was so

stupid for three days
afterwards that I was
nearly shying a bootjack

at him. He apologised

(for he's really a well

behaved fellow) by saying

that his mind had been
demoralised by the coarse

food he had been ass

enough to eat at the Ex-
hibition. But as a rule

what can it signify what
is given to aujbody who
is in London in October ?

What can it matter to

such a Gorilla, or to any-
body else, what he eats ? I hate hypercriticism. But I think that the
refreshment folk may as well be stirred up with a long pole, because I
hear that the Show is to be opened in November at a high admission
price, for Us, We don't dine then, of course, unless they are going
to keep it open till nine o'clock, but one might want lunch, and I do
hope that Granville, or Cadogan, or somebody will make it his

business to see that things are as they should be at that time.
" Awfully jolly weather, old fellow. I suppose you are at Baden

Baden, but somebody can open and print this.

" Ever yours,

" Alcisiades Mountarlingtonedgecumre."

THE SAVAGES IN THE BACK SETTLEMENTS.

In Gray's Inn Lane, on Sunday night last week, a fight took place

between two colonies of savages who have settled in that neighbour-
hood : the Kerry Indians and the Tipperary Indians. These tribes

have been for some time at variance, which at last broke out into open
war. To prevent_ them from slaughtering each other in a civilised

capital, the police interfered, and thus attracted then- animosity towards
themselves. The frantic barbarians attacked the peace officers with
their bludgeons, and desperately wounded several of them. According
to a report of the disturbance :

—

" Sergeant 5 G had several of his teeth knocked out, and was severely bruised
about the head and body by being jumped upon. Nos. 157 and 195 G division were
also so seriously injured that they were taken to the hospital, and two constables of

the city police have been frightfully knocked about.

"

Of course these savage rioters were ultimately overpowered, though
all but one managed to make then escape, aided by their squaws, who,
we are told, were indefatigable in supplying them with weapons. What
a dreadful thing it is that an English police-officer should be subject to

be jumped upon and have his teeth knocked out by these infuriated

Yahoos ! Like the other natives of the Hibernian wilds, both these

tribes of savages have their spiritual medicine-men, whom they call

Fathers, and beneath whom they all alike grovel m the most abjsct

prostration. What are these reverend Fathers about to allow the

Kerry and Tipperary savages to run so rampant ?

Nolo Episcopari."

A "Harvest-home Festival," according to a newspaper paragraph,

was held the other Sunday in Clare Market Chapel ; Clare Market,
observe, not Haymarket, which might be thought the fitter locality for

such a celebration, if it were forgotten that thanksgiving for a good
harvest is as due in one place as iu another. The sermon, we are told,

was preached by the Rev. C. M. Rorins " who has declined the Bishop-

ric of Central Africa." Has he ? Sensible man.

Heads and Tales.

Mr. St. John, writing of the Dyaks, says that those interesting

people are not to be accused of savagery iu respect to their favourite

practice of cutting off any head they can get at. They say that this is

simply a refined amusement, " Just as wffiite folks read books, we seek

for heads." A course of sea-side reading enables Mr. Bunch to state

that no two amusements can be more unlike.
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THE GOVERNESS ABROAD.

ut of their own country,

prophets, it is well known,
only obtain honour. A simi-

lar remark, we fear, applies

to Governesses ; but their

case is still harder, inas-

much as unlike some pro-

phets—those, for instance,

of the Raphael School or

Academy of high Astrologi-

cal Art, they don't receive

in lieu of honour any tan-

gible equivalent. We are

not surprised, therefore, to

hear of a great Governess
Emigration Movement.
Our colonial dependencies

have wisely declined to ac-

cept our periodical compli-

ment ary offeringof convicts.

While appreciating our

Sheffield cutlery, they are

not to be dazzled by
the sharp blades bearing

the recognised certificate,

"Town Made." We should

fancy, nevertheless, that

they would joyfully hail an
argosy freighted with re-

fined and intelligent spins-

ters. Now that we are at

liberty to export our Looms,
Engines, and Presses, there

is no reason why the machinery of education should be kept at home under lock

and key.

Adelaide and Victoria, however, we are told by some rude observers, do not

require accomplished governesses. Those pretty young colonies are perfectly com-

petent to manage the kitchen garden, and can very well dispense with a con-

servatory for some time to come. We think that this conclusion is not well

grounded. Who would not be pained to see Victoria and Adelaide a pair of romps

with bright eyes and sun-burnt cheeks, and splendid appetites, but aggravating

poor letter H beyond all endurance, and making fearful havoc with their papa's

veal, wine, and vinegar ? Of course, the mother country don't contemplate sending

her wealthy daughters a parcel of blue stockings. They might, however, surely find

room for a few " Ologies " without disturbing their culinary stores. Dr. Buck-
land and Mrs. Glasse could go together arm-in-arm. To be conversant -with

languages does not imply inability to pickle tongues. An acquaintance with con-

ehology, one would think, would be a fitting preparation for scolloped oysters,

and as for pastry, that need not deteriorate by the fair manipulator's having had an

insight into the crust of the earth.

Another and still more unpleasant class of censors insinuate that the intending

emigrants carry two faces under one hood. While ostensibly going out to cultivate

the waste lands of mind, their real destination is tbe Eden of Matrimony. It is

rumoured that their ambition is not so much to enlarge the circle of knowledge, as

to form a little circle of their_ own. That, in fine, they are bent on making per-

sonal conquests rather than in teaching the nascent idea how to shoot. We
don't believe a word of it. But admitting it, for sake of argument, what does this

lofty impeachment amount to ? Simply that they aim at permanently promoting
the greatest happiness of the greatest number. Then it is asserted that the

nomadic tribes, who wander about in quest of nuggets, eschew marriage, and are

not prepared to execute a settlement. If this really be so, we have nothing
further to advance. We would not recommend our gently nurtured countrywomen
a wanderer's life in a gipsy's tent ; and although in this tight little Island there

may be a scanty crop of offers, comparing the Exquisites of the Serpentine with
the Rovers of Swan River, it can scarcely be doubted that a beau in the hand is

worth two in the bush.

" If overchargin is Ixtorshun in wan case, isn't it jest as

badd in the Uther ?

" To Perweut heverybody all alike from extorshun as

wel as Drivers of Public Weeacles, wy nott likewise

Keepers of Publicouses too, and ev hall Landlords wotso-
ever and their waiters oblig'd to ware a Badg?

" Wooden' t itt Had to the Heligance of a slap-up Corfy-

rume ?
"

Our correspondent and querist proceeds to suggest that

the wearers of the badge, in case of attempted overcharge,

should be liable to be " Pulld hup Afore the Beke and
Ein'd or ave 6 munths," and his signature is " Cabby."

HARPY HOTELS.

At Doncaster, during the late races, according to our sporting friend " Argus,"
the hotel-keepers "thoroughly maintained the high reputation they have ever
maintained for skinning their visitors." Eor example, srme of them charged
" four guineas for four nights' sleeping accommodation," and at one establishment
the landlady and her whole household united in a vain attempt to make a spirited

young lieutenant "pay Is. 9cl. for a bottle of seltzer water with a dash of biandy."
In making these charges—more absurd and audaciuus than the Balaclava charge

—

hotel-keepers may well be represented as " skinning " their guests, because they
more than fleece them.
Touching the extortion exemplified, as above, by the Doncaster hotel-keepers, and

practised, more or less, by most others, we may venture to submit to our legislative

j readers the following questions by a correspondent :

—

" Wot difference is there atween drivin a Weehicle for Ire and keepin a Noted ?

LET HIM ALONE.

Bull to Buncombe.

Hands off, Jonathan ! what do you mean
Striking your brother?

Have you no shame such a sight should be seen ?

Sons of one mother !

You ! bouncing braggart of muscle and bone !

Let him alone.

Did not your Ancestors haughtily spurn
Thought-binding Power ?

Think of those Pilgrims silent and stern

In the Mayfioxoer !

Ev'n from their sepulchres sadly they groan,

Let him alone.

Whom fight you for ?—that demon Pride

Smote at creation ?

Lucifer laughs in his sleeve, but can't hide

His base exultation.

Would you tread on your kinsman when he is thrown ?

Let him alone.

Love is all lost ! no good is won

!

Quench this hot quarrel,

Struggling to snatch from a grim-gaping gun
A torn leaf of laurel

!

Is not Ms pluck to be prized as your own ?

Let him alone.

Vengeful and vain ! for widow or child

Have you no bowels ?

Eierce in your passion as War-horses wild

Stung by the rowels.

Sympathy whispers in soft seraph tone,

Let him alone.

Singly you never can dare to be bold,

Then deign to be humble.
_

You tremble and wince to relinquish your hold,

Lest haply you stumble
;

Trust your long legs, like a man fully grown

—

Let him alone.

Where are ye, Minstrels, bay-crown'd and proud,

Reft of all gladness ?

Mutely ye stand with hands folded—heads bow'd,

Crush'd by such madness !

Look up, and speak out, like a trumpet loud blown,

Let him alone.

Shall your ambition meet with no check,

Star-spangled hero ?

If the great world had only one neck,

Would you clutch it like Nero ?

Be warn'd ! Dragons spring from the teeth you have sown,

Let him alone.

Injudicious Haste.

The walls of Canterbury, and more especially those in

the vicinity of the Cathedral, up to the very gates,^have

been recently covered with placards, announcing " Sam's

Arrival." We need not state that the announcement was

extremely premature.

rational conscience money.

The Chancellor op the Exchequer begs to acknow-

ledge the receipt of half a £10,000 note on the Bank of

Elegance for Income-Tax unpaid.
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SERVING HIM OUT.
Mrs. T. (to T.) "Feel a little more Comfortable, dear? Can I get anything else for you? Would you like your Cigar Case

NOW ? (Aside.) I 'LL TEACH HIM TO GO OUT TO GREENWICH AND RICHMOND WITHOUT ME, AND SIT UP HALF THE NlGHT AT HIS CLUB !

"

FAUST AND MARGUERITE.

She tries her charm by plucking off the petals,

(As lovesick English maids by tea or coffee lees)

But who her tempter's changeful will unsettles,

Who is the Third Napoleon's Mepldstophiles ?

Is it the cruel swaggering Arimanes,
Who Frenchmen ever unto mischief cggeth on,

Is it La Gloire, that god of godless Zanies ?

Down with that demon, down to burning Phlegethon !

FOLLOW MY LEADER.

The subjoined piece of intelligence has appeared in the columns of a
contemporary :

—

" Religious Toleration.—The Jews of Kattowitz, in Silesia, have just inaugu-
rated a new synagogue in that town. In a procession from the old place of worship
to the new, the Roman Catholic and Protestant clergy walked behind the four
rabbis, who carried rolls of parchment on which were written the Five Books of
Moses. After Divine Service a repast was offered to the persons who had taken part
in the ceremony, when expressions of toleration, fraternity, and neighbourly love
were exchanged."

The New Jerusalem has surely commenced in Kattowitz, where such
brotherly union exists between Jews and Christians as that indicated in
the foregoing paragraph—if it is not a hoax. In point of liberality
Kattowitz highly excels the British capital itself. When shall we see
the Chief Rabbi and the other Rabbis of London marching to open a
synagogue in Shoreditch with Cardinal Wiseman, Dr. Cumming, the
Bishop or London, and a multitude of Church of England, Roman
Catholic, and Dissenting clergymen walking behind them? Never
perhaps, for there is some reason to fear 1 hat the ultra-Christian humility
of bringing up the rear of such a piocession could only have been im-
puted to ministers of Christianity playfully, by that modest assurance
which is regarded as rather characteristic of the Jewish race.

A CONSPICUOUS NUISANCE.

The music-shop windows afford a gratuitous exhibition of very
peculiar works of art. These are the pictures which adorn the backs
and illustrate the contents of the music books. There is somewhat in

the best of them that is considerably repulsive, yet they are not alto-

gether and simply disgusting. The pretty men attired in the height of

evening dress, or brilliant fancy costume, and the fashionable ball-room

beauties or stage heroines, represented as combining with them in

elegant positions, are too absurd to excite unmitigated abhorrence.

They are ludicrous as well as offensive. The inanity with which the

epicene warriors and ruffians are depicted knitting their brows, and
trying to look fierce, and the vacuity expressed in the faces of their

gesticulating female associates, suggest that their originals were
animated dummies, actuated solely by the love of displaying their

clothes. The dancing dandies and their blooming partners look like

ideal portraits of tailors' wax-works endowed with semi- consciousness.

The imbecility of these figures is transcendent ; its delineation evinces a

genius of a sort ; it amounts to the sublime and something more : and
is so ridiculous as to provoke our disdainful laughter.

Among these illustrations in the music-shop windows there is one,

however, that causes no laughter whatever, although it exhibits a

laughing face. But the laugh is a horrid one, and the face is that of a

man with long whiskers, who is dressed in a lady's clothes. There is

not the least fun in this laughing face, but it wears an expression that

is unspeakably odious. This print is entitled Lady Dundreary, and the

less besides that we say about it the better.

Wilkes with Wings.

By accounts from Yankee Land we learn that ;

—

" Commodore Wilkes had been ordered to take the command of a flying squadron
on the West India Station."

Is that because Commodore Wilkes is a goose ?
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FAUST AND MARGUERITE
Eaust

Marguerite
. Mr. V. Emmanuel.

. Miss Italy.

Mephistophiles

Martha
Mr. L. Nap.

Mrs. Pope.

Marguerite. "HE LOVES ME—HE LOVES ME NOT."
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JACTITATION OF MARRIAGE.-EXTRAORDINARY CASE.

MATRIMONIAL CAUSES COURT.

Federals v. South (Otherwise Rebels).

Before Sir Jonathan Buncombe.

Jactitation of marriage, it may be necessary to inform our non-pro-

fessional readers, is defined by civilians as being a suit where one of the

parties asserts that he or she is married, which the other party denying,

and no adequate proof of the marriage being brought, the offending

party is enjoined silence on that head.

The circumstances are briefly these :

—

Federals, the pursuer, and
Miss South, the defendant, are very distantly related (8th or 10th

cousins), Federals having much common Irish and German blood in

his veins, while Miss South has a fine blue aristocratic tinge. About
eighty years ago, Federals and Miss South ran away from home,
Federals having first shockingly abused his mother. The pursuer

contends that matrimonial rites were duly celebrated, and that the awe-

inspiring words "for better or worse, until death us do part," were
employed and assented to. In support of his case against Miss South
the .pursuer alleges that Dr. Franklin was present and gave her

away. Miss South retorts by asserting that Dr. Franklin never
gave anything away — that didn't belong to him, and challenges

Federals to prove that he did.

Miss South (who is properly so called, Rebels being a nom-de-guerre

flung at her by Federals in the heat of passion) indignantly denies that

she ever had any real attachment to the pursuer, and solemnly asse-

verates that there never was any union of hand or heart, nothing in fact

beyond a contract of Partnership—a single amalgamation of Dollars.

For some time Miss South has been in the cotton trade, and is perfectly

competent to maintain herself and manage her own affairs, should tlte

Court pronounce judgment in her favour. Federals, as most persons
are aware, is a noted manufacturer of wooden nutmegs. Their pecu-
niary interests are not exactly coincident, for while Miss South
demands a large stall in the market for her cotton, Federals having
no such want for his wooden nutmegs, has long been endeavouring to

prevent her from occupying more than a corner. That Miss South's
is a state of slavery no one can deny, though it is not pretended that

Federals is altogether responsible for that.

Again, Miss South a strong-minded female, stands in need of no pro-

tection. Federals, a nervous irritable man, who regards his best
friends with suspicion, on the contrary, has always been crying out that

there must be more police at the custom-house, and that if something
is not done, he shall certainly be robbed. Miss South says that sbe has
enough to do looking after her cotton, being a dainty fabric, to keep it

from the blacks, without being annoyed by the " delicate attentions" of

Federals, who is given to vapour and smoke. Finally, Miss South
declares that her passionate admirer the love-sick Federals is com-
pletely deranged—that he raves and is given to stamping—that he
often runs like a Bull, and that certain colours— British ones in

particular, will cause him to roar.

The Court after hearing the pleadings, which are very voluminous,
took time to consider.

It is rumoured that the costs—of Federals especially—will, as in

the case of another suspected Lunatic in the English Court of Chancery,
be literally " stunning."
Note. Since these proceedings were commenced, the position of

Federals has been so altered, that instead of the "Pursuer" he
might perhaps now be more perfectly called " Federals the Pursued."

Imperial Present to the Pope.

Amongst other valuable presents, we are informed that the Empress
has sent Pius, as a further proof of her affection, a magnificent crino-
line with all the latest improvements, so that he may wear it on all

great festivities of the Church, under his sacerdotal robes. It is of the
very largest dimensions, and we have no doubt will look every bit as
well under the Pope's petticoat as under any other old woman's. The
present must be taken only as another indication of the prevailing idea
that rules in the mind of the Empress that it is absolutely impossible
to make too much of the Pope.

EXAMINATIONS FOR ATTACHES.

MIND YOUR P'S AND Q's.

(These are the verses which the Honourable Scrawls
_
wrote to

his Leonora, when he had perfected his running hand in " Six lessons

from the Flying Pen.")
First Verse.

Oh, sqeaktomemyLEONORA

!

SqeakacrosstkeStormydeep,
WheretheWhitebaitandtheLobster

AndtheYarmouthBloatersleep

—

Thi oughathous mdleaguesofwater
Thatsoftvoiceshallcometome

—

SqeakofLoveohLEONORA

!

Andbiumesqeaktothee.

Second Verse.

Scarceaweekand fromhiscountry
Wilkelucl antScRAWLshavefled,

SqinningoffloPragueorPekin

—

Orbesqunhimselfinstead

:

OhifthroughrelentlessRYAN
ColdDeau'sYardmygravemustbe,

Sqeakstillsqeak—ol'LoveLEONORA,
Andl'Usqeakbacktothee.

{Third, and remaining twenty-five verses, illegible.)

HOMCEOPATHY AT SEA.

DANCING IN DEMENTIA.
At Biarritz, the other day, in the course of a grand ball given at the

Villa Eugenie, we are informed that a cotillon was danced before the

Empress, apparently, and that :

—

" An innovation has been introduced into the figure which is likely to become the
rage in the Paris salons this winter. It consists in offering to the ladies, on inviting

them to dance, small flags of different colours. One of the gentlemen carries a staff

surmounted by ten ribbons, also of different colours, the ends of which are held by
the gentlemen and ladies taking part in the dance."

We should like to know whether it ever occurs to any one among the

gentlemen who take part in this extremely imbecile proceeding, and
especially to the one who carries the bauble, "a staff surmounted by
ten ribbons," that he is making himself a deplorable fool. According
to the communication above-quoted, " the Emperor was not present,

feeling a little indisposed." If Napoleon had been there, the spec-

tacle of such fatuous fiddle-faddle would have endangered his life.

Perhaps this silly cotillon will be "Ihe rage" in the salons of Paris

this winter. It would probably be still more popular in certain insti-

tutions devoted to psychological medicine, at which dancing is found to

be a remedial amusement, and it might, no doubt with peculiar advan-

tage, be introduced into asylums for idiots.

UNE ERREUR PR0N0NCEE."

Ever since Lord John's elevation to the Peerage, he obleeges more
than ever. He seems to be under the influence of the old aristocratic
feeling Noblesse oblige. It wouldn't be a bad motto for him.

What is a Shin-plaster ?—It is a favourite American remedy, a
kind of Poor Man's Plaster, and one that gives but poor relief, which
is now being applied in all cases of tick-dollar-oux. It has the effect
of materially lowering the circulation.

Here is a piece of news which may interest our homoeopathic readers,

if we have any :

—

" A New Remedy for Sea-Sickkess.—ACronstadt journal states that the Japan-
ese Ambassadors all suffered from sea-sickness in going from Swinemunde to St.

Petersburg. The first ambassador, in particular, was exceedingly ill, notwithstand-

ing the strange remedy he employed, which consisted of soup made of horse-radish

and rice, seasoned with red herrings and sardines cut into small pieces. When
eating this singular compound he took a little champagne after every spoonful."

Anybody ashore and perfectly well swallowing this compound, it

would probably produce on him the effect of a glass of antimonial wine.

Accordingly, on the principle that like cures like, it should be an effec-

tual remedy for sea-sickness, and no doubt would act as such with a

power inversely proportionate to the quantity of the dose. The reason

why his Japanese Excellency was exceedingly ill, notwithstanding

he employed this potent remedy, doubtless was, that he took it in larger

than infinitesimal doses.

Mythology is the Lempriere of Joking.

A Mythologician was saying, in reference to a fashionable Tinted

Venus, who, in point of embellishments, was certainly the flour of the

room, that "
if ever her husband ventured to kiss her, it must be after

the fashion of Pyramus and Thisbe" " And why ? " asked the usual

inquirer, who is always indispensable on these occasions for the com-

pletion of a joke, " and, pray, why ? " " Because, my dear Sir, it must be

kissing through plaster."

his rival's last.

Why is a large crinolined lady at a small door like Stoke-upon-Trent ?

Because Shee can't get in there.—Beresford Hope.
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A DAY AT DIEPPE.

" ' They manage these tilings better in France/ remarked my excellent friend Jones, as

we the other day were looking at the bathers down at Bullsgate. ' We English are most
moral people, and all that ; but in bathing we are certainly less decent than our neighbours.

Just you come with me, old boy, and spend a morning at Dieppe, and then acknowledge that

the bathing here is not of the first water.'
" So across to France we went, my Punch, and so 'calm was the glassy ocean ' that Jones

could not refrain from saying it was cniite a mer de glass. Even this bad joke however failed

to excite in me any nauseous sensation, and I landed without having to call out for the

Steward, excepting once or twice to bring me a petit verre de cognac, just to drink to Jones's
health and wish ourselves bou voyage. As I mean io write anonymously, I don't much mind
confessing that I never in my life had set my foot in France before. So Jones had some slight

trouble to make me walk about with him at the pace which, as an old traveller, of course he
wislied to go. It was evening when we landed, and the quay looked gay and pretty with its

lamps lit and its groups of people walking underneath the trees, or sitting comfortably
smoking just outside the Cafes ; and while we marched along, as Britons always do, iii the
middle of the streets, there were no touters to pester one with 'Nice accommodation, gents,'

and the women looked so pleasant in their bonnetless white caps, and the blauchisseuses were
so industrious at their windows, and things seemed all so different to what they were at

Bullsgate, that I allowed myself to suffer most unusual pangs of hunger before I let Jones
drag me into our hotel.

" After supping, among other extraordinary things, upon '

Epigrammes'd'agneau' and hot
stewed 'flageolets,' (I thought fried flutes would follow, or boiled ophicleides perhaps,) we
were told there was a hal that nijiht at the Casino, to which, it being a juvenile night, of

course we felt we ought to go. What would pious Glapham say if it heard that Jones and I,

two most respectable married men, had been seen at a Casino, and there had met the Misses
Chtjrciimouse, attended by their Ma? In London those dear ladies Avould sooner commit
suicide than go to a Casino, or even to Cremorne. But the Casino at Dieppe is quite another
thing, of course ; and rigid care is taken that whoever likes to dance may hud a decent
partner for a waltz or a quadrille, without the possibility of finding the reverse. The
Misses Churchmotjse, bless them ! are much too proper-minded ever to dream of dancing in
a public-room in England. But the twenty miles of water, you know, makes all the
difference

; and one may dare to do in France what Society in England would shudder to see
done.

" Well, next morning, after making no end of a good dejeuner (by the way I felt quite
proud to find how well the garcons understood me when 1 trotted out before them my fine
Britannic French, which, as they all of them spoke English, there really was no need, Jones
said, for my displaying) we lit up our cigars, which we had luckily brought with us, for what
they call cigars in France are most uusmokeable and vile, and then set forth on our mission
as inspectors of Les Bains. As anyone may for a trifle go and see them for himself, I shall
not waste your valuable space by a description. Enough to say that decency and comfort are
more studied at Dieppe than they are at any bathing-place that I have seen' in England, and
that French girls as a rule when they get into the water can do something more than stand
and bob their bodies up and down, which is all that British lady-bathers in general can do.

I saw plenty of girls swimming and taking splendid headers from'a boat kept for the purpose,
and I thought such bathing must be far more healthy and enjoyable than the bobbing-around
business which is popular at Bullsgate.

" But there are other things to do in a clay spent at Dieppe than to sit and smoke cigars,

and make inspection of the bathers. So leaving
Jones to show his genius in ordering a dinner
(for when a man has time to dine, a table d'hote
is a mistake) I prowled about the town, and
peeped into the churches, and pottered about the
cliffs, and popped my nose into the castle, and
worked_ my legs as hard as Englishmen when
pleasimng are prone usually to do. I found no
street- boys to chaff me when I stopped and stared
about ; and in a stroll outside the town along
the_ road to Rouen (which is not the Road to
Ruin, for I hear the fins old city has been of late

so modernised that old tourists scarcely know it),

1 found the peasants vastly civil in showing me
the way, and the bows some of them gave me
when I wished them a bonjour, were such as
English clodhoppers might vainly try to imitate.

I have heard complaints of Frenchmen of a some-
what higher standing being selfish and uncivil to
tourists whom they meet ; but so far as one day's
walk enables me to judge, the peasantry at any
rate seem willing to oblige.

" You are well aware, mon ami, how I love la

cliasse, and pride myself not vainly on my prowess
as a ' sportman.' Conceive then my delight at

seeing Pension des Chiens stuck up as the
signboard of a cottage near the harbour. There
were nets strewed at the front, and appearances
outside, I own, looked rather fishy. By a peep
over a paling I saw a row of little pens, looking
less like dog kennels than poultry-coops or pig-

styes, but the growls and yelps and barks which
were emitted thence were what no porcine throat

could possibly give vent to. At the gate there
stood a yellow-faced lean man in a blue blouse,

looking far less like a dog-keeper than a jealous

butcher. ' Montrez-moi les chiens' said 1 to the

master of this canine hotel, ' Je suis un chasseur,

moi, et, mon ami, je veux voir les chiens de la

chasse.' Upon this heart-touching appeal of

course the gate was opened, and the Pension
wit hits inmates lay patent to my view. How
shall 1 describe the noble animals I saw, or give

you an idea of my ecstacy at sight of them?
There was Azor, le bel Azor, with emaciated
carcase, and a pair of lanthorn jaws, such as

would make light of crunching scores of ducks
and chickens. There was Cesar, a cross-breed

between a pointer and a poodle, with blear eyes

and broken teeth which told of long, long service.

How many a plump partridge hast thou con-

sumed, my Cesar, or more likely larks and linnets

and other smaller game-birds ? And whence,
my noble Beppo, came thy long hound's ears

and thy fuzzy poodle's legs and tail of a Skye
terrier? Verily it is a wise French dog that

knoweth his own father ! Nay, yelp not, paucre
chien, I would not insult thy ancestors. Cvr,
me querelis exanimas tuis. Silence done, mauvais

bete ! Go home and chain up, Ugly ! Wert thou
mine I should soon wish thee in the land of thy

forefathers. Surely such a mongrel must have

come from far Mongrelia.

" A French chasseur, my Punch, is a wonder-
moving sight. As a sportsman it rejoiced my
sympathising heart to see the brave Alphonse
and Theodore starting for the chace, with

velvet hunting caps of green, and velvet shoot-

ing-coats to match, with purple gloves, long-

yellow leggings and capacious yard-broad game
bags buckled at their

_
backs. In France the

noble 'sportman' carries his own game, and if

he were to shoot an elephant his bag is big

enough to pouch it. We know that all is gibier

that comes into their game-nets
;

yet I fear

me that the days are few and far between when
brave Alphonse and Theodore return with a

full bag. Larks, thrushes and tomtits are no
doubt nice to eat, and of course a French
chasseur would never leave such trophies of his

skill upon the field. But it would take a thousand

thrushes, linnets and tomtits to fill one of the

game-bags which les chasseurs love to carry
;

and savagely as the warfare against small birds

has been waged, I fear Alphonse and Theodore
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but seldom come borne from tbe battle-field, triumphant with the bodies

of above a dozen victims.

" .Recommending Dieppe heartily to all who wish to bathe with
decency, and to lounge upon a beach kept free from ballad-bawlers, bad
brass bands and bothering boatmen, I remain, mon ami Ponche, with

the assurance of my most distinguished reverence, « Viator."

ALPHONSE AND " LE BEL AzOE.

POLITICAL EVERGREENS.
A Rare old plant undoubtedly is the Ivy green, but how superior in

point of verdure is the venerable Palm ! There are sermons in stones

—

even in a G lad-stone—and if there is no homily in Palm, it is because
a grateful spirit inspires it with songs of joy. Autumn comes—flowers
hide on their stems—leaves loosen from their stalks—desolation reigns
over the Woods and Forests, but the prospects of the country are
cheering, and why ? because there is still vigour in its Palm.
Palm is found in all places, and has been for more than half a century

—Home, Foreign, and Colonial. Yet there is nothing parasitical about
the rare old plant, and if it clings to the House, certainly the House
derives additional respectability and value from its attachment. It is

wooed alike by the courtly zephyr and the popular gale, and while
around it, branches blown from Dizzy heights are spread, somehow or
other, " eternal sunshine settles on its head."
Of anot her evergreen we are reminded that " the stateliest building

man can raise is the Ivy's food at last." This, we suppose, refers to
Barry's new Houses of Parliament, and doubtless that legislative
structure furnishes sustenance to Palm, and will, we hope, for many
pleasant years supply him with his dew. Nervous Politicians when
they see a time-honoured institution covered with lichens, are apt to be
distrustful of its stability, but when connected and fortified with Palm,
they feel that the Church is in no danger—and still less are the Ministers.
Though this perennial rises to a considerable altitude, and has an

aristocratic bearing, being picked out with strawberry leaves, it is
remarkable for its genial warmth, rather than that cold shade at which
plebeians shiver. The blessing invoked for the Oak we all desire for
the Palm while we gladly sing :

—

' And still flourish be, a hale green tree,
When a hundred years are gone."

Foreign nations may proudly repose upon their laurels, but Britannia,
wlio del ghtetfi more in peace than in power, leans with complacency
upon her Palm.

Thte Best Bread-making Machine.—The Lancashire Fund for
the distressed Operatives.

A PERVERTER OF " PUNCH."
Mr. Punch lately animadverted on the impertinence of a pseudo-

papistical coxcomb, the author of a letter in a Bath paper signed

H. S. Fagan. The same quack, under the same signature, hasventmed
to have another fling at Punch: his missiles chiefly consisting of second-
hand suds, derived from Mrs. Harris's pail. Among them, however,
there is this original aspersion :— i{

" If any of your readers do read Mr. Punch's letter press, they may have seen, as
I accidentally did, an account (-21st June last, I think) headed, ' Protestant Monkey
Tricks,' containing, amongst other choice bits of absurdity, the following :

' On
Easter day, which we all know is a high day in the Romish Church, so likewise was
it at St. Matthias. ' Now, as a clergyman, whose Easter services were not so long
over, I could not read this unmoved. I had, in my simplicity, imagined Easter day
to be a high day, not in the Romish Church and at St. Matthias only, but all over
the Christian world— ' a day to be highly remembered among us.' No doubt Mr.
Punch, and those who form their views on his statements, and reciprocally react on
those statements (for he is always true to the sentiments of the class for which he
writes), have, like the Doctor in MoliSire, long ago ' changed all that.'

"

The remark about Easter, which Mr. H. S. Fagan above represents

as that of Pitnch, occurs, not in the language of Mr. Punch, but in a

quotation, the subject of Punch's comment. Mr. H. S. Fagan cannot
be such a fool as not to have been perfectly well aware of that fact

when he alleged a different one. Perhaps, instead of Mr. H. S. Fagan,
Punch ought to write the Rev. H. S. Fagan. Mr. Fagan dates his

letter " Charlcombe Rectory," and calls himself " a clergyman." It

does not therefore follow that he is one. Mr. Fagan may be no more
a clergyman, than Mr. Punch is the author of the " absurdity " imputed
to him by Mr. Fagan. If, however, he is a clergyman, he is_ evidently

one of those clergymen who aliect the character of Romish priests. He
may be expected to preach their opinions. Let those who may think if,

worth while to hear the Rev. Mr. Fagan hold forth, be careful to take

a Bible with them. When Mr. Fagan gives out the text, let them
look it up, lest perchance they should find that the preacher has cited

words not to be found in the book. The old original Deceiver, we all

know, cau quote Scripture for his purpose, but he would be more likely

to misquote it ; and so would any ecclesiastical Humbug who mis-

quotes Punch.
Mr. Punch proposes for the consideration of Mr. Fagan, or the

Rev. H. S. Fagan, the subjoined variation of part of a popular
canticle :

—

" Speak the truth, and let speech be free;

If you can, prove Punch a pagan

:

But don't you sit there and tell lies about me,
Deceitful and impudent Fagan."

There, Mr. Fagan, if you are fond of intonation, intone that

!

A LIBERAL PROPOSAL.

"A Railway Director," writing to the Times, emphatically says—
" We are running some monster trams at a los3 to the shareholders and a risk to

the passengers. Of course, we have done what we canto render their working safe,

but for one I maintain that this cannot be done. As our manager says, we had
better give them their fares to stay at home."

We do not mind entering into an agreement with this same railway.

Let them only send us the fare of each excursion- train they run, and we
will solemnly promise " to stay at home." We have no doubt, if

the above liberal offer were more generally known, that there are

thousands who would be too dad to accept the terms of the company at

half-price. The shareholders shouldn't grumble, because if the present

system is {vide supra) a loss to them, the fewer persons that travel by

such trains, the more their loss is likely to be diminished. In fact, we
believe it would be a positive gain to many Radways, if they closed

their premises, and ceased running their trains altogether. Betterdo
that, than pay £60,01)0 a-year, like the Great Western, in compensatio n
monies for accidents.

We hope shortly to receive a letter from the Secretary of this rail-

way, statin? that our proposal has been before the Board, and the

Directors will be most happy to close with it.

Cheer up, Jonathan

!

Why should Lincoln and Company no prospect see

Of getting themselves safely out of their fix;

When they are in fact, what poor North pines to be,

That emblem of Union—a bundle of sticks ?

READY FOR A BRUSH.

We do not know why the name given to these iron-plated monsters
of the deep should have been that of a Ram. As the professed object

of such an overpowering iuvention is to sweep the seas, we think it .

would have been more suitable to have called it a Ramoneur.
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DELAYS ARE DANGEROUS.
Housemaid. "Lawk, Mum, Master and Missus arc gone to Badunbadun, and won't be back not till November ; they tlwught as how you never

were a-coming."

SAUSAGES IN THE SLUMS.
" PtJNcn,

" You are probably aware"that the subjoined statement occurs

in the Registrar-General's Weekly Return :—

" Three children, aged 2, 8, and 11 years respectively, died at 207, Bethnal Green
Road, from ' scarlatina maligna, aggravated by the foetid exhalations from an adjoin-
ing sausage factory.'

"

"If three children died at 207, Bethnal Green Road, from scarlatina

maligna, it is likely that many more, and numerous adults also, will

likewise die in that neighbourhood from the same causes. Well, well

;

since these deaths will occur in Bethnal Green Road and thereabouts,
we must bear them as well as we may! But that sausage factory,

which emits those foetid exhalations that aggravate scarlatina, is an
insufferable fact. If its exhalations are morbific, its productions must
be noxious. Can we be sure that all the sausages made at that manu-
factory are consumed by the inhabitants of the district which it infects ?

Do none of them reach our clubs and our households, get served up at

our little dinners, and appear on our breakfast tables under the name
of Newmarket or Cambridge ? What must it be to eat the sausages
which exhale zymotic effluvia ? If such abominations as the Scarlatina
Maligna Sausage Factory alluded to by the Registrar-General are not
instantly abolished, we had better give up sausages altogether, and leave
them, with other pernicious offal, to be devoured by the lower orders
who inhabit Bethnal Green Road and the adjacent slums. But a really
well-made sausage is a deuced good thing, and the renunciation of any-
thing good is an effort of self-denial, and every species of self-denial, is

a bore. So I wish you would say what is necessary to put the law in
motion for sweeping away the sausage-factories which reduce the
inferior population, and diminish the enjoyments of your occasional
voo f Ipy

" The Albany, Oct. 1, 1862." " Publicola."

IMPOSSIBILITY EOR JOHN BULL.

Make a statue is one thing I 've said I cau't do ;?ll

That is one ; there 's another, I find, that makes two.

Though Commissioners send me account on account in,

I can't make a statue, and can't make a fountain.

As a national work, and an art undertaking,

No fountain I 've ever succeeded ill making,
5
Tis a squirt, or its jet. ginger-beer seems to mount in,

I can't—no, I can't— I cannot make a fountain.

Trafalgar Square two of my failures contains

;

In Kensington Gardens I 've wasted my pains.

My drinking spouts may with conveniences count in';

But, hang it, I must own I can't make a fountain.

Crystal Palace's fountains spout water sky-high.

Why the deuce do not mine, then, I want to know why,! \

Throw their columns aloft to the height of a mountain, *.4|

Eh ? Because, dash my buttons, I can't make a fountain. . ^iiii

The Worst Lady's Habit.-
off the habit the better.

Warning to Railway Companies.

Mb. Punch begs to state that he takes the hint afforded in one of

those first-chop articles published by a distinguished contemporary, on

the Fuel in the Exhibition. "Every Railway Company that bums coal

in its engines is liable to a daily fine." The very first time any railway

official dares to interfere with Mr. Punch's own smoking, he sets the

law to work, and day after day that fatal engine shall go on until the

company that owns it sues for mercy, and sets up a Smoking Carriage.

Directors, this is no vain threat.

" The Perfect Cure."—Last week, ending Saturday last, 19,154,693

-Crinoline, and the sooner she throws I
patients were relieved by reading Punch. Of these, 9,659 were cases

I that had been abandoned by the ablest physicians as hopeless.

Printed by William Bradbury, of No. 13, Upper Woburn Place, in the Parish of St.Pancras, in the County of Middlesex, and Frederick Mullett Evans, of No. 11, Bouverie Street, in the Precinct of

Whitefriars, City of London, Printers, at their Office in Lombard Street, in the Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, and Published by them at No. So, Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Bride, City of
uondon.—Saturday, October 4, 1862.
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HANDBOOK TO THE PICTURES
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By TOM TAYLOR, M.A. Price Is.
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Published every Saturday Morning, in time for the Mails, Price 6d,

i

THE ARMY AND NAVY GAZETTE.
EDITED BY W. H. RUSSELL, ESQ., LED.

Gives the latest and most certain information of Appointments, Changes, and Stations
of the Army and Navy in every part of the Globe.

Office : 16, Wellington Street, Strand.

s

In large Folio, Price 12s. 6d. cloth, half law calf, 17s., Vol. I. (Jan. 1 to June 28) of

THE GAZETTE OF BANKRUPTCY.
COMPLETE LEGAL &. COMMERCIAL RECORD OF BANKRUPTCY.

Reports, Particulars, Balance Sheets, &c, of every Bankruptcy, with Complete \

Classified Index.
'

Published every Wednesday and Saturday, Price 2d.

Chief Office, 26, Bell Yard, Lincoln's Inn,W.C.. the District Offices, and all Booksellers.
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T MAPLE AND Co. FOR :

«J » CARPETS.
TEN THOUSAND PIECES RICH BRUSSELS,

From is. 6d. to 2s. 1H, per vard.

VELVET AND TURKEY CARPETS,
in Great Variety.

Entrance 143, Tottenham Court Road.

PINING AND DRAWING-
J.* ROOM FURNITURE.

The Euyeuie Easy-chair, price 2v*.

The Prince of Walsa Chair, price 32*.

The Vienna Easy-chair, price 35*.

The Paraxon Couch, price 3 guineas.
The Prince of Wales Couch, price 3J guineas.

J. .U.1P1.B & CO.
'

SAUCE.

IEA AND PERKINS'
WORCESTERSHIRE

SAUCE.
Pronounced by Connoisseurs

"THE ONLY GOOD
SADCE."

None .genuine without. Name on
wrapper, label, bottle,

and stopper.

*** SiM by Crosse & Bi-ackwell
;

BAnoxay & Sons ; and Grocers
and Oilmen universally.

u #\

OF "SANfiSTKR-S' ALPACA" UMBRELLAS,
for which they have been a^win at\ ariled a

PRIZE MEDAL,
have been made under their Patent. These Um-
brellas may be had of all Dealers, and should have
Labels bearing ;he words " Sangsters' Alpaca."
Goods of their own Manufacture having the word
"Makers."

IV. & J. Sang3TRR. Patentees, 140, Recent Street
;

94, Pleat Street: tn.Royal Exchange: 75, Cheapside.
N.B. Observe the Name.

CIDENTS A?E UNA-
VOIDABLE.— Every one should there-

fore provide against them. The RAILWAY PAS-
SENGERS' ASS U R.ANCE CO M P AN Y Grant
Policies for Bums from £100 to i'lOui), assuring
against ACCIDENTS OF ALL KINDS. 6102,317
have been paid by tbe Company as compensation
for 56 fatal cases and 5041 cases of personal injury.
For Forms of Proposal, &c. Apply to ihe Provin-

cial Agents, or to the Head Office, <>4, Corn hill.

William J. Vian, Secretary.

I,

Prescribed by the most eminent Medical Men throughout the world as the safest, speediest,

and most effectual remedy for

CONSUMPTION, CHRONIC BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, COUGHS, RHEUMATISM, GOUT,
GENERAL DEBILITY, DISEASES OF THE SKIN, RICKETS, INFANTILE WASTING,

AND ALL 30ROFULOUS AFFECTIONS,
Is incomparably Sv.ptrior to every other Variety.

EROM "THE LANCET."
"Some of the defieienciesof the Pale Oil are attributable to the method of its preparation, and

especially to its filtration through charcoal. in THE PREFERENCE OF THE LIGHT
BROWN OVER THE PALE OIL WE FULLY CONCUR. We have carefully tested a

specimen of D«. de Jongh's Light Brown Cod Liver Oil. We find it to be genuine, and rich in

iodine and the elements of the bile."

Dr. of. Josjqh's Light-Brown Cod Liver Oil is sold only in imperial half-pints, 2s. 6cf.

;

pints, 4s. 9d ; quarts ys. ; capsuled and labelled with his stamp and signature, without which
none can possibly bb genoine, by respectable Chemists.

Sole Consignees:—ANSAR, HARFORD & Co., 77, Strand, London, W.C.

CAUTION.—Bnoare of Proposed Substitutions.

NO HOME WITHOUT AMUSEMENT.
IS \

,

©HERWOOD NIGHT LIGHTSW1 —SIXPENCE A BOX—Are recom-
mended as beinir second only to "Price's Patent
Child's."

Belmont, Vauxhall.

SALT and Co.'s EAST INDIA
fc# PALE ALE (imperial pints 4s. Qd. the
dozen), Burton Ales, and iiuinnes^'s ExiraStout, in
bottles of reputed and imperial measures, and casks
of 18 gallons and upwards. Ale and Stout bottled
expressly for Exportation.—Moody & Co., Agents,
Lime Street, E.C.

£ BEST

ffHUBB'S PATENT DE'TEC-
*M TOR LOOKS ; Chubb's Fire and Bur-
glar Proof Safes; Chubb's Fireproof Strong-rocm
Doors; Chubb's street Door Latches, with email
keys; Chubb's Cash and Deed Boxes.—Illustrated
Price List sent. free.

Chubb % Sow, No. 57, St. Paul's Churchyard.

ME LADIES' CONSTANTA COMPANION is the most useful article
of the day, and oneof the most Graeelul and Eleuant
ornaments that can adorn the female figure. Price
from 7*. 0<L Full particulars sent by post mi appli-
cation to Smith & Co., 138, Pautheou,Oxford Street,
London-

The Trade supplied on liberal terras.

TNDIGESTION.-THE BEST
<*»> remedy ever devised f"r indigestion is
the invaluable comnnund, PARR'S LIFE PILLS.
By using them occasionally, sood di;resti"n is sure
to follow the appetite, and the other result—good
health— s-'jeceeds as a matter of course, t'arr's Life
Pills may he obtained of «v medicine vendor, in
boxes Is. l.j<!., 2j. 9d., and in family packets, lis.
each.

VENTILATING STOVES.-
» Cheap, 8iLupl--, .Efficient, and Durable.

Thousands have been sold and uuiversally approved.
They are suitable for Halls, Warehouses, Conserva-
tories, and every situation where a CI se Stove is

required. Thv Large siz^s are extensively used in
Churches, Chapels, and Public Building with great
effect and economy. Prices 50*., 6 »«., 70s., 90s., and
120s. Prospec'us wiih eu<r*vin^s, gratis, and post
free, lu operation daily. The Trade supplied.
Deane & Co.. i

) pernor to 'he Monument, London
Bridge. Established A.D. 1 00.

[AGATELLE BOARDS OE THE FINEST MANUFACTURE FROM
31s. 6d. complete. Illustrated Catalogues of Games free on application.

ASSBR AND SHERWIN, 81, Strand, London, W.C.

NO MORE PILLS NOR AN I OTHEE
MEDICINE.

E FIND DU BARRY'S
FOOD the safest remedy for chronic

constipation, indigestion (dyspepsia), consumption,
diarrhcea, all gas'ric disorders, acidity, heartburn,
palpitation, irritnbillty, sleeplessness, distension,
flatulency, pble^iu, haemorrhoids, coughs, colds,
catarrhs, as-thma, bronchitis. dysentery, nervousness,
biliousness, torpidity ot ibe liver, debility, atrophy.
—Andrew Ure, M.D., F.R.S., Dr. Harvey, Dr. Shor-
land, Dr. Campbell, Dr. Rud. Wurzer. It saves 50
times its cost in other remedies. Packed in tins

—

1 lb., 2*. 9d. ; 12 lb,, free of carriage, 22s.—Barry du
Barry and Co., 77. Reteent Street, London; and
26, Place Vend dine, Paris; 12, Rue de l'Empereur,
Brussels; Fortnum and Mason, and at 61, Grace-
church Street; No. 49, Bishopsgate Street; 4,

Cheapside; fi:i and 150, Oxford Street; 330, Strand;
5, Charm* Cross; 54, Baker Street; and all Grocers
and Chemists.

TONDON AND RYDER,
•5^ Goldsmiths and Jewellers, respectfully
invite the notice of the Nobility, &c, to their New
Stock of Elegant Jewellery. Every article in the
best possible taste, »nd at moderate prices. A
variety of novelties specially adapted for Wedding
Souvenirs. Diamonds rearranged, Ac. 17, IS'ew
Bond Street, corner of Clifford Street. Interna-
tional Exhibi'ion, 1862, Prize Medal for Diamond
Work, Jewellery, Silver Plate, and general Good
Taste.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

METALLIC PEN MAKER TO THE (iUEEN,
BY ROYAL COMMAND,

JOSEPH GILLOTT
"DEG9 most respectfully to inform the Commercial World. Scholastic Institutions, and the

public, jenerally, 'hat by a novel application of his unrivalled Machinery for making Steel Pens, and in accordance
with the scientific spirit of the times, he has introduced a sew sekies ot his useful productions, which, for excel-
lence of temper, quality op material, and, Hbove all, cheapness in price, he believes will ensure universal
approbation, and defy competition. Each Pen bears rbe impress of bis name as a guarantee of quality ; and they are
put up in tbe usual style of boxes, containing one gros* each, with label outside, and the fac simile of bis signature.
At ihe request of persons extensively engaged in tuition, J. G. has introduced his WARRANTED SCHOOL AND
PUBLIC PENS, which are especially adapted to their use, being of different degrees of flexibility, and with fine,

uedium, and broad points, suitable for the vnrious kinds of Writing taught in Schools. Sold Retail by all Stationers,
Bn<->k Sellers, and other respectable Dealers in Steel Pens. Merchants and Wholesale Dealers can be supplied at tho
Works, Graham Street ; 96, New Street, Birmingham;

No. 91, JOHN STREET, NEW YORK ; and at 37, ORACECHURCH STREET. LONDON, E.C-

" Perfection of Mechanism."

—

Morning Post.

GOLD S to '00 Gs. : SILVER 2 to 50 Gs.

Send Two Stamps for Benson's Illustrated Pamphlet, descriptive of
every construction of Watch now made, with their price9.

Watches sent to all parts of the Kingdom free by
Post, or to India and the Colonies for 5s. estra.

33 & 34, LUDGATE HILL, and

46 & 47, CORNHILL, LONDON", E.C.

Established 1749.

*Hfe POCKET SIPHONIA DEPOT- EDMISTON AND SON,
*l Sole Manufacturers of the 12 oz. Waterproof Coat for India, guaranteed not to be sticky,

no matter the climate it is subject to. Prom 42s., all silk 50s. to 05s. Measurement required,

the length and size round the chest. Knapsacks for Tourists, 18s. 6d.

FISHING STOCKINGS, 21s. to 25s. per pair.

B, CHARING CROSS, late 69, STRANG.

MERIT ACKNOWLEDGED !—INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1862.

THE JURORS OE CLASS III. HAVE, AFTER A SEARCHING
* series of analysis, awarded a PRIZE MEDaL for the " Purity and Excellence of Quality "

of WOTHER8P(30N'S VICTORIA LOZENGES, purchasers of which may rest assured that all

are made of equal quality to those exhibited. They are flavoured with Peppermint, Cinnamon,
Rose, Lemon, Musk, Lavender, Clove, and Ginger, and are to be had only in Packets labelled
" Wotherspoon's Victoria Lozenges," at lti., 2d, 4d., $d,, and Is. id. each, of all respectable
Grocers, Confectioners, Druggists, &c.

WOTHERSPOON & Co., Glasgow and London.

ROWLANHS' MACASSAK OIL, for promotins;
the GrowtU, Restoring and Beautifying the Humau
Hair.
RUWLANDS' KALYDQR for Imorovinx and

Beautiryins the Complexion and Skin, and Eradi-
cating Cutaneous detect 1*.

ROWLANDS' ODiJNTO, or Pearl Dentifrice, for

the Teeth, Gums, and Breath.
Sold at 30, Hatton Garden, and by Chemists and

Perfumers.

ROOKS'S CELEBRATEDV READING SAUCE,
Pf-hibh la eo hi<uly esteemed with Fish, Game,
Steaks, Soups, Grills, Gravies, Hot & Cold Meats,
and unrivalled for tfeneral use, »s Sold by the most
respectable Dealers in Fish Sauces.

C. Cocks. Heading, Sole Manufacturer.

EOBINSON'S PATENT
BARLEY, for making quickly and at

small cost superior Barley Water.

ROBINSON'S PATENT
-&V GROATS, the most esteemed and best
fcnown preparation for making pure Gruel.

1CTAIR DYEING
,&& ROOMS. Unwin
and Albbrt's, 24, Piccadilly,
are as private and replete with
every convenience and com-
fort as a lady's own dressing-
room, and where the hair can
be coloured the lightest shade
of flaxen or the darkest, shade
of brown or black by expe-

rienced assistants, at moderate charges.

PRICE'S GLYCERINE.
•t may be Lad from any Chemist m £ lb.

,

Jib and Is. bottles—the stoppers of which are se-

cured by a capsule, lettered "Pbice's Patent,"
Belmont, VAtixaAi.L, London, S.

/PARTE DE VISITE POR-V TRAITS of 2,000 Popular Men aud
Women of the Day are published at It. bd. each by
Messrs. Mechi and Bazih, 112, Recent Street.

Also many huudreds of Urawiux-room Albums for

ditto on sale, from 0j. fid. to ten guineas each.

Catalogues of names post free.

SAPONACEOUS OUININE
TOOCH POWDER Cleanses and Pre-

serves the Teeth, removes the tartar, and leaves on

the palate the delicious flavour of the flowers of

which it is in a sreat p-irt composed. Price Is. 6rf.

U. Rioge, 35, New Bond Street.
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THE HAYMAHKET AND THEREABOUT.

THE FROG IN THE BLOCK OF COAL.

It is not generally known that the frog, whose untimely decease the Commis-
sioners of the International Exhibition are now mourning, continued up to the day
of its death to express itself in the Welsh tongue, with a degree of fluency the more
extraordinary when we consider the very lengthened period of its incarceration.

The public is aware that on its first liberation from the block of coal, it made a
communication in Welsh, supposed to relate to the cause of its being so immured,
but in consequence of no person present understanding that language, this_ interest-

ing piece of antediluvian history was lost, for since then the Frog exhibited an
evident repugnance to touch upon the topic, which may we therefore suppose
have been a tender one. As soon as it became known that the language it spoke
was Welsh, an interpreter, one David ap Morgan ap Rees, gratuitously offered

his services, and it is from him that we have learnt the following interesting

particulars.

David ap Rees informs us that the Frog from the first, displayed a great desire

to ascertain the public opinion concerning itself, and on hearing that some sceptics

deemed it an imposture, it swelled visibly, foamed at the mouth, and exclaimed in

a most excited state " cvvmddrwellydd llanwrst y dwyhdcswrt," which our infor-

mant tells us is a malediction of most fearful import. A few days later it introduced
the subject again, and on Rees telling it that public opinion had changed, and now
inclined to consider it the identical Frog who was swallowed up by the lily-white

duck, it appeared very uneasy, but assuming an air of nonchalance, it said the report

was a canard. Rees judging from the agitation of the Frog when it heard of its

brother's tragical end, and the concern and dejection depicted on its countenance,
as it was told the nature of his ill-fated journey, says he considers the Frog had
been crossed in love, and that that had something to do with the abnormal position
in which it was found. This, however, is merely a conjecture.

The Frog was visited during its short sojourn in the International Exhibition
by several distinguished men of science, among others, by Sir Roderick Murchison,
who after a careful inspection of the block of coal, and its late tenant, went away as
much a disbeliever as he came, for he was heard to exclaim, with great emphasis,
" Blue lias," alluding, we suppose, in a somewhat hasty manner, to the exhibitors
of the Frog and Coal. Not so Mr. Max Muller, who held a lengthened conver-
sation with the Frog, and pronounced it to be of the Aryan family, and a disciple of
Zoroaster.

About a week before its death, Mr. Btjckland, the naturalist, hearing that
it was ailing, sent a messenger to inquire whether, in the event of its decease, it

would wish, to be stuffed, or preserved in spirits ; offering in either case to perform
the operation. The Frog returned no answer ; but became from that period very
nervous and hypochondriacal, took to feeling its pulse, changed colour when a
Frenchman passed, and showed every sign of a confirmed croaker ; and shortly
after, to the deep regret of Her Majesty's Commissioners and the public generally,
it breathed its last.

PALACE AND PRISON.

In the fort of Varignano,
On a hard and narrow bed,

Brooding thoughts, as a volcano
Broodeth lava-floods unshed,

Lies a chained and crippled hero,

Balked and baffled, not subdued,
Though his fortune 's sunk to zero,

At blood-heat still stands his mood.

In his sumptuous sea-side palace,

Where Biarritz looks o'er sea,

With all splendour, for such solace

As from splendour wrung may be,

Sits a crowned and sceptred sovereign,

Strong in arms, more strong in art,

Wrapped in thoughts past men's discovering,

With a marble stone for heart.

From her centuries' sleep arisen,

Clenching half unfettered hands,
'Twixt that palace and that prison,

Flushed and fierce Italia stands.

Brave words she has owed that ruler,

Brave w'ords and brave deeds as well,

Now she doubts he fain would fool her
Of the hopes he helped to swell.

So with visage dark and lowering

She that palace-threshold spurns,

And with tenderness o'er-powering

To the fortress-prison turns.

Ne'er a doubt of 1 he devotion

Of that chained and crippled chief,

Clouds her love's profound emotion,

Stays the passion of her grief.

What's an Emperor's word, whose action

To his utterance gives the lie?

But this chief for love bade faction,

Brudence, policy stand by-
Blind may-be, but blind for brightness

Of the goal to which he strove,

All his life is one long witness

Life to him is less than love.

Then what wonder to the prison

From the palace if she turn ?

'Tis her star that newly risen

O'er that fortress-cell doth burn.

The true prison is that palace,

And that prisoner is true king !

Were his pallet-bed a gallows,

There Italia's heart would cling,

Not to yon man dark and callous,

Girt by his base courtier-ring.

THE BA11TY AT THE BAVILION.

Lord Ranelagh has been feasted at that exquisite

edifice the Bavilion, at Brighton, by nearly three hundred

Volunteers. They presented Jones the Avenger with two

swords in testimony of his services to the cause of Volun-

teering. One weapon was splendid, and for show, the other

serviceable, and for use. His Lordship, in the course of

his speech in acknowledgment, said that he expected to find

his picture in Punch, and that, he should be represented as

a Japanese, wearing the two swords which indicate merit in

Japan. Mr. Punch obliges him with literary, vice pictorial

immortality, but in so doing has no idea of ridiculing a noble-

man who 'in his way, not perhaps always the most bland

(but Riflemen can't be made with rosewater,) did very much
towards promoting the introduction of arms of precision,

before it became fashionable to patronise them, and who
is a very energetic and useful officer of Volunteers. There

is such a thing as having a little too much self-assertion,

and a little too lively a sense of one's own merits ; but on

the other hand it is a very good thing to be in earnest, and

it is doubtless aggravating to be treated to the cold shoulder

by Swells who take up one's own ideas and get kudos by

doing so. Mr. Punch might pick a crow or two with his

friend Jones the Avenger, touching several matters, but

he abstains from any ornithological process, except so far

as very cheerfully to stick this feather in Lord Ranelagh's

schako.

VOL. XLIII. Q
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GORILLA HUNTING IN GREAT BRITAIN,

IE

—

Mr. Punch ! Oh, dear good
gracious me, 1 am in such a
fright ! Oh, please do help me,
Sir, for I've heard you're
always ready to help an un-
protected British female in

distress. Well now I feel as

though there 'd heen a me-
naggerie hroke loose, and all

the beastesses was hiding

somewheres ready to dewour
mo. There, I durstn't go to

bed a-nigiits for ever such a

time, for fear of finding a go-

nlla or a rangotang a waiting

for me : and when I gets to

sleep at last I have the hor-

riblest of dreams, and start

schreeching Murder ! till I

regular awake myself and
everybody else that haps to

be in" hearing of me. And it 's all along of that there ojus Betsy' Baker, who, when she come
to take a dish of tea and shrimps with me last evenink, brought a country paper with her,

as she said, for my amusement, A nice, sort of amusement truly for a poor dear lonely nervous
weak and elderly maiden lady io be frightened into fits and high strikes by seeing through
her spectacles such a nawfui piece of intelligence as this :

—

" Courageous Conduct of an Old Lady.—At M., near X., an elderly lady, Miss X., resides in a semi-
detached house in Street. The only other occupant of the house was a maid-servant. About two o'clock

on Wednesday morning week Miss X. was awoke by a man's arm being thrust under the bed in which she
was lying, the intruder on being questioned, saying he was in search of money. The fellow at once made
off, closely pursued by the oldlady. On the way out he seized a poker, and (having apparently previously
prepared for his escape) succeeded in locking the street-door from the outside, taking away the key. Miss X.
at once opened a window and leaped into the street, but was so stunned by the fall, which is several feet,

that she for some time was unable to give chase or alarm. The burglar got clean away, and from the finding

of the poker on the Scarborough Road it is presumed he has gone thither. The man is supposed to have been
secreted in the house overnight, as he had made sure of locking the street-door after him. He had lit a candle,

which seems to have been burning an hour. He had ransacked all the house, but failed to discover the plate
and money ; but has got together and cai ried off about .£00 value of watches, brooches, lockets, chains, rings,

and sundry articles of jewellery. The East Riding constabulary are in hot chase, and are stimulated by a
reward which has just been offered for the capture of the burglar."

c:
Well, all as I can say is that I hope as the corustubbleairy (which I suppose it's the

perlice is meant by that there word, but lawks! them gents who write the newspapers
always try to write so grand, that a deal of their fine English is as good as Greek to me),
I sslj I hope the cumstabrewery was mounted on good iiosses, which being on duty for a
Riding, in course by right they ought to be, and after their 'hot chase' I hope they've
wanned the jacket of the beast ihey were a-hunting which if I'd my will and pleasure, all

such brutes. should be chained up in a criminal meuaggerie, and so prevented from a breaking
into people's homes and houses, and a robbing poor old ladies of their brooches and bright
pokers, and other articles of jewellery, perhaps even their warming-pan as well as their
gold watch. What I say is, it 's a shame that here in this here nineteenth century and
civilised community a poor, weak, unprotected female can't sleep quiet in her bed without
the dread of being woke by some gooriller of a burglar, who's like to cut her throat or
blow her poor dear brains out, besides bugglariously robbing Iter of all her little comforts,
such as rings and necklaces, bracelets and gold chains. Here one pays a mint o' money
every quarter for peilice-rate (and what makes 'em so expensive, unless it be their whiskers,
I'm sure i" can't divine), and yet one can't take up a paper without one's being orrified

by hawful deeds committed by higglers and garotters, who goes a prowling like goorillers a
seeking poor old lonely unprotected females to dewour !

"Hoping as you'll save us from being murdered in our beds, besides having all our jewels
stolen (and really I scarce know which of them calamities is wuss), I remain, dear Mr. Punch,
yours all in a flutter,

" Aspen Cottage, Qidverton, near QuaJceborough." " Sarah Shivers."

" Oh, who is this toad in a hole,

With face so expressively dark,

Who spends all his life in a coal,

And only comes out for a lark ?

It 's clear he was famous of yore,

His blood is the sangre azul;

For his quarters are vert pique noir,

And his arms hoppant a la Grenouille ! ". .

From Grub Street to Bridgewater Place

This Opera comique 's all the go

;

Where Buckland does alto and bass,

And Brown, Joses and Scroggins Buffo.

Then what awe must each bosom o'erspread

As we gaze on that petrified bark
;

On the bust of this quaint figure-head

That has yachted with Noah in the ark

:

When we think that these somnolent eyes

With morning primaeval awoke,

—

That this solo (though sweet for its size)

Preluded Lab'rinthodon's croak

!

Come Mammoth and Mastodon back,

Iguanodon, Saurian grim

—

You may rattle your bones till they crack,

But you can't hold a candle to him

:

Trap, oolite, granite, and gneiss—
Here 's a stratum will give you a hint

;

Azoics, you 're shelved in a trice,

Sa/id, lias, stalactite, and fliut.

Hence, Ammonites ! yield to your fate—
You are graved'd for many a year ;

—

Quartz, silica, porph'ry, and slate,

Walk your chalks ! you've no chance with

what 's here.

For there 's nothing in bone or in shell

So aucient the savants can show
;

As the Pastes of this black little swell-

As the Case of poor Johnny Crapatjd !

Good News for the Juveniles.

Now, boys and girls, look out for a splendid

Lord Mayor's Show this year. For, do you

know, Alderman Rose is the new Mayor, and

he is bouud to give you a good spectacle, for,

what do 3'ou think?—he is a Spectacle-Maker

!

MOTTO FOR A BRIDEGROOM. J

Van! VidiU Vici ! ! !

I 've been ! and gone ! ! and done it ! !

!
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THE NAGGLETOMS ON THEIR TOUR.

The Scene represents the Interior of a First-Class Carriage. The distin-

guished Couple have it all to themselves, and are going from one

Seaside place to another at an hour's distance.

Mrs. Naggleton. Of course you've left the keys behind.

Mr. Naggleton. Why of course ? Because you always do ? It happens

that I haven't, for here they are. What else may be left behind I can't

say.
, j

Mrs. N. No, you took care to have business to go out about when
you might have helped me in packing.

Mr. N. Yes, for the last time I made the offer, you sent me packing

myself. Ha ! ha

!

Mrs. N. You intend that for some kind of joke, I suppose. It would

be aver v sjood thing if people didn't attempt what they don't under-

stand. But because Wyndham Wareham says clever things, all the
" Mips" club must try to imitate him, which is very pitiable.

Mr. N. I thought, my dear, that having {ironically) so many accom-

plishments, you could afford not to set up for a judge of wit.

Mrs. IS. 1 know real wit when I hear it, and I know that it is very

unlike the ridiculous and vulgar banter that passes for it at the " Flips,"

at least if I may judge by the specimens you bring home, though to be

sure you may spoil them in bringing; likely enough, considering the

state 'in which you come home.
Mr. N. There are so many counts to that indictment, my dear, that

I will plead to the last only, and say that you never saw me the worse

for what I had taken at the little social meeting that always excites

vour spite.

Mrs. N. I didn't say you were the worse. On the contrarj7
, if you

come home rather foolish, you are good-natured, and not much inclined

to talk.

Mr. N. Your amiability7
, my clear, is an encouragement |o me to per-

severe in pressing these little holidays upon you. A cheerful companion

more than repays any trouble or expense she may occasion.

Mrs. N. I understand your manly and generous meaning, _Mr. Nag-
gleton. But I am neither vexed nor surprised. I require no new
proof that your earlier life was not passed in good society. The idea

that, in return for her railway fare, a lady is to amuse you, is so essen-

tially commercial that it would make one smile, but that the children

are in daily danger of imbibing such lessons.

Mr. N. 'If they imbibe nothing worse than my teaching, Mas. INag-

gleton, they will do no harm. I can't say as much if they imbibe

what I have seen you giving them at lunch, namely, Burton ale.

Mrs. N. I believe that I am responsible to their medical attendant

for their dietary, Mr. Naggleton.
Mr. N. Has your own dietary included a dictionary7

, swallowed by
mistake, my_ love?

_
Because you are bringing out the long words, un-

common, this morning.
Mrs. N. I can well understand {smiling) that you had no such com-

plaint to make of the first Mrs. Naggleton. I think she spelt coffee

with the same letters as cough, did she not, dear?

Mr. N. It's untrue. And whatever she spelt coffee with, M'm, she

made it with hot water, which is a precious deal more than I can get

her successor to do.

Mrs. N. Her successor should have been a kitchen-maid, my dear.

Mr. N. Well, in the matter of tongue and temper, that might have
involved no .great change in my present happiness, my love.

Mrs. N. Wyndham Wareham must have given you quite a heap of

his old sayings, which he has worn threadbare, and can't use any
longer. Are they the perquisites of his followers ? You come out quile

smart in them. What a pity it is you forget them before company, and
try nonsense of your own !

Mr. N. Ah, my dear, when we want to wound we shouldn't show
that we are in a rage. Calm yourself down to your usual ill-temper,

and you may be more disagreeable. At present you are a study—and I
may add, thanks to sea air, a brown study.

{Proud of his victory, he begins to read the paper, elaborately.

Mrs. N. {sadly). If anything should happen to you, Henry, I will

try to forget all the insults you have rejoiced to heap upon me. But
you will make that duty very, very, very difficult,

Mr. N. Indeed, love ? Well, I promise you this. I'll try and post-

pone it for you as long as I possibly can.

Mrs. N. Yes, it is very well to talk so, but I assure you, Henry, the
thought comes to me very often, and prevents my taking notice of

many and many a thing which I ought to resent.

Mr. N. Deuce it does ? You resent most things, and grumble at the
rest. What was that station we passed ?

Mrs. N. Tinkleby. Couldn't you read that? How your eyes are

failing, and what childish vanity not to wear spectacles.

Mr. N. Yanity. Ha ! ha ! what have I to be vain of ?

{Meaning a bitter satire on Ms matrimonial acquisition.

Mrs. N. {accepting tlw challenge). I really don't know. And pride,

which is a nobler thing, I do not suppose you are capable of feeling.

[ have read that it is much dulled by the instincts of commerce.

CertainlyWyndham WAREHAM,your model, did say that you had reason
i

to be proud of your marriage, but it is not for me to recal such
|

expressions of opinion.

Mr. N. Well, strictly speaking, my dear, it is not, but their rarity
j

shall be vour excuse. And Wareham 's so good a judge on conjugal :

matters that he has kept himself single, and means' to do so.

Mrs. N. Ah ! a joke redolent of spirits and water and tobacco-smoke,
I

and would suit the "Flips" at two in the morning.
Mr. N. Your ridiculous animosity to that harmless meeting is per-

|

fectly unaccountable, Mrs. Naggleton.
Mrs. JV. Animosity?—no. But I regret that the children are liable to

j

hear, through servants, who may learn it from tradesmen, that you are
j

in that kind of society. I wish you could pass by another name than !

your own among such a set.

Mr. N. {furious). Set ! By Jove, Mks. Naggleton, you talk as if
j

you had been born in the purple— that is to say, to suit your under-

standing, as if your uncle had been a marquis instead of a man

—

Mrs. N. The department of the medical profession more especially
!

pursued by my lamented uncle, is one which can afford to disregard the

scoffs of vulgarity.

Mr. If. Another burst of dictionary talk. Do you think it proper in

a first-class carriage. If you cut your words in proportion to the fares,

I should like to travel third.

Mrs. N. I make no doubt that in the third-class carriage you would
find companions who would suit you. You might even fancy yourself

at the "Flips," humbly listening to Wyndham Wareham.
Mr. N. That's about the tenth time you 've dragged in that man's

name by the head and shoulders. What has he done to_ offend you ?

Mrs. N. He ? Nothing. I shouldn't speak to him if we met, for I

think him a bad style of man, and though one rather likes anybody who
is fit st in his way, it is really such a very small triumph to be first at the

"Flips," that I cannot make a hero out of Wyndham Wareham.^
Perhaps _I should, like you, if I looked at him through a glass of

spirits.

Mr. N. I had thoughts of withdrawing from that club, Mrs. Nag-
gleton, but I am now resolved that I will accept the invitation to take

the chair at the next monthly meeting.
Mrs. N. Lor, why shouldn't you. I dare say you will not make much

of a Failure. I know Edward Clarkson took it, and they say did very

well, and you know he is the greatest idiot in the world.

Mr. N. {emphatically). No, Madam, he is not. That name belongs

to a man who did not know when he was well off, but must needs

—

Guard. Tickets, all tickets ready.

Mr. N. 1 gave them to you. Why don't yon get them out ?

Mrs. N. I shall get them out when they 're wanted, and not till

then.

Mr. N. {angrily). You have no right to delay the whole train by your

petulance.

Mrs. N. (unmoved). Haven't I ? But I shall, if I please.

[And she does please.

TO BE SOLD-THE MATERIALS OF THE GREAT GLOBE..

" The Great Globe itself,

Yea, all that it inherits, shall dissolve,

And like the baseless fabric of a vision,

Leave not a wreck behind."—Shakspeare and Da. Cumming.

The composition of the crust of the Great Globe, and the nature of

its contents have long been matters of curious interest to the geological

student. A fine opportunity is now presented for investigating both the

one and the other.

From our own observations (in Leicester Square) we are forced to

the conclusion that the theories hitherto prevalent as to the composition

of the Globe's crust are entirely erroneous. The real substance of that

crust is neither silurian nor igneous rock, neither trap nor basalt,

gueiss nor hornblende, slate nor shale, but fir balks, with lath ana

plaster filling up their interstices. The contents of the interior ol the

Globe, instead of mineral substances in a si ate of fluidity and at a great

heat, as our geologists have hastily inferred, turn out to be tattered

cauvas, ragged bits of framework compos-d of profiling and battens,

lime dust, scaffold poles, trestles, old shoes, rags and rubbish, and

as the verv core of the squalid mass, an object which is ignorantiy

described as a statue of George the Second, but which we conclude

to be an oddly formed preadamite boulder, with one of those faint and

accidental resemblances to humanity, which are often found in masses

of natural stone.

Appeal Against Wrong.

We hear that Mr. W. F. Windham has lodged notice of appeal

against the harsh decision of the tribunal that declared him capable of

managing his own affairs. We hope that this gentleman will succeed

in reversing an injustice, and we think that he is not likely to fail tor

want of evidence. The wishes of all decent folks are heartily with

him.
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GROUNDLESS ALARM.
Darling (in straw hat). " What abb you buying, deab ?

"

Darling (in Hack hat). "Why, I'm buying a Punch. The Impudent Thing HAS TUT ME IN AS ONE OF HIS GlRLS !

"

A LIFE OE LITTLE VALUE.

At the conclusion of a Coroner's inquest, held in the East of London
on the body of a poor woman named Charlotte CRirpiN

—

" The jury returned the following special verdict—That deceased expired from the
effects of inflammation of the stomach, accelerated by the want of the common
necessaries of life ; and the jury unanimously censure the conduct of Mr. Blank,
the assistant relieving officer of the Local Union, in the matter, and consider that he
did not perform his duty ; and the jury further desire to recommend that in future
the Board of Guardians should make due inquiries as to how inmates of the Union
are likely to be taken care of outside the house, before ordering their removal
from it."

In the above extract we have disguised names, because the relieving

officer, whom we call Mr. Blank, denied the statement by one of the

witnesses, whereon the censure of the jury was grounded, and also

because, as the servant of the Board of Guardians, he most likely acted
under his masters' orders, or at least, according to their instructions.

But if the evidence against him and them is credible, here is a case of

criminal breach of duty which contributed to the causation of a pauper's
death, and that under extremely horrible circumstances.

In summing up, the Coroner stated that :

—

" It was clear that the deceased and her family, being in extreme starvation,
presented herself at the union-house, and represented her husband as starving her.
Without the most ordinary inquiry as to whether he was doing so from negiect or
through necessity, the Board of Guardians ordered Crippin to be proceeded against.
Mr. Blank, the relieving officer, went to Crippin, and under a threat of three
months' imprisonment, compelled him to remove his family. They were placed in
a room and there had to undergo such dreadful starvation that deceased died of the
effects, and they would have all perished had not their groans attracted the attention
of the neighbours."

If Mrs. Crippin had been what Society calls a respectable person,
and had met her death through a railway accident caused by an over-
sight or blunder on the part of a guard, an engine-driver, or a signal-
man, would not the coroner's jury have returned a verdict of man-
slaughter against the unfortunate rather than culpable official ? Had
the accident arisen from his gross carelessness with the aggravation of

savage brutabty, would not a higher and more rational Court have
confirmed the verdict ? Of course it is quite possible that the censure

pronounced as above on Mr. Blank was wholly undeserved. But if

the evidence really proved that the deceased was starved to death by
his fault, the verdict ought to have gone beyond mere censure. It

ought, indeed, also to have implicated the Board of Guardians still more
highly than their officer ; but no coroner's jury can be expected to be

consistent enough to criminate a Board.

NEITHER PISH, FLESH, NOR GOOD BED HERRING.
" Dear Mr. Punch,

" Among the innumerable complaints against the Refreshment
Department at Messrs. Kelk and Lucas's Show, I see one which 1

think unfounded. A person writes to say that he took his sister into

one of the eating rooms, and that they were not allowed to sit down.
Why, what do you think he says he demanded ? ' A Bat apiece and
some coffee.' What a very objectionable lunch, Sir. I am not par-

ticular, but I should be sorry to sit at the same table with a person who
could eat a Bat. I suppose he was going to order the lady a roast owl

to follow, and perhaps some nice efts for dessert. Really, I think for

once that the discourtesy of the refreshment people was not out of

place.
" Yours, very faithfully,

" University Club." " Bacchus Beeswing/'

The only Political Question.

There is at present but one political question which is agitated at

public meetings, but that one is heard whenever certain Members of

Parliament address their constituents. That question is " Who voted

for the New Game Law Act ? " It is invariably followed by a storm
of veils aud hisses.
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UNIVERSAL ALLIANCE CASSIUS OP NEW YORK AND FRANCIS LATE

FOR THE DEPRESSION OF ANIMAL SPIRITS AND ENCOURAGEMENT
OF GLOOM.

ADDRESS.

In modern times, when uninterrupted sunshine, celestial and com-

mercial, is apt to engender a too felicitous warmth, the Universal

Alliance for the Depression of Animal Spirits and Encouragement of

Gloom, deem it desirable by the damp blanket of expostulation, to repel

hilarity and give the jocund glow a check. "With this object in view

we reverse the telescope, and contemplate scenes that are brightest

through its diminishing end.

The Universal Alliance with which is incorporated the " Anti-joking

Society" (registered in accordance with the provisions of the unfriendly

Acts) was established by a few low-spirited and. smile-despising men
assembled for mutual consolation on a foggy evening under the shadow

of the Exeter Arcade. Eor many years past, their efforts to displease

have been abundantly crowned with success. It is now proposed to

supplement individual exertion by legislative restrictions. With this

intent, application will shortly be made to Parliament to impose

penalties on all persons exhibiting animal spirits above a certain

standard—grin-proof— or provoking in others that exhilaration which

no member of this Alliance has ever been known to display.

A few examples, showing the evils complained of, and sought to be
abolished by the Universal Alliance, may here be quoted from their

Quarterly Review :

—

A vivacious young Lady, the niece of a High-Church Canon, with

whom she resided, in a fit of temporary insanity furtively drew away
the easy chair in which he was about to deposit himself. The conse-

quences were disastrous. The Canon subsided on the tapis, and the

spectators were thrown into frightful convulsions. Worst of all, the

Canon never quite recovered his dignity, and the name of his niece

having been expunged from his Will, a loss was entailed upon her

amounting to not less than one thousand pounds

!

And again. A mischief-loving little hoy, sitting at his grandmamma's
feet, as she was reading her Herald with a severe countenance, enun-

ciated the following query from VEsop's Fables .- " If a nut could speak

what would it say?" "Hold your tongue" was the natural reply;

to which however the boy demurred. " Wrong you are, Granny," he

observed, " it would say, Hold your jaw !

" The delinquent was in-

stantly whipped and sent to bed, where his screams became so terrific

as to frighten the spirited horses of a troop of dragoons marching along

the road, seven of whom were dismounted with a broken skull

!

If further argument were required to prove our position, it could be

supplied. It is true that the Registrar- General occasionally reports a

case of quinsy cured by the exercise of the risible muscles, and we
have no wish to banish any remedial agent from the London Pbarma-
copsea. A joke may at any time be taken medicinally, provided always
that the invalid is a free member of the Alliance (one of seven years

standing), and his annual subscription is not in arrear.

To the Emperor op the French the grateful acknowledgments of

the Alliance are due, for the gloom cast over Europe by his prolonged
occupation of the Papal territories. The Pofe op Rome and the Em-
peror of Austria may also chum credit for the tacit recognition of

the Alliance, by their repressive form of government. Chiefly, however,
to the American people the Alliance look for sympathy in their hour of

trial. So long as one section of that soft-hearted nation, resolves on
securing harmony of opinion by martial law, and on annihilating at any
sacrifice all political dissenters, the Alliance can afford to groan at the

derision of its most cheerful adversaries.

In conclusion, the Alliance cannot refrain from expressing the mental
anguish which they suffer owiug to the gay and sportive tone con-
tinually adopted by Her Majesty's Prime Minister. Petitions of

remonstrance are now ready, and lie in the dark chamber of the Council,

to which signatures are earnestly desired. The confidence which the
country at large has derived from the Volunteer movement, still acts

prejudicially against the interests of the Alliance, and large numbers who,
before it originated, were inclined to give us their adherence, now
regard us with a lively air of scorn. One provincial town, however,
which lucus a non lucendo, while looking on the Bright side of things,

wears the dullest aspect, is still honourably benton keeping faith with
the Alliance by not manifesting any patriotic spirit at all. It is hoped
that the pacific Member for Rochdale will, next Session, succeed in

extinguishing the present crowing administration, and that the down-
fall of the playful Bottleholder, will restore that gloom to our political

prospects, which if History may be credited, his Tory Opponent since

the repeal of the Corn Laws, has for any considerable time been
powerless to create.

Answer to the Sijaptesburt Conundrum. — "York, you 're

wanted."
,

OE NAPLES.

We publish the followiug correspondence^?^ et simple. It needs no
comment.

(No. 3.)

Cassius to Francis.

Honoured Sir,—Reverting to our correspondence of the 1st April, I

have the high salisfaction to announce that I have succeeded in winning
A. B. and 0. over to my opinion, viz. : that one Monarchy is prefer-

able to two Republics. Under these circumstances will you accept the

crowu P Profoundly yours, Cassius Clay.

To H. M. E. M. Francis, late of Naples.

(No. 4.)

Francis to Cassius.

Sir,—I will; but mind, there must be no habeas corpus, nor any anti-

quated nonsense of that sort. Yours &c.

To Cassius Clay. Francis.
(No. 5.)

Cassius to Francis.

Honoured Sir,—We are all agreed—there must be no habeas corpus

nor any antiquated nonsense of that sort. Any further requirement
will meet with our prompt submission. Profoundly yours,

To H. M. E. M. Francis, late of Naples. Cassius Clay.

(No. 6.)

Francis to Cassius.

Sir,—Remember, I allow no Press in my dominions unless it has a

Government screw to it. Yours, &c.

To Cassius Clay. Francis.
(No. 7.)

Cassius to Francis.

Honoured Sir,—Your wishes have been anticipated. We have no
Press without a Government screw to it.

Profoundly yours,

To H. M. E. M. Francis, late of Naples. Cassius Clay.

(No. 8.)

Francis to Cassius,

Sir,—I am pleased to find you fall in so readily with my views. Of
course you will understand there is to be no Parliament, Chamber of

Deputies, Congress, or similar nuisance. Aud by the bye, you have not

mentioned the Civil List. Yours, &c.

To Cassius Clay. Francis.
(No. 9.)

Cassius to Francis.

Honoured Sir,— Civil List at your discretion. May I hope under the

new regime, to be appointed Principal Polisher in ordinary of your

Majesty's boots ? Profoundly yours,

To H. M. E. M. Francis, late of Naples. Cassius Clay.

(No. 10.)

Francis to Cassius.

Sir,— Certainly not ; I require my Prime Minister to polish my boots,

you may polish his if you choose. Yours, &c.

To Cassius Clay. Francis.
(No. 11.)

Cassius to Francis.

Honoured Sir,—You may command me in any way, but I earnestly

solicit the favour of being allowed to put my brushes on the steps of

the English Ambassador.

To H. M. E. M. Fbancis, Yours, profoundly,

Expectant Grand, Lama of the Cassius Clay.
He-United States.

Truth Sometimes in a Bit of Flirtation.

(.4 Conversation between two Waltzes.

)

Infatuated Youth. Oh ! Julia dearest, allow me a small place in your

heart—just a little corner.

Julia [who is a fearful flirt). Oh ! yes—you are at liberty to enter,

but I tell you beforehand that you will find it most_ iuconyeniently

|

crowded. If you have any sense of comfort, you '11 remain outside. It 's

a perfect crush-room. Wait till a few of the others have gone.
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Mother's Pet. " Oh, there's Ma on the Beach looking at us, Alfred; let's make the Boat lean over tremendously on one side/"

BOLTON AND ITS BENEFACTOR.
The spinning-mule made Bolton. Samuel Crompton made the

spinning-mule.

Samuel Crompton lived a struggling, ovei-reaehed, and harassed
life, was supported in his old age by charity, and owes the unshaped
block of Lancashire grit that covers his grave, and symbolises lha

rugged, unyielding, but massive mi::d of the man, to the same fund
which found him in bitter bread during the latter days of his ill-starred

and ill-requited labours.

Samuel Crompton died in 1827 at the age of 74, and now Bolton,
whose master-manufacturers cheated him living, honours him dead by a

statue. On that spinning-mule are built up her acres of mills and
her miles of machinery, the wages of her tens of thousands of hands
and the fortunes of her hundreds of Cotton Lords. Nobody can say
that Bolton has been too quick to pay even this much of her debt to
Samuel Crompton, but better late than never. It would be ungracious
to remind her how Samuel Crompton was allowed to live, and
in what circumstances he died. But Samuel Crompton left more
behind him than his great invention, and the memory of his wrongs and
struggles. He begat sons and daughters as well as invented mules.
He died a pauper, and they have fared as the children of those who
die paupers are apt to do.

Of course it wrill be supposed that when Bolton takes to honour
the memory of Samuel Crompton with an image of him in granite, the
images he left of himself in flesh and blood have not been forgotten.
But Bolton does not visit the benefits of the father upon the children.
One of Samuel Crompton's sons is living a dependent on charity, as his
father died. Somebody bought him a suit of clothes that he might
make a decent appearance at the inauguration of his father's statue.
Besides this son, there are living some half a dozen grandchildren,
some dozen great-grandchildren, of the inventor—all, with one excep-
tion, in poverty of the meanest, most pinching kind. Not one of them,
son, grandchildren, or great-grandchildren, was invited to the inaugu-
ration of Samuel Crompton's statue. It seems that only by accident
was the fact of their existence made known to the meeting which
attended the unveiling of the monument.

i

The Committee, no"doubt, were equally ignorant. If they had known
that Samuel Crompton had a son living, and had been' cognisant of

that son's plight, and the plight of the grandchildren and great-

grandchildren, of course they would have sought them out, with help

and encouragement—would have kindly seen that they had places at

the inauguration and the feast, would have taken care that some ray of

the warmth of gratitude, now tardily turned towards the inventor of

the mule, should reach and cheer the cold hearths of his descendants.

It would be an insult to the good taste and good feeling of Bolton to

suppose that while any of Samuel Crompton's children asked for

bread, Bolton could, wittingly, have offered them a stoue—even in the

flattering shape of Samuel Crompton's statue.

Bolton will, no doubt, prove that we are right in attributing to igno-

rance the absence of all recognition or help to Samuel Crompton's living

descendants. We shall soon hear of the Crompton Fund for assuriug

bread, clothes, and shelter to the son, and education, and a helping

hand in life to the grandchildren and great-grandchildren. Nor need
the contributions to such a fund be confined to Bolton. All Cottonia

owes its pounds and its mites to the same cause. 3t attendant, let

Bolton and the cotton counties remember, that wdiile Samuel Cromp-
ton's statue looks down on one of Samuel Crompton's children,

whether in the first, second or third generation, wrestling with distress or

growing up in the ignorance of grievous poverty, it is rather a monument
of their own shame than of Samuel Crompton's inventive power.

A BRUTAL IMPROVEMENT.
The attention of farmers and landed proprietors is called to the

subjoined extract from the report of a speech, made at Melton Mowbray
the other day, at the Leicestershire and Waltham Agricultural Asso-
ciation dinner :

—

" The noble Duke also adverted to the fox-hunting for which the country round
Melton was famed. He complained that the custom of erecting wire fences was
greatly injuring sport, as they were extremely dangerous to the horses and to

human life."

Steel traps and spring guns have been abolished by Act of Parliament.

If the lives of country gentlemen are not worth very much, they are at

least more valuable than those of thieves. To procure the needful

abolition of the wire feuces which barbarous agriculturists set in

horsemen's way, the fox-hunters throughout the kingdom should form
themselves into a Box Club iu opposition to a practice which is as bad
as that of digging pitfalls.
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OUR DRAMATIC CORRESPONDENT.
ear Punch,—That excel-

lent actor, Mr. Benjamin
Webster, has, for one clay

only, been performing in

the provinces with most
complete success. The
character which he ap-

peared in was that of

Master of the Royal Dra-
matic College, which on
Monday week was opened
under his direction, in a

manner that I thought was
well deserving of applause.

The first seven of the

twenty who are there to

be annuitants were received
aud housed without form-

ality or fuss, aud so were
madeto feel that the homes
which are provided are in-

tended for their comfort,

and that they vs ill nor,_ be

disturbed by any flourish-

ing of charitable trumpets
in their ears.

" Of course some cap-

tious people say that the

College has been built

more for the glory of its

founders than the comfort of its inmates, and. that the money which lias

been laid out in bricks and mortar might have been better distributed

in doles of out-of-door relief. I don't think this myself, for mere alms-

giving is not the object of the charity, which is intended to provide a

house for such old actors as by God's will are left homeless in the last

years of their life. A second object is to furnish education for their

children, and I hope to see the time when the College down at_ May-
bury will turn out as good scholars as Trinity itself. But in the

theatrical as well as other callings there is many a poor straggler in

want of weekly help ; aud if the captious people who object to bricks

and mortar would find the funds for giving out-of-door relief, they

might emulate the good work of the patrons of the College, which
surely would be better than merely finding fault.

" As you know everything, my Punch, of course I need not tell you
that when actors first appeared in England, some three centuries ago,

they were by law permitted to play only in the yards of churches or of

inns. Hamlet was not written then, or the grave scene might have

fittingly been shown in a churchyard, and perhaps a real clergyman
would have consented to appear in it. This is really not improbable,

for actors then were more in favour with the Church than, it is feared,

they are at present : a fact which, so the cynics say, is partially accounted
for by the knowledge that the clergyman received a handsome fee when-
ever-his churchyard was occupied by players. Let us hope this favour

may in due time be revived, and that the clergy will be sensible what
help in moral teaching the stage, if rightly managed, is able to afford

them. Segniits irritant—you know how Horace puts it : and much as

many parsons may now condemn and execrate if, 1 am sure that a good
play well mounted and well acted is capable not merely of giving people
pleasure but of doing them much good. At any rate our clergy ought
not to forget that Charity will cover a multitude of sins : and when they
fulminate their wrath against the evils of the play-house (which daily

are decreasing, and will I trust ere long die out) let them bear in mind
the fact that of all trades and professions there is none which is in

charity so liberal as the stage. Its members may be vain, may be weak,
may be erring : few have such temptations, none are more in danger of

being spoilt by popularity, and ruined by applause. But whatever be
their faults, their charity should serve to cloak them from the sight of

those less hardly tempted, yet peradventure not less liable to fall. Many
a poor player from his two shillings a night will freely give a poorer
player help when in worse need than he is in himself: and how actors
help each other and work for a good cause tin's newly opened College is

now a standing proof.
" Merely hinting that the College is not yet quite completed, and that

there are several acres in the hands of its trustees quite fit to be built

over when the public finds the funds (the name of the treasurer is J. W.
Anson, so draw your cheque-bonks, gentlemen, and prepare to sign) I
remain with the best wishes to the stage and all its charities,

" One who Pays."

" P.S. For the benefit of posterity I must just note the fact that Lord
Dundreary has been playing for two hundred and fifty nights, while Peep
o' Lay will reach three hundred before the month is out. I would add
too, as a fact remarkable in history, that Italian Operas have been heard

this year in London the first week in October: while at the Royal
English Opera, old and young men from the country may hear those
purely English operas Fra Diavolo and Dinorah, not to mention La
Sonnambula and Les Diamams de la Couronne. Sweet-voiced Miss
Louisa Pyne never could sing badly if she were to try ; and having
recovered from her illness, she now sings all the better for not singing
every night. As for Mu. Mellon, his orchestra is really now so
rich in good performers, that one may almost call him an orchestral
Mellonaire."

THE CAMBRIDGE DUET.

AS PERFORMED BEFORE THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION.

PROFESSOR O. PROFESSOR H.

Professor 0. H y, don't kick up a scrimmage,
Take these brains, and mark their shape :

Made in Providence's image,

Man must not be called au Ape.

Professor IL. n, I am noways funky,
And maintain that this is true :

Man is really but a Monkey,
Save in moral points of view.

Man 's no ) 71,,- 1

Man's a |

Monk<T-

Erom this fix there 's no escape.

He is druuky,
He's a flunkey,

Professor 0.

Professor H.

Both.

Professor 0.

Professor H.
Professor 0.

Professor H. Who asserts

Iclenies
5

tbatMail
'

s ^ APe -

DEVOTION TO SCIENCE.

At one of the meetings of the British Association last week, Dr.
Edward Smith said—

" In certain cases tobacco acts as a stimulant, and may supply to the Literary
Man the state of system at night which would be induced by a moderate quantity
of alcoholic stimulants, but when the body is of full habit it must lead to disturbed
sleep and may lead to apoplexy."

Dr. Punch said that as a literary man of fall habit (applause) he
should like to ask his friend Dr. Smith whether the unpleasant con-

sequences he indicated might not be obviated by taking both the cigar

and a moderate quantity of alcoholic stimulants.

Dr. Edward Smith said that he had not directed his attention to

that question, and thought that experiments bearing upon it might be
conducted with interest and with advantage.
Dr. Punch, in the most liberal manner, immediately undertook to

prosecute them, and departed to his hotel with that view. He was
shortly joined by Dr. Smith, and the distinguished philosophers pur-

sued their investigations until a late hour.

EOLLOW MY LEADER.

A Grand ball was held the other day at the Imperial Villa at

Biarritz, and according to a letter from that place :—
" The toilettes of the ladies were richer than ever. Hair powder seems to be

coming into vogue again, for many of the ladies used it on this occasion."

Very probably. The admirable revival of hoops should naturally be

followed by a return to hair-powder. The sequacious gregariousness

with which the French ladies follow their leader, and the English ladies

them, is, though a goose-like, a gratifying attestation of their attach-

ment to the Crinoline Dynasty. Venus forbid that the Empress of
the French should wear rings in her nose; but if she were to adopt

such ornaments her example would doubtless be followed by our wives

and daughters.

The Scouring of the Scutcheon.

Which his name it is Frederick, not Francis, Cadogan,
Agent he was for Restaurateur V.

And each hungry buffer the Frenchman could lug in

Paid the eighth of a penny to Freddy, writes he.

He feels disgust,

That the thing 's discussed,

And conceives his guerdon less than just.

HISTORICAL PARALLELS.

Evert one has his oracle. Hasn't Palmerston got his Shaftes-

bury ? Didn't Numa Pompilius have his Egeria? Why, then,

shouldn't Pias have his Eugenia ?
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A SKETCH AT BIARRITZ.

THE END OF EVERYTHING.
Dear Dr. Ctjmming,

What are you about? Resting on your oars, I hope in smooth
water, and reposing after your pull upon the uncertain but profitable

sea of prophetical speculation. Well, the scarlet old Person seems
likely to have to remove from the Seven Hills with her basket of fish

before long; though she won't take the broad hints that have been given
her, and has not as yet had actual notice to quit. So much for her;

but now let me congratulate you on the triumph which has crowned
your labours in the fatidical line. It is recorded by the Times, in a

paragraph of which I have great pleasure in quoting the subjoined
commencement :

—

" Demolition of the Great Globe.—A number of workmen have been engaged
during the last few days in the destruction of this well-known building in Leicester
Square, and yesterday the hazardous operation of stripping the dome of its metal
covering was completed."

The present year is earlier by a few twelve months, I believe, than
that which you fixed for the end of the world ; but what of that ?

Astronomers, in foretelling the return of a comet, cannot be exact to
Greenwich time ; and not every sporting Vates is able to state the
precise length of head, head and neck, or shoulders, that the right horse
for the Derby will win by. The Great Globe has been demolished at a
date quite near enough to that which you fixed for the destruction of
our earth, practically to verify your prediction with sufficient accuracy.
And, what I consider peculiarly interesting, this satisfactorily explains
the inconsistency which certain shallow critics have remarked iu your
prudent investment of the money which you have earned by your
literary industry. The Great Globe is demolished; but your 'invest-

ments remain. Long may they remain, and long may you live to enjoy
them, and to read the observations of your admirer,

3$<2S;sr<£B'

P.S. Zadktel is just out. So are not you.

On the Skirts of Absurdity.

A Lady (Mrs. Bedford Squeers) defends the present extravagant
length of ladies' dresses by saying that it is a very Old fashion, originally
brought into vogue by Ninon de Long Clothes.

1854 AND 1S62.

Among the distinguished visitors who are just now honouring us with

their presence in this country (come, Punch can do the elegant thing

when he likes) is that gallant Russian officer, General Lierandi, who
is shooting in Scotland. The valiant commauder's name was, a few
years ago, associated with a day on which he trie 1, in the service of his

own Sovereign, to do us all the mischief he could, and he went at his

work like a man, and it is no discredit to him that the result was not,

quite satisfactory to the Emperor oe all the Rtjssias. Mr. Punch
commemorated the event in a little poem destined to live to all time, but

as that tremendous hero, Colonel Nokth (whose unutterably glorious

military achievements entitle him to be heard on such a subject) objects

to memorials of the Crimean war, and thinks that the Sebastopol

cannon, now sprinkled over the country, ought to be called iu, like the

old copper coinage, Mr. Punch begs to modify his original strain, and

to make it polite, iu honour of a brave soldier no longer an enemy :

—

" Remember, remember
The Fifth of November,

Inkermann, powder, and shot,

When General Lierandi
Fought John, Pat, and Sandy—

And—gave it 'em awfully hot."

A Smooth Way of G-etting Out of it.

A Poet, who is prematurely bald, excuses it in this ingenious and

complimentary manner :—"Baldness (he says) is only a proof of polite-

ness paid to the beautiful sex. Is it not the duty of a gentleman always

to uncover his head in the presence of the ladies ?
"

Accidental Death Insurance Society.—Does this Compair,

insure death by Accident at some time or other ? And if you a die a

natural death, 'is the Company liable to action for damages?

The Great Exhibition Cry.—" Shop

!
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VERNER'S PRIDE,
A NEW STOIIY BY THE AUTHORESS OE "EAST LYNNE."

ILLUSTRATED BY CHARLES KEENE, IS PUBLISHED WEEKLY, IN ONCE A WEEK Price 3d.; AND IN
MONTHLY PARTS, Price Is.
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THE ENGLISH CTCL
On the 18th inst., Price 6s., Bound in Cloth, uniformly with the Work,

A SYNOPTICAL INDEX to the Four Divisions of the English Cyclopedia.
London : Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street,»E.C.
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Second Edition, No\v Ready, in 2 vols., 21s.,

WEMALE LIFE IN PRISON.
*£ BY A PRISON" MATRON.
From the Times, Sept. -3.—"The authore-s writes

throughout with good sense, good taste, and jtood

feeling. The phenomena of female prison life which
hhe describes are most curious."

Hurst & Blackett, Publishers,

Now Keady at all the Libraries, in 3 vols.,

TOE MAROON. 3Y CAPT.
MAYNE RE ID.

1 A brilliant and exciting romance.' -Post.

J H N AND I.
" A story of powerful interest."—Court Journal.

Hurst & Blackett, Publishers.

Now Ready, Complete in 3 vols. 31s. 6d.,

TES MISEEABIES.
{

&A By VICTOR HUGO.
The Authorised English Translation.

Huhst & Blacbett, Publishers.

™ree hundred bible
I JL STORIES, with nearly 300 Bible Pic-

| tares, a Pictorial Sunday Book for the Young, hand-
I comely bound, Price 4s. 6cC.

a
originally published at

12s. Sent post free from Field's Great Bible Ware-
house, 66, Regent's Quadrant. Every family should
have this pretty boob.

& GUINEA FAMILY BIBLE
*!» FOR 105.

—

John Field has now ready
a handsome Family Bible, with Notes, References,
30 Engravings, and 10 Maps, bound in antique style,

for 10$., published at 21*. A beautiful gitt book,
only to be had at John Field's Great Bible Ware-
house, 65, Regent's Quadrant.

SERVICES, Altars. Juvenile Books, and Standard
Authors, on Sale, in every variety of binding, at
John Field's Great Bible Warehouse, 6c, Regent's
Quadrant.

NO MORE PILLS NOR ANY OTHER
MEDICINE.WE FIND DTJ BARRY'S

a -3 FOOD the safest remedy for chronic
constipation, indigestion (dyspepsia), consumption,
diarrhoea, all gastric disorders, acidity, heartburn,
palpitation, irritability, sleeplessness, distension,
fiatulency, phlegm, hemorrhoids, coughs, colds,
catarrhs, as-thma, bronchitis, dysentery, nervousness,
foiiiou&ness, torpidityof the liver, debility, atrophy.
—Andrew Ure, M.D., F.U.S., Dr. Harvey, Dr. Shor-
land. Dr. Campbell, Dr. Hud. Wurzer. It eaves, n0

times its cost in other remedies. Packed in tins—
1 lb., 2*.9rf. ; 12 lb., free of carriage, 22s.—Barry du
Barry and Co., 77. Regent Street, London: and
26, Place Veud6me, Paris: 12, Rue de l'Empereur,
Brussels; Fortnum and Mason; and at 01, Grace-
church Street; No. 4 l

), Bishopsgate Street; 4,

Cheapside; 63 and 150, Oxford Street; 330, Strand;
5, Charing Cross; 54, Baker Street; and all Grocers
aud Chemists.

SHEFFIELD MANUFACTURERS,

OPPOSITE to the PANTHEON, 77 & 78, OXFORD STREET, W.

Forwarded Direct from their Manufactory, ROYAL CUTLERY WORKS, Sheffield.

MAPPIN & Co-'s CELEBRATED TABLE CUTLERY.
(All best Steel Blades, secure balance Ivory Handles.)

Ivory Handles. Good
Ivory.

Medium
Ivory.

Superior
Ivory.

Transparent
Ivory.

1 doz. Table Knives £0 13

10
4 6

5 G

4 6
2 6

£1
15

7

8

7

3 6

£1 15 £2 6
15

1
1 14

12 13 6

13 6 15

12 13 6

4 5

1 pair Regular Meat Carvers

£2 £3 6 £5 2 |
£6 7

IvSAPFIN & Co.'s ELECTRO-PLaTED SPOONS AND PORKS.

to.

2

Full Size. Fiddle. Thread. Kind's. Lily.

12 Table Spoons
£17
17
1 1

1 1

10 6

£2 14

2 It

2

2

14

£2 16
2 1G
2

2

14

£2 14
2 14
2

2

18
12 Dessert Spoons

BY APPOINTMENT.
WHIP MANUFACTURERS,

314, Oxford Street, London.

Agents.—All Saddlers in every Country Town.
A large assortment of the following GOODS always
in stock :—Spurs, dog chains, couples and collars,
greyhound slips, whistles, ferret bell3, dog bells and
muzzles, drinking flasks, Sandwich cases, hunting
and post horn*, tourist kegs, birdcalls, &c. &c.

GLACK'S HICKEL SILVERW ELECTRO-PLATED, is a coating of
Pure Silver over NicUel; a combination of two
metals possessing such valuable properties renders
it in appearance and wear equal to Sterling Silver.

Fiddle Pattern.
Per Dozen. £, s. d. jS s. d.

Table Forks, 110 and 1 18
Dessert ditto , 1 and 1 in li

Spoons 110 and 1 18
TeaSpoons 12 and li U

Kichakd abb Jons Slack, 33G, Strand.

MAPPIN St Co.'s Dressing Bags and Cases, Dispatch Boxes, &c,
With Fittings of the Best Quality. Ladies' Travelling and Dressing Bags, fitted with 14 useful
articles, 30*. Gentlemen's Travelling and Dressing Bags, fitted with 14 useful articles, £2 2s.

Officer's Dispatch Box, Completely fitted with Stationery, £2 2s. Ladies' aud Gentlemen's
Best Travelling and Dressing Cases and Bags, with sterling Silver Fittings, to Sixty Guineas.

Tourists' Cases, Writing Desks, Work Boxes, Carriage Bags, Stationery, Cabinets, &c. &c, in
immense variety aud choice.

MAPPIN AND COMPANY, Opposite the PANTHEON, 77 and 78,

OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
MANUFACTORY, THE ROYAL CUTLERY WORKS. SHEFFIELD.

Any Article exchanged if not appiojed of.

9§»° Homoeopathic Practitioners, and the Medical Profession generally, recommend Cocoa as

being the most healthful of all beverages. When the doctrine of Homoeopathy was first intro-

duced into this country, there were to be obtained no preparations of Cocoa either attractive

to the taste or acceptable to the stomach ; the nut was either supplied in its crude state, or so
unskilfully manufactured as to obtain little notice.

JAMES EPPS. of London, Homoeopathic Chemist, was induced in the year 1839, to turn his

attention to this subject, aud at length succeeded, with the assistance of elaborate machinery, in

being the first to produce an article pure in its composition, and so refined by the perfect tritu-

ration it receives in the process it passes through, as to be acceptable to the delicate stomach,
and a most

DESISABLE BREAKFAST BEVEBAGE.

FOR GENERAL USE,

c

I PEILIIPSOIM & Co's Sew Perfume,

|
« LA DTJCHESSE."

f The most refreahir-g and durable of the day.
| Price 2s. 6d. of all Chemists aud Vendors of
> Perfumery ,or by letter i, sudsing a Post Cities;

I
Orderor Stamps) toPHILLLPSuN AND CO.,

j 1, BuiiGE Bow, St. Pail's, L,omk>n, E.C.
i The POMADE, 2s. 6d.: SOAP, Is.; OIL, Ss.fid.
* FeriumcTy for every dmxte. Catalogcves&ee.

EMOLLIENT VEGETABLE
«**£ SOAP, possesses that- rare quality of
being a perfectly pure and innocuous Soap. By its
use the akin becomes perceptibly soft and clear,
and its grateful fragrance renders it universally
acceptable. la. each, or ids. per dozen.

II. Rigge, 35, .New Bond Street.

CSPIERW00B NIGHT LIGHTS
*» —SIXPENCE A BOX—Arc recom-
mended as being second only to
Child's."

Belmont, Yau\hall

ecom-
Piuce's Patent

gALT and Co.'s EAST INDIA
fc* PALE ALE (imperial pints 4s. 9d. the
dozen), Burton Ales, and Guinness's ExtraStout, in
bottles of reputed and imperial measures, and casks
of IS gallons and upwards. Ale and Stout bottled
expressly for Exportation.—Moody & Co.. Asents.
Lime Street, E.C.

IS DISTINGUISHED FOR ITS

DELICIOUS AROMA, GRATEFUL SMOOTHNESS, aud INVIGORATING POWER,
And to these qualities it is indebted for the adoption it now obtains as a

EK.EAKFAST BEVERAGE.
DIRECTIONS.—Mix, in a breakfast cup, two tea-spoonfuls of the Powder with as much cold

Milk as will form a stiff paste ; then, fill up with boiling Milk, or Milk and Water in equal
portions, or Water.

i lb., h. Ib„ and 1 lb. Packets, at Is. Sd. per lb.

Sold in labelled Packets only, by Grocers, Confectioners, and Druggists, in every town
throughout the United Kingdom.

MANUFAC TORY : LONDON.

LE SOMMIER ELASTIQUE PORTATIF.

XTAVE patented a method of making a Spring Mattress portable. The great objection to the
*-*- usual Spring Mattress is its being so heavy and cumbersome. The " Sommier Elastique
Portatif " is made in three separate parts ; and, when joined together, has all the elasticity of
the best Spring Mattress. As it has no stuffiug of wool or horse-hair, it cannot harbour moth,
to which the usual Spring Mattress is very liable ; the prices also are much below those of the
best Spring Mattresses, viz. :

—

3 ft. wide by 6 ft. 4 in. long £2 5 I 4 ft. 6 iu. by 6 ft. 4 in. long £3
3 ft. 6 in. „ „ 2 10 5 ft. „ ,, 3 5

4 ft. „ ,, 2 15 | 5ft. 6 in. „ „ 3 10

The "Sommier Elastique Portatif," therefore, combines the advantages of elasticity, dura-
bility, cleanliness, portability, and cheapness. An ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of Bedsteads,
Bedding, and Bed-Room Furniture, sent free by post.

HEAL & SON, 196, Tottenham Court Road, W.

P&XZE MEDAL, AWARDED FOR THE GLENFIELD STARCH,
A by the Jurors of Class 2, International Exhibition, 1S62. This unrivalled Starch is used in

the Royal Laundry, aud pronounced by her Majesty's Laundress to be the finest Starch she ever
used. Her Majesty's Lace Dresser declares it to be the best she has tried, and the above award
by some of the most eminent Scientific men of the age, confirms its superiority.

WOTHERSPOON & Co., Glasgow and London.

fSTO CHARGE MADE FOR STAMPING PAPER
AS and ENVELOPES with ARMS, CREST, or INITIALS.—RODRIGUES'
superior cream-laid adbesive ENVELOPES, 4d. per 100; cream-laid note, full-size, five quires
for fid. ; thick ditto. Ave quires lor 1«. ; superliue foolscap, 9s. per ream , sermoo paper, 4a. 6i.
WEDDING CARDS, WEDDING ENVELOPES, INVITATIONS to the CEB.EMONT,

DEJEUNER, and BALL, PRINTED and STAMPED in SILVER, with ARMS or CREST
in the latest fashion. CARD-PLATE ELEGANTLY ENGRAVED and 100 SUPERFINE
CARDS PRINTED for 4». M.
Observe, at HENRY RODEIGUES' well-known Establishment ,42, Piccadilly, two doors

froiu.Sackvill* Street, W.

T MAPLE AND Co. FORW ' CARPETS.
TEN THOUSAND PIECES RICH BRUSSELS,

From 2s. fid. to '2s. Ill per vard.
VELVET AND TUHKEY CARPETS,

in Great Variety.
Entrance 145, Tottenham Court Road.

TWINING AND
*J room furniture.

The Eugenie Easy-chair, price 25*.
The Prince of Wales Chair, price 32e.
The Vienna Easy-chair, price 3r>#.

The Paragon Couch, price 3 guineas.
The Prince of Wales Couch, price S& guineas.

J. Maple Si Co.

International Exhibition Class 7.,

,#k«P% %.

r^mw & £>
\^ ^

V/JTH RECENT IMPR0VEMENTS& ADDITIONS.
PERFECT FORALLKIMDSOF WORK.

SALE RO OMS. iJ^RECENT ST LON DON.!

g^ALLAGHASTS OPERA,^ RACE AND FIELD GLASSES.—
Matchless in power and definition, are now offered
for the first rime iu a variety of six different sizes at
prices from 30s. to £A each, with case complete.
For the convenience of country customers these
glasses may be had at the Bookstalls of Messrs.
Smith and Son, at the following li ailway Stations,
viz.

—

Ashford Hitchin Ramsgate
Bangor Holyhead Heading
Birmingham Leicester Red Hill
Brighton Leeda Richmond
Cambridge Liverpool Rugby
Chester „ Lime St. Ryde
Chichester „ TithebamSt. Salisbury
Crewe Malvern Link Sheffield
Crystal Palace Manchester Southampton
Derby „ Victoria Stafford
iloncaster ,, London Rd. Stoke
Dover Norwich Swansea
Exeter Norwood Junct. Torquay
Farnborough Nottingham Winchester
Folkestone Peterborough Windermere
Gloucester Portsmouth Worcester
Halifax Plymouth
London Stations—King's Cross, London Bridge

(Crystal Palace Line;, Pimlico, Waterloo, Fusion
and Shoreditch.
At the principal Stations in Ireland, and 21, Lower

Saefeville Street, Dublin.
Also at Hugh Snowte's, Inverness, or will be sent

Carriage free on receipt of Money Order payable to
"William Callaghan, Optician, 23a, New Bond
Street, W., corner of Conduiv Street.
N.B. Sole Agent for the celebrated small and now-

erlul Opera and Race Glasses invented and made by
VotGTiaNDER, Vienna. Likewise for the Photo-
ifraphir- lenses by the same eminent makers. Cata-
logues of which may be hnd free on application.

THE ONLY PRIZE MEDAL FOR CRINOLINES.
International Exhibition. Class 27.

THOMSON'S PATENT* CROWN SKIRTS are used amongst the
elite of Parisian and London Society; and Ladies
wearing th**m find a comfort, elegance, lightness,
and flexibility, possessed by these and not found in
others.

All Thomson's Skirts have their Trade Mar^,
viz., a "Crown," except the Cardinabus or Hinge
Skirt, and 'heir Licensees, an "Anchor," "Stag's
Head," '"Spread Engle," "Fiench Imperial Stand-
ard," or a *'Star" AH others are infringements of
their patents. Sold everywhere.

fiHUBB'S PATENT DETEC-W TOR LOCKS; Chubb's Fire and Bur-
glar Proof Sales; Chubb's Fireproof Strong-rocm
Doors; Chubb's street Doot Latches, with small
keys; Chubb's Cash and Deed Boxes.—Illustrated
Price List sent free.

Cblbb & Son, No. 57, St. Paul's Churchyard.

OSTEO-EID0H. WHAT IS IT?
SEE PATENT, March 1, 1862. No. 560.

t«GABR/£f*
ESTABLV!

*, 37, HAULET STREET, CAVENDISH SQ
34, LUUGATE HILL, LONDON;

134. DUKE STREET, LIVERPOOL;
and Co, NUW STREET, BIRMINGHAM,

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Class 17.

Consultations Free. One visit only requisite tfom
country patients. Gabriel's " Practical Treatise on
the Teeth," gratis.

HUGHES'SSHILLING HAIR-
DYE, instantaneous in effect, most

simple in its application, free from any unpleasant
smell, the tone of colour more lasting than any
other dye. To be had only at the Manufactory,
40, Holborn Hill.

HIS HIGHNESS THE
VI JEROY'S CANDLES.—Pure Pa-

raffin, Is. Si. per lb ; City Sperm, Is. Ad. per lb.

Whitmokk a Craduuck, lfi, Bishopsgate Street
Within, London.

Contractors to H.M. Board of Wj>rks.
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CUTTING-VERY.
" So Mary Jane, your Policeman has been taken off this beat! As you're fond of Low Company, you had better as7e the new 'un to Supper.

MONSIEUR JACK KETCH, HOMME DE LETTKES.

The French are great devourers of Memoire's, we are well aware, but
we Utile suspected that their taste would ever sink so low as to devour
Les Memoires de Mons. Sanson. The Sansons have held in France
the hereditary post of public executioner for ages past. Long before
the Reign of Terror, the Calcraft of France was represented by a
Sanson. It would seem, however, that business has lately been so
bad—the stereotyped tag of circonstances attenuantes which a French
jury almost invariably appends to its verdict, even in the most flagrant

cases, has robbed the executioner of so many of his dread perquisites

—

that the family has in despair been compelled to send in its r signation.
Distress has driven the Sansons to adopt as their motto "Live and
let Live ;

" and hence, by way of eking out a living, the publication of
these revolting memoirs. At one time we had our Newgate school of
literature that made heroes of thieves and highwaymen. In the like

manner, it would seem that the literature of France, after frequenting
the lowest of low haunts, and revelling in every possible profligacy and
vice, has at last gone to the gallows. It has received its final coup de
grace from the guillotine. Does it not appear only a just gradation,
and fit termination, in scaling the ladder of immorality, that writers
like Dvwas fits and the authors of Fanny and. Madame de Bovary, should
be succeeded by a Sanson ? It is the crowning degradation. The last

act of justice that Mons. Sanson, before retiring from office, should
have performed, ought to have been to burn his own Memoires. .

Soon Done with Him.

The following advertisement appears in the Times, and admits of the
promptest answer :

—

TIME AND CAPITAL.—A gentleman, having £500 at his command,
-*- is anxious to employ that and his time advantageously. Address, &c.

Let him call at 85, Fleet Street, hand the £500 to the publisher,

receive in return the back volumes of Punch, and occupy himself in

reading those books until the end of what will thus be made a happy life.

SYKES ON THE SPIKES.

It is extremely easy to find fault with people, who have done much
for not doing more, but Punch has seldom seen a case in which this

pleasing duty was more coolly performed than by Colonel Sykes at

the British Institution. The discourse was on Mk. Glaisher's
balloon ascents, and that gentleman had modestly detailed his per-

formance with Mr. Coxwell, and how they had been almost frozen

to death at a height of six miles, beyond which he did not believe it

safe to ascend. " Oh, bother," says Colonel Sykes, " people may go

up at least seven miles and a half. You two fellows may have felt cold,

perhaps, but then I dare say you're a chilly lot. Don't limit folks by

your own personal feelings." Hearing this, Punch naturally began to

consider who the brave Sykes was, and remembered thathewasa
gentleman of 72, who had been a gallant soldier in India, variously dis-

tinguished in civil matters, and who sat for Aberdeen. But Mr. Punch

was unable to discover any particular motive for the Colonel's scoff at the

aeronauts, until, looking to Dod, the former read, " Served gratuitously

as a Royal Commissioner in Lunacy." A gentleman who would attend

to lunatic matters for nothing may be permitted wild ideas about the

ease of approaching the moon.

The American Chess-Play ers.

Although of conquest Yankee North despairs,

His brain for some expedient wild he racks,

And thinks that having failed on the white squares,

He can't do worse by moving on the Blacks.

a question for cattle clubs.

A Farmer in the neighbourhood of Lyons is said to have discovered

an expeditious method of fattening cattle, which consists in giving them
cod -liver oil. Perhaps the good done by this substance in phthisis

pulmonalis is more apparent than real ; but experience will show
whether its administration tends to promote or arrest the consumption

of butcher's meat.

VGI.. XLII1.
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SERENADE TO LINCOLN.

BY A BAND OF NIGGERS.

Air— '

' Ole Zip Coon."

lay, banjo and bones,

sing de possum up a

tree,

And de cooney in de

hollar, to kick up a

jubilee,

For you nebber hear sitch

news as old Abe Lin-
coln's last decree,

To say dat him a goin' for

to set de nigger free.

Ole Abe Lincoln, him
berry 'cute and clebber,

Ole Abe Lincoln, him
berry 'cute and clebber,

Ole Abe Lincoln, him
berry 'cute and clebber,

Ole Abe Lincoln, de Pre-

sident for ebber

!

Did you ebber see a wild

goose a tossin' on de

ocean ?

Ole Abe Lincoln, him am
jes in dat ar motion.

De wabes roar so loud,

and dc winds dey rage

so jolly,

Aud de wild goose at

sea gobble golly, oily,

oily

!

Ole Abe, &c,

Stonewall Jackson de ebberlastin' rebel,

And General Lee, dey whip ura to de clebble.

Says ole Abe Lincoln, " Now mind how you behaves,
" If you go on so I shall 'mancipate yer slaves."

Ole Abe, &c.

Ole Abe Lincoln, lie mean to 'mancipate
All de niggers only in ebbery rebel slate,

So he don't wipe slick out all slabery dark blot,

But leave someting ob him more dan lilly grease spot.

Ole Abe, &c.

All loyal States, deir niggers is to keep,
Jes like deir bosses, deir oxes, and deir sheep,
So he reward dem, and punish dem dere udders
Declarin' dat de darkeys is to be deir men and brudders.

Ole Abe, &c.

Ole Abe's subjicks may hab deir slaves as well,

Whiles agin de rebel master de black nigger may rebel;
But dere 's so many ob urn as prefers to wear de collar,

Dat de risiu' ob de niggers ain't no certumty to toiler.

Ole Abe, &c.

You say, ole Abe, now you libbelate de black;
What a pity dat you didn't do it long time back :

Cause all de world would den have stood wid old Abe Lincoln.
Ole Abe Lincoln, dis am berry sad to think on !

Ole Abe, &c.

Good night, ole Abe, play de neck-or-nothin' game,
Hab your last fling ; liim ai'eard you miss yer aim,
Don't lie awake to-night a tossin' on yer piller,

Eut rest, like de wild goose, a sleepin' on de buler.

Ole Abe, &c.

COCKNEY CRITICISM.

Among the notices of new music wherewith some of our contempo-
raries at times delight the world, we see it said of one " morceau pour
le piano" that—

" The sparkling roulades of the birds are rendered with great effect."

" Sparkling roulades of the birds !
" Well, what next we wonder !

We suppose we shall soon hear of the vibrato of the nightingale, and
the sostemto notes of the blackbird or the thrush. Or we may live to
see it said of a Prize Canary Show, that such and such a feathered
songster had an exquisite organ, and won repeated plaudits by the

vehemence and clearness of its ut depoitrine. Song-writers may, more-
over, be catching the infection, and may speak of sylvan harmony in

the jargon of the concert-room, and apply to nature the hackneyed terms
of art. Instead of the simple unaffected,

" Hark, the lark at Heaven's gate sings,"

we shall be hearing some such stilted stuff as this :—

" Hark, the high soprano lark to Heaven's gate upward flies,

And executes his brilliant fioriture in the skies."

The bosliiuess of ballad-writing long since has disgusted us ; and
nonsense such as this would be really scarce more silly than much of

the fine language we have lately seen in verse.

MEMBERS EOR SALE.

Cheltenham has a Member, we don't know why, but it is genteel
to have one. The place, however, is rather too near Berkeley Castle,

and its influences, to make its Member of any great political signi-

ficance. We did not think, however, that the successive Members for

Cheltenham were liable to be sold, like crops, growing and future, until

we came upon the following advertisement :—
MESSRS. BEADEL and SONS are instructed to SELL by AUCTION,

at the Mart, London, on Tuesday, Oct. 21, at 12 for one, first in one lot, and if

not so sold, then in several lots, the following very valuable PROPERTIES :—The
manor of Cheltenham cum Membris, with all royalties, courts leet, courts
baron, <fcc, &c, <£c.

There ! Cheltenham Manor, and the Members. All going. We shall

attend, and see what Erank. Berkeley fetches. Re's a good fellow,

and a Boodle, and sooner than see him knocked down for a song, we '11

have him, and he shall sit for Fundi, an honour to which his relative

Henry Berkeley aspires, but he is not up to the work. But, talk of

the Southern States, here are white Members disposed of by public

auction. We live in times which, not to put too fine a point upon it,

may be designated—rum.

A MAD BULL IN THE CITY.

THE WAY TO ROME AND VENICE.

Come, there is something in the annexed passage from Mazzini's
Manifesto to the Italians, not altogether so absurd :

—

•' If at Garibaldi's first generous cry you had risen up willing and unanimous—if

the ardent and languid alike, forgetting for the time all strife, had understood that
that cry must either not be raised or rendered irresistible, at this moment Rome
would be yours without war, and history would not register the shameful record,

which long sacrifices alone can cancel, that Garibaldi, the living incarnation of our
unity, was wounded by an Italian bullet on the path to Rome."

It is not too late for the Italians to take the really by no means
exr.ravagaut advice which is implied in the foregoing words. What is

to prevent every young man Jack or^/o^/oWo— every man indeed able to

bear arms—-from learning how to use the rifle ? Out of upwards of twenty
millions, if every man whose voice is for Italian unity could back it

with a hand capable of putting a bullet anywhere near a bull's eye at a

few hundred yards, Rome and Venice too would very soon be theirs
" without war." Our Italian friends should, without delay, turn to,

and enrol themselves in volunteer rifle corps. If tlm Emperor of the
Erench persists in holding Rome any time, they will have that time

to practise in, and will ultimately be in a position to invite him to go
away, aud likewise to send the Emperor of Austria a polite request

to walk out of Venice. Their Imperial Majesties will not disregard the

invitation of a people including more than a million of riflemen.

There is not generally much that is lively in the Money Article of a

newspaper. An exception to that rule will perhaps be recognised in

the subjoined statement, which occurred one day last week in the
" Money Market and City News " of the Post .•—

" We stated a few days since that a 'bull' account to some extent was opened in

Consols by a respectable broker, who was somewhat eccentric in his dealings. The
amount of stock open is now understood to be £250,000 Consols. The party alluded

to addressed a letter to the Committee of the Stock , Exchange, which is stated to

have been couched in very unusual and incoherent terms as regards the making up
of his account, which had the effect of depressing the market to the extent of nearly

a quarter per cent., as the stock open will doubtless have to be closed ; and until

this is done it is likely to keep quotations somewhat unsettled."

A bull account indeed !—or rather a bull's account, to speak more
accurately. A gentleman "somewhat eccentric in his dealings," who
opens an account and unsettles the Money-Market to the extent of

£250,000 Consols, aud then, with reference to the making up of that

account, writes the Committee of the Stock Exchange a letter " couched

in very unusual and incoherent terms," seems fearfully likely to turn

out to be, so to speak, a bull in a China shop.
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MEETING OF TICKET-OF- LEAVE MEN.

N indignation meet-
ingofpickpockets*
swell - mobsmen,
burglars, and ga-

rotters, was held
the other evening,

at the Cracks-
man's Arms, to

protest against the
Threatened aboli-

1 ion of the Ticket-
of- leave system,
and generally to

consider the steps

which should be
taken to protect

the vested inte-

rests of thethieves

throughout the
kingdom. Pipes

I
having been lighted, and a plentiful supply of beer and spirits being ordered, the

I business of the meeting was commenced by a discussion as to who should be

|

invited to occupy the Chair. After a dispute, which was at times rather highly

spiced with personalities, the choice ultimately rested upon Mr. Twistem
Strangles, otherwise known to the Police as the Knock-knee'd Knockemdowner,
who is one of the most accomplished garotters now in town. In his opening speech

the Chairman called attention to the fact that there was now existing, as bethought,

]
a most objectionable wish upon the part of the respectable classes in the country
{groans) 1o deprive himself and pals of many of their privileges, and among them
their invaluable certificates of leave. {Hear!) He for one protested warmly against

such interference with his liberties and rights as a freeborn British subject ; and he
would call on any gentleman who had anything to say upon this important subject,

to speak up like a man, for no police were present. {Hear .')

Mr. Y/illiam Stkes observed that, as a burglar of long descent, he thoroughly
concurred in what the Chairman had revealed, as to the great value to himself and
other members of the housebreaking community, of those certificates of character

which were called Tickets-of-leave. He, Mr. Syk.es, was himself a living instance

of their excellence and worth. {Bear !) But for them he would that evening have
been buried in seclusion in a chamber, at his friend's the Governor of Cold Bath
Fields, instead of comfortably sitting at his usual house of call, and enjoying the

society of old and valued chums. {Hear, hear! and cries of Here's your 'elth, old

brick!) Por a trilling indiscretion committed in hot youth, when, after an attempt
to crack a country crib, he had knocked down a policeman and stamped upon his

siomach, he (Mr. Sykes) was sentenced to imprisonment for life; but by coming
the religious dodge, and gammoning the chaplain, he had obtained his freedom after

three years spent in gaol, and had resumed his old vocation with encouraging
success. {Cheers.)

Mr. Grab concurred in thinking that the Ticket-of-leave system was most
eminently serviceable to gentlemen of his profession, and onght by all means in their

power to be fostered and encouraged. He would suggest that Lord Palmerston
or some other noble swell should, if possible, be got at, and be asked to pass an act

for the protection of garotters, and for facilitating the acquirement of certificates of

leave. He thought that if a cove attended chapel regular, the first month he was
quodded, and always woke up in time to join in the Amens, such virtue should alone
entitle him to have a ticket, and his piety should be rewarded with, to say the least,

a gilt-edged prayer-book, which, if he chose to spout it, would be worth a pot of

beer to him, if it did him no more good. {Hear, Hear!)
Mr. Cektrebit remarked, in a casual sort of way, that he had cracked as many

cribs as any gentleman he knew, and for his expertness in pursuing his vocation he
was indebted mainly to the Ticket-of-leave system, but for which he would be still

a resident in quod. {Hear.)

Mr. Judas Smohcu obsherved that he had long enjoyed the happinesh to deal

with Mr. Centrebit and other shentlemen who wanted to disposhe of shtolen
goods : and he felt pershuaded that his intereshts would shuffer if the Ticket-of-

leave shystem were to be abolished.

Mr. Smasher said that as for England being a free country, he indignantly
denied the fact. Coves bragged about the liberty enjoyed by British subjects, but
at every street corner you were safe to see a crusher ready any moment to cart you
off to quod. {Shame !) He, Mr. Smasher, had no wish to complain ; but a cove,
you know, must live {a voice, "Except as he gets scragged"), and he really thought
that parties who called theirselves respectable, had no right to take such pains for

the protection of their property {hear, hear !), and so deprive him and his pals of a
comfortable livelihood. {Cheers.) If it wasn't that by means of a certificate of leave,

a cove could now get out of quod almost as soon as he got into it, England really

would become a country not worth living in; for what with patent safety locks, and
crushers, and detectives, people took such blessed care of Iheir own property, that
they scarcely gave a cove a chance of getting hold of it. {Cheers and cries of shame !)

Mr. Swag concurred most fully with the words of the last speaker, and he might
perhaps have added a few words of his own, but he and Mr. Cehtrebit had a job

on hand that evening, and so their time was precious. He would therefore briefly

move the following Resolution, which his old pal Sam the Scollard had helped him
to draw up:

—

" That, in the opinion of this honourable meeting, the Ticket-of-leave system

works most admirably well, and is essential to the interests
of thieves of all descriptions ; and this meeting considers
the attempt which is on foot to deprive them of then- pri-
vilege is a flagrant violation of the rights of free-born
Britons, and as such ought to be opposed by every proper-
minded person."
The resolution, being Seconded by Mr. Filcheu Prig,

was then put formally to the meeting, and unanimously
carried; and the Chairman was proceeding to elect a depu-
tation for waiting upon Parliament with a petition in the
matter, when it was suddenly announced that the Police
were approaching, whereupon the meeting separated in
some slight confusion.

JOHN BULL TO GARIBALDI.

My dear Garibaldi, what shall I do,

Beyond what I 've done, to satisfy you ?

Por many a year have I stretched my hands
To shake them with men of all other lands.

My Brothers, I 've said, arise and be free,

Observe what I do, and imitate me.
Lay tyranny prostrate, and priestcraft low,
But bide ye your time ere you strike the blow.

Oh, kick all your despots off and afar

That drag you to die for their fame in war
;

Benounce the vain glory that makes you slaves,

Aud tools that subserve Imperial knaves.

I 've called upou Prance, and holloaed to Spain,

To Germany cried again and again,

I call to the Yankees every day

;

They turn a deaf ear to all that 1 say.

I'm evermore crying, Now, then, my mates,
Do, pray, leave off coating vessels with plates,

Prom forging new cannon let us all cease,

And carry on business, trading in peace.

Perocious abuse and truculent threat

Is all the return I ever had yet,

Except from one Hero, true man alone,

Whose favour, received, these lines are to owu.

CONVERSION OP THE PRENCH.

Yotjng Prance's Hebrew Guardian, M. Pould, has
actually pulled the gay young fellow's accounts almost
straight, and is teaching him to save money. We are

delighted with the balance-sheet just issued, and expect to

see edifying results. In private life most of us have had
the pleasure of beholding such reforms. Some prudent
friend takes hold of young Charley Ratileton, and con-

verts him to economy, and how we smile. Charley, who
never had any money in his pocket, except just enough to

muddle away in paying cabmen too much, buying cigars

when he should have stuck to Cavendish, and travelling

first-class when his betters were going second, suddenly

becomes prudent—looks at the change that is given him,

wears his second best hat on a wet day, and actually walks

instead of taking a Hansom. He gives you mysterious

hints about his stock-broker, pretends to read the share-

fist, and in general conversation tries it on with Bank-
parlour slang, which, as no two people mean the same by
any financial definition, answers very well, and awes the

women. We hope to see young France come out in

similarly respectable fashion, and instead of talking swagger
about shooting in Mexico, volunteering in Italy, and other

expensive diversions, begin to be grave, and speak of Postal

Savings' Banks, Water-company Shares, Street Drainage,

and such like desiderata in Paris. Talk of Converting the

Jews, what shall be done unto a Jew who has converted a

Christian nation—and a lot of its debt ?

Books for the Sick.

(.4 jolce attempted by " a bad sailor " coming over to Folkestone.)

We see a long announcement of Books uuder this title.

We had, for an obvious reason, thought that all Educational

works deserved the name. Por what is education except

—

SteAvard ! Steward

!
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MORE FREE THAN WELCOME-A PROSPECTIVE FIX.

Nigger. " Now den, Massa Jonathan, what you goin' to do wid dis Child ? Eh

ABE'S LAST CARD; Oil, ROUGE-ET-NOIR,

Brag 's our game : and awful losers

We 've been on the Red,

Under and above the table,

Awfully we've bled.

Ne'er a stake have we adventured,
But we 've lost it still,

From Bull's Run and mad Manassas,
Down to Shaipsburg Hill.

When luck 's desperate, desperate venture
Still may bring it back

:

So 1 '11 chance it,— neck or nothing

—

Here I lead THE BLACK !

II' 1 win, the South must pay for 't,

Pay in fire and gore

:

If I lose, I'm ne'er a dollar

Worse oil than before.

Erom the Slaves of Southern rebels

Thus I strike the chain :

But the slaves of loyal owners
Still shall slaves remain.

If their owners like to wop 'em,

They to wop are masters ;

Or it' they prefer to swop 'em,
Here are our shin-plasters !

There ! If that 'ere Proclamation
Does its holy work,

Rebeldom's annihilation
It did oughter work :

Back to Union, and you 're welcome
Each to wop his nigger

:

If not, at Wiiite let slip darky

—

Guess I call that vigour

!

JUST THE EAITH FOR FRANCE.

It is too commonly asserted that our lively neighbours, the French,
have no religion. If this assertion were true, their want of a faith

would now be in the way of getting very soon supplied. According to

the Paris Correspondent of a contemporary :

—

" A prophet from Utah, explaining to the Parisians the mysteries of Mormomsm>
has appeared in this novelty loving metropolis. Fearing that the polioe would not
allow the public dissemination of the marvellous doctrines of his sect, he has com-
mitted to the press a volume which seems to promise to have an extraordinary
circulation, if its contents are correctly stated. M. Bertrand, the missionary in

question, is a Frenchman, and Brioham Young has dispatched him from the Great
Salt Lake to preach the doctrine of the last days of the saints, and to prove that
polygamy and public property ought to supersede the old European doctrine of a
single wife, and every man keeping for himself what his honest industry can
accumulate."

If the French drama is a mirror which reflects French Society, it is

not too much to say that Mormonism is just the religion that the people

of France, as many of them as have none, might be expected to adopt.

They have been quite prepared to receive it by the preaching of the

"Emancipation of the Flesh;" a doctrine which has become very
popular. M. Bertrand will doubtless make many converts to the

creed of Joe Smith, and would make more if the Ultramontane priests

were allowed to roast him ; for the dripping of heretics is the prolific

principle of heresy.

There is one expression in the paragraph above-quoted, which we are

anxious to rectify. Polygamy is placed in antithesis to " the old

European doctrine of a single wife." We must be allowed to remark
that the old doctrine of Europe in general is that of a married wife. If

the doctrine of a single wife prevails anywhere it must be in Ireland.

In making this observation, we trust we shall not be deemed hyper-

critical.

Forgiveness of Injuries.

So an amnesty is granted to Garibaldi. Very good. In' England,

when we have trodden on the toe of a great man, we beg his pardon.

In Italy you pardon him when you have shot him in the ankle.
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A THEATRICAL ELECTION.

Mb. Punch observes that the paternal Government of France (which
obligingly interferes in everything, from an astronomer's theories on the

movement of the world to the sou balloons flown by the children in the

Tuileries gardens) has stepped into one of the provincial theatres. There
has been a Tweedledum and Tweedledee battle, touching the comparative
merits of a brace of " robust tenors," and the partisans of each have
resorted to that form of criticism which is expressed by hissing every note
of his rival. So awful a crisis demanded the deus ex machind, and he has
appeared. An edict prohibits anybody from hissing at all, and "the
votes of the theatre-going public" are to be regularly taken at a
bureau, after which the successful candidate will be declared duly
elected, and entitled to sing, with the whole force of the Government
of France for a claque.

Mr. Punch laughed, of course, and then began to speculate upon the

exceeding good fun which might be got out of some similar arrangement
in England.

Suppose that Me. Chaeles Kean and Mb. Robson were engaged at

the same theatre, and it were desired to produce some play a little above
the range of either artist, but still one in which respective admirers
might like to see their favourite. Let us say Othello. To please both
sides, the management has put up the tragedy every night, the two
actors alternately playing the Moor of Venice. Mr. Robson's friends

have commented upon Mb,. Kean's readings with a volley of Barcelona
nuts, and Mb. Kean's admirers, who are stated to be more of the aristo-

cratic order, have retaliated with the best Seville oranges. The public

is scandalised, the papers daily make mirth or seriousness of the " dis-

graceful proceedings," and at length Sib Richard Mayne clears the
theatre, and Sib Geobge Gbey orders that an election for the Repre-
sentation of Othello shall take place, appointing Mb. Paul Bedeobd
(by the kind permission of Me. Webstee) Returning Officer. The day
of election is fixed for Michaelmas Day. being the Festival of St. Michael
(Oranges)

_
and All Goose, and the place of voting is 85, Fleet Street

(by the kind permission of Mr. Punch). The play-going public is

commanded to choose between Robson and Kean.
The votes are taken over Mr. Punch's counter, and as the clock of

St. Eridget or Bride strikes ten, the doors are opened by the B037
,

who saves his life by a miracle of Leotardiness, and the foremost
electors, forcibly propelled by the behinder ones, hastily bang their

stomachs against Mr. Ptmch's mahogany, and are brought up short,

and with red faces.

" Take your time, my people," says Mr. Punch, affably lighting his

after-breakfast cigar. "You have all the day before you. Clerks,
attention !

"

" I believe you, my boys ! " remarks the Returning Officer.
" For whom do you poll," is duly asked of a stout party who has

described himself as John Smith, of Highbury.
" Robson !

" roars Smith, in a determined manner. There is a
popular shout for first blood, and Mr. Punch, jumping on the counter,
declares that he will have none of those indecent manifestations of party
feeling.

_
They are convoked for a solemn duty, and there is a police

station just over the way.
The next voter is Peter Wilcox, of Brompton. Interrogated,

responds,
" Well, Sir, I think Mb. Robson plays some characters very finely,

and indeed in his own line
"

" We don't want your theatrical opinions, but your vote," thunders
Mr. Punch.

" Mrs. Wilcox, Sir, who is more of a playgoer than I am "

" More shame for you, leaving your poor wife to go to the play by
herself. You are an unworthy character, and shan't vote. Turn him
into Fleet Street," exclaims Mr. Punch.

" My name is Jeefeey Wobbleton, I live in the Temple, and I vote
for Charles Kean, because 1 knew his father."

" The assigning such a reason is proof of idiotcy," remarks Mr.
Punch, " and disqualifies the voter."
Samuel Veetebeate, of Clapham, also tenders his vote for Me.

Kean, on the ground that he did not know his father.
" Then you ought to have known his father," roars Mr. Punch.
" But, Sir, I am only five-and-twenty."
"More shame for you, and don't do it again. You may vote."
Ebenezer Cullchicrweed, of Hammersmith.
"I object to that vote," says a voice. " The law says a play-goer.

That party ain't no play-goer. He objects to theatres, says they are
aunts oi vice, and at best a waste of time. He has no right to say
nothing."
" Respond, Ebenezer," says Mr. Punch.
"I admit the facts, and vote for Mr. Kean, because, being less

attractive than Mb. Robson, he will ensnare the fewer, Sir."
" Have you been to the theatres to discover this ?

"

_
" Yes, Sir, but to avoid encouraging their wickedness, I always went

in with an order, and hissed."
" Turn him into Fleet Street. Come on, people, are you going to be

all day? Hullo, a lady." (Murmurs.) "What does that mutinous
noise mean ?

"

Some Voices. " Women ought not to vote."

"But they shall vote," storms Mr. Punch, in a fearful rage. "It is

a woman's question. The theatres are kept up by the women. Who'd
go to a theatre when he could smoke at his club in peace, if he hadn't

to convoy Ins females ? Come up, M'm, and I'll disfranchise anybody
who even pushes you. What's your name ?
" Matilda Jemima Judkins, Kemiington Oval."
" I believe you, my girl !

" said the Returning Officer.
" And you vote for ," asks Mr. Punch.
" Mb. Robson, of course. Bless you, Sir

"

" I am sure I am very much obliged to you, M'm."
" Oh, he is so funny. I declare that when he played in something, I

forget the name of the piece, but I think it was something about
Mr. Benson, so it might be the Clockmaker's Hat ; no, it couldn't be

that, because it was something about obliging Mr. Benson. Well, it

doesn't matter what the name of the piece was, but I know I laughed
till the tears rau down my face."

" And, therefore, M 'm," said Mr. Punch, smiling, " you think he
ought to play Othello ?"

Well, a clever man 's a clever man all the world over, and a person
who can play one thing can play another."

" Can you play cribbage, Mbs. Judkins ?
"

" Yes, Sir, pretty well. I like it."
" Can you play the ophicleide, Mbs. Judkins ?

"

" You ought to be ashamed to ask a woman such a question, Sir.

What, that great snorting thing ?—Lor ! are you mad ?
"

"As is cribbage to ophicleide, so is Benson to Othello, M'm; but you
do not argue badly for a lady critic, and as I am aware that you
express the sense of a large portion of your sex, you may vote.

Eh, Paul?"
" I believe you, my boy !

" said the Returning Officer.

Various incidents marked the day's polling, and some trouble was
occasioned by a young gent from an attorney's office who insisted that
Me. Bedford ought to play Othello, and who would vote for nobody
else. A splendid testimonial that had been presented to Mb. Kean by
his friends, was paraded before the door in the course of the day, but
was instantly removed by Mr. Punch's orders, as being an intimidating
device. Several actors voted, but under protest that though their can-
didate might be better than the other, neither was fit to hold a candle
to themselves. Two Shaksperian commentators desired to make their

votes conditional on the candidate's coming to the voter, and being
coached up in the part, of which, in the voter's opinion, he knew nothing.
Three fast men, who understood that the play was Othello according to

Act_ ofParliament, refused to poll when they heard that it was only that
awful old blank-verse bosh. An admirer of new readings insisted ou
the candidate for whom he voted undertaking that Othello should hang
himself, but was utterly smashed by Mr. Punch's reply that the Moor,
at the time of his suicide, was already suspended from the command of
the Venetian army. The candidates kept pretty near together, and the
struggle waxed very fierce as the hour of closing drew near, when
bribery was said to be freely resorted to, partisaus of Mb. Robson
offering tickets to see him in Daddy Hardacre, and friends of Me. Kean
tendering admissions to his performance of Louis the Eleventh. Even
on these terms, the best either side could offer, no very great difference

in the numbers occurred until 3'30, when Mr. Punch, throwing away
the butt-end of his seventy- fourth cigar, demanded to vote. The crowd
gave way.

" I poll for Mb. Kean. (Sensation.) Unhesitatingly. His per-

formance is alter my own heart, and (modestly) I do not think that I
could play Othello much better than he does."
From this moment the election was virtually settled, and when St.

Bride's struck four, and Mr. Punch ordered his now triumphant Boy
to avenge his morning wrongs by kicking the public into the street,

it was known that Mr. Kean was elected to play
_
Othello. The

declaration of the poll and the addresses of the candidates were, of

course, postponed.
" A hard day's work, Me. Bedfoed," said Mr. Punch. " Will you

come up to my room, and have some Hock and Seltzer ?
"

" I believe you, my boy !
" said the Returning Officer.

Why shouldn't we have this sort of thing in England ? Why are the
French to have all the fun ?

The Bishop Most Eager for Translation.

No, we don't mean you, Doctor .
_

It must be that poor little

foolish converted English Bishop whom his Popish employers have used
as a Bourbon tool, and who is lying in an Italian prison under a heavy
sentence. Couldn't he be let out, Italia? You don't keep cages for

such very helpless little rats as that ? Ratazzi, for the sake of your
name, let him go. Translate that very little Bishop, and give him
letters dimissory to Rome. Please let him out. We wouldn't ask it

if he were other than harmless, but what can be feared from such a
" convertite ?

"
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Clara (tripping on to the Parade tumbles up against that young man corning round
the corner). " Oh 1 I beg your pardon I I hope I haven 't

"

Swell. " Haw, not at all—don't Mention it ; po'm' icord rather Wee it/"

SABBATARIAN ASSERTION.

At Edinburgh the. other day, a meeting was held by numerous enemies of

religious liberty. The Loud Provost, according to the Times, presided over
them, and the assembly of bigots comprised the leading members of the Presby-
terian and other sects, including adherents of the Eree Kirk desirous of abridging
the freedom of others. The object of these fanatics was to oppose a petition

signed by 1,400 of the working classes and addressed to the Lords of the Treasury,
asking that the Edinburgh Botanical Gardens shall be open on Sunday. This con-

course of Sabbatarians was haraugued by Doctors Muir, Guthrie, Thomson,
and Begg, and by some sanctimonious and stupid bailies. They had the folly to

vol e resolutions :

—

" Expressing regret and alarm that the gardens should be sought to be opened on the Lord's
Day .... and setting forth that such a proposal was opposed not only to the Divine command-
ment, but to the law and usages of Scotland, and the convictions and feelings of the great
majority of the Scottish people, and that setting aside the authority of the Sabbath as a Divine
institution would remove the only efficient barrier which protects the working man from uninter-
rupted labour."

The only truth which the foregoing statement contains, if it contains any, is the
assertion that a tyrannical Scotch majority is desirous of shutting the minority
of Scotchmen out of the Edinburgh Botanical Gardens on a Sunday. We trust,

however, that not even this is true, and that the population of Scotlaud does
not chiefly consist of fools no better than real thistle-eating asses. The last of
the above-quoted assertions is one of such a nature that those who concurred in it

would agree in saying anything-

, regardless of veracity. Why, Kew Gardens have
long been open tothc English Public on a Sunday. Does the English workman,
then, lead a life of uninterrupted labour ? Perhaps the Lord Provost of Edin-
burgh, and the gentlemen whose names we had rather not repeat, and the stupid
unscrupulous zealots who constituted their audience, would not hesitate to say that
he does. :o

Black Ingratitude.

Sambo don't feel the Proclamation,
Like Liberty's benignant spell, come,

Eor, judging by the detestation
Shown in the North for Sambo's nation,
Our black friend 's much more Pree than Welcome.

THE GORILLA'S DILEM

(To Professor Owen & Huxley.)

Say am I a man and a brother,
Or only an anthropoid ape ?

Your judgment, be 't one way or 'tother,

Bo put info pc sitive shape.
Must 1 humbly take rank as quadruman
As Owen maintains that 1 ought

:

Or rise into brotherhood human,
As Huxley has flatt 'ringly taught ?

Eor though you may deem a Gorilla

Don't think much of his rank in creation,

If of feeling one have a scintilla,

It glows to know " who 's one's relation"

—

Apes and monkeys (now crowding by dozens
Their kinship with us to have proved),

Or an Owen and Huxley for cousins,

Though, it may be, a little removed.

If you ask me my private opinion,

(Which humbly throughP«#c//. is submitted)
Eor which sphere of nature's dominion

I seem to myself to be fitted:

To speak with decision I'm funky,
Nature's field when I selfishly scan,

Eor in some points if man 's above monkey,
In some monkey 's far above man.

My ignorance needs no apologies

—

With anatomy nought I've to do

—

This, with all the appurtenant "ologies"
I leave, my professors, to you.

But the points wherein /say that man
_

Must perforce monkey own his superior,

Are where man apes the apes all he can,

And yet to the apes is inferior,
j

Thus, in power of jaw apes beat fellows

Of your own scientific societies ;

The P.E. they outrival in " bellows,"
In gymnastics your first notorieties.

What 's Blondin to every chimpanzee,
Or Leotard great in trapeze.''

If their feats rouse the public to frenzy,

What rapture a gibbon should raise !

You 've low comedy actors consummate
In gagging, grimacing and chaff;

But in many who 'd Buckstone look glum at

The monkey-cage wakens a laugh.

What are " Cures," Nigger-dances and jibes

To the black spider-monkey's contortions ?

Before preacher-monkeys by tribes

How small seem one Spurgeon's proportions

!

One distinction alleged I must say
Betwixt man and monkey is hollow-

Where monkey or man shows the way,
Other men, other monkeys will follow.

But from all points of difference one turns

To this crowning divergence to come,

Not one man in a thousand e'er learns

To keep silent— all monkeys are dumb !

Eor distinctions of brain—cerebellum-
Posterior lobe,—hippocampus—

I leave you to cut down or swell 'em,

They are scarce the distinctions to stamp us.

Now this way now that, without end,

I 'm swayed by the pros and the cons,

As I feel man and monkey contend

Which in nature's domain are the dons.

Then help me, Professors, I pray

;

Por English opinion I value

;

(You can't think how I suffered when Gray
So pitched into me, through Du Chaillu)

Anatomy out of the question,

Had 1 better be monkey or man,
By enlightened self-interest's suggestion?

Say you— for hang me, if I can.
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[
Guildhall, 1862, Oct. 1st, 8-30 p.m.

The place is as hot

As a chimney-pot,

And somebody there is uttering, uttering

—

What does he say ?

(We can't get away)
Verily that discourse wants buttering.

" No less than twenty thousand pounds,
For excellent reasons, on glorious grounds,

We have lent or spent or given or lost,

To men of the stamp of old Zeedost,
Who waste their lives and eke their livers,

To find out why the lightning quivers,

And how the heat comes out of the sun,

And whither the tremulous meteors run,

And whence the wind its anger draws,

To find, in short, some physical cause
That superintends all physical laws.

" Where thy cleaner waters glide,

O Thames, above the London tide,

Stands the Association's pride

;

A Dome of Science, fair to view,

Among the flowery walks of Kew."

(Here the President sought to drink,

Somebody helped him in less than a wink.)

" At Kew the Photo-Heliograph
—

"

(Great applause ; too much by half

;

And a man behind me dared to laugh.)
" The Photo-Heliograph at Kew,
As everybody knows, is due
To Me. Waeeen De La Rue,

He took it out to Spain,

In a fleet of ships,

To observe the eclipse,

And brought it back again.

Ht re are Barometers,

A VOICE FROM CAMBRIDGE.
Here are Thermometers, i

Here are Hygrometers,
Carefully tested.

With all that is extant

In Quadrant or Sextant,

With all Anemometers,
All Dyrjamometers,
All Goniometers,
Kew is infested.

" Wide researches have been made,
Some on shore, and some in ocean

;

The cost of instruments is paid

Oat of the funds of the Brishashoshan.

" A vessel, specially fitted out
Por the purpose, did survey

The British coast all roundabout,
And the colonies far away,
Very magnetically
Hydrotheoretically

;

Don't forget what I say.

" A word or two about the progress
Of Science, sweet celestial ogress.

"Monsieur Delaunay, the man of the moon,
Has made up his book, and will print it

soon.

" The name of the great sky-scraper, Glaishee,
That name already is known

Through Europe, America, Africa, Asia

;

And not on this globe alone,

But e'eu in the starry heights of heaven
;

Por he journeyed upward, six or seven
English miles,

Above the house-tiles,

In mortal flesh and bone.

" Chemistry thrives ;

—

A man who dives

Into its darkest deepest nooks
Says he has blended,

Heaven-befriended,
Carbon with hydrogen." (Ob, Gadzooks!)

"And hence other compounds, more composite

still,

Have answered the call of alchemical skill

;

And he bids fair soon to produce such mixtures

As only are found in organical fixtures."

(The President, uniformly dry.

Here grew thirsty and so did I.)

" Why need we tell you how Me. Scott Bus-
sell

Has been exerting his mental muscle,
In finding relations of force and form,

Between a model ship in a storm
And waves as high as huge Cairn Gorm ?

" Artillerymen at Shoeburyness
Have made away with—I should guess

—

Pive hundred thousand, more or less,

Projectiles. Me. Baiebaien knows;
But cannot very well disclose.

" The Internatic nal Exhibition
Shows the good of competition
In things of mechanical power

;

There 's many a locomotive engine,

Would run from London to Stonehenge in

Less than a solar hour."

And still the place

Grows hotter apace :

—

A flue—and a chimney-sweep

—

Voluptuous feeling

—

The brain is reeling

—

And I'm—a—going to sleep.

THE MISSING LINK.

ouet not which is the pre-

ferable side in the Gorilla

controversy. It is clearly

that of the philosophers who
maintain themselves to be
the descendants of a Gorilla.

This is the posilion which
commends itself to right-

minded men, because it

tends to expand the sphere
of their affections, inasmuch
as it gives them a broader
view of their species. Hither-
to, however, there has been
one

_
argument against the

Gorilla theory yery difficult

to get over, namely, that
there is no known fact what-
ever which affords it the
least foundation. This is a
deficiency which we trust

we are about to supply.

A gulf, certainly, does ap-
pear to yawn between the

Gorilla and the Negro. The woods and wilds of Africa do not exhibit an
example of any intermediate animal. But in this, as in many other
cases, philosophers go vainly searching abroad for that which they would
readily find if they sought for it at home. A creature manifestly between
the Gorilla and the Negro is to be met with in some of the lowest dis-

tricts of London and Liverpool by adventurous explorers. It comes
from Ireland, whence it has contrived to migrate ; it belongs in fact
to a tribe of Irish savages : the lowest species of the Irish Yahoo.
When conversing; with its kind it talks a sort of gibberish. It is,

moreover, a climbing animal, and may sometimes be seen ascending a
ladder laden with a hod of bricks.

The Irish Yahoo generally confines itself within the limits of its own
colony, except when it goes out of them to get its living. Sometimes,
however, it sallies forth iu states of excitement, and attacks civilised

human beings that have provoked its fury. Large numbers of these

Too Bad, Really!

Look alive, Yankee ! work is not so slack

That you with fancied wrongs should hold communion,
Think of a fellow with a good broad back,

Whining because he 's turned out of the Union !

EEFINEMEJJT OE THE COAESEE CLASSES.

We are authorised to state that all Candidates for the position of

cabman, omnibus conductor, and railway official, ought to be required

to pass an examination in language and manners, satisfactory testing

their qualifications for employment in the Civil Service.

Yahoos have been lately collecting themselves in Hyde Park on a Sunday,
and molesting the people there assembled to express sympathy with
Gaeibaldi and the cause of United Italy. The Yahoos are actuated
by an abject and truculent devotion to the Pope, which urges them to
fly at all manner of persons who object to grovel under the Papal
tyranny, aud all others who assist or even applaud them in the attempt
to throw it off. Nevertheless they will howl for their own liberty to
do what they please like so many Calibans. They were organised by
the Pontifical Government to fight the Italians, at Castelfidardo, where
they failed, perhaps from want of sufficient dexterity to handle a rifle.

Here they assail the friends of the Italian monarchy with the weapons
which come more natural to them ; clubs and stones. In this sort of
warfarethey are more successful than they were on the field of battle;

and their numbers, strength, and ferocity have struck such terror into

the minds of the authorities, that the latter have judged it expedient to

yield to them. They have accordingly succeeded in the attempt to

stifle the expression of public sentiment by intimidation. It is not
wonderful that creatures so like the Gorilla should frighten anybody ;

let alone the Loed Mayoe.
The somewhat superior ability of the Irish Yahoo to utter articulate

sounds, may suffice to prove that it is a developement, aud not, as some
imagine/a degeneration of the Gorilla.

It is hoped tltat the discovery, in the Irish Yahoo, of the Missing
Link between Man and the Gorilla, will gratify the benevolent reader,

by suggesting the necessity of an enlarged definition of our fellow-

creatures, conceived in a truly liberal aud catholic spirit.
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CUB-HUNTING.
Wilkinson wonders why the Dooce they can't go odt in the Middle of the Day.

HARBEN'S LOVE SONG.
Air—" Kathleen Mavournan."

Zostera Marina, grim Manchester 's shaking,
One half of her steam-engines silent and still,

No Cotton 's at hand, and we 're all in a taking
To know where to turn for new grist for the Mill.

It seems to myself that the notion was clever,
(It came as I wandered by ocean, apart)

Thy fibre to take, and to make the endeavour
To give drooping labour another fresh start.

Zostera Marina, though Manchester slumbers,

5

And sueers apathetic my labours requite,
I 'm happy to know that inventors in numbers

Eelieve that my notion's substantially right.
So, Zostera Marina, though wise folks are calling
My project a thing that can never succeed,

He '11 never climb high who 's too frightened of falling
The proof of the pudding 's in eating, my Weed.

THE PURIFICATION OE PARIS.
The Paris correspondent of the Times writes word that :—
"A new system for laying the dust without watering the carriage-way has been

tor some time m operation in the Avenue des Champs Elys^es. It consists ofsprinkling the road with chloride of lime, which, being remarkable for its power of

eSTheTottest dly."
^^^ &nd there^^^ts^ dust from "sinS

Whether this plan will answer or no remains for a drier season than
the past to decide -but it it succeeds in laying the dust, let us hope it
will be introduced throughout Paris. Chloride of lime has, besides the
property ot absorbing moisture, that of destroying unpleasant odours •

and in sprinkling it about the French capital to lay the dust the
scavenger will, as it were, kill two birds with one stone

CARNAL CARNEY.
Our 'devout friend the Earthen Wessel has a delightfully unctuous

paragraph on its esteemed cover :—

PLUMBING, PAINTING, PAPER-HANGING, &c.W and G. PUTTY, Plumbers (whose principles accord with this
» » • Magazine), have commenced Business in the above Line, beg the favour and

support of Friends who wish for the prosperity of the Household of Faith, and also
solicit their recommendation, assuring them that the utmost reliance maybe placed
in them, both as to material and workmanship, being practical and experienced
workmen.

Certainly,_ when one thinks of it, one feels the importance of knowing
what magazine is approved by the man who comes in to mend one's
water-pipes, though we think that we could easily indicate the magazine
most likely to be sought by a plumber, whose business is with lead.

!

But any worldly caviller at the above announcement, who, in his carnal
jwisdom may call it unmitigated and profane cant, had better shut his

" onrighteous " mouth. The sarcasm, scarcely concealed, redeems the
apparent blarney. Household of Faith, indeed ! It must be a house-
hold of faith of the most absolute description, faith cognate with fatuity,
that could be attracted by such a bait—that could be lubricated by such
greasiness. We only hope that the advertisers do not mend the pipes
with such exceeding soft solder as they apply to the public, or the
Household of Faith may suffer by the New River Works.

Charade.

BY AN UNEDUCATED BUT INDIGNANT COUNTRY VISITOR TO THE INTERNATIONAL.

What Veillard proved he could not do,

What Morkish sells uncommon tough,
Make up a Station where a crew
Of railway coves use people rough. Caterham.

Theatrical Inquiry.— Questionfor Lord Llanover. Has Miss Jones;
a right to call herself Miss Herbert ? f

itin
^i»ImJ?l^ylT^U,l Pri^erf^EM^m 7 ISSS 'Sit Pa^h °f St. Pancra*. in the County of Middlesex, and Frederick Mullett Evan,, of Ne. 11, Bouverie Street, in the Precinct oS
Locdom-SATuLiT, October 18 I8S2!

Lombard Street, m tbe Precinct of Wkitefriars, City of London, and Published by them at No. 83, Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Bride, City ot



COMPLETION OF CHARLES KNIGHT'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND.
On the 10th November will be published, with a Dedication to HIS EOYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCE OF WALES, the Eighth Volume,

Price 12s., and the 58th Part, Price 3s. 6d., being the Completion of

LAR HISTORY OF ENGLAND.
BY CHARLES KNIGHT.

\Early in November will be Published, Price 2s. 6U.

,

CH'S POCKET-BOOK FOR 1863,
With a Coloured Illustration by John leech, and numerous Woodcuts by John Leech and John Tenniel.

PUBLISHED AT THE PUNCH OFFICE, 85, FLEET STREET, and sold by all Booksellers in Town and Country.
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if LANDOWNERS.-THE NO MORE PILLS OR OTHER MEDICINES EOR OLD OB, YOUNG.
-a* NEW LAND REGISTKI! AOT ANDNEW LAND REGISTER ACT AND
HOW TO USE IT. With explanatory Notes and
estimated expenses, by W. D. Bruce, of Lincoln's
Inn, Barrister-at-Lavv.
Stevens, Son & Haynes, Bell Yard, Temple

Bar, per post, 7s. 6d. in stamps.

ACCIDENTS ABE UNA^
£&. VOIDABLE.—Every one should there-
fore provide against them. The RAILWAY PAS-
SENGERS' ASSURANCE COMPANY Grant
Policies for sums from 4J100 to jtlllOO, assuring
against ACCIDENTS OF ALL KINDS. *1(>2,817
have been paid by the Company as compensation,
for 56 fatal cases and 5041 cases of personal injury.
For Forms of Proposal, &c, Apply to the Provin-

cial Agents, or to the Head Office, H4, Cornhill.
William J. Vjan, Secretary.

Pronounced by Connoisseurs
M THE ONLY GOOD

SAUCE."
None genuine without. Name on

wrapper, label, bottle,
and stopper.

*«* Sold by Crosse & Bi.ackwell;
Barclay & Sows ; and Grocers

and Oilmen universally.

ftOCKS'S CELEBRATEDW BEADING SAUCE,
Which is bo highly esteemed with Fish, Same,
Mcaita, Soups, Gri;. 6 , Gravies, Hot & Cold MeatB,
and unrivalled for general use, is Sold by the most
respectable Dealers in Fish Sauces.

C. Cocks, Beading, Sole Manufacturer.

"PRICE'S GLYCERINE.* may be had from any Chemist in 4 lb.,
J lb. and Is. bottles—the stoppers of which are se-
cured by a capsule, lettered "Price's Patent,"
Lelmont, Vaushall, London, S.

fOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT
fc wili cure bad legs, bad breasts, sore

nipples, wounds and ulcers, however malignant.
Thousands can testify to the truth of this statement.

" We find the safest remedy in DU BARRY'S delicious health-restoring

SAUCE.

LEA AND PERMITS'
WORCESTERSHIRE

OF "S.4.NGSTERS' ALPACA" UMBRELLAS,
for which they have been again awarded a

PRIZE MEDAL,
have been made under their Patent. These Um-
brellas may be had of all Dealers, and should have
Labels bearing the words " Sangstebs' Alpaca."
Goods of their own Manufacture having the word
" Makers."

W. & J. Sangstek. Patentees, 140, Regent Street

;

94, Fleet Street ; 10, Royal Exchange
; 7b, Cheapside.

N.B. Observe the Name.

VENTILATING STOVES. -
» Cheap, Simple, Efficient, and Durable.

Thousands have been sold ana universally approved.
They are suitable for Halls, Warehouses. Conserva-
tories, and every situation where a Close Stove is
required. The large sizes are extensively used in
Churches, Chapels, and Public Buildings with great
effect and economy. Prices 50s., 60s., 70s , 90s., and
120!. Prospeclus with engravings, gratis, and post
free. In operation daily. The Trade supplied.
Deamb & Co.. Opening to the Monument, London

Bridge. Established A.D. 1700.

PHUBB'S PATENT DETEfrW TOR LOCKS ; Chubb's Fire and Bur-
glar Proof Safes; Chubb's Fireproof Strong-rocm
Doors: Chubb's street Door Latches, with small
keys; Chubb's Cash and Deed Boxes.—Illustrated
Price List sent free.

Chubb & Sun, No. 57, St. Paul'B Churchyard.

For Habitual Constipation, Dyspepsia (Indigestion), Palpitation, Acidity, Nausea, Consumption,
Coughs. Golds, Asthma, Bronchitis, Hfemorrhoids, Nervousness, Biliousness, Torpidity of the
Liver, Debility, &c."—Andrew Ure, M.D., F.R.S. ; Dr. Harvey, Dr. Shorland, Dr. Campbell.
We extract a few out of 58,000 Cures:—Cure No. 58,216 ofthe Marchioness de Brelian, Paris, 17th

April, 1862.—" In consequence of a liver complaint, i. was wasting away for seven years, and so
debilitated and nervous that I was unable to read, write, or in fact attend to anything, with a
nervous palpitation all over, bad digestion, constant sleeplessness, and the most intolerable
nervous agitation which prevented even my sitting down for hours together. The noises of
the street, and even the voice of my maid, annoyed me. I felt dreadfully low spirited, and all

intercourse with the world had become painful to me. Many medical men, English as well as
French, had prescribed for me in vain. In perfect despair I took to Dti Barry's Revalenta
Arabica, and lived on this delicious Food for three months. The good God be praised ; it has
completely revived me, I am myself again, and able to make and receive visits and resume my
social position. Accept, Sir, the assurance of my deepest gratitude and of my highest consider-
ation.

—

Marchioness de BrIshan."
Cure, No. 1,771. Lord Stuart de Decies, of many years' dyspepsia.—No. 49,832. " Fifty years'

indescribable agony from dyspepsia, nervousness, asthma, cough, constipation, flatulency,
spasms, sickness, and vomiting. Maria Joly."—Cure, No. 58,816. Field-Marshal the Duke of
Pluskow, of dyspepsia, constipation, nervousness, and liver complaints.—Cure, No. 47,121.
Miss Elizabeth Jacobs, of extreme nervousuess, indigestion, gatherings, low spirits, and nervous
fancies.—Cure, No. 54.816. The Rev. James T. Campbell, Fakenham, Norfolk, " of indigestion
and torpidity of the liver, which had resisted all medical treatment; inquiries will be cheer-
fully answered."
In tins, 1 lb., 2s. 9d. ; 2 lb., 4s. M. ; 5 lb., lis. ; 121b., 22s. Super reBned quality, 10 lb., 33s.—

Barry On Babrv & Co., No. 77, Regent Street, London: 26, Place Vendome, Paris; and 12,
Rue de l'Empereur, Brussels. Also Fortnom & Mason, Purveyors to Her Majesty.

B. JOSEPH & Co.'s

BOYS' CLOTHING AND OUT-
FITTING HOUSE,

150, REGENT STREET,
IS THE ONLY HOUSE OF THE KIND IN LONDON

Where Ladies and Gentlemen may suit their Children with every
article of dress in the most recherchd style, and at economical prices.

THE KNICKERBOCKER SUIT,
Suitable for children from two years of age to nine,

In Tweeds 15s. 6U to 30s., in Velvet 42s.

In Blue Cloth and Gilt Buttons 45s.

THE EXHIBITION SUIT,
For ten years of age, 25s. to 40s.

THE BRIGHTON SUIT.
From twelve to sixteen years of age, 28s. to 50s.

THE INVERNESS CAPE AND OYER COAT,
For all ages, from 10s. 6d. to 35s.

TO BE HAD ONLY AT

B. JOSEPH & Co.'s, 150, Regent Street, London

;

B. JOSEPH & Co.'s, 78. Grey Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne
;

B. JOSEPH & Co.'s, 92 and 93, Q/aeen Street, Portsea

;

B. JOSEPH & Co.'s, 77, and 79, Commercial Road, Landport.
COUNTRY ORDERS MOST PUNCTUALLY ATTENDED TO.

T. A. SIMPSON & Co.,
GOLDSMITHS, SILVERSMITHS, JEWELLERS, WATCH & CLOCK MANUFACTURERS,

AND IMPORTERS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF FANCY NOVELTIES.

154, Eegent Street, &8, Beak Street, and Paris, Eue de Rivoli.

TVTESSRS. T. A. SIMPSON & Co. beg respectfully to call attention to their elegant, and exten-
-"•' sive Show Rooms at 154. Regent Str et, and 8, Beak Street, containing the most choice
and beautiful Assortment of Novelties in Fancy Goods, as well as Articles of Utility of English
and F.'reiun Manufacture, both valuable and inexpensive, for presentation, forming in them-
selves an exhibition far exceeding any display of the kind in this country.

Messrs. T. A. Simpson <fc Co., in soliciting the honour of au inspection of their extensive Stock
and magnificent Premises, beg to assure all »ho may favour them with a visit, that they will
meet with a polite reception, whether Purchasers or otherwise ; and they desire to intimate
that it will be with them an invariable rule to exchange any articles purchased at then-
Establishment which may not be approved.

222, REGENT STREET, LONDON, AND
67, & 68, KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE.

MAPPIN BROTHERS
MAKE THE MOST LIBERAL ALLOWANCE FOR OLD SILVER PLATE,

EITHER FOR CASH OR IN EXCHANGE FOR GOODS.

-;
; .SE GEMTLEME3PS HEAL HEAD 0? HAIR, OR INVISIBLE

PERUKE.—The .principle upon.- which this Peruke is made is so superior to everything yet
produced, that rhe Manufacturer invites thehnnour of a visit from the Sceptic aud the Connoisseur, that one maybe

meed, and the other gratified, bv iaevecfm^ this and other novel and beautiful specimens of the Peruqueian Art, at

kio Establishment of the Sole Inventor, F. BRO'WNK, 47, FENCHURCH STUKEX.

F. BROWNE'S INFALLIBLE MODE OF MEASURING
THE HEAD.

As. dottedRound the Head, in manner of a fillet, leavin
t hy Ears loose

From the Forehead over to the poll, as deep
each way an required .. ,.

1 to 1.

As dotted
2 to 2.

1

Inchea. Eighths*'

From one Temple to the other across the rise As marked
or Crown of ;-he Head to where the Hair r-owe 3 to 3.

TEE CHARGE FOR THIS UNIQUE HEAD Of
HAIR, ONLY £1 10*.

T MAPLE AND Co. FOE
«* » CARPETS.
TEN THOUSAND PIECES RICH BRUSSELS,

From 2«. 6rf. to 2s. Ui. per yard.
VELVET ANU TURKEY CARPETS,

in Great Variety.
Entrance 145, Tottenham Court Road.

TIINING AND
«&* ROOM FURNITURE.

The Eugenie Easy-chair, price '25«.

The Prince of Wales Chair, price 32a.
The Vienna Easy.chair, price 35«.
The Paraxon Couch, price 3 guineas.
The Prince of Wales Couch, price 3J guineas.

J. Maflb & Co.

ROWLANDS' Macassar U1L, for prorooting
the Growth, Restoring and Beautifying the Human
Hair.
ROWLANDS* KALYDOR for Improving and

Beautifying the Complexion and Skin, and Eradi-
cating Cutaneous defects.
ROWLANDS' ODONTO, or Pearl Dentifrice, for

the Teeth, Gums, and Breath.
Sold at 20, Hatton Garden, and by Chemists and

Perfumers.

f*ARTE DE VISITE PQR-V TRAITS of 2,000 Popular Men aud
Women of the Day are published at It. bd. each by
Messrs. Mbcqi akd Bazin, 112, Regeut Street.
Also many hundreds of Drawing-room Albums for
ditto on sale, from 2s. 6d. to tea guineas each.

Catalogues of names post free.

ROBINSON'S PATENT
BARLEY, for making quickly and at

small cost superior Barley Water.

ROBINSON'S PATENT
GROATS, the most esteemed and best

known preparation for making pure Gruel.

BY APPOINTMENT.
"WHIP MANUFACTURERS,

314, Oxford Street, London.

Agents.—All Saddlers in every Country Town.
A large assortment of the following GOO OS always
in stock :—Spurs, dog chains, couples and collars,
greyiioind slips, whistles, ferret bells, do* bells and
muzzles, drinking flasks. Sandwich cases, hunting
and post horn", tourist kegs, birdcalls. &c. &c.

PLASK'S NEURALGIC
\f TI NOTO RK, a certain permanent cine
for NEURALGIA. TIC- 1 'OLOREUX, AGUE, and !j

all NERVOUS AFFECTIONS.—Claek. Dorking. §

London Depot, 67, St. Paul's. Sold by all Chemists. 9

Price 2s. 9d.,4s Sd.
Reference—The Rev. Sir F. Gore Ouseley, Bart., f

M.A., Mas. Bac. Oson.

UNWIN AND
ALBERT'S COLUM- I

BIA.N HAIR DYE changes
]Gray Hair to a natural Brown \

or Black. Its application is
|most easy, the Hair being
|

coloured permanently the
gmoment it is touched by |

me Dye. In Cases ai 5a. Get
g

\0s. &d.,-& 21*.— 24, Piccadilly. I

PQR PERFUMING APART-
JA MENTS INSTANTLY AND MOST j

AGREEABLY.—The Pastilles Allumettes emit a
most delicious perfume immediately on being lighted,

and are the most easily appiied of all fumigating
apparatus. Price bd. per Bundle.

H. Rigge,35, New Bood Street.

fiOCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS^ PILLS, for Indigestion, Bilious, Liver,
and Stomach Complaints. Prepared only uy James
Cockle. 18, New Ormond Street, auu iu tie had of

all Medicine Vendors, in boxes at Is. ijd., 2*. 9d..,

4c. ftrf.f and lis.
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AT DIEPPE.

Jones. "H'm! Here's a pretty to-do! Can't find mt Machine now!'

MILITARY IF NOT NAVAL INTELLI-
GENCE.

A Pontoon bridge bas been made, from tbe
designs of Captain Eowke, for tbe Viceroy of
Egypt. This bridge was lately tried on the
Serpentine in Hyde Park, by the First Middlesex
Engineer Volunteers and a party of the Royal
Engineers. Tbe newspaper account of the pro-
ceedings informs us that tbe bridge baving been
laid down over the Serpentine :

—

" The pontonniers ' fell in.'
"

Tin's was before they got upon the bridge, ob-
serve, civilian reader. No accident occurred.
Captain Fowke's bridge, we are happy to find,

did not break down. In continuation, we are
told that the pontonniers were march 'd and
trotted across it " ' four deep,' subjecting it to
tbe greatest possible strain, which it bore without
wetting a plank." Although, therefore, our
brave pontonniers fell in, the gallant fellows
happily escaped a ducking.

Fashionable Intelligence.

The new name for Crinoline promises to give

that elegant style of dress a fresh lease in the
devout and fashionable world. On dit at Paris
that an Illustrious Lady has presided in tbe
Camarilla, wearing a magnificent vestment, ex-

tended on hoops of vast circumference, and
(igured with the genuine pattern of the Sccn-

benito, copied from tbe original design of tbe
Spanish Inquisition. It is whispered that this

pretty garment was a present from Rome in-

tended as a reward of filial devotion and valuable

services, to which its national and ecclesiastical

significance render it a most suitable testimonial.

LECTURES EOR RUFFIANS.

Mb. D'Eyncourt had before him the other day a case in which

two fellows were charged with certain acts of cruelty to a poor animal.

To the biped beasts, for their conduct to the quadruped, the Magis-

trate said

—

" What ought to be done to brutes like you is this. You ought to be flogged up
and down the place where you committed such atrocity."

Mr. Punch, though no advocate for indiscriminate chastisement, is of

opinion that the excellent Magistrate was right. But it occurs to Mr.
Punch that inasmuch as tbe object of all punishment is instruction and
example, tbe lesson which Mb. D'Eyncourt would give to cruel men
and their friends, might be most advantageously administered in the

most calm and argumentative form, that of a sort of Lecture. There
should be no anger, no vengeance, but all should be done gently and
with precision.

For instance, take one of the above ruffians, and, undraping him to

the requisite extent, lead him into a circle, to be kept by the police.

His friends, the roughs, are around, but will be deterred by other cir-

cumstances from any interference.

Professor Punch undertakes to deliver tbe Lecture. He enters,

attended by a broad-shouldered assistant, Mr. Slasher, who has
selected a good whip from the laboratory of tbe Professor.

The ruffian, whose name is James Blight, has been convicted of
cruelty to a horse.

The Professor addresses him.

"Blight, listen to me/'

_
Mr. Blight probably grants his entire permission to Mr. Punch to

visit a locality in which good intentions form tbe pavement.

The Professor takes no notice of this permit, but proceeds.
" You, Blight, have been shown to have treated a horse with great

cruelty. I am willing to believe that your act arose, as do very many
similar crimes, from ignorance. You are not aware, probably, that

when a whip descends violently upon the skin, either of man or beast,

great pain is caused. I could wish you to comprehend this thoroughly
;

and my young friend and assistant here will conduct an experiment
which I am induced to hope will elucidate this matter for you. If you
please," says the Professor, with a smile to his co-operator.

Seven hearty cuts descend upon Mr. Blight's shoulders.
" Thank you! " says Mr. Punch. " Now, Mr. Blight, may I pro-

ceed, on the understanding that you are convinced that the operation

in question is painful ?
"

Mr. Blight, with a very red face, discharges a volley of very irrele-

vant and irreverent language.

"Ah!" says tbe Professor, regretfully. "I have failed, but (apolo-

getically) experiments will occasionally fail, and the philosopher's duty
is undiscouraged to repeat them until success rewards him. If you
please, Ma. Slasher."

Seven more cuts descend upon Mr. Blight.
" There, here, hold !

" bellows Mr. Blight, " do you want to kill a

fellah?"
"Observe," remarks Mr. Punch mildly to the crowd, "the difficulties

which beset the philosopher. He either fails to attain his object, or he

attains too much. I merely desired to prove to our friend that this

kind of operation was pain'ul, and he jumps to tbe conclusion that it is

fatal. I trust, however, to bring him to that via media, which is

tutissima. If you please, Mr. Slasher."
A third application, by tbe assistant, renders Mr. Blight tolerably

docile.
" You now are convinced, I hope, that I was accurate in stating that

whipcord, violently applied, hurts, Mr. Blight ?
"

" I should think I was," growls Mr. Blight.
"Ah! you do not admit it fully— only in a qualified way. You

should think that you were convinced—you will not allow that you are

convinced. I fear I must trouble you again, Mr. Slasher."
But Mr. Blight stays the uplifted weapon by a vehement declaration

that he has been hurt like fun.
" If you think it fun, Mr. Blight, I am afraid I must dispute the

accuracy of your illustration, and offer you the means of correcting it.

If you please."

But Mr. Blight expresses his readiness to say anything. He allows

that flogging hurts very much indeed.
" In that case, Mr. Blight, and gentlemen, I think we may bring

the lecture to a close. Iain quite sure that it will not be forgotten,

and that, after this, no one before me will be guilty of cruelty, now that

he bas seen the suffering it causes. I will only add that should anyone
so far forget himself, I am authorised by Professor D'Eyncourt to

say that the experiment of to-day will be repeated, with additional

apparatus in the shape of a cat-o' -nine-tails. I have the honour to wish

you a good morning."

Whether a course of lectures of this description might not be found

available in cases of extraordinary brutality, is a subject which Mr.
Punch hereby assigns to the British Forum as one for debate.

VOL. XLIU.
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here are minds so destitute

of moral sense that they re-

gard the most awi'ul atroci-

ties as funny. A Bidel'ord

Correspondent of the Morn-
ing Post writes a letter to

that journal, in which part of

it appears headed " Novel
Capture of Foxes," and
commencing thus :

— " The
Braunds of Bucks, or the

foxes and fish-hooks, properly

delineated, would make an
amusing comedy." And then

it proceeds to relate the fol-

lowing horrible story :

—

" Not long ago, James Braixp,
a fisherman residing at Bucks, in

the Parish of Parkham, North
Devon, having baited a hook with
a ling's maw, ' tilled ' it on the

beach to catch gull, or any other

sea bird. He buried the greater

I

at of the maw, which concealed
i he treacherous hook, in the
.shingle. When he came to lo"k
after his hook, and to see what he
had caught, he was not a little

surprised to find a fine fox danc-
ing and capering about at the
extent of its tether. He deemed
it the surest way to secure his

prize to shoot it, and soon got his

gun and bagged the vixen."

"Who will envy the feelings

of a writer who could pen
such a narrative as the fore-

going, and put a simple full

stop at the end of it, and not

a note of execration? But
this historian of a shocking act of vulpicide actually speaks of that crime as if it

were a sporting exploit. The unhappy Braund had the misfortune to catch a fox.

He "got his gun and bagged the vixen !
" What would any man of well-regulated

mind have done under the circumstances? He would, of course, have carefully

secured the fox, and extracted the hook, or got a veterinary surgeon, if necessary,

to remove it by an operation under the influence of chloroform. Instead of thai

this monster, Braund, shot the fox !

The hand that has once been stained with vulpine blood will be apt, on opportu-

nity, to shed more. Accoulingly we are told, in continuation, that :

—

" Last Tuesday Mr. Bp.abnd had another and almost equally strange fox adventure. His
fishing nets had been spread to dry, and as is the custom, the clog-fish had been shock out, but
it is supposed that one of these must have been under the net, and attracted a fox out on a forage.

At all events, Captain Beaund found a fine old dog fox rolled up in the net. It is thought
that in his efforts to draw out the fish lie drew up the loose net and entangled himself, and the
more he struggled to free himself the more inextricably he became entangled. On seeing the
nature of the prisoner, ' Here s a greyhound, Lucifer,' said Braund, and then, looking at the
fox, added, ' Thee 'it not content with faesting on Lady Elwes's hares and rabberts these eight
or ton years, but have been scouring the baich for viseh ; I'll cook thy goose for tha now.'
Whereon, as Braund afterwards said, ' the cratur looked so vashous that I vetched my gun and
soun settled his vishing perpensities.'

"

How forcibly this wretched clown of a fisherman must remind the fox-hunter
who is familiar with the poetry of Coleridge of the tale of that spell-bound av.cient

mariner who so ruthlessly shot the albatross. But the slayer of the albatross

repented him of his act. Not so the destroyer of two foxes. The writer who,
in a tone^ of unfeeling levity, relates the slaughter of those victims, thus describes
the way in which the perpetrator of that deed disposed of the last of them :

—

" It was what is called in the locality a greyhound dog fox, of mature age.weighing 12Jlb.,
and a regular beauty in symmetry and appearance. Mr. Braund has presented the animal to a
Bideford printer, who intends to have it x^reserved and set up."

The captor of a dog fox, of mature age, weighing 12J lb., and a regular beauty
in symmetry and appearance, not only shoots the fox, but glories in the act, and
gives the animal to lie stuffed and preserved as a memorial of what he deems a
creditable achievement ! And the chronicler of his crime expresses the opinion
that it would make an amusing comedy. Vulpicide in jest ! Fox-hunting readers,
think of that ! Imagine a human being so destitute of every feeling of propriety as

to conceive the idea of making fun of shooting a fox

!

'" Paxlez-Yous Fraiacals?"

If so, you will appreciate the following •.

—

" What has lifted M. Drouxn de Lhuys into the Ministerial chair vacated by
M. Thouvekel?" asked De Mobkt of Persigny.

" La force du genie? El;, no:1,—la force d'EcGENiE."

THE COUNTRY MAGISTRATE.

{By a Policeman who is expected to recover?)

When a poacher stands in the Sessions dock,

By a stalwart Bobby with stiff black stock,

And around him gaolers and beadles wait,

What a thundering Jove is the Magistrate !

O, how from his high and well-guarded chair,

The Magistrate storms at the criminal there,

And how does our garrulous friend dilate

On Property's rights ; does our Magistrate.

So stern his look and so bold his phrase,
Such promise of valour his glance conveys,
That, you feel quite happy to think one State
Holds you and that terrible Magistrate.

But if you 'd see that Magistrate cowed,
See him brought up to a lawless crowd,
That hints with brickbats and pieces of slate

Its mild dislike of our Magistrate.

" Brought up," says I, and indeed it 's true
That bringing him up 's not easy to do,
When missiles threaten the sacred pate
Of our terrible, terrified Magistrate.

Down go houses and stores and shops,
Battered the brave policeman drops,

But i he deuce a thing but cackle and prate
Will he do, our bumptious Magistrate.

Those burniug houses have thrown new lights

On his worship's views of Property's rights;

He thinks of his windows, and stacks, and plate,

And " won't stir ill-feeling," the Magistrate.

0, what a change from the Session chair

Is the sight of the white-faced gentleman there :

" Hoping excitement will soon abate "

—

What a thundering sneak is the Magistrate

!

But, what 's the use of my making rhymes ?

You 've learned the lesson ten thousand times,

That the thing you buy at the dearest rate,

Is the non-paid Noodle, a Magistrate.

Birkenhead Hospital, Oct. 22.

TRAIN ON THE BAIL AGAIN.

_
The notorious Traix, the would-be introducer to this

side of the Atlantic of Yankee street-railways, Yankee puffs

and Yankee log-rolling having got off the rails here, gone to

smash, and been taken back from White-Cross Street to

the United States for repairs, has been blowing off steam
at Philadelphia, which condenses into a stream of dirty

water, aimed at England and the English. The following

Yankee flowers of eloquence from Train's choice bouquet
deserve culling :

—

" The English are a nation of cowards, and have been so all the
days of their lives. Where have they ever fought ? Show me a battle-

field ! . . . The whole country is pauperised; they are a nation
of beggars. . . . You may slap them in the face and kick them ;

and there is no fight in them. . . . Ought Americans to fight

them? We must take men of our own size. We are educated as

children, never to strike women or old men, and we ought to keep
ha,nds off of England (sk), and leave the Irish to whip her. ... I

believe sincerely that Lord Palmerston poisoned Prince Albert for

the purpose of usurping the throne. . . . Palmerston was out of

office at one time, and a scurrilous pamphlet appeared against the
Queen, which he took to her, and said, ' Your husband is a dead man
in ten days unless things are changed. ' In four days he was back in

office again, but the Queen hates him, and has not spoken to him
since Prince Albert's death. This is well known in England ! .

. . By-and-by European capitalists, lords and princes, will be
coming over here to invest their money. . . . The English people
are a nation of liars, and I have told them that right square in their

teeth. I am going back one of these days to tell them so again."

From this it is plain that the Train we had considered

shivered to smithereens is on the rail again, with a venge-

ance. It is evident that, however familiar with smashes,

neither this Train nor its Yankee drivers, have any notion

of a break, or it w"ould have been pulled up short in its

rabid and random career.
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SIR CHARLES COLDSTREAM ON A NEW
SENSATIONAL SYSTEM.

Most people will remember I was miserably " used up " when some
years ago I visited Vesuvius, and could see "nothing in it." I then

married, and within five years (having been blessed once with dupli-

cates) I found myself surrounded by seven smiling olive branches.

My old enemy was now pretty well subdued, my ennui was rapidly

evaporating. Still as Pope says, "Man never is, but always to be

blest." Occasionally I felt that aching void which a fireman's dog
might experience if chained to a kennel when the engine turns out. I

accordingly arranged with the district Policeman to call me whenever
he saw a vivid illumination in the skies, without regard to distance or

time. Not content with this kind of volatile salt, 1 have recently given

orders for a Fire Escape of my own, and hope with the assistance of

my gardener to be of some service if my neighbours will kindly apply

their lips to the speaking tube, which they will find immediately under

the Visitors' Bell.

This is the age of dynamics. Intellect has had its march. Muscles
are now on their stretch. Genius doubtless is very attractive, re-

sembling in that respect a magnet, Round Shakspeare what bright

particles gather ! Genius however is no match for gymnastics, which
as a transpontine manager shrewdly observed, " draw like a blister."

The agile adapter of the Colleen Baton, before he took his celebrated

header, must have calculated to a nicety what impetus was required to

carry a body into the carpet of popularity. Passion, poetry, and that

sort of thing, were considered pretty by George the Third and his

subjects, when the fine old English gentleman used to take the little

Princesses to a provincial theatre. Cumberland must oft en, I fancy,

have shed grateful tears to see so many plumed heads nodding then-

approval of his sentimental comedies. Siddons and O'Neil—Katherine
and Belvidera—are associated with our inflexible grandmothers, with
black velvet and point lace, with minuets and buckles, Bath chairs,

harpsichords, long-stage coaches, pigtails, and such like remnauts of

Arcadian simplicity. Audiences had then evidently much moisture in

their composition. They dissolved at Jane Shore and Isabella like

isinglass. Five Act tragedies were not merely endured—they were
enjoyed. It seems almost incredible, but my physician, who has a

lively recollection of John Philip as Coriolamis, assures me it's a
fact.

Players now, I am told, have to pay a double hazardous premium on
the insurance of their lives, and the Policy is vacated if they spring

from the " flys." It is hard upon those glowing aspirants who can
only catch notoriety by o'erleaping the modesty of nature. They must
be " up" to the mark of public expectation, and must follow their leader,

the Spirit of the Times, wherever that Spirit vaults. Fine acting was
formerly compared to flashes of lightning, but I question if the electric

fluid pur et simple would now melt anything more stubborn than a

cook. It really demands a thunderbolt to "bring down" the galleries,

and as for the pit " rising" at an artiste, such a phenomenon is never
seen until he is several feet above it.

Men who have been admitted to the best Schools of Anatomy may
have little relish for these sensation spectacles. To fellows less for-

tunate a coup_ de tlwdtre is perhaps highly acceptable if it result in a
brilliant surgical operation. It would not become me to disparage such
popular entertainments. At one period of my life I would have ap-

plauded the first step to a dislocation, and have freely encored the most
blundering mode of attaining a compound fracture. Nemo mortalium
omnibus horis sapit.

_
Thank goodness, I can now live and let others

live, no longer considering that those who hold the mirror up to nature
derive lustre from a spinal contortion or a cork arm. If a cow can
jump over the moon, I shall be pleased to see her, but I wouldn't
encourage my milkman to do it. Some may suspect that these are
the morbid sentiments of an anchorite. Permit me to say they are
mistaken.
My prime resources in my hours of gloom are however of a much

more perilous nature. My wife's mother, I rejoice to say, exhibits a
magnificent hoop, of which the periphery corresponds with ope of the
larger wheels to Pickford's Vans. I never take her arm without
anticipating every moment to put my foot in it. Then I have secured
shares in several new companies, and having paid the deposit money,
and signed the Deed of Settlement, I am in hopes that with visions of
a Chancery imbroglio, and summonses to show cause why I, Sir
Charles Coldstream, Bart., should not be enrolled among those
.Joint Stock Martyrs, whose names will descend to posterity on the
imperishable " list of contributories," my mind will be kept at fever
heat for some years to come. A little piece of land, which wanting a
paddock, I bought of the reputed Devisee, my Solicitor now informs
me, is likely to be required by the Heir-at-law, there being sonre in-

formality about the Will, which was not at all signed by the Testator,
whose signature was requisite to give it validity. Once in the vacation
I treat myself (and only myself) to a trip in a cheap Excursion train,

and seldom return without feeling my blood warmed, partly from com-
passion for my unlucky fellow-travellers, but chiefly by indignation at

those white-cravated gamesters, in the disguise of Managing-Directors,
who stake " compensation" against " dividends," and play in Tunnels
and on Embankments with human bones for dice.
In conclusion, Jet me ask one pertinent question. So long as these

salutary expedients exist for stimulating the circulation, why should
people rush nightly in crowds to form a Society for promoting the
destruction ol Tumblers from rope or wire? Let a discriminating
public direct their admiration to commercial instead of bodilv flights.
Then if the Gymnasts fall, they will at worst only lapse into bankruptcy,
and if they lose then- balance, it will be felt at their bankers, and not
at their backs.

INSCRIPTION, EPIGRAM, EPITAPH, OR WHAT
YOU WILL.

{Respectfully placed at, the disposal of the Committee of the Hartley

Institution, Southampton.)

No. I.

(In Ben Jonson's manner.)

Herein interred in stone doth lie

Of Hartley's fund what law let by.
A hundred thousand pounds we know,
It into Chancery did go,
But forty thousand pounds, by gum,
It out of Chancery did come

!

Farewell the sixty thousand reft,

God speed the forty thousand left

!

Or this, if they like something simpler.—

No. II.

I was in trade by Hartley made,
One hundred thousand pound

;

He left me for an Institute,

When he was laid in ground.

Proceedings sore long time I bore,

Testator's will was vain,

Two-thirds Q. C.'s did bone in fees,

One-third doth here remain.

Or, if they arefor the high Classical

:

—
No. III.

Hie jacet

Bonoruni Hartleianorum,
Quantulumcunque

E juris peritorum faucibus

Evasit.

Heu, quantum mutatus ab illo

Acervo
Quod speravit Hartleins

Benevolently Motiumentum,
Bonarum artium i'ontem,

Nominis honorem
futurum !

LL. CM. legavit Hartleius

LL. LXM. Perempserunt lites,
]

LL. XLM. Hie couduntur.

FEDERAL ROMANCE.
Writing to Mr. Lincoln's Government after the battle of the 14th

of last month, the Federal General stated that the " rebel" army wars

totally "demoralised" and utterly "routed." Subsequently a Now
York telegram informs us that :

—

" The battle was renewed on the 17th by the Confederates with great vigour,
lasting till four o'clock in the afternoon, when the Confederates retired, leaving the
Confederate General Lokgstreet and part of his division prisoners."

This telegram itself is an illustration of the saying, particularly

applicable to American news, that we should never believe more than
half of what we hear. Part of it is true ; but that is only the first part.

The battle, was renewed with great vigour by the army which M'Clellan
had described as demoralised and routed—an extraordinary army

!

General Longstreet and his division were captured by General
Hooker—who commanded a division on the Federal side—with a hook.

Another Point of Resemblance.—Man, we are told, is the only

animal that laughs. Yes ; and the only animal, we may say, that is

laughed at—monkeys always excepted.
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THE GREAT EXHIBITION.

Sarah Janr. "Lawks! Wht it's Hexact like our Hemmer !

"

LIBERTY FOR WISEMAN'S LIMBS.

The friends of civil aud religious liberty will be sorry to see that the
right of the Irish Roman Catholics to the free exercise of their religion

has been grossly interfered with by the police at Birkenhead.
The British Parliamentary Debating Society persisted in holding an

adjourned meeting to discuss the question whether Garibaldi was
entitled to praise or blame, well knowing that this is a question not to

be asked in the hearing of the Roman Catholic Irish.

Accordingly, the faithful Irishmen of Birkenhead arose with one
accord, and triumphantly confuted their heretical opponents by
breaking windows, throwing stones and brickbats, sacking and looting

shops, and cudgelling, cutting, and wounding the passengers in the
streets generally, aud the police who tried to prevent this expression of
their conscientious opinious.

As the Catholic Priest, Robert Wright Brundritt, justly observes

:

" If misguided fanatics choose to call a meeting by large orange-coloured placards
headed ' Sympathy with Garibaldi,' in the very centre of at least 15,000 Catholics,
they must take the consequences, and be answerable for them."

Of course. So, likewise, or nearly so, says that ornament of the British
Legislature and the Catholic Church, Sir George Bowyer.

Notwithstanding, no less than eleven of the faithful Irish, concerned in
the Act of Faith at Birkenhead, have been taken into custody, and will

doubtless be too severely punished, according to persecuting Law
administered by Protestant Magistrates.

This is too bad. These captives are the same gentle creatures as
Cardinal Wiseman's lambs, his "dear Irish children," his "dear
children," his "children of St. Patrick," and "cherished Irish children

"

of the Pope. They are innocents who ought all to have their way. It
is not enough that the Cardinal's own particular pets have been allowed
to stifle the expression of British opinion on the Roman question. The
flock at Birkenhead and everywhere else must enjoy the same liberty.
At Madrid Joseph Alhama and Manuel Matamoros have just been
condemned to nine years' penal servitude for the practice of Protestant-
ism. Until the like outrage of Catholic feeling is equally punishable

in this country, the principle of toleration, rightly understood, requires

that the Irish Catholic mob shall be allowed to take the law into their

own bauds, and vindicate the honour and interests of their Church by
acts of spoliation and destruction, and by the means of shillelaghs aud
stones.

THE BROKEN HEADS AND BLOCKHEADS OF

BIRKE^HKAD.

Is there never a single J. P. with a workin' head
On the Magistrates' Bench that should give law to Birkenhead ?

As empty as casks, when you've staved in each firkin-head,

Are all of the justices' pates down at Birkenhead ?

Was it folly or funk seuse of duty did burk in head
Of thy Do-nothing Magistrates, ill-fated Birkenhead ?

In worse pickle was e'er piccalilly or gherkin-head

Than the pickle in which are the J. P.'s of Birkenhead,—
Who allowed Papist riot to rear up its lurkiu' head,

And the Pope's Irish blackguards to lord it o'er Birkenhead ?

Had sweet Father Brundritt the Pope or Grand Turk in head,

Wheu he hounded to mischief the rabble of Birkeohead?
One has outrage of Anglican Church and Scotch Kirk in head,

But none like this outrage of Rome's church at Birkeuhead,

When bludgeon in hand, and p'rhaps pistol and dirk in head,

The Irishry welted the p'licemen of Birkenhead
;

While specials and soldiers were chafing and perkin' head
To look out for the justices' orders in Birkenhead,

And the sapient beaks gravely wagging and jerkin' head,

Agreed to do nothing to keep peace in Birkenhead !

So obfuscate the wits, so Cimmerian the mirk in head
Of those timber-sculled noddies, the brave Bench of Birkenhead !

Question Overheard at a Second-rate Restaurant.-
your poor Lalitte ?

"

; How's
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S PA
FROM TWO DIFFERENT POINTS OF VIEW.

" Dear Punch, " Spa, October 17, 1862.

" I don't think I shall ever come back. When you see me
you may expect me. Please tell the Income-Tax Commissioners of my
intended absence, so that they may no longer trouble themselves in

sending me any more of those unpleasant quarterly reminders for non-

payment of an odious, iniquitous, inquisitorial

"But why talk of taxes in a place where such plagues are unknown ?

Here the only tax the traveller undergoes is the one that is levied on
his patience to partake of as many pleasures as he possibly can duricg

the course of four-and-twenty hours. Like a school-boy at a feast, there

are so many good things that he is puzzled to know what to begin with

first. Would that I could pocket a few, so that I might quietly enjoy

them when once again I return to that abominable big seminary, called

London, where the prizes are not at all equal to the tasks that one has

to go through ? They say that school is the happiest time of one's life,

but I can only say that if all schools are like London, in which one has

to fag so very hard, and where one gets so very little in exchange to

eat or drink, I for one have not the slightest desire ever to go back
again.

" In my opinion, the best part of school are the holidays. They are

the happiest time of one's life, if you like. The happiness would be

complete, if there were no Black Monday hanging up, like a birch-rod

against the wall, in the background.
" Spa is just the place for a holiday. The little ' boys and girls come

out to play ' all day long. The boys are of all sizes—the girls are of all

ages. From morning to night there is some game g-ing on. Laughter
is heard on every side, such romping and racing and rioting as would
pull the starch out of even a Quaker's habits, and make him join in the

fun. Every one is drest in his holiday clothes, and Mamma is generally

close by to see that no one dirties them, so you can imagine that the

romping is of that quiet nature such as would not ruffle the serenity, or

rumple a single anti-macassar, of the most delicately-arranged drawing-
room. The rioting is gay without being noisy, like the chirping of the

birds at that grand place of assignations, the Pantheon Conservatory,

in Oxford Street. Chesterfield might accept the situation here of

Master of the Ceremonies, and not be ashamed of his disciples.

"The place is a kind of open-air boudoir, curtained all round with
thick folds of trees, and made bright with innumerable little crystal

streams that do duty very well for looking-glasses. In this same
boudoir every variety of ornament is to be found. The paintings

alone on wood, make it quite a petit Louvre des dames. Work-boxes,
fans, needle-cases, screens, glove-boxes, scent-bottles, are scattered

about in every direction; and if you occasionally find a cigar-case

amongst them, it is some gallant cavalier, who has heedlessly left it

behind him. The air thrills under one perpetual serenade. You go
to sleep with the sounds of melody whispering soft lullabys in your
ear, and you wake up with a military band inviting you to 'Come to

the Fountain' where by dipping- a tumbler into the bubbling spring,

you can have a champagne breakfast for nothing. Health and pleasure
dance hand-in-hand together. The celebrated Fontaine de Jouvence
trickles down every mountain. People drink here, not only to get
merry— for many of the springs have a more exhilarating effect even
than the best 'gingerbeer from the fountain '—but to grow young
again. Invalids, who have drunk deeply of these re-juvenifying waters,
have been known to wash the accumulated snow of many winters off

their heads. Under the influence of its gentle irrigation, a head
that at first, was a perfect barren Mont Blanc, is gradually converted
into a luxuriant Primrose Hill.

" The trees have a most magnificent effect at present. Green below,
and tipped with gold at the top (for Autumn is Nature's best gilder),

they remind me, not inaptly, of the railings round the Tuileries.

"The Redoute is a handsome building, whose hospitafity is open
equally to all. Rich and poor alike are welcome to enter. Crocktokd's
in its palmiest days, would only look like so much gilt gingerbread by
the side of it. It is clothed from head to foot in gold, like a royal foot-

man. The gold overflows everywhere. Even the tables are deluged
with it. I must confess a little playing goes on here, but every one
looks so happy that I defy the most carping cynic to pick a hole in the
green baize that constitutes the playing-ground. No lawn can look
more inviting to gambol upon. What universal happiness ! The ladies
even lose their few francs with such a smiling grace that they could not
choose a happier moment to have their photographs taken. You have
all the newspapers in the world here, and if you are put in a momentary
passion by some angry leader, you are quickly softened down again into

good humour by the strains of soft music, whose notes come acceptably
to the ear as the announcement of a large legacy. Floods of light and
literature; a constant rippling cascade of melody and money, the one
not less winning than the other ; the most coquet costumes in the world,
as though the prettiest coloured pictures in the Paris fashion-books had

been suddenly endowed with life; six-footed, fat-calved Johnnies in
dazzling liveries, a la milor, waiting upon you at every step ! enfin, you
haven't anything like it in England ! And mind you, Mr. Punch, all

this exhaustless splendour without its costing the enraptured visitor a
single sou !

" I will write you more about this enchanting place to-morrow. A
partie

_
de chasse is waiting for me at the door. The French horn is

sounding. Adieu.
" Yours happily,

" Anachaksis the Youngest."

"Dear Punch, " October 18, 1862.
" I am off to-morrow. I am tired of this place. The truth is

it is a hollow deception, a snare baited by the devil. The Redoute is a
haunt of thieves that, once visited, is only bon a redouter. The, croupiers
are enough to frighten one. Their long shovels are like vulture's claws,
that clutch hold of everything that comes within their greedy grasp.
The servants have the villanous appearance of banditti dressed up in
livery. Even the players have yellow faces, like parchment that has
been stained to pass muster for some Roupell deed of forgery—there is

not a line of truth in any one of them—they are all counterfeit coun- !

tenances of honesty. I declare the presiding Lucifer of this gaming
j

Pandemonium had, to speak by the card, exactly the photographic
!

appearance of the knave of clubs. Well, may they have music playing
all the while ! Indeed, it is wanted to stifle the consciences of the
penitent—to overpower the groans of those whom they have ruined. I
left the place in sickening disgust, only too happy to have my eyes
opened to the reality of the wicked snare. To increase the mockery,
the band, as I slammed the door with awakened indignation, was
playing with jarring irony, " For est unc cMmere."

" At the bottom of the sumptuous staircase were two black looking
boxes. One was marked ' Tronc pour les Pauvres ; ' on the other was
inscribed ' Tronc pour VEopital.' Could you wish for a better moral?
I wonder how much La Banque, whose receipts last year amounted to
1,250,067, francs, puts into these poor-boxes? Not much, I fancy, for the
troncs were as small as a loser's chance of ever winning back again what
he has lost. Besides, what can wxactionnaire in a gambling joint-stock
company know about ' conscience money? '

" I would not live here for any consideration. The only talk at
the table-d'hofe and elsewhere, is about le jeu. One madmau talks of
being able to casser la Banque ; another simpleton, as green as the
cloth on which he has been squandering the means he has been hoarding
up for months, complains of being completement rase. Now, he is

drinking cold water.
_
A day or two ago, flashed with a monetary

success, he was drainiug_ champagne out of goblets. The whole air

rattles with the sounds of play. The leaves, as they murmur, seem to
imitate the shuffling of the cards; and the sti earns, as they leap from
stone to stone, convey to the ear a mocking sound of the rolling of the
dice._ The seats in the avenues and allies have lor their dorsal supports
playful representations of serpents and vultures, and well they may,
for whoever ventures to rest here will have nothing better to lean back
upon. It is nol hing but stinging and clawing, and lucky is he who
escapes with a whole skin. Everything here is serpentine, even down
to the walks. On my word, when 1 took my final stroll through this

coupe gorge of a town this morning, I thought all the houses were
numbered Trente et Quarante !

" Good bye, dear Punch. Le jeu est fait. I hasten home quickly to
enlist your powerful aid to write down these infamous dens, of which a
liberal Government, like Belgium, ought to feel ashamed.

" Yours, in anything but a playful mood,

"Anacharsis the Youngest."

[It is precisely as we suspected. The discrepancy between our correspondent's
two letters is clearly accounted for. An urgent appeal for a speedy remittance at
once lets out the secret. The first letter was written under the influence of winning
—the second under the influence of losing, when, to use the writer's own words, he
had been '

' regularly cleaned out. " Le tapis vert is dangerous ground for inexperienced
feet to venture upon. We will take care that young Anacharsis does not journey,
for the future, any further than Southend or Heme Bay.

—

Ed.]

LINCOLN RICHARD THE THIRD.

Scene— Washington. A Room in the White House.

Lincoln. What did M'Ceellan say as touching Richmond ?

Seward. That 'twould not long resist the Federal arms.

Lincoln. He told a fib : And what said Stanton then ?

Seward. He smiled and said, we '11 soon effect our purpose.
Lincoln. He was in the wrong ; and so indeed it is.

Seward—
Seward. Sirree

!

Lincoln. The slaves set free that day
Should have been loosed down South some time ago.

A black day will it be to somebody !
[Exeunt.
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LORD DUNDREARY MARRIED.

"Why, Gcorgina, here's another letter from my bwother Sam I And I'll tell you, what it is,

Georgina, if I'd have known you'd got such a b-b-b-east of a bwother-in-law as Sam, I wouldn't

have mawwied you! ! !
"

A LITTLE QUESTION.

The ribald bankrupt Yankee Teain
Declares us English fools and knaves

;

Sneaks, who when struck won't strike again,
Gluttons and blockheads, brutes and slaves.

Swears that Loed Palmeeston would make
His way, by poison, to the Crown;

But Teain has hopes that Pat will wake,
Aud tread the English tyrant down.

The fool were fun, if not so coarse,

So were the patriots of the North,
Who cheered and cheered till they were hoarse
The idiot trash he bellowed forth.

We 've crawled, no doubt, we Saxon worms,
And have been trampled for our pains

;

Is it worth while to keep on terms

Withfriends who cheer such terms as Teain's ?

The American War a 0ase of Scissors.

The North and South were a couple of sharp
blades that, when united, formed a beautiful pair
ci' scissors, that cut through every obstacle that
intervened between them, working admirably
together ; but which, the moment they were dis-

united, became a pair of daggers, the one turned
murderously against the other. The thing now
is to endeavour to separate them and prevent
their inflicting any further mischief upon each
other.

" THE CEEATUEE 's AT HIS DIETY WOEK AGAIN."

_
Teamway Teain has been vilifying the Eng-

lish. As he was known when here to be the
greatest liar in Christendom, his abuse is received
as the most fulsome flattery.

THE IMITATION MANIA.

E really wish that somebody
would somehow manage to

do something to stop the
imitation mania which is

raging so about us. People
suffer from its influence

terribly in trade, and there

is scarcely a profession that

escapes being affected by
it. Anything original in

manufacture or in art—be
it a steam chaffcutter or a
Punch cartoon, a self-acting

spring bootjack, or a Lord
Dundreary— is certain, if

successful, to be copied by
the imitators as closely as

the law, which is far too
lax, will let them. In any
trade or art, from a tinker

aud a tailor to a poet and
a painter, any one who hits

on an original idea, and by
his cleverness succeeds in

carrying it out, is sure to

find it followed by a swarm
of imitations, which simply
vulgarise the notion and
injure the true interests of

trade as well as art. Let a Lord Dundreary charm us with his whiskers
and vacuities, then a host of Lord Dundiearies instantly arise and live by
trading on the likeness that they bear to the first lord. A feminine Dun-
dreary also starts forth at the Music Halls ; and, as coarseness mixed with
crinoline rarely fails to please the frequenters of those places, the feminine
Dundreary achieves a great success. When once a "star" appears in
the theatrical horizon, a dozen denser bodies shine by borrowing its
light

: and as the public seldom takes the trouble to discriminate, the
copy is admired almost as much as the original, and people cheer the
clumsy plagiaries they really ought to hiss.

Original ideas worked out in literature or art are far less easily pro-
tected than those of manufacture. A pair of bellows is a visible and
tangible production, and an infringement of its patent may be readily

detected. But, there are scant means now of patenting, for instance, a
Dundreary, and of preventing feeble copyists from assumption of his

title, his whiskers, and his stutter, and from passing themselves off as

his brother or his wife. Other titles are moreover assumed besides his

lordship's : for the servile herd of imitators {senium pec?ts, eh, old

Hoeace ?) will filch the smallest trifle that they think wdi serve their

end. The title Once a Week sounds well, so out comes Twice a Week of

course, and this will doubtless soon be followed by Every other Day

:

aud we may naturally expect that the Monday Magazine will soon be

treading in the footsteps of the Saturday Review. Such literary piracies

should be stamped with a black flag, that people might avoid having
anything to do with them.

A PREPOSSESSING ARTIST WANTED.
" My deae Maulsticke,

" Do you want a hundred a year? I dare say that you do.

Yery few young artists don't. Well then, here you are, Sir, as the
cabmen say :

—

ARTISTS.—WANTED, in a first-rate establishment in the City, a
£* GENTLEMAN, of artistic acquirements and prepossessing manners, who is

thoroughly conversant with the posing of the figure, with the view of producing the
best effects iu portraiture. Salary £100 per annum. The most satisfactory refe-

rences will be required. Apply by letter, post paid.

"Now, I'm sure there's no denying you have 'prepossessing

manners ' (you quite won my heart last night by the graceful way in

which you blew the porter-froth off before handing me the pewter) ; and
I am ready to believe that in the intervals between your games of

pitch-ha'penny at Ribstone Street, you really have acquired some little

smattering of art. Well then, as I previously stated, here you are

!

As for references, hang it, I'm sure I and Jimmy Btjstlee can speak

with satisfaction as to how you ' pose your figure ' (when you put on
the gloves) ; and the black eye which you gave me a week or two ago

was one of the ' best effects in portraiture' the fellows said they'd ever

seen. So don't be proud, old chap. Your Finding of Child Harold on

the Battlefield at Hastings is a grand piece of colouring no doubt (and

so's my cutty) : but believe [me, my dear boy, you'll be a long while
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ore you make a yearly hundred by such works, and so you'd better

sink High Art and go and earn a livelihood by acting as assistant at a

photographic shop. I allow it may be aggravating to a man who thinks,

nay, feels assured he is a genius with his paint-brush, to 'pose the

iigure' at a place where they merely take sun portraits. But a

hundred pounds a-year is not a sum to sneer at—only before you sign

away your service for that income, you had better ascertain how many
liours a day you will be asked to work for it.

" Yours in all serenity,

" Epaminondas Easelie."

MOTHER POPE'S PETTICOAT P./EAN.

The Petticoats, the Petticoats, the Petticoats for me,
They won't leave a poor old 'ooman robbed and bullyragged to be

!

Let them dratted Garibaldiaus say and do the wust they can,

With " ooman " still 1 '11 win the toss and lingers snap at Man

—

What 's your Italies and Emperors and suffrages but rot,

While on my side, God bless 'em, the Petticoats I 've got

—

Yes, the Petticoats, the Petticoats, the Petticoats for me,
They '11 stand by poor old Mother Pope and the blessed Roman see

!

Leave them owdacious heretics to heap their sinful praise

On manly faith and manly force and manly works and ways
;

Drat sich perwerted rubbidge ! Give me but woman-kind,
The dear believin' creeturs, and much the men I mind

!

Let Protestants take pulpits or platforms for their screen,

Old Mother Pope defies 'em, while she has Crinoline.

Yes, the Petticoats, the Petticoats, the Petticoats for me .

Let who will have Napoleon, while I have Eugenie !

The wisdom of the serpent we 're taught to take for guide,

And we all know what the serpent did with Eve upon his side :

Where there's woman's mind to pison and woman's ear to win,
You may trust old Mother Pope her way to coax and carney in

;

She has priests in gowns and monks in frocks, dear souls, to bring
'em to

;

And for the men, Lord help 'ern agin the female screw

!

So the Petticoats, the Petticoats, the Petticoats for me,
Soon a turning round their fingers the men I 'in sure to see.

Had I England's maids and matrons, as T 've Ireland's, at my beck,

It 's very soon my pastoral crook would be round England's neck.
While I 've that gracious Eugenie, for a daughter staunch and true,

It 's little that her Judas of an Emperor can do.

Where Mother Pope once gets her foot, at marriage-bed or board,
I'd like to see the husband dares boast that he is Lord !

Yes, the Petticoats, the Petticoats, the Petticoats for me;
They loves their poor old Mother Pope, and her blessed Roman see.

MR. MANSFIELD AND THE MUSICIANS.
" Me. Mansfield, London Magistrate.

" This is not the first time, by a good many, that Mr. Punch has
had occasion to applaud you, Sir. He was rejoiced to see that you did
net mew regrets over the ill-advised ruffians who, in the Pope's interest,

broke peaceful Englishmen's heads in the Park, but that you sent those
uffians to gaol. Nothing escapes Mr. Punch, Me. Mansfield, and

i hough he may not express his_ sentiments upon everything at the
moment it occurs, it is laid away in the faultlessly arranged and exqui
sitely indexed pells of his memory, to be produced at the proper time
lor the exaltation or confusion of the parties concerned. Sir, you had
Iris silent approbation for the mode in which you dealt with those Irish
blackguards, who are Cardinal Wiseman's lambs, and the O'Dun-
debhead's proteges.

"Mr. Punch, however, takes immediate occasion to thank you for
having dealt in a most righteous manner with a gang of street musi-
cians who are constantly set on to annoy Me. Pabbage, the great
mathematician. What sort of animals the neighbours of Mr. Babbage
must, be Mr. Punch cannot understand. They must be some kind of
Gorilla, and he and M. du Chaillu may take a walk up in that direc-
tion one of these days, and under pretence of inquiring about lodgings,
Mcket-of-leave-men, or something of the sort, may have a good look at
these creatures. Eor the state of barbarism in which they are sunk
would be almost pitiable, were not the means of instruction within
I heir reach. That they cannot comprehend that Mb. Babbage's genius
is an honour to the country, and that his name and inventions will be
known in our history is bad enough; but that they must persecute the
philosopher, must endeavour to disturb his studies by hiring dirty
Italians to grind organs, or dirtier Englishmen to shout through trumpets
before his house, amounts to savagery. Is there female malice in it,

ior^uch persistence in petty annoyance is almost below the malice of
' 'ater-ilent but forgiving man? Is there some vulgar shrewish M

were at work in the house to her right, and Pascal expiring in that to
her left ? Mr. Punch cannot understand it. But, Mr. Mansfield, he
rejoices to see that you laid hold of an entire gang, and fined each of

them Forty Shillings for so offending. Pray go on in the same way, for

though the fines may be paid at first, the supporters of the Musicians
will soon be tired of being hit to the tune of ten pounds per evening's

annoyance. Your health, Mansfield."

,'-:

J'amilias who 'will have organs,' and would have them if Newton

mmx

w
S'__

A FBSNCH FLQWEE-SIEL.

SOET HANDS AND HARD LABOUR.
Here is a rare chance for any active-minded and active-legged young

lady, who wants a place as maid-of-all-work—we mean to say, as

Governess :

—

A YOUNG LADY WANTED, in a farm-house, to instruct four
£*- children in music, singing, French, drawing, and dancing. Address A. B.

"Speed the plough" was once a favourite toast, with agriculturists :

but, we imagine they now couple it with that of "speed to the piano."

Well, we sec no harm in farmers' daughters being taught to play and

sing, or in their learning the French language, dancing, drawing and
deportment. Perhaps it would be well if a knowledge of the dairy

were instilled into their minds as well as of the dance :_ and as an addi-

tion to their drawing-room accomplishments, we think it might be wise

to give them some acquaintance with the kitchen, and supply them
with instruction in the culinary art. As farmers' daughters mostly

have the chance to marry farmers, it would be well, besides accom-

plishments, to teach them their domestic duties ; for however much
young Corydon might like to hear his Cldoe play and sing and talk in

French (and the chances are the latter would be utter Greek to him),

we fancy he would like still more to find that she was competent to

give him a good dinuer, and to take care that the dairy work and house

work were well done.

But granting that accomplishments are of use in a farm-house, it

seems to us absurd to think that one young lady can properly teach

four children how to draw and dance and play and sing, and moreover

to talk French. Doubtless hiring a young Governess is in many cases

cheaper than sendim;- a large family of small children to a school. But
really there should' be a branch' of the Humane Society especially

employed for the protection of poor Governesses, and for the prevention

of the cruelties they suffer in the way of overwork. As it is, a Governess

gets scarcely better wages than a common maid-of-all-work, and there

is very little difference in the amount of manual labour which they both

have to go through, and the way in which they mostly are treated by
their missuses.

The Future of Yankeedom.

It may be confidently predicted that the triumph of the Black
Republicans in the Federal States will lead to a rivalry in the struggle

for the Presidency, between Pompey and C/esar, and finally in the

establishment of an American Empire, under the despotism of either

CiESAR or Pompey ; it will not much matter which, for no doubt the

resemblance between Pompey and Caesar will be very close, although

perhaps especially remarkable on the part of Pompey.
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Lionel (to his Eich Uncle's Coachman, who has driven him over to the Station). "And look here, Saivycr, give the Governor this Accidental

Insurance Ticket with my love. I haven t forgotten him, and if anything happens to me, there 's a Thousand Pounds for him !
"

SCOTCH SABBATOMANIACS.
Sabbatomania is the only word that is fit to apply to the pitch of

extravagance which Scotch fanaticism touching Sunday has at last

amounted to; having become a complete craze, the national mental
disorder of Scotland. No other expression can describe the moral and
intellectual state of the frantic bigots, or raving hypocrites, who signed
a memorial, which, got up by a section of the religious body ironically

calling itself the "free Kirk," was, according to the Bunder Advertiser,

presented by a Rev. Donaldson Rose the other day at a meeting of

the Brechin Parochial Band, and read by the Secretary. This pre-

posterous document actually stated :

—

" That the attention of the Session has been directed to a motion laid on your
table at last meeting to the effect that the Cemetery be kept open on the Sabbaths
the same as the other days of the week, except during the hours of divine service
in the forenoons and afternoons. That your memorialists believe that such an
opening of the Cemetery would be an unnecessary and gratuitous innovation on the
sanctity of the Lord's Day, and calculated to countenance and foster Sabbath dese-
cration. May it therefore please the Board to refuse to pass said motion, and to
continue the present regulation by which the Cemetery is kept shut on Sabbath."

It seems possible that such a requisition as the above could only
have issued from a set of Presbyterian lunatics. The discussion of so
rampant an eruption of frenzy could, one would think, have taken place
nowhere out of a Calvinistic Bedlam. The prayer of this mad
memorial, however, was not only seriously debated, but granted in part.
A motion proposed by a sane gentleman named Black, for opening the
Cemetery on Sundays "except during the hours of divine service in the
forenoons and afternoons" (an exception conceded to the Sabbato-
maniacs) was voted for by a minority of five. The motion of a poor-
creature, a Mr. W. Stevenson, for keeping the Cemetery closed as at
present, was carried by a majority of thirteen. Finally, it was agreed
on the motion of a gentleman not quite so far gone as the greater part
of his associates, Professor Guthrie, "that the Cemetery should be
open between one and two o'clock on the Sabbath, and that the Com-
mittee be instructed to make arrangements with the keeper for that
purpose."

_
Now then, if Hervey could come out of his own grave, wherever it

is, and betake himself from his present place of sepulture to the Brechin

Cemetery, he would be able to pursue his Meditations among the Tombs
there on a Sunday only between the hours of one and two. This limi-

tation would perhaps suggest to him a reflection on the shortness of

time, and the length of ears which had prescribed the brief duration of

the span allotted him to meditate in by Scotch Sabbatomanrcs.
An hour's meditation among the tombs maybe sufficient for people in

genera], who do not share the partiality of Hervey for that amusement.
But they, many of them, have a fancy for visiting the graves of their

relations, which the working classes mostly have no time to do except

on a Sunday, and the interval between one and two is just that which
they usually spend in discussing baked shoulder of mutton, roast

potatoes, and onion sauce; or something analogous.

The perversion of those feelings which have the highest relation, is a

painful subject, ou which it is well to say no more ; except this ; that

unhappy officials and others who have got so bad as to shut the public

out of a Cemetery on Sundays, ought to be taken care of, and that none
of the members of the Brechin Parochial Board, who voted for the out-

rageous proposal 1o close their burial ground on the Sabbath should be

suffered to shave themselves, although they would perhaps get better if

their heads were shorn.

Postscript.—We are informed that the signatures to the petition for

opening the Botanical Gardens at Edinburgh on Sundays were 14,000,

not 1,400 as stated in our last Number. It rejoices
_
us to see that

Auld Reekie contains so many persons of sound mind in proportion to

Sabbatomaniacs.

A Musical Mechi Wanted.

It was remarked in a musical smoking-room that Donnerblitz (the

thundering, flashy, coarse, vulgar, celebrated melo-dramatic German
basso) had been farmed for three years by a great concert speculator to

sing in the provinces. " Yes," said little Tom Piper, wlio always

plays first fiddle when the theme is sarcasm, " it 's all very welt his

being farmed, but I should like to know who is to cultivate him P
"

The Best Excuse for a Man Marrying his Deceased Wife's
Sister.—Because he will only have one Mother-in -Law.
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u Mb. Mi.!Rka\'s excellent and uniform series."—
English Churchman.

WURHAY'S HISTORICALJH CLASS BOOKS FOR ADVANCED
SCHOLARS.
These Works are designed to supply a long-ac-

knowledged want in our School Literature— His-
tories in Volumes of moderate size, adapted for the
Upper and Middle Forms in Schools.

The following NEW VOLUMES are Now Ready ;

I.

THE STUDENT'S HISTORY of FRANCE.
From tub Earliest Times to the Esta-
blishment of the Second Empire, 1852.

Woodcuts. Post Svo. 7«- 6(f.

II.

THE STUDENT'S MANUAL OF THE
ENGLISH LANGUAGE. By George P.

Marsh. Edited, with Additions and Notes, hy
Wm. Smith, LL.D. Post Svo. Js.Gd.

"This series of 'Students' Manuals/ published
by Mr. Murray, and most of tbem edited by Dr.U m.
Smith, possess several distinc'ive features which
render them singularly valuable as educational
works. The publication of * The Student's France,'
affords us an opportunity of directing the attention
of such teachers as are not familiar with them to

these admirable School-books.
" While e.'i oh volume is a complete history of the

country to which it refers.it also contains a guide
to such further and more detailed information as the
advanced student may desiie on particular events or
periods. At the end of each book there are given
copious lists of standard works, which constitute
the ' Authorities.' This most useful feature seems
to us to complete the great value of the works,
giving to them the character of historical cyclo-
paedias, as well as of impartial histories."—The Mu-
seum: a Journal of Education.

The FORMER VOLUMES of the Series are:—

THE STUDENT'S HUME; A HistuRY of
England from the Earliest Times. Based
on Hume's History, corrected and continued
to 1858. Woodcuts. Post8vo. 7«. 6d.

THE STUDENT'S HISTOKYof GREECE.
From the Earliest Times to the Roman
Conquest. By 1)r. Wm. Smith. Woodcuts.
Post 8vo. 7s. Gd.

III.

THE STUDENT'S HISTORY OF ROME.
From the Earliest Times to the Esta-
blishment of the Empire. By Dean Lid-
deli-. Woodcuts. Post 8vo. ?*• 6d.

IV.

THE STUDENT'S GIBBON; an Epitome
of the History of the Decline and Fall
of the lioHAs Empire. By Dn. Wm. Smith.
Woodcuts. Post Svo. 7a.dd.

V.

THE STUDENT'S MANUAL OF AN-
CIENT GEOGRAPHY. Based on the Dic-
tionary op Greek and Roman Geography.
Edited by Dr. Wm. Smith. Woodcuts. Post
8v6. 9s.

John Murray, Albemarle Street.

R
Now Ready, Complete,

CHARLES LEVER'S
WORKS. Library Edition. With

Illustrations by H. K. Bbowke (Phiz).

Crown Octavo, Ciotb, price 4*. per volume.

DAVENPORT DUNN, A Man of Our Day.
In 2 Vols.

ONE OF THEM.
THE MARTINS OF CRO' MARTIN. In

2 Vols.

THE FORTUNES OF GLENCORE.
JACK HINTON, THE GUARDSMAN.
TOM BURKE OF "OURS." In 2 Vols.

HARRY LORREQUER.
CHARLES O'MALLEY, THE IRISH

DRAGOON. In 2 Vols.

THE O'DONOGHUE: an Irish Tale.

THE KNIGHT OF GWYNNE. In 2 Vols.

ROLAND CASHEL. In 2 Vols.

THE DALTONS. Iu 2 Vols.

THE DODD FAMILY ABROAD. In 2
Vols,

London
: Chapman & Hah,, 193, Piccadilly.

Sold by all Booksellers, anil at tbe Railway Stations.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION CLASS 7.

WITH RECENT IMPROVEMENTS & ADDITIONS,
PERFECT FOR ALL KINDS OF WORK.

*3ALE ROOMS. 139.RECENT ST LONDONJ

TOE PALL 0? THE LEAF-A —At this season disease, if it be lurk-
ing in the system, is sure to show itself. Parr's
Life Pills, taken for two or three weeks, will clear
from the body all that is noxious, and produce health
and comfort. Parr's Life Pills may be obtained
of any Medicine Vendor, in boxes Is. Hd., 2s. 9rf.,
and in Family Packets, lis. each.

FURNISH YOUR HOUSE
WITH THE BEST ARTICLES AT

DEANE'S
IRONMONGERY AND FURNISHING WAREHOUSES.

DEANE'S TABLE

Dessert
Knives.

28s.

18s.

12s.

Carvers.

lis. Od.

Is. 6(1.

5s. 6d.

CELEBEATED
CUTLERY.

Table
Knives

Finest Ivory Handles 33s.

Medium ,, 23s.

Good ,, 16s.

DEANE'S Electro-Plate Tea and Coffee Sets,

Liqueur Stands, Cruets, Cake
Baskets, &c.

DEANE'S Dish Covers and Britannia Metal
Goods.

Prices of Tin Dish Covers in Sets of

Six and Seven :—18s., 30s., 40s.,

63s., 78s.

DEANE'S Papier-mache" Tea Trays, in Sets,

from 21s. New and Elegant
Patterns constantly introduced.

DEANE'S Bronzed, Copper, and Brass Goods.
DEANE'S Bronzed Tea Urns, 50s., 63s., S4s.

DEANE'S Moderator Lamps, from 7s. to £6 6s.

DEANE'S

Spoons, Best Plating
Forks
Spoons, 2nd Quality
Forks

SPOOKS

Tea.

18s. Od.

14s. 6d.

ELECTRO-PLATED
AND FORKS.

Table. Dessert.

40s. 30s.

38s. 29s.

33s. 24s.

31s. 23s.

DEANE'S Drawing Room Stoves, Ranges, &c.

DEANE'S Fenders and Fire Irons.

DEANE'S Iron Bedsteads, with Bedding.
Priced Pamphlet, with Drawings,
post free.

DEANE'S Domestic Baths. See Illustrated

Priced Pamphlet.

DEANE'S Tin, Japan, and Iron Goods.

DEANE'S Cornices and Cornice Poles.

DEANE'S Horticultural Tools.

DEANE'S Chandeliers and Gas Fittings.

AN ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND PRICED FURNISHING LIST SENT POST FREE.

DEANE & Co., LONDON BRIDGE.-Established A.D. 1700.

Prescribed by the most eminent Medical Men throughout the world as the safest, speediest,
and most effectual remedy for

CONSUMPTION, CHRONIC BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, COUGHS, RHEUMATISM, GOUT,
GENERAL DEBILITY, DISEASES OF THE SKIN, RICKETS, INFANTILE WASTING,

AND ALL SCROFULOUS AFFECTIONS,
Is incomparably Superior to every other Variety.

FROM "THE LANCET."
"Some of the deficienciesof the Pale Oil are attributable to the method of its preparation, and

especially to its filtration through charcoal. IN THE PREFERENCE OF THE LIGHT
BROWN OVER THE PALE OIL WE FULLY CONCUR. We have carefully tested a
specimen of Dk. de Jongh's Light Brown Cod Liver Oil. We find it to be genuine, and rich in
iodine and the elements of the bile."

Dr. dk Jongh's Light-Brown Cod Liver Oil is sold only in imperial half-pints, 2s. 6d.

;

pit ts, 4s. Qd. ; quarts 9s. ; capsuled and labelled with his stamp and signature, without which
konje can possibly be GENUINE, by respectable Chemists.

Sole Consignees:—ANSAE, UARTOB.D & Co., 77, Straad, London, W.C.
CAUTION.

—

Bncare of Proposed Substitutions.

Attention is respectfully invited to

the merit of this household requisite,

much esteemed for Puddings, Custards,

and for Breakfasts, Suppers, and the

most wholesome Diet for Children.

Known to be unequalled in quality :

it requires no other recommendation

to maintain the preference it has always

received.

BROWN & POLSON, MANUFACTURERS AND PURVEYORS TO HER MAJESTY

:

Paisley, Manchester, Dublin, and London.

(PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED.)

JUOUL ALLEN'S patent
P0RTMANTEA1
AHD TRAVELLING BAGS,

LADIES' DRESS TRUNKS, DRESSING
^StfBUF BAGS, DESPATCH BOXES,

ALLEN'S PATENT BAG. ALLEN'S PATENT DESPATCH BOX.

And Five Hundred other articles for travelling. Illustrated Catalogues post free.

J. W. ALLEN, MANUFACTURER, 31, WEST STRAND, LONDON.

IFEDDING AND BIRTHDAY PRESENTS.-H, RODRIGUES,
4Jk?i9HAD2Li!X. invites attention to his elegant STOCK of TRAVELLING DRESSING

Writing Cases, Work Boxes, Jewel Cases, Scent Caskets and
AGE BAGS of every description: MEDIAEVAL MOUNTED

,„ INKSTANDS en suite; the NEW PATENT SELF-CLOSING
BOOK-SLIDE, also a choice variety of ELEGANCIES and NOVELTIES suitable for PRESENTATION, too
various to enumerate, to be bad at

HENRY. KODRIGTJES, 42, PICCADILLY, two doors from SackviUe Street, W.

fjALLAGHAN'S OPERA,
V» RACE AND FIELD GLASSES.—
Matchless in power and definition, are now offered
for the first time in a variety of six different sizes at
prices from 30s. to 4M each, with case complete.
For the convenience of country customers these
glasses may be had at the Bookstalls of Messrs.
Smith and Son, at the following; Hallway Stations,
viz.

—

Ashford
Bangor
Birmingham
Brighton
Cambridge
Chester
Chichester
Crewe
Crystal Palace
Derby
Doncaster
Dover
Exeter
Farnborough
Folkestone
Gloucester
Halifax

Hitchin Ramsgate
Holyhead Reading
Leicester Red Hill
Leeds Richmond
Liverpool Rugby
„ Lime St. Ryde
„ Tithebarn St. Salisbury

Malvern Link Sheffield
Manchester Southampton
„ Victoria Stafford
„ London Rd. Stoke

Norwich Swansea
Norwood Junct. Torquay
Nottingham Winchester
Peterborough Windermere

WorcesterPortsmouth
Plymouth

London Stations—King's Cross, London Bridge
(Crystal Palace Line), Pimlico, Waterloo, Euston
and Shoreditch.
At the principal Stations in Ireland, and 21, Lower

*ai-kville Street, Dublin.
Also at Hugh Snowie's, Inverness, or will be sent

Carriage free on receipt of Money Order payable to
William Callsghas, Optician, 23a, New Bond
Street, W., corner of Conduit Street.
N.B. Sole Agent for the celebrated small and pow-

erful Opera and Race Glasses invented and made by
VoiGTianDEB, Vienna. Likewise for the Photo-
graphic lenses by the same eminent makers, Cata-
logues of which may be had free on application.

ttKteto

BMIESSMiGr BAG
/ FITTED
[COMPLETE.

CC_ /FITTED
^ ttaj-tiuriju*? ^COMPLETE.

OXFORD -STREET.
TUXURIANT WHISKERS,

Moustaches, and Eyebrows, pi-oduced
In a few weeks by the use of ELLIOTT'S TONIC
LOTION, the stimulative properties of which are
unfailing in its operation. Thomas Elliott invites a
trial from the most sceptical, that they ruav be con-
vinced of its infallible power. Price 3«. fid., S>. id.,
10». 6rf., and 21». Forwarded on receipt of postage
stamps. Thomas Elliott, Hair Grower (first floor),
51, Fenchurch Street, E.C. T. E.'s Wigs, 30».

SALT and Co.'s EAST INDIA.
*J PALE ALE (imperial pints 45. 9d. the
dozen), Burton Ales, and Guinness'? Extra Stout, in
bottles of reputed and imperial measures, and casks
of IS gallons and upwards. Ale and Stout bottled
expressly for Exportation.—Moody & Co., Agents,
Lime Street. E.C.

TROUBLED WITH A LIVER,A ARE YOU?—Take DR. TWEEDALE'S
HOP PILLS, the finest tonic restorative ever com-
pounded.

T0ND0N AND RYDER,
A$ Goldsmiths and Jewellers, respectfully
invite the notice of the Nobility, &c, to their New
Stock of Elegant Jewellery. Every article io the
best possible taste, and at moderate prices. A
variety of novelties specially adapted for Wedding-
Souvenirs. Diamonds rearranged, Ac. 17. New
Bond Street, corner of Clifford Street. Interna-
tional Exhibition, 1862, Prize Medal for Diamond
Work, Jewellery, Silver Plate, and general Good
Taste.

LL WHISKEY
_ BRANDY.—This cele-

brated old Irish Whiskey rivals the finest French
Brandy. It is pure, mild, mellow, delicious, and
very wholesome. Sold in bottles. 3s. $d., at the
retail houses in London; by the agents in the prin-

cipal towns in England; or wholesale at 8, Great

WWAHAWs*V v COGNAC!

Windmill Street, Hayruarket.—Observe the red seal,

pink label, and cork branded "Kinahan's LL
Whiskey."

PLAYING CARDS. (RE-
AT DUOTION OF DUTY). A neat Pack
post free for Is. (in stamps) : a good Pack, for Is 9<Z*;

De la Rue's best, 2s. 6d.

London: J. Gilbert, 18, Gracechurch Street, E.C •
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SHARKS!!
Horror of Be Fippz at the appearance of Miss Cclina Bloggins {on whose swimming-ground he had inadvertently trespassed) whom he at first took

for one of those terrible creatures that have recently visited Scarborough.

A MODERN UKBAIN GRANDIER.
(For the Spiritual Magazine?)

The Paris Correspondent of the Morning Post tells a story which
will perhaps be quoted by prejudiced materialists as making against
spiritualism, and by narrow-minded Protestants as evidencing Roman
Catholic superstition. He gives the following narrative of certain won-
derful phenomena which have occurred at Morzines in Savoy :

—

"It appears that about the year 1857, a mysterious epidemic, characterised by
convulsions (like your 'revivals'), and a train of symptoms usually observed in
hysteria and epilepsy, raged with such violence that in seven months 27 persons
exhibited the form of the disease in its worst character. Seventeen were cured by
the virtues of exorcisers. So delighted were the inhabitants of the commune at the
success of these crafty deluders that they were called to show their skill upon the
dumb animals of the district that were supposed to partake of the malady. Before
the conclusion of 1860, 110 persons, mostly children, were victims of the epidemic."

This state of things continued, getting worse and worse, until some
account of it came to the ears of the Minister of the Interior ; who sent
Dr. Corstans to see about it. As this physician is Inspector-General
ot Lunatic Asylums, it was perhaps natural enough of a sceptical Home
Secretary, to entrust him with such a mission. Dr. Corstans went
and, behold !—

" On his arrival at Morzines he found the whole population in a state of the
utmost depression, every one believing himself possessed by a devil. The munici-
pal council, with the utmost gravity, assured the learned doctor that if he only
brought with him the ordinary remedies of science his treatment of the disease
must fail

;
that hitherto success had only attended exorcisms, pilgrimages to holy

shrines, and animal magnetism."

The foregoing statements, however, will be cited by Spiritualists,
too, against incredulous people, to prove that the supernatural virtues
of exorcisms and holy shrines are shared by animal magnetism. Incre-
dulous people, to be sure, will adduce it to demonstrate the same thing
in confutation of both Spiritualists and Romanists, and will no doubt
consider its subjoined sequel as a clincher of their argument :—

" The experienced physician's prescription was as simple as it was efficacious.
The first item was the removal of the curi of the parish, followed by the arrival of

a brigade of gendarmerie and a detachment of infantry. The epidemic has dis-

appeared."

" Ha, ha ! Cured in an instant
!

" Yes, it is all very well of shallow

materialists to jump to their lame and impotent conclusion with a gra-

tuitous laugh ; but do they suppose that epidemic hysteria is curable

by the arrival of a body of police and a troop of soldiers in the affected

district ? Are they blind to the significance of the fact that the dis-

appearance of the disorder coincided with the removal of the aire?
The cause was taken away, and the effect ceased. Of course they will

turn this fact hito ridicule by attempting to account for it on the sup-

position that the cure' had turned his people's heads, and that as soon as

he was gone they came round again. This is the view that will be taken

by stolid common sense; but we know better. The manifestations

stopped on the removal of the medium. The narrator of the preceding

particulars expresses the wish that such a treatment as that adopted in

this case " had been followed in the days of Cardinal Richelieu, when
the unfortunate Urbain Grandieb, a curate of great merit, was burnt

alive, being imagined by the nuns of the Ursulines to be the demon that

afflicted them with a similar epidemic." Urbain Grandier was burnt for

bewitching the Nuns of Loudon; not because he was imagined to be a

demon, for if his judges had entertained that idea of him ot course they

would never have thrown faggots away upon him, which they would have
looked upon as more absurd than carrying coals to Newcastle. It was
stupid cruelty to burn him, when if he had been set down to a table and
furnished with aplancheUe, he might have been utilised. The enlightened

Spiritualist does not doubt that Grandier was a medium, and, in his

explanation of the marvellous influence exerted by the cure of Morzines
upon his flock, will also be guided by the truly golden maxim, medio
tutissimus ibis.

" The Voices of the Night."

" I couldn't get a wink of sleep," said a newly-blessed Benedict,

"on account of a discordeon that kept playing all night. "Dis-
cordeon! " inquired the confidant of his troubles, "What new instru-

ment is that ?
"—" Only the baby," was the yawning reply.

VOL. X.LIII.
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LADIES SAILING UNDER FALSE COLOURS.

We were informed
the other evening
that red is now the
fashionable colour
for the hair, and
that many swells

andswellesses have
had their hair dyed
red, to make it suit

the fashion. How
true is the rumour
we care not to de-

cide, but that other
portions of the per-

son are dyed red

beside the hair is

proved by the ad-

vertisement of a

thing called "
li-

quid rouge," of

which it is observ-

ed by its talented

inventor that

—

" Liquid Rouge ha.7 the advantage of being perfectly uninjurious to the skin, and at the same
time admitting of the ;face being washed several times without the colour being removed. I

must be allowed to repeat that this liquid does not injure, and that it produces so perfectly a
natural appearance that a magnifying glass may be used without detecting the fact, that rouge
and not nature has produced the beautiful bloom upon the skin. The knuckles and elbows are

greatly improved by its use. It is sold at is. per bottle, and can he forwarded per post for IS
stamps."

If, in spite of all its virtues, this liquid rouge hang fire in sale (which, for the

honour of the fair-sex, we sincerely trust it may), a new manner of wording will be

used in the advertisements, and the puff poetic doubtless will supplant the puff

prosaic. We shall then perhaps be favoured with announcements such as this :

—

c< Marked you her cheek of roseate hue ?

Marked you her roseate elbow too ?

That tint the rose's blush excelling.

At tbree-and-six per box we 're selling."

Or the poet might express himself in somewhat coarser language, thus :

—

" Ladies, when your cheeks get pale,

Try the rouge we keep on sale

:

You '11 find it quite a first-rate tint,

And nothing poisonous is in't.

When once laid on it never cracks,
And, though 'tis liquid, sticks like wax.
It fades not at the water's touch
(Though of course you mustn't wash too much).
It will deceive the sharpest eye,

And e'en the microscope defy.

Ladies, by its aid you can
Subdue the stubborn heart of man

;

Come then with a skip and hop,
Haste, ye nymphs, to Snooks his shop

!

"

In Japan when women marry they pull their eyebrows out
and blacken all their teeth : and really this is scarcely a more
barbarous proceeding than using artificial means for colour-
ing the cheeks. Indeed when we hear of ladies reddening
then knuckles and. their elbows, we think them scarce
more civilised than were the ancient Britons, with whom it

was the fashion to dye themselves sky-blue.

Tastes differ, we all know ; but for ourselves we can't

consent to designate as " beautiful " the bloom which is

produced by the agency of rouge : nor should we consider
that a girl ''improved" the look of her knuckles or her
elbows by giving them an artificial redness by its use. A
beauty, to please us, must be a beauty without paint : and
as for the assertion that a magnifying glass might be used
without detecting the presence of the pigment, this fact

in no way serves to lessen our dislike for it. We should
never dream, ourselves, of carrying a magnifier for the
purpose of convicting any girl of using paint : and we should
fancy few young ladies would suffer an admirer to inspect

their skin as though it were a subject for a microscope, and
were not to be regarded simply with the naked eye. Were
we Sir Cresswell Cresswell, we should hold a sham
complexion a fit ground for a divorce : and ladies using
rouge with a view of getting married through it, we would
find guilty of obtaining husbands under false pretences, and
would sentence to hard labour, say plain needlework, for

life.

THE NAGGLETONS AT BRIGHTON.
Vh Scene represents an Apartment in the Hotel at Brighton. Mr. Nag-

gleton has put on his Hat and Glares, placed the "Times" under his

left arm, and his cigar in his mouth, and he now lairs his stick, and
is about to go out. Mrs. Naggleton, who is reading the Supple-

ment, has carefully watched all his preparations, but has abstained

from speaking until he is quite read// to go.

Mrs. Naggleton [in an icy tone). I want a cheque, Henry.
Mr. N. Very well, my dear, I '11 give it you when I come in.

Mrs. N. I want it now, if you please.
Mr. N. 0, bother, won't it do an hour hence ?

Mrs. N. For the third time, Mr. Naggleton, your wife has to solicit

money from you. If you wish her to request it upon her knees, you
had better state that such is your wish.
Mr. N. {throwing down cigar, stick, and " Times," and tearing off his

gloves). How can you use such idiotic language ? Why couldn't you
have mentioned it before one had one's ha-ad on the door ?

Mrs. N._ I am too well aware of what would have followed any allusion
to the subject during your breakfast, Mr. Naggleton. I should have
been insulted for not letting a man have time to swallow his coffee before
dunning him for money.
Mr. N. {slightly conscience-stricken). Where is that wretched ink-

stand? You are always shoving it out of the way.
Mrs. If. I will fetch it from the bed-room. I do not regard a six-

penny inkstand as an ornament to a sitting-room. I will fetch if.

Mr. A", {venomously). Readily enough, I make no doubt, noio. Yesterday,
when I wanted to write a note, you had not the slightest idea where the
thing could be, and referred me to the waiter who seemed on such good
terms with me.

Mrs. N. {piously). That a person calling himself a man should bottle
up such trifles to reproduce them for the purposes of malice

!

Mr. A. Never mind what I bottle, my dear; get the ink-bottle.

{Laughs.
Mrs. N. {sadly). Oh, dear ! I know not which is worst—such serious-

ness or such joking. [Exit.
Mr. N. {wldch shows wires that it is unwise to leave a man to his oicn

reflections token money is wanted). By the way, what the deuce does she
want with another cheque to-day? It's only Thursday. I pay the
hotel bills. I don't quite see it in that light. Any how, we '11 hear.

Re-enter Mes. Naggleton, with the ink.

Mrs. N. There is the inkstand, Henry.
Mr. N. I say, my dear, I move that this House do go into Committee

of Supply.
Mrs. N. {not having yet got her cheque). Just what I want, Henry.

There is paper.

Mr. N. JNlo, no, I've got my cheque-book.
Mrs. N. {in spite of herself). You have ! You had no packet by this

morning's post, and last night you had left your book safely locked up
in town. But I never profess to understand the mysteries of commercial
matters. I have no doubt it is all right. Draw for twenty pounds, if

you please.

Mr. N. {evading the charge offiction). This is Thursday, Maria.
Mrs. N. I am perfectly aware of it, Henry, and I deeply regret tliat

your keeping me company here should deprive you of the happiness of
j

attending at the " Flips." Had you not better go up by the 3'30 train ?

—you will be in time to applaud Mr. Wyndham Wareham's first

joke.

Mr. N. {now robur et as triplex). This is Thursday, Maria, and you
had a cheque on Saturday. Why do you want another so soon ?

Mrs. N. {briefly). Because the last is spent.

Mr. N. Unless you have any very special reason for wishing it, I

should prefer not drawing until Saturday.
Mrs. N. As you please. {Resumes seat and Supplement) That it

should come to this !
[Handkerchief demonstration.

Mr. A". Come to nonsense, Maria. Can't a husband ask a plain

question without a wife's turning on the water-works.

Mrs. A. does not speak, but the paper quivers with her shuddering

'remonstrance against his unfeeling vulgarity.

Mr. N. Now, don't be childish, there 's a good creature ?

Mrs. N. {sorrowfully). Creature, indeed! [Heavy sigh.

Mr. N. 1 rather suppose myself to compliment you by tabling to you
in a business-like way—letting you into my little confidences—but cue

never knows how to deal with a woman. There is the cheque, however,

Maria. They '11 cash it for you down-stairs.

Mrs. A". No, no. Take it back, and let us pay our bill and return to

Loudon by the third- class train. Ring for the bill, if you please.

Mr. N. Now what's up ?

Mrs. A. Henry, this is your mean way of acquainting me with

your embarrassments, perhaps ruin. What is to become of the poor

children ? Pray, ring for the bill.
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Mr. N. And a strait-waistcoat to follow. What are you talking of ?

Mrs. N. If your affairs are in such a state that it signifies whether

you draw for such a trumpery :'sum forty-eight hours sooner or later,

we can have no business in a liouse like this. Pray let us go to London,

and see what is to be done. ., ... ,

Mr. N. {white with rage). Mes. Naggleton, I do not quite like to

say what I think vou are, but certainly you are not a blessed wise

person. What on earth have I said to justify such nonsense ? I usually

prefer to draw on Saturday because a good deal of money is paid m to

my account on Fridays, {observes Mes. N. making a mental memorandum

of the statement) that is, on some Fridays—and so

—

Mrs. N. 0, don't take pains to mystify me, Heney. I told you I

knew nothing of commercial matters, not even how a book could get

out of a locked drawer and come to Brighton without hands. 1 only

spoke for the sake of the children, of whom you never think.

Mr. N. No, of course not, except from ten to six every day ot my
life, when I am working my hardest for them and their mother.

Mrs. N. {humbly). I am sorry we are such burdens to you.

Mr. N. {exasperated). Who the D, yes, a large D, Mes. Naggleton,

for the case deserves it—who ever said you were burdens ? You have

no right to charge me with want of heart.

Mrs. N. If I seem to have done so, dear, I have expressed myself

unfortunately. You have heart enough, it is your poor head that is

too often in fault.

Mr. N. {At least twenty times more enraged with this imputation.)^ I—
I—am very much obliged to you, Maria ; but your opinion of my
intellect is, excuse me, not so valuable as it might be, if your own were

of a higher order. {Snorts.)

Mrs. N. Recrimination, Heney, is ever the resort of irritability, but

it is no argument.
Mr. N. Argument, indeed ! No, I do not know that I am called to

argue with my own wife as to whether I am a fool or not.

Mrs. N. {smiling.) No, dear, it is not necessary.

Mr. N. And, although your opinion on the subject is valueless, it'may

be well for you to know that it is certainly not that of my friends.

Mrs. N. I learned some lines when I was a little girl—I partly forget

them

—

Mr. N. {also forgetting his manners) Not marvellous, my dear, con-

sidering the time that has elapsed.

Mrs. N. {not swerving from the charge.) They were something like

this

—

" No listening senate heeded what he spoke,

But the club hailed him master of the joke."

To be sure you are not master of the joke where Me. Wyndham
Waeeham is, but I dare say your friends (as you say) at the "Flips"
would give you a character for a sort of smartness. I alluded, how-
ever, to real intellect ; and perhaps as you do not quite understand

me, we had better change the conversation. What a funny noise that

man with bull's eyes makes.
Mr. N. Maeia, you of all women in the world

—

Mrs. N. My dear Heney, I have no affectation, but you are always
using the word woman ; it is not quite the thing ; and, although it is

natural that you should, from your antecedents

—

Mr. N. Hang my antecedents, Madam, look at your own relatives.

Mrs. N. To see that you have studied grammar, if only for the sake
of buffoonery, is so gratifying, that 1 abstain from further remark.
Mr. N. I was going to say, Mes. Naggleton, that you of all—ladies

— in the world are best entitled to deem me unwise, but that you also

of all— O, ladies—ought to feel bound not to use your privilege.

Mrs. N. Which means, I presume, that, having honoured me with
your alliance, I am never to express my sense of some of its dis-

advantages.
Mr. N. I know of none.
Mrs. N. Ah

!

Mr. N. But I know that many women envy you.
Mrs. N. Envy is always a proof of ;weakness of mind ; 'and, in this

instance, most particularly so, my love.

Mr. N. I tell you one thing, Mes. Naggleton. In the old times,
my holidays were periods of unmixed enjoyment, now they are occasions
of incessant wrangle.

Mrs. N. If the first Mes. Naggleton had neither sense to perceive
your deficiencies, nor spirit to point them out, Heney, it is not my
fault that I am successor to one who seems to have been but a few
removes from an idiot.

Mr. N. I wish there were more such idiots in the world.
Mrs. N. {points to beach). I dare say you will find plenty down there

—at least this is about the time the nurserymaids and that sort come
out. Have you spoken to your friend the waiter about dinner, love ?

Mr. N. I think I shall go up to town.
Mrs. N. {smiling). As I was quite sure that you would not dare to

he absent on a night when Wyndham Waeeham is in the chair, I
arranged to take an early dinner, and go round to Saeaii Baltimoee's.
Mr. N. You might have asked me first.

Mrs. N. I might, certainly, but it didn't occur to me to do so. Still,

I can send Saeah a note, if you find, by-and-by, that you have courage

to stay at Brighton with your wife, in spite of your friends and their

sarcasms. Please yourself.

Mr. N. It being matter of perfect indifference to you ?

Mrs. N. My feelings being matter of perfect indifference to you, I
seldom trouble you with them.
Mr. N. Such is life? And what is marriage?
Mrs. N. Well, if you ask me, I should say it was—wedlock. Go and

take your walk, and see if you can bring in a hetter definition, and,
anyhow, bring in some better prawns than those you bought yesterday'.

Mr. N. {going out angrily). Cuss Prawns.

SHALL WF GIVE UP GIBRALTAR?

Abe we going to give up Gibraltar ? Of course,
If we mean to dispense with our maritime force.

For of what use to us can that distant rock be
When we cease to maintain a dominion at sea ?

As Gibraltar is close to the border of Spain,

It belongs to the Spaniard—what pikestaff more plain ?

And the four Channel Islands, you see at a glance,

Are not much more remote from the borders of France.

Then we must, if of logic we cherish a spark,

Give up Jersey as well ; Guernsey, Alderney, Sark

—

Common prudence would also that course recommend
;

It were best to return what we couldn't defend.

We '11 surrender at once, then, to stand in no need
Of invasion, the whole of Great Britain indeed,

Letting Erin's green Isle be annexed to the land,

If there is one, whose Rulers will take it on hand.

But though forming a part of Iberia's shore,

In the first place Gibraltar belonged to the Moor,
So we don't see our way, in resigning it, plain,

To restore it to either Morocco or Spain.

In the meantime we own it in fact and by right,

And at present intend to keep hold of it tight

;

And what tenants, in all the wide world can you find,

Who would hold it so much for the good of mankind ?

THE BISHOP OF DURHAM ON STRAIT-LACING.

The primary Visitation Charge of the Right Rev. Dr. Baring,
the new Bishop of Durham, delivered the other day, contains these

words :

—

" What manner of persons ought, then, the Clergy to be above all others in holy
conversation and godliness—

"

Which nobody can deny. . His Lordship continued :

—

" How ought thej to shun all recreations and occupations which, though possibly

innocent in themselves, might be likely to cause a weaker brother to fall
!

"

What are the recreations and occupations which Bishop Baeing
alludes to ? When Parson Trulliber, taking Parson Adams for a cus-

tomer come to buy pigs, insisted on his going into the pig-stye to examine
its occupants, amongst which Adams fell down, Parson Trulliber was an
occasion of stumbling to Parson Adams, although the latter can by no
means be said to have been a weak brother. There are few occupations,

besides keeping pigs, that a Clergyman is at liberty to pursue; now
does the Bishop op Dtjbham mean to class pig-keeping among those

occupations which, though possibly innocent in themselves, are likely

to cause a weak brother to fall ? Suppose a Clergyman does a little

horse- dealing, is that an occupation which the Bishop considers likely

to cause the fall of a weak brother ? Not, surely, unless the reverend

gentleman sells a horse that has been down on its knees. It may be

said that the clerical horse-dealer constitutes himself a temptation to

the professional one, by whom he exposes himself to be cheated ; but

that cannot be, when, as is generally the case, the parson is much too

sharp to be taken in.

The game of skittles is a recreation closely connected with the imbi-

bition of beer; but even if that recreation, innocent in itself, may
occasionally conduce to excess in liquor, it does not appear to be one

against which the Clergy need to be cautioned. In taking a fence, a

Clergyman out hunting may himself come to grief; but he is not likely

lo cause anybody else to fall, weak brother or strong. And although

indeed, he may, in playing cricket, indirectly occasion the fall of a

brother to whom he gives a run, and who slips in taking it, being weak
on his pins, yet perhaps this is not exactly the sort of fall which the

Bishop means. It is to be feared, however, that he does mean to dis-

courage the participation of his Clergy in athletic sports and pastimes,

for his above-quoted remarks about recreations, smack rather of nervous

than muscular Christianity.
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THE GALE.

"Don't be Alarmed, Darlings—the Captain has got quite enough to do to look after himself."—Punch.

HERCULES AND OMPHALE.
Hercules was a terrible god,

The Continent trembled wherever he trod,

Strong on the land and strong on the sea,

A very tremendous Power was he.

His club demolished all sorts of things,
December mobs, Januarius kings

;

Euxine billows and Mexican waves
Whitened beneath the keels of his braves :

The noble city in which he reigns
He chopped into grooves for artillery trains.

Little was Hercules pleased to think
Of the tube that 's charged with a reasoner's ink
Much more honour he gave, I wot,
To the tube that 's charged with a rifle-shot.

Slightly troubled with vain remorse,
Hercules reigned by the grace of Force :

Wrongs he wrought, but let history add
That some of his acts were not so bad,
And men believed that the god would choose
The righteous course—while it suited his views.
Meanwhile, he ruled with the club and sword,
A silent, stern, and resistless Lord.

Hercules had a mind to wed,
And whom should he raise to the Purple bed '!

None of the maids of royal line
Were wooed to listen to vows divine.
Prom a great peninsula rich—in fame,
Where an ancient Pillar still bears his name,
His fancy minded a bride to seize,

And he bore her over the Pyrenees.
Oh, fair was the lady, and passing fair,

Seldom hath monarch a bride so rare,

A proud young beauty, whom every voice

Proclaimed was worthy his godship's choice.

Omphale came, with her lovely eyes,

And a nation held her a nation's prize,

Nor grudged a homage, unwon by arms,

To the despot throned by the grace of Charms.

Now none shall hold it at times unmeet
Por a lover to fall at a lady's feet,

And kings and demi-gods oft have heard

Obedience taught in a whispered word.

The Hebrew monarch whose ring was spell

To seal the door of the Genii's hell,

Pound he had slavery's doom to bear

When he gave the rings of domestic wear.

Antony bowed to a dusky bride

(Unless by Storey's chisel belied).

Nay, Punch himself, as creation knows,

Has been pleased to lie at Judina's toes.

Sweet Queen Omphale's tastes were twain,

Tastes she brought from her sunny Spain.

Poised was her Majesty's heart between

Ecclesiastics and Crinoline:

Mumbler or milliner, folks confessed

'Twas hard to say which she loved the best.

Hear to her the frock of the priest,

Dear was the robe of the dear modiste.

Now the Church had the foremost place,

Now she was all for ribbons and lace,

Now she knelt for the barbarous Latin,

Now o'er the sweetest thing in satin.

And of all the kings of the southern land,

Her beau ideal was Ferdinand,
Who combined in one the duties three]

Of milliner, king, and devotee,

And, crowned and throned (as historians quote),

Embroidered the Virgin's petticoat.
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Dress was pardoned, when dress was seen

In all its grace on that lovely Queen,
And few, save husbands who had to pay,

Complained that life was a long display :

And that wives were taught she best fulfils

Her mission who shows most milliner's bills.

A shrug was twitched, and then even the wise

Began to talk of Omphale's eyes.

While Hercules, stern to all beside,

Had naught but praise for his radiant bride.

But lower yet must his godship bow.
Where is that terrible hero now ?_

'Tis the Church's day, and. the priest has come
With a tawdry toy from his chief in Rome.
Milliners pack, and the day at least

_

Is given to Rome and the leering priest.

Down is Hercules, crouching down,
Before the befrocked and beshaven clown,

Down, in a land where laughter kills,

Down, for 'tis so that Omphale wills.

And there he lies at the Church's beck,

And the priestly eoot 's on the war-god's neck..

Oh, all who 've smarted beneath his rod,

Are ye not venged on that prostrate god ?

Up, demi-god ! else art none

:

Zeus must blush for his vaunted son.

Thine Uncle-idol, the tyrant Dis,

Never had stooped to a doom like this
;

Up, and the pious storm defy,

'Twill not be fierce in that lovely eye.

Up, and declare, to thy sense restored,

That thou lovest her well, but that thou art Lord,
Then turn and deal the avenging blow
On the base low brow of thy priestly foe.

* * * * *

Hurled from thy hand the impostor flies

—

To the home of his father—the Father of Lies.

SOME ODIOUS COMPARISONS.
BY A CONTRIBUTOR JUST OFF HIS HOLIDAY RAMBLES.

We all know pretty well what John Bull thinks of foreigners—their

railways, their hotels, their cafes, then-

hats, their coats,.their cigars and
their civility.

But I should be very curious to know what the foreigner thinks of

John Bull in these and the like particulars. Not the Assolant kind of

foreigner, the feuilleton-wntmg gentleman, who is nothing if not
epigrammatic, and looks at things with exclusive reference to their

effect in an article ; but the honest, average Frenchman or German who
has been over here this year on International Exhibition business or
pleasure. I should like to compare notes with him on English hotels,

restaurants, refreshment-rooms, lodging-houses, and so forth.

Eresh as I am from a couple of months on the Continent, spent most of
it in France and Italy, I should be very curious to know whether Eng-
lish ways and waiters, rooms

_
and refreshments, bed-rooms and bills,

hotels and lodgings, strike him, as compared with those of his own
country, in the way they strike me.

I suppose that is, as Lord Dundreary would say, "a thing no fellow
can find out." But I know, at any rate, what I think on these points
myself. And I think it worth saying,

\
because I believe there is an

immense deal of cant afloat on these matters—conclusions that won't
hold water— complaisances that " won't wash"—conceit that calls for
snubbing, and big hollow pretentions which would be all the better for
having the wind let out of them.
Now I am not a decrier of Britons and things British. I have main-

tained before, and I am ready to maintain again, against all comers, and
at all weapons, that Englishmen and women, of the class gentlefolk, are,

as a rule, the cleanliest, neatest, best dressed, and best behaved travellers

in the world. 1 aver, too, and will maintain that in point of speed,
civility, and comfort,—allowing for the higher chances of a smash, and
the inferiority of our second-class carriages—the English railway system
is immeasurably to be preferred to the French or German. Indeed I
know nothing half so striking in the way of distinction between matters
at home and abroad, as the contrast in the demeanour, voice, and
behaviour of everybody about the railway-stations, when you change the
lines on the other side the Channel for those on this. I look upon our
English railway-guards and porters as the modern Chesterfields. I
know no class equal to them for good breeding, patience, chivalrous
gallantry to women, fine manners, and sustained good temper. I
haven't an idea how this consummation comes about It can't be the
Directors—they are afdreadful setpf harpies and vultures, as we all know

from the leading-articles and letters in the newspapers. It can't be the

influence of the occupation, which is hard and wearing, exposing the

men to all weathers when in motion, to dreary, monotonous watching and
waiting when on station duty. It can't be the prospect of the " tip,"

which they are forbidden to take, and which everybody is determined
to give. I dismiss the idea of that motive as alike insulting and in-

sufficient. But what can it be ? The virtue is universal with the class.

I have sometimes observed a snappishness among the young gentle-

men who give out the tickets at the pigeon-holes. But then it

must be owned they are very hardly tried by sudden examinations in

Bradshaw, and difficulties about change. But the porters and guards
never fail one. They are all absolutely lambs, doves, angels in ribbed

corduroy or blue broad-cloth.

Abroad, on the other hand, from the moment your voiture sets you
down at a station, you feel yourself a mark for imposition and extortion,

a helpless victim of despotic forms, the bond-slave of a set of haughty
tyrants in uniform. They are all alike, from the ticket-clerk behind
the grating, who contemptuously thrusts you out your tickets, and is

quite capable of cheating you in your change, when you pay for them,
to the luggage-registering clerk in the cage, who makes out your luggage-
ticket, and blows you up, if you fumble with your billet, or have any
difficulties in handing him the exact amount demanded for trunks and
portmanteaus. When you have run the gauntlet of these tyrants, there

is the man on guard at the waiting-room door, who will not allow you to

pass in or out without showing your ticket, who separates you from
the wife of your bosom or the friend of your youth, supposing them to

have accompanied you with a view to an affectionate farewell at the

last moment ; and then, when you have been swept in the rush out of

the waiting-room on to the platform, you find yourself out of the

frying-pan in the fire, in the hands of a despot and slave-driver, to

whom the oppressors you have hitherto had to deal with are meek and
merciful. This is, of course, the guard, who orders you about, crams
you with fiendish satisfaction into the last place of a crowded carriage,

with an empty one on each side of it, clamours down your remon-
strances, gives you the lie direct, separates your party, laughs at your
discomfort, and seems altogether to revel in the opportunity of making
you feel that for the time being the power is his, and that he means to

abuse it. Fleas may be a nuisance, beggars a bore, musquitoes an
infliction, small wash-hand basins an evil, pestering ciceroni a torment

;

vin ordinaire is not, as a rule, delicious ;—but I declare solemnly, that

as far as my experience goes, travelling lias no nuisance, irritation and
discomfort comparable to the foreign railway official. He is at least as

open to a " tip " as his British brother ; but the one is civil to you,

though you never offer him a sixpence ; the other is uncivil, though
you try to propitiate him with five-franc pieces.

The ^contrast between the two puzzles me. I cannot understand

why the railway uniform should transform John Bull into a Grandi-

son and Johnny Crapaud into a Lecjree. As for the German railway

people they are, if possible, worse than the French—because they

are clumsy and stupid, besides being overbearing and oppressive.

If the difference be caused by the fact that England is a constitu-

tional country, and France and Germany paternal despotisms, I can

only wonder that the difference should be felt so much in this and so

little in other things.

But whatever the cause, the difference I insist upon is more marked
and more operative on a traveller's comfort, than any other distinction

between this tight little island and the big loose Continent beside it.

But I admit it is at this point the balance must be struck, if one means
to keep up the old notion that England is the country for neatness,

cleanliness, kindliness, practical good sense, and all other things that

conduce to comfort. If one goes further—to the refreshment rooms,

the hotels, the eating-houses, the shops with their ministering spirits,

—

waiters, and shop-men and women—and their appliances—beds, fur-

niture,* bed and table linen, washing, cookery, service, &c, &c.—then

I am bound to own that England stands fearfully below neighbouring

Continental countries. I am forced to the conclusion that in all that

relates to the accommodation and enjoyment of the traveller, England

cannot hold her own for an instant with foreign parts—that she falls

below them as far in comfort, cleanliness, convenience, and common-
sense as in cheapness. I throw this paradoxical proposition down at

the end of this paper, and give the reader a week to digest it. Next
week I will tell him on what grounds I maintain so seemingly unpa-

triotic a doctrine.

The Celtic Water Cure.

Captain Hans Busk, of the Victoria' Rifles, writing to the Times

on the subject of suppressing riots, observes :

—

" As soon as a popular tumult assumes a threatening- aspect, nothing mor is

necessary in order to quell it than a couple of fire-engines, supported by a detach-

ment of police, who have only then to direct a steady horizontal jet of water full

at the head of the mob."

A capital suggestion. We will only venture to improve upon it by

recommending that the fluid employed to disperse riotous Irish Yahoos

should be particularly pure, because those creatures have a peculiar

antipathy to clean water.
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Cad (in a breath). " Ch-ing Coss-cadilly 'igh Par-xibislmr-n Queen's Eallum //"

[In vain the unfortunate Mossoos consult their Handbooks and Lexicons.

A PLEA FOR CRINOLINE.
" Mk. Punch, Sir,

" It 's really horrid and disgraceful and audacious—and I wonder how
you can dare (yes dare, Sir) to do it—and I've a great mind to say that I'll never
forgive you !—and— but I forgot 1 haven't told you yet what I mean : Well, what I
mean is, Sir, the way in which you presume to talk about our Crinolines. It was
only last week, or the week before, that you had the atrocity to say that Crinoline
was the very 'worst lady's habit, and the sooner she threw it off the better."

Why, I never heard anything so shocking ! But that 's not the worst of it—
you 're always poking your fun at our dresses, or our bonnets, or our walking-
sticks (as if we hadn't a right to have walking-sticks as well as you) and it 's all

hypocrisy, Sir, and you know it is. Why, if we were to be such geese as to give
up our ' hen-coops ' or ' expansions ' or whatever you choose to call them, you
would be the lirst to laugh at us—like that wretch of an Empekor when his sweet
Eugenie came down to breakfast one morning without hers, all to humour his

whims—you would be the first to be making your jokes about 'walking May-
poles,' &c., whilst the dirty little boys would call after us ' There goes another
guy !

' or ' There go several other guys !

' as the case might be.
" How would you like to see Mrs. Punch— a thousand pardons

—

Mrs. Judy
—and all the little Judies parading the streets for all the world like broom-
sticks or mop-handles, poor things? (I'm glad you're not my papa!) and
with no more toumure than a bed-post or an old Aunt Sally ? And if we do get
burnt to death, our wings singed a little now and then, it's only the old Tabbies or
the wall-flowers, who huddle round the fender because they cau't get partners enough
to keep themselves warm. Besides, what do people want with fires in ball-rooms at
all, as if it wasn't always hot enough without ? and if they must indulge in their
Salamanderish propensities, why can't they just put a screen over the grate, and
roast in security. Moreover, even admitting (for the sake of argument only) that
our balloons are a little dangerous or so in case of Eire, are they not absolute
salvation in the case of Water ? Think how many a girl gracefully buoyed up by
her expanding dress has escaped a frightful death, and, as one of your poets says—

" Floated down the river like a water-tight Ophelia,
For her Crinoline sustained her ?

"

" Then again, Mr. Punch, as to those absurd stories of fat bovs being swept off

jetties and so forth—I don't believe a word of such stuff, and if" our ' steel-traps/

as they call them, do sometimes hurt the legs of the
opposite sex a little, why so much the better ! Why can't

they keep at a respectful distance, as they are obliged to do
when they go to see that sweet Koh-i-Noor, or the Tinted
Venus, or anything else that is too precious and exquisite

to be endangered by contact with their Bear-ships ? Por
my part I always consider this one of the strong points

of the invention.

"Then as regards 'Dress-makers' bills,' and 'extra-

vagant prices,' and all that rubbish that the men are eter-

nally braying about, it's a mere bagatelle to what they spend
on themselves and their horrid cigars, and their clubs, and
their vanities. Who is it, I should like to know, all the
world over, that delight in bedizening themselves and
hanging themselves in chains? Answer me that, if?'.

Punch,—and honestly if you can for once ? Who is it

that love to deck their sinful bodies in feathers, and nose-

rings, and fripperies ? whilst their poor Squaws are left to

do all the dirty work at home, and carry the papouses ?

Why the men again, Mr. Punch ; the male creatures

—

the peacocks ! But I 've no patience with such meanness,
and if I write any longer I shall get into a passion,

So I subscribe myself,

" Your indignant

" Whalebone Wall; Brighton:
;

Crinolina."

THE BISLNG CRY.

The Pope 's entreated to give way,
And abdicate his hated sway,
Non possum its is his reply.

The Romans shout, " No Popery !

"

He couldn't, unto parents due
Restore the kidnapped little Jew,
That was baptised upon the sly

:

Nature calls out, " No Popery !

"

His slaves doom Protestants, in Spain,

To prison cell, and felon's chain.

Whilst all enlightened nations cry,
" Shame, Spaniards, shame ! No Popery

!

Banditti ravage hearth and home
To vindicate the Pope of Pome,
Assassins strike, Italians die,

And dying shriek, " No Popery !

"

Here, Ireland's vilest of Yahoos
liaise for their Pontiff dire hurroos,

Shillelaghs flourish, brickbats shy,

And then we say, " No Popery !

"

A King, against his people's will,

Prance, thine Elect maintains him still,

Dost, thou as thou wouldst be done by
Not to exclaim, " No Popery !

"-

Is all thy sense of Justice dead ?

Has every spark of honour fled ?

No more thine own prized right deny

:

Thunder, thou too, " No Popery !

"

THE AMATEUR DIPLOMATIST.

A Street Dialogue.

Brown. Cokden's been speaking at Manchester. What
about ?

Jones. About an hour and a-half.

Brown. What did he say ?

Jones. Abused Maritime Law, which he said was as bad
as the Corn Laws, praised the Yankees, showed that Block-

ades did nothing, also that they prevented us from getting

cotton.

Brown. But the propositions are inconsistent.

Jones. That 's his business. Well, that was all, except

that he said he was an Amateur Diplomatist ; and he urged
the young Manchester swells not to be stiff-backed dandies

but to look alive, like men.
Brmvn. Ah, thanks, you've saved my reading the

seven columns. Cold day, eh ? [Exeunt.
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THE WIND AND THE WATERING-PLACES.

he effects of the late gale

have been terribly disas-

trous. The calamities at

sea which the newspapers
have chronicled have been

by no means the only losses

which have been sustained.

At nearly all the watering-

places on the Southern and
the Eastern coasts much
valuable property has been
utterly destroyed, and
many a lady's toilette has

been made a perfect wreck.

Not for many seasons has

such a storm been wit-

nessed, and the amount of

damage done to parasols

and petticoats is more than
has heen known by the

very oldest bathing woman.
We subjoin from various

sources some authentic

details, which will serve

to show how great was the

fury of the storm.

At Folkestone, it is

stated, for several days

past the shore has beeu
completely covered with fragments of costume, which have been torn
away by the violence of the gale. Bits} of bonnets, brims of hats and
scraps of artificial flowers have been picked up in great quantities upon
the pier and on the Leas, and fully a thousand yards of Crinoline,

carried from its moorings and abandoned by the owners have been dis-

covered in small pieces along the beach and. cliffs.

At Hastings and St. Leonards sixty-seven new umbrellas were blown
inside out on Sunday in coming out of church, five-and-twenty hats
were whirled across the street, and eleven false moustachios were blown
into the sea.

At Scarborough, on the twentieth, when the gale somewhat abated,
the Mary Ann contrived, by skilful seamanship and pilotage, to reach
the bookstall at the Station, and make her passage home with a cargo
of new novels, without sustaining any damage further than the springing
of a small leak in her shoe. Later in the day the same voyage was
attempted by the Jane Jemima, a somewhat smaller craft, and carrying-

more top-hamper, in the shape of a spoon-shaped bonnet. She stood
out well at first, but, in rounding a street corner, she caught a sudden
puff, and was very nearly thrown on her beam ends. Righting herself

bravely, she bore on for a while, but was soon observed to throw out
signals of distress. Observing this, the Arthur, that had been on the
look-out, gallantly bore down to her assistance, and, having shortened
her head-sail by taking in her parasol, eventually succeeded in towing
her to port.

At Lowestoft several casualties are reported to have happened ; but,
although the slates, and tiles, and chimney-pots have been flying in all

directions, no personal calamity is known to have been suffered. On
the pier eleven wide-awakes were blown from their moorings, and of
these but three were saved, the others sinking one by one within sight
of the shore. How many ladies' hats were carried away, or otherwise
destroyed, has not been ascertained with anything like accuracy, but it

is feared that the number of total wrecks is very great.

Prom Eastbourne we are told that the storm raged with great force
;

but, as the visitors for the most part kept prudently at anchor by their
own firesides, but little loss of property has been hitherto sustained. It
is, however, stated that a score of new umbrellas were blown clean
inside out, and one unfortunate Skye terrier was carried off its legs

;

and, but for the blue ribbon which moored it to its mistress, there is

little doubt that it would have been lost.

At Dover several bad collisions are reported to have happened, and a
number of small craft, through press of Crinoline, have been for some
time in great danger; but, assistance being ready, no wrecks have
occurred.

Erom Ramsgate we receive the like calamitous intelligence, testifying
to the violence and fury of the gale. Three fruit-stalls were capsized at
various street-corners, and several parasols were seen to go to pieces with-
out the possibility of rendering any help. Among other mishaps, a couple
of craft of small tonnage— or rather of small poundage—the Freddy
and the Charley, were riding (upon donkeys) in safety on the sands,
when a furious gust caught them, and carried away their head-gear

;

but they held on bravely (to the pommel of their saddles) and escaped
being wrecked.

The reports from Brighton have not yet fully been made up. We

have, however, learned that among the mishaps occasioned by the gale,

on Monday afternoon a nursemaid, who was coming alongside of a
soldier,' by a sudden squall was carried right into his arms, and there
quietly remained without sustaining any damage further than a furtive

kiss. Another nursemaid, finding her perambuiator difficult to steer,

immediately hoisted signals of distress. These being observed by
Policeman Z. 11, that gallant officer at once made sail to her assistance,

and did not leave her side uutil he saw her safe in port.

THE BRITISH BULL-DOG TO THE PRUSSIAN
EAGLE.

Abe you true Eagle of aquiline race,

With a beak that spurns bars, a wing that snaps tethers,

And an eye to look Royalty's Sun in the face ?

Or are you a chicken in Eagle's feathers ?

Are you an Eagle, whose home 's the sky,

Who loves free flight and air that is pure ;

Or a buzzard that has but soared so high,

The swifter to stoop to a royal lure ?

Is that beak but meant to guzzle and gorge ?

Hold you those claws at your master's will,

To carry the bolts your Jove may forge ?

Bear you that head to be hood-winked still,

As fits a bird of perch and mew,
Tamed and trained for the sport of a king,

To strike the quarry he tosses you to,

And then at his whistle to fold your wing ?

With ruffled feathers I see you stand

;

Your foot is on a parchment roll

:

And I sf e your master reach his hand,

Out of your gripe to wrench the scroll.

With characters fine and flourishes fair,

I read " Constitution " writ therein

:

And the world for the upshot sits a-stare.

Wdl Hohenzoliekn or Eagle wiu ?

List, Eagle of Prussia, if not too proud,

By the British bull-dog advised to be ;

The time has been, when had I been cowed,

The Stuart had kennelled and collared me.

The never a parchment scroll had I
With Constitution fairly spelled,

But I had a bare bone of liberty,

And betwixt my teeth that bone I held.

My master Stuart bade drop that bone,
j

Or, dog as I was, I should be shent.

I told my master to leave it alone ;

Or meddling might breed him discontent.

He lifted his hand, I showed my teeth,
_

He strode a step, I stretched my chain

:

He drew his sword from out the sheath,

I warned him to put it up again.

He raised the blade, my fangs I bared,

He came ; I broke the chain that held :

He struck ; but ill with his crown it fared :

I swallowed it, and the head it held.

To collar and kennel I've since returned,

As bull-dog should, at my own good will

:

But the sweet bone that day's tussle earned,

That bone I keep, and will keep it still.

There, Eagle of Prussia, I've said my say,

For you and for him that wears the crown

;

Let your bite be worse than your bark alway,

But keep yourfoot tohere you 've set it down.

FAULTS ON BOTH SIDES.

Man and wife are like a pair of scissors, so long as they are together,

but they become daggers so soon as they are disunited.

Why is it Expensive to keep Pigeons ?
a housemaid (house made) specially for them.

-Because you must have
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Wiggles and Sprott prefer Bathing from the Beach to having a stuffy Machine. Thet are much pleased with the
delicate little attention indicated above !

PARSON STOWE AND THE RECRUITING SERGEANT.

What an insult, Parson Stowe, to ask you to enlist ?

Did you tell the Sergeant so, you Abolitionist ?

For a cause so good and true why scorn to strike a blow ?

Why but talk, whilst others do the fighting, Parson Stowe ?

If 'tis wicked of the North to war upon the South,
Oh ! then stretch not your hand forth, and likewise hold your mouth

;

And instead of preaching peace don't blow the coals of strife :

Let the exhortation cease that works like drum and fife.

Rut what insult can you find, in credit for no lack
Of a stout and valiant mind within a suit of black :

Pluck enough in that meek heart beneath that sable coat,

In the war to take a part, since you the war promote ?

If this is a holy war, and not a horrid curse,

Sacred calling is no bar ; entirely the reverse,

To exclude from the Crusade a Preacher of the Right

:

So, if you are not afraid, why not enlist and fight ?

THE GRAND CUSTOM OF SPAIN.

The King of Dahomey was informed by a Missionary that the
Emperor and Empress of the French had lately presided at a
Spanish bull-tight, the incidents of which, being detailed to His
Majesty, afforded him high gratification. He said, " Berry good • berrv
good

;
keep good customs : bull kill mans more good customs. Gorr !

"

The lollowmg passage relative to the Queen of Spain, extracted
from a British journal, was then read to him :—

" Her Majesty attended Mass yesterday at the Cathedral at Malaga, and visited
several charitable institutions and industrial establishments, inaugurated an exhi-
bition of works of industry, and late in the day was present at a bull-fight."

" Gopd dat last," cried King Badahung : and he rolled his eyes, and
grinned from ear to ear. "Berry good customs," he remarked.

"White Queen keep customs some good. Not so good customs as
Black King, though. Yah ! French Empress—Spanish Queen—come
here ! Teach um keep grand customs proper. Ghaw !

" The King
then uttered a loud roar, when a dozen captives were instantly brought
before him, given a glass of rum a-piece

;
and beheaded with a blunt

chopper, after which he set to playing at football with their heads, one
of which he kicked rather too hard, so as to hurt himself, and then he
lay down and bellowed.

SYMPATHY WITH IRISH RIOTERS.

A Meeting was held one day last week at a public-house in Holborn
for the purpose of getting up subscriptions to pay the fines incurred by
the faithful Irish, Cardinal Wiseman's Lambs, in breaking the heads
of Garibaldian heretics with their pious shillelaghs. It is much to be
feared that the object of the respectable Irish gentlemen who coun-

tenanced this assembly will in future be frustrated by Magistrates too

anxious to protect the peace of the public against the assaults of Irish

Catholic zeal. There is every reason to apprehend that, instead of

lining devout Irishmen for cracking the crowns of British liberals, their

Worships will exercise their optional discretion of giving those dear
children of the gushing Cardinal imprisonment and hard labour.

We may stale that, at the pro-shillelagh demonstration above alluded

to, some mention was made of another subscription now in progress for

erecting a memorial to the late Daniel O'Connell. It was proposed
that the memorial should consist of a statue; and a Member of the
Irish Papal Brigade who happened to be present, judiciously suggested
that, as O'Connell was in his day the Liberator of Ireland, whereas
Irishmen at present are ready to fracture the skull of anybody that

dares so much as to shout for the Liberator of Italy ; therefore, the

statue to the memory of Daniel O'Connell should be composed of

brass, and planted upside down.

agreeable economy.

Emily. Good bye, Charley. Mind you take a "Buss."
[Charley does so instantly—left cheek near the dimple*
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MR. JOHN LEECH'S GALLERY is now Open at the AUCTION
MART, near the BANK OF ENGLAND, City. Several NEW
PICTURES are added to the Collection. Admission One Shilling.
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Early in November will be Published, Price 2s. 6d.,

PUNCH'S POCKET-BOOK FOR 1863.
Wkh a Coloured Illustration by John Leech, and Numerous

Woodcuts by John Leech and John Tenniel.
Published at the Punch Office, 85, Fleet Street, and sold by all Booksellers in

Town and Country.

This day is published, with a Dedication to

HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCE OF WALES,
The Eighth Volume, Price 12*., and the 58th Part, Price 3s. 6cZ., being the Completion of I

CHARLES KNIGHT'S \
POPULAR HISTORY OF ENGLAND.

Bradbury and Evans, 11, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, EC.
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13, Great Marlborough Street.

HURST & EldJ!L\j&.£tS

NEW WORKS.

T E S MISERABLE S.
«!LS By Victor Hugo.

The Authorised English Translation.
Second Edition. 3 v.

LIFE OE EDWARD IRVING.
By Mas. Olipuast. Second Editi in. 2 v.

ENGLISH WOMEN OE LET-
TERS. By Joha Kavanauu. 2 v.

FEMALE LIFE IN PRISON.
By A Prison Matkon. 2v.

ITALY UNDER VICTOR
EMMANUEL. By Count Chaiiles Arkiva-
benb. 2 v.

SLAVES OF THE RING ; OR,
BEFORE AND AFTER. By the Author of
"Grandmother's Money." 3 v.

THE MAROON-
By Capt. Mayne IIeid. 3 v.

NO CHURCH,
Forming; the New Volume of " Hurst and
Blackett's Standard Library." 5a.

MARION LESLIE-
By the Rev.P.Bkaton. 3 v.

GHAKSPERE's MAGIC POST-
&$ OFFICE [Registered] This unique
Classical and Interesting Game, with fall instruc-

tions and complete appointments The must
Finished, Merry, and Pleasing amusement ever

created. From One to a Thousand can enjoy ihe

fun at once. A perfect Post OlEce sent post free by
return for 18 postage stamps.
Gkeig, South Row, Marshall Street, London, W.

OF " SANGSTEES' ALPACA" UMBRELLAS,
for which they bave been again awarded a

PRISE MEDAL,
have been made under their Patent. These Um-
brellas may be Uad of all Dealers, and should have
Labela bearing the words " SangsterV Alpaca."
Goods of their own. Manufacture having the word
" Makers."

W. & J. Sangster, Patentees, 140, Regent Street

;

94, Flest Street ; 10, Royal Exchange; /&, Ohcnpside.
N.B. Observe the Name.

ANOTHER CURE OE
aO. Consumptive Cough by

DR. LOCOCK'S PULMONIC WAFERS.
From Mr. J. Simpson, 82, Seymour Place. " I

have been afilicted lor many year- with a most se-

vere Cough (which wasalways said to be consump-
tive), and for which 1 never found a remedy until I

used your Wafers." They give instant relief of
asthma, consumption, coughs, and colds.

They have a pleasant taste. Price Is. l^d, and
£s. Ud. per box. Sold by all Chemists.

fflAETE BE VISITE POK-
%$ TRAITS of 2,000 Popular Men aud
Women of the Day are published at 1*. bit. each by
Messrs. Mrchi and Lazin, 112, Regent Street.
Also many hundreds of Drawing-room Albums for

ditto on sale, from 2«. W. to ten guineas each.
Catalogues of names post tree.

SHERWOOD NIGHT LIGHTSW —SIXPENCE A BOX—Are recom-
mended as being second only to "Price's Patent
Child's.'

Belmont, Vauxball.

f^APTAIN WHITE'SV ORIENTAL PICKLE, CURRY, or
MULLIGATAWNY PASTE, Curry Powder, and
Curry Sauce, may be obtained from all Sauce
Vendors, and wholesale of Crossr & Blackwell,
Purveyors to the Queen, Soho Square, London.

HOLLOWAY'S PILLS
OINTMENT.

AND
The Pills cure all diseases of the Liverand Stomach
—The Ointment, Bad Legs, Old Sores, and Wounds.

t FEILLIPSON & Go's New Perfume,

1 " LA DUCHESSE."
i The most refreshing and durable of the day.
Z Price 2s. 6d. of all Chemists and Vendors of
S Perfumery ,or by letter (enclosing a PostOniee
} Orderor Stamps) to PHILLIPSON AND CO.,
.'. 1. Bodge Row, St. Pai'l's, London, E.G.
* The POMADE,2j. 6rf. ; SOAP, 1*. ;OIL, 2s.6rt.

\ Perfumery for every climate- Catalcguesfree.

TROUBLED WITH A LIVER,A ARE YOU?—Take DR. TWEBDALE'8
HOI* PILLS, the finest tonic restorative ever com-
pounded.

TIQUID MARROW POMA-JU TUMS, ROSE, JASMIN, OltANuE
and TUBEROSE.—These Pomatums are scented
with the flowers themselves, and, being without any
admixture of essential oils, are specially adapted to
dressing the Hair. 2s. each.

H. Kiggb, 35, New Bond Street.

pson & Co.,
GOLDSMITHS, SILVERSMITHS, JEWELLERS, WATCH & CLOCK MANUFACTURERS,

AND IMPORTERS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF FANCY NOVELTIES.

254, Eegent Street, & 3, Beak Street, and Paris, Rue de Bivoli.

MESSRS. T. A. SIMPSON & Co. beg respectfully to call attention to their elegant and exten-
sive Show Rooms at 154, Regent Street, and 8, Beak Street, containing the most choice

and beautiful Assortment of Novelties in Fancy Goods, as well as Articles of Utility of English
and Foreign Manufacture, both valuable and inexpensive, for presentation, forming in them-
selves an exhibition far exceeding any display of the kind in this country.

Messrs. T. A. Simpson <fc Co., in soliciting the honour of an inspection of their extensive Stock
and magnificent Premises, beg to assure all who may favour them with a visit, that they will

meet with a polite reception, whether Purchasers or otherwise ; and they desire to intimate
that it will be with them an invariable rule to exchange any articles purchased at their

Establishment which may not be approved.

APPIM AND COMPANY,
77 & 78, OXFORD STREET,

OPPOSITE THE PAITHEOI.
Ss3° Homoeopathic Practitioners, and the Medical Profession generally, recommend Cocoa as

being the mowt healthful of all beverages. When the doctrine of Homoeopathy was first intro-

duced into this country, there were to be obtained no preparations of Cocoa either attractive

to the taste or acceptable to the stomach ; the nut was either supplied in its crude state, or so
unskilfully manufactured as to obtain little notice.

JAMES EPPS. of London, Homoeopathic Chemist, was induced in the year 1839, to turn his

attention to this subject, and at length succeeded, with the assistance of elaborate machinery, in

being the first to produce an article pltrk in its composition, and so refined by the perfect tritu-

ration it receives in the process it passes through, as to be acceptable to the delicate stomach,
and a most

DESIRABLE BREAKFAST BEVERAGE.

FOR GENERAL USE,

OCOA
IS DISTINGUISHED FOR ITS

DELICIOUS AROMA, GRATEFUL SMOOTHNESS, and INVIGORATING POWER,
And to these qualities it is indebted for the adoption it now obtains as a

BREAKFAST SEVERAGE.
DIRECTIONS.—Mix, in a breakfast cup, two tea-spoonfuls of the Powder with as much cold

Milk as will form a stiff paste; then, fill up with boiling Milk, or Milk and Water in equal
portions, or Water.

ilb., i lb., and 1 lb. Packets, at Is. 6d. per lb.

Sold in labelled Packet3 only, by Grocers, Confectioners, and Druggists, in every town
throughout the United Kingdom.

MANUFACTORY : LONDON.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

METALLIC PEH MAKER TO THE QTJEEH,
BY ROYAL COMMAND,

JOSEPH &ILLOTT
T3EGS most respectfully to inform the Commercial World, Scholastic Institutions, and the

public generally, that by a novel application of bis unrivalled Machinery for making Steel Pf»ns, and in accordance
with the scientific spirit of the times, he has introduced a new series of his useful productions, which, for excel-
lence op temper, quality op MATERIAL, and, above all, cheapness in price, he believes will ensure universal

approbation, and defy competition. Each Pen bears the impress of his name as a guarantee of quality ; and they are

put up in the usual style of boxes, containing one gross each, with label ourside, and the fac simile of his signature.
At the request of persons extensively engaged in tuition, J. G. has introduced his WARRANTED SCHOOL AND
PUBLIC PENS, which are especially adapted to their use, being of different degrees of flexibility, and with fine,

medimn, and broad points, suitable for the various kinds of Writing taught in Schoole. Sold Retail by all Stationers,

Booksellers, and other respectable Dealers in Steel Pens. Merchants and Wholesale Dealers can be supplied at the

Works, Graham Street ; 96, New Street, Birmingham;

No. 91, JOHN STREET, NEW YORK; and at 3;, GRACECIIURCH STREET, LONDON, EX.

HAND SILVER PLATeT
222, REGENT STREET, LONDON, AND
, KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE.

MAKE THE MOST LIBERAL ALLOWANCE FOR OLD SILVER PLATE,
EITHER FOR CASH OR IN EXCHANGE FOR GOODS.

ALLNTJTTS
[ATIC F1T1TOATITO OE PAST1LE

SOLD IN PACKETS, 6d. EACH, BY CHEMISTS, &c.

A Packet forwarded on receipt of Six Stamps.

FREDERICK ALLNUTT, 12 and 13, Chapel Row, Portsga.

TOE POCKET SiPHCOTA DEPOT- EBfflSTON AND SON,
-» Sole Manufacturers of the 12 oz. Waterproof Coat for India, guaranteed not to be sticky,

no matter the climate it is subject to. From 42s., all silk 50s. to 65s. Measurement required,
the length and size round the chest. Knapsacks for Tourists, 18s. 6d.

FISHING STOCKINGS, 21s. to 25s. per pair.

S, SHAKING CROSS, late 69, STU&NB.

i CHARGE MADE
and ENVELOPES with ARMS

;

T MAPLE & Co.'s FIESTV • CLASS FURNITURE.
Mahos any Wing Wardrobes, 9 guineas; ditto, with
Plate Glass Doors, 11 guineas; ditto, in Painted
Wood, with Plate Glass Doors, 54 guineas; Bed-
steads ot every description, in Wood, Iron, and Brass,
fitted with Drapery and Bedding complete; several
Suites of Drawing-room Furniture, from 12 to 20
guineas; the Eugenie Easy Chair, 2js. ; Couch to
correspond, 3 guineas; many Chiftoniers, with Plate
Glass and Marble, from is to £25: Marqueterle
Cabinets from 3 guineas; very large ditto, in buhl,
from .^12 to 5625 ; Bookcases from 44 guineas.

Illustrated Catalogues free on application.
145, Tottenham Court Road.

NO MOKE PILLS NOR ANI OTHER
MEDICINE.

E FIND DU BAERY'S
FOOD the safest remedy for chronic

constipation, indigestion (dyspepsia), consumption,
diarrhoea, all gas'ric disorders, acidity, heartburn,
palpitation, irritability, sleeplessness, distension,
flatulency, phlegm, haemorrhoids, coughs, colds,
catarrhs, asthma, bronchitis, dysentery, nervousness,
biliousness, torpidity of the liver, debility, atrophy.
—Andrew Ure, M.D., F.R.S., Dr. Harvey, Dr. Shor.
land, Dr. Campbell, Dr. Rud. Wurzer. It saves 50
times its cost in other remedies. Packed in tins

—

1 lb., 2«. 9d. ; 12 lb., free of carriage, 22s.— Barry du
Barry and Co., 77, Regent Street, London; and
26, Place VeuJ6me, Paris; 12, Rue de l'Empereur,
Brussels; Fortnum and Mason; and at 6

!
, Grace-

church Street; No. 49. Bishopsgate Street; 4,
Cheapside; 611 and 150, Oxford Street; 330, Strand;
o.ChHring Cross; 51. Baker Street; and all Grocers
and Chemists.

STAMPING PAPER
CREST, or INITIALS.—RODRIGUES'

superior cream-laid adhesive EN VELOPES, id. per 100 ; cream-laid note, full-size, five quires
for dd. ; thick ditto, five quires for 1*.; superfine foolscap, 9,. ner ream; sermon paper, 4*. ad.
WEDDING CARDS, WEDDING ENVELOPES, INVITATIONS to the CEREMONY,

DEJEUNER and BALL, PRINTED and STAMPED in SILVER, with ARMS or CREST
in the latest fashion. CARD-PLATE ELEGANTLY ENGRAVED and 100 SUPERFINE
CARDS PRINTED for 4«. fid.

Observe, at HENRY RODRIGUES' well-known Establishment , 42, Piccadilly, two doors
from Sac.kville Street, W.

IX X

I

LATING STOVES.-
Cheap, Simple, Efficient, and Durable.

Thousands have been sold and universally approved.
They are suitable for Halls, Warehouses, Conserva-
tories, and every siru^tion where a Close Stove is

required. The large sizes are extensively used in
Churches, Chapels, and Public Buildings with great
effect and eccuomy. Prices 50$., 60s., 70s., 90s., and
120*. Prospecfus with engravings, gratis, and post
free. In operation daily. The Trade supplied.
Deane & Co., Opening to the Monument, London

Bridge. Established A.O. 1700.

ROWLANDS AlAvAosAH, OIL, for promoting
the Growth, Ilestoring^nd Beautifying the Human
Hair.
ROWLANDS* KALYDOR for Improving and

Beautifying the Complexion aud Skin, and Eradi-
cating CutaneouR defects.
ROWLANDS' ODONTO, or Pearl Dentifrice, for

the Teeth, Gums, and Breath.
Sold at 20, Hatton Garden, and by Chemists and

Perfumers.

fiOGKS'S CELEBRATEDV READING SAUOE,
Vfhich is so highly esteemed with Fish, Game,
SteakB, Soups, Grills, Gravies, Hot & Cold Meats,
and unrivalled for general use, is Sold by the most
respectable Dealers in Fish Sauces.

C. Cooks, Reading, Sole Manufacturer.

SAUCE.

LEA AND PERRIES'
WORCESTERSHIRE

SAUCE.
Pronounced by Connoisseurs

"THE ONLY GOOD
SAUCE."

None genuine without Name on
wrapper, label, bottle,

and stopper.

*„* Sold by Crosse & Blackwell;
Barclay & Sons; and Grocers

and Oilmen universally.

f*LARK'S NEURALGICv TINCTURE, a certain permanent cure
for NEURALGIA. TIC-HOLOREUX, AGUE, and
all NERVOUS AFFECTIONS.—Clark, Dorking.
London Dep6t, f>7. St. Paul's. Sold by all Chemists.

Price 2s. 9d.,4s. fid.

Reference—The Rev. Sir F. Gore Ouseley, Bart.,

M.A., Mus. Bac. Oxon.

fSQCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUSw PILLS, for Indigestion, Bilious, Liver,
and Stomach Complaints. Prepared only by James
Cockle, 18, New Ormond Street, and 10 be had of
all Medicine Vendors, in boxes at 1*. IJrf., 2s. 9d„
4s. Ni., aud Ms.
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SENTIMENT.
Edwin (to whom it suddenly occurs). "Need thing in Sunsets, Angyi "

Angelina. " Why, so it is I Mauve clouds ivith amber trimmings I Most tasteful

thing of the kind I ever saiv, love !
"

[Query. Was Angelina chaffing ?

DIALOGUE BETWEEN A MILL-OWNER AND
JOHN BROWN.

"Who are you, who are you, my friend,

All out at your elbows and toes ?
"

"I'm John Bkown, at your service, Sir,

A spinner with scarce any clothes."

"How 's that, John Brown, John Brown,
After spinning away all your life ?

"

" It 's all o' that there Yankee war,
That brotherly murderin strife."

"What 's that, John Brown, John Brown
;

That 1 see you have got in your hand ?
"

"It's my wife's wedding-ring as I'm going
To pawn at the pawnbroker's stand."

" Not that, John Brown, John Brown
;

Can't you find something better to sell ?
"

"Why I 've sold every stick as I 've got
To get bread, for the wife, boys and gell."

" Oh that, John Brown, John Brown,
Mustn't be, mustn't be, my friend."

" Well then, you, and the likes as is rich,

Your help and your money just lend."

" Well that, John Brown, John Brown,
Would perhaps be the right thing to do."

" I should just think it was, else we '11 starve

Close to well-fed mill-owners like you."

" Well, well, John Brown, John Brown,
You mustn't take on so, my man."

"Take on so, why fever will soon
Take the lot o' us out o' the Ian'."

"What, what, John Brown John Brown,
So bad as all that has it got ?

"

" Yes, you and all them as has means
Might save us from all going to rot."

Quite a Drug in the Market.

They are going to put up to sale the contents that are

left in the International Exhibition Building. What an
enormous sum might be realised if they could sell the
discontents that have come out of it

!

THE REFEREE'S DECISION.

"Dear Mr. Punch,
" I say, you are always a friend to us youngsters, and 1 want

you to make things square between me and the Governor. He is the

best old party in the world, but he don't always see things in a right

light, don't you know, and times have changed since he was a boy,

—

tempora mutantur, and all that. He will insist in writing on his letters

to me, ' Master Swithin Lane ;
' and the other chaps at the school

chaff me like fun (only it isn't fun to me), and say that I am a nice

little child, and why doesn't the nurse come to see me, and no end of

that. I say, you have been young yourself, you know, and you might
say a word. I have spoken to the Governor, and asked him to write

'Mr.' (I didn't go in for 'Escraire,' though some of the chaps have
their letters so), and he talks about 'Mr.' meaning an adult, and that

I am only fifteen, and that it would be a 'positive wrong.' I should
like to know which is wrongest, doing a little thing like that, to oblige

your own flesh and blood, or leaving me to be chaffed every time I get

a letter, besides causing me to give another fellow a black eye, as I was
forced to do last week for his cheek, and will again? Besides, the
Governor is so inconsistent. He writes to twenty folks in a day that

he is their ' very obedient servant,' and I should like to hear one of

them tell him to brush a coat. Isn't that ' a positive wrong ?

'

Besides, he's wrong again. I am not a master, but a pupil ; so he puis
his dear old foot in it every way. Just give him the mildest dig, and,

believe me,
" Yours really'and truly,

" Swithin Lane."

Chapeauology.

The name of the old Erench hat has for years past been Gibus.

The new French hat, however, has been the target, or the head-piece,

rather, of so many jokes, at the expense of the poor Mossoos, that they
might safely venture to call it Jib(e) us.

A PUZZLE IN THE COURT CIRCULAR.

The subjoined extract from the Court Circular is indistinctly con-

cise :

—

" Osborne, Oct. 30.—The Queen walked this morning."

In labouring to be brief, the chronicler of the Court movements
becomes obscure. " The Queen walked this morning." Well ; but

Her Majesty has hitherto, happily, been accustomed to walk every

morning. The information that "the Queen walked," as if our

Sovereign had been for some time keeping her bed, was calculated to

create anxiety and alarm in the minds of Her Majesty's subjects. In-

stead of being apprised that the Queen walked in the abstract, they

ought to have been told that she walked in the castle grounds or where
else soever it pleased her to walk. Some persons, accustomed to ex-

press themselves in idiomatic language, when they read the statement

that the Queen "walked," too probably misunderstood it to mean, that

Her Majesty went away. Avoid slang.

A Lady's Postscript.

It is said that the meaning of a lady's letter always peeps out in the

Postscript. It may not generally be known, but there is an insinuating

motive in this. The dear creature, after indulging in a quantity of

elegant nonsense, ties her meaning tightly up in the Postscript—thus

evidently wishing that everything she has of truth, or interest, to com-

municate, may be taken literally au pied de la lettre. And who can say

that in this, as in all other things, the dear creature is not quite .right

in the end ?

VENUS PRESERVED.

Some ladies were decrying Mr. Gifson's Tinted Venus, when an old

maid exclaimed, pityingly, "Poor creature! if she is stinted, why
doesn't she wear a Crinoline ?

"

VOL. XEIII.
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FOX-HUNTING IN FRANCE.
eople wlio delight in

the entente cordiale,

and hail with rapture

every step made to-

wards Anglicising

French in en and
Frenchifying English,

must have seen with
immense pleasure the

following quotation,

made lately by the

Paris Correspondent
of the Times:—

" A Havre paper says
there is serious talk of

organising in Normandy
fox-hunting in the Eng-
lish style. The object of

this is said to be to form
hunters and chargers on
the model of the famous
English hunters. The
hunting-field is to serve
as a complement of the
training school and of the
steeple-chaces, already to

some extent introduced
into France. It is pro-
posed to form a com-
mittee in Normandy, con-

~ "• sisting of the principal
landowners of the dis-

tricts iu which thehounds
should be kept, in order to obtain the right of traversing the country: also to

regulate the question of compensation for damage done, one or several kennels

should be formed by persons specially employed for the purpose ; the season to be
from November to March."

Knowing somewhat bow la chasse is pursued_ across the Channel, we
can picture to our mind the ludicrous absurdities French " sportmen"
will commit, in the way of .bounds and horseflesh, customs and costume,

ere they succeed in hunting foxes a la mode anglaise.

Fancy a French tailor's notion of a hunting-coat, and what monstrous
eccentricities his scissors would indulge in when first cutting out the

"pink!" Then what years and years of training must a chasseur

undergo before he brought his figure down to proper hunting weight,

and what practice would it take him to learn Hie art of facing a " bul-

lfinch." without flinching, or to take his "timber" as coolly aud com-
placently as though it were a walking-stick !

If by luck he ever managed to clear a five-barred gate, how he would
glory in describing his achievement of the feat, aud what stories of his

prowess in the field would he nan-ate, when he reached that time of life

which we may call his anecdotage ! As for getting him to hunt \yithout

a l>ig horn at his back, that of course would be past hoping until after

many seasons : and we can fancy how each chasseur would fancy himself

the huntsman, and act as though he solely had command of the whole
pack. We can conceive too with what clamour the hunting field would
echo, aud what curious imitations would he given, of the cries which
foxhunt ers in England are accustomed to emit. How would the "view
holloa " be translated into French ? or if les chasseurs du renard in pre-

ference adopted the English cries themselves, how would they pronounce
such words as tally ho ! hark for 'aid ! gone away ! or Yoicks !

These ami other questions of like national importance are suggested
to the mind of the meditative reader upon seeing that the French are

about to take to fox-hunting a la mode anglaise. Well, we really see

no reason why they should not try to imitate us, in this or any other of

our national accomplishments, aud we wish them all success in making
the attempt. Whatever their shortcomings aud their failures in the
field, fox-hunting is at any rate a better sport than bull-baiting, which
for the credit of the country we hope it will supplant.

SHILLELAGHS IN CONTROVERSY.

Our Ultramontane contemporary, the Tablet, with reference to the
change in the policy of the Emperor of the French on the Roman
question supposed to be signified by his appointment of M. Drouyn de
Lhtjys in_the place of M. Thouvenel, makes the wonderful remark
ensuing :

—

" The Liberal press does not conceal its vexation ; it admits that the Emperor
has deluded it, and it is ready to take its revenge by breaking somebody's head."

The Liberal Press^ will be amused at finding itself accused of a
readiness to break heads by that particular journal which is the pious
apologist of Wiseman's lambs.

The Best Cure for tue Heartburn.—Marria

A STREET DIALOGUE.

Jones. So Dizzy has been making a long Church speech. What does
he say, Robinson, you know everything ?

Robinson. You flatter me. Says—well, he says that Lord John
Russell and his family have got a lot of Church property, and that he
is quite sure they will be happy to make amends to the Church.

Jones. Cool—well.

Robinson. It is cool, but the Bishop of Oxford, who was in the
Chair, said that " a mixture of Tonic and Bitters was wanted in spirit u 1

matters."
Jones. Gin and bitters they call it in private life. Well ?

Robinson. Well, Dizzy thought the late Archbishop much too ready
to surrender- everything—and thought the Church ought to take a

defined and determined attitude.

Jones. Militant, in fact?
Robinson. Just so—said that industry, liberty, and religion were the

History of England—

—

Jones. Might as well have said, that dice-boxes, dice, and draughts
were—they are the contents of many as rational a History of England
as that.

Robinson. Who's a denyin' on if ? Well, Sir, he then stated his

five points— his Church Charter. There should be Church Education,
More Bishop

—

Jones. I say.

Robinson. Re says. The Lay Element

—

Jones. Which is thai ?

Robinson. I don't know—water, I suppose, as the parsons seldom
drink it. Then he wants the Parochial System, and the Clergy made
more efficient.

Jones. That 's right, but how ?

Robinson. By giving them more money.
Jones. Oh, is that a good way? I didn't know. I '11 think over it

before I send any to the Bishop of Tonic and Bitters. Thanks, old
man. What execrable weather. [Exeunt.

MUSICAL GYMNASTICS.
"Dear Jack,

" What a muff you are ! Why didn't you come ud last week ?

Oh, the partridges be hanged ! You might have left them tor one day :

and only sec now what a sight you 've missed ! No, I don't mean down at

Brompton, though, thank goodness ! that shop's shut—except for swells

who want to bay a three-hundred-guinea sideboard, or a self-acting

steam muffin-cutter, or something of that sort. The sisht I mean was
down at Sydenham, at the Crystal Palace, and here is the official adver-

tisement thereof, extracted from the programme I purchased in the

building :

—

" Crystal Palace. Wednesday. * * * Half-past three : Leotard in his

W< ndrous Trapeze Performance across the Centre Transept, accompanied by the
Orchestral Band of the Company."

" There, you silly fellow ! Now, pray, wasn't that a sight worth coming
all the way from Slushbury to see? Just picture to yourself, my boy,

the Wondrous Leotard, flying across the transept 'accompanied by

the orchestral band.' Can't you in your mind's eye see them in the

act ?—conductor with his long hair floating in the breeze
;
performers

with their instruments close upon his heels, all ophicleides and oboes,

kettle drums and cornets, bassoons and double basses, all accompanying
the Wondrous in his trans-trauseptal flight ? Was there ever known
a musical performance such as this ? Here Strumundthump's gym-
nastics are nothing in comparison, yet you know what his contortions

are in playing the piano, and how actively he jumps from the tip top of

the treble to the bottom of the bass. How on earth—or rather in air—
the fiddlers can have managed, with their fiddlesticks in one hand and
their fiddles in the other, to catch hold of each trapeze bar as they

swung themselves along, is really more than I feel competent to guess.

By way of musical agility, the feat is quite unparalleled, and for the

power of adhesiveness tiiey manually displayed, I incline to think the

band must have been members of the Catch Club.

"Believe me, my dear boy, yours all serene,

" John Evergreen, Esq." " Will Wideawake."

"P.S. I'm told that there's a Literary Department at the Palace.

I wonder, is it there that the advertisements are issued? As curiosities

of literature they at times are well worth looking at."

The Couchant Lion.

It seems that the bed on which Garibaldi is now reposing _ is

an English one that was sent to him 'through the post. Considering

the distance it travelled, we presume that this bed was a four-

poster ?
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WANTED, A KING?

The throne of Greece, the throne of Greece,

From which King Ohio has been flung,

Which, as desiring pence and peace,

'Cute Leopold refused when young

!

Though thrones are rarely marked " to let,"

A tenant will be hard to get

!

The telegram I pondered on,

Wondering how true the news might be,

Wlien on the Stock Exchange 'twas blown
That Greek bonds had been done at three.

And seeing how Greek stocks behave,

I camiot deem Greek news a shave.

How many a Sovereign bears a brow,
Stripped of the crown that once was his !

Young Bombalino 's throneless now,
And Dukes by dozens, friends of his.

But if you polled their whole array,

To a Greek throne they 'd all say, nay.

Yes—they'd say nay, and so should I
My Hellas—for thy glory 's o'er

:

" Greek " now means sharper 'cute and sly,

Not. sage and hero as of yore.

'Tis vile to rule a race of slaves,

But viler still a race of knaves.

You keep the cash I lent you, yet

;

But where is all my interest gone?
That lesson I will ne'er forget,

As certain as my name is J ohn.
No wonder that your cause I shun,

When Greeks are " doos," and I 've been done.

!No Brince of mine shall take your reins,

To guide as Czar or France commands

;

Though you, with ease, fling off your chains,

I can't get Greek bonds off my hands.

And the Greek Kalends is the day
On which I look for you to pay

!

No Brince of mine shall wear a Crown
For which you 've never paid the bill.

Though if he did, whoe'er went down,
Methinks his tin-one he long would fill

:

For Cocker knows, no proof I lack,

You ne'er send British Sovereigns back.

ALARMING INVASION.
" Dear Bunch,

" After reading of the doings of the Federals and the Con-
federates, the state of poor Garibaldi's ancle, the fury of the gale, &c,
in this morning's Daily Telegraph, I stumbled upon a paragraph which
caused me to upset half a cup full of Iceland cocoa over my new and
much admired shawl dressing gown (a present from Fanny) and to kick
a very elegantly worked slipper (ditto from Emily), which was at that

moment gracefully poising on my right foot, into the fire. The cause of

this unusual excitement was the iolloming announcement, headed Brince
Napoleon— ' The screw yacht Jerome Napoleon, having on board Brince
Napoleon and Princess Clotilde and suite, arrived at Southampton
on Saturday morning from Cherbourg, and proceeded to London by the
South-Western Railway.' Gracious Goodness ! and is it possible that this

ocean monster has arrived at the Waterloo station during the Queen's
and Lord Balmerston's absence ? What base treachery has been at
work on the part of the Directors of the South-Western Railway? If
this sort of thing is to be allowed, we shall have the Gloire and the
entire fleet of Impregnates conveyed to Charing-Cross and Hyde Bark
by some monster Excursion Train one of these dark winter nights, and
then indeed Mossoo will be avenged! Fancy a steel-plated frigate
blazing away, simply moored on a huge railway truck— fancy the horrid
monster traversing the kingdom and pouring destruction along its in-

land track, slaughtering the peaceful clowns of Leicestershire and
bombarding Birmingham. The bare idea is enough to appal the stoutest
heart, and has quite spoiled my breakfast.

" I am, dear Fundi, yours ever,

"Pump Court, Temple." "Adolphus Fitznorse."

New Name eor Madame Tussaud's Chamber of Horrors.—
The Waxhallu of Newgate.

CLERGYMEN IN CRINOLINE.
Why don't clergymen wear crinoline? Surely it would add much to

their personal appearance. A pet parson would find his gown sit ever
so much better,_if he were to spread it over an extended petticoat. In
the pulpit the improvement would perhaps not be discernible ; but in
walking up the aisle, and in standing to officiate at a marriage or a
christening there is no doubt that a parson would appear to great
advantage, if his gown were stretched out to the present width of
fashion. We are afraid to think what havoc a clergyman in crinoline
would play with the soft hearts of his feminine congregation ; and how
many pairs of slippers their tender hands would woVk for him. In the
opinion of most ladies a good personal appearance is one of the main
points towards making a good preacher ; and we are sure that any
parson, who wishes to be talked about, by wearing crinoline may very
soon achieve some notoriety.

~~Pftsl><^-

V^f^
£V- ^> *

A LINE TOE GENERAL BUTLER.
" General Butler.—Rao Sahib has been caught and hanged. Nana

Sahib when caught will certainly be hanged too. Rao Sahib and
Nana Sahib were guilty of abominable cruelty to English women.
Englishmen are apt to avenge atrocity of that kind by condign punish-

ment. So probably, are American gentlemen, particularly those whose
female relations have been outraged. If Abraham Lincoln does not
recall you from New Orleans whilst he can, I should not like to be in

your boots. I had rather not die in my own boots, unless I died a

soldier's death, which I could not expect to die if I were to fall into the

hands of gentlemen upon whose ladies I had been guilty of wreaking the

malice of a coward. Let me die the death of a Christian, atleast, and
not that of a cur. I would fain not dangle, amid the execrations of the

spectators and mankind, from the gallows.

"If I had to be hanged, I should wish to be hanged wilhout_ having
first been flogged. I could hardly expect to be let off so easily if I had
exasperated men by infamous treatment of their wives and sisters.

Were I the tyrant that now rules at New Orleans as conqueror, I might
yet live to be whipped, not only as General Bope was whipped the

other day, but also as General Haynau was whipped some years

before, only worse than that. I might yet live to be whipped and then

hanged. The cowhide destined to lacerate my own skiu, the only sen-

sitive part of me, would perhaps, be even now in tanning. If my life

were spared after my flagellation, I could only expect to be suffered to

live under conditions of ridiculous degradation which would render my
ignominious existence a continual punishment, and myself a caution to

sinners against womanhood and manhood.
_
You had better, but of

course you will not, adopt the recommendation which is contained in

the signature of your adviser,

"Cave."

"B.S. You may make one syllable of Cave if you like, and can under-

stand it only as a Yankee word. Then cave in."

Another Question for Lord Llanover,
future called Brokenhead ?

-May Bitkenhead be in
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LATEST FROM ABROAD-POWDER AND ALL THE REST OF IT.

Old Miss Fribble. " Hem ! Cut these Old Fashioned Minxes out—flatter myself !

"

BOMBA AND OHIO.

King Bomba is seated, smoking, and occasionally reading the "Garden

of the Soul." A Footman enters, announcing " A Stranger !."

King Bomba {starts up). I bate strangers. Who is he ? Does lie

look like a Garibaldiau miscreant? Don't let him in. Where's the

Queen ?

Footman. Still at the convent, so please you, Sire.

King Bomba. I can't see anybody till the Queen comes back. Don't
let him in.

Enter King Otho.

King Otho. I have ventured
King B. I see you have ; but you had no business to do so. What

do you want ? Go away.
King 0. I hear an echo from the Piraeus.

King B. Who 's the Pirseus ? I know no official of that name. Will
you so away P The Queen attends to business, and she is not at home.
King 0. Dismiss your attendant, please your Majesty.
King B. But I will be hanged if I do ! Just what I expected, and

uo sentinel within call. This is atrocious. Don't you move.
[To Footman.

King 0. Will your Majesty look at my card ?

King B. Keep off, Sir, I tell you ! Give it him, and don't you
advance a step, or
Footman {reads). " Otho, King of Greece !

"

King B. Saint Januarius forgive me !—no, he's a rascally traitor, and
there's bad blood between us—but I mean—pray pardon me, your
Majesty. Out, menial! [Exit Footman.

The Kings embrace.

King B. To what happy chance am I indebted for the pleasure of
this visit, dear brother?
King 0. Eh ? Don't you read the newspapers ?

King B. Bah, no, the wicked and venomous creatures—my director
tells me to let them alone.

King 0. Ah ! Then you have not heard that circumstances over
which I had no control compelled me to leave Athens ?

King B. Athens ! Where 's that ?

King 0. {offended). It was my capital, brother, and though 1 have no

longer any interest in it, I am bound to say that—yes—I think a gen-

tleman ought to know where Athens is.

King B. I beg your pardon. 1 dare say the Queen knows. But
upon my word I have so little time for anything but my spiritual duties,

that really—and so your Majesty has come away from your capital ?

King 0. Well, yes, I have come away. That is to say, my subjects,

I mean my late subjects, had a strong opinion that my continued

residence among them would not tend to my comfort, or theirs.

King B. They had an opinion ! I hope yon gave them plenty of

cannon-shot before leaving.

King 0. Why, no. The fact is that unless I had loaded the guns
myself, and got the Queen to fire them, there was nobody to do it.

King B. I would have done that {fiercely).

King 0. I might, brother, but then there was a further difficulty iu

the fact that the people had locked up all the powder and shot. So here

I am, and my first visit is to you.
King B. A compliment at the expense of religion is painful to me,

brother. Your first visit should have been {crosses himself) to His
Holiness.

King 0. {smiles). Give me a light—thanks. As to that, there are a

few circumstances that might require consideration. You see, Pope
Pius the Ninth
King B. Brother ! don't speak of the Holy Father {crosses himself)

iu that secular way. lou deserve excommunication, and I was wrong,

1 fear, to have given you fire. Please to put your cigar out, and help

yourself to another match, that will not be my giving it to you, you kuow.

King 0. It's of too good a brand to spoil, but you are in no danger,

brother. The Holy Father is nothing to me, don't you see ? I am of

the Greek Church, or at least I was three days back.

King B. Gracious heavens, an atheist, an infidel, a heathen, a sceptic,

a blasphemer, a heretic— please, brother, go away.

King 0. Don't be a muff, brother. I am as good a Christian as you

are, and you may ask your director whether that is the sort of language

to use to a King in distress.

King B. I wish the Queen was here. I don't know whether I ought

to talk to you. Upon your honour, now, you are not a heretic ?

King 0. Certainly not. I'll explain details another time, or you can

ask Her Majesty about me. Can you give me lodgings for a little

while, until we see what is going to turn up ?

King B. If the Queen sees no objection, I shall be most happy, of
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course. But I am sorry that you did not manage to serve out your

scoundrelly subjects a little—was there no powder magazine you could

have blown up—no ship that would have given them a parting broad-

side for the love of religion ?

King 0. Not one. Not a drop of blood could I have spilt, unless I

had stopped to shave myself. I am told that three or four fellows were

killed after I had gone.

King B. Something, something, but a trifle. I did better than that,

brother, better than that. [^bs his hands.

King 0. Providence was kinder to you than to me, brother, but we
should not parade our advantages and privileges in the face of the

unfortunate. Besides, a good many of your own friends were sacrificed

to vour resistance to the notice to quit.

King B. A great honour for them, brother ; and they are all the

better off thereby ; my director says so. But are you not going to

punish your subjects ? Can I help you in any way ?

King 0. What plan would you advise ? I have money.

King B. Then, my dear brother, it is clear that Providence smiles

upon you. I can lend you some very good brigands, most holy and

ferocious devils, whom you can land Is Athens an island ?

King 0. Never mind. Whom I can land ?

King B. Yes, and who will do their work like faithful Catholics.

King 0. Bless you, brother ! your brigands are children to mine—at

least, those that were mine. Why, there wasn't a throat safe, outside

the cities.

King B. {admiringly). That was glorious! {Thoughtful.) I have

some good fellows, too. But, I say, brother, with such an army, how
is it that you are here ?

King 0. Well, circumstances. Do yon know I am not quite sure that

brigandage, with all its merits, is a safe institution for a King to repose

upon. And, then, there are counteracting influences. Did you ever

hear of a place called St. Petersburg ?

King B. Bndeed 1 have, and have wept that a den of heretics should

bear the name of the first Pope. What of that ?

King 0. There are some brigands there. They do not wear sashes

and silver-mounted pistols but they know their work, and the long and

the short of it is, that there is another throne to let. Would you

like it ?

King B. {brightening up). Eh ? I don't know. Well, what you say

about the brigands is very tempting, certainly. I—I—we must speak

to the Queen.
King 0. There is only one trifling matter, which to a king and a man

of the world, can be nothing.

King B. A few oaths, perhaps. They go for nothing, ask my
director.

King 0. You'll have to change your religion—that is, nominally. 1

assure you it 's nothing when you are used to it.

King B. O brother, you horrify me beyond expression. No, not

even for the sake of commanding all those noble brigands will I do

that. Change my religion ? And yet, and yet—are they so very fero-

cious, and to be so much relied upon ?

King 0. Savage is no word for them.
King B. It 's very tempting. And I might really be a good Catholic

all the time? I declare I'll mention it to my director—at least the

Queen shall, she has more courage than I have. Come in to lunch, and

you shall show me where Athens is, on the map of Asia. \Kxeunt Beges.

A STRANGE CAT,

SPOTTING INTELLIGENCE.

{From Bell's Life.)

The sporting world is still excited in reference to the International

Exhibition. Bets are freely offered that even at this late period of the

show, the Commissioners will yet manage to do something new in the

way of shabbiness, or blunder, or both. Indeed, ou the double event
money is risked freely. This is truly sportsmanlike venturing,

_
after

what has been already seen. The achievements of the Commissioners
have been so remarkable that it looks like tempting Portune to bet

upon their again making themselves ridiculous. And yet we have such
confidence in their staying powers of absurdity, that we do not like to

discourage our readers in putting on the pot. They must calculate

for themselves, caveat melior,—let the better take care. The pickle

business, the stick and ucubrella business, the no-admission-to-assistauts

business, the libellous-catalogue business, the refreshment-exaction

business, the refreshment-smash business, the Cadogan-scandal business,

the refusal-of-Sunday-tickets-to-students-without-season-tickets' busi-

ness, the lavatory-extortion business, the prizes-muddle business, and
about a dozen more businesses of the same kind, seemed to forbid hope,

yet at the last hour we are told that Mr. Morrish is not to sell pork
pies during the bazaar fortnight unless he pays a new rent, and this

sends the betting up, for it shows powers of invention. Perhaps we
shall hear that a royalty or toll is exacted in respect of every

purchase made in the building, perhaps we shall find that though
articles may be sold, they may be wrapped up only in whitey -brown
paper to be procured of the Commissioners at i'ourpence a sheet. We
cannot give a decided opinion on the safety of betting on the Commis-
sioners, but fortune favours the bold, if it does not (as hath been shown
at Kensington) favour the stingy. The public may perhaps be right in

putting a monkey on, the rather that the public monkey has been so

often up about the moribund show.

The subjoined advertisement extracted from the Times, suggests

various reflections to the thinking mind :

—

T OST,a TOM CAT, on the night of the 30th ult., from 6, Park Cottages,
J-' Park Village East, N.W. Light grey coat, with black stripes : answers to the
name of "Johnny." Whoever wiU bring him to the above address shall receive

TEN SHILLINGS REWARD.

There was, of old, a liquor which, our ancestors said, " would make a

cat speak, and a man dumb." It may be doubted whether even that

beverage would make a cat answer to a call. Cats are generally slow at

answering to their names ; and it must indeed be an uncommon Tom
that answers to the name of Johnny. Tom and Johnny in conjunction

are equal to John Thomas ; and a light grey coat with black stripes

would indicate a cat less distinctly than a livery-servant. We may add
that the reward of ten shillings for the lost Johnny is liberal. It shows
dear Johnny to be made much of, insomuch that one Johnny is con-

sidered worth ten Bon.

Alleged Sacrilege by the Eldest Son of the Church.

The Salut Public contains a statement that Napoleon the Third
has been buying three estates in the Marches, which formerly belonged
to the Church. If this is true, what has the Pope said to it ? Anathema !

of course ; and if invited to retract that expression, his only reply will

be Non possumus.i

OUR BLOATED ARMAMENTS.
What, if we let our Cobden charm us,

And, listening to his witching coo,

Believed no neighbours e'er would harm us,

Should we, the British nation, do ?

Our fleet and troops we should abolish,

'Twere less than wisdom to reduce

:

With no invader to demolish,

Our Armstrong guns would have no use.

To arm at all 'twould be a blunder,

Were we secure from every foe :

Ships not, enough to serve for thunder,

'Twere idle waste to keep for show.
Eor oh ! what people in their senses

Would pay for armaments too small

To well suffice for their defences ?

Ours must be vast, or none all.

Can we pursue our peaceful courses,

Nor need for self-protection care r

Why then, indeed, to foreign forces

Our own should no proportion bear,

But if they ought to stand in any,

They ought immensely to excel

;

In for a pound if for a penny :

If arm we must, we must arm well.

THE POOR MEDICAL ACT.

In the police reports, one day last week, it was stated that Dr.
Henry Scott, Upper Woburn Place, came before Mr. Corrie at Bow
Street to complain of a quack namesake, Avith whom, to his great annoy-

ance, he was often confuuuded. The doctor, on one occasion, received

a lawyer's letter, meant for the quack, written to demand payment for

a year and a half's rent. The Magistrate suggested the application of

the Medical Act to punish the quack's assumption of the title of doctor.

Dr. Scott remarked that the Medical Act was a dead letter. Just so.

We believe we are warranted in supplying a defect amongst authorita-

tive announcements by stating that the Registry created under the

Medical Act has been removed to the Dead Letter Office.

The "Gumming of Storms."

Since Admiral Eitzroy, that new Clerk of the Weather, prophesied

with such signal success the advent of the late gale, it is but fair that he

should now be popularly recognised as the Eirst Admiral of the Blew,
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We learn from an Observant Correspondent, that " Coat-tails and Walking Sticks are

worn short at present by the most pronounced Swells at the Camp at Sandovm."

YANKEE WAft-SONG.
"Among those who remained on the field of battle at Perrysville

were some valiant heroes who, when quite sure that the searchers
were friends, rose up very affably and quite unharmed."—American
Correspondent.

War 's my pastime,
And the last time

I was sleeping with the dead
;

With a holster

For my bolster,

And a saddle for my bed

;

You'd have thought me,

_
Had you caught me,

Quite a hero of dragoons :

But no, thank'ee,

I'm a Yankee,
.And a sample of poltroons.

Not my front, Sir,

Bears the brunt, Sir,

When the Southerns make their charge

;

But my back, Sir,

In a crack, Sir,

Is presented as a targe.

Though I kill none,
Yet with quill none

Ever slaughter'd such a host

;

In despatches,

Which mine hatclies,

And 1 send you by the post.

Please receive them,
But believe them

Not, unless you're a "marine;
"

Or related,

As was stated,

To the family of " Green ;

"

Since for lying,

And for flying,

When assaulted by the foe

;

Never nation,

Since creation,

Could compete with us, you know.

SOME ODIOUS COMPARISONS.
BY A CONTRIBUTOR JUST OEJ? HIS HOLIDAY RAMBLES.

CHAPTER SECOND.

I undertook last week to maintain, among other unpatriotic

opinions, the superiority of the Continental Hotel system to our own.
I know how 1 shall be met en the threshold of my argument.
"What," I shall be asked, "were the hotels of France, Italy and

Switzerland, before the English, introduced wash-hand basins, foot-

baths, tubs, towels ? "
_

Stop, my friend. I admit that the Foreign Hotel owes infinite obli-

gations to the British traveller. One may measure how vast the debt
is, by adventuring upon the hotels in out-of-the-way places where John
Bull, his voiturier and his courier, his Mukray and his Mackintosh,
his plump purse and patent-leather portmanteau, are still unknown.
Here the wash-hand basin yet holds the consecrated pint ; the foot-bath

is a mystery, represented, when you have at last managed to convey the
idea of what you want, by the copper caldron that will shortly receive

the pasta for your minestra, or the tin receptacle which is destined to
take the debris and dirty-plates of your dinner -table. The tub in such
places is an institution which it is idle to attempt to make cameriere
or padrone even conceive. Washing from head to foot in cold water is

by them regarded as a discipline to be inflicted upon madmen by their

keepers, not by sane men on themselves.
Ten to one that your bed room floor is unswept, and foul with the

dust of twelve months— if nothing worse; that the salle-a-manger is

waste and dreary ; the table furniture antediluvian. If you dine, the
dishes will arrive in an order to you eccentric and incomprehensible, the
fish after the roast, and the sweets before the entrees, and the "vegetables
apart from the meat. The name and nature of joints and viands will
be as puzzling to you as their order. You will find strange meats set
before you, and pass irresolute from a chump of what you are inclined
to think donkey, to a mess of what you are well nigh convinced is cat.
Entrails and brains will furnish three-fourths of your entertainment,
and ten to one you will be pressed to taste, under the name of "funghi"

a dish of what you have always considered deadly-poisonous toadstools,

and hideous orange and yellow Agarics, or veritable brown Lycopods
and funguses sucli as grow on the trunks of trees. I say nothing of

fleas. You will soon be familiar with them at bed and board, and learn

to regard them as slight and necessary evils. Ten to one your room
will open into a gallery looking out upon the stable-yard, or you may
absolutely have the mules, in the story under your feet, jingling their har-

ness, kicking and squealing all night, and as odoriferous as they are noisy.

I defy the most determined Anglomaniac to paint the genuine foreign

hotel, as unimproved by the travelling Briton, in blacker colours than

many features of it deserve, or than I am prepared to apply to them.

But even in these remote, unsavoury, ill-appointed dens of dirt and dis-

comfort, the chances are a hundred to one that you find excellent coffee,

a clean and comfortable bed on an iron bedstead, beautifully white linen,

at bed and table, and lots of it, a courteous welcome, the most kindly

and unwearied attention from everybody about the place, and a humble
solicitude about your comforts that e^oes far to make up for dirt, dust,

discomfort, frowst and fleas. Why, if there were nothing else than the

readii ess and handiness, the absence of solemnity and pretension about

the waiters !

Shall I ever forget,—when, travelling in a valley of the Piedmontese
Alps, with two ladies under my charge, we arrived wet through at

the Albergo—how Pietro, that most peerless of cameriere, carried down
from our rooms load after load of soaked boots, wet wraps, drabbled

linsey-woolseys, and even moist crinolines, and did the work of an ani-

mated clothes-horse for hours, patiently turning them and himself before

the blazing wood-fire till all were dry and fit to be worn again by the

poor signorine whom he waited on with the agility of a man and the

delicacy of a woman !

When I forget thee, Pietro, and thy delight in contributing to our

comforts, thy quick step, bright eye and pleasant glancing smile, thy

cheery voice and light hand, may I be condemned to a British railway-

hotel and a British waiter for the rest of my travelling life ! There was
not a woman servant in the inn apparently. But here was a male
attendant waiting upon a brace of British females—not of the

strong-minded order, either—and refined enough to minister to them,

even to the drying of their crinolines !— without giving rise to a sug-

gestion of impropriety, or leaving a shade of embarrassment.
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Find me a British waiter from whom you can conceive woman accept-

ing such service, and enjoying it. And yet these ladies, I vow, were

quite happy in Pietro's care, and confessed to me they never felt the

want of a chamber-maid.
Still it must be owned that all the politeness and ready good-will in

ihe world won't make up for grievous material discomfort, especially in

the way of abundance of dirt and lack of water. I admit that it is

only where John Bull lias passed that you find yourself iid of these

drawbacks to comfort. It is John Bull who has made those wonderful

Swiss caravanserais— across between barracks and palaces—which count

their bed-rooms by hundreds, and whose table d'Mtes accommodate
guests by the battalion—John Bull, who has created accommodation
and even luxury for the traveller, in places where a few years ago the

chamois skipped, and the marmot made its burrow—where you can

hear the avalanches falling as you read the last French novel in the

smoking-room, and step on to the glacier out of your verandah windows
—such hotels as those of the Biffelberg and the Eaulhorn, Zermatt or

the Righi.

It is John Bull to whom, in great measure, the world owes the

combined comfort and magnificence of such perfectly ordered establish-

ments as the Europa at Turin, the Ecu or the Bergs at Geneva, and the

Ville at Milan. It, is true, he has left his trace on the bills as well as

the comforts of these gorgeous abodes, which swallow up house after

house, for their lodgers, and create fortune after fortune for their

landlords. It is John Bull who has planned and planted, furnished and
purveyed for those pretty cheerful halting-places on the Italian Lakes
atBellagio and Baveno, and Lugano, with their lovely views, their clean

light apartments, and their well-appointed tables d'hote ; John Bull who
has set a going the pensions of Lake Leman and Lucerne and Inter-

lachen ; John Bull who has distributed the comfortable travellers'

rests that await your arrival at the end of the day's journey on every
great vetturino-road. Yes, I admit it is John Bull who has brought
about that consummation which I maintain is now attained. He has

perfected the foreign hotels, but then he has neglected his own. He
has been so busy spreading the faith in tub and foot -pan, in smart
service and good cookery, in airy rooms and well-swept floors, in the

hotels abroad, that he has overlooked the ill-smelling feather-beds and
antediluvian four-posters; the untubbed, stuffy, frowsy bed-rooms; the
horse-hair sofas, limp towels, triangular wash-stands, and stony soap

;

the dirty German silver, uneatable viands, and undrinkable wine ; the
slipshod, greasy waiters, and pert, over-dressed, mincing chamber-maids

;

the stupid mismanagement and shameless extortion in the average
hotels at home. It has been with John Bull's travelling-accommo-
dation as with his religion. He has sent missionaries to Boriobooloo
Gha, and passed by the back-slums of Westminster. In his anxiety
to supply the little Eeejeeans with moral pocket-handkerchiefs, he has
forgotten that his own City Arabs were growing up without pocket-
handkerchiefs or morals either. And just in the same way he has made
foreign hotels all that English hotels ought to be and are not—has
given us, abroad, English comforts at foreign prices, and left us, at

home, discomforts that should be foreign, at prices excessively and
exorbitantly English.

THE FAIR SEX AT A DISCOUNT.

What is it to be a " lady " ? Will any one please tell us ? The
question may seem simple, and the definition easy—uutil you try your
brains at it. There are several doubts that must be cleared away
before the truth is clearly visible.' Eor instance, may a maid of all work
be regarded as a "lady"? If not, there surely must be something
faulty in the wording of this notice, which we found the other day
inserted in the Times

:

—

A Liberal HOME and her laundry expenses are OFFERED to a well-
informed English lady, who would in return teach her own language, and make

herself useful in the management of a gentleman's family. Apply, by letter, stating
age and particulars, to A. Z., et cetera, Leamington Spa.

You see this "lady" is not only required to act as governess, but to
do the work of nursemaid and perhaps too maid-of-all-work; for the
phrase "make herself useful" is somewhat an elastic one, and might
easily be construed into meaning that a maid-of-all-work's duties must
be done. So besides " good information " this "lady," we should say
must have good health and strength, and good strong arms and legs, as
well as a good head. The " management of a family " implies some
good hard work, and any one to be of use in it must be capable of going
through much daily manual labour. So the "lady" who is luckv
enough to get this situation may expect to go to bed as jaded and
fatigued as though she were a nursemaid or a maid-of-all-work. Indeed
the only difference between the latter place and hers is that she will
have to work and not get any wages. A "liberal" home and washing
is all that is held out to her, and however liberal the promised home
may be, we fear the " lady " who may enter it would find it will not
wash.

When can a Naval Captain get honey at Sea ? When he 's a C.B.

WANTED.
An Editor who, according to his correspondents, is not always ready

to assist the injured and oppressed, and use his " powerful influence"
to suppress every real and imaginary grievance.

A Newspaper Correspondent, who does not want a corner for his

effusions, or who does not apologise for trespassing on the valuable

space.

A Gentleman, who in proposing a toast, does not wish the same had
fallen into better or more able hands.

A Church Clergyman who does not divide his sermon into three
parts.

A Policeman who does not like cold meat.
A Washerwoman who is a teetotaller.

A Nursemaid who is not fond of soldiers.

A Teetotaller who doesn't like brandy sauce.

A Cabman who does not swear, and has got change.

,-.. III ,, :^^Ml' 1-'^

A Hair Dresser who will cut your hair in silence without telling you
it 's getting thin, or that it 's dry or scurfy, and that his pommade will

put it all right.

PUNCH TO THE PRIMATE.
' The Archbishop oe Canterbury having written to Primate Punch,
stating that he, the A, could not be enthroned with any comfort unless

he had his, the P.'s, certificate of approbation, the P, had much pleasure

in forwarding by return of post the following voucher :

—

Charles Thomas Longley,
Primate Punch approves you strongly

;

Your conduct meritorious

In the chair of old Eborius
Is his warranty for trusting

That in that of old Augustin
You will do nothing wrongly

;

Charles Thomas Longley.

A Complete Wreck

In consequence of the late severe gales, we notice that there have
been numerous landslips along the various coasts. The most extra-
ordinary landslip of all, however, has been that which has occurred to
King Otho, of Greece, for he has let an entire kingdom slip through
his fingers, and it is extremely doubtful whether he will ever recover a
fragment of it back again.

The Height oe Six Miles' Experience.—"I had no idea,"

says Mr. Glaisher, "uutil I went up in a balloon, that some men
could possibly look smaller than they really are."
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" Take care that the Ends of your Hoops be secure; they have been known to give way—to tlie great alarm and discomfiture of the Lovely

Wearer."—Belle Assemblee.

MUSICAL THIEVES.

The Street Musicians, emboldened by the discreet indulgence of some
of the Magistrates, have ventured on an advance upon the common
enemy, the public. They have added swindling to insolence. With a
sordid cunning, they are availing themselves of the sympathy felt for

the poor Lancashire operatives, and are obtaining money under false pre-

tences. Most persons in London have remarked that of late an increased
number of brass bands have been growling and snorting near public
houses at the corners of streets, and that one of the performers hoists a
placard declaring that the players are distressed workpeople from the
North. The poor, whose kindness to the poor is proverbial, are daily
victimised by these dirty swindlers. It is a case for police interference,

as the following report will show :

—

" MANSION- HOUSE.
" As the Lord Mayor was about to leave the bench, a gentleman, who said his

name was Mr. Ravell, said he wished to call his Lordship's attention to what he
thought was a great imposition upon the public of London. He came to London
last week to see the Exhibition, and he had seen a number of bands of itinerant
musicians playing about the streets. Two or three, he noticed, had large boards
informing the public that they came from Staleybridge, and other distressed dis-
tricts in Lancashire. He himself resided in Dukinfield, which is near Staleybridge,
and knowing the names of several of the mill-owners, he was led to question the men
of one of those bands. He asked them at what mills they had worked. One of them
mentioned the name of a firm, but the others said it was so long since they had
been employed that they forgot the names. He mentioned several names of firms
with which he was acquainted, but only one was recognised by one of the men.
He thought, therefore, that these men were impostors, and therefore that the
public ought to be informed.

" His Lordship said, if that was the case, he concurred with the opinion of Mr.
Ravell."

Mr Punch is happy to help in informing the public touching the Band
Swindle. He would say, to any kindly natured person who has but
'coppers " to give, that it is a pity to throw even coppers into the gin-
shop, and that they can always be turned into postage stamps, and sent
to the Lord Mayor, by whom they will be properly disposed of in aid
ot the poor operatives. As for the musical impostors, they ought for
the first time in their lives to be introduced to machinery, but it' should
be ot the class of which a "crank" forms a prominent feature. The
public is obliged to Mr. Ravell for unravelling a rascality.

ELEGANCIES OF SPORTING LITERATURE.

Amongst the "Answers to Correspondents" of a sporting paper,
called The Eclipse, we find the following striking advice :

—

" Nisirod—runch his'head."

It is laconic, and decisive. It is a real bit of muscular Christianity.
But, supposing the correspondent, following up the Editor's recommen-
dation, did "punch" somebody's head, and, by so doing, got himself
into mischief, would the Editor be answerable, as having instigated him
to commit a breach of the peace ? Or, supposing that the correspondent,
in trying to carry out the experiment suggested, had got his own head
"punched," would he have had an action for damages against his pug-
nacious adviser? To guard against such accidents, the Eclipse had
better open a Milling Department at the back of its office, with
an assuring notification, "A Notorious Bruiser always kept on
the Premises." A list of prices, also, might be extremely useful, so
that the timid, or the weak, might be able to see confidently at a glance
at how much eyes were blacked, or heads punched, per dozen. The
Editor would flourish extremely well, we should say, in the mining
districts, for his advice to Nim'>od to "punch his head" has certainiy

not been ecpialled since the ejaculation of the miner, who, upon seeing

a stranger, recommended his black-looking friend to " eave arf a brick

at him."

Question for Cobden.

No doubt, to abolish commercial blockade,

Other nations would gladly agree
;

But which could to keep that agreement be made,
If they had our command of the sea?

SHALL DILKE HAVE A STATUE ?

The Guarantors will probably think it quite unnecessary to raise a
monument to more than one party connected with the Exhibition, and
as they are likely to have to Post the Coal as it is, it is probable they
will not insist on hoisting Sir C. W. Dilke on to a pedestal.
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This day is Published, with a Dedication to His Royal Highness the Prince
of Wales, the Eighth Volume, Price 12s., and the 58th Part, Price 3s. 6d.,

being the Completion of CHARLES KNIGHT'S POPULAR HISTORY
OF ENGLAND.

[Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.
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In a few days will be Published, Price 2s. 6d., PUNCH'S POCKET-BOOK
for 1863. With a Coloured Illustration by JOHN LEECH, and\
Numerous Woodcuts by JOHN LEECH and JOHN TENNIEL.

Published at the Punch Office, 85, Fleet Street, and sold by all Booksellers in Town and Country.
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THREE HUNDRED BIBLEA STORIES, with nearly 300 Bible Pic-
tures, a Pictorial Sunday Book for the Young, hand-
somely bound, Price 4s. 6d., originally published at
12». Sent post free from Field s Great Bible Ware-
house, 65, Regent's Quadrant. Every family should
have this pretty book.

GUINEA FAMILY BIBLE
FOR 10s.

—

John Field has now ready
a handsome Family Bible, with Notes, References,
30 Engravings, aud 10 Map?, bound in antique Btyle,

for 10»., published at 21». A beautiful gut book,
only to be had at John Field's Great Bible Ware-
house, 65, Regent's Quadrant.

fifi ftftft BIBLES, PRAYER-tlUflPUU BOOKS, and CHURCH
SERVICES, Altars. Juvenile Books, and Standard
Authors, on Sale, in every variety of binding, at
JoHit Field's Great Bible Warehouse, 65, Regent's
Quadrant.
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_ {COMPLETE

OXFORD - STREET.
WTAGIC PUNCH AND JUDY

;

A'"L also YOUNG PUNCH. (Patronised
by Royalty,) the Squeak and Roo-ti-too introduced.
They are very Funny Life like Figures, Fourteen
inches high, dance together when placed on the
floor, keeping time to music, creating roars of
laughter, defying detection. Sent post free, by
return, wilh full instructions, for Thirty Postage
Stamps. PUNCH or his WIFE, single. Post free

for Eighteen Stamps, the Baby with Mrs. 1'unch.
Tbe Wizard's Box of Magic new tricks, by return

free for 20 stamps.
Grbig, South Row, Marshal Street, London, W.

ENTERED A.T STATIONERS* HATX.

PRIZE MEDAL, 1862.

SHETLAND KNITTED
UNDERCLOTHING, particularly re-

commended for Softness, Warmth, and Elasticity.
—Shawls, Veils, &o. Jerseys and Stockings at low
prices for charitable purposes. Scotch Plaids, Lin-
sey woolsey, Tweeds and Tartans for Cloaks and
Dresses. Tweed and Home-spun for Shooting suits.
Patterns forwarded to the country.
Standen & Co., Shetland and Scotch Warehouse,

112, Jermyn Street, St. James's. S.W.

BY APPOINTMENT.
WHIP MANUFACTURERS,

314, Oxford Street, London.
Agente.-All Saddlers in every Country Town.

A large assortment of tbe following GOODS always
in stock :—Spurs, dog chains, couples and collar's,
greyhound slips, whistles, ferret bells, dog bells aud
muzzles, drinking flasks, Sandwich cases hunting
and post hornn, tourist kegs, birdcalls &c *c

VENTILATING STOVES. -
J» Cheap, Simple, Efficient, and Durable.
Thousands have been sold and universally approved
They are suitable for Halls. Warehouses, Conserva-
tories, and every sit ustion where a Close Stove is
required. The large sizes are extensively used in
Churches, Chapels, and Public Buildings with great
effect and ecr.nomy. Prices 50«., 61s., 70s., 90s." and
1'20j. Prospectus with engravings, gratis, and post
free. In operation daily. The Trade supplied.
Ueane & Co., Opening to the Monument, London

Bridge. Established A.D. 1700.

fTINAHAN's LL WHISKEY
**• V, COGNAC BRANDY.—This cele-
brated old Irish Whiskey rivals the finest French
Brandy. It is pure, mild, mellow, delicious, and
very wholesome. Sold in bottles. 3s. ScL, at the
retail houses in London: by the agents in the prin-
cipal towns in England; or wholesale at 8, Great
Winilmill Street, Haymarket—Observe the red seal
pink label, and cork branded "Kinahan's LL
Whiskey.

MB. JOHN LEECH'S GALLERY is now Open at the

AUCTION MART, near the BANK OF ENGLAND,
City. Several NEW FICTURES are added to the

Collection. Admission One Shilling.

NO MORE PILLS OR OTHER MEDICINES EOR OLD OR YOUNG.

"We find the safest remedy in DU BARRT'S delicious health-restoring

REVALENTA ARABICA FOOD
For Habitual Constipation, Dyspepsia (Indigestion), Palpitation. Acidity, Nausea, Consumption,
Coughs, Onlds, Asthma, Bronchitis, H-emorrhoids, Nervousness, Biliousness, Torpidity of the
Liver, Debility, &c."—Andrew Ure, M.D.. F.R S ; Dr. Harvee, Dr. Shorland, Dr. Campbell.
We extract a fewoutof 58.000 Cures :—Cure No. 58,216 ofthe Marchioness de Bre'han, Paris,17th

April, 1862.—" In consequence of a Liver complaint, 1 was wasting away for seven years, and so
debilitated and nervous that I was unable to read, write, or in (act attend to anything, with a
nervous palpitation all over, bad digestion, constant sleeplessness, and the most intolerable

nervous agitation which prevented even my sitting down for hours together. The noises of
the street, and even the voice of my maid, annoyed me. I felt dreadfully low spirited, and all

intercourse with the world had become painful to me. Many medical men, English as well as
French, had prescribed for me in vain. In perfect despair I took to Do Barry's Revalenta
Atabica, and lived on this delicious Fond for three months. The good God be praised: it has
completely revived me, I am myself again, and able to make and receive visits and resume my
social position. Accept, Sir, the assurance of my deepest gratitude and of my highest consider-
ation.

—

Marchioness de Brehan."
Cure, No. 1,771. Lord Stuart de Deeies, of many years' dyspepsia.—No. 49,832. " Fifty years'

indescribable agony from dyspepsia, nervousness, asthma, cough, constipatici, flatulency,

spasms, sickness, and vomiting. Maria Joly "—Cure, No. 58,816. Field-Marshal the Duke of

Pluskow, of dyspepsia, constipation, nervousness, and liver complaints.—Cure, No. 47,121.
Miss Elizabeth Jacobs, of extreme nervousness, indigestion, gatherings, low spirits, and nervous
fancies.—Cure, No. 54,816. The Rev. James T. Campbell, Fakenham, Norfolk, " of indigestion
and torpidity of the liver, which had resisted all medical treatment ; inquiries will be cheer-
fully answered."
In tins, 1 lb., 2.s. 9d. ; 2 lb., is. 6d. • 5 lb., lis. ; 121b., 22j. Super refined quality, 10 lb.. 33s.—

Barrv D<- Barrv & Co., No. 77, Regent Street, London: 26, Place Vendome, Paris; and 12,

Rue de l'Empereur, Brussals. Also Fortndm & Mason, Purveyors to Her Majesty.

GLEN FIELD
PATENT DOUBLE-REFINED POWDER

JTAEC
EXCLUSIVELY USED IN HER MAJESTY'S LAUNDRY, AND PRONOUNCED BY HER

MAJESTY'S LAUNDRESS TO BE THE FINEST STARCH SHE EVER USED.
The great and ever increasing demand for this world-renowned Starch, is the best proof of its

superiority over every other kind. THE GLENFIELD PATENT STAROS, which is adapted
for all classes—from Her Majesty downwards—possesses, in an eminent degree, the following
properties :—Great Strength combined with Great Elasticity ; Purity of Colour aud Pearly
Transparency. It does not impart the yellow tinge to Fabrics which other Starches do, but
has on the contrary, tiie effect of keeping them Clear in Colour and Strong in Texture. The
Manufacturers have no hesitation in affirming that the Glt-ntield Patent Starch ia the Most
Perfect, and, at the same time, the Most Economical ; and if there be any who have not done
so, they are earnestly recommended to GIVE IT ONE FAIR TRIAL, aud they will find it to

be both Easier Made and Easier Used than any other, and, b_ke the Queen's Laundress, resolve
for the future to Use No Other.

WOTHERSPOON & Co., Glasgow and London.

ENSOJNPS WATCHES.
" Perfection of Mechanism."

—

Morning Post.

GOLD 5 to 100 Gs.: SILVER 2 to 50 Gs.

Send Two Stamps for Benson's Illustrated Pamphlet, descriptive of
every construction of Watch now made, with their prices.

Watches sent to all parts of the Kingdom free by
Post, or to India and the Colonies for 5s. extra.

33 & 34, LUDGATE HILL, and

46 & 47, CORNHILL, LONDON, E.C.

"Established 1749.

FLOUR CREAM.
Mix two teaspoonfuls of Com Flour

with a little cold milk, add of butter

about the size of a small bean, pour

this into a pint of milk nearly boiling,

then boil and stir the whole for three

minutes and allow it to cool. The

value of Corn Flour in this and various

uses is daily becoming more appreciated.

BROWN & POLSON, MANUFACTURERS ANTD PURVEYORS TO HER MAJESTY:
Paisley, Manchester, Dublin, and London.

B'HE POCKET SIPHONIA DEPOT — EDMISTON AND SON,* Sole Manufacturers of the 12 oz. Waterproof Coat for India, guaranteed not to be sticky,
no matter the climate it is subject to. From 42s., all silk 5rts. to 65s. Measurement required,
the length and size round the chest. Knapsacks for Tourists, 18s. 6<2.

FISHING STOCKINGS, 21s. to 25s. per pair.

S, CHARING CROSS, late 69, STR&NTX
WEDDING AND BIRTHDAY PRESENTS.-H R0DRIGUES,

42, PICCADILLY, invites attention to his elegant STOCK of TRAVELLING DRESSING
BAGS, DRESSING CASES, DESPATCH BOXES, Writing Cses. Work Boxes, Jewel Cases, Scent Caskets and
Glove Boxes, LADIES' RETICULE and CARRIAGE BAGS of every description • MK.HIjEVaL MOUNTEDENVELOPE CASES, BLOTTING BOOKS, and INKSTANDS en suite; the NEW PATENT' SELF-CLOSING
BOOK-SLIDE, also a choice variety of K^EGANCIES and NOVELTIES suitable for PRESENTATION too
various to enumerate, to be had at

HENRY UODRIGUES, 42, PIOCADILLY, two doors from Sackville Street, W.

T MAPLE & Oo.'s FIRST
V* CLASS FURNITURE.
Mahosany Wmg Wardrobes, 9 guineas; ditto, with
Plate Glass Doors, 11 guineas; ditto, in Painted
Wood, with Plate Glass Doors, 5 J guineas; Bed-
steads ol every description, in Wood, Iron, and Brass,
fitted with Drapery and Bedding complete; several
Suites of Drawing-room Furniture, from 12 to 20
guineas; the Eugenie Easy Chair, 25s.; Couch to
correspond, 3 guineas; many Chifloniers, with Plate
Glass and Marble, from £i to *25 . Marqueterle
Cabinets from 2 guineas; very large ditto, in buhl,
from if 12 to £25; Bookcases from 4i guineas.

Illustrated Catalogues free on application.
145, Tottenham Court Road.

CLACK'S NICKEL SILVERW ELECTRO-PLATED, is a coating of
Pare Silver over Nickel; a combination of two
metals possessing sue h valuable properties renders
it in appearance and wear equal to Sterling Silver.

Fiddle Pattern.
Per Dozen. M «. d. 4L «. d.

Table Forks 1 )U and 1 13
Dessert diuo 1 II and 1 10
Spoc.ns 110 and I 18
Teaspoons 12 and li

Kichabd Attn John Slack, 33C, Strand.

5 From r /
J(, every flower that
^ breathes a fragranc

%V
IJXl

WHITE ROSE, MYRTLE,
ERANGIPAWNI,

PERFUME OF FARADISE,
AND A THOUSAND 0THEHS.

. !? . 2«. <W. each Bottle, or Three -.

.

\ -4p- Bottles in a pretty -^y
"

p *"''"' SP*

fJHUBB'S PATENT DETEC-V TOR LOCKS: Chubb's Fire and Bur-
glar Proof Sales; Chubb's Fireproof Strong-room
Doors; Chubb's street Moor Latches, with small
keys; Chubb's Cash and Deed Boxes.— Illustrated
Price List sent free.

Chubb & Son, No. 57. St. Paul's Churchyard.

HAIR DYEING
ROOMS. Unwin

and Albkrt's, 24, Piccadilly,
are as private and replete with
every convenience and com-
fort as a lady's own dressing-
room, and where the hair can
be coloured the lightest shade
of riaxpn or the darkest shade
of brown or black by expe-

rienced assistants, at moderate chances.

STFEL C CLEARS and CU PFS.
—White as Linen, unsurpassed in com-

fort, cleaned in a moment.—Sold by J. H. Yeatma'',
>5S, Leadenhali Street. E.C ; and 91, Regent Street,
W. Can be had by post from Patentee and Sole
Manufacturer, C F. Atkinson, Shefle d Lady
or GentlemanV Collar sent on receipt of 22 stamps.
A pair of Cuffs 34 stamps.

FURNITURE.
CARRIAGE FREE.
R&S.BEYFUS.
144. OXFORD STREET

&.9IT0 3£CftYR0Atf.f
ILLUSTRATED CATAL0.1UC5 CRATIS

A FACT IN CANDLES-
The bo8;

t and cheapest Candle in us<\
consi erirgt^p LU-ht and Duration i« burning, is

the CITY PERM at Is. 4/. per In., awpphedonly by
WutrMORE * Ckaddock,

16, Bishop^aie Street Within, London, E.C.

INES from GROWERS.
Sherries IS", to 00s. I Clarets 14s. to «0s.

Ports 20*. to 80s. | Champagne 32s. to "JGs.

Hotels and Families supplied at Suipper's prices.

Ihi-count io Trrv e.

Imperial Wine Company, 314, Oxford Street, W.

EXTRACT OF ROSES, FOR
«•"• Cleansing:, Preserving, and Beautifying
the Hair. Imparts to the Hair the fra-jrance of the
Rose, and s'ves it a smooth and glossy appear-
ance. After violent exercise, or in warm weather,
its refiei^hinsc qualities must be proved to be appre-
ciated, y*., 5s., and 10s.

H. Rigge, 35, New Bond Street.
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PLEASANT FOR JACK DAUBS, WHO IMAGINES THAT HIS DRAWINGS
ARE RATHER TURNERESQUE.

First Art Critic. " i" do b'lieve he 's a painting the sky.

"

Second Ditto. " Noa, he ain't. He' s a painting tliem people."

Third Ditto. " Noa, he's a doing sommut out of his head."

POISONERS AND POLKAS.
It is said a lady's ball-dress, which (as many of them are)

is coloured green with arsenic, will in one rattling waltz or
polka throw off enough poison to kill a dozen people. As
the girl goes whirling round, the arsenic is whisked off her,
and in a cloud of powder floats about the room. Now, if

ladies will persist in wearing arsenic dresses, a ball will be
as deadly and destructive as a cannon bali, and nearly
every one who dances will be food for (arsenic) powder.
We are past the age ourselves for such gymnastic exercise,
but we like to see young people actively enjoy themselves

;

and we believe that there is nothing they more heartily
enjoy, when they; are brought together, than a galop or a
waltz. For sanitary reasons, too, we think a dance com-
mendable. Sudorilication is at times a healthy process,
and not many modes of exercise promote it with more
certainty and quickness than the dance. We, therefore,
trust that poisoned dresses will soon go out of fashion, and
that we may hear no more of ladies introducing the arsenic
dance of death. However pretty a young lady may look
" with verdure clad," we cannot possibly admire her taste in
wearing what is poisonous. If impregnated with arsenic,

her dress may prove as deadly as the shirt of Nessus ; and
were we a young man, we should certainly abstain from
choosing as a partner any girl who took to arsenic to make
herself look killing—which there is reason to believe she
might prove literally to be.

CIVILISATION ON THE MARCH.
The following passages occur in the speech lately

delivered by Charles XV., King of Sweden, at the
opening of the Swedish Diet :

—

" Commissions composed of competent persons have been ap-
pointed to examine into tbe state of our means of defence, as well as
the improvements of which they stand in need. The formidable
increase of armaments in other countries will impose on us consider-
able sacrifices.
" The incessant progress of society in all its branches constantly

gives rise to new exigencies which you will be called on to satisfy."

The two immediately foregoing statements may be
reconciled. Society makes progress, though the arma-
ments of Europe increase. Society is progressing like a

crab. Civilisation is marching to the right about.

A Contradiction in Terms.—Man and Wife.

GENEROSITY OF A CORONER'S JURY.

The generous indignation and uncalculating sympathy for which the
verdicts of respectable coroners' juries, in reflecting on any hesitation at

self-sacrifice in the interests of humanity, are remarkable, will appear to
great advantage in a case of which the particulars, taken from the
Times, are subjoined :

—

"The Remuneration of Medical Men.—Yesterday, at the Fox Tavern, Paul
Street, Finsbury, an inquest was held by Mr. H. Raffles Walthew, the deputy
Coroner, touching the death of Richard Clarke, aged two years. Mrs. M. Clarke,
94, Paul Street, said that on Thursday last her son became ill. He had received a
fall some time before. On Friday morning, at half-past three o'clock, she noticed
the child getting stiff, and sent for Dr. Buss. The doctor did not come for some
time. The delay was occasioned by his getting her husband to sign a paper binding
himself to pay 5s. The child was dead when he did come. The witness's husband
was a mechanic."

It is easy to understand how this simple statement so powerfully
affected the benevolent gentlemen to whom it was made as to prevent
them from considering the facts which it comprises with the calmness
of cold-blooded reason. They naturally felt that when a medical man
is informed by a poor mechanic that his child is ill and requires attend-
ance, an instant inclination to rush to the child's bed-side should over-
whelm every other idea in the mind of the medical man. At such a
time, to be capable, for one moment, of thinking about so paltry an
object as that of securing a five-shillings fee, of course they considered
him a mean unfeeling fellow. Accordingly, perhaps, they overlooked
the little circumstance that the delay of the doctor in going to see the
child was somewhat increased by the time which was occupied in getting
the child's own father to engage to pay the five shillings.

The facts, as above stated, were admitted by the medical man who
had been summoned to attend the deceased child, Mr. Henry Buss,
M.R.C.S. He pleaded, however, that :

—

" He was obliged to act thus to guard against imposition. He had to live by his
profession. Those who could not pay ought to apply to the parish doctor. If a
person asked him to go purely as an act of charity, he would attend."

This last declaration on the part of the witness the jury appear to

have entirely disregarded, in their large-hearted excitement created by
the notion of a doctor not immediately jumping up and running off

without question or consideration to see the mechanic's child that he was
summoned to attend. Some of them might have been, perhaps,

mechanics themselves ; who knows ? Be that as it may, when the

coroner had summed up, and told them that the course pursued by Dr.
Buss was not peculiar to that gentleman, they returned the following

special verdict casting censure on the mercenary medical man, and
evincing fellow feeling with the poor mechanic :

—

"That the deceased died from effusion of serum on the brain, and the jury desire

to express their regret that medical men should refuse to attend the poor without
guaranteed payment. The jury consider that as such refusals are frequent, the
parish authorities should take it upon themselves to pay the fees for first visits of
medical men to poor persons in urgent cases, and the j ury are of opinion that such
a provision would be the means of saving lives."

The jury cannot be suspected of having had any conception of what
effusion of serum on the brain meant. Had they known that, their

minds might have been composed by the assurance that no promptitude
of attendance would have availed the patient. Perhaps, if they had
considered their verdict less under the disturbing influence of their

higher feelings, they would have a little enlarged the expression of their

regret, above quoted. They might have expressed their regret that any
medical men should have to depend upon their profession for their

living, and should be obliged to refuse to attend the poor without
guaranteed payment, in order to guard against imposition. The majority
of these liberal and enlightened jurors are probably tradesmen. Perhaps
there is a baker among them

;
perhaps there is a cheesemonger. If so,

we may be sure that the baker is iu the habit of supplying bread to the

hungry without stipulating for payment, and the cheesemonger is always

ready to contribute more than his mite, and add a bit of gratuitous

double Gloucester to the eleemosynary loaf. Likewise, if those gentle-

men of the coroner's jury comprise a tailor, he is doubtless accustomed
to clothe the naked on the same unselfish terms.

vol. xliii. X
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SERPENTS AND SPONGES.

To Mr. Punch.

ik,—That meritorious

writer, Shakspeare,
(whose talents I, for

one, have never de-

nied, though 1 am free

to confess that I think

there is a good deal

more fuss made about
him than is necessary)

has an observation

about an ungrateful

child being more objec-

tionable than the tooth

of a serpent. I don't

know much about ser-

pents' teeth, and I am
free to confess that if

I were a dentist in a

good way of business,

and a serpent, be he
never so respectable,

came and sat in my
operating chair, . and
requested my opinion

of his fangs, I should

take leave to recom-
mend him to consult

some of my brother

practitioners. Ser-

pents' teeth are things,

in the words of my
friend a distinguished

nobleman, resident in

the Haymarkef, (I don't mean the wicked old Marquis whom you call the ' Hermit

'

of that neighbourhood) which no fellow can be expected to understand. But as

for ingratitude, Sir, I think I have known a little of that—for instance, fellows in

trade, whom I have dealt with, and recommended, and puffed by wearing their

goods for years, have turned round upon me like serpents, and brought actions for

their mean bills. And, Sir, I have just seen a flagrant case of ingratitude to which

I think I should like to call your attention.
" A lot of tenant farmers in Shropshire, in fact at aplace called Ludlow, have been

getting into hot water with some of the neighbouring gentlemen. I don't want to

go into the cause of quarrel, but it seems to me that some of the farmers have been

letting their tongues go a little too valiantly over their liquor, and have forgot the

respect due to their betters. The end of it is that a gentleman, with whom I have

not the honour of being acquainted, Sib, Charles BouGhton, and his brother have

withdrawn themselves from one of those agricultural societies down there—tilings

I could never understand, and which 1 am free to confess always seemed to me the

greatest bores in the world. But that is their business. Well, Sir, there does not

seem to have been any of that regret expressed that might have been expected, and
on the contrary, the principal offender with his tongue, a Mr. Matthew Evans,
who, I understand, is a tenant farmer and an hotel-keeper, has forgotten his

manners so far as to write a letter, of which the following ungrateful passage is a

bit. You will excuse my having cut it out and sent it you, for though, like Lord
Palmerston, you have I dare say no time to read anything that is printed, you
cannot expect a fellow to copy all this.

"Mr. Matthew Evans says :—

" I have nothing to do with Sir Charles's resignation, as I never hiss a gentleman or any-

other man when speaking in public ; but I would warn Sir Charles and gentlemen of his class,

to listen in time to their real friends, and not to a set of toadies, who are always ready for a day's
pleasant shooting and a dinner once a year to fawn upon the great man aud persuade him that
his real friends, the poor farmers, are his greatest enemies, and always grumbling about game
that cannot injure any crop. Sir B. Leighton I consider as long as he represents the county
public property, and as a freeholder I claim a right to express my opinion of his political acts."

" Now, Sir, I am not going to make any remark upon the rudeness of that sort

of writing. As for ' toadies,' I suppose that when you go and see a gentleman who
gives you shooting' and dinners, and you can't return the obligation in kind, having
neither shooting nor dinners to give, you are bound to be as civil and pleasant as
you can, unless you are a wit or a c,\ nic or something strong enough to be detestable
without fear of being dropped. Same remark as to 'fawning'—if you can't show
a man a Titian or a Reynolds or a Millais of your own, at least you can tell him
that his is the most wonderful thing you ever saw, and better than anything at the
Marquis of Westminster's or Lord Ellesmbre's. I am free to confess that I
make a point of oiling the wheels of my friend's carriage, as I have not got a
carriage of my own—when I get one I may take the liberty of telling him his wheels
creak. I don't care a farthing for what Snobs say about that. But I do say that
Mr. Evans is a most ungrateful party. We toadies, as he politely calls us, who
come down to the big houses, do all the good we can to people who keep hotels
near, we give up our sleeping quarters in the big house, if bigger Swells come, and
take up our quarters at the hotel; we spend our money there, and if not exactly
out of love and affection for the hotel-keepers, it is because we don't want seedy

stories to crawl up the back way to the great house ; if he
has any pretty chambermaids, they certainly cannot say
that we don't, in a respectful way of course, pay the proper
amount of admiration to their graces, and what's more, we
always make a point of speaking in the highest terms to my
lord, or Sir Alcibiades, or whoever it may be, of the atten-
tion shown at the hotel to any of his guests. Same to the
ladies of the family. I am free to confess that I don't
consider this Mr. Evans talks fairly of fellows who like

the good things of this life, but not being able to get them
in any other way, do it by making themselves agreeable and
acceptable to heavier Swells. You may make an article on
this, Mr, Punch, and you may believe me,

" Yours very affectionately,

"A Humble Sponge."

* Castle, -shire'

ODE TO FATHER THAMES.

ON HIS APPROACHING PURIFICATION.

Old Eather Thames, now long enough
Hast thou been pouring to the sea

Thy waters, tinged with hue of Miuff,

By all of London's outshot stuff,

Save so much as she ekrinks of thee.

Soon must thou bear it all away,
And yet, a silver stream once more,

Eit thirst of mortals to allay,

Wash but the simple sand and clay

Of Middlesex and Surrey's shore.

Thy tributaries, as of old,

Shall be the rivulets and rills

That spring from crystal fountains cold

Or wind their way through virgin mould
Amid the verdure of the hills :

Not sluices, yielding thee supply
From chemic reservoirs and tanks,

Of odour strong and deep of dye

;

Not fictile pipes, which underlie

The mighty cities on thy banks.

Their effluence all thou shalt receive,

Ear hence, to mix it with the brine,

No dainty nostril there to grieve;

Unworked while husbandmen yet leave,

Unheeding swaius ! a plenteous mine.

Blackwall shall then a purer breed
Behold, in thy pellucid tide,

Of whitebait, for the cleaner feed,

Erom feculent admixture freed,

More delicate than ever, fried.

The passenger of Chelsea boat
Unwonted salmon shall admire,

Where dogs and cats he used note,

Defunct that on thy breast did float,

Emitting exhalations dire.

Get thee, old Thames, another urn,

More gracious than thy present pail,

To pour fresh lymph ; and no more churn
Pollution; for thy near return

To sweetness, Bazalgette all hail

!

An Error on the Part of Mr. Smith.

"Man," says Adam Smith, "is an animal that makes
bargains." We always thought it was lovely woman, who
evinced the greatest partiality, and certainly the greatest

skill, in making bargains. And what is a Bargain?—but
in most instances the temptation to buy something you do

not want, because you can get it for a trifle less. The most
expensive of wives is one who has the organ of cheapness

largely, we may say, unnaturally developed. It is supposed
to come under the head of Domes! ic Economy, but in most
cases it is domestic economy carried to extravagance. With
such a wife, you may go without your dinner, so long as she

can pick up a stuffed alligator as a Tremendous Bargain.)
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HAIR COOKED A LA MODE.
OME people have
singular ideas of

what is natural.

For instance only

look at this ad-

vertisement :—

"The Shilling
Hair-Waver produ-
ces a beautifully na-
tural wave of the
hair in a few minutes,
without hot water or

anything injurious."

The notion that

a " beautifully

natural" wave of

the hair can be
produced in a few
minutes by artifi-

cial means is one
that persons with-

out sense might
possibly put faith

in, but which peo-

ple who have
brains must find

it hard to enter-

tain. This fact,

however, will not

much affect the

sale of the hair-

waver, for none
but senseless

idiots would ever

dream of spending

money in the pur-

chase of an article

hair. 'But curlingwherewith to give a wavy appearance to their

fluids and hair-wavers, and all such useful articles, are expressly manu

factured for people without brains, who, not having anything inside

their head to cultivate, may be excused for the bestowal of such care

on its outside.

TABRAGONA AND TAKBADIDDLES.

Mr. Punch's intense conviction of the honesty of everybody who is

connected with sporting matters, and his profound hatred and unutter-

able contempt for anybody who presumes to hint, in the face of all

evidence, that queer things are sometimes done on the Turf, induce him

to pounce with frantic avidity upon a new proof, were proof necessary,

that the Sheet with which we are so often told a field of racehorses

might be covered, is of the most snowy and dazzling whiteness.

Some evil persons (and in this golden age of forgery, garotting,

puffery, and swindle, such persons insist upon existing) have been

spreading certain scaudals touching a recent race. It seems that two
noble animals (quadrupeds) named respectively Tarragona and Michel

Grove, contended for victory, and that according to the report of the

Duke op Beaufort, Loud Glasgow, and three other nobles of the

Jockey Club, there was an " extraordinary expression of public feeling

just before and during the match," such expression taking the form of
" loud hooting" directed against the jockey who rode Tarragona. Blaz-

ing with a just indignation, but, as became noblemen, eager to launch it

at the right heads, the stewards of the Jockey Club demanded an expla-

nation of this indecent phenomenon. A Committee was appointed, and
it took evidence. To the horror and disgust of the Turf noblesse, the

revolting fact came out that the public bebeved "that a false bet had
been made, and that Tarragona had been ' pulled ' by her rider," pulling

meaning the being held back from winning. No such thing had ever

been heard of in the racing world, since the days in which Lord
Ulysses, Lord Tydides, and the other Grecian sporting men peppered
Lord Achilles belore the match between that swift-footed party and
the horses, when—

" In all his arms arrayed,
The cumbrous equipage of war,

His speed he o'er the sand displayed,
Contending with the harnessed car."

Consequently the amount of flabberghastation among the Lords of the

Turf was appalling. They rallied, however, their blushes cooled, and
they went to work in the determined way that might be expected from
the blue blood. They called up the persons chiefly affected by the

popular belief, two gentlemen known as Colonel Burnabt and the

Honourable Captain Annesley, and required their betting-books to be

given up for examination. An " expert," that is, one of the individuals

who are called, in forgery cases, to testily to the genuineness of alleged
autographs, was instructed to look at the entries in the books, which he
did with all optical advantages in the way of microscopes, telescopes,
stereoscopes, stethescopes, kaleidoscopes, and any other kind of scopes
that were within his scope, and, moreover, Admiral Rous, the
Rhadamanthus of the turf, not content with the expert's expertness,
looked at the books through his owu opera-glass or something, by way
of treating himself to a private conviction on the subject. The result

shall presently be stated, but in the mean time " the rich blood of peers
was set afire" by some observations which had been made on the sub-
ject by Mr. Willes, the great Turf critic, who keeps the wicked in hot
water by his contributions to the Morning Post, wherein he styles him-
self Argus. So, at a general meeting of the Jockey Club, whereat
about three times as many Lords were present as are usually to be
beheld at prayers in the House at Westminster, there was a preliminary
debate about Argus, whom Lord Wlnclielsea, formerly our friend

Viscount Maidstone (and rather a free hand with the pen in the old
days, but never mind that now), wanted to castigate in some way.
Certainly, milder counsels were put forward, and the aristocratic meeting
was asked to resolve that it " was of opinion that it was not expedient
to take notice of anonymous writers in public prints." Now as in the
circles where such matters have interest, "Argus" is just about as

anonymous a writer as " S. G. O." for philanthropists, "Mercator" for

money folks, " S." for Americans, or " Jacob Omnium " for sensible

men, we may suppose that the trainers of this resolution merely designed
to get rid of the fiery Winchelsea by a little side-door. But on the
division the common sense of the Lords and their friends prevailed, the

anonymous plea was scouted, and it was less Avisely agreed by 13 to 7
that Argus should be asked to apologise. Then,

" Argus slain for all his hundred eyes,"

the meetiug adjourned—the Herculean task having exhausted it.

" Stradbroke undoes his vizor clasp
And Coventry for air must gasp,
And Chesterfield has quit his spear,
And fails thy falchion, Rous severe,
The blows of Uxbridoe fall less fast,

And gallant Wilton's bugle blast
Hath lost its lively tone,

Sinks, Winchelsea, thy battle word,
And Greville's shout is fainter heard,

' The Public shan't be done !
'

"

Refreshed, like the sun, or a giant, the Club met again, and proceeded
to its real business, the washing of the Sheet. And after a debate in

which the evidence was considered, and the matter argued with all the

energy which belongs to a Lord ia earnest, the following decision was
arrived at :

—

11
It is not 'proved that Colonel Burnaby intended that Tarragona should be

pulled in her match with Michel Grove, or that he made a fictitious bet with Captain
Annesley."

"Not Proven" is the Scottish verdict returned in the Tarragona
case.

To which Mr. Punch can only add that it was very thoughtless of

Lord Macaulay not to write a line that would admit of a closer

parody, and therefore Mr. Punch, must manipulate the poet, and say—
" Ho ! friends of Tarragona

Is not the Sheet washed white?"

THE MODERN BABYLON PROVED QUITE A BABY.

Amongst our multifarious reading, we have picked up the following

instructive fact, which reduces our overgrown metropolis to the small

dimensions of a Little Pedlington :—
" The largest city in the world, says a Spanish journal, is not London, but Jeddo,

the capital of Japan, which consists of 1,500,000 houses, inhabited by 5,000,000 souls.

Several streets are twenty-two miles long."

A street " twenty-two miles long " must be a pretty stiff Long Acre
for a postman, who has to deliver letters in that district.

_
It must be

rather awkward, too, for a drunken man, who mistakes his end of
_
the

street, and has to walk to the extreme end before he can find his right

number
!

Episcopal Fragment.

"Dr. Colenso, Sir, don't talk to me about him," said a rather

worldly prelate to the unworldly Bishop Puncei, " he ought to be sent

to an asylum, Sir. Dr. Tuke ought to have charge of him, and stop

his scribbling." "Dr. Colenso has already met your Lordship's views,"

said Bishop Punch meekly ;
" he has been giving up the Pen, to Tuke."

"If you csn joke on such a subject, Sir," said his Lordship, turning

into his stockbroker's, " why "

A Tradesman who would be sure to make his Fortune.—

A

Hair-Dresser who wras chimb !
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"Come, Tompkins, you 've been tittuping up and down the Parade for the last hour and forty minutes. If you 're going
out hunting, you had better go !

"

HANDS AND HEARTS.
North.

There are hands by hundred thousands
In the crowded North,

Empty, idle, yet for labour,

Not for alms stretched forth.

Hands all thin and white and bloodless,

Free from stain or soil,

Hands struck helpless, yet so willing

If they could to toil

!

Hands that failing fitting labour,

Cannot long forbear,

Or to clench in desperation,
Or to fold in prayer.

Whirr of working wheels is silent,

Chimneys smoke no more

:

Famine and her sister Fever
Knock at every door.

South.

Here are hearts by hundred thousands
Full of ruth and pain,

Till those hands struck sudden idle,

Are at work again.

Humble hearts whose mite is ready,
Hungrier mouths to feed :

Haughty hearts, brought low by thinking
Ol their brothers' need.

Hearts that only seek for channels
Wherein best may go,

All these streams of human kindness
Charged to overflow.

Then to work through clay and gravel,
Dull rock, thirsty sands,

From these brimming hearts make passage
To those failing hands.

JUDGES' JUSTICE.

A Case is tried before Mr. Justice Crompton, and a verdict is

given for the defendant. One of the jurymen thereupon writes to the
lucky defendant, with a "Please to remember the poor jury, your
Honour. They found your Honour a nice, clean verdict." In other
words, this juryman asks the winner to pay the jury money. The other
jurymen are indignant.

" The Box impeach him, Serjeant P. harangues,
The Court condemns him, and the juror

—

No, not "hangs," like Sir Balaam, nor was it to be wished, but we
think that he ought not to have been exactly rewarded. It is asked
that his name be mentioned. Mr. Justice Crompton orders that his

name be concealed, thereby leaving the other jurors under the cloud of

suspicion, and, further, Mr. Justice Crompton directs that the juror

in question be not put on a jury any more, an exemption which
hundreds of honest men would gladly give fifty pounds to purchase.

Had the judge who thus rewarded the juror been one of our country
justices, we, in our impartiality, should have felt it our duty to be
down in full gush and in capital letters upon Sir Charles Crompton,
Knight, and to repeat his name, in that fashion, as often as we pos-

sibly could; but as Mr. Justice Crompton usually knows what he is

about, we invite him to come and take a weed with Mr. Punch, and
explain.

Good Enough for an Agricultural Dinner.

Richard Cobden's free-trade services Punch has ever joyfully recog-

nised, nay, has immortalised them. But ne sutor. When he compares
our objection to a French invasion to our ancestors' delusion touching
Dr. Titus Oates, we must say that Richard is not half the farmer he
aftected to be, and that though he knows all about corn he does not
understand oats.

Not a Bad "Nom de Plume."—Gillott, or Mitchell, or Perry,
—for they are all closely connected with the most flourishing specimens
of the best English writing.
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MOST ELIGIBLE INVESTMENT.

TO BE LET OR SOLD,

AND MAY BE ENTERED ON IMMEDIATELY,

In consequence of the out-going proprietor leaving the country,

A MAGNIFICENT SEAT,

Situate in a lovely country, with a delicious climate, an intelligent

resident tenantry, and almost unlimited capabilities of improvement.
This delightful seat is in the immediate neighbourhood of

"SOME OF THE MOST FAMOUS MONUMENTS OF ANCIENT ART,

And surrounded^by scenes hallowed by the most cherished

Classical Associations.

The occupant will be within reach of several Packs of Hounds (of

War), and may command

EXCELLENT SHOOTING
(at the Turks)

£NB FISHING
(In troubled waters)

The out-going proprietor bavins only had a terminable interest, has
not laid out upon the property any of the income arising out of the

Estate, so that the in-coming occupier may choose his own field for the
development of its resources.

The Mineral and Agricultural Resources are Enormous, only requiring

roads, harbours, capital and machinery, to make them available.

There is a trifling debt on the property ; but this might be extinguished

on easy terms, the interest being considerably in arrear, and the lenders

having long ceased to look for their principal. The property might be
much enlarged by an enterprising owner, as there is a great deal of

wild land on the outskirts, which might be rescued from waste, and
laid into the estate, and the manorial aud other rights and royal-

ties acquired at a trifling outlay from the present owner, who is of

advanced age and in a very weak state of health.

Apply for particulars, price, and references to Messrs. Canaris
Boulgaris & Roufos, at the Palace, Athens.

N.B. No Bavarian will be treated with; and an English capitahst,

or one who can command English capital and securities, will be met
on most favourable terms.

SLAVERY AND SCHOOLING.

We believe the height of impudence has been variously defined ; but
an example of it clearly is a notice like the following, which a corre-

spondent sends us from the Islington Gazette

:

—
GOVERNESS.—WANTED, a Person to instruct Children three hours

daily. Terms, 30s. per quarter.

It is not stated what this " person " will be required to teach, nor
how many are the children whom daily for three hours she will have
under her charge. There may be ten or twelve of them, for aught
that one can tell; and the "person" may be wanted to instruct

them all in every branch of learning and accomplishment, and every
known language from French, say, to Eeejee. Drawing, dancing, and
deportment, plain cookery and crochet, mathematics, music, and the
usage of the globes, instruction in all these may be required for the
children, whose number is indefinite, as are their ages and their sex

;

and four or five of them may possibly require some special teaching, say
in horsemanship, gymnastics, swimming, dancing on the tight-rope, or
feats on the trapeze.

Por this instruction the "person" who undertakes the place is

promised the allowance of one pound ten per quarter, which (supposing
she is not required to teach on Sundays) will yield her, as we calculate,
not quite a penny ha'penny for each of the three hours wherein her
services as governess are daily in demand. Well, this a free country,
and we know there are no slaves in it; but the "person" who accepts a
situation such as this will be treated like a slave in one respect at any
rate, that is in working pretty hard without getting any pay for it.

General Scott's Marmion.

The venerable General Scott at the outset of the American War
advised the North in a (mis) quotation from Marmion, to let an

"Erring sister part in peace."

Considering that the words were the signal for fastening up the poor
Nun with masonry, his hint may be said to have been taken. The Stone
Pleet immediately sailed.

A COMIC TOWN COUNCIL.

The late Daniel O'Connell, in a war of chaff with a notorious
beldam, succeeded in upsetting his abusive antagonist by telling her that
she kept a hypotenuse in her house. A strong family likeness, in point
of intelligence, may be recognised as existing between this old woman
and a gentleman named in the subjoined extract from the Post:—
" At a special meeting of the Gloucester Town Council, last week, a warm dis-

cussion arose with regard to a certain tender for ironwork, in the course of which
Mr. Kendall maintained, notwithstanding tbe dogma of a certain Mr. Smith, that
he was perfectly right in ascertaining whether the Town could save any portion of

this outlay by accepting a tender for the ironwork alone. A Mr. Hawkins then
rose and said, ' I cannot sit here and hear such a word as ' dogma ' applied to Mr.
Smith. (Laughter.) When I once asked a question, Mr. Kendall spoke of his seven-
teen years' experience at this table ; and I say it is not creditable to any person
who uses such inflammatory language as ' dogma. ' (Oh, oh ! and loud laughter.)

"

Mr. Hawkins, by his last quoted remark, appears to have meant to

express the opinion that the use of such inflammatory language as

"dogma" was not creditable to anybody who had had seventeen years'

experience at the table of the Gloucester Town Council. Taking
" dogma," with that gentleman, as an opprobrious expression, we have
no doubt that he was quite right, and that the Gloucester Town Council
is creditably distinguished from most other similar bodies by abstinence

from the use of strong language. Mr. Kendall, however, cannot be

considered to present a very striking exception in this respect to his

municipal colleagues. His ensuing reply to the accusation of having
used such inflammatory hmguage as dogma is certainly milder than what
would have been given by a disputant more studious of conciseness

than of forbearance :

—

"Mr. Kendall. Does the poor man know the English language? Will you tell

us the meaning of the word? I venture to say you do not know."

(Not a very bold assertion, Mr. Kendall.)

" You wanted to say something, and did not know what. You are an ignorant
man."

Whether Mr. Kendall did or did not " suspect " Mr. Hawkins's
" place," he did, perhaps, more than suspect his ears

; yet he only gave
the reporter occasion to write him down an ignorant man.
To the accusation of ignorance, we are told that "Mr. Hawkins

attempted some reply, but amidst the confusion and laughter which
prevailed he was quite inaudible." This is to be regretted; for if he
had been heard he would very likely in justifying his protest against the

word dogma, have said something else as good.

Mr. Heane, a peacemaker, then rose and said :

—

" I am not fond of quarrelling, and I now rise to throw oil on the troubled waters.
Mr. Paxford Smith is an old friend of mine—much more so than Mr. Kendaxl,
but I think on this occasion Mr. Smith is decidedly in the wrong."

Mr. Heane's oil appears to have had the desired effect of making
matters smooth, unless the breast of Town Councillor Hawkins re-

mained ruffled by the remembrance that he had been called an ignorant
man, and the anticipation that he would be accordingly written down.
The interpellation thus terminated, together with the debate :

—

" Mr. Kendaxl. Mr. Mayor, will you do me the favour to say whether the mean-
ing of the word ' dogma' is offensive? (Laughter.)—The Mayor. I think Mr. Haw-
kins has made a mistake and put a wrong meaning on the word. (Renewed Laughter.)
The resolution was then put and carried nem. con."

His Worship the Mayor, it appears, declined to commit himself to

the express decision that the word dogma was not offensive ; though he
thought that Mr. Hawkins was mistaken in regarding it as inflammatory
language. We are afraid there will prove to be no mistake about it as

far as Mr. Hawkins is personally concerned. It is too probable that

whoever mentions the word dogma to him henceforth will make him
very angry.

The Municipal debates reported in the local papers, are mostly dull

reading, because they are very lengthy and relate to insignificant

matters ; but they would afford considerable amusement provided that,

as in the case which has suggested the preceding observations, they
consisted chiefly of the altercations and personalities which, with the

exception of the Town Council of Gloucester, are the rule at the

majority of such assemblies.

A Skedaddle Ticket.

We should advise Dr. Cumming to emigrate, for on the principle

that "no man is a Prophet in his own country," he may be a very good
Prophet abroad, since there is not the slightest chance of his ever being
one in England. The only question is whether, as a Prophet, the

Doctor has not been abroad all his life.

House-to-House Visitation.—No one does it so regularly, so

effectually, so perseveringly, so punctually, as the Tax-gatherer. The
fellow seems to have quile a call for the business.
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Dutieul Daughter. " Well, Papa, dear. How arc your poorf /

—

I mean, is your gout a
little less troublesome this morning, dear Papa ?

"

A POEM FOR THE PARKS.

As I was cutting out my name
Upon a public tree.

A sly Policeman softly came
Behind, and collared me.

I told him I was not aware
That I was doing wrong

:

He only said he didn't care,

And bade me come along.

Therewith he hurried me away
Before the nearest beak,-

Who fined me more than I could pay,
Aid so I got a week.

The prison-cell, and penal wheel,
These feet of mine have trod,

Because I carved forbidden peel,

And 1 was sent to quod.

Painting the Lily.

The New York papers have a ludicrously

touching account of the Roman Catholic Arch-
bishop, Hughes, going to the camp, and " con-

firming" the Irish liirelings. This was what
Rome would call a work of supererogation, for

most of them were already confirmed blackguards.

LA. SEMAINE ILLUSTREE.

The new Turkish Ambassador at Paris, it

seems, has taken seven wives with him, who have
been facetiously nicknamed Madame Lundi, Mardi,
Mercredi, &c. Punch is not proud, but he will

back his Madame Jeudi— or, in plain English,

Mrs. Judy—against the whole lot of them any
day of the week.

THE NAGGLETONS AT HOME.
That is to say, just at home. For Mr. Naggleton, as his wife had fore-

seen, did run upfrom Brighton to the meeting of the "Flips" and,

as his wife had notforeseen, did, in an accession of midnight geniality,

agree to run over with Me. Windham Waeeham to Paris for a

week. He loyally apprised Mrs. Naggleton of the fact, and pro-

mised to rejoin her at Brighton. Mrs. Naggleton instantly came

to London, and, on the night of the following interview had gone to a
party. The scene is in the parlour at South Kensington. Mr. Nag-
gleton has been pacing the room for about two hours, occasionally

smoking, trying to read, and looking savagely at the clock. At length

wheels are heard, and Voices of the Night, and a huge ring at

the bell.

Male Voice (of an extremely polite person). I have rung. Mind the
horse, Richard. Don't get out till the door is opened, Mrs. Nag-
gleton.
Female Voice. Come and see me soon, there 's a dear.

Mrs. Naggleton. 0, I will. There they come. (Door opens.) I am
so much obliged to you for setting me down.
Mr. Naggleton {viciously within). A pleasure I propose to myself,

Madam, directly.

Two Voices. Not at ail—most happy. Good night, good night. Home,
Richard. [Exeunt wheels.

Enter to Mr. Naggleton, Mrs. Naggleton full dressed, followed by
the Housemaid.

Mrs. Naggleton (coolly as ifshe had not seen the hat, sticks, travelling
bag, 8/-C., in the hall). O, you at home. You might have opened the
door, I think, instead of giving Captain Silverdale the trouble of
getting out on such a night hi his dress boots. Carter, is the gas
hghted in my room ?

Maid. Yes, M'm, some time. I thought it would warm the room,
M'm.

Mrs. N. I am glad somebody has some thoughtfulness. Take up the
mantilla, and fan. I am coming up directly. [Exit Carter.
Mr. N. You will stop, if you please, Mrs. Naggleton. I have

something to say to you.

Mrs. N. Won't it keep till the morning ?

Mr. N. It is the morning, Madam. Perhaps you will look at the
clock, and say whether you think this is a time for a married woman to
be out without her husband.

Mrs. N. My dear Henry, it is her husband's fault, as he might have
been with her. But I can't stand talking at two o'clock on a cold

morning ; besides, I am tired.

Mr. N. I also, Madam, am tired. I crossed to Polkstone this

morning, hurried from one train to another at London Bridge, went to

Brighton, and on reaching the hotel, found that you had been gone a

week, and that my four letters were lying there. There they are, Mrs.
Naggleton. [Dashes them on table.

Mrs. N. Any cheques in any of them ?

Mr. N. Certainly not. I gave you twenty pounds on the day I left.

Mrs. N. Then I needn't read them, I suppose.
[Puts them into thefire.

Mr. Naggleton (utters a word which not even the example of clerical

novelists will induce us to set down. Mrs. Naggleton is about to retire).

Stop, Mrs. Naggleton, unless you wish that my displeasure should

be—should be permanent Madam.
Mrs. N. I have no wish, except to go to bed, being tired out.

Mr. N. No doubt you are tired, Mrs. Naggleton. At your time

of life balls till two in the morning are not particularly suited to your

powers, but I dare say that you have strength left to inform me why you
left Brighton, and caused me to run down on a wild goose chace in

search of you.

Mrs. N. Without remarking on the coarseness of your language^

Henry, for I am really too fatigued to talk, I will merely say that if

you had called at your place of business in the City—that is, if you
have one, everything is kept a mystery from me—you would have found

a note saying 1 was home.
Mr. N. I hastened down as fast as I could.

Mrs. N. Then don't abuse me for not having supposed that you
would act in that schoolboy fashion. After staying away a week, you
niight have stayed the additional hour it would have taken you to call

in the City.

Mr. N. This is my return for an endeavour to show you attention.

Mrs. N. My dear Henry, I take your intentions and all that for

granted, and you need not have recourse to awkward demonstrations.

Mr. N. Why did you leave Brighton ?

Mrs. N. Because I pleased. It does not suit me to be left at an
hotel by myself.

Mr. N. I wrote from Paris to tell you to ask Mrs. Baltimore to

come and stay with you for the few days I should be absent.

Mrs. N. Did you? I didn't have the letter, as you have discovered,

and if I had I should have done nothing of the kind. Why am I to

pav Mrs. Baltimore's hotel bills ?

Mr. N. Fou ?
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Mrs. N. {unheeding). And after what you confessed at Brighton of the

state of your affairs, I felt that it was not for two of us, Henry, to be

spending money in travelling and at, hotels. If you require that costly

recreation, it is for your wife to make up for it by economy and self-

denial.

Mr. M. If you can spoil my holiday, either when with you or without

you, Maria, you do. Had 1 the slightest wish to shorten your

sea-visit ?

Mrs. N. {in hopeless resignation). I—don't—know, but you took the

most direct means to do it. You must be out of your senses to think

that I should be staying at the Bedford while you are living at the

Louvre, That is indeed what you would, I suppose, call igniting the

candle at each extremity.

Mr. N. The Louvre ! You might as well say that I had been at the

Tuileries. We went to a quiet third class bachelor hotel behind the

Opera Comique, and dined at three francs. I saved so much upon the

Brighton week that I actually bought you a ring with the surplus.

Mrs. N. As I detest Palais Royal jewellery, perhaps you will get rid

of it in some other way. I am not quite a baby, to be insulted for a

week, and then to have my mouth stopped with a piece of paste.

Mr. N. What do you mean by insulted, Mrs. Naggleton ?

Mrs. N. What I say. A man who leaves his wife under a false

pretence that he is going to town for the night, and then skulks off to

Paris without giving her the chance of accompanying him, may not be

the sort of person to understand that he insults her, but if he has any
respectable friends he had better ask their opinion. I could see what
Captain and Mrs. Silverdale thought about it, though they had too

much good taste to say anything.

Mr. N. Captain Silverdale's opinion of what is due to a woman is

certainly valuable, for his first wife had to sue him for maintenance.

Mrs. N. The mind that delights in the reproduction of forgotten

scandals must be indeed low, but I suppose such information is part of

the advantages of your bachelor travelling.

Mr. N. Yes, and another part is my having been absent for a week
from the grating, grating influence of your incessant reproaches.

Mrs. N. Do not say that word, Henry. The time for reproaching

you has long gone by—we reproach only where we hope to impress.

Sometimes in self-defence against unjust charges, I may venture on a,

word, but it is met with a violence which makes me shudder, and it is

but seldom that I risk it.

Mr. N. I never used a violent expression to you in all my life, but
by Jove, if you can't see that it would make any fellow angry to get no
answer to his letters, and be made run up and down to Brighton for

nothing
Mrs. N. What is the fare to Brighton and back ?

Mr. N. It isn't that, and you know it, a sovereign is nothing, but

—

Mrs. N. Stop the amount out of the next cheque you give me
for my housekeeping, and please say no more about it. I will gladly

sacrifice some little personal comfort for the sake of a cessation of

attack.

Mr. N. Such a cruel and unfair speech requires no answer.
Mrs. N. Being neither cruel nor unfair, it admits of none. How long

have you been home ?

Mr. N. Above two hours.

Mrs. N. And what train did you'go down to Brighton by ?

Mr. N. The three o'clock.

Mrs. N. Ah! Then with all your hurry you managed to stay and
dine at the Bedford, and I hope you enjoyed yourself. Perhaps you
took Mr. Windham Wareham, and treated him, out of gratitude for

his taking care of you at the Louvre.
Mr. N. I repeat, Mrs. Naggleton, that I never set my foot in the

Louvre, and as for dinner, 1 had had nothing to eat since an exceedingly
bad breakfast at Boulogne.

Mrs. N. Pray don't apologise to me. If I ever petition against the
squandering of money I am instantly silenced by a fierce reminder that
it is you who earn it. I suppose that the children will be brought up,
or dragged up, some way, though I suppose I ought not to menl ion
the children to a father who comes home and never even asks after

them.
Mr. N. As if I had not sepn them all two hours ago, while their

mother was diverting herself at a ball.

Mrs. N. You don't mean that you have been cruel enough to disturb
them at this time of night. Are you wild ?

_
Mr.N. (triumphantly). The fact was you woke them all up with your

ringing bells and calling servants, while you were getting ready to go
out at eleven, instead of going to bed as you ought to have done, and
they were all alive and rejoiced to see me. Also, they were good enough
not to reject some little 1 hi n<rs I brought them over.

Mrs. N. (seriously enraged). Upon my word, Henry, you do not
deserve to have children. I declare I never heard of anything so
wantonly wicked in the whole course of my life.

Mr. N. Rather a strong expression, considering that you read the
papers.

Mrs. N. Don't tell me, I don't believe that there is a single father in
the whole district of the Seven Dials who, to gratify his own selfishness,

would rush in and wake up a set of poor little children in their first

sleep.

Mr. N. Ha ! ha ! No, my dear, not their first, but waiting for what
would have been their second, if their mother had been a little less noisy
in her eagerness to go out and dance among the other young people.

Mrs. N. It may be enough answer to your coarseness to say that I

have not danced the whole evening.

Mr. N. I am glad that you—or partners—had so much sense of the
fitness of things. 1 trust that you made a good supper.

Mrs. N. Yes, for, Mr. Snotchley knows how to give a good supper,
and is neither profuse or niggardly in the wrong place. He considers

that half his guests are ladies, and arranges for their comfort, instead of

thinking mainly of providing his male friends with the means of taking
too much. It was a beautiful supper, and though its merits would have
been lost upon you, I wished you had been there to take example from
Mr. Snotchley how to attend to everybody.

Mr. N. Ah ! dear man, and it is the more to his credit, as everybody
makes a point of not attending to him when he gets on his legs.

Mrs. N. If you mean that he is too much of a gentleman to conde-
scend to retail jokes, and to repeat prepared buffoonery, you are right

:

he has mixed in the best society.

Mr. N. Mixed what ? Punch, or only grog? I know he was some-
thing in some Swell's household.

Mrs. N. He was tutor to an Earl and a Viscount.

Mr. N. I never expected to feel so much pity for the aristocracy.

Mrs. N. You may sneer, but ladies know how to distinguish between
vulgar smartness and the highbred pleasantness of one who has moved
in good circles. A lady near me said that Mr. Snotchley's manner
reminded her very much of the Bishop oe Oxford.
Mr. N. I don't know why it shouldn't, for Snotchley's father was a

soap-boiler.

Mrs. Naggleton considers for a moment, and tlien the effect of this

climax of irreverence and vulgarity is too much for her, and she retires

hastily.

Mr. N. (enjoying his vile victory). Well, the idea of likening that

platitudinous ass to a splemdid fellow like Saponaceous Samuel ! but
women are as great fools in their likes as their dislikes.

\JExit, to get in a rage because his slippers have teen poked away
somewhere.

A BIT OF SPANISH FLY.

an there, your Emi-
nence Cardinal
Wiseman, can
there, Sir George
Bowyer, be any
truth whatever in

the annexed news-
paper paragraph ?

—

" Liberty op the
Press in Spain.— The
Clamor Publico, pub-
lished at Madrid, was
recently seized for pub-
lishing the following
paragraphs in allusion

to the persecution of
Protestants in Spain :—

' The Emperor op
China has published a
decree establishing
freedom of worship in

his dominions. And
in Spain what is being
done in respect to the
same question ? They
will give information
in some of the pro-
vinces of Andalusia.
For ourselves, remem-
bering the vulgar say-
ing ' Comparisons are
odious,' we make none,
because we do not
wish to be odious to
anybody."

Surely, your Eminence, surely. Sir George, some enemy has invented
the foregoing statement with a view to excite a No Popery cry through-
out Europe, demanding the withdrawal of the Erench from Rome. Of
course, if the Holy Father knew that his spiritual subjects the rulers

of Spain were capable of the intolerance above ascribed to them, he
would instantly fulminate a bull at them which would put a stop to it.

No reasonable person can for a moment suppose that Napoleon the
Thikd would prostitute the arms of France to the support of such a
system as popery would be if it were exemplified by the atrocities

alleged to be committed under the influence of the dominant Church of

Spain.
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Something goes wrong with the Moderator Lamp, during Fogleton's Forty Winks after

his Dinner. The horrible state of things on his Waking.

THE VACANT ARCHBISHOPRIC.

We are requested to publish the following correspon-

dence:

—

"Dear Mr. Punch,—Having the valued privilege of

consulting you on matters of moment, I write to ask you
whether you approve of tbe appointment by which I have
directed Viscount Palmerston to till up the vacant Arch-
bishopric of York.

" Subject, of course, to your approbation, I have desired

his Lordship to nominate Dr. Colenso, Bishop of Natal.

"Yours (in Exeter Hall)

" Shaftesbury, B. M."
" 2L Grosvenor Square, W."

"Dear Bishop Maker,—No, I want Colenso for some"
thing else. Order your friend to elevate, a young Bishop

—

Thomson, if you like. I have read his ' Seasons,' which
are not bad. '

"Ever yours,

"85, Fleet Street, E. C." " Punch."

TWO ILL-USED VOWELS.
How Rein in R#in-deer should be spelt,

Whether with "e" or "a,"
Burnaby, Stewart and Ten Broeck,
The odds will take or lay.

Sure 'tis but fair that A and E
At length should rise to view,

Considering how Turfite swells

Have run on I.O.U.

"Quoit 'em Down-Stairs."

Some foolish Greeks are said to have been bothering

Garibaldi with an offer of the crown of Greece. He would
probably, as Morose says in the Silent Woman, " answer
them not but with his Leg." And one of his stalwart

Secretaries should have imitated him.

A STRONG MIND AND A WEAK WRITER.

We thought that strong-minded women were somewhat dying out,

but here is a clear proof that the race is not extiuct :

—

TO FREE-THINKERS and Others.—An intellectual and accomplished
Lady, aged 35, wishes for EMPLOYMENT, Literary, Educational, or Domestic

;

resident or non-resident. Would give German or Music Lessons, for two hours daily,

for a home.

A lady who will own in print that she is aged thirty-five, clearly

must be one possessing a strong mind. Wc doubt if even Mrs.Blimber.
when she advertised for pupils, had 1 he courage to put forth a statement,

of her age, at least after she had passed the feminine climacteric,

which, we will assume, is twenty.

The lady does not state if she herself be a free-thinker, but there is

very little question of her being a free-speaker ; for it is evidenced

not only by confession of her age, but by the latitude she gives herself

in speaking of her wishes. Erom the statement she puts forth we
have some trouble in deciding if she wants to be a governess or a maid-
of-all-work j and although the terms are in some cases synonymous, we
think an "intellectual" lady should not wantonly confound them. By
saying that she wishes for "domeslic employment" the advertiser

plainly may be held to be desirous of a place as cook or housemaid ; and
if this be her ambition, she ought, besides informing us that she is

" intellectual," to have made especial mention that, among her other
qualities, she is "accomplished" in the art of making pies and pud-
dings, and in doing other work which a domestic has to do.

The Latest Form of Begging.

Ragged Gibl (outside Post -Office, and with a folded piece of paper
in her hand). "Please, Sir, give me a penny to buy a postage stamp to

post this letter to my mother !

"

"What rind of Hat does the Pope wear?—A Pork-Pros.

EOX, LATE M.P.

We read that at the Jardin des Plantes at Paris, they have, amongst
other curiosities

—

" An isatis, or Iceland fox, that loses its hair annually, each time replacing it with
a crop of another colour ; so that it is white one year, and bine the next."

We should say that this Iceland fox must have been a politician in his

day—probably a leading memberof theEox Club—considering the great

ease with which he changes his coat every year. The number of colours,

too, that he assumes in his changeful career favours exactly our political

assumption—"white" at one period, and "blue" at another—precisely
like one of our cunning M.P.'s canvassing the electors.

PERSONS WE SHOULD LIKE TO MEET.

A Policeman with an eye-glass.

A Cabman with an umbrella.

A Parson in white trousers.

A Photographer with clean hands.

A Tailor with good clothes.

A Red-faced Baker.

A Sweep with a white waistcoat.

A Detective without his walking-stick.

An Artist with short hair.

A Letter Carrier with a top-coat.

A Railway-guard in a white hat.

A Boatmen with goloshes.

A Prize-fighter with whiskers.

A Soldier with a clean collar on.

The Literary Season.

Mr. Dion Boucicault the "sensation" novelist and "author "of
The Collegians, or the Colleen Baton, has a new work in the press called

Rienzi, or Nydia the Blind Girl. The former work has been erroneously

attributed to Gerald Griffin, and the latter to Lytton Bulwer.

^Printed by William Bradbury, of No. 13, Upper Woburn Place, In the Parish of St.PancraMn the County of Middlesex, and Frederick Mullett^Btobj of He."jS*™*™ *»*>*>•*»^iSSfVajL rf
Whitefrfars, City of London. Printers, at their Office in Lombard Street, in the Precinct of Whitefriars, City of Loadon, and Published by them at No. 8d. Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. ursae, wiy ct

London.—Satubdai, November li, 1862,



Mr. Eussell's American Diary.

In the Press, and shortly will be Published in Two Vols., post 8vo, Price 21s.,

MY DIARY NORTH AND SOUTH
OB, PERSONAL EXPERIENCES DURING THE CIVIL WAR IN AMERICA.

By W. H. RUSSELL, Esq., LL.D.

Bradburv and Evans 11. Bonverie Street, Fleet Street, E.<~!

Completion of Knight's Popular History of England.
This day is published, with a Dedication to

HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCE OF WALES,
The Eighth Volume, Price 12s., and the 58th Part, Price 3s. 6d , being the Completion of

CHARLES KNIGHT'S
POPULAR HISTORY OF ENGLAND.

Bradbury and Evans, 11, Bonverie Street, Fleet Street, E.C.

Cheap Edition of "The Virginians."
In a few days will be Published, in One Vol., crown 8vo, Price 7s., a New Edition,

uniform with " Vanity Fair," &c,

THE VIRGINIANS.
By W. M. THACKERAY.

Bradbury and Evans, II, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, E.C.

Punch's Pocket-Book for 1863.
Now Ready, Price 2s. 6d.,

PUNCH'S POCKET-BOOK FOR 1863.
With a Coloured Illustration by John Leech, and Numerous

Woodcuts by John Leech and John Tenniel.
Published at the Punch Office, 85, Fleet Street, E.C.
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13, Great Marlborough Street.

HURST & BLAOKETT
NEW WORKS.

T ES
JM Rv V

MIS E RABIES.
By Victor Hugo. Authorised English

Translation. Second Edition. 3 v.

LIFE OE EB¥/ARD IRVING.
By Mrs. Oliphant. Second Editi m. 2 v.

ENGLISH WOMEN OF LET-
TEIIS. By Julia Kavasauh. 2 v.

MISTRESS AND MAID. By
the Author of * John Halifax." 2 v. (Nov. 25.)

GREECE AND THE GREEKS.
By Miss Breiuek. Translated by Mary
How ITT. 2 V.

CAPT. LENNARD's TRAVELS
IN BRITISH COLUMBIA AND VANCOU-
VER'S ISLAND. 1 v.

FEMALE LIFE IN PRISON.
By A. Prison Matron. 2 v.

ITALY UNDER VICTOR
EMMANUEL. By Count Abeivabeve. 2 v.

NO CHURCH,
Forming the New Volume ot " Hurst and
Bi.achett's Standard Library." os.

The New Novels.

SLAVES OF THE RING ; OR.
BEFORE AND AFTER. By the Author of
" Grandmother's Money." 3 v.

THE MAROON-
By Caft.Mayne Reid. 3 v.

MARION LESLIE.
By the Rev. P. Beaton. 3 v.

OHAKSPERE's MAGIC POST-M OKF1CE [Registered], This unique
Classical and Interesting Game, with full instruc-
tions and complete appointments. The most
Finished, Merry, and Pleasing amusement ever
created. From One to a Thousand can enjoy the
fun at once. A perfect Post Office sent pust free by
return for 18 postage stamps.
Greig, South Row, Marshall Street, London, W.

M T

GOLDSMITHS, SILVERSMITHS, JEWELLERS, WATCH & CLOCK MANUFACTURERS,
AND IMPORTERS OP EVERY DESCRIPTION OF FANCY NOVELTIES.

154, Regent Street, & S, Beak Street, and Paris, Rue de Rivoli.

ESSRS. T. A. SIMPSON & Co. beg respectfully to call attention to their elegant and exten-
sive Show Rooms at 154, Regent Street, and 8, Beak Street, containing the most choice

and beautiful Assortment of Novelties in Fancy Goods, as well as Articles of Utility of English
and F 'feUn Manufacture, both valuable and inexpensive, for presentation, forming in them-
selves an exhibition far exceeding any display of the kind in this country.

Messrs. T. A. Simpson <& Co., in soliciting the honour of an inspection of their extensive Stock
and magnificent Premises, beg to assure all who may favour thom with a visit, that they will

meet with a polite reception, whether Purchasers or otherwise ; and they desire to intimate

that it will be with them an invariable rule to exchange any articles purchased at their

Establishment which may not be approved.

HI&D.NIGOLLS

SAUCE.

LEA AND PERRINS'
WORCESTERSHIRE

SAUCE.
Pronounced by Connoisseurs

"THE ONLY GOOD
SAUCE."

None genuine without. Name on
wrapper, label, bottle,

and stopper.

*** Sold by Crosse & Blackwell;
Barclay & Suns; and Grocers

and Oilmen universally.

TUXURIANT WHISKERS,
** Moustaches, and Eyebrows, produced
in a few weeks by the use of ELLIOTT'S TONIC
LOTION, the stimulative properties of which are
unfailing in its operation. Thomas Elliott invites a
trial from the moat sceptical, that they may be con-
vinced of its infallible power. Price 3*. M., 5s. fid.,

10«. 6rf., and 21«. Forwarded on receipt of postage
stamps. Thomas Elliott, Hair Grower (first floor),
51, Fenchurch Street, E.C. T. E.'s Wigs, 30*.

ITEEN'S GENUINE MCJS-*« TARD, made with the greatest care
from the finest English Seed; this Celebrated
Brand, distinguished upwards of a century for
purity and strength, has received the general
approval of (he public. First Manufactured 1/42.
Sold by most Grocers from the Cask, and in 1 lb.,

4 lb., and i lb Canisters.
Kkbn, Robinson, Bellvii.le & Co., Garlick Hill,

London.

fJLARK'S NEURALGICV TINCTURE, a certain permanent cure
for NEURALGIA. TIC-HOLOREUX. AGUE, and
all NERVOUS AFFECTIONS.—Clark, Dorking.
London l)ep6t, ft?. St. Paul's. Sold by all Chemists.

Price is. M., 4s 6d.
Reference—The Rev. Sir F. Gore Ouseley, Bart.,

M.A., Mus. Bac. Oion.

gOTJND ANDWHITE TEETH.
*"* —A Dentifrice composed of Pin-st
Bark, Myrrh Soat>, Chalk, Cuttle Fish, and Rose
perfume, is the safest and m -st useful To be pro-
cured from Joseph Hancock, Chemist 128 Fleet.
Street, London. Price Is. per Box, Is. 6d. th. ough
the post.

KINGSEORDlT OSWEGOPREPARED CORN,
For Puddings, Custards, Blanc Mange. &c, the
original and genuine American preparation of Indian
Corn. — Established 1849.— No other article in
America or England has the right to the title of
'Original."

fHOCKS'S CELEBRATEDV READING SAUCE,
Which is so highly esteemed with Fish, Game
Steaks, Soups, Grills, Gravies, Hot * Cold Meats,
and unrivalled for general use, is Sold by the m««
respectable Dealers in Fish Sauces.

C. Cocas, Reading, Sole Manufacturer.

PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS EXHIBITION, 1855.

-ETCALFE, BINGLEY,
_ Co.'s New Pattern Tooth Brushes,

penetrating unbleached Hair Brushes, improved
Hesh Brushes, and genuine Smyrna Sponges with
every description ot Brush, Comb, and Perfumery
130 b, and 131, Oxford Street. MEic/tLea's cele-
brated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2s. per box.

SECOND HAND SILVER PLATE.
222, REGENT STREET, LONDON, AND

67, & 68, KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE.

IVJAPPJN BROTHERS
MAKE THE MOST LIBERAL ALLOWANCE FOR OLD SILVER PLATE

EITHER FOR CASH OR IN EXCHANGE FOR GOODS.

ALLNTJTT'S
FUMIGATING OR PASTILE

SOLD IN PACKETS, 6d. EACH, BY CHEMISTS, &c.

A Packet forwarded on receipt of Six Stamps.

FREDERICK ALLNUTT, 12 and 13. Chapel Row, Portsea.

10 HOME WITHOUT AMUSEMENT

ATKINSON AND Co.,
Cabinet Manufacturers, Upholsterers,

Carpet Warehousemen, Drapers, and Silk Mercers,
69, to 75, Westminster Bridge Road, Lambeth.
Catalogues will be sent free by post, or may be had

upon application, containing estimates suited to
every class of House, with drawings, which are taken
from the pieces of Furniture in their Show Rooms.
Previous to the great advance in Cotton and Wool-

lens, A. and Co. b"ught very largely of every descrip-
tion of Household Drapi-ry, Carpets, Jtc, which they
would recommend to the immediate notice of pur-
chasers, as, from the continued uncertain state of
the markets, all kinds of goods roust be consider-
ably higher in price during the Winter.

A. and Co. contract to supply Public Establish,
ments. Schools, and the various Charitable Insti-
tutions with Winter Clothing, Blankets, F.ugs, Sc,
at the wholesale price.

JIAGATELLE BOARDS OF THE FINEST MANUFACTURE FROM
31s. lid. complete. Illustrated Catalogues of Games free on application.

ASSER AND SHERWIN, 81, Strand, London, W.C.

fHE POCKET SIPHONIA DEPOT- EDMISTON AND SON,
--» Sole Manufacturers of the 12 oz. Waterproof Coat for India, guaranteed not to be sticky,
no matter the climate it is sunject to. From 42.?., all silk 50s. to 65.?. Measurement required,
the length and size round the chest. Knapsacks for Tourists, 18s. 6d.

FISHING STOCKINGS, 21s. to 25s. per pair.

S, CHARIN& CROSS, late 69, STRAWO.
WEDDING AND BIRTHDAY PRESENTS.-H. R0DRIGUES," 42, PICCADILLY, invites attention to his elegant STOCK of TRAVELLING DRESSING
BAGS, DIIESSING CASES, DESPATCH BOXES. Writing Cases, Work Boxes, Jewel Cases Scent Caskets and
Glove Boxes, LADIES' KEi'lCULE and CARRIAGE BAGS of every description- MKnlJEVAL MOUNTED
ENVELOPE CASES, BLOTTING BOOKS, and INKSTANDS en suite; the NEW PATENT SELF-CLOSING
BOOK-SLIDE, also a choice variety of ELEGANCIES and NOVELTIES suitable for PRESENTATION , too
various to enumerate, to be had at

H EN 11 Y RODRIGUES, 42, PICCADILLY, two doors from Sackville Street, W.

ifHE GENTLEMEN'S REAL HEAD OF HAIR, OR INVISIBLE
&* PERUKE.—The .principle upon which this Peruke is made is so superior to everything yet
produced, that the Manufacturer invites the honour of a visit from the Sceptic and the Connoisseur, that one maybe
convinced, and the other "ratified, by inspecting thjs and other novel and beautiful specimen! of the Peruqueian Art, at

he Establishment of the Sole Inventor, F. BROWNE, 47, FENCHURCH STREET.

F. BROWNE'S INFALLIBLE MODE OF MEASURING
THE HEAD.

Round the Head, in manner of a fillet, leaving As dotted Inches. ' Eighths.
the Ears looae .. .. .. .. ,.

From the Forehead over to the poll, as deep
each way aa required

From one Temple to the other across the rise
ir Crown of t-he Heed to where the Hair irrows

THE CHARGE FOR THIS UNIQUE HEAD OP
HAIR, ONLY £1 10*.

ROWLANDS' AiA._d.oo An otL., xor promoting
the Growth, Restoring and Beautifying the Human
Hair.
ROWLANDS' KALYDOR for Improving and

Beautifying the Complexion and Skin, and Eradi-
Catine Cutaneous detects.
ROWLANDS' ODONTO. or Pearl Dentifrice, for

the Teeth, Gums, and Breath.
Sold at 20, Hatton Garden, and by Chemists and

Perfumers.

OF "SANGSTERS* ALPACA" UMBRELLAS,
for which they have been again awarded a

PRIZE MEDAL,
have been made under their Patent. These "Um-
brellas may be had of all Dealers, and should have
Labels bearing the words " Sangsters' Alpaca."
Goods of their own Manufacture having the word
" Makers."

W. & J. Sangbter, Patentees, 140, Regent Street

;

94, Fleet Street: in. Royal Exchange ; 75, CheapBide.
N.B. Observe the Name.

ACCIDENTS ARE TJNA-i* VOIDABLE— Every one sbould there-
fore provide ajfainst them. The RAILWAY PAS-
SENGERS' ASSURANCE COMPANY Grant
Policies for Bums from 4f 100 to :£IU00, assuring
against ACCIDENTS OF ALL KINDS. .£1(12,817
have been puid by the Company as compensation
for 56 fatal cases and 5011 case? of personal injury.
For Forms of Proposal) &c, Apply to the Provin-

cial Agents, or to the Head Office, l>4, Cornhlll.
William J. Vian, Secretary.

TONDON AND RYDER,
Al Goldsmiths, 17, New Bond Street,

J

Makers of Doncaster Cup 1362, and G odwood Cup
1^62, invite attention to a new and recherche Stock
of Diamond Work, «v.c, every article of sterling
quality aud original design. Prize M'dal for Silver
Plate, Jewellery, Diamond Work, and general good
taste. Exhibitors of the largest Emerald, Ruby,
Opal, and finest Cat's-eye in th world.

17, New Bond Street, corner of Clifford Street.
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B. JOSEPH & COMPANY,
150, REGENT STREET.

VENTILATING STOVES.-
V Cheap, ISiinplf, Efficient, and Durable.
Thousands have been sold an<l universally approved.
They are suitable for Halls. Warehouses, Conserva-
tories, and every situation where a Close Stove is

required. The large sizes are extensively used in

Churches, Chapels, and Public Building* with great
effect and eccnomy. Prices 60s., 6)9., 70s-, 90s., and
120*. Prospectus with engravings, gratis, and post
free. In operation daily. The Trade supplied.
I'eane & Co.. Opening to the Monument, London

Bridge. Established A.D. 1700.

GARDNERSLAMPS
ARE THE BEST
453STRANDftrr//52

COCKLE'S ANTIBILI0TJS
PILLS, for Indigestion, Bibous, Liver,

and Stomach Complaints. Prepared only by Jambs
Cochlk, 18, New Onuond Street, auu w tie had of

]
all Medicine Vendors, in boxes at 1*. ]$<*., 2*. 9rf.,

f ).1. (Srf., and lis.
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THE HEW THING IN HAIR.

Laihj Swell, " Oh. yes, you know ! Quite new ! The old Nets and Beaters'
Tails getting awfully common, you know !

"

A FRIENDLY NOTICE.

There are at least some Manchester men who have not
been backward in coming forward to relieve the terrible
distress in Lancashire caused by the Cotton Famine. " On
the 14th of 10th month, 1862," at a meeting held by a body
of Manchester Friends, a committee was appointed to draw
up au Appeal to Friends in general on behalf of the starv-
ing sufferers. The remark obviously suggested by this

proceeding is that a Friend in need is a Friend indeed ; but
an observation more, perhaps, to the purpose, which we
may make, is, that the Committee in question is composed
of the Friends whose names follow :

—

" Treasurer :—Josiah Merrick, Spring Garden*?.

" Secretary :—Frederick Cooper, 28, Brown Street.

" James Bryce, Oldham Street.
Joseph Buckley, St. Ann's Square.
Wilson Crewdson, South Side.
George Danson, Cecil Street, Greenheys.
Joseph B. Forster, Cambridge Street.
James Hodgkinson, Monton Green, Eccles.
John King, St. Ann's Square.
Shipley Neave, High Street.
George Robinson, St. Ann's Square.
John Rookk, York Street, Cheetham.
Samuel Satterthwaite, Snow Hill.

Joseph Simpson, Newton Heath.
Richard H. Southall. Swan Street.
Charles Thompson, Cambridge Street.

Godfrey Woodhead, Victoria Street.

"

and that each of them, as well as the Treasurer, is open
to receive subscriptions.

Backwards in Coming Forwards.

WAccording to accounts from New York, M'Clellan's
army is in no condition to make an advance. Such, the

Federal Government will probably find, is also the case with
their capitalists.

LIVELY SCOTCH LAW.

The Scotch law reports call the plaintiff in the great

Yelverton case the Pursuer. When the history of that

affair is called to mind, that expression will perhaps be seen

to be not inapplicable to the party. Is its application a

stroke of Wut ?

BACHELORS BY CRINOLINE.
My dear Mrs. Dovecote,

Many are the objections which brutes of men have raised

against the amplitude of dress and the protuberance of petticoat which
have lately been in fashion with your charming sex. But there is one point
which has been but sparingly alluded to, and yet it clearly is the one
which, I think, would have the greatest weight with ladies like yourself.

If Crinoline were viewed as an impediment to marriage, surely it would
fiud but little favour in the eyes of ladies who, like you, have daughters
to dispose of. And are there not fair grounds for believing that big-

petticoats have hindered many a young man from taking the bold
plunge, which would put an end to his bachelor existence ? Many a
fellow thinks he can afford to keep a wife, but finds his courage fail him
at the thought that he will also have to keep her wardrobe. When
starting for Chamounix with his alpenstock and knapsack, he sees his

old friend Tomktns, who last Spring committed matrimony, setting
forth for a month's travel with his wife and eighteen boxes, to say
nothing of shawls, dressing-cases, parasols and work baskets, and other
articles of luggage which are always being lost. He then thinks, could
he afford a tour with such expensive luxuries ? and if a wife requires so
many dresses when she travels, how vast must be her wardrobe when
she is at home ! So he lights his pipe by way of consolation for his

solitude, and as the graceful wreaths arise, he meditates on marriage as

a bliss beyond the reach of such poor devils as himself, and resolves
therefore to make his miserable life happy as a bachelor best may.
Now, my dear Mrs. Dovecote, is not this a sad, sad picture : and

should we not in charity do what we can to help these poor benighted
bachelors, and remove the hindrance which prevents their entering the
blissful marriage state ? Crinoline itself is not a costly article, but large
dresses require more silk or stuff than small ones ; and the wider are
the dresses, the longer are the bills for them. Moreover, there is a
belief, it may be an unfounded one, that ladies with large dresses want
large houses to match ; and so through press of Crinoline, men often
pay more rent than they can well afford, and sometimes get thereby
presented at the Basinghall Street Court.

Viewing, therefore, Crinoline as being in some sort an impediment to

marriage, my dear Madam, pray exhort your matronly acquaintances

to lose no time in getting up an anti-Crinoline Society, which every

British mother should be desired to join. Some people think that

ladies will never leave off Crinoline until they are ordered by their

dressmaker to do so. But if mothers had the courage just for once to

act in defiance of their milliners, I think that marriageable daughters

might be found in more request.

I remain, my dear Madam, the ladies' best companion and adviser,

P®N<1$.

" DON'T BOTHER ME."

There is a capital story going round the papers touching what is

called the restoration of the power of speech to an aged person, called

Mary Dean, at a place called Oreston. The old lady had been dumb
for fifty or sixty years, but on her being at length moved to wrath by
being told to go on an errand, indignation brought back her faculty of

utterance, and she exclaimed " Don't bother me ! " It is refreshing to

hear of a person having been silent for half a century or more, and then

breaking silence to request that she might not be ''bothered." Mr.
Punch has an idea that the statues of a good many deceased celebrities,

whose silence has been genuine, but to whose supposed beliefs, opinions,

prophecies, and sentiments, reference is perseveringly made by then-

descendants, would if "stones were known to speak," open their

mouths to much the same effect as Mary Dean, in answer to the ma-
jority of appeals now made to them. Possibly Mr. Pitt and the Duke
of Wellington, after hearing Conservative orations, Mr. Fox and

Mr. Grattan, in reply to Liberal invocations, and certainly George
Washington, when buncombe spouters to an acre of mob are clamouring

to his Shade, would be inclined, "from information received," to say
" Don't bother me." This is the only moral Mr. Punch has been able

to distil from an anecdote upon which about eleven thousand correspon

dents have desired his opinion, and he begs in conclusion to repeat the

words of Mary Dean.

VOL. XLIH.
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ST. BUTTON STYLITES.

\/'////Mi%

—I won't stand this. Button
by name and Button by na-

ture, I declare that I won't.

Dash my namesakes if I do !

" You, Sir, and every one
else who has seen what is

called Pompey 's Pillar(t hough
it might as well have been
called Csesar's Column, or
Ot.ho's Obelisk, for it was the
central ornament and is the
last remnant of the Temple
of Serapis), must have been
struck with the noble way in

which I, your humble servant,

inscribed my name upon the
article. Years and years, Sir,

the name of Button has
looked down (like the hun-
dred centuries, or sentries,

which Bonaparte stated to

be looking down from the top

of the Pyramids), and being
out of the reach of indignant
travellers, there it would have
looked down for ages, but for

French impertinence. I do
not know what the world
supposed W. Button to

mean, and I do not care. Those wlio have been upon the adjacent Nile and have suffered

the remarkable inconvenience to which the French have given the name of Buttons of the
Nile, may think that the epigraph has some connection with those interesting tumours, but
that is not to the purpose. I wrote my name upon the Pillar as an Englishman has a

right to do wherever he goes, and I protest
against its being taken down.

" But who is going to take it down ? says
you. Why, Sir, you may read in the scientific

journals that the Pillar is going to be cleansed,

put into thorough repair, some vitreous sub-
stance injected into the holes, and then, Sir

—

then, the French, who have undertaken the work,
and I wish they would mind their own business
in Egypt and other places (I name no names,
but Rome is in Italy) are going to inscribe on
the column :

—

"
' In Memory of the French who fell at the

Battle of Alexandria!

" Well, Sir, if they would be good enough to

add

—

"
''.Where they were soundly licked by the

English under Abercrombie, 1S01, and licked again
by Hie same islanders under Eraser, 1807,'

I would not so much care. But do you think
they will put anything of the kind? Not they,

and therefore I beg to protest against any such
inscription being stuck on Pompey's Pillar in-

stead of the now world-famous name of

" Yours very truly,

" William Button."

Q. E. D.

That the famous Reindeer bet

Was a "bubb!e" is cle;irly shown;
For what but a bubble could be

In so many newspapers blown ?

SOME ODIOUS COMPARISONS.

BY A CONTRIBUTOR JUST OFF HIS HOLIDAY RAMBLES.

CHAPTER THIRD.

When I gave a title to these articles I proclaimed their comparisons
to the world as "odious." It seems by the following letter that they
have been found so.

" Dear Mr. Punch, " Manchester, Nov. 7. 1S6'2.
" A great many of your articles are very good and most amusing, but the

two you published in this and last week's numbers, on railway travelling, hotels,
&c, on the Continent, are such perfect nonsense, that you should really be deeply
ashamed of making a fool of yourself in printing them in your journal. You criti-

cised in a biting style Mr. Assolant'k articles, and rightly, for they deserved it well,
but allow me to tell you that your Englishman's observations are such stuff, that
anybody who knows a little of these matters and who has less prejudices, will at
once see that these observations are as stupid, or even much more stupid, than any
of Mr. Assolant's or Assomant's, as you please to call him. Confer the latter
title to your rambler, you would but serve him well, and by this express the
opinion of

" Anybody who has been Abroad."

Is this crushing blow administered by a Manchester-German, who is

outraged by my strictures on foreign railways, or by a Manchester inn-
keeper, who revolts at my attack upon English hotels ?

In either case I console myself by the thought that my arrow must
have gone home, or it would not rnnkle. I bow meekly to the imputa-
tion of stupidity. I don't profess to be brilliant. I only attempt to tell

some truths, as they seem to me, in matters much affecting the com-
forfs of all who travel.

If there be people—not German—who consider foreign railways

—

especially German railways— pl-asant and well-manasjed, or English
hotels comfortable and well-ordered, I can only say that their experiences
have been fortunate, or that their tastes are peculiar. Of course, if my
critic be a German, his wrath is intelligible. He doesn't see the hard-
ship of being bullied by a man in uniform; and considers it the normal
condition of railway travellers to be crammed ten in a carriage and to
go sixteen miles an hour.
But after all, be my Manchester friend British or Deutsch, there is

nothing like conflict of opinions. Smart collisions knock the dust of
prejudice out oi ideas, and by much attrition the fire of truth is likeliest
to be lighted. With this good-humoured comment on my augty com-
mentator, let me continue, pace Mancunii, my " stuff and nonsense."

The truth is, I fancy, that English hotels maybe expected to improve
as soon as John Bull begins to travel in England, i.e., to journey for
his pleasure and otherwise than by railway. Even now there are a few
British caravanserais which can stand comparison with foreign ones, for
comfort and cost. These are all in the few and favoured parts of these

islands which John Bull visits for enjoyment as lie visits foreign parts.

You will find such oases in the Lake Country, North Wales, the High-
lands. Here are still hotels to which the Englishman may take a
foreigner without blushing—places in which a smack of country home-
liness and heartiness leavens the hungriness and hard measure of hotel-

keeping—where a trace of the farm-house, or way-side public still corrects

the hollow pretentiousness of the bran-new and many-windowed barrack,

that tells of excursion-trains and sudden influx of the cheap holiday-

keeping masses. In such places we may still see grey roofs, a lawn
with flower-clumps and well-kept turf, and climbing roses about the
windows. Here is to be found something like the comfort of an English
fireside even in a coffee-room ; some relish of honesty and i'air dealing

in the things given you to eat and drink—wholesome bread and unlarded

butter, well-fed well-killed well-dressed roast and boiled, barn-door fowls,

barley-fed bacon, genuine tea, real cream and sound beer, clean linen

and tolerable attendance, and all at a cost not altogether beyond the

stretch of modest purses.

Of course, in such places, the intelligent traveller will bound his

expectations and demands by the ways and means of the establishment.

He will not ask for entrees, or cheap table-wine, or for a well-ordered

dinner in any artistic sense of the word. He must take a rustic

banquet, but how good are such, when they are good of their kind ! In
these lies the real strength of our country if she did but know it. Abroad
in the humblest establishment, you find the man-cook installed, and an
artistic conception of dinner, as consisting of the established elements

—

soup, entrees, fish, roast, vegetables, and dessert, in tlnir local permuta-

tions and combinations. The dinner may be detestable and dirty, but
it is regularly composed. The mischief is when the same sort of thing-

is attempted at home, without any true sense of its requirements, any
aptitude, or needful appliances for it. And this mockery is growing
in London, as one may see from the advertisements of such would-be
French dinners, ushered in with a definite article, and setting oat a

bill of fare in which boiled leg of mutton and turnips figures as " le gigot

a I'eau, aux navels," cod and oyster-sauce are paraded as " la morue
aux huttres ; " and even boiled potatoes are refused admission except

under the disguise of " les pommes de terre au natitrel."

This sort of thing is as yet abominable masquerading and make-believe

—an impudent aping of French dinners, which sits as ill upon the apes

as Mossoo's funny little hats upon English heads, and sits worse still

on the digestive organs of the deluded diner. Woe to those gulls and
greenhorns who put faith in such advertisements, at least if they ven-

ture off English ground, in their choice of meats ! Somebody has said

that " ici on parte Francais" is the inscription on the gates of the lower

regions. " Lasciate ogni speranza voi ch'entrate" might be written over

the door of these London dining establishments which publish French
bills of fare. The old English Chop-house is a native institution, like

nothing else, and having merits and meats of its own unattainable hi

foreign countries. We are getting too fine for this ; and yet the popular
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mind has not in fact advanced beyond it. When we leave this safe
|

solid semi-savage region of plain joints, chops, and steaks, we middle-

class English wander in a limbo of culinary shams, and what Caklyle
would call "wind-baggeries and wiggeries" of the kitchen; we have

lost our hold of the "veracities," and come to grief, as may be

expected.

Now in the English lakes, among the Welsh mountains, and in the

Highland straths and glens, this aping of foreign ways is, still happily,

almost unknown. If the traveller will content himself with the rustic

fare of the region—the fish of the lake, the mutton of the hillside, the

fowl of the barn-door,—he may eat wholesomely, nay, enjoyingly, and at

moderate cost. But he must eschew made-dishes, and stick to home-
brewed. Light cheap and wholesome wine, it is conceived, has not

yet made its way to these places. Then the traveller must hardly

yet, in any of these places, as far as I know them, expect a rationally

furnished bed-room. The faith in the four-poster still lingers in even the

best of these houses of entertainment. Indeed, the homelier and honester

they are, as a rule, the more old-fashioned their furniture and fittings.

The tub, I need hardly say, is just as unfamiliar in these hostelries as in

the remotest regions of Calabria or Auvergne. Tub ! Why even the

opening of bed-room windows is a practice still frowned upon, and con-

sidered unwholesome in such houses. Ten to one, you will find the

feather-bed uppermost, and the pillow as much too limp as the bed is

too plump and puffy. These, however, are matters on which the mis-

sionary labours of intelligent travellers may be expected gradually to

diffuse light. There are regions- of the Highlands in which the tub has

already been preached ; and the light iron-bedstead and hard mattrass

has been successfully implanted, L believe, in more than one Lake
hotel

.

In these and other matters whereon light is needed, there is, at last,

some hope for the country inn. Murray has begun to publish a series

of Handbooks for England. It was only natural that he should have

been long in coming to this. He has produced his invaluable series

much in the order of travelling-resort, beginning with the Rhine,

Switzerland, France, Germany, Italy, then going on to less trodden

regions, as Spain and Russia and the Scandinavian kingdoms, next

reaching father a-field to Syria and Albania, Greece, Egypt, and the

Holy Land. And now, having mapped out the travelling geography
of these comparatively frequented routes, he has come to the terra

incognita of England, in which the English traveller has yet to break
ground.
Murray may do much to undo the work of the railway. As the

latter has ruined the enjoyment and excitement of home-travelling, the

former may gradually revive the fashion, and open up to his country-

men districts now as strange to all but the natives of them as Central

Africa or the Australian middle country, as rich in glories of natural or

cultivated beauty as Italy or Rhineland, as full of buried treasures of

architecture and art as Nineveh or the two Sicilies.

But the railway has hitherto been the real blight of home-travelling.

Can Murray resist the railway ? That is a very doubtful question.

The evil influences on travelling and its comforts, of the rail, that

ruling power of our iron-age, are too serious to be dealt with at the

fag-end of an article.

Sir,

OUR ANCESTRY.

To Mr. Punch.

" I think we are at length getting rid of the great difficulty

—

What is man ? for there seems good reason to believe that he is radically

and really a fish.

" Bead from Mr. Darwin on The Origin of Species the following
extract, which does not seem to have attracted as yet that attention it

deserves :

—

" I can, indeed, hardly doubt that all vertebrate animals having true lungs have
descended by ordinary generation from an ancient prototype, of which we know
nothing, furnished with a float-apparatus or swim-bladder."

" This doctrine may, at first view, appear startling to some ; but we
should be cautious in refusing it our belief. Had Mr. Darwin, in
addition to the facts he adduces in support of his views, wielded the
philological argument touched upon by Dean Trench, in his Study of
Words, he might have made his case stronger, and to many more satis-

factory. Eor if we can, from the careful study of a people's language,
pretty correctly conclude what they were, or whence they sprang, 1
think we must admit that Mr. Darwin has the philological argument
on his side in this matter. What is more common than to hear an
individual characterised as ' a queer fish,' or, addressed, 'Give us your
fin?' Then how easy it is, in the case of any two individuals appa-
rently little dissimilar, to make ' fish of one and flesh of another.'
Under certain circumstances and conditions of life, an individual is

described as getting ' pale about the gills,' or being ' like a fish out of
the water,' and that, according to Mr. Darwin's theory, in a sense
more appropriate and profound than may generally be atiached to the

expression. To what source then are we to trace such usages of
language, if we reject his theory ? He must be a dull man indeed who
does not perceive that they are strongly in favour of it. And, more-
over, when we take these usages in connection with the fact that we
lately had amongst us an actual Jive talking fish, it appears inconsistent
with sound reasoning to doubt that that talking fish was the missing
link, in this quarter, found ; and that the question as to our ancestry is

thus decided.

" You, yourself, Sir, did good service, the other week, to the cause of
this scientific investigation in its more advanced stage, by pointing out
that the missing link between man and the Gorilla is undeniably found
in the Irish Yahoo. And it is to be hoped that, as ray after ray of
light thus dawns upon us, we shall in due time be able to complete the
family register.

" I am, Sir your Obedient Servant,

Strugglefor Life Place,
" Nov. 15th, 1862,"

Natural Selection.

A REAL NATIVE.

LIMERICK LITERATURE.

It may not seem to most persons very important what an Irishman
says about anything. But when what an Irishman supposes to be his

thoughts get into print the warning brogue is lost—one would not
insult the rattlesnake by mentioning the warning rattle— and a hasty
reader may feel annoyed at what he supposes to be an English or Scotch
utterance. A newspaper published in Limerick has been sent to

Mr. Punch, and this paper actually keeps a correspondent, who has

ventured on some comments on one of Mr. Punch's immortal poems.
The correspondent calls bad names, which he consistently spells badly,

but one would not be hard upon such an animal. The only point to

which Mr. Punch would advert is the evidence the correspondent
affords of the standard of general and historical information in Papist

literature. He quotes Mr. Punch's affectionate description of Queen
Omphale, and after the lines

" And of all the kings of the southern land,

Her beau ideal was Ferdinand."

adds,

—

" Just so—because Ferdinand was the victim of a vile conspiracy. His noble

wife is now, and has been for some time, at Marseilles for the benefit of sea air; but
the liars of the English press say she has gone into a nunnery in Germany."

The poor Papist is not even up in the history of his own saints and
martyrs. He has never heard of the Ferdinand the petticoat

embroiderer to whom Mr. Punch referred. The Limerick enlightener

thinks that Mr. Punch meant the wretched Bombalino. Now, as any
history would tell the cultivated gentleman, the Ferdinand who
embroidered petticoats for the Virgin was Ferdinand VII. of Spain,

and if his noble wife is now at Marseilles, it is very odd, as she was
supposed to have been poisoned by her priests in 1806, on account of

her enlightened opinions, and at all events was buried in that year.

However, no great matter. But if the Limerick editor does not think

his elegant correspondent quite good enough for those who read him,

Mr. Punch may confer a service by mentioning that another Gorilla has

landed, alive, at Liverpool (a place in England) and may be open to an
engagement.
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PET-LOVE.

Old— what shall we call her ? "Run, Robert! Run! There's that Darling Plating with a Strange Child!"

ENGLAND, THE TIGRESS.

(From the New York Herald.)

Another insult to the citizens of this mighty and glorious republic,

another outrage from perfidious Albion, as she is well called by noble
and gallant France, the home of freedom and civilisation. Oar blood
would boil over if it were worth while, on perusing the despatches
brought by the last mails, but we have concluded to treat the miserable
islanders with the contempt they merit. Yet Americau citizens should
comprehend the depth of brutality and cowardice to which England has
descended, in her hatred for this great and mighty country, which she
has plunged into war through her diabolical machinations, at the accursed
bidding of her fiendlike aristocracy.

ENGLAND HAS REFUSED TO JOIN FRANCE IN ASKING US TO LEAVE OFF
FIGHTING.

Do you hear that, men of America ? Do you hear that, heroes of a
hundred fights ? Do you hear it too, you five acres of freemen who
stood to listen to the spirit-stirring eloquence of the Irish warrior who
dwells among you. England, appealed to by France to intercede between
us and the rebels whom we are going to crush, and in ninety days to
annihilate from off the face of the earth, refuses ! And well she may
refuse, the dastardly, bloodthirsty tigress. "When the leopards in
her toul shield became lions we know not, nor care by what
solemn lie the fools called heralds juggled one beast into the
other at the bidding of the knaves called kings, but it was not the
lion but the savage yet crouching tiger that should have been
the type ot Eugland. Yes, the Anglican tigress howls because France
desires to spare us any more bloodshed, she howls her cry that we
be left alone, and that the utmost amount of woe and misery may be
inflicted upon those whom she hates because they love freedom. Had
she her base will, we should go on fighting till doomsday. She will
make any sacrifice rather than help on a pacification, and 'as Robert
Cobden, the member for Birmingham, recently told a vile mob at
Rochford in Essex, the aristocracy are feeding the starving operatives

with venison and turtle rather than their sufferings should bring the
war to an end. We know the tigress, and when the time shall serve,

we may add a few new stripes to those upon her all-fired back. Mean-
time, we have to put down her emissaries the rebels, whom she pays
with the gold wrung from the wretched Irish and Indians.

But she was right, in another respect, for concluding not to interfere.

We wonder for our part that one of nature's noblemen, like Louis
Napoleon, the descendant of Charlemagne, Charles the Twelfth,
and other real kings (whatever their faults may have beeu), could have
contaminated his hand by offering it to a female of the House of Gulph.
However, he can afford to condescend. But it showed a becoming
humility in the servile courtiers of St. James's, and specially in the

feeble toady and sycophant Palmerston, not to pretend to share in the

mission of the Emperor, but humbly to beg him to take his own course.

It was a compliment, indeed, that the greatest sovereign in Europe
should ask a miserable Government like that of England to join with
him and the godlike ruler of Russia in any work, but Palmerston
knew his place better than to accept such a compliment. That buffoon

associated with Louis and Alexander ! Fie upon 't, give us a civet

cat, and take away the apothecary, as Shakespeare says. No, we are

glad that Pam had that virtue of humility, though it is only a footman's

virtue at the best.

Well is it for England that she spared us the crowning outrage of

joining in this petition that we should not utterly crush the rebels.

Well for her Indian fleet in the Pool, well for her proud docks at Man-
chester, for her steel manufactories in the Clyde, for the thousand fur-

naces that nightly illuminate Salisbury Plain. We are no boasters, and
perhaps it is the fault of Americans that their exquisite sense of humour
and their quiet gentlemanly habits prevent their giving due utterance
to the praises deserved by themselves, or to the menaces which should
curb the pride of other nations. But for once we will speak out, and
in the name of America say that had the despicable old beast and
tigress, Eugland, dared to thrust her contaminating hand into this fray,

her doom had come sooner than her rotten system will otherwise bring

it. We have a score of armies in the field, aud any one of them would
have marched from Gravesend to Glasgow, or from Laud's Eud to
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ONE HEAD BETTER THAN TWO.
VOOLOV hTmSELF?"

1 SAY
'
HAJDN 'T WE BET™ TELL OVR FRIEND THERE TO LEAVE OFF MAKING A

YOU
LO
KNOW ;

'" H'M
'
WELL

'
SUPP0SE Y0U TALK T0 HIM YOURSELF. HE'S A GREAT ADMIRER OF YOURS,
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Lowestoft, more easily than it defeats the rebels, who, misguided as

they are, have something American in them. Yes, it was well for the

bloated old gaunt haggard tigress that she sneaked and skulked away
from the Emperor's call.

But we will never forgive her, never. This last atrocity, this endea-

vour to prolong the war which she initiated by means of her aristocracy,

and which she is feeding with her accursed gold, this wrong shall be

written in letters of blood and fire upon the banners of the Union, and

when that writing is wiped out, the rotten old wretched England shall

be wiped out too. But let us first and finally exterminate the rebellion,

and then the Eagle with one wild waving of her immortal wings, with

one astounding cry from her resistless beak, will have leisure for a stoop

upon the Tigress, England. We calculate that tigerskin will be at a

discount that afternoon.

ACROBATIC APES WANTED.
hat a good thing it would
be if Ourang-outangs and
Gorillas and the monkey-
tribe in general could be

civilised so far as to be
trained to turn a somer-
sault and dance upon the

tight-rope and swing with

the trapeze, and perform
the other marvels of ac-

tivity and strength which
human acrobats so often

break their legs or
_
necks

in trying ! Here is one
of the last accidents oc-

curring through thiscause,

and the case deserves the

notice of the charitable

public :

—

" The Female Blondin.—
On Friday last the heroine of

the Crystal Palace in 1858, and
of the transit of the Thames
on a tight rope 2,000 feet in

length in August, 1861, was removed on crutches from St. Bartholomew's Hospital,
a cripple for the rest of her life, from the accidental fracturing of the neck of the
thigh-bone, more than two months ago, at Highbury Barn, while obeying the
morbid and romantic desire of the present age for perilous adventures. The
fractured limb is three inches shorter than the other, and perfectly useless. The
heroine, with a courage truly characteristic, wished the surgeons to amputate the
limb, if it could not be rendered serviceable, rather, as she observed, than have it

dangling uselessly by the side of the other, and requiring support which she might
find very difficult to obtain for the maintenance of the sound one. What renders
the case of this unfortunate artist the more distressing is, she was the only support
of an aged and infirm father and an invalid sister.

—

Express."

We trust that this last statement in the paragraph we quote will not
long escape the eyes of the benevolent. It is a bad enough misfortune,

we think, to break one's leg, and limp about a cripple the remainder of

one's life. But the misery is worse when one's family is injured by it,

and when not oneself alone, but others who are dear to one, are left

without support. How far this thought may influence the persons
who admired and went to see the " female Blondin," we cannot un-
dertake to volunteer a guess ; but it is quite clear to our mind that
they should be the first now to contribute to her maintenance, and in

some measure relieve her from the misery she must feel. All who went
to look at her encouraged by their presence her dangerous performance,
and were in some degree the causes of the breaking of her leg. If they
had stayed away and had not patronised the sight, the poor woman
would have taken to another means of livelihood, and would not have
been tempted to try the feats which crippled her.

The taste for seeing fellow creatures put their lives and limbs in
danger we cannot call "romantic," but view rather as disgusting.
Persons who enjoy the sight of such "adventures" would most likely

love to see the bloodshed of a bull-fight. It is not so much the skill of
the performer that attracts them, as the peril he is placed in and the
chance of seeing his neck broken. If monkeys could be trained to do
the tight-rope and trapeze business, they would soon eclipse the feats of
Leotard and Blondin. Monkeys are by nature better fit for such
achievements ; for they have more muscle than men, and having fewer
brains, have not such fear of falling. Surely, we repeat, it were a good
thing for humanity if acrobatic monkeys could be trained up and
exhibited. The lives of human beings then need not be endangered,
and the public might be weaned from its present brutal taste for seeing
men and women imperil their existence by attempting feats whicli
monkeys could achieve with perfect safety, and far more ease and skill.

SOMETHING LIKE A NUISANCE.
Sir,

Proof-Positive.—Greece must free herself by her last revolution.
Bo we not see her already getting rid of her bonds ?

" Wednesday.
Who I am is not your business, but I will tell you what

your business is. Sir, it is to tell me how much per annum, in these
days, when although certainly trufiles are one franc seventy-five centimes
a pound, the Income-Tax is you know what, a man is expected to
pay for not getting his boots mudded.

" That in common with yourself and all other decent housekeepers,
I pay a tax-gatherer a vast sum for a Highway and Cleansing Bate,
which seems to be always coming in, and to be charged in some mys-
terious way which makes seven quarters in every year, I need not say.

If I didn't, I should be sold up.
" London being therefore supposed to be cleaned properly, I have

further to state that my place of business is about two miles from my
genteel residence, N.W. That in walking from the latter to the
former, as my intelligent medical man (with objectionable allusions to
my pinguitude) desires me to do daily, I have to cross a good many
streets. At every crossing I am assailed with a demand for a toll.

The demand is urged in every variety of language and tone, from the
respectful ' Sweeper, Sir,' to the clamorous and whining ' O, your
honour, do spare a apeny 1'or the poor sweep this morning, your honour

;

do your honour, nice clean crossing, and I have had nothing to eat for

three weeks.'
" Taking the shortest route, Sir, I go over thirty crossings. If I

pay the toil of a penny at each, this is half-a-crown a day, or fifteen

shillings a week, in addition to the tax which I pay in my own—well,

passage.
_
I was going to say hall, but as I never can pass my own

housemaid in it, but have to wait on the threshold till she has taken
her crinoline out of the way, I will use the less pretentious word.

" There are two reasons, Sir, why these thirty demands of toll are
obnoxious to me.

" First, Sir, although I am not going to tell you what I am, I may
be one of several things. I ponder over my daily work as I walk
to it, and the interruptions suddenly thrown in my way are most
outrageous.

" I may be a Lawyer, and may just have worked out a lovely proof of

the innocence of somebody whom I know to be guilty. I have just, shall

1 say, concocted a sweet bit for the intelligent jurymen. ' And now,
gentlemen, in the interests of society, and in obedience to the purer
and higher instincts of our imperfect nature, let me adjure you to cast

aside all entangling prejudices, and to make a clean sweep of
'

' ' Spare us a halfpenny, Sir, please do, Sir, that 's a kind gentleman.'
" Or, Sir, I may be a popular Novelist, and I may be plotting out a

deeply touching chapter, designed to lift the interest which has been
flagging a little in consequence of my having been uncertain how to go
on, and having filled up with a smart dialogue on things in general. 'At
this instant the hideous form of the Dalmatian came in sight. The
eyes, lurid with infernal fire, suddenly flashed upon her, and the snake-
like fingers writhed in fiendish eagerness for a death-clutch upon the

maiden's alabaster throat. With a piteous shriek Boncibella, shud-
dering, exclaimed,'

" ' Give the poor sweep a brown this cold morning to get something
to thaw him, your honour.'

" Or, Sir, I may be a Clergyman who has just taken a chapel, and is

particularly anxious to make a hit, as the rent is rather high, and I am
meditating a brilliant discourse to the fast young men of my congre-
gation. ' How, my dear hearers, has the sweet Psalmist of Palestine

indicated to a young man that he should cleanse
'

" ' Remember the sweeper, your honour : it 's a long crossing and
swep werry nice.'

" Or, Sir, I may be a Gentleman who lias been invited to a Social

Science meeting, and having got some inkling as to what social science

means, and having discovered the fact that the most prudent thing a
speaker can do is to pay compliments to a previous speaker, in order
that a subsequent speaker may compliment you, I have shaped out and
am muttering an elegant sentence. ' I may be permitted, ladies and
gentlemen, to express my feeling, in which I am sure you will concur,

that we all owe a deep debt of gratitude to Professor Voluble, who, in

language worthy of the great statesman, philosopher, and orator in your
chair, yes, ladies and gentlemen, in language which Lord '

" ' Something for the Broom, your honour. Please to bestow some-
thing on the Broom.'

" There, Mr. Punch, that is the first part of my case. I do object to

have my work, whatever it may be, hindered by thirty interruptions of

that kind.
" Secondly, Sir, having paid my Cleansing rate, I object to be asked to

pay it over again at the rate of fifteen shillings a week, and I contend
that the authorities ought to sweep our streets for us, or not charge us
for doing what they don't do.

" Now, Sir, what have you got to say to that ?
" Yours obediently,

" Regent's Park" " " Necessitas H. Leggs"
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THE QUEEN OF PORTUGAL'S CLOCK.

Among the magnificent presents which the Pope made to the

Princess Pia, his godchild, now the young Queen of Portugal, is,

says the report,

—

" A timepiece of exquisite workmanship, the hours of which are each represented

by a relic."

Mr. Punch was so fascinated by this conception, that he immediately

wrote off to his friend Cardinal Wiseman to know whether the

statement were true. His Eminence has in the most obliging

manner furnished the following diagram, which, though it does not

represent the elegant workmanship of the Relic-Clock,* shows the far

more precious gems which give it true value in the eyes of the faithful.

^
EXPLANATIONS.

Hour Hand.—Tongue Scraper of St. Harris.

Minute Hand.—Toothpick of St. Walkerius.

I. Glass eye of St. Hilarion.

II. Crystallised bandoline of St. Bathilde.

III. Hair from the wig of St. Udefonse.
IV. Eyelash of St. Pancrace.
V. Piece of trousers of St. Pantaleon.
VI. Little toe-nail of St. Euphrasia.
VII. Gold tooth-stopping of St. Onisephorus.
VIII. Finger-stall of St. Opportune.
IX. Bit of spectacles of St. Fiacre.

X. Little finger-nail of St. Honorine.
XI. Eye-tooth of St. Theodule.

XII. Corn plaster of St. Petronille.

* II. E. apologises (unnecessarily, we think) for the rudeness of the design, on the
plea that he is an inexperienced draftsman, and has moreover mislaid his compasses.

MORE SPORTING NEWS.

(From Bell's Life.)

The truly sportsmanlike way in which the Betting world ventured its

money on the Commissioners of the International Exhibition has been
vindicated by the result. It was thought that alter the Show had
closed, and what had always been more or less of a shop had been
formally declared to be nothing else, it would be almost impossible for
the Genius of Blunder (on a visit, to England by tiie kind permission of
Hiberma) to help his pet protegSs to any new mistake. But sportsmen
were bold, and betted, and fortune favoured them. They wagered that
the Commissioners would once more put their foot in it. They did so.

The shop was opened for a class of customers who can or will only come
forth to buy late in the afternoon, say from two to five o'clock. So,
the Commissioners seized on the brilliantly novel device of slamming the

door in the faces of such customers at three o'clock ! We rejoice that
the courage of the Betting world has thus been rewarded, and that they
have made the pot of money which the Commissioners would not allow
the Exhibitors to make. Audacesfortuna juvat.

NOVEL NOMENCLATUEE.
The literary world is at its last gasp for titles to bestow upon the

thousand-and-one works of fact and fiction wherewith it annually
chokes off the reading appetite of the British public. In years past our
ancestors were content to label their productions with a few simple
words expressive in plain language of their scope or design, but nous
avons change tout cela ; such primitive notions would be entirely dis-

creditable to the inventive genius of the nineteenth century. Some-
thing "sensational" must be hit off now-a-days, coute qui coute ;

something that sounds striking—startling; suggestive of excitements,
— soul harrowings—unnatural homicides ;—or at least hinting at six out
of the seven deadly sins being to be found within its covers : but before

all things it must be new. These mines of inspiration, however (rather

above delicately sketched out, than described), are becoming decidedly
exhausted. Romantic, spasmodic, alliterative, have all been pretty

nearly worked to death ; and the eccentricity of literary patronymics
may be considered to have reached its climax in the recent work of a
popular novelist which its author has actually christened by No Name
at all ! After that, well may poets exclaim " What 's in a name ?

"

These nomenclative disti esses are principally due to the pedantic idea,

still lingering amongst a few of our writers and publishers, that some
slight link of sympathy must exist—or be presumed to exist—between
the subject of a book and its title. Such antiquated notions should
henceforth be dismissed as unworthy of an enlightened age ; and Punch
suggests whether a new style might not in future be adopted, designa-

tible as the "the funny-facetious" style, the component parts or

epithets of which should be selected rather with regard to their intrinsic

appositeness and appropriateness, and to the general fitness of things,

than to any connection, real or imaginary, with the matter or authorship

of the volume,—unless, indeed, in cases where the latter can be made to

subserve to the common symmetry of the structure. Thus works of

general interest, might perhaps be distinguished by a sort of philoso-

phical haziness, or universal utimeaningness in their superscriptions

:

novels by smart flashy witticisms, and so forth. In fact, the art wants a
little new life putting into it, and as it is Punch's mission to enliven

everybody, he throws out a few suggestions, par example, to be scrambled
for amongst the crowd of literary celebrities who are ever ready to

pounce upon his bghtest word.

Works of General Interest

:

—
" Professor Gorilla, On the Jaw Bone of an Ass."
" The Emperor of China's back teeth—or any other man. By-

Stump Orator."
"Going! Going! Going!—Cumming."
" Confederate Destinies, or why Cotton can never be Worsted.

By the same Author."
" Tennent on the Law of Trish Landlords : a Fugitive piece."

"British Fleas.—Norfolk Howard."

Travels, Sfc.

:

—
"Dry Platitudes."

"A visit to Cadwaller's Skull ; in 3 parts.

—

Head."
" Pynn amongst the Periwinkles."
" Scenes from Soda-water.—Phiz !

"

Novels

:

—
" Whites and Blacks : Coming out in Numbers."
"Prometheus. (Half-bound)."
" Take her—By Lever."
" The water ! The water ! Hydrophobiac."
" Chaillu ? Or shall you not, ?—An African Romance."
" The 39 Articles ; or the Unprotected at the Railway Station.

A Story of the Great Plague."

Miscellaneous

:

—
" Egge upon Bacon (Fryer)."
" Song of a Skirt ; composed expressly for Crinolina."
" The Cure, as sung by Du Barry, Hollo-away & Company."
" Legges on Deportment : Illustrated by Criuckshank."
"Pike-fishing; by Jack-Ketch."
" Bwother Tham, by Ld

. Dundreary : or Northern and Sothern."

{The right of Translation is reserved.)

Turf and Thimblerig.

It does not appear to have occurred to any of the disputants in the
j

late controversy about orthography aud gambling, that whilst Reindeer
is the name of an animal, Reindeer appears to be that of " a plant."
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THE MEMBER FOR SOUTHAMPTON WATER.

ecently the gentle-

men desirous of the
honour or advan-

tage of representing

Southampton have
been haranguing the
electors of that once
worthily represented

borough in the
Carlton-hall there.

Among others, ac-

cording to the Times'

report :—

"As announced by
posting bills, Mr.
George Thompson and
Mr. Harper Twelve-
trees addressed the
electors last night in
the above-named hall.

The meeting was largely
attended, but there was
a strong and decided
feeling against either
gentleman. It is under-
stood that they were
brought down by the
supporters of the United
Kingdom Alliance for
the Suppression of the
Liquor Traffic with a

view to Mr. Thompson coming out as a candidate in that interest."

"We should think that Mr. Thompson would stand a very good chance
of being returned for Southampton in the interest of the Uniled
Kingdom Alliance for the suppression of the Liquor Traffic. Only, in
order to obtain the honour of being associated with Mr. Digby Sey-
mour, it would be advisable for him to advertise copiously the principle
on which he aspires to represent such constituents as those to whom he
has offered his services. He should post up plenty of placards, and
send men about carrying lots of banners, having inscribed upon them
the popular party-cries of " No Beer !

" " No more Wine !
" " Down

with Grog !
" which last exclamation would be echoed with enthusiasm.

It would be expedient for him to chalk about the walls " Destruction
to the Publicans ;

" a body of men exercising small influence in South-
ampton. This kind of inscriptions might be accompanied with " Thomp-
son and Toast-and-Water," "Thompson and Tea," and other similar
combinations. At the dinner on the opening of the Hartley Institution
the other day, Mr. George Thompson would have been in his element,
namely, the water of which the assembled guests partook so freely in
preference to the intoxicating fluids of the highest quality which they
were liberally supplied with. Mr. Thompson might count on being
warmly supported by the established parsons, who dislike port, and also
by all of the dissenting clergy, who are at least equally remarkable for
the same aversion.

ORTHOGRAPHY IN THE ARMY.
The 'subjoined account, in a letter from the Earl or Portsmouth

to Admiral Rous, of the origin of the Reindeer bet, about which so
much fuss has been made even in society external to that of gambling
circles, is worth preserving. It was obtained by Lord Portsmouth,
his Lordship informs the Admiral, from " those who were in the omnibus
going from Mamhead to the race-course :

"

—

" Colonel Burnaby and Mr. Stewart started the subject of the difficulties of
spelling, and then Colonel Bcrnaby said he was a very bad speller, and always
took a Johnson's Dictionary about with him to assist him in writing his letters.
Then they started the spelling of the word Raindeer, Mr. Stewart thinking it was
spelt with an e. Colonel Burnaby bet that it was with an a, referable to John-
son's Dictionary."

The book which the gallant officer above-named may be presumed to
be in the habit of composing is one chiefly of an arithmetical nature,
and involving little scope for the exercise of orthography, so that its
perusal would not be very likely to yield very much amusement such as
is occasionally derived from the published correspondence of servant
girls.

_
Any letter, however, which that gallant officer might be obliged

to write somewhere when he had happened to leave his Johnson,
behind him, would be not unlikely to contain numerous words which
might afford the fortunate receiver considerable diversion of that nature.
If the proprietor of Reindeer should ever take part in private theatricals,
as officers occasionally do, the piece selected for him to appear in might
be the Fish out of Water, in which he would doubtless be very suc-
cessful in playing the Cook, who produces a highly comic situation by
his reference to Johnson's Dictionary. " It isn't the orthography,
but it 's that, dashed spelling ! " is an exclamation which the Colonel
would doubtless deliver naturally and with feeling.

The circumstance that, in a society of presumably high caste, two
officers of a crack regiment should have " started the subject of the

difficulties of spelling," may be thought little calculated to confirm the

general idea that there is a great improvement in the education of gen-

tlemen in the Army. The time was thought to have gone by when, if

the naval service had peculiar occasion to complain

:

" How hard it is to write,"

the military with equal cause, though for a different reason, might utter

the lamentation :

—

" How hard it is to spell."

But now that " the subject of the difficulties of spelling" is found to

have engaged the conversation of officers and gentlemen, one of whom
acknowledges himself to be obliged to take " a Johnson's Dictionary

about with him to assist him in writing his letters," it will perhaps be

suspected that Captains and Colonels, in their knowledge of letters,

and especially of those which are necessary to be employed in forming
words, are nearly where they were in the days of Swift. This would
be too hasty an inference. It is not as officers that certain guardsmen
and their compeers find themselves perplexed with " the difficulties of

spelling." The same difficulties are likely to be experienced by the
majority of those gentry and those blackguards who devote their lives

to laying wagers. Orthographical difficulties probably beset alike the

officers at the top of the class, betting men, and the cads at the bottom.
Spelling is learned by reading, and only a very moderate proficiency in

it is likely to be attained by any men whose acquaintance with books
is equally confined to those books in which they enter their good things,

which are no jokes, especially to those at whose expense they are

contrived.

PUNCH'S PRISON DISCIPLINE.

Confinement and low diet are tlfb punishment of paupers in the

workhouse. The workhouse system is said to work well in the preven-

tion, to some extent, of pauperism. What if paupers and convicts were
made to change places ? It is probable that pauperism would increase

enormously, and that crime would greatly diminish.

The treatment of criminals in gaols appears to be based on the humane
theory that crime is the result of moral disease. The heads of the

patients, or prisoners, are closely cropped, they are kept upon a whole-
some and nutritious, though not stimulating, diet, and made to perform
an amount of labour not exceeding the bounds of healthy exercise.

All this would be very well, provided that it answered ; that the effect

of prison-discipline was in general the cure of criminals, and the preven-
tion of crime. In that case the benevolent system of treating offenders

might be carried further ; the convalescent might be allowed light and
savoury soups, broths, jellies, and made-dishes, with wine and beer in

moderation. They might be encouraged to amuse themselyes with
music and dancing, to get up private theatricals, and practise sundry
other elegant and innocent recreations. The only limit to improvement
in this direction would be that of the expense which it might neces-

sitate.

Eut the regimen to which convicts are now subjected, unfortunately
does by no means operate in curing thieves of roguery and felony, thereby
dt-terring their associates from following their example. Is it, then,

advisable to punish them with the same severity as that which paupers
are punished with ? If they are to be reduced to workhouse-diet, their

exercise must be discontinued, lest it should kill them. The cheaper
and more merciful plan would be to hang them at once.

The present keep of convicts is so dear that the Government, for

economy's sake, lets them out of gaol long before their sentences have
expired. As soon as they have been turned loose with tickets of leave,

they go about the streets knocking passengers down, garotting them,
and rifling their pockets.

How to avoid the expense of keeping a felon comfortably, correct the
offender himself, and constitute him a caution to other villains ? That
is the question. There seems at present to be only one answer to it.

Imprison him on pauper's allowance, and whip him. Tie him up and
flog him, as you flog a bad soldier. If it is rightto flog a soldier it

cannot be wrong to flog a ruffian. Does flogging in the Army answer
its purpose ? Is the power of inflicting it necessary to be retained at

least in the face of an enemy ? If the fear of flogging will control

soldiers, it will restrain civilian scoundrels. The lash is not too bad for

the back of the miscreant who cracks your skull. Robberies accom-
panied with violence, and all brutal assaults, at any rate, might

j

deservedly be rendered punishable by whipping. That chastisement I

the convicted savage might undergo upon a public scaffold, or it might
j

be inflicted on him in the prison-yard ; and tickets of leave for admission
to see it might be dislributed by the police amongst the frequenters of

j

thieves' lodging-houses and taverns. The spectacle of one sound
flogging administered to a garotte-robber, would prevent many a
ferocious outrage and cruel murder. Benevolence might accept the

execution as an economy of pain. It would not, probably, have to be
repeated very soon.
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TWELVE MONTHS AFTER MARRIAGE.
" Bobby ought to love his Pet for taking such care of his beautiful Whiskers."

FAMINE, FEVER, AND FROST.

Who will open England's purses,
Till their golden stream

Plows where smokeless chimneys shadow
Engines lacking steam,

Where from million eyes is glaring
Hunger's wolfish gleam ?

Who unto a head will gather
All these motions bliud,

Stirring toward helpful action
England's heart and mind,

Bind them by united purpose,
Give them course defined ?

" I," said Famine, and she set her
Sternly to the best

;

Sucked the strong man's life-blood from him,
Drained the mother's breast

;

Stripped the room and cleared the cupboard—
" There—I 've done my best !

"

Still the purses would not open,
Nor the gold-streams flow

:

Still blind motions, scrambling efforts,

Wavered to and fro

;

Famine, with her forces baffled,

Must the task forego.

" I," said Eever, and she mustered
Grimly all her train,

Eiery tortures spreading madness
Through the blood and brain

;

" Famine was a faintheart.—Fever
Will the victory gain !

"

Still the purses would not open,

Nor the gold-streams flow;

Still blind motions, scrambling efforts

Wavered to and fro
;

Fever, with her forces baffled,

Must the task forego.

" 1," said Frost, and ere their season
For the work arrayed,

Chills that nip man's life and nature's

In the blood and blade.
" Famine, Fever, may be baffled,

Frost was ne'er gain-said."

Still the pvuses did not open,

Nor the gold-streams flow,

Still blind motions, scrambling efforts,

Wavered to and fro :

And now Famine, Frost, and Fever,

Rivalry forego.

Working band in hand, if haply
They may open wide

England's purse, and send her riches

In a golden tide

O'er the wastes where toil sits pining

At a cold hearth's side.

TWENTY YEARS AFTER MARRIAGE.
" My dear^Bobby, you must let me pull it off your Nose; it looks so ugly."

REVISION OF VERDICTS.

A Woman condemned to be hanged for murder, con-

trives to get a respite by accusing an innocent old man of

having committed the crime. Therefore her sentence has

been commuted to penal servitude for life. But is this

justice? Ay, many, is it; Home-Secretary's justice.

There ought to be a Court of Criminal Appeal (for

culprits only) as many persons have said, besides Punch
Mr. Punch only adds the suggestion that the appellant

to such a Court ought to be subjected to judicial exami-

nation. The old English course of criminal procedure

would thus be combined with all that is advantageous,

and nothing that is objectionable, in the French; the

accused would get ah the law that is now given them, and

justice into the bargain.

Apropos op Turf Scandals.-

tocracy—Our betters.

-New name for the~Aris-
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MB. JOHN LEECH'S GALLERY is now Open at the AUCTION
MART, near the BANK OF ENGLAND, City. Several NEW
PICTUBES are added to the Collection. Admission One Shilling.

MY DIABY NOBTH and SOUTH;' by W. H. BUSSELL,
s

Esq., will be Published in a few days.
BRADBURY AND EVANS, 11, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, E.C.
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THREE HUNDRED BIBLE
A STORIES, with nearly 300 Bible Pic-

tures, a Pictorial Sunday Book for the Young, hand-

somely bound, Price 4s. id., originally published at

12«. Sent post free from Field's Great Bible Ware-
house, 65, Regent'B Quadrant. Every family should
have this pretty hook.

A GUINEA FAMILY BIBLE
FOR 10s.

—

John Field has now ready
a handsome Family Bible, with Notes, References,
30 Engravings, and 10 Maps, bound in antique style,

for 10s., published at 2I». A beautiful gift book,
only to be had at John Field's Great Bible Ware-
house, 65, Regent's Quadrant.

KA AAA BIBLES,PRAYER-CW.U^W BOOKS, and CHURCH
SERVICES, Altars. Juvenile Books, and Standard
Authors, on Sale, In every variety of binding, at

Johk Field's Great Bible Warehouse, 65, Regent's
Quadrant.

NO MORE PILLS NOR ANY OTHER
MEDICINE.

WE FIND DU BARRY'S
FOOD the safest remedy for chronic

constipation, indigestion (dyspepsia), consumption,
diarrhoea, all gastric disorders, acidity, heartburn,
palpitation, irritability, sleeplessness, distension,
flatulency, phlegm, hemorrhoids, coughs, colds,
Catarrhs, asthma, bronchitis, dysentery, nervousness,
biliousness, torpidityof the liver, debility, atrophy.
—Andrew Ure, M.D., F.R.S., Dr. Harvey, Dr. Shor-
land, Dr. Campbell, Dr. Bud. Wurzer. It saves 50

times its cost in other remedies. Packed in tins

—

] lb., 2a.9'i. ; 12 lb., free of carriage, 22*.—Barry du
Barry and Co., 77. Regent Street, London; and
26, Place Vend6me, Paris; 12, Eue de l'Empereur,
Brussels; Fortnum and Mason; and at 61, Grace-
church Street; No. 49, Bishopsgate Street; 4,

Cheapside; 63 and 150. Oxford Street; 830, Strand;
5, Charing Cross ; 54, Baker Street ; and all Grocers
and Chemists.

fSHRISTMAS, NEW-YEAR," Wedding, Birthday, and Christening
PRE>>ENTS, in great variety, comprising Church
Service, from 1*. 9(2. to £'.i 3s. ; Bibles, from 1*. to
£6 6$.-, Prayers, from fi.J. to 30s.: Photographic
Albums, from Is. 3d. to &! 2s. The largest stock in
the City- of London. Books in prose ami poetry by
standard authors, bound in a variety oi style. Two-
pence in the shilling discount off the published
price of all books, for cash, at J. Gilbert's, 18,

trracechurch Street, London, E.C. Please notice
the name and number.~~

s~t~~e o - e i d o n.
PATENT, March 1, 1862. No. 560.

JWgBBRfQ
~HE OLD ESTABLISHED J

o

London.
3-t, Ludgate Hill, and »

§7, Harley Street, Cavendish Square, ('

131, Duke Street (opposite Berry St.), Liverpool.
i ffat New Street, Birmingham.
Gabriel's " Practical Treatise on the Teeth," gratis.

OW DO YOU CLEAK YOUR
KNIVES ? — HILLIARD'S Guinea

Furbator, cleans three knives, and entirely super-
sedes every Rotary Knife Cleaner. See Prospectus,
post free.—London, BaowN Brothers, 43, Cran-
bourn Street, W.C.

H

BY APPOINTMENT.
whip manufacturers,

314, Oxford Street, London.
Agents.—All Saddlera in every Country Town.

A large assortment of tue following GOODS always
in stock :—Spurs, dog chains, couples and collars,
greyhound slips, whistles, ferret hells, dog bells and
muzzles, drinking flasks, Sandwich cases, hunting
and post horn»,

t

ourist kegs, birdcalls, &c. &c.

TPXTRACT OF ROSES, FOR
<•* Cleansing, Preserving, and Beautifying
the Hair. Imparts to the Hair the fragrance of the
ttose, and gives it that smooth and glossy appearance
so desirable m the present style of dressing the Hair.
3s., 5s., and 10s.

H.Rigqe, 35, New Bond Street.

E ?t^1T~"S ICAL
ff ALMANACK for 1863 contains in
addition to a record of Musical events. Two Songs
byBalfe and Charles Mackay; Quadrille, by Mus-
grave; Valse, by Laurent; and Polka, by Montague
Price id. ; post free, 4a.

s

Boosey and Sons, Holies Street.

PRDNERSLAMfcS
ARE THE BEST

fJHTJBB'S PATENT DETEC-V TOR LOOKS ; Chubb's Fire and Bur-
flar Proof Safes; Chubb's Fireproof Strong-room
»cor»; Chubb's Btreet Door Latches, with small

keys; Chubb's Cash and Deed Boxes.—Illustrated
Price List sent free.

Chubb & Son. No. 57, St. Paul's Churchyard.

MAPPIN AND COMPANY,
SHEFFIELD MANUFACTURERS,

OPPOSITE to the PANTHEON, 77 & 78, OXFORD STREET, W.

Forwarded Direct from their Manufactory, ROYAL CUTLERY WORKS, Sheffield.

MAPPIN &. Co.'s CELEBRATED TABLE CUTLERY.
(All best Steel Blades, secure balance Ivory Handles.)

S3 Oh

Ivory Handles. Good
Ivory.

Medium
Ivory.

Superior
Ivory.

Transparent
Ivory.

£0 13

10
4 6
5 6

4 6

2 6

£10
15
7

8
7

3 6

£1 15 £2 6
1 5

I

1 14

12 13 6

13 6 15

12 13 6

4 6 51 Steel for sharpening

£2 £3 6 £5 2 £6 7

MAPPIN & Co.'s ELECrRO-PL&TED SPOONS AND POilKS.

05OS

Full Size.

12 Table Forks ..

12 TableSpoons ...

12 Dessert Forks
12 Dessert Spoons
12 Tea Spoons ..

Fiddle.

£17
17
110
110

10 6

Thread.

£2 14
2 14
2

2

14

King's.

£2 16
2 16
2
2

14

Lily.

£2 14
2 14
2

2

18

o

CD P

MAPPIN & Co.'s Dressing Bags and Cases, Dispatch Boxes, &.C.,

With Fittings of the Best Quality. Ladies' Travelling and Dressing Ba^s, fitted with 14 useful
articles, 30s. Gentlemen's Travelling and Dressing Bags, fitted with 14 useful articles, £2 2.s.

Officer's Dispatch Box, Completely fitted with Stationery, £2 2s. Ladies' and Gentlemen's
Bebt Travelling and Dressing Cases and Bags, with sterling Silver Fittings, to Sixty Guineas.

Tourists' Cases, Writing Desks, Work Boxes, Carriage Bags, Stationery, Cabinets, &c. &c, in
immense variety and choice.

MAPPIN AND COMPANY, Opposite the PANTHEON, 77 and 78,

OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
MANUFACTORY, THE ROYAL CUTLERY WORKS. SHEFFIELD.

Any Article exchanged if not approved of.

QgF Homoeopathic Practitioners, and the Medical Profession generally, recommend Cocoa as
being the most healthful of all beverages. When the doctrine of Homoeopathy was first intro-

duced into this country, there were to be obtained no preparations of Cocoa either attractive

to the taste or acceptable t>> the stomach ; the nut was either supplied in its crude state, or so
unskilfully manufactured as to obtain little notice.

JAMES EPPS, of London, Homoeopathic Chemist, was induced in the year 1839, to turn his
attention to this subject, and at length succeeded, with the assistance of elaborate machinery, in

being the first to produce an article pure in its composition, and so refined by the perfect tritu-

ration it reoeives in the process it passes through, as to be acceptable to the delicate stomach,
and a most

DESIRABLE BREAKFAST BEVERAGE.

FOR GENERAL USE,

PS'S COCOA
IS DISTINGUISHED FOR ITS

DELICIOUS AROMA, GRATEFUL SMOOTHNESS, and INVIGORATING POWER,
And to these qualities it is indebted for the adoption it now obtains as a

BREAKFAST BEVERAGE.
DIRECTIONS.—Mix, in a breakfast cup, two tea-spoonfuls of the Powder with as much cold

Milk as will form a stiff paste; then, fill up with bojling Milk, or Milk and Water in equal
portions, or Water.

J lb., i lb., and 1 lb. Packets, at Is. 0d. per lb.

Sold in labelled Packets only, by Grocers, Confectioners, and Druggists, in every town
throughout the United Kingdom.

MANUFACTORY: LONDON.

M'LACHLAN'S

TODDY MIXTURE

OF GENUINE

HIGHLAND WHISKIES.

TT has been proved beyond doubt, that Highland Whiskies are only in perfection when the
*- produce of several distilleries situated in different localities, are blended or mixed together
in certain proportions, and as each distiller can only sell Whisky of his own distillation, great

difficulty is experienced by Gentlemen in selecting Whiskies of the proper character to embody
or irjfuse with each oth«r, so as to produce a glass of Genuine Toddy. The superior flavour of

M'Lachlan's Toddy Mixture will however satisfy the greatest connoisseur as to its Age and
Purity, 3Gs. per dozen case. Forwarded to all parts of the Kingdom.

Post Office Orders payable to David M'Lachlan, 25, Oxford Street, Glasgow.

mm, GENTLEMEN'S REAL HEAD OF HAIR, OR INVISIBLE
A PERUKE.—The .principle upon which this Peruke is made is so superior to everything yet

produced, that the Manufacturer invites the honour of a visit from the Sceptic and the Connoisseur, that one may bt

convinced, and the other gratified, by inspecting this and other novel and beautiful specimens of the Peruqueian Art, at

he Establishment of the Sole Inventor, F. BROWNE. 47, FENCHUKCH STREET.

F. BROWNE'S INFALLIBLE MODE OP MEASURING
THE HEAD.

Inches. ' EighthsRound the Head, in manner of a fillet, leaving
the Ears loose ., ..

From the Forehead over to the poll, as deep
each way as required ,.

From one Temple to the other across the rise
or Crown of the Head to where the Hair r-ows

As dotted
1 tol.

As dotted
2 to 2.

As marked
3 to 3.

THE CHARGE FOR THIS UNIQUE HEAD OF
HAIR. ONLY £1 10s.

T MAPLE & Co.'s FIRSTW • CLASS FURNITURE.
Maho»any Wing Wardrobes, 9 guineas; ditto, with
Plate Glass Doors, 11 guineas; ditto, in Painted
Wood, with Plate Glass Doors. 5J guineas ; Bed-
steads of every description, in Wood, Iron, and Brass,
fitted with Drapery and Bedding complete; several
Suites of Drawing-room Furniture, from 12 to 20
guineas; the Eugenie Easy Chair, 25«. ; Couch to
correspond, 3 guineas ; many Chiffoniers, with Plate
Glass and Marble, from £i to &Zi ; Marqueterle
Cabinets from 2 guineas; very large ditto, in Buhl,
from £12 to £25 ; Bookcases from 4J guineas.

Illustrated Catalogues free on application.
145, Tottenham Court Road.

SLACK'S NICKEL SILVER
ELECTRO-PLATED, is a coating of

Pure Silver over Nickel; a combination of two
metals possessing such valuable properties renders
it iu appearance and wear equal to Sterling Silver.

Fiddle Pattern.
Per Dozen. & t. d. JU ». d.

Table Forks 110 and 1 18
Dessert ditto I and 1 10
Spoons 110 and 1 IS
TeaSpoons 12 and 18

Ruuaed abd Jobn Slack, 336, Strand.

THE Is. HAIR-WAVER
"* produces a beautifully natural wave of
the hair In a few minutes, without hot water or any.
thing injurious. Post free, 14 stamps with printed
instructions.
H.Trueeitt, Inventor, l,Acton Street, London.W.C.

&

V <^° From *"> rV
->N«V every flower that *£„ ^*

breathes a fragrance. .»

(SWEET DAPHNE]
"WHITE ROSE, MYRTLE,

FEANGIPANNI,
PERFUME OF PARADISE,

A.NP A THOUSAND OTHEES.
<? 23.6d.eackBottle, or Three ^y

vt> Bottles in a pretty vCy^ jo.. 7.. ^
Z?&d Street,

v

XINAHATS's LL WHISKEY
v COGMAO BRANDY.—This cele-

brated old Irish Whiskey rival* the finest French
Brandy. It is pure, mild, mellow, delicious, and
very wholesome. Sold in bottles, 3*. Sd., at the
retail houses in London, by the agents in the prin-
cipal town? in England; or wholesale at 8, Great
Windmill Street, Hayinarket.—Observe the red seal,
pink label, and cork branded "JCinahan's LL
Whiskey."

~TTAIR DYEINGAi ROOMS. Unwin
and Albert's, 24, Piccadilly,
are as private and replete with
every convenience and com-
fort as a lady's own dressing-
room, and where the hair can
be coloured the lightest shade
of flaxen or the darkest shade
of brown or black by expe-

rienced assistants, at moderate charges.

(HOD LIVER OIL.—V BORWICK'S OZONIZED.—Prescribed
by the leading Medical Authorities as the only sure
specific f Tconsumption.
George Boewick, Si>le Manufacturer, 21, Little

Moorflelds, E.C.

, PHILLIPSON & Co's New Perfume,
|

« t a TiTrmn?aci? » j"LA DUCHESSE."
? The most refreshing and durable of the day.

{lint
w5IPrice 2s. 6d. of all Chemist, »nd Vendors of

ji

H Perfumery ,or by letter (enclosing a Poet Omce J

J Orderor Stamps) to PHIXLXPSON AND CO., \
I i,.BtrnoB Row, St. Paul'i, London, E.C. »

I The POMADE, 2j.6<j.iSOAP,lJ.;OIL,2s.6d.
}

\ Perfumery for every climate. Catalogues free. \

YEAST SUPERSEDED, AND
INDIGESTION AVOIDED,

By using Bobwics's Baking Powder, for Bread,
Puddings, and Pastry. Sold Everywhere.

PARTE DE VISITE POR-V TRAITS of 2,000 Popular Men and
Women of the Day are published at \s. bd. each by
Messrs. Mbchi and Baiin, 112, Regent Street.

Also many hundreds of Drawing-room Albums for

ditto on sale, from 2$. 6d. to ten guineas each.
Catalogues of names post free.
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LORD MAYOR'S SHOW.

"Sir/ Sir// Do have the kindness to take oil your hat, please; / assure you I can
see nothing at all// 1

"

GIVE.

Is Lancashire liberal ? Outrace her,
Giving two crowns to her one.

Is Lancashire stingy? Out-face her,
Giving much to her none.

Be it little or much, let's be striving.
Give money, or blankets, or prayer

—

All but reasons for not giving,
Though they be never so fair.

If the North pour her wealth without stint,

The want passes all her powers :

If the North's heart be hard as flint,

More need of softness in ours.

Then be there no cry but one
Heard through this struggle to live,

The cry of the horse-leech alone

—

A sore cry of Give ! Give ! Give !

Ilich men, give of your millions,

Poor men, let your mites be flung,—

•

Lords and labourers, soldiers, civilians,

Men, women, old and young.

Give for love of your sister and brother,

Give for your neighbour's shame :

Give in rivalry of each other

—

'Twill be giving all the same.

Love's gifts bring a blessing confest,

And who knows but the baser giving,

May at such a time be blest,

And dead hearts touched to living !

What's in a Name?

The fencing-master, who figured as the instructor of

the luckless Dillon, before his fatal duel with the Due de
Grammont, bears the appropriate name of Gate-chair,

which, literally translated, means " spoil-flesh." It is hard

to conceive flesh more sadly or sillily spoiled than by pinking

with the foils, which it is the business of this M. Gate-

chair to teach his pupils to handle !

PASSAGLIA AND THE POPE.

When the Pope was pleased to decree the dogma of the Immaculate
Conception, he employed Pather Passaglia to enunciate that, bright

idea as a theological fact. Adding to the articles of the Romish faith

whilst his hand was in, his Holiness, had he possessed the gift of

intuition as well as that of infallibility, would perhaps have made one
more addition to papal Christianity. Knowing the man with whom he
had to deal as well as he knew all about the Madonna, it is like'y that

Pros would have coupled his declaration concerning her with one
relative to himself, affirming the necessity of the temporal power. By
that device he would have estopped Passaglia from doing what he now
does in beseeching the Pope to renounce his Kingship, and yet, at the
same time, professing unimpeachable orthodoxy. Had the Pope but
had the gumption officially to proclaim his twofold sovereignty indis-

soluble, Pather Passaglia would have been forced to hold his tongue,
or else he would now be in the position of a heretic, and to the address
which he has lately got up, and offered to his Holiness with the

signatures of 10,000 priests, the Holy Pather might have contented
himself with replying Anathema ! As it is, he can only return the old,

old answer, which he gives Louis Napoleon. Passaglia and his

associates appeal to the successor of St. Peter as follows :

—

" Behold, most blessed Father, from one end to the other of this our Italy a
unanimous voice resounds—a voice of religion, of Catholic piety,— ' Long live the
Pope !

' but another voice is also heard, a voice of patriotism and of national inde-
pendence— ' Long live Rome, the metropolis of the new Kingdom !

"

" Noti possumus /" That is the sole reply which the Pope can make
to the hint foregoing :

—
" We know what you want Us to do, but

—

Non possumus. We can't do it !" He may, however, still say so much
as that, and that, probably, is all they will get out of him.
The petitioners go on to say -.

—

" If these two voices, instead of joining in unison, are jarring and conflicting,
there is no spiritual or temporal evil that we may not fear ; there is no national and
religious blessing that we may reasonably hope for. Who, then, shall be the holy
man destined to bring these voices to harmonise, to turn them into a beginning
and source of so great a happiness for the nation and for the Papacy, for society and
for the Church?"

" Not We," will doubtless be the papal response. " Non possumus?'

Passaglia and the Passaglians continue :

—

" You alone can be he, most blessed Father, as you alone can efficiently repeat
that voice which you inherited from the Prince of Shepherds, and which, starting

from the Vatican, would fill heaven and earth with exultation. Let, then, this voice

be heard from your lips, Pius ! Let Italy, which looks upon you with filial love,

and prays to you, hear this word— ' Peace !
' Yes, Father, do you announce peace,

and we, in our own name and that of Italy, swear to you immortal gratitude."

" Non possumus /" There is no hope— or fear—that any other voice

than that will be heard from the lips of the Sovereign Pontipf in

acknowledgment of any such invitation. " Non possumus /" he will

tell them, making, perhaps, the sign of the sight, after the popular

manner. Or, getting into a rage, he will vehemently repeat—" Non
possumus, non possumus, non possumus /" and, taking off one of his white

satin slippers, shy it at the heads of the deputation kneeling before

him, and tell them to go, with an unapostolical malediction.

It is of course earnestly hoped by all zealous Protestants that the

Roman Pontiff, seeing Whose Vicar he affirms himself to be, will go
on answering Non possumus to every request to resign an extremely

ill-governed kingdom which is of this world. There is considerable

likelihood that the result of perseverance in that course will be the

creation of a Church of Italy distinct from that of Rome. To organise

and govern such an Institution, it may not be difficult for Yictor-
Emmanuel to find a Cranmer, possibly in the person of Passaglia
himself, who, even in the event of any revival of Popery that could

occur in these days, would be incombustible.

The Wonder of Wonders.

We rejoice in being able to record the fact of a Scotchman having

made a joke. Some one was advocating the new theory that the best

way to treat certain criminals would be to whip them, when our friend

from the North exclaimed, " Richt, mon, the best dessert would be

Whipped Creaminals."

VOL. XLIII.
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THE NAGGLETONS ON MOVING,

The Scene represents the Distinguished Couple at Breakfast in their

house at South Kensington.

R. N. {with the Times). The news from America
is interesting, but chiefly in a political point of
View. The Democrats, who, as I explained to
you—

Mrs. N. I do not wish to hear anything about
Democrats. My Papa always said that they were
low people, who wished to subvert the Altar
and the Throne.

Mr. N. But as there is no Throne in the United States—
Mrs. N. Ah ! that is just your vulgar habit of word-catching, which,

excuse me, Henry, is quite apart from the manners of good society. 1
do wish you could take a Jittle example from Mr. Snotciiley.
Mr. N. {going to be violent, but restraining himself into viciousuess). I

should like nothing better, for he is going to Brussels.
Mrs. N. Ah ! Mrs. Snotchley is to be envied. She enjoys life.

Mr. N. {maliciously). You can enjoy it precisely in the same way, my
dear.

Mrs. N. I, Henry. No. I am not complaining

—

Mr. N. That's a comfort.
Mrs. N. But to compare the pleasurable excitement of Mrs.

Snotchley's life with my monotonous existence is perfectly absurd.
Mr. N. Comparisons are odious, my dear, and so is bad temper. But

I merely meant to say that on the present occasion Mrs. Snotchley's
pleasurable excitement will be derived from reading the letters her
husband may write her from abroad.

Mrs. N. He writes beautiful letters, for he is a man of polished
education, and it is delightful to read them. And it is very considerate
of him not to drag her abroad with him in this uncertain weather.
Mr. N. One man may steal a horse and another is hanged for looking

over a hedge.
Mrs. N. I have heard, that wise men make proverbs, and—those who

are not wise men— quote them, ldonot affect to understand your meaning.
Mr. N. No, there is no affectation about you, everybody knows that.

i mean that Snotciiley is praised for leaving his wife at borne, while I
was abused for doing the same thing.

Mrs. N. That is what a man calls an argument ! The weather during
your Paris trip was lovely.
Mr. N. It rained four days out of six.

Mrs. N. The Paris letters in the Times did not say so, Henry, but I
have no wish to convict you of deceit. We have more important
matters to speak of.

Mr. N. More important than my character for honesty and truth,
Madam ! What do you mean by that ?

Mrs. N. Do not be so violent. Suppose the children heard you.
Mr. N. How can they hear me, when they are in their breakfast-

room ?—you talk nonsense.
Mrs. N. Wives always do, of course ; do not the " Flips " hold that

as an article of beliet ? But this wretchedly built house allows everything
to be heard from one room to another, and that brings me again to what
I wanted to say. Have you given notice to the landlord ?

Mr. N. Notice of what, that we can hear through his walls ?

Mrs. N. {firmly). Notice tbat we leave his house at Lady-day.

Mr. N. Certainly not, because we don't.

Mrs. N. Henry !

Mr.N. That is my name, Maria. It was given me by my godfathers
and godmother at my baptism.

Mrs. N. I must leave the room, of course, if you indulge 'in such
profane language.

Mr. N. Is that the way to speak of your catechism, Mrs. Naggleton ?

I thought you knew better things.

Mrs. N. Henry, be serious, if possible, not for my sake, 1 should not
think of mentioning myself, but for that of the children for whom you
profess some regard, and for whom, whether you care for them or not,
thewqrld expects you to show some consideration. It is unmanly to go
off in jeers and jests when a wife is talking to you of their health and
happiness.

Mr. N. You have said nothing about their health. As for their happi-
ness, that shout of laughing—there it goes again—does not seem to say
that thsy are particularly miserable.
Mrs. N. A child will sit up on a sick bed and laugh.
Mr, N. Yes, at a doctor like Peter Grievous, and well he may.

Now, are you going to quote Peter Grievous to me.
Mrs. N. Without discussing the wit of calling a professional man

like Dr. Petre Gravois by a vulgar nickname, I hope a ..mother
may remind you of what he said.

Mr. M. He said that Brompton was a relaxing air.

Mrs. N. He said that the air of South Kensington was relaxing.

Mr. N. Well corrected, M'm, and thank you. We are in Brompton,
but as I call the place South Kensington to oblige you, suppose you live

in it to oblige me.
Mrs. N. {solemnly). I hope that I know a wife's duty. It is to accept

the lot which her husband may force upon her, and to live, as long as

she is spared, where his caprice dictates.

Mr. N. Caprice ! Now that is—confound it, Maria, you have no
right to say that. Was it I who insisted on moving here from Bedford
Square ?

Mrs. N. Yes.
Mr. N. Well, I am—never mind.
Mrs. N. Henry, it is well that you abstained from adjuration. Let

your own conscience tell you whether it was not you who insisted on
moving here, and whether I did not beseech for a house lower down.
Mr. N. Yes, at two hundred and ten guineas a year. To do you

justice you did, but one of us was not insane.

Mrs. N. I am left utterly in the dark as to my husband's means, and
it is manly in him to reproach me with having believed in his own
accounts of his prosperity.

Mr.N. {sternly). None of that nonsense, Maria, if you please.
_
I put

up with a good deal, but not with downright falsehood and injustice.

We should have been simply mad to take that house. I took this to

please you. Now, where do you want to go next ?

Mrs. N. {pocket-handkerchief practice). I have no wish, Henry. It

matters little to me where I spend the remainder of my existence, and
as I have said, it is my duty to remain with you. Let it be so, and do
not give the notice. But I have also a duty as a mother, and I cannot

see my children falling away under {tremendous shout from the children

in the next room, and clatter).

Mr. N. Falling away under the table—go on.

hasn't bumped her head, though. {Another shout).

on with your description of their misery, my dear.

Mrs. N. It is iu vain pleading to hardened levity,

that if we remain here, I shall arrange to send the boys to Leominster,

to their uncle, Emmeline to my cousin at Mold, and I dare say that

Mamma will receive Cecilia. You need not look so alarmed—whatever

pecuniary compensatiou may be necessary I will retrench.from my own
comforts.

Mr. N. Blineitty shan't go to Mold, the boys shall remain at home
till they are old enough for Harrow, and as for Syllabubs,_ you ought

to be ashamed of yourself for thinking of turning her out of the house,

Mrs. N. It is you who turn the poor child out, and cast her on the

mercies of

—

Mr. N. Of your Mamma, eh ? You did not mean that, old girl, but

you've just said it. No, we'll not have Syllabubs brought upon
ghosts and Calvinism.
Mrs. N. Mamma's persuasions

—

Mr. N. Persuasions, no, by Jove. That 's not the word. I don't

think she wasted much time in persuading her children, especially if

their ears were within reach. Syllabubs don't go there, and that's

Medo-Persic, Maria.
Mrs. N. We wdl discontinue the conversation, if you please, until_I

have had time to consult with my brother Cornelius.
Mr. N. While you are about it, consult him about a cheque he

borrowed of me on Tuesday, and was to have returned the day before

yesterday. Consult your great-grandmother ! Well, if you and Peter
Grievous say we must go, exeunt the Naggletons. Now, then, where
are we to go to ?

I ho
L
)e Blineitty

No, all right. Go

I will merely say
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Mrs. N. Where you please, but in the first place remember that

our moving at all is all your own doing, not mine, and that I have

offered to make every arrangement that would enable you to remain

here.

Mr. N. I like that. And take away my children from me—what the

lawyers call the rule in Shelley's case.

Mrs. N. Really, if you will attempt what you think wit, it should be

new. You tried that speech before Mr. Wynditam Wareham, and he

pointed out that you had made a ridiculous blunder.

Mr. N. You have a pleasant memory, dear., I ask you where you
want to live.

Mrs. N. 1 answer that it is for you to decide.

Mr. N. I know what that means. Well, I saw a bill up in one of the

smaller houses in Russell Square. I'll look in as I go into the city.

Mrs. N. {tearfully). The truth is breaking in upon me, Henry. I
will bear it as well as I can, but a woman's nature requires some
allowance.

Mr. N. Certainly, and yours is twenty pounds a week, not a bad
allowance for any womau's nature.

Mrs. N. Yes, yes, and your incessant harping on that income confirms

all my forebodings. You are going down in the world ! Confess it to

your wife, Henry. We women bear these things more bravely than you
think, only tell me all.

Mr. N~, {in an intense rage). By Jove, if I were to tell you all that is

on my tongue, you would hear something. What do you mean ?

Mrs. N There
! I am calm, you shall see no more tears. {Pockets her

handkerchief). Nowthen. We must give up this house, you say, and retire
into obscurity. • And although you have not said so, you wish to'save
the expenses of a place of business. I see your meaning, dear. 'Yes,
Henry, perhaps that will be well, and as Russell Square is in the
heart of the city, your stockbrokers and silk merchants and all that sort
of people could come there after you. I would give up the lower part of
the house, but perhaps you would not mind letting them ring the area
bed. Never be, afraid to trust a wife,. Henry. You shall see how I
will help you in retrenchment. I will give my Canary birds to Hester
Deedle this very afternoon, and the children shall be gradually brought
to agree to part with Floppy. Give the notice, dear, and look at the
house.

Mr. N. {who has been turning several colours, but none of them pleasing
to the eye, and loho now speaks m a low, subdued voice, being afraid to trust
his tongue lest- it should bolt into thefield of bad language). Mrs. Nag-
gleton, there is one house which would suit you uncommonly well,
and you may behold it, M'm, on the left side of the Brighton railway,
near Iteigate. It is called, Madam, the Asylum for Idiots.

\He rushes out. of We room, and bolts 'himsef into what lie calls his
"study:' Mrs. Naggleton, with a triumphant smile, takes out
"Mogg" from the sideboard drawer, and placing the map before
her, measures the distances between various places and one point
to which she always recurs, a Terrace near Hyde Park Gardens.
We wonder whether we shall meet lier there.

A ST. THOMAS'S PASTORAL.

Apropos of the Removal of an Hospital to the Suburbs, as proposed by

the G-rand Committee under the auspices of Messrs. Tite and

Baggallay.
TITE.

Say, oh my Baggallay, how calm one's ire,

When troublous Governors the Times inspire,

When e'en the staff whereon one most relies,

Breaks in our hands and in our faces flies,

And saucy surgeons with physicians join,
;

To fling cold water on our great design.

Of clean transplanting out of London air,

The lucky hospital that boasts our care^

And, like Loretto's mansion, setting down
Amazed St. Thomas's well out of town.
Say, Baggallay, how charm the angry mood,
Roused by these checks to plans so great and good ?

baggallay.

What if, oh Tite, alternate voice we raise,

'

The Grand Committee's glorious thought to praise ?

Singing the joys a site suburban yields,

To patients of St. Thomas in the fields,

Singing the sanitary slough that claims

The patients of St. Thomas by the Thames.
Defying bray of yonder rival ass,

Sing thou, while I attune the trump of brass.

TITE.

Happy the patient whom with broken bones
The ready cab hath rattled o'er the stone?,

For many a mde beyond the lurid pall

Of London smoke to our salubrious hall

!

What though the fracture comminuted grow,
And what was simple first now compound show ?

Above the shattered frame, his glazing eye
Will drink the azure of unclouded sky :

And when he's lifted fainting from his seat,

He '11 have the buttercups beneath his feet.

Should slight concussion to Death's coma pass,

He '11 sleep beneath a sod of growing grass •

Should absorbed poison stomach-pumps defy,

What comfort in a purer air to die

!

BAGGALLAY.

Can o'er-tasked surgeons on the journey dwell,

When with pure oxygen their bosoms swell ?

Physicians count the minutes that they lose,

'Mongst hedgerows dressed in all their greenest hues ?

Students complain the distance does them wrong,
When sky-larks hymn, and red-breasts pipe their song?

TITE.

What if the parents, children, husbands, wives,
Pond phalanx, that with Sunday now arrives

To greet the inmates of each crowded ward,
Prom ready access find themselves debarred ?

Let them reflect the objects of their care,
Breathe less carbonic acid in their air.

Think, mother, from your child though barred you be,
There's hawthorn in the fields, if it could see-
Think, child, whose heart to greet thy sire has bled,
The lambs sport o'er the sward, beside his bed

:

If thuu his dying eyelids may'st not close,

Outside the wards the wild-flower freely grows.

BAGGALLAY.

Nor be'the higher privilege forgot,
'Tis Tite shall build on this salubrious spot

!

What if the patients find the transit slow,
And friends their weekly visitings forego ?

Whatever is must, certainly, be right,

Beneath an elevation planned by Tite.
Who would not jolt six miles with broken limb,
To reach at length the building reared by him ?

What visitor regrets the weekly call,

Whose friends repose in Tite's Palladiau hall ?

Enough to pass suburban site elect,

That it will give us Tite for architect.

TITE.

While Baggallay for treasurer we boast,

Plant us on India's or Iceland's coast.

Chilled at the Poles or frying on the line,

As best of hospitals ours still must shine !

baggallay. I

No more, my friend ; this blushing forehead spare

:

This pinch-beck trowel, as my tribute, wear

—

Trowel wherewith to plaster thee with praise,

When England shall to thee a statue raise !

TITE.

I take thy gift, and in return bestow
This brazen trump which erst I learnt to blow.
Sound thy own praise thereon as I did mine,

Till Baggallay and Tite twin names shall shine.

On a St. Thomas's new built by me,
And with the pearl of treasurers in thee

!

Hand and Foote.

It is a pity that the great annual election of some popular candidate
no longer exists, otherwise Sir George Grey, in consequence of the
great encouragement that, by his passiveness and indifference, he has
given to the nocturnal assaulting system, would to a dead certainty
be at the present day elected The Mayor of Garotte.

Monsieur Proudhon is about to rush to the rescue of the Pope
with a large pamphlet in his hand. It will be something new to see
Socialism patting Infallibility on the back. Pius should reward his

new champion with some flattering gift. Why not appoint a spiritual

Council for trying all offences of the Press, and appoint Mons. Proud-
hon to the head of it. In imitation of the French tribunal, he might
call it Le Conseil des Proudhons.
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A MATTER OF OPINION.

Diana. " Yes, dear—I must sat that I think a Girl never looks so well as She does in her Hiding Habit !

'

THE POSTMASTER'S REMONSTRANCE.
We Lave been requested to publish tbe following correspondence

between the Postmaster-General and the Home Secretary :

—

" 40, Dover Street, W.,
" Deae Sir George, " Wednesday.

" That you should neglect your duty to the public in reference

to this Garotting business, and indeed most other business, may be all

right enough. I trust that I could not be sufficiently unmindful of

official etiquette and the good feeling that should subsist between
fellow-officials to make any impertinent comment on what does not
concern me. Petimusque damusque vicissim, as our friend Horace
says.

" But, if you please, you must really attend to matters which concern
a collaborates.
" The other night one of my Postmen was dodged by some of your

garotters, knocked down, and robbed. Now this sort of thing will not
do, and I must really trouble you to take some precautions in favour of
those who like ourselves are public servants, though, unlike ourselves
they zealously discharge, for very little money, all the duties they
undertake.

" A Postman's hands are full, and his cape prevents his using his

arms ; he is therefore doubly helpless. And he is the bearer of valuable
documents, therefore his safety is a question of general interest. We
shall all get into a mess if he is not protected, and again I say that you
really must see to it.

" You have had some good hauls of garotters lately, and they are
under lock and key. Why don't you have them soundly flogged in
public ? The voice of the nation is loud for this kind of thing, and the
experiment, if it did no good, could do no harm.

" However, I will not take the liberty of dictating details. You must
be good enough to protect my Postmen, or I shall speak to Palmerston.

" Believe me, your affectionate friend,

" Sir Geo. Grey, Bart., M.P., " Stanley of Alderley."
" Home Secretary."

" Dear Lord Stanley of Alderley, " li, Eaton Place, S. W.
" In answer to your letter, I beg to say that T deeply sym-

pathise with the poor Postmen whom you underpay so shamefully, and
that I pledge myself immediately on the meeting of Parliament to

introduce a Bill for enabling the Police Magistrate to flog the garotters

in public, as everybody seems to think this a case of fiat experimenlum

in corpore vili.

" Meantime, I have ordered Sir Richard Mayne to request a

policemau to keep near every Postman while engaged in his laborious

and ill-requited occupation.

" I have the honour to remain,

" Yours very faithfully,

" The Lord Stanley of Alderley, " George Grey."
" Postmaster-General."

REAL DISTRESS IN LANCASHIRE.'

The subjoined advertisement, from the Manchester Guardian, repre-

sents one of a class of cases the most painful, perhaps, of any that are

connected with the dearth of Cotton :

—

rRAVEL.—A Gentleman, whose Son, aged 17, is thrown out of occu-
pation by the Cotton famine, would be glad to meet with One or Two other

Young Gentlemen to accompany his Son on a Tour, for five or six months, in the

Mediterranean, or elsewhere.—Address, F. 127, at the printer's.

The poor gentleman whose boy, thrown out of occupation by the

Cotton famine, has no resource but that of a trip up the Mediterranean,

appears to be one of those distressed millionnaiies, who, because their

mills have ceased working, declare themselves destitute mill-owners,

and devolve on the squires and farmers, aud the British Public, the

duty of rescuing their unemployed workpeople from starvation.

" Couleur de Rose."—The Lord Mayor's complexion.
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THE GAROTTER'S FRIEND.
LET GO, BILL, CAN'T YER-IT'S OUR KIND NON-INTERFERING FRIEND, SIR GEORGE GREY!!!"
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NEWS FROM AND FOR THE UNIVERSE.

VERl'anxious to procure for

Roman Catholic literature

the widest publicity possi-

ble, Mr. Punch, who always

goes iu the most direct way
to work, reproduces, in his

world-read page, suchPapist
gems as are not unfitted (by
the nature of. the subjects

discussed, or by the manner
of discussing them) for pre-

sentation to the eyes of

decent people. He is

frequently prevented from
such republication, because
Protestant and other civil-

ised readers have an objec-

tion to that olla podrida
of profanity, malice, and
vulgarity, which forms
the staple of " popular "

Roman Catholic journalism.

When, however, Mr. Punch
comes upon tolerably

cleanly writing on the part

of the ultramontanes, he
takes it out of his Index
Expurgatorius, and gladly

lays it before his readers, in

the conviction that the more widely Papal literature is read, the more
the interests of humanity will be served.

The London organ of the ultramontanists {Mr. Punch need not for

the hundredth time assure the educated Catholic that nobody supposes
him to regard such publications with other than Mr. Punch's own senti-

ments) is peculiarly rich just now, the writers being excited by the
triumph of Irish patriots over English meetings, and by that of foreign

priests over the Emperor of the Erench. The Universe, No. 102, Vol.
II., now lies (in every sense of the word) before Mr. Punch, and lest

English readers should imagine that the journal is merely a product of

that gentleman's fertile but conscientious imagination, he begs to add, in

the interest of the world, that the Unicerse is printed and published by
D. Lane, 43, Lamb's Conduit Street, London, on the left hand side as

you approach Captain Coram. It is a folio of eight pages, and is

devoted to the interests of Catholicism.
Mr. Punch has picked up a great deal of valuable information, besides

deriving much harmless amusement from a perusal of the Universe. He
strongly recommends the Catholic organ to Protestant readers, and by
way of tempting them to patronise it, he offers them a few selections

from the number before him. The first page is given to a Catholic
calendar, on which Mr. Punch will only remark, that one of the days is

set apart as for " Plenary Indulgence and Abstinence," and he would like

to know how the two things can be accomplished at once. Perhaps the
indulgence is to take place at a jolly good early dinner, and the absti-

nence afterwards which is very rational, and beneficial as regards
digestion. We then have requests for prayers for the souls of certain
persons, whose advertising friends are, of course, the best judges of
what the individuals may have deserved, and then we have a compen-
dium of American news, fairly done, and probably cribbed from a Pro-
testant journal. But then we come to the cream.
There is an article upon the close of the International Exhibition.

The writer by no means confines himself to the budding, but goes into
nolitics_and other matters. He says, inter alia:—r

" The Emperor of the French possesses one quality which is not always to be
found in a monarch, viz.—he is able to get his own living if he were kicked off the
throne to-morrow, and Tom Norris often told me that if he took to shoemaking, or
tailoring, he would be as accomplished a knight of the shears, and as useful a son
of Crispin as ever took a closing awl, or a thimble in his hand. This is what the
world calls cleverness, and few men possess more of it than Louis Napoleon. One
of the wisest things he ever did was to take the stroke-oar in the bark of St. Peter,
and make friends of 250,000,000 of men, the Catholics of the entire globe. His son
will have no one to dispute his inheritance if this policy be continued,"

We are sure that the Emperor will forgive the slight familiarity of
this paragraph for the sake of the political advice, and of the informa-
tion that he is now pulling stroke in the " bark " of Saint Peter.

" Wife at the prow, and Pontiff at the helm."

Next we'come upon a piece of real news :—

" I suppose you are aware that Rome carried the day in the Great Exhibition.
To Rome belonged the best painting and the finest sculpture there ; in those mosaics
which astonished and delighted the visitors from every land, she surpassed all rivals,
and left little to hope to any competitor of ever acquiring her excellence in this
department of 'art.' Thus you can see that Rome has her glories everywhere—with
a little shifting of the scene, we behold her as triumphant on the banks of the
Thames, as on those of the Tiber, and may she continue so, and flourish like the
palm in perennial beauty."

That some good things come from Rome there is no doubt. The two
statues in her court, the Cleopatra and the Sibyl, were meritorious, but
we fear that Mr. Storey is a Protestant, and there was another Italian

statue which we are almost afraid to mention, for the crowds who used
to stand round it were actually doiug silent homage to the daughter of

—of—there is a policeman in our hall—of Garibaldi. The Universe

critic does not mention this little fact, practising, of course, mental
reservation.

Later, we come to a leading article, in the boldest letters, on the
Birkenhead riots. These, we deluded Protestants had thought were
caused by the ruffianly incursion of a large gang of brutual Irishryupon
a peaceful discussion in a hall taken by Englishmen for the expression
of their sentiments. It seems that we were wrong.

" The details of the unprovoked outrages lately offered to that portion of the
population of Birkenhead (who, because they are Irish, are aliens in this country)
reflect equal discredit on the authorities whose duty it was to protect and not mal-
treat them, and on the Orangeman, whose brutality on this occasion is to be paral-
leled only by former excesses. Every precept of religion and every sentiment of
humanity is banished from his bosom to make way for this horrid hatred and burn-
ing vengeance which rages uncontrolled from infancy to manhood, and, like the
thirst of the panther, can be slaked with nothing less than blood."

This is the Catholic way of describing a quiet inoffensive meeting of

people who admire Garibaldi, and wish Rome left to choose her own
ruler. And this is the way the Englishman treats the priest who happens
to come in his way :

—

"The minister of religion, with bowed head, and voice modulated to meekness,
in the imitation of his Divine Master, crosses the path of these murderous wretches
whilst engaged on their mission of violence and destruction, and he is respected no
more than a rabid animal—the wretch even goes so far as to raise his baton to beat
out the brains of the man of God, and scatter them on the pavement beneath his
feet."

We had not heard that any thing of the kind was done, that any
priest's brains were otherwise troubled at Birkenhead than by whiskey,
or that the more difficult operation of discovering the brains of any of

his dupes was performed, but the Unicerse knows best. But the climax
represents in the most awful manner the conduct of the police in

removing to prison the Irishmen who were smashing church windows
and beating Protestants

—

" But hold ! Shall we talk of the constitution to the injured Irishman, whom the
authorities (the police we mean) treated with brutality in his cell, and took advan-
tage of the gyves that held his hands to subject him to the bruises of the bastinado ?

What to the Irishman is that constitution, under which he inherits the curse of
Swift, together with that appanage of prejudice and intolerance of himself, his
creed, and his country -the kicks and cuffs of the Orangeman—the blinding blows
of the bigot—the stripes of the authorities—and the grinding hoof of power, which
crushes him to the earth and lays him hi the dust."

That last outrage, that completion of the crime is fearful indeed, and
is only paralleled by the case of the Irish gentleman, who was stated

by the Dublin papers of other days to have " dropped down dead and
instantly expired." The imaginary spectacle is too dreadful to dwell
upon, and therefore majora canamus. Let us leave this world for

another.

Mr. Punch is not joking. He never jokes upon sacred subjects. It

is not liis fault if the profanities of the Eaithf'ul read like jokes. He
proceeds, scarcely expecting to be believed—but he has given the
address of the journal—to record that the conductors of the Universe

have a correspondent in Heaven. Yes, a correspondent who dates from
the place of rest. He states himself to be out of the body, and—nay,
he shall speak for himself :

—

" Now to the fulfilment of my office, and I pass on to relate to you the judgments
which are here given of the immortal Pius the Ninth. I am commanded to write
to you, hi the first place, what the angels think of him, then what the saints believe
about him, and, finally, what the devils say concerning him ; and I will endeavour
to compress into one single letter these three parts, asking you pardon if I should
be a little too long."

He is indeed too long, for his blasphemies occupy nearly two columns,
but it is not for that, as it seems to us that he should ask pardon.
But hear him. Hear what Catholic journalists say to the intelligent

Eaithful :—

" But now I can tell you that Pros the Ninth can well repeat that he has
become a spectacle to the angels. These bow themselves down reverently
WHENEVER THEY HEAR HIS VENERABLE NAME PRONOUNCED."

There ! The angels in Heaven bow themselves down whenever they
hear the name of Pius the Ninth, congratulator of the Perugia mur-
derers. We scarcely like to quote more, yet here is another scrap of
what is printed and published in London in 1862 :

—

" I know also that there reigns in Heaven a noble emulation among the angels to
protect this great Pope. The angel of most holy Mary wishes always to be at his
side, because he proclaimed ' Immaculate Virgin ' her whom he had announced so
many centuries mother, &c. &c. The angel of St. Joseph, who admonished him in
his sleep of the persecutions of Herod, watches most attentively to admonish Pius
the Ninth of the dangers which might threaten him. And the angel of Tobias
stands ready to guide him in the journeys which he might consider prudent to
undertake ; and that famous angel of Israel, who scourged so mightily the Egyptians,
is preparing the scourges for the defence of the Pope ; and St. Michael says that the
surrender of Ancona took place on the day of his feast, and that sooner or later he
wishes to take his revenge."

This is the sort of thing which is published for the use and edification

of Papists. Mr. Punch feels strong objections to reprinting it, for the
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reasons assigned at the beginning of these remarks. He has eliminated certain words which

it would have been painful to read in connection with such abject trash. But it is well that

the world should know what sort of teaching, what sort of writing, forms the minds of those

who do the bidding of the priests of Rome, and then there can be no wonder that the wretched

fools do it so faithfully.

CORNS AND RUNYANS.

Fabius M'Clellan having been deposed from the command of the Potomac army, Ignotus
Burnside takes his place. Burnside says that he enters on his duties" with diffidence."

It is a bad omen for the North that he should associate diffidence with him in the command.
They read the Pilgrim's Progress a good deal in America, " Giant Despair was tottering,

and when Mrs. Diffidence, the giantess, came up to help him, old Mr. Honest cut her down at

one blow." Now", Mn. Lincoln is Giant Despair, and Diffidence comes up with the new
general. Look out for old Mr. Honest.

Only going to sec what that light means.

OUR INSULTED ARISTOCRACY.

Is good birth productive of a bad head of
hair ? Is there aught in noble blood that can
be viewed as being the cause of an indifferent

complexion, or as producing corns and chil-

blains, deafness and dim sight ?

If we may judge by the advertisements which
are put forth by the vendors of quack medicines
and restoratives, our aristocracy must be in a
most pitiable state, and can have but little hair

or health on which to pride themselves. Nearly
every specific for small bodily infirmities—from
making weak hairs grow to curing corns and
chilblains— is said to be " extensively in use
with the nobility," or " greatly prized and
patronised among the higher circles." What
poor bald, blind, crippled creatures must our
dukes and earls and marquises, and other noble
swells, be thought by foreigners who form their

judgment solely from the newspapers, and who
never take the trouble to question if the state-

ments in the newspapers be true ! Were a
French caricaturist to draw a British lord, as

shadowed forth by the advertisements, what a
lamentable picture he too surely would produce !

How he would delight to draw the bodily

infirmities which, if we believe the quacks who
advertise, are so common in high life. Milor
Anglais, so painted, would be a limping cripple,

with scarce a hair upon his head or a tooth left

in his mouth.

Of course Lokd Punch, who mixes daily with

lis brother peers, is well aware that such a

portrait would be quite untrue to life. But
every one has not the wisdom of Lord Punch,
and foreigners especially are noted for their

ignorance iu aught that appertains to England
end the English. Lord Punch must therefore

say that, for the credit of our peerage, the

sooner these advertisements are made to cease,

the better; for he cannot bear to think that

his brother noble swells are pictured as a set of

poor weak crippled creatures, with scarce a leg

to stand on, or a single hair apparent, but what
is due to the advertised rubbish of some quack-

salver.

BRIGANDAGE IN THE INTERESTS OF FRANCE.

M. Drouyn de Lhuys will have been much gratified in reading his

Times, to meet with the following statement in it, written from Turin,

of a grand immolation which some brigands have lately celebrated in

the interests of France :

—

" A very painful sensation has been caused throughout the country by the tidings
of a massacre of a detachment of forty infantry men of the Royal army by a band of

two hundred brigands near St. Severo, in the province of Capitanata. The unlucky
soldiers had been led into an ambush by a spy, who informed them that ten brigands
were lurking in a wood called II Bosco della Grotta, between Santa Croce di Mag-
liano and Maglianico. Surrounded by a force five times their own number, in the
thick of the forest, the brave men endeavoured to cut their way through the midst
of them. Twenty-one of them were shot or cut down on the spot, thirteen were
taken prisoners and burnt alive at no great distance in a straw loft."

Thus it will be apparent to the Imperial Minister for Foreigu Affairs,

that the Power which the French troops are maintaining, and intended to

maintain for ever, at Rome, in the interests of France, does not want
avengers and executioners to put the excommunicated heretics, who con-
stitute the Royal Army of Italy, to death in the good old way. The
religious brigands who ravage Southern Italy in the interests of France
and of Francis late of Naples, the guest of the Pope, know how to
punish the enemies of the Holy See. M. Drouyn de Lhuys cannot
but rejoice in the reflection that the policy of which he is the instrument,
and which prevents the suppression of the faithful bandits, has permitted
the exemplary death, in lingering agony, of thirteen soldiers in the service
of Victor-Emmanuel. The act of faith by which they perished in the
flames comprehended, it seems, an arch-heretic'; for thus proceeds the
narrative, with reference to those thirteen victims, roasted alive in
the interests of France :

—

" Among the latter was the officer in command of the detachment, Captain
Rota, a Garibaldian, who was one of the famous Thousand of Marsala."

A live Garibaldian leader burning—what a fragrant holocaust for
the Holiness whose dominion is upheld by the agency of M. Dkouyn
de Lhuys in the interests of France ! Thirteen sacrilegious champions

of Italian unity all suffering cremation at once in the interests of France
and of the Pope—what a sweet savour from such a sacrifice must also

have affected those nostrils in the breath of which M. Drouyn de
Lhuys lives ! Something like it is smelt when a fiery death occurs iu

consequence of enormous skirts catching fire. Really it might almost be

called Bouquet de Crinoline. And, from the despatch of M. Drouyn de
Lhuys in answer to General Durando's circular, that ultramontane
perfume appears destined to mingle for an indefinite period with the scent

of Fleurs dPtalie.

RATHER A TALL PARTY.

In the Chemist and Druggist, Mr. Punch, who sees everything, sees

this advertisement on the part of a Chemist's Assistant:

—

A YOUNG MAN, aged 22, height 25 feet 10 inches, accustomed to
t* Dispensing and Family Trade. References unexceptionable. Address, stating

full particulars, to R. S. T., High Street, L .

Now we know that some of the chemists of these days go great

lengths, but we own that we were unprepared to hear of a chemical

gentleman twenty-five feet ten inches high. That his address should be

High Street is natural, but it is odd that the place he dates from,

whereof the initial is " L." is not Long Houghton, or Long Preston, or

Long Stanton, or something equally appropriate. We hope he has got

a good engagement, and have no doubt of his being much looked up to

wherever he may settle. Should he deliver his own medicines he will

have great advantages, in being able to put the Mixture as Before in at

the attic window without troubling the servants, and this will help to

make him popular. The awful thing will be to see him_ called out of

church in a hurry, and we trust he will be careful not to rise suddenly,

or he may carry away with him the tiles of the sacred edifice in addition

to his own. We should like to see his diploma, for it is clear he never

rose by degrees. Perhaps he will look down on us the first time he

strides up to town. If disengaged he should try Wapping, as he would
certainly make a wapping chemist.

&T-fc>t-)'..-r-.-roii\LJX?-W«*?DirettM*M1
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OUR DRAMATIC CORRESPONDENT.
ear Punch,—Pray what cele-

brated actor was it that

you once belikened to a bad
cigar, because, I think you
said, ' the more he is puffed

the worse he draws ? ' Well,

there 's no such thing known
now-a-days as puffing a bad
actor : a glance at any
paper will convince you of

that fact. But I wish that

our good actors (and their

name is not quite Legion)
would not shrink from being
praised when really tbey

deserve to be. Here is Mk.
Phelps, for instance, re-

tiring from Sadler's Wells
in such a modest quiet way
that people knew nothing
about it until the thing was
done. Oh, if it had been
Mk. Roarer, let us say, or

Mr. Boanerges Buskin,
the ' eminent tragedian !

'

What posters and adver-

tisements and laudatory
paragraphs would have pre-

pared the universe to bid

farewell to the great man

!

But Mr. Phelps slips out of sight with neither flummery nor fuss, and so modestly takes

leave of us that we have scarce the opportunity to say how much we liked him.
" From the few words which he said about himself the other night when he retired, we

learned that in his managership, thirty-four of Shakspeare's plays had been produced at

Sadler's Wells, and had been performed there pretty near four thousand nights. Pray, is not
this alone sufficient ground for our esteem, and ought we not to thank him for the service he
has done us ? Do you suppose that Shakspeare could publicly be played for some four

thousand nights without some sensible advantage accruing to the public ? When Mr.
Phelps took Sadler's Wei Is, he found the audience as coarse in their dramatic likings as in

their relish for the foul fried fish wherewith they were refreshed. The most murderous of

melodramas formed their chief delight, with lots of broadsword combats and broad dialogue

to match. Dick Turpin and Jack Sheppard were the heroes they applauded, aud were some-
times led to copy, as the prison-sheets could prove. I recollect myself seeing Rookwood at

this house, and the gallantry of Turpin so impressed my youthful mind that I felt immensely
sorry when he came to grief. I had enjoyed good education and the best of moral training,

yet to bring poor Dick to justice seemed a foul thing in my eyes. And what must the effect

have been on minds around me, educated in the gutter and blest with no good moral healthy

icfluence at home, to counteract the poison they were drinking from the stage?

"Well, Mr. Phelps has changed all this. With the goodly aid of Shakspeare he has
purified The Wells, and cleansed the taste of those who wallowed in the filth. With
straitened stage resources and small scope for scene 'effects,' he has produced the best of

plays in a most creditable manner, and with far mor3 taste and poetry than we have seen
displayed at many a more pretentious house. Most zealous and painstaking in the drill of

his subordinates, he has filled the lesser parts with evenly fair actors, and has not tampered
with the text to make 'fat' for himself. Moreover—and the fact should surely cause the

British playgoer to reverence his memory

—

Mr. Phelps in his long management has but
produced one single piece 'translated from thePrench.' No 'interesting incest' has been
witnessed on his stage, nor smack of foreign monkey-morals been permitted to intrude. In
short, whether as actor or as manager, he has fairly earned high praise: and I really can't

help wishing he would give us one more chance of publicly applauding him. As a rule, I
hate 'ovations,' as the penny-a-liners call them : but a man like Mr. Phelps it is not easy to
replace, and he has done the state of the drama such good service that his merits should, I
think, he acknowledged more substantially than by the recent leave-taking which almost
passed unnoticed. One bumper more at parting he really ought to have : and however big
the house may be, I'll bet it will be filled, whichever of his characters he choose to make his

last appearance in, whether it be Macbeth, Macduff, or better still, Macsycophant.
" Well, the Brompton shop is shut, thank mercy ! and the theatres are once again becoming

visitable to us Londoners, of course any old stock pieces sufficed to please the country folk,

and we" townspeople thereby have been dramatically houseless, for of all our score of theatres
scarce one had any novely. Italian opera in November were rather a new thing, and I really

almost feared that Titiens and Giuglini would be garotted by the fog and frost, and robbed
of their best notes. But I heard them on the last of their last final farewell nights, and both
Lucia and Edgardo sang without betraying the least symptom of sore throat. Our English
prime donne of course are more acclimatised to our Novembrian air : and I rejoice to find the
early frosts we have been pinched by have in no way injured the sweetness of our Pyne.
Critics talk about her ' register ' as though she were a stove, and tell me that her ' compass

'

is not quite what it used to be. But I am happily not one of those who can't enjoy a puppet-
show, because they will look at the wires : and when a voice is so delicious as Miss Louisa
Pyne's, I never strain my ears to listen for defects. To hear her warble her duet with
Mr. Pratten's flute is alone worth turning out for, even on the darkest night and from the
cosiest of chimney corners : and the way in which she sings the pretty ballads she is given,
must make the Misses Brown and Jones all sigh with envy and despair. What would those
young ladies give for her clear shake ? and when they buy the ballads, as they are sure to do, how

the ;r heart would be rejoiced if they could buy the
skill to sing them as sweetly as Miss Pyne does

!

" The new opera, Love's Triumph, is really well

worth hearing, not alone because she sings in it.

The music is throughout light, pretty, bright and
sparkling, and upon the whole it is extremely
well performed. I think myself that spoken
dialogue is somewhat a mistake, especially for a

large theatre where half the words are lost. But
then, somehow, English singers never will sing

recitative, at least as they should sing it, and con-

versations that contain such words as " pocket-

handkerchief " perhaps are hardly capable of

being set to music without making people laugh.

Mr. Perren's voice is weak, but he sings with
much good taste, and many a better tenor would
like to own his shake. Mr. Harrison acts

well (which is more than Mr. Perren does, ' or

any other man' upon our operatic stage), and
in the concerted pieces his voice proves of good
use. The chorus would do better if it had more
bass ; and this phrase might be stereotyped, and
used for every band of choristers that one has

ever heard, except, say, the Cologne and Mr.
Leslie's choir. Mr. Mellon, why not make
yours an exception to the rule ?

" One who Pays."

A BURGLAR SHOT BY A LADY.

A Health to Mrs. Norman
In a capacious measure,

Happier than any Mormon
He that owns that one treasure

!

In bed her babe she tended,

When crash, lo, glass went breaking,

Down-stairs, and she descended,

A charged revolver taking.

There loomed a ruffian figure,

At whom the brave beholder
Snapped—drew again the trigger,

And shot him through the shoulder.

Oh ! well her liege lord may be
Right proud of such a jewel,

Its milk who first gave baby,

And then the thief his gruel.

What burglar now dares wake her ?

Heroic wife and mother

!

Would every brute housebreaker
May meet with such another

!

THE VIRTUE OF INTOXICATION.

Is drunkenness a virtue? Are ruffians who
get drunk and then commit most brutal outrages,

entitled to plead drunkenness in palliation of their

crimes, as they might put in a certificate of pre-

vious good character ? Certain of our Magistrates
appear just now to think so, and among them, we
are quite surprised to see, is Mr. Tyrwhitt. In
sentencing a orute the other day for an assault,

this usually good judge forgot himself so far as to

say the nonsense following :

—

" He should send the prisoner to hard labour for six
weeks, and, had it not been that the prisouer was drunk,
he should have sent him for a longer period."

In future when a drunken brute is taken up
for an assault, it would be as well to charge him
not merely with the outrage but with the being
drunk. There is by law at present a penalty for

drunkenness ; and a fine of five shillings, with the
option of imprisonment, may be imposed on any
one found tipsy in the streets. Had the prisoner

in this case been charged with being drunk,

Mr. Tyrwhitt would have been obliged to take

judicial notice of that which, so far from excusing,

aggravated the assault. Thus, being called

upon to punish it, he could not have viewed the

drunkenness as a palliation : and while he pro-

ceeded to committal of the prisoner, he would
have spared his friends the pain of seeing him
commit himself.

MWMfiHMwraMgwmMBm—
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BURGLARS!
" Yes, there are two of 'em, if not three, by the Footsteps, and one of 'em is Blowing into tJie Keyhole note."

THE KING AND CONSTITUTION OF PEUSSIA.

The King of Prussia's boots, beueath whose soles the Prussian
charter has just been trodden in the mire, have, in recognition and
honour of that glorious fact, lately received a loyal cleaning- from the
tongues of some of his Majesty's most humble subjects in divers dis-

tricts of Prussian Saxony. The following is part of King William's
acknowledgment of that gratifying act of adulation :

—

*' I have sworn to uphold the constitution received from my brother, his late
Majesty, and I. shall conscientiously keep my oath in the sense expressed in my
programme of November, 185S. But it is also requisite to govern constitutionally
so as to promote the welfare of the country. The sovereign alone can do this in
Prussia. The representatives of the people should assist him by constitutional
co-operation in legislation, and not further obstruct his government."

The Sovereign alone can govern constitutionally so as to promote the
welfare of the country in Prussia—can he ? If he can, the Prussians
are lucky—luckier than the Chinese. The Emperor of China may be
said alone to govern constitutionally in that country, but can perhaps
hardly be truly affirmed so to govern as to promote the welfare of his
subjects. • Besides the Chinese Autocrat, there is hardly any other
monarch in the world, just now, who governs exactly like the King of
Prussia. The Czar is effecting the liberation of the .Russian serfs,

whereas his Prussian Majesty is engaged in a political proceeding of
quite an opposite character. To find a ruler with whom we can match
William of Prussia, we must go back to the Great Mogul or to
Haroun-al-Raschid, the Commander of the Faithful. The represen-
tatives of that potentate's people, namely his courtiers, confined their
patriotism to assisting him by constitutional co-operation in legislation

;

that is, by bowing to his decrees.
Onlythe Caliphate of Bagdad could boast, with truth, of the merit

which is claimed for the present Prussian Monarchy. The Caliph
alone did really govern constitutionally so as to promote the welfare of
the country. However, there is no denying that the Caliph of Bag-
dad's representative at Berlin is a thoroughly constitutional king, by
his own account of himself. He is, according to that statement, the
most constitutional king in Europe or the world ; ay, every inch a con-
stitutional king, for does he not say :—"The Sovereign alone governs
constitutionally in Prussia. La constitution e'est mot ? "

THE INTERESTS OF FRANCE.
Air—" A Lcadlady in France."

The interests of France won't let Italy obtain

The Capital she needs to crown her union, !

Her troops at Rome the Emperor declares must still remain,

To preserve the Roman Catholic communion, !

So when this pious Emperor—the people's own Elect

—

The Romans ask for leave to choose their Ruler, O !

He says that conscience forces him their prayer to reject,

An assertion than which nothing can be cooler, O !

Garibaldi's march on Rome, though checked was his advance,

Supplies him with a fresh excuse for staying, O !

On the ground that, to a menace, right or wrong, the pride of France,

Can on no account attention dream of paying, !

So the interests of France, and her honour, under foot,";

Bid her tread the rights of every weaker nation, !

And therefore, for the present, she determines not to put

Any limit to the Roman occupation, O

!

" HAIL, COLUMBIA ! HAPPY LAND ! !

"

Columbia ? No, blot out that word for aye,

Now dove-like Peace to vulture War gives way.

A name more fitting were Vulturia.;

A Shakspearian Clown.

" Tellee what," said a literary bumpkin in a Hampshire beer-

shop, " these here 'counts in the peeapers 'bout; street robberies

minds me of a spache as I recollects readun on in Shakspeare's

plaay o' Hamlet. There 's zummut too much garotten in the state of

England."

Printed by William Bradbury, of No. 13, Upper Woburn Place, In the Parish of St. Pancrae, In the County of Middlesex, and Frederick Muliett Evana, of No. 11, Bouvene Street, in the Precinct of
Whiternars, City of London, Printers, at their Olfice in Lombard Street, in the Precinct of Whitefriare, City of London, nod Published by them at No. 85, Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Bride, City of
London.—Saturday, November 29, 1802,
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THE ENGLISH CYCLOPAEDIA.
Conducted by CHARLES KNIGHT.

Subscribers arc requested to Complete their Sets without delay, as the Sale in
Parts or Numbers can only be kept open for a limitedperiod.

Bradbury and Evans, 11, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, E.C.

Cheap Edition of " The Virginians."
This day is Published, in One Vol., crown 8vo, Price 7s., a New Edition, uniform

with " Vanity Fair," &c,

THE VIRGINIANS.
By W. M. THACKERAY.

Bradbury and Evans, 11, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, E.C>
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13, Great Marlborough Street.
: JJQ MOKE PILLS OE QTHEE MEDICINES FOB OLD OE YOUNG.

" We find the safest remedy in DU BARRY'S delicious health-restoring

EEVALENTA AEABICA EOOD
For Habitual Constipation, Dyspepsia (Indigestion). Palpitation, Acidity, Nausea, Consumption,
Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Bronchitis, Hemorrhoids, Nervousness, Biliousness, Torpidity of the
Liver, Debility, &e."—Andrew Ure, M.D.. P.R.S. ; Dr. Harvey, Dr. Shorland, Dr. Campbell.
We extract a few out of 58,000 Cures :—Cure No. 58,216 ofthe Marchioness de Bre'han, Paris, 17th

April, 1862.—" In consequence of a liver complaint, I was wasting away for seven years, and so
debilitated and nervous that I was unable to read, write, or in fact attend to anything, with a
nervous palpitation all over, bad digestion, constant sleeplessness, and the most intolerable
nervous agitation which prevented even my sitting down for hours together. The noises of
the street, and even the voice of my maid, annoyed me. I felt dreadfully low spirited, and all

intercourse with the world had become painful to me. Many medical men, English as well as
French, had prescribed for me in vain. In perfect despair I took to Da Barry's Revalenta
Arabica, and lived on this delicious Food for three months. The good God be praised ; it has
completely revived me, I am myself again, and able to make and receive visits and resume my
social position. Accept, Sir, the assurance of my deepest gx-atitude and of my highest consider-
ation.

—

Marchioness de Br£han."
Cure, No. 1,771. Lord Stuart de Deeies, of many years' dyspepsia.—No. 49,832. " Fifty years'

indescribable agony from dyspepsia, nervousness, asthma, cough, constipation, flatulency,
spasms, sickness, and vomiting. Maria Joly."—Cure, No. 58,816. Field-Marshal the Duke of
Pluskow, of dyspepsia, constipation, nervousness, and liver complaints.—Cure, No. 47,121.
Mis3 Elizabeth Jacobs, of extreme nervousness, indigestion, gatherings, low spirits, aud nervous
fancies.—Cure, No. 54,816. The Rev. James T. Campbell, Fakenham, Norfolk, " of indigestion
and torpidity of the liver, which had resisted all medical treatment ; inquiries will be cheer-
fully answered."
In tins, 1 lb., 2s. 9d. ; 2 lb., 4s. 6d. ; 5 lb., lis. ; 121b., 22s. Super refined quality, 10 lb,., 33s.—

Barry Do Barry & Co., No. 77, Regent Street, London: 26, Place Vendome, Paris; and 12,
Rue de l'Empereur, Brussels. Also Fortnom & Mason, Purveyors to Her Majesty.

HURST & BLACKETT'^
NEW WORKS.

WISTEESS AND MAID. By
AfA the Author of "John Halifax," 2 v.

GEEECE AND THE GEEEKS.
By Miss Bremer. Translated by Mary
Howitt. 2 v. 21s.

L E S MISEEABLES.
By Victor Hugo. Authorised English. Trans-
lation. Second Edition. 3 v.

LIFE OE EBWAED ISVING.
By Mrs. Ouphant. Second Edition. 2 v.

ENGLISH WOMEN OE LET-
TERS. By Julia Kavanagh. 2 v.

CAPT. LENNAED's TEAYELS
IN BRITISH COLUMBIA AND VANCOU-
VER'S ISLAND. 1 v.

FEMALE LIFE IN PRISON.
By A Prison Matron. 2 v. 21s.

ITALY UNBEE VICTOR
EMMANUEL. By Count Areivadene. 2 v.

NO CHURCH,
Forming the New Volume ot " Hurst and
Biackett's Standard Library." 5s.

THE NEW NOVELS.

SLAVES OE THE RWQ; OE,
BEFORE AND AFTER. By the Author of
" Grandmother's Money." 3 v.

THE M A E N-
By Capt. Mayne Reid. 3 v.

MARION LESLIE.
By the Rev. P. Beaton. 3 v.

A PRODIGAL SON. By
Dutton Cook. Author of "Paul Foster's
Daughter." 3 v. (Just Ready.)

LAURIE'S ENTERTAINING LIBRARY.
Preparing for publication, in Quarterly Volumes,

from January 1863, each volume in square 18mo.
with 6 full-page Illustrations, price Is. cloth:
or 9d. sewed,

OTE SHILLING ENTER-» TAIN1NG LIBRARY, adapted to the
requirements of School Libraries, Families, and
Working Men. By J. S. Laurie, Editor of the
" Graduated Series of Reading Lesson Books," &c.
Three Volumes will be ready in December, viz.:

—

ROBINSON CRUSOE,
GULLIVER'S TRAVELS, aud

CHRISTMAS TALES.
London, Longman, Green & Co., 14, Ludgate Hill.

Price 6d. (post 7''-), in elegant case Is. M. (post
}s. 8rf.), russia gilt 2§. 6d. (post 2s. Sd.)

HOWIETT'S VICTOEIA
GOLDEN ALMANACK for 1863.

This'miniature pocket referencercontaius in32p*ges
of exquisite enamel and gold, all the information of
the larger year-books.

London, Simpkin, Stationers' Court ; Howlett,
10, Frith Street, Soho, and all Booksellers.

The Seventh Edition, handsomely bound in gilt
cloth, 88. 6d.,

TOE BOOK OE BALLADS.
«& Edited by Bon Gaultier, and Illus-
trated by Doyle, Leech, and Crowquill.
"William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and

London.

SH I E T S.-F E D'S
COLOURED FLANNEL SHIRTS.

The new Patterns for the coming Season are now
ready, comprising all the newest designs and
colours, including the "Panseine," the most beau-
tiful colour ever produced. Very superior quality
all wool, 10s. 6d. each, or three for 80s.; the very
best, 12s. 6d., or three for 36s.; and 13s. 6d., or three for
3 rJs. ; also Boys' Flannel Shirts, 7s., or three for 20s.

;

8s., or three for 23s.; 9s„ or three for 26s. Patterns
sent to select from on receipt of Three Stamps.

R. Ford & Co., 38, Poultry. London, EC.
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CARDNERSLAMPS
ARE THE B^ST

,

453STRAND£sb/52!

TONDON AND EYDEE,AJ Goldsmiths, 17, New Bond Street,
Makers of Doncaster Cup 1S62, and Goodwood Cup
1863, unite attention to a new and recherche Stock
ol Diamond Work, &c, every article of sterlhv
quality and original design. Prize Mulal for Silver
Plate, Jewellery, Diamond Work, and general good
taste. Exhibitors of the largest Emerald, Rubv
Opal, and finest Cat's-eye in the world.

17, New Bond Street, corner of Clifford Street.

EINGSFOEDS OSWEGO
PREPARED CORN,

For Puddings, Custards, Blanc Mange, &c, the
original and genuine American preparation of IndianCorn.— Established 1849. — No other article in
America or England has the right to the title of
Original."

JTEEN'S GENUINE MUS-»» 1ARD, made with the greatest care

ST^j- ?-
nest En^'sh Seed: this Celebrated

Brand, distinguished upwards of a century for
purity and strength, has received the general
approval of the public. First Manufactured 1742.

*?h „L
m

?K
t

^
Gr° c<' rs from ,he Caak

. "id in lib.,
Jib., and i lb. Canisters.

London.'
KoBINSOK

' Seville & Co., Garlick Hill,

Mix two teaspoonfuls of Corn Flour

with a little cold milk, add of butter

about the size of a small bean, pour

this into a pint of milk nearly boiling,

then boil and stir the whole for throe

minutes and allow it to cool. The

value of Corn Flour in this and various

uses isdaily becoming moreappreciated.

BROWN & POLSON, MANUFACTURERS AND PURVEYORS TO HER MAJESTY:
Paisley, Manchester, Dublin, and London.

" Perfection of Mechanism."

—

Morning Post.

GOLD 5 to 100 Gs. : SILVEE 2 to 50 Gs.

Send Two Stamps for Benson's Illustrated Pamphlet, descriptive of
every construction of Watch now made, with their prices.

Watches seat to all parts of the Kingdom free by
Post, or to India and the Colonies far Ss. extra.

33 & 34, LUDGATE HILL, and
46 & 47, CORNHILL, LONDON, E.C.

Established 1749.

ALLIUTT'S FEUIT LOZENGES,
For Coughs, Colds, Sore Throats, Hoarseness, Sfc.

PREPARED SOLELY PKOM THE

These Lozenges, in which the acidity of the Black Currant is concentrated in the highest
degree, afford great relief to Aged and Consumptive persons, particularly at night. Public
Speakers and Singers also find them very beneficial. A few, dissolved in water, make a pleasant I

cooling drink in Scarlet and other fevers.
As attempts to pass off other black currant lozenges as equally efficacious are numerous, be

Sd^'AJt?
ask for "ALLNUTT'S FRUIT LOZENGES." prepared only by the Proprietor, !

/i. c
ICIC ALIjNUTT, 12 and 13, Chapel Row, Portsea (late Allnutt and Son, Members

ol the Society of Apothecaries, London).
Sold only in Boxes at Is. l$d. each, and in larger Boxes (one containing three), at 2s. 6cl each,by one or more Patent Medicine Vendors in each Town in the United Kingdom.. Where alsom*y.bellad PreP<ired by the above, AROMATIC FUMIGATING OR PA.STILE PAPER.

• th
rtlcle from the certainty of its smouldering and its great fragrance, is found invaluablem the sick room, or on a sea voyage, in removing the closeness of the room or cabin, and in

overcoming any unpleasant effluvia, from whatever cause arisin
Sold in Packets 6d. each,

T MAPLE & Co.'s FIEST« e CLASS FURNITURE.
Mahooany Wing Wardrobes, 9 guineas; ditto, with
Plate Glass Doors, 11 guineas; ditto, ia Painted
Wood, with Plate Glass Doors, 5J guineas • Bed-
steads of every description, in Wood, Iron, and Brass,
fitted with Drapery and Bedding complete; several
Suite3 of Drawing-room Furniture, from 12 to 20
guineas; the Eugenie Easy Chair, 2i«.; Couch to
correspond, 3 guineas; many Chiffoniers, with Plate
Glass and Marble, from £o to &2i ; Marqueterie
Cabinets from 2 guineas; very large ditto, in BuhL
from j£12 to ^!25 ; Bookcases from 4i guineas.

Illustrated Catalogues free on application.
145, Tottenham Court Road.

M%,
/ FITTED
,lCOMPLETE«

A Packet forwarded free by post on receipt of six stamps.

fLA0SIS^^™ D
ETE

©PFOSITE/PANTOOfi
OXFORD -STREET,

OCCIDENTS AEE UNA"** VOIDABLE.—Every one should there-
fore provide against them. The RAILWAY PAS-
SENGERS' ASSURANCE COMPANY Grant
Policies for sums from ^6100 to ,£1000, assuring
against ACCIDENTS OF ALL KINDS. ,£103,817
have been paid by the Company as compensation
for 56 fatal cases and 5041 cases of personal injury.
For Forms of Proposal, &c. Apply to the Provin-

cial Agents, or to the Head Office, H4, Corn hill.

William J. Vian, Secretary

CJTEEL C0LLAES and CUFFS.W —White as Linen, unsurpassed in com-
fort, cleaned in a moment.—Sold by J. H. Yeatman,
15S, Leadenhall Street, E.C. ; and 91, Regent Street,
W. Can be had by post from Patentee and Sole
Manufacturer, C. F. Atkinson, Sheffield. Lady
or Gentleman's Collar sent on receipt of 22 stamps.
A pair of Cuffs 34 stamps.

fjAPTAIN WHITE'SV ORIENTAL PICKLE, CURRY, or
MULLIGATAWNY PASTE, Curry Powder, and
Curry Sauce, may be obtained from all Sauce
Vendors, and wholesale of Cbossb & Blackwell,
Purveyors to the Queen, Soho Square, London.

AEACT IN CANDLES-
The best and cheapest Candle in use,

considering the Light and Duration in burning, is
the CITY SPERM at Is. -id. per lb., supplied only by

Whitmore & CftADnoCK,
16, Bishopsgate Street Withio, London, E.C.

SAUCE.

LEA AND PEEEINS'
WORCESTERSHIRE

SAUCE.
Pronounced by Connoisseurs

"THE ONLY GOOD
SAUCE."

None genuine without Name on
wrapper, label, bottle,

and stopper.

*«,* Sold by Crosse & Blackwell :

Barclay & Sons; and Grocers
and Oilmen universally.

INES from GEOWEES.
Sherries 18s. to 60s. I Clarets 14s. toSOs.
Ports 20s. to 80s. | Champagne 3_«. to 76s.

Hotels and Families supplied at Shipper's prices.
Discount to Traile.

Imperial Wine Company, 314, Oxford Street, W.

ALBUM WITHOUT A
"READING GIRL."

Stereoscopic Company, 54, Cheapside, and 110,
Regent Street. Post Free for 12 stamps.

EmAKAWs XL WHISKEY
v, COGNAC BRANDY.—This cele-

brated old Irish Whiskey rivals the finest French
Brandy. It is pure, mild, mellow, delicious, and
very wholesome. Sold in bottles, 3s. 8U., at the
retail houses in London; by the agents in the prin-
cipal towns in England; or wholesale at 8, Great
Windmill Street, Haymarket.—Observe the red seal,
pink label, and cork branded "Kinauait's EL
Whiskey."

ITISWI'N AND« ALBERT'S COLUM-
BIAN HAIR DYE changes
Gray Hair to a natural Brown
or Black. Its application ia

most easy, the Hair being
coloured permanently the
moment it is touched by
the Dye. In Cases at os. 6rf.

10*. 6c/., & 21s.—24, Piccadilly.

fPMOLLIENT VEGETABLE
*« SOAP.—This celebrated ttoap, so agree-
able in perfume, and so conducive to the beautifying
of a delicate skin, is now manufactured in tablets
as well as in squares, Is. each.

H. Kigge, 35, New Bond Street.

fLAEK'S NEUEALGICV TINCTURE, a certain permanent cure
for NEURALGIA. TIC-HOLOKEUX, AGUE, and
all NERVOUS AFFECTIONS.—Clirk, Dorking.
London Dep6t, 6/, St. Paul's. Sold by all Chemists.

Price 2s. 9rf., 4s. 6d.

Ueferenee—The Rev. Sir F. Gore Ouseley, Bart.,

M.A., Mus. Bac. Oxon.
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FIRST DAY AT SCHOOL.

Papa. " Well, Sissy, how do you like School.''"

Sissr. "Oh/ Somuts."
Papa. " That's right. Now tell me all you, have learnt to-day.'''

Sissy. " I've learnt the names of all the little boys/"

BEATITUDE IN BAKER STREET.
" The SmituBeld Cattle Show takes place this year at the Agricul-

tural Hall, Islington, N."—Advertisement.

Bakeii Street, what 's so genteel,

What news, what noble news for you !

The living beef and pork and veal
No more at your Bazaar we'll view.

The beasts are gone to Islington,
Where, all their farmer-friends must go,

The world congratulates you on
Deliverance from the Cattle Show.

Too long the gentle Swell who dwells
In Alpha Road, or Regent's Park,

Has borne the nuisance that compels
His walking home in wet or dark.

Too long his gentle lips have curst
The Show that brings the clods to town,

And crams the busses till they burst
With burly farmers big and brown.

placid street, that seems to sleep

In quiet pride that hates a row,
This year thy crinolines shall sweep
Uncrushed by hoof of Hodge or cow :

Thy languid swelldom, yellow gloved,
Shall lounge as it was wont to do,

No longer from thy pavement shoved
By country brutes, fourlegged, or tno.

No more Mossoo, who vant so mush
To see John Bull how he amuse,

Into thy Chapel's aisle shall rush,

And look for oxen in the pews.
No more Mossoo shall fiercely pull

Its Beadle's coat, and ask the prig,
" Vere is your ugly big fat bull.

And vere your gross dear little pig ?
"

O laugh with joy, my Baker Street,

No, laughing 's vulgar, do but smile,

That Manglewursel's monster meat
Is exiled to some suburb vile.

There let him shout, and bawl, and boast,

And punch big brutes as fat as he

:

Cry " Speed the Plough," if that's his toast,

But speed the ploughboys far from thee.

GAROTTING AND THE GALLOWS-CURE.
If Mr. Punch disapproves of the gallows, it is not because he does

not see how strong are the arguments on behalf of that old English
Institution^ The strongest of these is the manifest truth that the
cheapest thing you can do with a worthless rascal is to hang him. By
hanging him you rid society of a nuisance altogether. Not only will he
never commit another crime, but he will never cost another sixpence.
Then there is no doubt that capital punishment will suppress crime,

as persecution will put down heresy, on the same terms. You must
hang as you would burn if you were a Spanish Inquisitor. It is neither
enough to roast a Latimer and a Ridley or so alive, nor to hang two
or three Greenacres, Rushes, or Palmers. Week after week, year
after year, reign after reign, you must go on consigning every heretic
to the stake, and likewise persevere in sending every criminal to the
gibbet :—

A little scragging is a useless thing

;

Hang oft, or use not the cannabian string.

Hang without mercy, hang like fun, and you will check Garotters as
effectually as Sepoys.
The practice of hanging as at present pursued betrays a grievous con-

tempt of logical dependence. You hang a ruffian for a murderous
assault not unless it happens to cause death; and then you hang him
not for a crime but an accident ! What is the justice that hangs on
such a principle as this, much more discerning than the justice of rogues
and thieves ? Suppose you can prevent one ruffian from knocking my
teeth out by hanging another who has broken thejaw of somebody else,

ought you not to hang that ruffian ? Certainly you ought, unless you
can as effectually preserve my grinders and incisors by some other
means.

_
Are there any other ? That is just the question on which the neces-

sity or needlessness of hanging depends. Doubtless there are other
means more terrible than hanging. You might break Garotters on the

wheel. You may, without killing them, punish them more severely

than you could by hanging them. Truly penal servitude would be a

punishment worse than death. Where is the murderer who was hanged
the other day ? Nowhere, thinks the unbelieving ticket-of-leave man.
The religious malefactor thinks that perhaps he may be in Heaven.
They both know that a prisoner in penal servitude is not in a very

happy state, however. Only, to be thoroughly effectual, penal servitude

must be exemplary. The hardships inflicted on the convict should be

very great, and his existence ought to be made extremely miserable

;

moreover, his misery should be notorious. This latter object might be

effected by means of suitable lectures illustrated by dissolving views of

sceues of prison-life rendered as unpleasant as need be, and prison dis-

cipline sufficientlylstern. Many philanthropists, friends of the morally

lower orders, would no doubt take a benevolent pleasure in delivering

courses of such lectures in the slums.

At any rate, for the prevention of garotte robberies and all other

crimes, one step might be taken somewhat analogous to the treatment

proverbially recommended for that other complaint, the Influenza,

which is just now likewise so prevalent. " Stuff a cold," says the

popular adage, "and starve a cough." At present the moral reverse

of this rule is observed in penal economy. You stuff a convict and
starve a pauper. Wouldn't it probably answer better to allow paupers

sufficient food and put criminals on low diet ? Thus you may be enabled

to get on without the gallows.

Grosser and Grosser Still."

A Bordeaux paper gives cred it to a grocer in that delightful city

for his ingenuity in letting the public know that he sells both Black and
Green Tea. He has a large T on each shutter, one letter painted
green, the other black. Pooh ! This is nothing to the ingenuity of an
English tea-dealer in the City, who, to let the world know that he sells

the tea called Gunpowder, blows up his wife all day long.
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THE SQUIRE AND THE COCKNEY.

HE Bridgend Chronicle re-

ports a speech made at the

late annual meeting of the

Bridgend Labourers' Friend
Society by C. R. M. Talbot,
Esq., M.'P., in which that

honourable and cereal gentle-

man informed his audience

that one antagonist of socie-

ties such as theirs was " their

facetious friend, Mr. Punch."
If Mr. Talbot really believed

Punch to be an antagonist of

agricultural societies, it was
very gentlemanlike and civil

of him to speak of Mr. Punch
as " their facetious friend."

Suppose that belief on his

part were warranted by facts,

he would have been quite jus-

titled in mentioning him as

that fool, Punch. But to

point out the absurdity of

pretending to reward the in-

dustrious heroism of a long

life by presenting a meri-

torious old carter with a pair

of corduroy breeches, is not

to gainsay or disparage the

wiser and more generous op-

erations of associated farmers.

Mr. Punch is as much the

antagonist of any Labourers'

Friend Society as he is of the

Society for the Prevention of

Cruelty to Animals. Mr. Tal-
bot is further reported as

having done Mr. Punch the

honour to make the following

observation about him :

—

" He did not mean to say with regard to the remarks of Mr. Fundi on agricultural associations

that they were deserving of very great notice, because they all knew Punch was a Cockney, and
therefore, what could he know about agriculture 1

"

Time was when a Cockney was defined to be a person who was born within the

sound of Bow-bells. That definition will now no more hold water than a light

sandy soil with a substratum of limestone. Railways have made citizens of London
citizens of the world. Alderman Mechi is not a Cockney, and if he lives, please

the pigs, a Farmer will one day be the Lord Mayor of London.
No, Mr. Talbot ; it is not because people are Cockneys that they know nothing

about agriculture. Their ignorance of agriculture is what constitutes them Cockneys.
When you represented Punch as knowing nothing about agriculture because of

being a Cockney, whether you were right or wrong in your estimate of Mr. Punch's
agricultural knowledge, auyhow you put the cartj before the horse. Do you call

that the act of a couutrymau, Sir? Punch may or may not be a Cockney;
but if he is one, you are another.

A GROWL AT THE UNDERGROUND.
Mr. Punch presents his respectful compliments to the Directors of the Under-

ground Railway, or Metropolitan Railway, or Sewer Railway, or whatever they call

the thing that has been making such a horrible mess in the New Road for the
last few years, and strongly advises them either to open that line to the public, or
to give the public, through some official or other, a decent reason why they keep on
postponing the opening. If neither be done, the affair will get into as bad odour
as its intrusive friend. Fleet Ditch. He informs them, hi confidence, that along
the district under which this railway is supposed to go, the following are among
the reasons generally assigned for the delay :

—

It is said that the entire tunnel has fallen in; that Fleet Ditch aforesaid
has again poured in, and now permeates through the whole length ; that two of
the fattest Directors, trying to pass in the tunnel, have stuck, and are being reduced
by starvation in order to their being got out ; that the place is full of Garotters,
who have established a robbers' cave, and will have to be drowned out ; that
indignant neighbours, enraged at their cellars being invaded, have bored holes
through which they mean to shoot at the trains; that Mr. Thwaites has
bought the thing, andanuexed it to the main drainage scheme ; that the Pneumatic
Company have taken it for experiments in transmittina; parcels by air-pump ; that
the hideous erection opposite Trinity Church is so like the International Exhibition
building that the Commissioners have fallen in love with it, and want it for the
Exhibition of 1872 ; that the rats have rushed in by millions and eaten all the
clerks, porters, and ticket-takers; that the General Omnibus Company, fearful
ot injury to their monopoly, have bribed the Great Western people to block the
new line up ; that Dr. Gumming has found out prophetically that the opening of

the line will bring on the end of the' world; and that

somebody or other is blundering, or squabbling, or jobbing,

or going to law, and there 's no knowing when the thing
will be opened.
Now all these reasons may be right, or none of them

may, but it would be a great comfort to the New Road
to know the truth, and specially to the fast young gentle-

men who propose to use the subterranean line, and
who already playfully speak of their intention to take daily

three pen'north of sewer. Mr. Punch respectfully invites

the Dn-ectors to open either the railway or their mouths.

A NICE STATE OE THINGS

!

OR THE STREETS IN 1862.

Oh, I 'm an Anti-Garotter so bold,
If I shiver and shake, 'tis but with cold,

I don't know such a feeling as fear,

But I warn Garotters not to come near

!

I carry sword-blades in all my sticks
;

I wear round my neck a steel collar with pricks
;

Revolvers in both coat-pockets I bear,

And a bowie-knife that will split a hair.

I won't trust to laws or police, not I,

For their protection is all my eye

;

In my own hands I take the law,

And use my own fists to guard my jaw.

Is that a footstep behind my back ?

It must be oue of the strangling pack ;

Is that a lurking villain I view,

Crouched in the doorway of number two ?

Here 's somebody coming ! He 'd best beware,
I '11 give him a warm reception I swear.

Where 's my revolver ? Good gracious ! I see

He's bringing his pistol to bear on me !

Hold hard, put up your weapon, Sir, do

—

I am an Anti-Garotter too

!

We carry both sword-sticks and bowie-knives,

And we both of us go hi fear of our lives

!

A nice state of things, Sir, this I call

;

Taming out like a walking arsenal,

With pistol and dagger and collar of steel

—

It has a most un-English feel

!

To Sir Joshua Jebb I wish no wrong,
But 1 must say he comes it rather strong,

When he tries to prove that the rogues and thieves,

Ain't a bit the worse for their ticket-of-leaves.

He may talk until he's black in the face,

The Garotters are there to upset his case,

And British householders forced to go
Armed, like Hamlet's ghost, from top to toe

!

While such is the state of British law,

Let the British Lion hold his jaw,

On the safety to property life and limb

Enjoyed by those who live under him

!

Here 's Paterfamilias, poor old boy,

In self-defence must weapons employ,
More like, by the way in which he potters,

To damage himself than the Garotters.

An Englishman's house used his castle to be
;

Now that castle in state of siege we see.

There are burglars in the back-yard at work,

And on the front-door step Garotters lurk.

And Paterfamilias walks the streets

In dread of every soul that he meets

;

In dread of each foot-fall he may hear,

Lest it herald a rush in on his rear

—

A pair of hands flung round his throat,

A dig in his wind and a tug at his coat,

With, ten to oue, a fractured jaw
From a Kuuckle-duster or Indian Claw.

We 're highly civilised people I know

;

Aud the nineteenth century's trumpet we blow

;

But while the Garotter performs his feats,

Let us silence our brag till we 've purged our streets.
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SIGHT-SEEING.

outh must have its Swing. This

is an old saying, and may or may
not be the reason of the love

which fast young men now have

for seeing people risk their lives

in the swing of the trapeze. " To
see a man swing at the end of a

string," holding on by his eyelids,
" is quite a new thing," and im-

parts an extra relish to the dish

of devilled kidneys and the glass

or two of stout which, after a

good dinner of (say) six courses at

seven, is thought needful to sus-

tain exhausted nature at eleven.

But after a while the trapeze

palls upon the palate, and feats

more highly spiced with danger
are demanded. So Leotard the

Wondrous gives place to the Great

Olmar, who walks, head down,
along the ceiling, by means of iron

rings through which he puts his

feet. What gives a greater zest

to the sight of this performance
is the fact that, if the acrobat by
any chance should fall, he would
tumble on the heads of the spec-

tators underneath him, and pro-

bably kill some of them besides killing himself. This result of course

may happen any evening; for however well controlledhis nerves and

limbs may be, no acrobat can guard himself against the freaks of nature,

and a momentary spasm or a sudden fit of giddiness might make him
miss his foothold, and kill him on the spot.

If the mania for seeing these Sensation feats continue, there really

is no telling to what dangers it may lead, and what a taste for savage

sports it may gradually induce. The bloody cruelties of bull-fights will

be witnessed with delight, and here in Christian England will be

revived the brutal circus-scenes of ancient pagan Rome. The trapeze

and the tight-rope will be voted stale and slow, and tiger-fights and
gladiators will be in request. In feats like those performed by our

trapezists and rope-walkers it is not so much the wonder as the danger

that attracts- and the morbid taste for seeing human life in peril is one

of the most debasing of all depraved tastes. It blunts the sense of

sympathy and deadens sensibility, and gradually paralyses all the finer

feelings which it is the aim of education to evoke.

The craving for Sensation is a most unhealthy appetite, and public

injury is done by all who pander to it. Might not acrobats be charged

with attempting to commit suicide, and, in the case of their suspension

over other people's heads, might not an attempt at manslaughter be
added to the charge ? Perhaps Sir George Grey at his leisure,

having stamped out the Garotters, will consider this moot point. Bru-
talising pastimes demoralise a nation, and ought on public grounds to

be discountenanced and stopped.

MY STABS AND GABTEB

!

AN 'OWL PEOM THE ORGAN-HUNTED.
" The Prefect of Police at Paris lias issued an order to all locksmiths, copper-

smiths, tinplate workers, and all operatives using heavy hammers, and to all persons
following- trades or occupations which require the employment of machines capable
of disturbing the repose of the neighbouring inhabitants. . . The decree further
forbids any person to play a noisy instrument during the same hours."

Happy land, happy land, whate'er the Emperor be,
Still my head, with organs racked, will in envy turn to thee,
Where the copper-smiths are silenced, and the tinplate-workers

dumb,
Erom sunset till the milk and the morning sparrows come.

I think upon the orders of the Prefect of Police,
That bids the tired Parisian rest in stillness and in peace,
In my frequented thoroughfare 's distraction, din, and woe,
Erom the moment that I ope my eyes to cries of " milk-below " !

Through the misery of my mornings from the clamour that ne'er
ceases

Of "Hearthstones," "Eine fresh Mackarel," "Old Clo'," and
" Water-creases,"

The agony of afternoons by organ-grinders haunted,
And German-bands, and melodies by nigger minstrels chaunted.

And thus I sit, and curse my fate, and tear my hair and sigh,

Eor the Paternal despotism that rules in lands hard-by,
And could almost greet Imperialism, that brought me a police,

With power to silence organs and bid bag-pipes go in peace.

Mr. Better's latest telegram from America informs us :

—

" The journals represent Richmond to be in a very lawless condition, no persons
venturing out after nightfall."

Our American cousins would seem to be no better off than we are. It

appears to be equally dangerous to move out "after nightfall" in the
New World as in the Old. In that respect we are as much prisoners
in London as they are in Bichmond. We dare not leave our houses for

fear of being killed. Garotting inspires as much terror apparently as

Civil War. The atrocities of the one are not less dreaded than those of

the other. We ought to be ashamed of ourselves for attempting to kill

one another with the same zest as Americans ! Why don't the Garotters
unite themselves into a corps, and emigrate to America ? They would
be a formidable body there, and the greater the number of lives they
took the more highly would their services be appreciated, whereas it is

just the reverse here. We can assure both North and South, that they
are heartily welcome to such arms as these nocturnal marauders em-
ploy ; in fact, we shall look upon it as the strongest proof of friendship
that we have received for a long time from the other side of the water,
if they will but relieve us of their disagreeable presence. We shall

not mourn much over the loss, or expatriation, of gentlemen, whose
hands are always professionally raised against every man's throat. In
England, they are useless, and only in the way; in America, so long as

the war lasts, they might be turned to valuable account.

JUDICIAL COMEDY.
Amongst the comic institutions of Loudon, there is an entertain-

ment which consists of the mimic proceedings of a British Court
of Justice. A great improvement on this diverting representation
would be effected by substituting, for the similitude of a British
tribunal, that of a Ereuch Assize Court. The late trial of the Due de
Grammont-Caderotjsse, and the other parties concerned in the fatal

duel between that titled turfite and the sporting editor, Dillon,
accurately reproduced, would afford an English auditory immense
amusement and perhaps some instruction, for it might teach them duly
to value the usages of their country. No burlesque or parody of it

would be at all necessary ; the simple repetition of the dialogue between
the President and the accused would be quite sufficient for the purpose
of raising laughter. Eor instance, take the subjoined questions and
answers, translated by the Times from the Conslitutioimel, The
interlocutors are the principal prisoner at the bar, and the presiding

Judge:

—

" Q. But you admit your letter was too violent. Would it not have been advisable
to publish the modified letter?

" A. I was placed under the necessity of giving it as it was written. It was said

that I refused to give satisfaction to Mr. Dillon, because he was not of my position.

All men of honour have a right to ask for reparation, and I never conceived the idea

of shielding myself behind my name and position.
" Q. We admire this language, and accept it ; it is that of an honourable man."

'

This outburst of sentiment on the President's part is surely much
fuunier than the solemn rebuke which the Lord Chief Baron would
administer to a witness or a prisoner for asserting, in terms such as

those above quoted, the duty of duelling.

Again, what absurdity that ever occurs even in a trial at any county
Assizes, can equal that of the following quip and repartee?

—

" Q. However it may be, you have handled a sword befoi'e, and your opponent-
was a man who had never held a sword in his hand.
"A. Mr. President, do you think it would have been more just to place me

opposite to a man who was notoriously known as a crack-shot with the pistol ?
"

" I think I bad him there," aside to the jury, fori the foregoing

lively conversation was carried on before a body of that name, is the

only conceivable addition by which the prisoner under examination
could have heightened the effect of his retort upon the examining
Judge.
The preceding specimens of the last Erench cause celebre will

suffice to demonstrate the expediency of occasionally varying the

buffooneries of the Judge and Jury Club with a faithful enactment of

that scene of mutual raillery, altercation, and recrimination between
the President and the culprit, which, diversified with the enunciation

of moral sentiments by the one and the
>

other and everybody else

concerned, is exhibited in the administration of justice as practised in

Erance.
Of course, the conclusion of M. de Cadeeousse's trial was as absurd

as any that could have been come to at the mock Assizes in the Dust-Bin,

or wherever they are held. The accused were all acquitted. That
result might be expected as the verdict of jurors who would probably

find murder complicated with adultery to be homicide under extenuating

circumstances.
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AN INGENIOUS DEVICE.

Tomkins (to Mrs. T., who is nervous about Robbers). " There, my dear, we '11 stick that up in the Garden while I'm in the City, and I think

you may make yourself easy about Rollers for the future."

BALLAD OF KING ALFRED AND THE GRECIAN CAKES.

Heaven prosper our right noble Queen,
Her sons and daughters all

;

A fairer household never met
In Windsor's ancient Hall.

The Grecians of the modern type
Did kick King Otho out,

Because they saw the time was ripe

For making of a rout.

To Queen Victoria then they came,
" O Queen of much renown,

We hope you will not think
;
it shame

Your son should wear our crown."

"I do not think it shame," quoth She,
" But for he lacks not pelt

Nor name nor place of high degree,
You 'd better ask himself."

The sailor-prince they did invite

To take the tempting prize;

He did not hitch his trousers white.

Nor bless his princely eyes.

Nor of lee scuppers aught he said,

Like Mr. T. P. Cooke,
But bending courteously his head,

Beplied like any book :

" I thank you for your proffered wage,
And for your words polite,

But I have lately read a page
By my good friend Charles Knight.

" There was an English Alfred once
Who seldom made mistakes,

Yet got the character of dunce
For spoiling certain cakes.

" I know not if the tab be true,
\

But it is seen in print

;

And Alfred who addresses you
Intends to take the hint.

" Some cakes are made of Turkish flour,

With currants from the Isles :

To cook such things exceeds my power,

My Hellenistic files."

He smiled upon the crafty Greeks,

Who left, remarking free

;

" Though there 's scant down upon his cheeks,

A downy Prince is he."

Heaven pi-osper our right noble Queen,
Her sons and daughters all.

The chance of Selling them, I ween,

Is most uncommon small.

THE GAROTTE SENTENCES.

Mr. Punch has not yet been informed that the counsel for the very
few Garotters upon whom Mr. Justice Bramwell passed a sufficiently

severe sentence have had interviews with Sir George Grey, in favour
of their clients, and of course it logically follows that Mr, Punch is not
aware that the Home Secretary has commuted the sentences. He may
think that Mr. Justice Bramwell has been sufficiently lenient, and the
public, for once, will concur with Sir George Grey. But perhaps
Mr. Justice Bramwell, who is an acute gentleman and good at
irony, drew his charming picture of the gaol life, the warm room,
the comfort, and the light work, by way of promoting a change in
our present system of prison discipline. If so, Mr. Punch is inclined

to accept this service to society, and to abstain from observing that

most of the scoundrels sentenced last week got off in a way which
must please their friends and imitators, as was proved by the number of

garotte assaults which took place on the night after the sentences.

A Charge of Huggery.

One of the thieves' terms for Garotting is " putting the hug on."

They would have been nearer the truth, if they had said " Thug " in

thisinstance, considering the love of violence and murder that seem to

be inherently connected with the pursuit.
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THE PENNY-A-LINER AT HOME.

An Imaginary Narrative Suggested by the reports of Recent Tremendous

Conflagrations {largefires').

The Penny-a-Liner had finished his labours for the night, and having

provided sensation for the breakfast table of the public, calmly sat down
to bis own supper.

"I am anxious to express to the intelligent and affectionate partner

of my existence " he remarked, " my conviction that the ordinary period

of refreshment has been somewhat objectionably postponed."
" No such thing, Jim," replied his pretty wife, " and don't hurry me,

there's a good boy, or 1 shall spoil the rabbit.'*

"Does your observation imply, my dear, that the banquet in course

of preparation consists of the rabbit from the Cambrian Principality, or

the four-footed quadruped from a seaport not a hundred miles from

Ostend ?
"

"Welsh, Jim, dear."
" So far from giving utterance to any feelings of disappointment at

the substitution of the less nutritious but more gustatory edible, my
dear Jane, I am gratified that upon the present occasion you should

have selected the former, and I will only remark that the least amount
of procrastination the more satisfactory will be the result."

"Two minutes more, Jim," said his wife, "and calm your mind by

pouring out the beer."
" Experience of the irregularities of feminine computation of time,

my dear, induces me to defer that operation until your culinary duties

shall have been completed, as any effervescence which maybe generated

by the transfer of the liquor from one vessel to the other will certainly

have subsided before your preparations will have terminated."
" You 're another," laughed his wife, setting the hissing cheese before

him, and giving him a playful box on the ears by way of grace.

"lam disinclined to believe that the oldest habitue of the Cheshire

Cheese ever addressed himself to a rabbit that better fulfilled the condi-

tions prescribed by the sages of nutrimental lore," replied her husband,

smiling. " Let me transfer a portion to your plate."

"A wee bit, dear. To tell truth, I had something with the kids"
" That is a violation of the engagement, both expressed and implied,

Jenny, that our concluding meal should be taken simultaneously."

"Well, I 'm here, am I not, grumble ?
"

" As the immortal bard of Avon has felicitously expressed it, you
keep the word of promise to the ear and break it to the hope. But the

quarrel is a very pretty quarrel as it stands, and let us drown all

unkindness iu the flowing bowl."
" Ah ! mind my nice clean cloth !

"

" As another poet less familiar to the general public than the sweet

swan of Avon observes, ' A little water takes the sin away.'
"

" Very fine, but you don't pay the washing bills."

" Base is the slave that pays, that is to say except when he remune-
rates the purveyor of information for the sensational literature which he

furnishes, and makes the basis of such remuneration the original quantity

of matter supplied, not that to which the fastidiousness of his vitiated

taste or the urgencies of an advertising public induce him to condense

the narrative of his contributor."
" Anything up to-night, Jim, dear ? I hope so."
" I am gratified to be able to communicate the information that your

anticipations are not doomed to disappointment. I was privately

apprised by one of the guardians of the public peace, whose early intel-

ligence I have frequently secured by a slight compensation, that much
excitement prevailed in the immediate vicinity of Gray's Inn Lane'] in

consequence of a report that an establishment for the retail sale of

spirituous liquors was in a state of conflagration."
" Gin-shop caught fire, eh ?

"

"Hastening thither, I was fortunate enough to recognise in an
intelligent official (who was bellowing, in a general manner, at the top of
his voice, for any kind of assistance, but without specifying the particu-

lar character of the aid desired) the respected beadle of a distant parish,

who by a concatenation of circumstances upon which it is not now
necessary to dilate, happened to be in the proximity of the establish-

ment. He obligingly favoured me with information which in addition
to the results of my own observation, I combined in a statement which
I have reason to believe will materially assist you in the purchase of
that elegant novelty in the light of a bonnet that you have long been
anxious to eliminate."

:
' You are a dear old long-winded duck, and that's what you are,"

said his pretty wife, kissing him. H And now come to the fire and
have your pipe."

" I recommend you as a preliminary arrangement to concentrate the
devouring element, my dear."

" Poke the fire together ? Do it yourself, lazy bones."
And the meritorious couple sat down with their toes upon the fender

for a conjugal gossip.

[The smartness of the above satire is no excuse for its injustice. In
the first place, the honest fellows who^ cook up the sensation writing

for our breakfast-tables are just the very last persons to talk the bosh
which they write: in thefsecond, everybody ought to be very much
obliged to them for running about half the nights to make articles for

us : and lastly, we believe that the majority of the public love long
words better than short ones, and on the whole consider the use of

vestry-man's jargon a proper compliment to themselves. Now then,

Mr. Contributor.]—Punch.

LINES TO A LEADEN BULLET.
" Pisa, Nov. 26. At ten o'clock this morning Dr. Zanetti successfully extracted

the bullet from Garibaldi's wound.

—

Renter'& Telegram."

What gold or gem, discoloured lump of lead,

Now in a hero's wound no more to rankle,

Outshines thee, drawn to light from that deep bed,

Where thou hast lain in Gakibaldi's ankle ?

Thy lustre issuch glory as redounds
Prom hangmen's tools that wrought a Martyr's passion,

Clear of the doubt that commonly surrounds
Those trinkets of ecclesiastic fashion.

No fable 'tis that thou didst strike him down
Against oppression strong and shameless, leading

A hope forlorn ; what Saint e'er won his crown
In juster cause more generously bleeding ?

By thee he fell upon his march to Rome,
Where the Elect of Erauce expounds her mission,

Trampling the rig-lit by which he reigns at home

;

Propping by force the rule of superstition.

True Belie, how unlike that spurious Cross,
The Legionary badge false Erance wears on her

!

That baubie's but the mock of Honour's loss,

Thou art the emblem of all lost but Honour.

REDRESS, NOT UNDRESS.

A Shakspearian Query.

In Hamlet, Act II., Scene 2, is this :

—

" King. He tells me, my dear Gertrude, he hath found
The head and source of all your son's distemper.
" Queen. I doubt it is no other but the main."

Does her Majesty imply that Hamlet suffered ^from sea-sickness ?

This would be an interesting hint for the next revival.

The Police of Newcastle-upon-Tyne have grievances, which they
appear to have set before their superiors in a sensible and respectful
manner, and which, generally speaking, Mr. Punch considers reason-
able. The constables want a little more time for tea, and this is a proper
request, as nothing is more disagreeable than to burn one's mouth, and
a policeman rushing to administer the law,with his mouth full of bread
and butter is certainly deficient in the dignity which should appertain
to the Executive. They also ask for a fair hearing, and a right of de-
fence, when complained against, and on the whole Mr. Punch deems this

not to be an outrageous demand on the part of an Englishman. They
further beg to be treated civilly by their superiors, and not to be intimi-

dated or sworn at, and there may be something to be said in favour of
this petition, as also in favour of a prayer that when a night constable
has to attend in court the first thing in the day, he may be allowed to

go to bed at four o'clock in the previous morning. So far, Mr. Punch
is all with the Newcastle police. But their concluding suggestion
demands pause. It is this -.—

" That the inspection of clothing be abolished, as a more disgraceful thing canno
be than a Police-constable carrying his clothes continually about the streets.'

If this applies only to the night police we do not know that there is

much to say against the proposed arrangement, except that the nights
are very cold just now, and that an undraped policeman must, one
would think, be rather uncomfortable. Still, if he likes to go about
without clothes at a time when, except the police none but bad charac-
ters, who are not sensitive, are likely to be about, we do not object, the
less that we don't live in Newcastle. But in the interest of that respec-
table city, Mr. Punch would protest against such an arrangement for

the day time, and he puts it to the intelligent constables whether, dis-

graceful as they may think it to carry their clothes about the streets, it

would not be almost as disgraceful to walk about without conventional
integuments. The statuesque has its merits, but it is hardly suited to

the police-force. This is the only serious objection which Mr. Punch
can make to the memorial, and he hopes to hear that the authorities

have attended to all the other complaints, which, if well grounded, do not
speak well for the good sense aud good feeling of the police chiefs of

Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
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A HINT

TO PARTIES WHO RESIDE IN A GAROTTING NEIGHBOURHOOD.

SENTIMENT'S PET.

Come iet us be merry and drink while we may,
More punch, Tom, and see that it 's hotter,

And hope going home we shan't meet on the way
Sweet Sentiment's pet, the Garotter.

At present proud London 's a criminal's den,
We envy the home of the cotter,

His fare and his couch may be humble, but then
He don't apprehend the Garotter.

We once sent such rascals across the broad sea,

But prigs took to preaching and potter,
And now not a decentish thoroughfare 's free
From the fruit of their bosh, the Garotter.

A gentleman 's walking, perchance with a crutch,
He'll suddenly stagger and totter;

Don't think that the gentleman's taken too much,
He 's unluckily met a Garotter.

A lady beside yonder crossing you note,
That rascal has chosen to "spot" her,

One scream, but the next is suppressed in the throat
Embraced by the brutal Garotter.

There are but three ways to get out of his beat,
Turn coachman, or tiler, or yachter,

For no one who walks on Her Majesty's street

Is safe from the scoundrel Garotter.

Mrs. Gamp,_ though a wretch, was by no means a fool,

And " Live and let live was her motter ;
"

But " I '11 live and you shan't " is the rascally rule
Of society's foe, the Garotter.

Many ways are proposed to extinguish the pest,

And punish the ruffianly plotter

;

But this is the cheapest, and quickest, and best,

And will finish the dastard Garotter.

Just take a good cord, and divide her in nine,

Let a skilled boson's-mate rig and knot her :

Then lay the sound lesson of " line upon line
"

Into Sentiment's Pet, the Garotter.

WANT OF HOLY WATER.
An enormous concourse of Irish Yahoos assembled on Sunday last

week at Blackheath, in order to make a demonstration against the
demand of the Roman people that the French troops should go away
and leave them to choose their own Government. This truly monster-
meeting consisted of several thousands of those horrid creatures, who
had congregatedat Deptford from Dockhead, Bermondsey, Bother-
hithe, and other places in the neighbourhood, at which they have
established hordes. Having reached their destination, the bulk of the
herd arranged itself about a mound, which was occupied by some
twenty of the leading Yahoos. Their orgies commenced by the utter-

ance of loud hurroos for the Pope of Bome and hideous yells and
groans for Garibaldi.
Four chief Yahoos then harangued the herd in furious 'gibberish,

accompanied by violent gesticulations. Their gabble, as far as it was
intelligible, was understood to signify their determined sympathy with
their Holy Father, as they did Pius the Ninth the honour of calling
him, and their hatred to that Garibaldi whom they honoured much
more highly by calling him a buccaneer, and other abusive names.
They boasted that they had come there quietly, without their shille-

laghs, to vindicate Popery and the temporal absolutism of the Pope by
mere howling ; for which they were prepared to shed the last drop of
their blood, if the perpetual enslavement of the Bomans should require
that precious sacrifice.

A scarcely articulate resolution of sympathy with the Pope, in his
antagonism to Italian unity, was then agreed upon, and carried with
an unanimous whoop, and the herd of Yahoos, though they screech at
the Reformation, then re-formed, and marched oil' the heath, amid the
derision of the spectators, in a dirty procession consisting of tag, rag,
and bobtail.

Whilst the Irish Yahoos were holding their congress, order was
maintained by a large body of police, mounted and on foot, which had
been got ready to protect them from any possible interference on the
part of the British public. This was a highly proper precaution, and
would have been a very just arrangement, if it had not been one-sided.

But the police have orders to disperse the crowds of people who sym-
pathise with the Italians, whilst they are employed to guard the

assembled Yahoos during the continuance of their hullaballoo for the

papacy.

Perhaps the better plan would be impartially to disperse both parties.

For this purpose it might be judicious to adopt Mn. Hans Busk's
suggestion of a fire-engine to open water on either side. In the case of

the Yahoos this proceeding would be peculiarly advantageous. Not
only would they derive some bodily benefit from a sprinkling with

cleau water, but their spiritual interests might at the same time be

promoted, at least to their own satisfaction. Their priests have recom-

mended them not to hold these open-air meetings, and therefore should

approve of the peaceable dispersion of such assemblies. To that end,

it the authorities should resolve to employ a fire-pump, would the

reverend gentlemen be so obliging as to consecrate its contents, and

then work it ?

THE TEXT FOB THE TIME.

Don't rob poor Peter to help poor Paul, 1
But find, as we can, our mite for all

:

Nor pass hungry mouths and bare backs in the South, '

.

To help in the North, cold, hunger, and drouth.

If there 's new need far off, there 's old need at the door

;

Then let those give now who ne'er gave before
;

And those who gave always now give more.

Each purse that the starving are free to use

Will prove, be sure, a widow's cruise,

Still filled from some mysterious hive,

As folks give more they '11 find more to give.' ]

One Reason why the Pope should be divested oe his Tem-
poral Power.—Because it takes four crowns to make a sovereign,

and he has only three.
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A HERO ON FOUR LEGS.

ow many people have
short memories in

these "Sensation"
craving days. But
we have probably

some readers who
recollect the Cri-

mean War, and to

them the paragraph
which follows may
be interesting :

—

" Death of a Vete-
ran.—Died, on the 9th.

instant, at the Cavalry
Barracks, Cahir, ' Cri-

mean Bob,' the oldest
troop horse in the
British cavalry. This
veteran commenced his

career in the 15th
Hussars, and on their
embarcation for India
was transferred to the
14th Light Dragoons,
and from that regiment
to the 11th Hussars in
like manner when the

14th were ordered on foreign service. He first joined the army on the 2nd of October, 1833,

making a total of military service of nearly 30 years, during which period he was all through
the Crimean campaign, and was ridden in the memorable charge of Balaklava, and at the battles

of Alma and Inkermann by the present farrier-major of the regiment, and during' the whole of

the campaign was never once struck off duty through sickness. On the return of the regiment
to England he was shown to his Royal Highness the General Commanding-in-Chief, who would
not allow him to be cast, but ordered him to be retained in the regiment until his death, which
occurred on Sunday morning from old age and general decay, to the sincere regret of all ranks
of the regiment, from the eolonel down to the youngest recruit, with whom the old horse was a
universal favourite.

—

United Service Gazette."

Army historians have chronicled the lives of many asses, but this is the first

time that we have ever known them to biograpkise a' horse,

and we rather wish that fuller details had been given anent

the animal whose brief but touching memoir we transcribe.

We should have liked to know Bob's parentage and early

education ; what sphere of life he filled ere he became a

troop-horse, and how it happened that he entered upon
military work. Bob must certainly have had the constitu-

tion of a horse, or he never would have gone through

the campaign in the Crimea without even once being put

on the sick list When we recollect the hardships and the

sickness that were suffered then, we can hardly compre-

hend how any animal escaped them; and we can hardly

help suspecting that a telegraphic order was sent out from
the Horse Guards, commanding the Crimean men to " take

care of Bob." We can scarcely think it likely that Bob
lived on board a yacht, as certain others who survived the

Balaclava charge were said to do; but at any rate Bob
must have been especially provided for, and must have

somehow got full ratious, while his comrades were engaged

in eating one another's tails. Our military veterans are

not always, it is whispered, well cared for in retirement,

and we are glad to see that Bob was comfortably pensioned

;

for now that they have treated a quadruped so well, we may
trust that the authorities will serve their bipeds better

than they may as yet have done. Many a human veteran

half starving on half-pay, must almost wish himself a horse

to live in luxury like Bob ; who, petted as he was, must
have felt always pretty bobbish.

We repeat, we wish Bob's pedigree had been supplied by
his biographer. Considering his long connection with the

Army, it would be pleasantly appropriate to show he was
in some way descended from Bucephalus, or some other

fine old war-horse. As it is, we must content ourselves

with thinking him related to the race of General Hay-
gnaw, or fancying him connected with the family of

Ney.

WILD SPORT AT COMPIEGNE.

The chords of that heart which has any love of noble sport in it will

always vibrate in unison with the burden of the brave old song :

—

" Hey ho, chevy !

Hark forward, hark forward, tantivy !

This day a stag must die."

A stag died the other day at the forest of Laigue near Compiegne
after a chase which certainly ought to have made everybody concerned

in it cry tantivy. The following description of this truly wild hunt is

from the pen of an eye-witness :

—

Ef" Just when the deer started, His Majesty, who was in plain clothes, re-entered

his carriage, while the Empress, the Princess Anna Mdrat, and Prince Joachim
Murat, who were on horseback, followed the hounds. After a rapid chase the stag
threw itself into the Aisne, but, being alarmed by the cries of the persons assembled
on the opposite bank, returned to land, and again took to the forest. The dogs
were for a time thrown off the scent, but afterwards recovered it, and the stag was
at length come up with on the banks of the river. It again plunged, but, unfortu-
nately, was killed by a shot from a rifle, and disappeared in the water."

And so the stag that was destined to die that day, died amid the

cries of the spectators assembled on the other side of the river, by the
rifle-shot of some forester amongst them, who, of course, was instantly

decorated with ribbons as a successful marksman. In the meantime
the Empress, the Princess Anna Murat, the Prince Joachim
Mtjrat, and the other ladies and gentlemen whom we may suppose to

have been in at the death, were no doubt also giving utterance to their

emotions in shouts, than which none could have been more suitable

than such approximations to our own inspiriting halloos as Heho chive !

Arcq-forvad, arcq-forvad, tantive! As to the hounds, they must have
been equally excited at beholding the stag shot, and it may well be
imagined that every " little dog laughed to see such sport." It would
no doubt have equally amused the Emperor, if he had witnessed it,

but his Imperial Majesty, for whom such headlong-harum-scarum work
was probably rather too much of a good thing (like the bull-fight)

stayed behind in his carriage, attired in plain clothes, and not in the
frogged hunting-jacket, the plumed cap, and the jack-boots, with ;the

cutlass at his side, and the ophicleide on his arm, befitting a greater
than grand veneur on such an occasion. He came in, however, for some
of the fun, for we read in continuation that :

—

" The body was not found until the next day, when the cure'e took place as usual
by torchlight in the court-yard of the Palace. Their Majesties and most of the
guests witnessed the scene from the balcony."

Here was more chevy if not tantivy to divert his Imperial Majesty
;

here was Chevy Chase, in so far as, according to our ancient ballad of
that name :

—

" To the quyrry then the Perse went
To se the bryttlynge off the deare."

Only instead of the case being that. " a hondrith fat hartes ded ther

lay," to be paunched and quartered, the fact was that there was only a

single stag, though that one most likely looked plump enough, as it

had been soaking twenty-four hours in water. The clown who likes to

see a dead pig cut up, would prefer witnessing that spectacle by day-

light, and immediately after the death of the animal ; but pork is not
venison ; and the curee of the stag that had been fished out of the river

was no doubt a rich treat to the beholders, if in a certain
_

peculiarity

they resemble those first iNorman kings of ours of whom it was said

that they " dearly loved the high deer." It is to be hoped that the
hunters and huntresses of Compiegne enjoyed their haunch.

THE MILDNESS OP OUR MAGISTRATES.

We of course should never dream of recommending such an outrage,

but really it would be a good thing for society if somebody or other would
just garotte a Magistrate. Prom the mildness of the sentences inflicted

for assaults and robberies with violence, one is almost led to fancy that

the Magistrates imagine that garottiug is a harmless and quite venial

amusement, and they who practise such sky-larking ought but lightly

to be punished for it. Knocking a man down and stamping on his

stomach is a little ebullition of boisterous hilarity, to which robbers in

rude health are naturally prone. The other day there was & case of

robbery with violence, where the thief was sent to prison for six months
for the robbery, and for only one month extra on account of the assault.

This is quite the usual proportion now for punishments, and the most
savage act of cruelty is dealt with far more leniently than the slightest

act of theft. In the magisterial eye one's person is of much less value

than one's purse; and to filch one's pocket-handkerchief is a crime

worse than half-strangling one, or nearly bludgeoning one's brains out,

Had Magistrates to use their brains more often than they seem to do,

they possibly might place a higher value on the article.

A man who earns his livelihood by exercise of thought maybe robbed
of a year's income by a rap upon his head ; and his bludgeoners not

merely will rob him of the cash that he may chance to have about him,

but may deprive him of the power to earn enough to pay the doctor's

bill for healing him. By a blow upon the brain-pan, or a throttling of

the throat, a clever money-earning man may be made a helpless cripple,

and perhaps his wife and family be left without support. Surely if the

Magistrates thought more about the misery a ruffian may cause, they

would think less tenderly about the brute himself. Mercy to the mis-

creant may prove a savage cruelty to helpless you or me. What we
want just now is justice, and not maudlin generosity. As it is, the law
appears to be more careful of Bill Sykes and his comfort and well-being,

than it is of Smith or Brown who are law-fearing honest men ; and
ruffians are petted, worked little, and well fed, while the men whom
they half murder, for aught we know, may starve.
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A LADY OF TON.

Cabby. " Wot's this 'ere ? A tanner? Oh! this is vun ov the Sixpenny Chcapsidcrs, this is/"

Stoot Female SwrLL. "Man/ You ought to be asliamcd of yourself'/"

Cabby. " So I am, Mum; so I am. And so I'd ort to be. For carrying sitch like at Sixpence a Ton''

SCANDAL OUT OF THE SERVANTS' HALL.

We read in the Morning Star that Mr. George Thompson was to

lecture at Pinsbury Chapel on last Thursday evening— the subject being
"The American War "—after which we are told by the same paragraph
that :—

"William Andrew Jackson, ex-coachman to Jefferson Davis, President of the
rebel Confederacy, is also announced to address the meeting."

We think this practice of setting up servants to inveigh against their

former masters is extremely undignified, if not. snobbish. The fact of the
servant in this instance being a black one, does not in the least lighten

the offence, because he is evidently put forward by the anti-slavery

party with no other object than to make out Jefferson Davis to be as

black, morally, as William Andrew Jackson is physically. How
would Mr. George Thompson like his own ex-coachman to tell the
public everything he knew about him, mixed up with a great deal of
what he did not know ? It is true that coachmen, when they assume
the elevated seat of their directorial functions, are allowed to turn their

backs upon their masters, but that is no reason why a former flunkey
should be permitted to do the same before a crowded assembly, or
encouraged by applause to lay the whip about the shoulders of his

master's character as much as his servile imagination pleases. We
doubt if Mr. Washington Wilks himself would be an admirer of a
similar system^ supposing any discharged butler of his made a practice
of informing his audience what quantity of wiue, or grog, his master
consumed every day, and how many servants he was in the habit of
kicking down-stairs before sallying out of an evening to lecture on
Civil and Religious Liberty.
Such a system of secret-telling, though probably very entertaining,

would be condemned as most disgraceful, and those who listened would
be blamed even more than those who talked. The sooner this tittle-

tattle of the Servants' Hall is put a stop to, the better. It is only what
Jenkins does in private life, when surrounded by an admiring circle of

milliners' girls, or chamber-maids. It may be true that " no man is a

hero to his valet-de-chambre," but that is no justification why we
should demean ourselves so low as to encourage the valet to throw out

all his master's dirty linen in our presence merely to gratify our dirty

curiosity. Listen to every valet, and you will soon be left without a

single hero.

Sir,

A WORKING MAN ON GAROTTING.

" I wish you to put it your own langage but I wish lo Say that

am please and proud to read that the Rich do hall in power for Porr fok

in the Noth and I think we workmen Might do some Thing to show Wee
hall pull togeter And are Reddy to help the Rich sir I think that wee
might do some Thing with these garot scundrels And if stout workmen
Give an hour or 2 anight and smash up a few garot Ruffus as you
Might Say the Rich wold say We Did some Thing in return For thern

noble Helping of the pore 'foks in the Noth wich I am Reddy for one

and Have a good cujel so is my mate hoping You will excuse herrors

" Yours respy
" A Hand."

Vulgarity at the Opera.

The grateful and graceful Parisians have been hissing Mario, just as

the grateful and graceful Spaniards hissed Grisi. England, " to be

valued only for her money," as Wagner sweetly observed, is more
mindful of what is due to glorious artists even though they may not be

all that they were in their very best days. Perhaps both Prance and

Spain are better judges of the bull-fight, so dear to their masters and

mistresses, than the opera. Certainly in Mario's case, we may say,

Laudatur ab hiss.

The Haunt op the Rain-Dear.—The Lowther Arcade.
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^OTICE.-A TANGLED
il SKEIN.
By Albany Fonblakque, Jus., will be ready, in

Three Vols., at all the Libraries, on December I.

London, Tinsley Bbothers, Catherine Street.

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
|

AND NEW YEAR'S GIFTS.
For all who Court the Gay and Festive Scenes.

EOWL KINDS' MACASSAR OIL.
For imparting a transcendent lustre to the Hair,

and sustaining it in decorative charm,

ROWLANDS' KALYDOR.
imparts a radiant bloom to the complexion, and a

delioacy and softness to the Hands and Arms.

ROWLANDS' ODONTO,
OR PEARL DENTIFRICE,

Bestows on the Teeth a Pearl-like Whiteness, and
gives a pleasing fragrance to the Brpaih.

The Patronage of Royalty throughout Europe,
their general use by Rank and Fashion, and the
universally known efficacy of these articles, give
them a celebrity unparalleled.
Sold by A. ROWLAND AND SONS, 20, Hatton

Garden, and by Chemists and Perfumers.
t^> Ask for" ROWLANDS'" Articles.

THE ALEXANDRA.

B. JOSEPH & COMPANY.
159, REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.

MORE CURES OF COUGHS,
Colds, and Hoarseness this Week, by

Dr. LOCOCK'S pulmonic wafers.
From Messrs. Fergyson and Son, Auctioneers, Leek,
November 21, 18R2.—"Sir, We have proved their su-
periority over any other remedy we have ever tried
for colas, coughs, and hoarseness, so peculiarly
troublesome to our profession." They have a plea-
sant taste. Sold by all druggists at 1*. l$d., 2s . 9d.
and lis. per box.

HAIR JEWELLERY-
Artist in Hair

—

Dewdnev, liegs to
inform Ladies and Gentlemen, that he beautifully
makes and elegantly mounts in fine gold, Bracelets.
Rings, Brooches, Fins, &c, and forwards tite same
to any part of the Kingdom. A Book of specimens
sent Post free.

Dkwdney. Manufacturing: Goldsmith, and.leweller,
172, Fenchurch Street, London.

BY APPOINTMENT.
WHIP MANUFACTURERS,

314, Oxford Street, London.
Agents.—All Saddlers in every Country Town.

A large assortment of the following GOODS always
in stock :—Spurs, dog chains, couples and collars,
greyhound slips, whistles, ferret bells, dog bells and
muzzles, drinking flasks, Sandwich cases, hunting
and post horns, tourist keg6, birdcalls, &c. &c.

THE MAGICMARIONETTES.
*- —How to Make and Work them. 28

SSfSuSPtir Ft ?'
,
free for 5 "amps. SHADOWSON THE WALL thrown by the Hands, 64 Engrav-

ings, Post free for 5 stamps.
H.G.Clabke & Co., 252, Strand, W.C.

fjOD lTver oilT^V BORWICK'S OZONIZED.-Prescribed
by the leading Medical Authorities as the only sure
specific for consumption.
George Bobwick, Sole Manufacturer, 21 Little

Moorflelds, E.C.

TUXURIANT WHISKERS;
*** Moustaches, and Eyebrows, produced
in a few weeks by the use of ELLIOTT'S TONIC
LOTION, the stimulative properties of which are
unfailing in its operation. Thomas Elliott invites a
trial from the roost sceptical, that they mav be con-
vinced of its infallible power. Price 3». 6^., 5«. 6rf.,
10s. id* and 21«. Forwarded on receipt of postage
stamps. Thomas Elliott, Hair Grower (first floor).
51, Fenchurch Street . E.C. T. E.'s Wigs. 30i.

QOUND ANDWHITE TEETH.
*>J —A Dentifrice composed of Finest
Bark, Myrrh, Soap, Chalk, Cuttle Fish, and Rose
perfume, is the safest and most useful To be pro-
cured from Joseph Hancoce, Chemist. 128, Fleet
Street, London. Price 1«. per Bex, Is. 6d. through
the post.

n

F NISH YOUR HOUSE
WITH THE BEST ARTICLES AT

if-ffl

IRONMONGERY AND FURNISHING WAREHOUSES,

DEANE'S CELEBRATED TABLE
CUTLERY.

Table Dessert
Knives. Knives. Carvers.

Finest Ivory Handles 33s. 28s. lis. Od.

Medium ,, 23s. 18s. 7s. Od.

Good „ 16s. 12s. 5s. Od.

DEANE'S Electro-Plate Tea and Coffee Sets,

Liqueur Stands, Cruets, Cake
Baskets, &c.

DEANE'S Dish Covers and Britannia Metal
Goods.

Prices of Tin Dish Covers in Sets of

Six and Seven:—18s., 30s., 40s.,

63s., 78s.

DEANE'S Papier-maduS Tea Trays, in Sets,

from 21s. New and Elegant
Patterns constantly introduced.

DEANE'S Bronzed, Copper, and Brass Goods.
DEANE'S Bronzed Tea Urns, 50s., 63s., 84s.

DEANE'S Moderator Lamps, from 7s. to £6 0s.

DEANE'S SPOONS

Spoons, Best Plating
Forks ,,

Spoons, 2nd Quality
Forks

Tea.

18s. Od.

lis. Od.

ELECTRO-PLATED
AND FORKS.

Table. Desser
40s. 30s.

38s. 29s.

33s. 24s.

31s. 23s.

D EANE'S Drawing Room Stoves, Ranges, &c.

DEANE'S Fenders and Fire Irons.

DEANE'S Iron Bedsteads, with Bedding.
Priced Pamphlet, with Drawings,
post free.

DEANE'S Domestic Baths. See Illustrated
Priced Pamphlet.

DEANE'S Tin, Japan, and Iron Goods.

DEANE'S Cornices and Cornice Poles.

DEANE'S Horticultural Tools.

DEANE'S Chandeliers and Gas Fittings.

AN ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND PRICED FURNISHING LIST SENT POST FREE.

DEANE & Co., LONDON BRIDGE. -Established A.D. 1700.

CONTINENTAL IMPORTATIONS FOR PRESENTATION.

KESPECTFULLY announce to their numerous Patrons, that they are now receiving irom the
Continent large assortments of Novelties suitable for Presentation, and will continue to do

so for the present and forthcoming Christmas Season.

T. A. S. & Co. solicit the honour of a visit to inspect their choice and elegant collection,

varying at prices to suit all purchasers, from 5s. to £.300.

ONE OF THE LARGEST AND MOST SELECT STOCKS IN THE METROPOLIS.
T. A. SIMPSON & Co., Goldsmiths. Silversmiths, Jewellers, Watch and Clock Manufacturers,

Dressing Case Makers, and Foreign Importers,

154, Begent Street, & 8, Beak Street, and Paris, Rue de Rivoli.

PRIZE MEDAL, AWARDED ., *R THE GLENFIELD STARCH,
* By the Jurors of Class 2, International Exindtion 1862. This unrivalled Starch is used in
the Royal Laundry, and pronounced by Her Majesty's Lauudress to be the Finest Starch she
ever used. Her Majesty's Lace Dresser declares it to be-the Best she has tried, and the above
award by some of the most emineut scientific men of the age, confirms its superiority.

WOTHERSPOON & Co., Glasgow and London.

NO HOME WITHOUT AMUSEMENT.

|AGATELLE BOARDS OF THE FINEST MANUFACTURE FROM
31s. 6d. complete. Illustrated Catalogues of Games free on application.

ASSER AND SHERWIN, 81, Strand, London, W.C.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

METALLIC PEN MAKER TO THE QUEEN,
BY ROYAL COMMAND,

JOSEPH GILLOTT
13EGS most respectfully to inform the Commercial World, Scholastic Institutions, and the

public generally, that by a novel application of his unrivalled Machinery for making Steel Pens, and in accordance
with the scientific spirit of the times, he has introduced a new skkibs of his useful productions, which, for excel-
lence op temper, qualiti op material, and, above all, cheapness in price, he believeB will ensure universal
approbation, and defy competition. Each Pen bears the impress of his name as a guarantee of quality ; and they are
put up in the usual style of boxes, containing one gross each, with label outside, anil the fac simile of his signature.
At the request of persons extensively engaged in tuition, J. G. has introduced his WARRANTED SCHOOL AND
PUBLIC PENS, which are especially adapted to their use, being of different degrees of dexibility, and with fine,
medium, and broad points, suitable for the various kinds of Writing taught in Schools. Sold Retail by all Stationers,
Booksellers, and other respectable Dealers in Steel Pens. Merchants and Wholesale Dealers can be supplied at the
Works, Graham Street ; 96, New Street, Birmingham;

No. 91, JOHN STREET, NEW YORK; and at 37, GKACECHURCH STREET, LONDON, E.C.

MO CHARGE MADE FOR STAMPING PAPER
and ENVELOPES with ARMS, CREST, or INITIALS.—RODRIGUES'

superior cream-laid adhesive ENVELOPES, id. per 100; cream-laid note, full-size, five quires
for firf.; thick ditto, five qjiires for Is.; sunertlue foolscap. 9s. per ream; sermon paper, 4«. id.
WEDDING CARDS, WEDDING UNVELOFES INVITATIONS to the CEREMONY,

DEJEUNER and BALL, PRINTED and STAMPED in SILVER, with ARMS or CREST
in the latest fashion. CARD-PLATE ELEGANTLY ENGRAVED and 100 SUrERFIN li

CARDS PRINTED for 4a. 6<J.

Observe, at HENRY RODRIGUES' well-known Establishment , 42, Piccadilly, two doors I

from.Sackvllle Street, W.
|

NO ALBUM
WITHOUT A

"READING GIRL."
Stereoscopic Company, 54, Cheapside, and 110,

Regent Street. Post Free for 12 stamps.

JT OXFORD ST <Oa

MAGIC PUNCH AND JUDY

;

ATA also YOUNG PUNCH, (Patronised
by Royally,) the Squeak and Roo-ti-too introduced.
They are very Funuy Lite-like Figures, Fourteen
inches high, darict.' together when placed on the
floor, keeping time to music, creating roars of
laughter, defying detection. Sent poBt free, by
return, wiih full instructions, tor Thirty Postage
Stamps. PUNCH or his WIFE, single, Post free
for Eighteen Stamps, the Baby with Mrs. Punch.
The Wizard's Box of Magic new tricks, by return

free for 20 stamps.
Grkig, South Row, Marshal Street, London, W.

<b^tRY fa.
&:* ^A/ vv <tf * rom o '^

^> -V every flower that 'P. *Js% ^ breathes a fragrance. .»

WHITE ROSE, MYRTLE,
FRANGIPANNI,

PERFUME OF PARADISE,
SD k THOUSAND OTHERS.

. 6d. each Bottle, or Three ^
Bottles in a pretty -vO

Z°&d Street

3448,000
OF "SANGSTERS' ALPACA" UMBRELLAS,

for which they bave been again awarded a

PRIZE MEDAL,
have been made under their Patent. These Um-
brellas may be had of all Dealers, and should have
Labels bearing the words " Sangstbrs' Ai-paca."
Goods of their own Manufacture having the word
" Makers."

W. & J. Sangstbr, Patentees, 140, Regent Street

;

94, Fleet Street: In, Royal Exchange; "5, Cheapside.
N.B. Observe the Name.

<CH

NEW BOND SI

PRICE 2/C

S HIET S.-"F R D'S
COLOURED ¥'L 4NNEL WH1RTS.

The new Patterns for the coming Season are now
ready, comprising all the newest designs and
colours, including the "Panseine," the most beau-
tiful colour ever proiaced. Very superior quality,
all wool, 10s. 6rf. eac^i, 3r three for 30«.; the very
best, 12«. f>d., or three firsts.; and 13*. 6rf„ or three tor

39*.; also Boys' Flan ail Shirts, 7s ,or three for "20s. ;

8*., or three for 23«.; ?s., or three for 26*. Patterns
sent to Belect trom oi ?82e'pt of Three Stamps.

R. Ford & Co,, «, Poultry, London, EC.

CAPTAIN WHITE'S
ORIENTAL PICKLE, CURRY, or

MULLIGATAWNY PASTE, Curry Powder, and
Curry Sauce, may be obtained from all Sauce
Vendors, and wholesale of Crossh & Blackwell,
Purveyors to the Queen, Soho Square, London.

EAST SUPERSEDED, AND
INDIGESTION AVOIDED,

By using Borwick's Bnking Powder, for Bread,
Puddings, and Pastry. Sold Everywhere.

OAP0NACE>US QUININE^ TOOTH POWDER, Cleanses and Pre-
serves the Teeth, removes the tartar, and leaves on
the palate the delicious flavour of the flowers of
which it is in a great part composed. Price Is. 6d.

H. Riggb, 35, New Bond Street.

Y
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PROTECTION FOR PEDESTRIANS.

If, in spite of penal servitude, these street outrages continue, it is clear that

we must arm ourselves against garotting ruffians, and that our weapons for the

warfare must consist of something more than a cane or an umbrella, a doorkey or a

toothpick. In the savage days when London was infested by the Mohawks, gentle-

men wore swords, and knew how to use them : and clearly some such fashion as

this must be revived, if we would escape being either maimed or murdered. Metal
collars with long spikes must be worn instead of paper ones, and great coats made
a-la-porcupine must be likewise introduced, with spring daggers at the elbows and
sharp spikes all up the back, ready to start out and stab the Thugs who may attack

us. The Anti-Garotte suit will be advertised by tailors, and gentlemen when
dressing for suburban evening parties will be advised to make a trial of Snip and
Co.'s steel helmet, or recommended to provide themselves with Snooks's coat of

mail. Nobody will deem his costume as complete without having a bfe preserver

or stout bludgeon to his wrist, and belting round his waist a cutlass or a broad-

sword. Tailors will turn armourers and swordmakers and gunsmiths ; and to their

question of " Any other article to-day Sir ? " they will add the wish that you would
try their razor bowie-knives, or will beg you just to look at their bayonet-

revolvers, or will say they have invented a sweet thing in the bludgeon way and the

neatest pair of knuckle-dusters that have yet come out.

Really from the outrages which have been lately perpetrated, one might think

that one was living now in London as it used to be a hundred years ago : and one

expects to see the managers of theatres and concert-rooms give notice as of old,

that stout fellows armed with cudgels will be in waiting nightly, to escort such of

the audience as wish it to their homes.

TO GAROTTERS.—" CAVE TOMKINS."

Tomkins (loq.). " Let 'cm try it on again, that's all."

EGYPTIAN BONDAGE.

In a communication from Alexandria giving an account of the progress, if that

is a proper expression, of M. Lesseps's Suez Canal, the number of labourers
employed on that desperate undertaking is estimated at 40,000 fellahs ; and, we
are told :

—

" These labourers are paid by-piecework under tlieir respective sheikhs. Government collects

and conveys the men to the spot, punishing all fugitives with hard labour in chains, which
proves that the service is not voluntary."

Poor fellahs ! Part of so little of the catting as has been already made,
extends through a tract of drift-sand, and amounts to a ditch, whereof the

dimensions, according to the authority above cited, are
" from 14 to 15 metres wide on the water line, and two
metres deep," at present ;

" but a casual simoom may at any
time reclose the thoroughfare." The compulsory toils of
the Danaides, and the penal servitude of the demon whom
the magician set to work in making ropes of sand appear
to have found their match in the unproductive labour of
those pitiable fellahs who are so pitilessly fagged at the
requisition of M. Lesseps, for no goad.

THE POOR GAROTTER.

The poor Garotter, fierce, and rude,
How shall we soften that man's mind,

Reclaim him to a milder mood,
And teach him to be good and kind ?

Oh J let us send him to a place,

Of refuge, not to call it gaol,

And treat with gentleness his case,

For fear severity might fail.

We '11 clothe him warm, and feed him well,

If not on sausages and tripe,

Though against beer we close his celi,

Andwean him from his nasty pipe :

Give him good books and tracts to read,

And teach him texts on texts to string,

Repeat his prayers, recite his creed,

And psalms and hymns with unction sing.

We '11 practise him in heaving sighs

Kemorseful, and compunctious groans,

We '11 school him to upturn his eyes,

In going on his marrowbones,
To use the pocket-handkerchief,

Snuffle, and blow his nose, and weep,
And trust we 've changed this blessed thief

Out of a wolf into a sheep.

In healthy, not excessive, toil,

His strength we '11 use him to exert,

His easy labour shall not spoil

His hands ; for he must not be hurt.

And oh ! on no account the Cat
Across his shoulders would we lay.

Score naughty soldiers' backs with that

;

The poor Garotter never flay.

Corrected, chastened, and subdued,
Converted, rendered meek and mild,

Repentant, humbled and renewed,
In brawny form a little child,

The period of his sentence o'er

Not half, we'll pity and forgive,

Bidding him go and rob no more,
But like a Saint in future live.

A!i ! what if he resume the track

Of crime, which he before had trod,

And if again we have him back,

Within a month or so, in Quod ?

Then, how are we, whose hearts have gushed
Towards this brute, with overflow,

To cure the throat his gripe has crushed,

Or cranium fractured with his blow ?

INNOCENT OR GUILTY?

A Street Dialogue.

Brown. Ah, Jones, how de doo ? So Sir George Grey
wouldn't hang that sweep, eh ?

Jones. No, certainly not. Sir Geokge believed that he

didn't kill his wife.

Brown. But he has given him penal servitude for life.

Jones. Well, what then ?

Broion. Why—if you put it that way—to be sure I 'm a

bachelor and don't profess to be a judge of such matters,

—but doesn't it seem to be a good deal to give a fellow

for not killing his wife.

Jones. You must settle that with Sir George Grey.
Wxit.

VOL. XLIII. E S
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Behold the haughty Sabretache, as he walks dovnx the High Street—cold, sarcastic,

unbending as ever, and with more than his usual stateliness, for he sees the lovely

Violet and her lady-mother coming towards him.

[N.B. The optical illusion of the Pails, so detrimental to dignity, is caused by a

Milkmaid walking behind him.

WELLY CLAMMING.
' Everywhere we hear this, the Lancashire Doric for ' Nearly

Starving."

—

Correspondents.

Heaii the Plaint, 'tis not a cry,

Here 's no whining, wailing, shamming,
Think what sorrows underlie

" Welly Clamming."

In our prisons rascals sleep

Amply fed, well-nigh to cramming,
Honest hearts in silence weep,

" Welly Clamming."

Shameless beggars bellow loud,

Thoughtless benefactors bamming

;

These by fireless chimney bowed,
" Welly Clamming."

Shameless paupers enter bold
Workhouse doors behind them slamming,

These sit shivering in the cold,
" Welly Clamming."

Clothe them ; blankets, jackets, hose,

In a kindly hurry ramming
Into bass sent off to those

" Welly Clamming."

Feed them. Round no Union door
They stand jeering, jostling, jamming

;

Send them food, aud hear no more
" Welly Clamming."

Were the stream of gold, I wis,

E'er so near to check and damming,
It must How in flood at this

—

" Welly Clamming."

Help them. Spring will soon be here,

Smiling, greening, flowering, lambing,
You '11 be paid, to miss that drear

" Welly Clamming."

These are forced and feeble rhymes

—

Let the faintest praise fall damning
On them, so their moral chimes

" Welly Clamming."

THE NAGGLETONS ON EDUCATION.

Scene—The Breakfast lable of combat.

Mr. Naggleton, {reading a curious little note that hefinds on his plate

on coming down). "My dere pappa wil you Bee So werry kind to take
Me and hedgar to The sologcal Gardings today, do if you pleese dear
pappa so no More at presnt From your af'ectnate Son Walter,
Nagleton." Upon my honour, Maria, at nine years old a boy ought
to spell better than that.

Mrs. N. Just like you.
_
Finding fault with the poor child's spelling

instead of being pleased with his letter.

Mr. N. 1 am not pleased with his letter.

Mrs. N. You don't deserve to be a father.

Mr. N. There are several things that I don
mind grievances now. I consider that spellin:

nine years old.

Mrs. N. He is not nine.
Mr. N. Good gracious, he will be nine on Saturday next
Mrs. N. And you remember his birthday. Wonderful

!

Mr. N. I should like to kuow which of his birthdays
gotten, or yours either, which make rather a longer list.

defend that spelling ?

Mrs. N. We do not expect orthography in a child of eight years old,

and I think if he shows intelligence enough to write at all, and affection
enough to express himself so prettily, his father need not set himself to
pick holes in the poor thing's note.
Mr. N. I 'm a brute, of course. Aud vou wish him to go through

life putting one " f" into affectionate ?

Mrs. N. If he grows up like some people it is not a word he will
often want.
Mr. N. Not if he writes autobiography.
Mrs. JV. That is wit, I suppose. I should think you might find some

other subject for your facetiousness than your children's welfare.

deserve. But never
disgraceful to a boy of

I have for-

But do you

Mr. N. It is about their welfare that I wish to speak seriously, if

you w ould let me. Walter's education ought to be taken in hand.

Mrs. N. I had always supposed that a boy's education was his

father's business, not his mother's.

Mr. N. That is too good, when you have doggedly opposed every
proposal I ever made for having the boys taught anything. You and
Peter Grievous together have made such a clamour whenever I sug-

gested anything like teaching that I wonder the lad knows B from a

bull's foot.

Mrs. N. {with a grimace). I hope, poor things, that somehow they
will be taught enough to preserve them from vulgarity.

Mr. N. Well, I don't stand on the bull's foot, it was a phrase of the

last generation. I retract the bull, and again I say that Walter, if

not Edgar, ought to go to school.

Mrs. N. It was only the other day that you overwhelmed me with a

storm of violence for hinting at such a thiug, and you declared with

the most shocking language that they should stay at home until they

were fit for Harrow.
Mr. N. {remembering the speech, and meanly evading). Maria, I insist

upon your abstaining from untruth as regards me. I will not be accused

of wilful and ungentlemanly violence.

Mrs. N. {sweetly). My dear Henry, I do not say that it is wilful.

It was always in your nature, and is so habitual that you do not know
when you are making yourself ridiculous.

_

Mr. N. {with meaning) . Yes I do, sometimes. {Glances at a bracelet).

But in the interest of the children let us speak rationally, for once. I

ask you to look at that note of Walter's.
Mrs. N. I will take care that the poor child never annoys you with

another.

Mr. iV. You should be a better judge what annoyance is.

Mrs. N. I am a wife, Henry, not a slave, and I am in the habit of

saying what I think.

Air. N. What you think will vex, you mean.
Mrs. N. If you are vexed with good sense, it is your fault, not mine.
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Mr. N. I am not, but with spiteful nonsense.

Mrs. JV. That you never hear from me. I do not know, of course,

what sort of company you keep elsewhere. The friends whom you

made by your first marriage might, I [should think, have hardened you

for that sort of talk.

Mr. N. You know nothing of them. N

Mrs. N. And have no desire to know anything.

Mr. N. Ah ! One might think Walter and Edgar were children by

my first marriage, to see the way in which they are neglected.

Mrs. N. A mother can despise such a wicked imputation. If you

could be cool for a moment, and permit me to speak, I would tell you

that I have been consulting Mr. Snotchley about the children.

Mr. N. And why should you consult that prig ?

Mrs. N. That prig, as you coarsely call him, has had the superinten-

dence of the education of children of first-rate persons, and his advice

must therefore be valuable.

Mr. N. I am not a first-rate person, and his advice may go—{rather

ashamed of himself)—may go where it is wanted.

Mrs. N. (looks at him, butfor once makes a golden bridge for a flying

enemy). You cannot be so cruel, Henry, as not to desire that your

children should be brought up better than you have been.

Mr. N. (taking the bridge). Well, in some senses, I do desire it. But
I_ should not like them to be Snotchleys.

Mrs. IV. They might be worse.
Mr. N. Yes, they might be like his children, who are the most

insufferable little puppets I ever wished at Jericho. Would you like

to see Edgar standing on the table after dinner, reciting Paradise

Lost ?
Mrs. N. Yes, if he would recite it like Augustus Snotchley.
Mr. 2V. Then I should not. I'd rather see him lie on the table on

his stomach, like Walter, reading Chevy Chase in that peculiarly

comfortable attitude.

Mrs. N. Your prejudices against the man make you utterly unjust.

He had no object in the advice he gave me.
Mr. N. I'll tell you about that when I hear what it was.

Mrs. N. He recommended that the boys should not be sent to

school.

Mr. N. Well, he doesn't keep one, certainly.

Mrs. N. I should be ashamed of such paltriness, Henry. He says

that the schools about here are not the thing.

Mr. N. What thing? The thing his notion of a school would be,

silver forks, and parsing out of the Peerage ?
Mrs. N. Even if it were so, no child is the worse for knowing the

names of the aristocracy.

Mr. N. No, for when he gets into business, he'll be better able to

avoid discounting their bills.

Mrs. JV. As I believe our boys are not going into business, that

radical and unjust sneer is quite beside the question.

Mr. N. There are some very good schools round here. Chables
Helston was saying so the other morning on the top of the buss.

Mrs. N. (almost sublimely). And you would send a child to a school

recommended on the top of an omnibus

!

Mr. N. Ha ! ha ! ha ! I can't be angry with you, my dear, in the

face of such a noble sentiment. Yes, Helston says that there's a

capital school round here in Rockton Grove

—

Allaby, I think, was the

name, but you can send and ascertain: particulars.

Mrs. N. (sarcastically). I need not send far. The younger children of

Rhatany, the chemist, go there. I know that for a fact.

Mr. N. A very good recommendation. Rhatany is a very clever

man, and would certainly not send his children where they would not be
well taught and treated.

Mrs. N. Thank you, Henry. I have no wish that my children should
come home smelling of rhubarb and magnesia. If I can give them
nothing else, I will give them the education of gentlemen. Perhaps
you would like to ask Mr. Rhatany to dinner?
Mr. N. 1 should, dev—I should like very much, only he 'd be bored

with such talk as is mostly heard here. Rhatany attends lectures by
Earaday and Owen, and might not much care for Dundrearyism. But
if Allaby won't do for you and the Duke of Snotchley, there 's

another good school, not much farther—the Reverend Mr. Pipus's.
Mrs. N. The name would be enough, ;but are you aware that the

Reverend Mr. Pipus, as you call him, is a Dissenter ?

Mr. N. That 's truly awful. But as Dissenters do not, for being so,

as yet come under the actual operation of the criminal law, I think we
might inquire whether the monster has any redeeming points.

Mrs. A. Henry, I know well your levity on all serious matters, but
here myduty compels me to speak. My children shall be gentlemen
and Christians.

Mr. N. Pipus took honours at Cambridge.
Mrs. N. The more shame for Cambridge, Henry, to allow such

things, but you know that it was always considered a low College.

Mr. JV. Was it, dear ? I didn't know. But if you say so, that settles

Pibxjs, though he wrote a crushing answer to Essays and Reviews.

Mrs. N. I may not approve of that work, but it is like Mb. Pipus's
impertinence, living in a back street at Brompton

—

Mr. N. (maliciously). South Kensington, dear.
Mrs. N. To take upon himself to answer the clergy of the Establish-

ment.
_
I will not send the boys to be brought up a3 infidels and revo-

lutionists.

Mr. N. (gravely). I don't know that I exactly wish it. What have
yon to propose, then ?

Mrs. IV. Any proposal of mine will of course be met with outcry and
scoff.

Mr. IV. Never mind, make one, and be a martyr.
Mrs. IV. I think that a tutor might come in and instruct Walter

and Edgar for a few hou?s in the day.
Mr. IV. A private tutor. Hm. I hear the voice of Snotchley.
Mrs. IV. Certainly it was his advice. I have no one else to ask coun-

sel from.

Mr. N . You 're very good. Suppose I" give you a little without being
asked.

Mrs. N. Pray do.
Mr. IV. You are a very highly educated wo—no, lady—you can't deny

that, for you have told me so a million times, and besides, there are
your translations from Gary's Dante—no, I really beg your pardon, from
Ztote—elegantly written out iu the green and gold album to testify to
your abilities.

Mrs. IV. Pray go on. When a husband begins to praise, a wife
should look out for an insult that is seldom far off.

Mr. A. Lord Rosse's telescope wouldn't show you one in this case,
my dear. I was merely about to say that suppose you were to become
the tutor, and take the boys in hand for a bit. You 've handsome eyes,
Maria, but you need not open them so very wide,

[Mrs. N. is unable to speak, but risesfrom the table-

Mr. IV. (taking base advantage of her helplessness.) You've nothing
else to do, you know, at least in the mornings. Teach 'em from eleven
to two. It would be a delightful recreation for you.

Mrs. IV. (solemnly.) Henry ! Let this subject be dropped between
us for ever. There are limits to the endurauce of a wife. [Exit.
Mr. IV. (in dastardly exultation at her slip of the tongue.) Yes, she is

sometimes unendurable. Ha ! ha ! [Exit the brute, actually chuckling.

ALFRED THE LITTLE AND ALFBEB THE GKEAT.

Pbince Ale red, however from squalls or from shot

As a true British tar he may scorn to recoil,

Let us hope won't go meddling with Greece hissing hot,

When such meddling is certain to end in a broil.

Let him think of poor Puss, when by flattery moved,
Of an oily-tongued monkey, so cunning and 'cute,

To pluck from the bars the roast chestnuts he loved,

How Puss got a singeing, while Pug pouched the fruit.

Or in case iEsop's fountain of wisdom be deemed
Not the source whence a prince his examples should draw,

King Alpbed the Cheat will by all be esteemed
A guide and example without fault or flaw.

We all know—or High Art, has indeed wrought in vain

—

How, when left, the old wife's barley-banuocks to turn,

The King, in her hovel who shelter had ta'en,

Thought it_better her cakes, than his fingers, should burn.

Then following this caution of Alpbed the Great's,
Let Alpbed the little, should Hellas combine

To ask our young tar to take charge of her cates,

To blister his fingers politely decline.

Philhellenes are we all : Greeks and Greece we admire

;

But lending her sovereigns we 've dabbled enough in

;

Best have her to pluck her own nuts from the fire,

And at cost of Greek fingers to toast the Greek muffin.

The Rope and the Sing.

We are told that the mill between Mace and King was a " demora-

lising exhibition." Then what is the performance of Blondin ? The
attraction of a prize-fight does not consist in the chance that it may
terminate fatally; but how many people would go to see the acrobat if

they felt quite certain that he could not possibly break his neck ?

BEST MEMORIAL OP THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

A Memobial to Mr. Cowper, requesting him to keep the Park-

Road open.
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RATHER SATIRICAL.

Captain Swellington. " What a beautiful Muff, Miss Merriton—Charming Muff— there 's something very delightful in a Muff."

Miss Merriton. " Dear vie, Captain Swellington, is your Trumpeter (kadi "

SIE JOSHUA JEBBS PEN OP PEIZE LAMBS.

{At the Metropolitan Fat-Cattle Show, Dec. 1862.)

What Ellman of Glynde was as an improver of our short -woolled

Southdowns, Bakewell of Ditchley as an improver of the old long-

woolled Leicesters, and Culley of Fenton, or Jonas Webb of Babra-
ham, as erossers of the long and short-woolled strains, Sir Joshua Jebb
may claim to be in the case of his favourites, known as the Dart-
moor or Portland variety of the old black-legged, coarse-featured, bull-

headed, thick-necked, Newgate breed.

A pen of Sir Joshua's lambs just now on exhibition in the Metro-
polis (aud delineated on the opposite page by our Artist), are considered
by all the judges as the most perfect examples yet seen of what may be
done to develope the animal by careful selection of the stock in the first

instance, and then by cultivating the natural qualities to the utmost
by high feeding, the greatest attention to warm, dry, aud well-aired
housing, cleanliness, and every other condition of health and comfort.
In order to be able perfectly to estimate what Sir Joshua Jebb has
done for his favourite Portland and Dartmoor breed, we have only
to contrast his pen, either with one of the old Newgate breed, scantily
fed, miserably housed, aud harshly used in every way, or with one of
the native stock of the district about Portland and Dartmoor, un-
kempt, unwashed, faring hard, ill-lodged, and generally uncared for.

Sir Joshua's lambs are the very perfection of development : the some-
what coarse and heavy face and bull-neck run in the blood, but the fine
clear skins and short wool, the fat well laid on to the ribs, loins, and
quarters, but not in excess of what is required for perfect health and
symmetry, the sleek, round legs and forearms, and the general air of
content and well-being, are entirely due to Sir Joshua's admirable
system of diet and housing. Sir Joshua's lambs are very free feeders,
and fatten very quickly, in spite of their heavy bone : they carry a short
fleece, but the present pen being shearlings, must be judged rather by
their symmetry than their wool.
They are however a very costly breed, and this, with their confirmed

tendency to break bounds and run wild, at present militates much against

their popularity. Sir Joshua has completely dissipated the notion

formerly prevalent that lambs of this class ought to be kept hard, and
would improve most rapidly on coarse and scanty fare, rough lodging,

and generally severe treatment. On this system we rarely saw the

qualities of the animal developed to anything like the perfection to

which Sir Joshua has succeeded in bringing them. The Portland or

Dartmoor lamb remained a stunted, poor, meagre specimen of his race,

ragged in coat, low in flesh, dull and spiritless in eye, carriage aud
demeanour. The best proof how highly Sir Joshua's improved breed

is appreciated is the number he is annually enabled to let (loose), the

figure they cut in the (police) reports, and before the most eminent

judges, and the number that are annually sent abroad, which would be

much greater if our colonies had not somehow contracted a prejudice

against the breed, which has thrown a great deal too many on the home
market of late. Sir G. W. Bramwell has lately borne striking

testimony to the merits of a sample pen of Sir Joshua's lambs,

which came under that excellent judge's eye, and stood A 1 at the

last show in Newgate market.

In a word, it may be said of Sir Joshua's lambs, that wherever they

enter the field they floor everything that comes in their way.
_
Nothing

can stand against them. Sir Joshua's great secret after all is feeding

and lodging. Instead of the coarse and carelessly prepared " skilly
"

which with bread and water constituted the food of the old Dartmoor
and Portland breeds, Sir Joshua's improved lambs have a diet-table

varying daily, which includes a great variety of carefully prepared

mashes, and all the roots in season, to say nothing of other and more

substantial aliments. Then for the dark, damp, cold, and gloomy

quarters, once thought good enough for these animals, Sir Joshua
has substituted clean, dry, spacious, airy and warm houses, in which

his lambs are, as a rule, far better lodged than the labourers who are

employed about them. It is no wonder, if under this costly and careful

system Sir Joshua's lambs lay on meat freely, and exhibit the very

perfection of highly developed animal condition.

At how many pounds every one of these lambs stands we should not

like to guess, but it is certain they must come very heavy. The only

danger is, that such very high feeding may develope inflammatory
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tendencies. Sir Joshua declares, however, that this high feeding is

necessary for the health of the animal when kept under cover, and

fattened in the house. He would not advocate it for animals left to

ran at large. In short, if asked to point to the most consummate

animals in this show we should turn to Sir Joshua's pen of prize

lambs, with the emphatic words—" That 's the ticket !

"

GENEROUS DIET IN GAOLS.

he following obser-

vations were made
by Mr. Justice
Byles, the other

clay, in his charge
to the Grand Jury,

delivered at the

Maidstone Assizes

:

" It is said, gentle-
men, that the prisoners
live too well and bette r

than paupers ; but I pre-

sume that your medical
officers will inform you
that with the infliction

of the separate system,
a diet, more or less gene-
rous, is to the bulk of

the labouring classes,

absolutely indispensa-
ble. If you deviate from
it, it may be that you
deprive the labouring
man of his only wealth,
his constitution, and,
in comparison to such,

a sentence as that, to
sentence him to be
hanged would be a com-
parative mercy."

Just so, Brother Byles, and that is precisely why we do not want a

garotte-robber sentenced to be hanged. It is worse to have your skull

cracked, or a vessel in your brain burst, and to be rendered an idiot, or

to have your jaw smashed and your teeth knocked out, and to be made
miserable for life, than it would to be killed outright. The punishment
suitable for a savage miscreant, who commits robbery accompanied with
atrocious outrages, is one to which that of hanging would, as regards

this world, be comparative mercy. No doubt, as you say, you may de-

prive him of his constitution if you feed him upon a diet in some degree

less than generous. Thereby we agree with you that, if he were a

labouring man, you would deprive him of his only wealth. But he is not

a labouring man ; he is a thieving man, and if you weaken his muscles

you will only diminish the force with which he will clutch the throat

and batter the heads of people^ as soon as you have let him loose upon
society. By all means, therefore, let him be fed on the less than gene-

rous diet and not on the more.

Again, Brother Byles, we quite coincide with you in the proposition

that :

—

'
' The momentwe begin to inflict cruel or unusual punishments we offend against

humanity and the Bill of Rights. One of the provisions of the Bill of Rights is that
no Englishman shall be subject to cruel or unusual punishments."

Therefore flogging in the Army, as it is certainly not an unusual
punishment, so neither is it a cruel one. If there is anybody who de-

serves flogging, it is the worst of scoundrels. Until, therefore, the
cat-o'-nine-tails shall have been formally voted to be an inconsistency

with the Bill of Rights, let the back of the arch-scoundrel Bill Sykes

be liable to its infliction. Let the punishment of a violent robber be
fifty stripes, with penal servitude for life to follow. Don't hang the
wretch—give him a chance of repentance, but no opportunity of testing

its sincerity in this world at the peril of Her Majesty's subjects.

Hold him fast, and keep him fasting—upon a diet neither more nor less

generous, but very spare. Seclusion, with low diet for internal remedy,
and the lash by way of outward application, that, Brother Byles, is the
treatment for ferocious ruffians.

A labouring man betrayed by temptation into casual theft, or poach-
ing, undoubtedly had better be kept on a more or less generous diet,

in order that he may be enabled to work honestly for his living as soon
as he is discharged from the House of Correction. But, Brother Byles,
perhaps you will, on consideration, be inclined to allow that the crime
of theft, or even the offence of poaching is at the best more heinous
than the fault of poverty, and that if ordinary convicts ought to be
allowed a more or less generous diet, the generosity of their dietary

allowance should be less, and not more than that of the proportion of
nutriment allotted to paupers.

YE RIGHT MERRIE JUDGEMENTS
OF

THE MOST WORSHIPFUL MR. BARON BRAMWELL
UPON YE GAROTTERS.

In the Court of Old Bailey t'was Bramwell that spoke,

The Crown can't allow all these crowns to be broke,

So let each skulking thief who funks justice and me,
Just attend to the warning of brave Baron B.

Just hand me my notes, and some ink for my pen,

And gaoler look sharp and bring up all your men,
Under four years of servitude none shall go free,

Tor it 's up with the dander of stout Baron B.

There are isles beyond Portland, more depots than Cork,
Where such convicts shall go if there 's more of this work,

Tliere 's a cat whose tails number three series of three,

You '11 cry ho ! when you feel it and bless Baron B.
Just hand, &c.

Be off to the quarries the forts and the docks,

Ere I spare a garotter, I'll sit in the stocks,

Ay tremble, you scoundrels, you thought it a spree

;

But you didn't expect then to face Baron B.
Just hand, &c.

There were ticket-of-leavers, with crowbars who 'd tried,

Aud brass knuckle-dusters to cause homicide,

But they shook' in their shoes as was pleasant to see,

'Neath the soul-stirring accents of stout Baron B.

Just hand, &c.

He turned as he spoke to the hands of the clock,

And then, with a scowl on the thieves in the dock,
" The time's getting on but I've words two or three,

Eor your friends out of doors from your friend Baron B.
Just hand, &c.

" If one man dogs another as homeward he goes,

Aud masters his purse by the dint of some blows,

That man before long shall have audience of me,
And I '11 do my best for him," quoth stout Baron B.

He 's got at his notes and some ink in his pen,

Mr. Jonas before him has ranged all his men,
" For life, ten years, four, none with less shall get free,"

More strength to your elbow say we, Baron B.

The Contagion of Fear.—We know a poor timid old lady, who
declares she wouldn't go into the Park for any consideration, she is

so alarmed lest she might be stopped in Garotteii Row

!

LEGAL LIBERALITY.

We take the following advertisement from the Law Times :—

LAW.—WANTED a clerk who has a fair knowledge of abstracting,
drawing deeds, and a fair accountant. Salary £1 per week. Office hours, 9 to 1

and 2 to 6. Address, A. Z., &.c.

The law is said to be a " liberal" profession, but there are certainly

exceptions to its rule of liberality, and one of these exceptions is the

offer which we quote. A pound a week for working eight hours a-day

is precisely at the rate of fivepence for an hour : and to earn this hand-

some salary, the clerk must have some brains and have the knowledge
how to use them in doing something more than the mere drudgery of the

desk. He must be a fair accountant and know how to draw a deed,

and we presume that he will be required to come to office with a tolera-

bly decent-looking coat upon his back. How he will support himself

(and probably a family) upon his pound a week, is more than we at

present feel competent to guess : but it would not much surprise us to

hear that an accountant who was so badly paid tried to keep himself

from starving by cooking his accounts. Low wages are a terrible temp-
tation to dishonesty, aud an accountant who possesses a knowledge of
" abstracting " would be likely, if half-fed, to turn his thoughts some
day to the abstraction of the cash-box, and, besides the other deeds with
which he was entrusted, he might execute the deed of drawing a forged

cheque.

Moderate Charges.

Mr. Punch, who, after his labours in the sphere of absurdity, seeks

recreation in serious reading, was much diverted with the Bishop oe
London's Charge. For tolerance, good sense, charity, and freedom

from cant, it is quite a curiosity of its kind. Mr. Punch never before read

any Episcopal Charge, not consisting of mere platitudes, so moderate.

Indeed, Bishop Tait's Charge is as moderate as the charge of 3d., or

M. stamped, which is the charge of this celebrated periodical, and is all

that Mr. Punch will ask for his magnificent forthcoming Almanack.
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A COLT'S REVOLVER.

THE WATERS OF COMFORT.

"When did ever land beside
Show the sight that England's showing-
All these streams of bounty flowing

Swift and steady, far and wide i

From cottagers' and children's hands
Many a tiny rillet springing,

Many a new Pactolus briuging
From rich purses golden sands.

Silver streams and streams of gold,
Meagre rill and mighty river,

In their flow converging ever,

As one tide at length are rolled.

All the desert on its brink
Gathers green from those glad waters :

Far-off warfare's guiltless martyrs,
Fainting stoop them down to drink.

Of the myriads that throng
To those waters none shall perish

:

England's charity will cherish

Needs not bred of England's wrong.

Infallibility of the Female Sex,

The Ladies have a belief that Parisian corsets wear
much longer than any other ones, and the dear creatures
are right, as they always are, for we beg leave to point
to the occupation of Rome by Louis Napoleon's army
as an incontestable proof of how exceedingly lasting French
Stays are.

Two Great Hits of the Season.

{In one Family.)

The (Honourable Mrs. Norton (authoress) brings out
the Lady of La Garaye.

The Honourable Mr. Norton (beak) brings up the
Gentleman of La Garotte.

A EOMAN CANDLE (TO LIGHT US TO A VIEW
OF OURSELVES).

Additional papers respecting the Roman question (in continuation of
Papers already submitted to Parliament).

Mr. Odo Russell to Earl Russell (Received Dec. 10).

"My Lord, " Rome, Bee. 6.
" I have the honour to inclose for your Lordship's perusal,

a letter from Cardinal Antonelli, in reply to your Lordship's
despatch of the 12th ult. (of which, in pursuance of your Lordship's
direction, I left a copy with the Cardinal), in relation to the brigandage
of which the Papal territories have lately been the head-quarters.

" I have, &c.,

" (Signed) Odo Russell.''

(Inclosure.)

From Cardinal Antonelli to Mr. Odo Russell (attached to the

Legation of her B. 31. in Turin.) >

" Sih, " The Vatican, Bee. 5.
" I have to request that you will present my acknowledgments

to Earl Russell of the new proof which he has given in the des-
patch of the 12th ult., of which you were instructed to leave a copy
with me, of his interest in the affairs of the Government of his Holiness,
and that you will convey to him my grateful thanks for the admirable
lecture on Constitutional Government contained in that despatch, and for
the various outline or draft constitutions, which Earl Russell has
had the condescension to submit for the acceptance of his Holiness.
Any further proof of interest in the affairs of his Holiness was
unnecessary from the author of the Ecclesiastical Titles Bill, under
which the Hierarchy of the Church one and indivisible, enjoy in
safety their present dignities and emoluments in Great Britain. The
Constitutional lecture, invaluable as it is, is superfluous, as I have
already had the inestimable privilege of gleaning the substance of it from
his Lordship's published works and Parliamentary speeches. The
draft constitutions are unhappily, inappropriate to the dominions of

his Holiness. I return them, as his Lordship may find use for them
in his communications with other Continental governments, for which
he may be anxious to frame constitutions. The suggestions for the
suppression of brigandage here, I also return with a request that

before they are put into force in the capital of his Holiness, they may
be tried in London, where his Holiness has observed with pain, and
something as near indignation as is compatible with Apostolic meekness,
that armed brigandage reigns unchecked in the streets, defying the
authority of the law, and daily assailing peaceful and orderly citizens,

while engaged in their innocent avocations. I have to request that you
will convey to Earl Russell his Holiness's indignation at a state of

things so incompatible with good government and so seriously com-
promising the cause of law and order. Whatever may be the condition

of his Holiuess's dominions or capital, he believes it, will be admitted
by all who know both Rome and London, that the latter city is

just now the less free from the dangers of robbery and assassination,

and that the number of persons compelled to carry arms for their pro-

tection is larger in London than in Rome. I have at the same time to

request that, you will convey to Earl Russell his Holiness's profound

and painful surprise at the system in force hi the prisons under
the British executive. His Lordship will remember the very

energetic remonstrances and protests which he considered it within

his duty to offer against the treatment of prisoners in the king-

dom of Naples. I have to request that you will remind his Lord-
ship that if humanity may be outraged by harsh usage of the inmates of

a prison, common sense may be equally outraged by the pampering and
over-indulgence of the same class. His Holiness has observed with

deep pain, not unmingicd with disapprobation, how entirely common
sense has been disregarded in the prison-system of England, where the

aged and infirm labourer, compelled to close a life of toil in the work-
house, is treated in that asylum of destitution with less consideration

and kindness than the sturdy and habitual breaker of the law in what
should be his place of punishment.

" His Holiness, in his conviction that such a system must lead to

demoralisation, and that it is likely to tempt his Holiness's Irish subjects,

more especially, to purchase by crime those comforts which are denied to

virtuous poverty, has charged me to convey through you to Earl
Russell, for transmission to Her Britannic Majesty's Government,
this expression of his hope that energetic measures will forthwith.be
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taken to put down the brigandage of London, and to reform that system of prison

administration under which the ranks of that brigandage are recruited.

" If his Holiness be open to any reproach for not putting down the brigandage

which devastates Naples, Earl Russell must admit that the British Government

can hardly hope to escape the censure of all governments claiming to speak in

the cause of our common humanity, to sav nothing of the interests of order, morality,

and religion, when it deliberately lets loose a certain proportion of convicted

criminals, every year, before the expiration of their sentences, to strike terror into

the peaceable citizens of the capital.
" I have to request that you will transmit a copy of this despatch to Earl

Russell, and I have the honour to be, &c.
"Antonelli,

" Cardinal and Minister of Foreign Affairs."

THE YAHOO IN YANKEE LAND.

his is good— from the
New Fork Times

:

—
"The time will come when

America will enforce repara-
tion from England for the
Alabama's depredations. The
most effective cure for sec-

tional heart-burnings will he
a foreign war for a year or
two. England has done all

she can to break down
America in her day of agony,
and America will hate Eng-
land for it till the last

American now living goes to
his grave."

If the Yankees believe

that England has done
all she can to break
down America in her
day of agony, it is mani-
fest that England has
done all she can to offend

the Yankees. It would
be satisfactory to be
assured that they really

entertain that belief, for

then we should have
nothing further to ap-

prehend from their

hatred and malice in

consequence of anything
more that we could pos-

sibly do. We might
just as well agree to join

the Emperor of the French in a proffer of mediation between the hostile States,

inasmuch as, by our co-operation in that friendly overture, we could not aggravate
the determination to return us evil for good, which according to the New York
Times, is already as strong as it can be. Indeed, we could not do worse than
we are now doing if we recognised the Confederate Government at once, and

broke the blockade. On the contrary, we should do a
great deal better ; because the only consequence of those
steps would, at the worst, be war with the Federal States,

which would be much less inconvenient for us now, than
it will be some time hence, when the Yankees will drag
us into a war with them for a year or two, or three, or four,

or more probably longer, with the view of finding an effec-

tive cure for their sectional heartburnings. For now we
should get the South for an ally ; whereas then we should
have to fight the Yankees single-handed.

But mind, Jonathan, the above logic is all conditional.

It rests only on the supposition that the New York Times
represents you. We believe no such thing. The idea

|

that you would dream of enforcing reparation from England
for the Alabama's depredations is as absurd as would be
the notion that we meant to call upon the United States to

indemnify us lor the damage done through contraband of

war supplied during the late Crimean struggle by American
citizens to Russia. As if, too, you would be such a fool as to

complain of the sale of the Alabama to the Confederates,

when you know how much more of the means of warfare,

in the shape of gunpowder and weapons, is sold, on precisely

the same principle of neutrality, to you. No, Jonathan :

the malignant nonsense above quoted from the New York
Times could only have been conceived and uttered by a

particular species of mischievous, ill-conditioned unscru-

pulous blackguard.

It is the characteristic howl of the Yahoo, or Irishman
of the baser sort, who, for the good of his own country,

and for the bane of yours, has transported himself into your
midst. He occupies many an Editor's writing desk, but
would be much more suitably situated in your [gallant

army, where he would serve as food for Southern powder.
The fittest position of all for him would be that of suspension

at some altitude from the ground by a ligature embracing
his neck with a running noose, and maintaining him in

antagonism to the force of gravitation.

Tenterden Steeple and Goodwin Sands ?

" Mr. Digby Seymour strongly recommended Captain
Mangles to the electors of Southampton. The Captain's

political sentiments were the same as his, Mr. Seymour's,
own."

—

Times, Monday.
" Captain Mangles has been rejected by the electors

of Southampton."

—

Times, Saturday.

UPON DR. ELLICOTT BEING APPOINTED BISHOP OF GLOU-
CESTER AND BRISTOL, DR. ELLIOTT BEING THE DEAN.

Between the Bristol magnates
What difference may there be ?

Why, Elliott has the Deanery,
And Ellicott has the See.

GALLANT EQUESTRIAN FEAT.

The electors of Southampton, never over particular about their poli-

tical linen, have sold their Mangles, and taken to floriculture. This
" dark saying on the harp " means that they have returned Captain
Mangles to his domestic enjoyments, and Lord Mayor Rose to the
House of Commons. It is perfectly well understood that politics had
not much to do with the election, but that it was a case of Peninsular and
Oriental against South-Western, and Boat has beat Rail. The Captain
described himself as a Liberal, and the Mayor is a Liberal Conservative.
Mr. Punch, who is in some sort a subject of the Mayor, and " Viceroy
oyer him," loyally takes it for granted that his Lordship's vote will be
given on the side of common sense, and therefore Mr. Punch addresses
his Civic Sovereign with a congratulation, but, simultaneously, requests
an early explanation upon a much more important matter. The represen-
tationof Southampton is a trifle, but Mr. Punch begs to know whether
there is to be any division of Mayoral hospitalities in consequence of
the election. Are Southampton people to be brought to town to take the
place of their betters at the Mansion House Feasts ? If so, Mr. Punch
will merely remind his Civic Sovereign that the precedent set in the
case of King Otho has not been lost upon London patriots. Let the
Lord Mayor be governed by the Provisional Constitution, and all

will be well ; but if a Southampton element is to be introduced into
the City, there will infallibly be a revolution, and there will be pro-
clamation of President Punchadama.ntopulos vice Rex Rose.
Meanwhile the patriotic yet courtly Mr. Punch is happy to felicitate a
fast mayor on having beat the rail.

PUNCH TO PRINCE RUPERT.
" At the Manchester Distress Meeting the Earl of Derby headed the list with

£5,000."— Times.

Well done, Lord Derby : Foremost in the ranks

Opposed to Famine ; backing the Petition

Of sorrow; tendering kindness Votes of Thanks.
Well, Derby, dost thou lead that Opposition.

Thou art no shedder of unhelpful tears,

But rightly scorn'st such sentimental slops,

And droppest gold instead ; so, after years,

Shall speak with honour of our Rupert's Drops.

A Trial in Little.

Says the Law Magazine to the Patriot Digby,
" Where, but for your votes, would your Magistrate's wig be ?"

Says S., " You shall pay for imputing a job."
" He shall," says the Jury ;

" and high. Forty bob."

THE EX-KING OF GREECE S LITTLE GAME.

His little game must have been le Jeu de L'Otho {Loto), and a rare
losing game it was for him, and all parties concerned. He lost every- I

thing by it. Not once, for the number of years that he has had his
]

hand in, did he ever draw a winning number.
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JEBB'S REFORMATORY.
What ! Eightt en Stone ! Oh, you 7/ do —here 's your Ticlrt-of-leave .'

'

SOME REALLY USEFUL "WORSTED WORK.
My dear Mrs. Snookeley,

The other morning when I called on you I found you sitting

in the breakfast room with your three charming daughters, who were
all of them engaged in what I take to be their usual morning avocations.
Evangeline Matilda was embroidering a slipper, intended 1 believe
for the curate of Saint Reredos, Honoria Maria was putting raven
ringlets on a blue-eyed worsted bandit, whose handsome features I may
some day have the happiness to sit upon, while Agnes Angelina was
reading aloud a thrilling chapter from a fashionable novel, whereof a
good deal of the melodrame (as well as of the morals) I have very little

doubt was of Parisian extraction. Of course I would not mar the har-
mony of this domestic scene, but as I walked away I could not help
reflecting that young ladies might perhaps find better things to do than
reading French morality and working blue-eyed bandits. And with this

thought, my dear Madam, just let me draw your notice to the following-
short statement, which a correspondent sends me from the Liverpool
Daily Post

:

—
" Mr. J. has fabricated a novel and warm blanket for the distressed poor in the

cotton districts. It has the advantage of being strong, warm, and—costs nothing.
" It is made solely out of woollen list, remnants that in tailors' shops are thrown

away or given to rag collectors. The mode of construction is simple, and the result
really pretty, not to say beautiful. The list is platted ; and, by using divers colours,
the blanket or quilt is made to look picturesque. A few stitches keep the whole
strong and perfect.
"By preserving the list in the tailors' shops throughout the kingdom, half-a-

million such blankets could be made in a week or a fortnight."

"List O List," young ladies ! Surely here is a kind of worsted work
quite as pleasant and more useful than making Eerlin bandits and em-
broidering swell slippers for some clerical poor feet. Ask papa to tell

his tailor to let you have so.ne list, and then set to work at once and
plat it into blankets for the poor folks in the North. Two pence a

pound, my correspondent tells me, is the price now asked for list by
tailors who want money for it : and as nine pounds he informs me, are
enough to make a blanket, a pair of blankets of your making would cost-

papa as little as a pair of gloves. List blankets may doubtless not be

quite so warm as Witney ones : but they will serve at any rate to keep
poor folks from freezing, and, to a grateful fancj', the warmth of your
kind fingers will linger in the work.

Fondly trusting, my dear Mrs. Snookeley, that these few words of

mine may 'list a host of girls besides your own in this good work, I
remain with all devotion to you all,

Your faithful,

WKC8.

EXCHANGE OF WIGS.

'Twixt Judges and Bishops one cannot determine
Whose character stands most deservedly high,

_

And a test which is purer, the Lawn or the Ermine,
Even Faraday might not know how to apply.

But whereas our bold Bishops, if not very clever,

Are strictly attached to the moralist's creed,

Lay hold of a culprit and crush him for ever,

And deal to a Doubt what should punish a Deed.

And whereas our kind Judges, like brave Cap'n Cuttle,

" Make notes of" each villain's excuses and prayers,

Invent exculpation with intellect subtle,

Till rascals split heads while their judges split hairs.

'

Suppose for the nonce rliat our Judges, so polished,

Turned Prelates, while Bishops as Justices sat ; •

Then Sceptics would find all their Dogmas demolished,

And Scoundrels would find they were food lor the Cat.

No Reasonable Offer Refused.

Otho's late kingdom seems to hang quite heavy in the market. No
one will make the least bid for it. We should recommend its being

carried to some marine-store-dealer's, where they write up, " The best

Price Given for Grease."
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PUNCH'S ALMANACK for 1863. Illustrated by JOHN LEECH
and JOHN TENNIEL, will be Published on the 19th Imt.

Price 3d., Stamped 4:d.
[Ponch Office, 85, Fleet Street.

SOLD BY ALL BOOKSELLERS.

This day is published, in Two Vols., postSvo, Price 21*., with a Map,

MY BURY NORTH AND SOUTH,
BY W. H. RUSSELL, LL.D.

*** THIS WORK CONSISTS ENTIRELY OF ORIGINAL MATTER, AND IS ALTOGETHER DISTINCT FROM THE LETTERS TO " THE TIMES/
Bradbury and Evans, 11, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, E.C.
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13, Great Marlborough Street.

HURST & BLACKETT'S
NEW WORKS.

MISTRESS AND MAID. By
the Author of " John Halifax," 2 v.

GREECE AND THE GREEKS.
By Miss Bremer, Translated by Mary
Howitt. 2 v. 2ls.

LES MISERABLE S.
By Victor Hugo. Authorised English Trans-
lation. Second Edition. 3 v.

LIFE OF EDWARD IRVING.
By Mrs. Olifhawt. Second Edition. 2 v.

ENGLISH WOMEN OF LET-
TERS. By Julia Kavanagh. 2 y.

FEMALE LIFE IN PRISON.
By A Prison Matron, Third Edition. 2 r,

ITALY UNDER VICTOR
EMMANUEL. By Count Arrivabkae. 2 v.

JOHN HALIFAX, GENTLE-
MAN. An entirely New ..Edition.] .Illustrated

by Millais. 5s.

THE NEW NOVELS.

SLAVES OF THE RING ; OR,
BEFORE AND AFTER. By the Author of
" Grandmother s Money." 3 v.

A PRODIGAL SON. By
Dutton Cook. 3 v.

THE I A E 030 f
;

..- By Capt. Maybe Re id. 3 v.

The 36th Thousand, Post 8vo., 7s- W.

qOYER'S MODERN HOUSE-
*<* WIFE. By the late Alexis Soyi b.

With Illustrations.
" Should be iu the hands of every keeper of a

kitchen and larder in the kingdom."— Lancet.

Also, by the same Author,

SOYER'S GASTRONOMIC REGENERA-
TOR; or, System of Cookerv for the Kitchens
of the Wealthc With Plate's. Ninth Edition,
Svo. 15s. cloth."

London, Simfkin, Marshall & Co., Stationers'
Hall Court.

NEW SCHOOL TALES.
Just Published in fcap Svo, Price 6s. Cd.,

OT. WINIFRED'S, OR THE
K* WORLD OP SCHOOL.

Edinburgh, Adaju & Ciiari.fs Black.

OTTOAKTAW CHRISTMAS
JLjL PRESENTS.—A large quantity of
ca^es of pure and tine flavoured Hungarian Wines,
including the re.nowja.ed Imperial Tokay, imported
direct in assorted samples from celebrated grow-ens.
tPrize Medallists ) Price— t dozen case, 2u«. an 1

30s. : 2 dozen, 3 guineas ; 3 dozen, 4 guiueas. Tthese
are samples of the choicest, most, strengthening, mud
most delicious wines. C. sh on Delivery. iXeiait-

tances to accompany country orders. CarriH^e free
to any London raihvay Station, or within five mil a

from the City.—Max Gregek (from Hungary).,
Depot of Genuine Hungarian Wines, 7, Mincing
Laue, London, E.C.

SLACK'S NICKEL SILVERW ELECTRO-PLATED, is a coating of
|

Pure Silver over Nickel; a combination of two
metals possessing sue!* valuable properties rentiers

it in appearance and wear equal to Sterling Silver.

Fiddle Pattern.
Per Dozen. £ s. d. £ s. d

Table Porks 1 10 and 1 H
Dessertditto .„... I II and 1 in n
Spoons 1 10 and I 18

TeaSpoons ., 12 ami o
I

Richard ani> John Slack, 336, Strand.

FOREIGN WIISS,
-« LIQUEURS, &c. at Moderate Prices
Price List on Application to Arthur Copper & Co.
11, Jermyn Street, St. James's Street.

Established 1826.
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" NOVELTIES FOR CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
HEW YEAE'S GIFTS.

rp A. SIMPSON & Co. have now completed their arrangements for the Season, having col-
-'- • lected many ingpnious and beautiful novelties from the first manufacturers of London,
Paris, Vienna, and Frankfort, many of which are specially adapted for Christmas Presents,
including Jewellery, Watches, Clocks, Garnitures, de Chemin^ti, Ornaments for the Table in
Ormolu, Bronze, Medieval Mounted Walnut Wood, Ebony, " Thuj'a Imperiale," <&c. ; Dressing
Cases finished with Silver and Electro-plated Fittings, and a large Assortment of Articles too
various to enumerate.

GOLDSMITHS, JEWELLERS DRESSING CASE MAKERS, AND IMPORTERS OF
CONTINENTAL NOVELTIES.

154, Regent Slreet, & 8- Beak Street, W., and Paris, Rue de Rivoli,

^W Homoeopathic Practitioners, and the Medical Profession generally, recommend Cocoa as
being the most healthful of all beverages. When the doctrine of Homoeopathy was first intro-

duced into this country, there were to be obtained no preparations of Cocoa either attractive
to the taste or acceptable to the stomach ; the nut was either supplied in its crude state, or so
unskilfully manufactured as to obtain little notice.

JAMES EPPS, of London, Homoeopathic Chemist, was induced in the year 1S39, to turn his
attention to this subject, and at length succeeded, with the assistance of elaborate machinery, in
being the lirst to produce an article pore in its composition, and so refined by the perfect tritu-

ration it receives in the process it passes through, as to be acceptable to the delicate stomach,
and a, most

DESIRABLE BREAKFAST BEVERAGE.

The Best and Only "Prize Medal" CORN FLOUR
is theW A I Z E N A.J"A Reported by Jury (Class 3, Sect. A),

'' Exceedingly Eicellent Food." A wonderful and
Economical Food and luxury for All. Try ii Onee,
Grocers, Chemists, &c, sell it.

Packets with Directions, &c , Sd. an id.

JONATHAN PEARCE'S
«* DINNER SERVICES—A thorough
assortment of inexpensive but pleasing patterns in
breakfast, dinner, dessert, tea, and chamber services
presenting the opportunity of a considerable savins
in furnishing. Illustrated Catalogue, post free

78, Queen's Road, near Royal Oak, Paddingtou.

fHE Is. HAIR-WAVER* produces a beautifully natural wave of
the hair in a few minutes, without hot water or any-
thing injurious. Post free. Is. 2d.
Thuefitt, Inventor, 1, Acton Street, London. W C

FOR GENERAL USE,

13 DISTINGUISHED FOB ITS

DELICIOUS AROMA, GRATEFUL SMOOTHNESS, and INVIGORATING POWER,
And to these qualities it is indebted for the adoption it now obtains as a

BREAKFAST BEVERAGE.
DIRECTIONS.—Mix, in a breakfast cup, two tea-spoonfuls of the Powder with as much cold

Milk as will form a stiff paste; then, fill tjp with boiling Milk, or Milk and Water -n equal
portions, or Water.

I lb., 4 lb., and 1 lb. Packets, at Is. 6d. per Da.

•1.1 in labelled Packets only, by Grocers, Confectioners, and Druggists, in every town
throughout the United Kingdom.

MANUFACTORY : LONDON.

77 & 78, OXFORD STREET,

OPPOSITE THE PAITHEOE
fHE POCKET SIPHONIA DEPOT- EDMISTON A^D SON,

-Vile Manufacturers of the 12 oz. Waterproof Coat for India, guaranteed not to be sticky,
no matter the climate it is subject to. From 42s., all silk 50s. to 65s. Measurement required,
the length and size round the chest. Knapsacks for Tourists, 18s. 6<i.

T MAPLE & Co.'s FIRST
«J> • CLASS FURNITURE.
Mahogany Wing Wardrobes, 9 guineas; ditto, with
Plate Glass Doors, 11 guineas; ditto, in Painted
Wood, with Plate Glass Doors, 54 guineas • Bed-
steads of every description, in Wood, Iron, and Brass,
fitted with Drapery and Bedding complete; several
Suites of Drawing-room Furniture, from 12 to 20
guineas; the Eugenie Easy Chair, 25s.; Couch to
correspond, 3 guineas ; many Chiffoniers, with Plate
Glass and Marble, from <*5 to £2o ; Marqueterie
Cabinets from 2 guineas; very large ditto, in BuhL
from £12 to ^625 ; Bookcases from 4fc guineas.

Illustrated Catalogues free on application.
145, Tottenham Court Road.

HO ALBUM
WITHOUT A

"BEADING GIRL."
Stebeoscopic Company, 54, Cheapside, and 110,

Regent Street. Post "Free for 12 stamps.

AVOID PILLS AND ALL
** OTHER MEDICINES; they invaria-
bly aggravate and perpetuate diseases; their annoy-
ance, disappointment, and all Doctors' Bills, may
be avoided by Invalids and persons in indifferent
health sending their address to P. A. Barry, Esq.,
77, Regent Street, W., London, and they will receive
gratis and free by post

—

"THE INVALID'S OWN GUIDE," or Natu-
ral Regenerator of perfect digestion, strong
nerves, sound lungs and liver, refreshing sleep, and
nervous and muscular energy to the most enfeebled,
ensuring; the radical removal of Indigestion (dys-
pepsia), constipation, distension, anvi sickness at
the stomach, haemorrhoids, torpidity of the liver,

nausea, pains between the shoulders and at the pit
of the stomach, debility, nervousness, unfitness lor
study, fear, palpitation, cough, asthma, consump-
tion, bronchitis, dropsy, diarrhoea, dysentery, bilious-
ness, fevers, sore throats, catarrhs, colds, noises in
the head and ears, rheumatism, gout, impurities,
eruptions, scrofula, epilepsy, paralysis, hysteria,
neuralgia, irritability, sleeplessness, acidity, heart-
burn, headache, despondency, cramp, spasms, sick-
ness, tits. This Guide contains copious extracts
from 5S,0'iO authentic cures, which had resisted all

medicines.

SAUCE.

LEA A3JD PERKINS'
WORCESTERSHIRE

SAUCE.
Pronounced by Connoisseurs

"THE ONLY GOOD
SAUCE."

None genuine without Name on
wrapper, label, bottle,

and stopper.

%* Sold by Crosse & Blackwell :

Barclay & Sons; and Grocers
and Oilmen universally.

PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS EXHIBITION, 1855.

METCALFE, BINGLEY,
& Co.'s New Pattern Tooth Brushes,

penetrating unbleached Hair Brushes, improved
Flesh Brushes, and genuine Smyrna Sponges, with
every description ot Brush, Comb, and Perfumery,
130 b, and 131, Oxford Street. Mjetcalfb'b cele-
brated Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2s. per box.

iLATING STOVES.-
Cheap, Simple, Efficient, and Durable.

Thousands have been sold ami universally approved.
They are suitable for Halls, Warehouses, Conserva-
tories, and every situation where a Close Stove is

required. The large sizes are extensively used ia

Churches, Chapels, and Public Buildings with great
effect and economy. Prices 50s., 60s., 708., 90s., and
120s. Prospectus with engravings, gratis, and post
&ee. In operation daily. The Trade supplied.

Deane & Co.. Opening to the Monument, London
Bridge. Established A.D. 1700.

5,

FISHING STOCKINGS, 21s. to 25s. per pair.

OH&BTNO CROSS, late 69, 3THMH3.
WEDDING' AND BIRTHDAY PRESENTS—H. R0DRIGUES,
#W 42> PICCADILLY, invites attention to his elegant STOCK of TRAVELLING DRESSING
BAGS, DRESSING CASES, DESPATCH BOXES, Writing Cases, Work Boxes, Jewel Cases, Scent Caskets and
Glove Boxes, LADIES' RETICULE and CARRIASE BAGS of every description: MEHI^EVAL MOUNTED
ENVELOPE CASES, BLOTTING BOOKS, and INKSTANDS en suite; the NEW PATENT SELF-CLOSING
BOOK-SLIDE, also a choice variety of ELEGANCIES an* NOVELTIES suitable for PRESENTATION .too
various to enumerate, to be had at

HENRY RODRIGUES, 42, PICCADILLY, two doors from Sackvffle Street, W.

'INES from GROWERS.
Sherries ISs. to 60s. I Clarets 14s. to ROs
Ports 20s. to 80s. [ Champagne S2s. to 7(is'.

Hotels and Families supplied at Shipper's prices.
Discount to Tra<!e.

Imperial Wine Company, 314, Oxford Stre. i, W.

T0ND0N AND RYDER,
**> Goldsmiths, 17, New Bond Street,
Makers of Doncaster Cup 1362, and G.'odwooil Cup
13f>2. invite attention to a new and recherche Stock
of Diamond Work, &c, every article of sterling
quality and origiual design. Prize Medal for Silver
Plate, Jewellery, Diamond Work, and general 'ood
taste. Exhibitors of the largest Emerald. Ruby,
Opal, and finest Cat's-eye in the world.

17, New Bond Street, corner of Clifford Street.

ffOB QESTWBEarS ££AL HEAD OF HAIR, OS INVISIBLE
\*JRUKJ&.—The«prioeiple r\poai wbioh this PeruVeis mads is so superior to everything yet

produced, r.iiiit the MftDufacturer jnvi^s the V>nuur of a *ialt from the Sceptic and the Connoiseeur, that one may b<

convinced, und the other grratifle^ ibytfaspeflting .t;bjp ft rjd.other novel and heautilu-l speeimersa of the PeruqveUn &rt, «t

..i>!ii<_Umentofthe SoljelQvpjitpr,?. BROWNE. 4L EEJSSJailSCH STS££T.

F. BROWNE'S INFALLIBLE MODE OF MEASURING
THE HEAD.

Hound the Head, iu manner of a nllet, leaving
the Ears loose ,. .. ., .. ,. ..

From The Forehead over to rhe poll, as deep
each way jib required .. ,

From one Temple, to ths other across the rfs*
or Crown of i-he He"ed to where- the Hair f^rowt

As dotted
I to i.

As dotted
2 to 2.

As mnrted
3 to 3.

Inches. I Eighths

fejsS*™'*

/ .

itesd?

.tfe

GARDNERS LAM F£
are: the sest

EEEN'S GENUINE MUS-
TARD, made with the greatest care

from the finest English Seed; this Celebrated
Brand, distinguished upwa«U of a century for

purity and sirengih, has ie2ei»ed the general

approval of the public. First Manufactured 1742.

Sold by most Grocers from the Cask, and in 1 lb.,

* )b.,andjlb. Canist*rs.

S.EKN, Kobinson, Bei.ivtlis S"Co., Garlick Hill,

London.

D'S OSWEGO
PREPARED CORN,

For PuddjiflgBj Custards, Blanc Mange, Ac, the
original end genaine Americaaioreparationof Indian
Corn. — Established 18W. — No other article in

America or England has the right to the title of

'Ojighaal."

TTINAHAff'* LL WHISKEY
-bA. v. OUGMAO BRANDY.—This cele-
brated old Irish Whiskey rivals the finest French
Brandy. It ia pure, mild, mellow, delicious, and
very wholesome. Sold in bottles, 3a. 8rf-., at the
retail houses in London; by the agents in the prin-

cipal towns in England; or wholesale at 8, Great
Windmill Street, Haymarket.—Observe the red seal,

pink label, and cork branded
Whiskey."

* Kioahan's L0

TEE CHARGE FOR THIS UNIQUE HEAD OF
~
T AITt, ONLY £1 10*. .3

"

SHIRT S.-E R D'S
i

** COLOURED i'LANNEL »HIRTS.
)
The new Patterns for the coming Season are now
yearly, comprising all the newest designs and

' colours, including the "Panseine," the most beau-
1 tlful colour ever pro! need. Very superior quality,

;
all wool, 10s. M. each, or three for ?.0s.; the very

I best, 12s. M., or three f>r3fis.; and 13s. M., orthreefor

I 39s.; also Boys' Flaniul Shirts. 7s., or threeforiOs.

;

I Ss., or three for 23s.; !>«
, or three for 26s. Patterns

I sent to select from on rs^eipt of Three Stamps.
1 K. Ford & Co., 33. Poultry, London, E. C.
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Little Jones (who of course is not a bit afraid of the Garotters), sotto voce. " I
wonder what the doocc that low-looking fellow means by always trying to get behind me."

A NURSERY RHYME FOB, THE CRAWLEY
SPARROWCLDES.

" Sparrow Murder.—A country paper of this week has the fol-
lowing announcement :— < Crawley Sparrow Club.—The annual dinner
took place at the George Inn on Wednesday last. The first prize was
awarded to Mr. J. Redford, Worth, for having destroyed within the
year 1,467. Mr. Heaysman took the second, with 1,448 destroyed.
Mr. Stone third, with 982 affixed. Total destroyed, 11,944. Old
birds, 8,603 ; young ditto, 722 ; eggs, 2,559.' "—Times.

Who killed Cock-sparrow?
" I," said three men of Crawley,

With my club in my mawley,
" I killed Cock-sparrow !

"

Who saw him die ?

"I," said Caterpillar,

"And I blessed sparrow-killer,

As I saw him die."

Who il dance on his grave'?
" I," said Mr. Slug-,

" With Green fly and Red-bug-,
We 'il dance on his grave."

Who '11 weep for his loss ?

^ "I," said young Wheat-shoot,
Eruil, and Blower-bud and root,

We '11 weep for his loss."

The Liquidation that is Wanted.

Mows, de Lesseps is said to have expressed his great
delight at seeing the waters of the Mediterranean flow
into one of the tributary canals that are to cut through
the Isthmus of Suez. We have no doubt that the great
engineer overflowed with joy on the happy occasion, but
we fancy what would give him greater pleasure than any-
thing else would be to see the subscriptions flow in. But
the question is, where is the Bank that they are to come
from ?

THOUGHT ON TRANSPORTATION.

As we don't hang our criminal rubbish at home, we
had better shoot it abroad.

GAROTTER HUNTERS WANTED.
(A Confidential Letter to Erank Eallowfield, Esq., of Cyder Court,

Devonshire.)
" Dear Erank,

" You recollect what fun we had with old Squire Dingle's
otter hounds that day by Brawley Bottom, and how, you blackguard,

you kept chaffing me about my Cockney way of living, and wondered
how a fellow ever could be fool enough to waste his life in London,
where there was no chance of his enjoying any sport. Well now, if

you '11 just come and spend a week with me this Christmas, I think I

can convince you to the contrary of that. I can't give you any otter

hunting, but if you want a new sensation, what d' ye say, my boy, to a

night's Garotter hunting ? We have got together a splendid pack this

season, and the game is still so plentiful that I '11 bet we '11 show you
some really first rate sport.

" To tempt you up, old chap, I'll just describe the way in which we
go to work. The meet takes place at some man's rooms at eight

o'clock p.m. (on foggy evenings generally we meet at six o'clock) and
when we 've got our pack together, we throw off in the direction where
we think it likeliest that we shall see some sport. To start the game,
one of the hunters, who is armed with a spiked collar, and has a spine

of little daggers bristling down his back, proceeds at a slow pace along
some quiet square or slreet, assuming as he does so a rather tipsy gait.

His corkscrewy gyrations are sure to start the Garotter if there be one
in sight, and when the vermin has once broken ground and fastened on
his prey, the pack, who are provided with stout hunting-whips and
cudgels, rush in and give the brute a thundering good thrashing, and
then pass him over to the hands of the police.

" If Garotter-hunting clubs were established about town, I think
that they would soon exterminate the animal; for judging by the way
in which he shrieks and squeals, there is nothing he hates more than
being soundly thrashed. This you know he never is when hunted down
by the police, who have orders, I believe, to treat him with all tender-
ness, and not to hurt a hair of the precious creature's head. When run
to earth in gaol he is well fed and never thrashed, and so of course the
breed is largely on the increase, and there is little fear at present of

there being no Garotters found to hunt. If we wish to clear our streets

of the vermin that infest them, we must get good beaters and set them
well to work. So, as you have a good biceps, I hope that you '11 come up
and have a jolly run with our Garotter hunting pack ; and meanwhile
believe me, my dear boy,

" Yours in all sincerity,

" Bludgeon Buildings, Tuesday^ "Epaminondas Jones."

SUBTERRANEAN NEWS.

Mr. Bunch invited the Underground Railway people to come forth

with a statement of their reasons for delaying the opening of their line.

With the usual deference which all well-regulated associations show to

any suggestion by Mr. Punch (it is in fact so suicidal in any person
to neglect Mr. Punch's slightest hint that the not answering him and
the appearing in the Gazette of Bankruptcy is one and the same thing,

to quote Miss Miggs) the railway people immediately issued an apology
in the Times. They state that the Eleet Ditch irruption delayed the

completion of the Farringdon Street terminus, but that all is now ready,

from the lunch that is to welcome Mr. Punch on the opening day
(he trusts that this remark does not apply to the oysters, as he has a
predilection for fresh ones) to the velveteen trousers of the porters.

The directors hope to open on the 22nd. In his turn, Mr. Punch hopes
that they will keep all their officials in a high state of temperance
during the Christmas week, and even if extreme speed has to be

sacrificed while experience is being learned in the Sewer, the motto had
better be "slow and sewer," rather than swift and smash. Being
deeply interested in this great bore, he makes no excuse for the hint,

indeed catch him making excuses for anything. The notification that

the rail is to be open has produced a most extraordinary phenomenon
in the New Road, and he has heard, but of course allows for exagge-

ration, that seven omnibus cads have spoken civilly to passengers

during the past week, and that one, to whom a threepenny piece was
tendered by mistake for fourpence, requested the other penny without

a single offensive expression. Competition is the true missionary of

humanity.
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A RUINOUS INQUIRY.

Great deal lias been -written

of late in the Lancet, the Corn-

hill, and other publications,

on The Effect of Railways
on the Health. A poor dis-

heartened shareholder wishes

that some great analytical

inquirer would start another

scientific investigation, which
is no less important^ than

the above, and that is The

Effects of Railways on the

Rocket. He is convinced

that the result would be to

the full as disastrous, and
even more ruinous, in the

latter than in the former in-

stance. He doubts, as far

as he is concerned, whether
his monetary system will ever

be able to get over the shock
it has received from having
continued to trust itself so

long to the mercies of rail-

ways. He wishes most
heartily that his pocket had
never had anything to do

with them. The constant collisions, the numerous accidents, the

alarming ups and downs of the Stock Exchange, the incessant vibrations

of the railway market, that no break, or number of breaks, could

possibly control, have all conspired to shorten it to that extent that

all its functions have become completely paralysed. Every symptom
of circulation, he says, has long since ceased.

THE JOLLY CONYICTS,

A Cantata {after Burns).

Becitativo.

When working men, ill-fed, ill-clad,

Erom cold and clamouring brats are glad
Bedwards to make retreat,

When humble traders count the gains

Of long shop hours, or rack their brains

How to make both ends meet,
A troop of gaol-birds right and tight,

O'er best of drink and victual,

At The Thieves' Kitchen, made a night
IV) wet a pal's acquittal

With chaffing and laughing
They ranted and they sang,

With jumping and thumping
The boozing ken it rang.

First next the fire, all bounce and brag
Over the evening's feats and swag,

Sat a tip-top garotter

;

To squeeze a scrag he boasts the skill,

No sneaking prig to draw a till,

Or o'er a pocket potter.

His comforts near,—his fancy lass,

His bull-pup, black and tan,

—

lie sucked his pipe, and flowed his glass,

As late he floored his man.
Off rump-steak and oysters
He'd managed to sup, .

'Then boisterous he roysters
And tuneful strikes up.

Air.—" Soldier's Joy.'"'

My name it is Bill Sykes, I've got the best of tykes,
'

And a gal who ha'n't her likes, wherever she comes.
This here ticker 1 was a bloke's, 2 that I sarved with hearty-chokes,
And this reader3 was a moke's,4 as got his windpipe 'twixt my thumbs.

When my 'prenticeship was past, folks had a different taste,
And lagging used to last to the land o' kingdom come..
In the hulks a cove was laid, and the cat it freely played,
And skilly 6 you was made to eat—oh warn't it glum !

I've had my"seven long year, in a chain-gang so severe,
As snug as I sets here, with my pipe, and pup, and pal

;

But now I've Jebb to pet me, and, if nabbed, my ticket get me,
And out agin to let me go garotting, with my gal.

Ob, it 's rare times for us prigs ; in quod we runs our rigs,

As merry as the grigs, on the best o' grub and snooze7
;

They cockers up in prison him as bones what isn't his 'n,

To the chaplain if he '11 listen and come the holy blues.8

What if there's bars and locks ? there's no hard lines or hard knocks,
Like a sparkler in a box, you 're laid up in cotton wool

;

While poor hard-working cogers they lives as hard as sogers.

And to keep us artful dodgers out their rates is forced to pull '

Becitativo.

He ended, and the kitchen shook,
With such a mighty roar,

That down Eox Court,9 the blues10 deigned look,

Then paced on as before.

A nobby cracksman, William's pal,

Cried ' brayvo ' and ' hencore,
5

But up arose Bill Sxkes's gal,

And laid the loud uproar.

Air.—Soldier Laddie.

I once was a green 'un, I cannot tell when,
:

And still I can come the green game, now and then

;

"A short life and a pleasant " was always my motter,

No wonder I'm fond of my gallant garotter.

Sing, lal de lal, &c.

The first of my loves was an " area sneak,"
With a basket of tracts, and no end of a cheek";

But his four year he got, when, pulled up at a gate,

They twigged 'neath his tracts all the family plate.

So he being quodded11
, left me in the lurch,

And I took up with one as faked clys 13 out o' church
;

Till being cotcht out with his hand in a fob,

He got a long turn at the Tench13 for the job.

And then I grew tired of the whole low-lived lot,

And an out-aud-out nobby swell-mobsman I got

;

And I stalled 1 * as he faked, and I lived like a lady,

Till I left him, along of his growin' unsteady.
;

And then I took up with my Yilliam there,

And we lives well-beknown, quite a model young pair :

I hooks on a covey, so smilin' and smug,
Vich Bill comes behind him and puts on the hug.15

I've tried on most lurks and most lays, broad and Jong,

But garottin's the game for the brave and the strong;
I'm von must look up to the man that I likes,

Which towards him I looks, with your health, my Bill Sykes !

. Becitativo.

Then next outspoke an ancient beldam,
Sober in gaol but out on't seldom

:

In quod her warmest welcome found/
Of England's jugs she'd run the round

;

Her earliest love, in days long past,

For highway robbery had been cast;,

Now, memory stirring, she began
To wail her old High-toby-man. 1G

Air.—John Eighlandmaii.

In better times my love was born,

Your tumping and faking n he 'd hold in scorn

;

He did the trick on a different plan,

My gallant, gay High-toby-man.
Sing, hey, my bold High-toby-man,
Sing, ho, my' bold High-toby-man,
Let your flimpers and fakers match if they can
The deeds of my bold High-toby-man

!

With his brace of barkers and vizor black,

As he spurred along on liis thorough-bred hack,

The bar-maid's hearts he did trepan,

My gallant, gay High-toby-man !

Sing, hey, &c.

His " stand and deliver," was frank and fair,

And he took his swag with so high an air,

That the ladies to like being robbed began
By my gallant, gay High-toby-man

!

Sing, hey, &c.
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As a lifer, alas ! beyond the sea

They banished my fancy-man from me

;

But he gave 'em leg-bail, and home he ran,

My gallant, gay High-toby-man.

Sing, hey^&e.

.But the runners they nabbed him at the last,

And in Newgate nobbled him hard and fast.

On judge and jury I lay my ban,

That tucked up my own High-toby-man,

Sing, hey, &c.

Sinee then a widder I 'm left to mourn
The High-toby times that will ne'er return

;

And with flimpers and fakers put up as I can,

Por there 's never a bold High-toby-man

!

Sing, hey, &c.

ReCITATIYO.

She ceased— loud rang the kitchen walls

With chaff and cries and feline.calls,

And groans for bad old times,

When gaols were cold and dark within,

And fetters thick and gruel thin,

And hardships followed crimes, i

Then loud and long the jovial throng

Did William Syk.es request

Out of his stock to choose a song,

A ballad of the best.

He uprearing, and clearing

His bellows sonorous,

Deep-chested requested

The help of a "Tchorus."

Ant,.—"Jolly Mortals, fill your Glasses.''

See the heavy-wet before us,

Newgate nobs in jovial ring,

Gents, 1 '11 thank you for a tchorus,

Here 's the ditty we should sing.

Chorus.—A fig for quod ! By Jebb protected,
Terrors of the jug have ceased

:

Fit for gents we've gaols erected,
And on ticket we 're released.

What is Dartmoor, if you 're quiet ?

What 's Bermuda, when you 're there ?
Easy work and ample diet,

With the Chaplain if you 're square.
A fig, &c.

Pitch in pious fudge, and fable,

He will swaller all you say
;

And it 's Lard if you ain't able
To knock half your term away.

A fig, &c.

Quod o'er flats hang in terrorem,

_ But don't talk to us as knows

;

if they stops our pipe and jorum,
That 's about the worst they does.

A fig, &c.

Here's to Jebb and his leave- tickets,

That when coves a rest has ta'en,

Opening their prison-wickets,

Sets 'em on the loose again.

A fig, &c.
J Ticker, a -watch.
2 Bloke, a man in the sense of victim.
3 Reader, a pocket-book.
4 Moke, a donkey ; here used metaphorically for a foolish fellow.
5 Ligging, transportation.
6 Skilly, gruel.
7 Grub and snooze, bed and board.
8 Come the holy blues, affect pious penitence.
9 Fox Court, the site of the Thieves' Kitchen.

10 Blues, Policemen.
1 1 Quodded, imprisoned.
12 Faked clys out of church, picked pockets at a church door.
13 The Tench, the Penitentiary, Milbank.
14 Stalled, I covered his operations as he picked pockets.
15 And puts on the hug, the technical phrase for the garotter's choke.
16 High-toby-man, highway-man.
17 Ftimping and faking, garotting and pocket-picking.

THE SONG 0E THE ANTI-GA&OTTER,

ll round my neck, I

wear a spiked steel

collar,

A revolver and a bowie-
knife I carry up my
sleeves,

And if any one should

ask of me the reason
why I wear them,

I '11 tell him 'tis to guard
myself from these

garotting thieves.

Last night in walking
home a skulking
vagabond addressed

me,
Says he, " Pray, what 5

s

o'clock?" and, not
intending any pun,

Pull in his ugly face I
let out my left, and
floored him,

Observing as I did so,
" My dear friend, it 's

just struck one !

"

So, ruffians all, take warning now, and keep respectful distance,

Or a bullet or a bowie-knife clean through your ribs I '11 send

:

Well armed, we '11 straightway shoot or stab the rascal who attacks us,

If Slu Geobge Gkey won't protect us, why, ourselves we must defend.

110YAL SPANISH BRASS.

prevents us from asking whether the Queen of Spain has any Irish

element in that azure fluid which circulates iu her Royal system, since

it was possible for her Catholic Majesty to utter, before the Cortes the
other day, the following words, which were put into her Royal mouth
by her Ministers :

—

" In continuing the system already commenced of liberty and toleration, and of
the sincere execution of the constitutional law ; in accustoming the different classes
of society to the exercise of the rights which raise their dignity ; and in inculcating
on all the principles of morality and of Christian religion, Heaven, witnessing our
conduct, will deign to bless the efforts made."

Por example, Heaven will deign to bless the efforts made, on a system
of liberty and toleration, to convince Manuel Matamobas and his

companions, by punishing them with penal servitude, of the error which
they have committed in reading the Bible. On this mode of inculcating

the principles of morality and the Christian religion, the constitutional

Queen of
L
Spain has the face to say that she expects the blessing

of Heaven. What a face it must be ! One for which the best pos-

sible cosmetic, if it wanted such a thing, would surely be vitriol

—

the fluid commonly used to clean brazen utensils ; a wash that, if strong

enough, might bring some little colour into the cheeks which it purified.

The Spanish Sovereign, on the part of her Government, also informed
her faithful Cortes, that she implored Divine goodness to bear their

prayers " to bring about a cessation of the tribulations of the Sovereign

Pontiff." This consummation which she so devoutly wishes, might
possibly be expedited if the Sovereign Pontiff would bestir himself

to put a stop to the tribulations of other people, such as Matamobas,
Alhama, and their partners in suffering for conscience' sake, who are per-

secuted in accordance with the system of liberty and toleration which
exists in Spain under the sanction of that priesthood of whom the Pope
is the head. As long as persecution exists in a popish country unre-

buked by the Pope, civilised Europe will be of opinion that the Holy
Father's tribulations ought to cease only in their accomplishment by
the exoneration of his Holiness from the cares of temporal power.

Whereas a restoration of the papal sovereignty over the whole of the

Roman states is probably that cessation of the tribulations of the

Sovereign Pontiff which is implored in the orisons of that unblushing
Queen of persecutors, the Catholic Isabella the Second.

Ikeland has long, with some reason, enjoyed a peculiar celebrity.

The poet sings of
" Hibernia, famed, 'bove every other grace,
Por matchless intrepidity of face."

The effrontery, regarded as rather a natural characteristic of the Irish,

is well understood to be entirely peculiar to the sons, and quite other-

wise than distinctive of the daughters, of Erin. This consideration

Died of Overwork—a Sewing Machine.

This Sewing Machine was alive, and died because it could not com-

pete with other sewing machines that didn't require feeding, nor

clothing, and could live rent free. In other words, this sewing machine

was a poor Shirt-maker.
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DETERMINED ATTEMPT AT GAROTTING,
On a Private Gentleman, in broad Daylight, on his own Grounds. Desperate Resistance of the Victim.

[N.B. The above is well authenticated, and not got up by penny-a-liners to alarm the public.

A COURT FOR FOOLS.

It appears to Mr. Punch that the Police Magistrates of the present

clay have, thanks to gai otters and other missionaries and evidences of

civilisation, almost enough to do, without being called upon to sit in

judgment in cases where abject folly complains of templed knavery.

He scarcely ever takes up a newspaper without finding a report of a

case in which some Downright Ass comes before a Magistrate to make
a statement which, so far from entitling the complainant to pity, would
really justify the worthy Beak in deciding that a Fool's Cap be placed

upon the plaintiff's head, and that he be summarily kicked out of court.

But, as mildness is the fashion of the day, and as Sir George Grey
thinks that a remonstrance is the severest treatment which a ruffian

should receive, it would not do to be dreadfully harsh with idiots.

Therefore Mr. Punch proposes that a sort of Court of Ease be esta-

blished, in relief of the Police Magistrates, and that the Judge of this

Court be empowered to deal with cases which ought not to impede the

legitimate business of the regular tribunals. To this Court of Pools
Mr. Punch proposes that all complainants be sent whose allegations

begin in this way, or at all like it :—

"I was looking over London Bridge, staring at the steamboats, and
a decent young man next me made a remark as I answered. We then
thought we would have a glass of ale together, and while we were
taking it at a house he recommended, there came in another man, who
had some ale too, and said he had got more sovereigns than anybody
in the place. Now 1 had twenty-three pounds ; so," &c.
"I was looking at some billiard playing at the Shark and Blubber

tavern, and made an observation about the play, when a man near me
said I was quite right, and he could see 1 was a judge of the game, and
if I liked to see some really fine play, and not like that of these fools,

he would show me some. AVe went, and he stood a glass of brandy and
water. It tasted rather," &c.

" Seeing a crowd in the street round a horse that had fallen, I
pushed in of course; not that I could be of any use, but I thought I had

as good a right to look as anybody. The fellows were clumsy at it, and
I said so. A man said that he agreed, and that it was a shame to see a
noble animal like a horse ill treated. We had a little talk, and he said

he must go for his horse, and he should be proud to show it me, as I

seemed to know how horses should be handled. We went a long way,
and at last he took me into a dark stable, and then a man got up from
the straw, and before I could speak I was knocked down," &c.

" Peeling hungry, I went into a coffee shop, and while I was having
a bit a man asked me if I minded his sitting opposite. I said no, and
he ordered something, and said he was waiting for a friend, who was
the son of a clergyman, and in a bit of trouble, but they hoped to make
all right, and his friend had gone to see a rich relation and ask for a

loan. I said I hoped he would get it. Presently the clergyman's son

came in, quite delighted like, and said that his uncle had been very kind,

had reproved his follies, and had stood a twenty-pound note, which was
more than he wanted. He was anxious about getting it changed, as a

bill had to be taken up to save his honour, and as the landlord hadn't

it, and time pressed, and he said he would give half a sovereign to save

that day, I thought I would," &c.

Now that is the class of Idiot who, Mr. Punch thinks, ought not to

be allowed to waste the time of Mr. Mansfield, Mr. Arnold, or

Mr. Knox. But as justice ought to be done to everybody, there should

be a special Court for such matters, and when a booby presents himself

before a Police Magistrate, and begins in the above fashion, any of

those gentlemen, or their colleagues, should be able to cut him short

—

" Go to the Court for Fools." Not that we would punish the knaves a

bit the less (unless Sir George Grey particularly wished it) but that

we consider a Court of J ustice to be a tribunal for men, and not a

refuge for Donkeys.

OUR COllPLTMENT FROM GREECE.

Britannia presents her compliments to Prance and Russia, and begs
them to observe that Honesty is the best Foreign Policy.
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« BEMEMBER THE G'ROTTEK !

"

A CHRISTMAS CAROL.

Remember, remember, the first of November,
Slippery, sludgy, and fog ;—

_

For I sees good reason why this glummy season

Sliould keep us in pocket and " tog."

Hurrah

!

Then a squeeze and a shake for Sir George's sake

!

A squeeze of the gorge for the friends of Sir George !

Hip, Hip, Hurrah

!

Remember, remember, the last of November,—
Old Bailey and sentences long,

—

If we drops upon Bramwell, it 's queer but he '11 clam well

He gave it our pals hot and strong.

Then Hurrah

!

For a twist and a wrench for the cock of the Bench !

A jolly good shake for Judge Bramwell's sake

!

Hurrah

!

All hail to November !—But welcome December,

For we '11 " put the hug on " yer yet

;

So the shiners are swagg'd, we don't care if we 're lagg'd.

A ticket-of-leave we shall get.

Hurrah

!

Then a twist and a hug for the Londoner's lug

!

A jolly good squeeze for the Cockney's wheeze !

Hurrah

!

Chorus.

A cord, a cord,

For Beggar and Lord,
A trusty steel to poke him

;

Ah " Indian Claw,"
To fracture his jaw,

And a jolly good squeeze to choke him !

PROTECTION FOR CABBY.

The demands of the Cabmen for the redress of their grievances are

now before us in the Express. So modest and moderate are they, that

the subjoined quotations of them will doubtless be supposed to be the

offspring of our jocular fancy. But, in sober seriousness, the Cabmen,
represented, by their delegates in a meeting at the Whittington Club,

actually propose the introduction, into an amended Hackney Carriage

Act, of a series of clauses, which we proceed to state, with the

necessary explanations :

—

" 1. The present 6d. hiring to be abolished, and no driver to be compelled to let

his cab for less than Is., but to be bound to go two miles for that sum if required."

This stipulation may be admitted, to be based upon a reasonable

sense of the dignity of a Cabman's profession. To be sure, by
the rule of vulgar arithmetic, as two miles are to one shilling, so is

one mile to sixpence. But sixpence is certainly a small sum, and a

Cabman has as much a right to decline such a fee, as a physician has to

refuse half-a-guinea.

" 2. The metal badge now worn by drivers to be abolished, it being no proof

that the driver wearing it is the person duly licensed, and that in its place a cer-

tificate, containing a description of the person licensed, be given' to every driver on
receiving his licence which he shall produce when called upon to do so."

A most considerate proposal. The Cabmen find that the badge now
worn by drivers does not prove in practice a sufficient means for the

identification and citation before a Magistrate of any member of their

body who now and then happens to disgrace it by extortion and
insolence. The proposed Certificate will ensure that desirable object-

Only, because the study of the Cabman's features, and the comparison
of them with a written description, would take some time, that

document had better be accompanied with a carte de vlsite.

" 3. No driver to be deemed plying for hire unless standing upon some place
authorised by the Police Commissioner."

This article, to be duly appreciated, must be considered in connection
with the next -.

—

"4. That all special agreements . between hirers and drivers be binding on both
par-ties."

A Railway Station is private property, and Cabs are authorised to
stand there by the Railway Company, and not by the Commissioner of

Police. A driver not deemed plying for hire might pick and choose
his fares. If any special agreement which he might make with a hirer

were binding on both parties, he would have to be content with any

remuneration which a railway traveller had engaged to give him,
however inadequate and calculated on a mistake as to distance.

" 5. That the distance of four miles from Charing Cross be measured by the road
instead of the radius."

In that case the Cabman would be enabled to display his honesty by
always going the shortest way.

" C. 7. S. That children be charged for as upon railways. That all packages be
charged 2d. each. That all dogs earned in or outside a cab be charged at the rate of
6d. each."

At present an infant, a cigar-case, and a terrier, are so many objects

which would afford a Cabman merely an arbitrary pretext for asking
sixpence each; altogether eighteen-pence. The proposed enactment
would legalise the charge and exempt it from the stigma of ridiculous

extortion.

"9. That any driver proving his case before a Magistrate, shall roeeive compen-
sation for himself and witnesses."

_
An admirable arrangement for proving the Cabman's case under any

circumstances whatever.

" 10. 11. 12. That every driver shall receive notice of the unfitness of his cab or
horse for public work before becoming liable to'prosecution. That none but hirers I

be empowered to prosecute in any dispute between themselves and owners. That I

a cheap power of appeal be granted from magisterial decisions." i

The foregoing provisions are so many devices for facilitating the legal
j

settlement of disputes between Cabmen and hirers. This, in particular, 1

is much impeded by those lawyers whom prosecutors now generally em-
ploy instead of conducting their own cases against defendant Cabmen.

"13. That when any hirer refuses to pay his fare or to make compensation for
j

airy damage to a cab, the driver to have the power to compel him to go to the
{

nearest station-house, where he shall deposit the amount of such fare, or give
security, previous to going before a Magistrate."

The last regulation,
_
if adopted, would have the happy effect of

|

preventing the imposition which is too often practised on Cabmen by
j

persons calling themselves gentlemen, who happen to be in haste to
'

catch a train. Altogether, the proposed improvements of the Hackney
Carriage Act, above-quoted, will, if effected, obviously tend to the comfort
and accommodation of a class of men for whom the community ought
to exist, and will, at least, set some limit to the insolence and imposi-
tion which Cabmen have too generally to put up with on the part of the
Public.

REAL ROGUES AND SHAM REFORMERS.
What is reformation ? Can a thief when shut up in a prison, where

he cannot
_
steal, really give a proof that he is a reformed man, and is

proof against temptation to go and pick a pocket ? We see gaol-birds
set at liberty before their sentences are out, and if we ask the reason
we are told it'stheir " good conduct." But so far as thieving goes,
how can any thief act wrong in a gaol, where he has no chance of thiev-
ing? To say he is reformed is to jump to a conclusion which cannot,
it is clear, be logically reached. You might as well cage up a magpie
and say he is reformed, because, being so confined, he has not stolen
anything. How Bill Sykes must chuckle as he takes his ticket of leave
to think that he is viewed as a really reformed character ? What a
pleasure it must be to a pickpocket in quod to think that by his absti-

nence from thieving while in prison he may beget the fond belief that
he is to be trusted ! To test whether a rogue be in reality reformed,
he ought to be so placed that he may give vent to his roguery : and
until there be steps taken somehow to provide such tests, we shall put
very little faith in the so-called reformations, for which we have to

thank our Ticket-of-leave system, and which increase our risk of being
robbed and murdered in the streets.

DENOMINATIONAL DISTINCTIONS.

The Rev. James Cronshaw writes to Sir J. Kay Shtjttleworth
to ask whether it would be better to have " Denominational," or
" Mixed " Sewing Schools in Manchester. What; next in the way
of Sectarian classification? Regiments, perhaps, formed each of

a peculiar sect ; denominational corps. There is a precedent for it in

the Cameronians. We might have Muggletonians as well ; Methodist
Brigades, Baptist Battalions, General and Particular, Light and Heavy
Independent Dragoons, Supra and Infra-Lapsarian Calvinist Lancers,

Unitarian Hussars, Roman Catholic Artillery, Evangelical Engineers,

and Puseyite Sappers and Miners. To these might be added an Eben-
ezer Squadron, and Little Bethel and Salem Divisions. There would
be small difficulty in organising denominational troops of all kinds,

except one, a force derived from the Society of Friends : no denomi-
nation but the Quakers objecting to destroy their fellow men. If there

are to be Denominational Sewing Schools, there might also as well be

Denominational Prisons, where convicts might pick oakum exclusively

with brethren of their special denomination, instead of performing hard
labour, as they do now, under the general denomination of rogue ; for

there are, unfortunately, too many rogues of all denominations.
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A PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF AN OLD PANTOMIME JOKE.
" What 's o'clock, you Scamp ? Just struck One."

FRENCH AND ENGLISH BUILDING.

Another street of palace-domes
Is added to the outward splendour

Of Paris, rivalling old Rome's
For which Rome freedom did surrender.

Alas, how London lags behind !

Cry some, our humble structures scorning
But here a man may speak his mind,
And Fundi tells truth without a warning.

True, Paris is the finest place
In Europe and the world, to look at

;

At none folks play with truer grace,

None do they better dance and cook at.

In most fine arts they much excel

;

No finery than theirs is finer :

But we in greater freedom dwell,

Though our magnificence is minor.

While France in building leads the way,
Behold, by general resolution,

What homage Greece unites to pay
The fabric of our Constitution.

That edifice, which praise has won
From such an unexpected quarter,

We Britons would exchange for none
The proudest pile of stone and mortar.

Great Theatrical Sensation.

(A Prophecy.)

The French version of the Battle of Waterloo is pro-

duced at Drury Lane, and meets with the greatest

success. We need not say it is brought out as a burlesque,

and is received throughout with shouts of laughter. The
denoument, in which the French win the battle, is pro-

nounced to be one of the greatest bits of fun since the
days of Mother Goose.

Reputation of an Old Sayin g in favour of a Com-
MISSIONNAIRE WITH A VYoODEN LEG.

—
" Mb OUOVIS UgilO

Jit Mercurius."

A NICE FOOTMAN FOR A SMALL PARTY

!

How we wish that we had lots of money and were living in Bengal

!

Wouldn't we just rush to Raneemoody Lane and beg to see the
gentleman who puts this notice in the Hurkaroo a short while
since

:

FOR SALE, at No, 3, Raneemoody Lane,
AN Enormous ORANGOUTANG, (or commonly called a Man of the
f» Woods,) brought from " Java." This animal is qmte tame, and has been taught
to dance, play on a Bamboo Flute many savage tunes, also many wonderful tricks
with Bamboos, and plays games of all kinds to perfection, dressed in savage cos-
tume, and can wait at the Table, and is also able to dress gentlemen and attend to
them at the Toilet.

What a charming creature ! Oh, how we long to have him ! What
a nice surprise we should provide for our old uncle, when he next
comes to dine with us, by dressing up this monkey in a footman's
livery and getting him to come in with the soup and wait at table

!

How delightful it would be too, when dressing for a party, to have this

hairy Valet to attend us at the toilet ! Wouldn't he just curl our hair
and brush our clothes for us— and then probably proceed to tear them
all to bits and throw the brushes through the looking-glass, or perhaps
into the street.

iMAGNI EST VERITAS.

Our fair friend the Beading Girl (it may not be generally known that
what she is reading so intently is Bunch, though perhaps it is' obvious that
anything less absorbing would have i'ailed to fix even a statue's attention
while a million of people were crowding round her) has actually got into
Chancery. Somebody who calls himself a cousin of Her Majesty, but
who has followed the modest occupation of assistant to photographers,
has been surreptitiously translating her graces into piratical pictures.
Wood, however, comes to the rescue of Marble, and Vice-Chan cellor
Wood has stopped the unlawful process, at the suit of the young lady's
" next friend and guardian," Mr. Nottage. As a girl of that age
can't be too particular what Company she keeps, we are dad to see
that she is to keep to the Stereoscopic Company. Mr. Bunch takes so
much interest in her as his most Constant Reader, that he rejoices at
her now being a lesson not only to sculptors but to pirates.

ANOTHER OF OUR BULWARKS GOING.

What is the use of a jury? it may possibly be asked, when nearly

every week one sees that the verdict of a jury, by appeal to the Home
Secretary, has been set aside. We used to boast that trial by jury was
one of the chief bulwarks of the British Constitution : but while Home
Secretaries pooh-pooh our juries as they do, we think that such a bul-

wark is at best a rather shaky one. Serving on a jury is not a pleasant

occupation, and is quite a waste of time when verdicts are ignored as

they recently have been. If further evidence be furnished, to prove the

innocence of a prisoner, the new trial should take place before the jury

who found guilty : so that they, if they thiuk proper, may themselves

reverse their verdict. Trial by Sir George Grey is not trial by a jury

:

and it is by jury-trial that all persons who are charged with being felons

should be tried. We Britons often boast about our "twelve men in a

box "
: but while their decisions are pooh-poohed by higher powers,

twelve men in an omnibus might talk about the case, and their verdict

in the matter would do every whit as well.

EXTRAORDINARY EXHIBITION.

The Dividend of three per cent, that has just been declared by the

Crystal Palace Company, making not less than eight per cent, for the en-

tire year, will shortly be exhibited at Sydenham. The court, selected to

display it, will be the Alhambra, as being the best adapted to the

marvellous nature of the exhibition. Mr. Bowley, the sleepless secre-

tary, says it will be the greatest novelty ever yet shown within the

walls of Penge Palace. He doubts whether Blondin ever would be

able to mount as high as this Dividend in safety, or without running
imminent risk of falling half way in the perilous ascent. There will be

an additional attraction about this extraordinary exhibition consisting

in the fact that very few shareholders will believe it until they see it.

The thousands that will be thus attracted by curiosity to the spot, it

will be impossible to calculate. We only hope, for the benefit of an
institution which is most admirably conducted, and which should be a

source of honest pride to the country that has produced it, that a like

Exhibition may be repeated for many lustres to come, and that the

shareholders may take a deeper interest in it every year,
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FLAGELLATION FOR FLAGRANT OFFENCES.

Epistle Extraordinary from an Ex-Boatswain to Governor Punch.

dmird Guvnor,— 2 year Ago
;come next jennywery I were
going Down larkall Lane to

my house At, batter Sea at 8

bells post Meridien when A
Misscreant attempts To garot

Me but Fails 'cause just As
he were about To put Tlie bug
on, I sudenly Swings back my
rite Heel, and inflicts Such
a wound Upon the sharp Bone
of his shin, that he lets go
with A Howl that you might
Have heered at your shop
in fleet Street—and may Be
You did. just at that Junc-
tion, another Misscreant
comes forward, And aims A
hit at Me with A jimmy,
which Howsomever I wards
off with my Stick and makes
The willin bite The gravel at

my Feet. Leaving him To his

reflexions I lays Hold of the

1st Misscreant who hasn't

Done rubbing his sliin, and
am Walking him off when
Unluckly to My great sur-

prise a policeman appears And
claims him As his parquisite. well ! I gives him Up 'cause Obedience to the law Is my
Motto ; but I am Savagely roth to Do it And why ? 'cause I had made up My mind to take

The willin home, and 'minister to his callous Back 6 dozen Lashes with the Cat, which Hangs
over the mantle piece in My back Kitchin, and which Has been there ever Since I retired

from Active Sarvice. well ! this willin Is tryecl

at the old baily, and Gets what ?—4 years
Peenal Servitood, and wery pleased he and his

Friends were, You may Be sure at his getting
Off so cheep.

"last monday Night as I were going down lark
all lane that Same highdentikal willin again
Pounces on Me. agin I collars him Agin police-

man X. 1 comes Up and demands his Parquisite
—agin I Am disapinted, feeling assured That
Williny at the old baily Will triumph and justice

Be made A larfing stock off. I'll wager a lb. of
bacco to a penny Segar, that if that big ruffyan
hadn't Been taken Out of My hands en the fust

occasion he Would never Have 'tempted to

Garot me a 2nd Time.
" what I wants You to Do, Guvnor Punch—you

can doo anythink—is to arx sir george gray, if

he's Afeard to give these Gratters a little Bitt
of whipcord hisself to Let them do it as isn't,

we've tryed The peting and codlin sistem Long
eriuff. when I hears of A grotter I think Of
them lines in Shakespear, what I heered wunce
at Portsmouth the- at re where he Says he'd Put
in every honest hand A whip And lash The rascal

naked through The world.
" I inklose my kard (tbe ace of spades with

My name writ through The ilustration) that
You may have okular Demonstration of My
Woracity.

"Yours, &c,

" Ben. Scorewell,
late of H. $1. S. Etna."

" p. s. be so Good as too return
otherways it will Spile the pack."

my kard—

THE NAME OF" THE BOULEVAED.

To Mr. Punch.
"Sib,

" Considerable and lamentable misapprehension having been
found to exist in reference to the name of tbe new and beautiful Boule-

vard, so touchingly inaugurated by his Imperial Majesty, on Sunday
week, I invite you to offer to the English people the following correct

version of the Emperor's speech on that occasion. I transmit this

document to yourself, who are above all suspicion, as since that little

affair of the Morning Chronicle, the British papers have become unfor-

tunately sensitive.
" Receive the assurances of my most distinguished consideration,

" Drouyn de Lhuys.
" Paris, Pec. Vbth." " Minister for Foreign Affairs."

The Emperor's Speech.

In resolving to dedicate this new and noble Boulevard to the memory
of Prince Eugene, I have been actuated by considerations which will

recommend themselves lo the heart of every Frenchman.
It has been circulate d that I had intended our new Boulevard should

bear the name of a Prim ce Eugene who was a member of my own
family, and whose image for that reason, as well as for more obvious
ones, must be dear to the people of France.

This is a total and complete error.

I inscribe upon this beaut iful Boulevard the name of Prince Eugene
;

but it is the name of One who has otherwise made his mark upon French
history.

The, Prince Eugene of our new thoroughfare was born in the year
1663, and after a military apprenticeship passed in services against the
Turks, was sent by the Emperor Leopold the First with an army
into Italy. A French army happened also to be in Italy, for such things
will happen, and Puince Eugene defeated our generals in July and
September 1701, and in February 1702 took prisoner our celebrated
Vii/leroi. In 1704, Prince Eugene gained the Battle of Blenheim (an
English commander named Marlborough rendering him some slight
cooperation), and subsequently the Prince won the Battle of Savoy,
and. compelled the French to evacuate Italy, a course, therefore, on
their part, for which there is precedent. He obtained a variety of other
successes over the flag of France, and was fighting us on the Pthine,
another suggestive remembrance, so late as 1734, but died covered with
glory two years later.

I have stated these facts because the history of Prince Eugene has
been, for reasons, more can fully preserved and studied by our affec-

tionate neighbours across the Channel than by ourselves, and it may

not be so familiar to all of you as the deeds of commanders who have
fled from before the French banners. For the same reason, and because
I do not find that our own memoirs do sufficient justice to the personal
appearance of the Prince (a statue by one of our noblest sculptors shall

shortly redress that injury), I will translate to you a few lines from a
classic work of extraordinary repute among our neighbours, and called
the Spectator.

The editor of that work had beheld Prince Eugene when on a visit

to London, and a celebrated English statesman (and friend of the editor).

Sir Roger de Coverley, had been enchanted with him, and declared
him " a greater man than Scanderbeg." The Spectator says, " The
Prince is of that stature which makes a man most easily become all

parts of exercise : has height to be graceful on occasions of state and
ceremony, and no less adapted for agility and dispatch ; his aspect is

erect and composed, his eye lively and thoughtful, yet rather vigilant

than sparkling."

The English, who have few heroes, make the most of those few, and
are never tired of singing their praises and christening linendrapers'
shops after them. The distinguished Byron must drag in the uame of
the Prince into a tale,

" Comourgi, he whose closing scene
Adorned the triumph of Eugene,"

And the remarkable Southey, in' a foolish poem tending to disgust
mankind with the legitimate glories of war, says

—

" Great praise the Duke of Marlborough won,
And our good Prince Eugene."

Now it will be asked why I have chosen to dwell upon the military

exploits and fame of a Prince whose laurels were gained at the expense
of our own.

I reply, because a Napoleonic Idea has been carried out.

Blenheim is avenged.
Prince Eugene won Blenheim, but what follows ?!

Prince Eugene was the Prince of Savoy.
Savoy is a Province of France.
To the memory therefore of Prince Eugene, of France and Savoy,

I dedicate this beautiful Boulevard.

The Emperor then retired amid the cheers of the multitudes, the
bands playing " Malbrook"

" Sweet Sounds."—Mdlle. Path is giving, with the greatest
success, a series of performances at Paris. A celebrated Critic says,
" Her singing is full of so much lightness and sweetness, that the
series promises to be quite a vocal pATTi-smV
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COPY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Presented to both Houses of Congress by Command

ofMr. Punch.

LESSONS IN POLITICAL ECONOMY.
DIVISION OF LABOUR.

;

Billy, you go and heat away the naughty Wasps, while I cat the Sugar."

1.

Mr. Punch presents his compliments to Pro-
fessor Owen, and requests the favour of his

opinion on the accompanying specimen of an
American Eagle which has been sent to Mr. P.
from Washington by Mr. Secretary Chase.

85, Fleet Street, ZOth October, 1862.

Professor Owen presents his compliments to

Mr. Punch. He fears that Mr. Punch has been
grossly deceived. The specimen sent by Mr.
Chase is not an eagle at all, but a turkey-

buzzard, as is conclusively proved by its green

back. Professor Owen will take it as a parti-

cular favour if Mr. Punch will be kind enough
not to send any more of such specimens, or he
will be under the necessity of returning them, as

they are in too bad odour to be easily disposed

of, and it is quite out of the question to keep
them.

British Museum, 28///. November, 1862.

3.

Mr. Punch presents his kind compliments to

Professor Owen, and, in thanking him for the

information he has been so good as to furnish,

begs to assure him that he (Mr. P.) had not been
deceived at all, or he would have had the creature

btuffed for Mrs. P. 's collection, instead of send-

ing it to the British Museum. Mr. P. begs to

assure the Professor, that he is a great deal too
wide awake to mistake such a " varmint," or

indeed any ether kite that Mb. Chase might
fly, for the genuine Gold Eagle, which was once
the pride of America.

85, Fleet Street, 29th November, 1862.

PRACTICAL FAITH OR FRENZY ?

We should like to have the opinion of the British Judges and the

Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons on the question of the sanity or

insanity of a convict whose case is subjoined. The man's name isMiRA-

pein ; a short time since he received sentence of death for two murders

committed at Sgualada in Spain. Against this judgment the prisoner's

counsel appealed, on the ground that his client had acted under the

influence of monomania. The case having been referred to the Academy
of Sciences, the decision of the referees was that the prisoner had com-

mitted the crimes of which he had been found guilty while labouring

under ii religious homicidal monomania, and was not responsible for his

actions. The newspaper paragraph whence the foregoing particulars

are derived, thus relates the facts on which the conclusion of the man's

insanity was founded :

—

" From the statement of the public prosecutor, it appears that the prisoner had
long been tormented with apprehensions that he should die in mortal sin, for want
of the usual religious ceremonies before his death ; but having reflected that con-

demned criminals were always prepared to die as Christians, he resolved to secure

to himself the same advantage. He accordingly purchased a knife, and stabbed one

of his friends at a coffee-house. He then took to flight, but fearing that the wound
he had given might not prove fatal, he resolved to commit another murder ; and after

having realised his purpose on the person of a young man whom he met in the

street, he delivered himself up to the police. The Court has now annulled the

previous sentence, and ordered the prisoner to be confined to a lunatic asylum
for life."

Where was the monomania ? We think Her Majesty's Judges would
say that, in doing the above-mentioned murders, for the reasons above

stated, Mirapein knew very well what he was about.
_
The Faculty,

we suppose, would unanimously agree that, in committing those acts,

he proceeded upon a perfectly logical deduction from his premises._ If

he was mad, then, his madness lurked in the belief of those premises.

But the Spanish Academy of Sciences should not have called it a mono-
mania. Is it not, if a mania, a mania in which some—how many ?

—

170,000,000 human beings— is not that the number?—are supposed to

belit.ve? It would please us to ask Cardinal Wiseman and

OUR OFPENCE TO THE YANKEES.

While wrath distorts thy visage lank and haggard,
Why grin at me, and glare with evil eye ?

Why, in the strain of a malignant blackguard,
Jonathan, threaten and revile me—why ?

Why so vindictive is your roaring flood

Of foul abuse ? What have I done, that makes
You keep declaring that you'll have my blood,

More venomous in spite than maddened snakes ?

Not I your landmarks have removed, nor when
You were hard pressed in battle for the right,

A quarrel for a few enlisted men
Did I pick with you, and impede your fight.

Ah ! those are wrongs by which one might be driven

To menace, rail, and vow revenge like you.

Such injuries are not to be forgiven

To those who suffer them by those who do.

Why 's a conjuring trick like the rejection of a
suitor ? Because it 's sleight of hand.

Westbuby, C. ; Father Newman and Dr. Fobbes Winslow^ ; De.
Manning and Dr. Tuke, to dine with us at the Star and Garter at
Richmond, and argue out this interesting case of orthodox Romanism
or raving madness, over a sufficiency of claret after dinner.

The Right Man in the Eight Place.

We see that our old Baron Munchausen, who has long been lying:

unknown, is about to be translated into French. We beg to recommend

as the very best editor of the work, Monsieub Thiers. In fact, if it

were published as a continuation of his Histoire du Consulat et de

l>Empire, we are convinced that most of its subscribers would not be

able to tell the difference.

Primed by William Bradbury, of No. 13, tipper Wobum Place, In the Parish of St. Pancras, in the County ofi Middlesex, and -Frederick Mullett Evans, of No. 11, Bouv«ll' Street
,
in the Precinot ol

Whitefnars. City of London. Printers, at their Office in bombard Street, in the Precinct of Whitefriars, Oity of London, and Published by them at No 85, Fleet Street , in the Parish ot 5>t. Briae. wty o

London.

—
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MR. RUSSELL'S AMERICAN DIARY.
This day is published, in Two Vols., post8vo, Price 21s., with a Map,

MY DIARY NORTH AND SOUTH.
BY W. H. RUSSELL, LL.D.

"Dis'inct as to materials, and in many places different as to tone from his Letters, Me. Russell's I raise a storm of indignation above and below the Potomac, and bring upon the writer charges of betrayed

'Diary 'is the best of the many sketches of American society published since the rupture of the Union, confidence and abused hospitality, the time may come when Americans of all parties, writing the history

A hearty English manliness pervades it from first to last : and though its personalities will doubtless | of their greal civil war, will use its statements as unimpeachable testimony."—Athenoium.

Bradbury and Evans, 11, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, E.C.

In Three Handsome Folio Vols., Price 12*. each.

PICTURES OF LIFE AND
CHARACTER.

FROM THE COLLECTION OF MR. PUNCH.

BY JOHN LEECH.
Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, E. C. Bradbury <fe Evans, 11, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street.

|
Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, E.C

PUNCH RE-ISSUE punchs twenty almanacks
J. \J J-l \J ±± J.D JJ X M M V J_l.

1842 to 1861. Bound in Cloth. Price 5s. 6d.

The DOUBLE VOLUME for 1852, (Vols. 22 and 23) Cloth !

T>TTTfl- n TJ'O TPV iTWAViril7C
gilt, Price 10s. 6d. Also Vol. 2.3, Price 5s. in boards, JC KJ JSljSlO 1-Ei.N JiLi aLJia JA.\j &.O.

will both be published on the Slst instant.

Vols. 1 to 22 are already published. Single vols. 5«. each. Double vols.
1^». f d. each. Any vol. or Double vol. may always be had.

1842 to 1851. Price 2s. U.

PUNCH'S TEN ALMANACKS.
Second Series. 1852 to 1861. Price 2*. 6d. ?.

\
\
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NEW WORKS FOE THE PRESENT SEASON.

THE NEST' HUNTERS;
By William Dalton, Esq Prise 5s.

In fcap. 8vo. With Illustrations.

II.

THE DUCHESS OF TRAJETTO ; By the
Autkor of " Mary Powell." In post 8vo.

III.

ARTHUR MERTON ; ByMES. J. B. Webb.
Author of "Naomi." Price 3s. 6d. In 16mo,
with Frontispiece.

Arthur Hah & Co., 26, Paternoster Row, E.C

MR. TENNIEL'S ILLUSTRATED " LALLA
ROOKH."

In 1 vol. fcap. 4to, Price 21s. in ornamental covers;

or 42s. elegantly bound in morocco by Riviere,

«B. TENNIEL'S ILLUS-
Mia. trated edition of moore'S
"LALLA ROOKH;" Containing 69 Original Illus-

trations engraved on Wood by DalzielBrothers; with
5 Initial Pages of Persian Design by T. Sulman, J on.

London: Longman, Green & Co.

DEDICATED BY SPECIAL PERMISSION TO
HER MAJKSiY.

The only Atlas for which a Prize Medal has been
awarded at the International Exhibition, 1862.

TOE RQYAv ATLAS OF
* MODERN GEOGRAPHY. In a series

of entirely Original and Authentic Maps. By A.
Keith Johnston. F.R.S.E. F.RG.S. Author of the
"Physical Atlas," &c. With a complete Index of
easy reference to each Map separately, com-
prising nearly 150,00.1 Places contained in the Atlas.

Imperial folio, half-hound in russia or morocco,
&b 15s. 6d. For Reviews of this Atlas, see Times,
27th Dec. 1861; Athenteum, 10th Aug. 1861; Satur-
day Review, 17th Aug. 1861 ; Examiner, 17th Aug.
1861; Guardian, 25th Sept. 1861; &c. «e. A Pro-
spectus may be bad on application to the Publishers.

W. BLACKWOon & Sons, Edinburgh and London.
Sold by all Booksellers.

PLACE'S GENERAL ATLAS
•&$ OB1 THE WORLD. New Edition, Price
60s. Sold by all Booksellers.

In 21 Vols., 4to, Price d£25 12s. in Cloth, and M'&'i in
Half Russia, the

"OTCYCLOPJEDIA BRiTATC-
•sU N1CA. Eighth Edition. Sold by all

Booksellers.

&FHE COUBT CIRCULAR.-$ Politics, Literature, Science, Public
Amusements, Essays and Stories, Fashionable In-
telligence, &c, ftc. Published weekly, Priee bd.

Stamped 6(2., by Josefh Brlton, 12, Crane Court,
Fleet Street.

WEEIT ACKNOWLEDGEDM«—INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION-
lSf>2. The Jurors of Class ITI have, after a starch."

frig series of analysis, awarded a PRIZE MEttAL
for the "Purity and Excellence of Quality" of
Wotherspoon's "Victoria Lozenges, purchasers
of which may rent assured that, all are made of
equal quality to those exhibited. They are flavoured
with Peppermint, Cinnamon, Rose, Lemon, Musb,
Lavender, Clove, and Ginger, and are to be had nnly
iu Packets labelled " Wotherspoon's Victoria
Lozenges," at Id., 2d., 4d., Scl., and \g. 4d. each, of all

respectable Grocers, Confectioners, Druggists, &c.
WoTHERsrooN & Co., Glasgow and London.

BY APPOINTMENT.
WHIP MANUFACTURERS,

314, Oxford Street, London.
"Amenta. il Saddlers in every Country Town.

A large assortment of the following GOODS always
in stock :—

• purs, dog chains, couples and collars,
erreyhound slips, w hUtles, ferret bells, do£ bells and
muzzles,

;
. drinking flasks, Sandwich, cases, hunting

and post horns, tourist kegs, birdcalls, &c. &c.

r
rSfeffl Moustacnes d Eyebrows, produced
ina lew weeks by the use ot ELLIOTTS TOiVlC
LOTION, the stimulative properties of which are
unfailing In its operation. Thomas KUiott invites a
trial from the most sceptical, that they may be con-
vinced of its infallible power. Price 3*. 6<i,, 5s. 6rf.,

10*. 6d., and 21«« forwarded on receipt of postage
stamps. Thomas iiixiOTT, Hair Grower (first floor),
51, Fenchurch Street, K.C. T. E.'s Wigs, 3u*.

EVERYBODY'S LUGGAGE.
<« —PORTMANTEAUS, Trunks, Carpet
Bags, &c„all REPLETE with PERFUMERY, Sur
prise Photographic Albums, Cassolette Fans, and
other elegant novelties, suitable for jMSVV YEAR'S
GIFTS, at Kimmel's, 96, Strand; 24, Cornhill; and
Crystal Palace. Ornaments for Christmas Trees,
from 6rf.

"POR PERFUMING APART-
«& MENTS INSTANTLY AND MOST
AGREEABLY:—The Pastilles Allumettes emit a
most delicious perfumeimmediately on being lighted,
and are tbe most easily applied of all fumigating
apparatus. Price (id. per bundle.

H.liiaaE, 85, New Bond Street.

NO MORE PILLS OR OTHER MEBICOfES FOR OLD OR YOUNG.

" We find the safest remedy in DU BARRY'S delicious health-restoring

REVALENTA ARABICA
For Habitual Constipation, Dyspepsia (Indigestion).. Palpitation, Acidity, Nausea, Consumption,

Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Bronchitis, Haemorrhoids, Nervousness, Biliousness, Torpidity of the

Liver, Debility, &c."—Andrew Ure, M.D., F.R.S. ; Dr. Harvey, Dr. Shorland, Dr. Campbell.

We extract a few out of 58,000 Cures:—Cure No. 58,216 ofthe Marchioness de Brehan, Paris,17th

April, 1862.—" In consequence of a liver complaint, I was wasting away for seven years, and so

debilitated and nervous that I was unable to read, write, or in fact attend to anything, with a

nervous palpitation all over, bad digestion, constant sleeplessness, and the most intolerable

nervous agitation which prevented even my sitting down for hours together. The noises of

the street, and even the voice of my maid, annoyed me. I felt dreadfully low spirited, and all

intercourse with the world had become painful to me. Many medical men, English as well as

French, had prescribed for me in vain. In perfect despair I took to Do Barry's Revalenta

Arabica, and lived on this delicious Food for three months. The good God be praised ; it has

completely revived me, I am myself again, and able to make and receive visits and resume my
social position. Accept, Sir, the assurance of my deepest gratitude and of my highest consider-

ation.

—

Marchioness de Br£hast."

Cure, No. 1,771. Lord Stuart de Decies, of many years' dyspepsia.—No. 49,832. " Fifty years'

indescribable agony from dyspepsia, nervousness, asthma, cough, constipation, flatulency,

spasms, sickness, and vomiting. Maria Joly."—Cure, No. 58,816. Field-Marshal the Duke of

Pluskow, of dyspepsia, constipation, nervousness, and liver complaints.—Cure, No. 47,121.

Miss Elizabeth Jacobs, of extreme nervousness, indigestion, gatherings, low spirits, and nervous

fancies.—Cure, No. 54,816. The Rev. James T. Campbell, Fakenham, Norfolk, " of indigestion

and torpidity of the liver, which had resisted all medical treatment ; inquiries will be cheer-

fully answered."
In tins, 1 lb., 2s. 9d. ; 2 lb., 4s. 6<i ; 5 lb., lis. ; 121b., 22s. Super reBned quality, 10 lb., 33s.—

Barry Do Barks- & Co., No. 77, Regent Street, London: 26, Place Vendome, Paris; and 12,

Rue de l'Empereur, Brussels. Also Fortnum & Mason, Purveyors to Her Majesty.

B. JOSEPH & Co.'s

BOYS' CLOTHING ABTD OUT-
FI ING HOUSE

150, REGENT STREET,
IS THE ONLY HOUSE OF THE KIND IN LONDON

Where Ladies and Gentlemen may suit their Children with every

article oi dress in the most recherche style, and at economical prices.

THE KNICKERBOCKER SUIT,
Suitable for children from two years of age to nine,

In Tweeds 15s. 6<1 to 30s., in Velvet 42s.

In Blue Cloth and Gilt Buttons 45s.

THE EXHIBITION SUIT,
For ten years of ago, 25s. to 40s.

THE BRIGHTON SUIT.
From twelve to sixteen years of age, 28s. to 50*.

INVERNESS CAPE AND OVER GOAT,
For all ages, from 10s. Od, to 35s.

TO BE HAD ONLY AT

JOSEPH& Co.'s, 150, Regent Street, London

;

JOSEPH & Co.'s, 78, Grev Street, Newcastie-on-Tyne

;

JOSEPH & Co.'s, 92 and' 93, Queen Street, Portsea;
JOSEPH & Co.'s, 77, and 79, Commercial Road, Landpart.

COUNTRY ORDERS MOST PUNCTUALLY ATTENDED TO.

THE

IMPOKTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

METALLIC PEK" MAKER TO THE QUEER,
BY ROYAL COMMAND,

JOSEPH GrILLGTT
JgEGS most respectfully to inform the Commercial World, Scholastic Institutions, and the

public generally, that by a novel application of his unrivalled Machinery for making Steel Pens, and in accordance
with the scientific spirit of the times, he has introduced a new series of his useful productions, which, for excel-
lence of temper, quality of matbrial, and, above all, cheapness in price, he believes will ensure universal
approbation, and defy competition. Each Pen bears the impress of his name as a guarantee of quality ; and they are
put up in the usual style of boxes, containing one gross each, with label outside, and the fac simile of his signature.A.yhe "9"^ °f Per80ns extensively engaged in tuition, J. G. has introduced his WAERANTED SCHOOL AND
PUBLIC PENS, which are especially adapted to their use, being of different degrees of flexibility, and with fine,
medium, and broad points, suitable for the various kinds of Writing taught in SchoolB. Sold Ketail by all Stationers,
Booksellers, and other respectable Dealers in Steel Pens. Merchants and Wholesale Dealers can be supplied at the
Works, Graham Street ; 96, New Street, Birmingham;

No. 91, JOHN STREET, NEW YORK; and at 37, GUA.CECHURCH STREET, LONDON, E.C.

M'LACHLAN'S

TODDY MIXTURE 1

OE GE5JUIHE

HIGHLAND WHISKIES,

TT has been proved beyond doubt, that Highland Whiskies are only io. perfection when the
-1- produce of several distilleries situated in different localities, are blended or mixed together

in certain proportions, and as each distiller can only sell Whisky of his own distillation, great

difficulty is experienced by Gentlemen in selecting Whiskies of the proper character to embody
or infuse with each other, so as to produce a glass of Genuine Toddy. The superior flavour of

M 'Lachlan's Toddy Mixture will however satisfy the greatest connoisseur as to its Age and
Purity, 36s. per dozen case. Carriage paid to London.

Post Office Orders payable to David M'Lachlan, 25, Oxford Street, Glasgow.

77 & 78, OXFORD STREET,

OPPOSITE THE PANTHEON.
1»HE POCKET SIPHOHIA DEPOT — EDMISTON AND SON,
«*> Sole Manufacturers of the 12 oz. Waterproof Coat for India, guaranteed not to be sticky,

bo matter the climate it is subject to. From 4'2s., all silk 50s. to 65s. Measurement required,
the length and size round the chest. Knapsacks for Tourists, 18s. Qd.

PISHING STOCKINGS, 21s. to 25s. per pair.

S, CJHARINa OEOSS, late 69, STEAHB.

f MAPLE & Co.'s FIRST
f,i s CLASS FURNITURE.
Mahogany Wing Wardrobes, 9 guineas; ditto, with
Plate Glass Doors, 11 guineas; ditto, in Painted
Wood, with Plate Glass Doors, 5J guineas : Bed.
steads of every description, in Wood, Iron, and Brass,
fitted with Drapery and Bedding complete ; several
Suites of Drawing-room Furniture, from 12 to 20
guineas; the Eugenie Easy Chair, 25«. ; Couch tc
correspond, 3 guineas; many Chiffoniers, with Plate
Glass and Marble, from £b to ^625 ; Marqueterie
Cabinets from 2 guineas ; very large ditto, in Buhl,
from ^612 to ^S25 ; Bookcases from 4J guineas.

Illustrated Catalogues free on application.
145, Tottenham Court Road.

SHAKSPERE's MAGIC POST
OFFICE [Registered], This uuiqut

Classical and Interesting Game, with, full instruc
tiona aod complete appointments. The mos
Finished, Merry, and Pleasing amusement eve
created. From One to a Thousand can enjoy th>

fun at once. A perfect Post Office sent post free b;

return for 18 postage stamps.
Greig, South Row, Marshall Street, London, W.

SAUCE.

IEA AND PERKINS
WORCESTERSHIRE

SAUCE.
Pronounced by Connoisseurs

"THE ONLY GOOD
SAUCE,"

None genuine without Name on
wrapper, label, bottle,

and stopper.

*** Sold by Crosse & Blackwe tr.

Barclay & Sons; and Grocers
and Oilmen universally.

''o.apEp.ouis

KINGSFORD'S OSWEGC
PREPARED CORN,

For Puddings, Custards, Blanc Mange, &c, th
original and genuine American preparation of Indiai
Corn.— Established ISM.— i\o other article ii

America or England has the 'right to the title o
•'Original."

f«HPJSTMAS PSESEHTS.-V SiNGST-BR'sSilkandAlpaca Umbrella
on FOX'S PARAGON FRAMES with Ivor
Mounts, &c, are well adapted for Christmas Present
and New Year's Giits. 140. Regent Street ; 10, Roya
Exchange ; 94, Fleet Street

; 75, Cheapside.

flOD LIVER. OIL.-V BORWTCK'S OZONIZED.—Prescribe
by the leading Medical Authorities as the only sun
specific for consumption.
George Boewick, Sole Manufacturer, 21, Little

Moorfields, E.C.

V <&> From > /^
*jV j£r every flower that ^ **^

% " breathes a fragrance. >

iSWElT^APHM]
WHITE KOSE, MYSTLE

FKASTGXPANNI,
FEKFUKE OF PAEADISE,

AND i THOUSAND OTHERS.

*? 2s. M. each Bottle, or Three
t

Jlh Bottles in a pretty *(y •

°&& Street,
v>

fJAPTAIN WHITE'*
*^ ORIENTAL PICKLE. CURRY, o
MULLIGATAWNY PASTE, Curry Powder, an
Curry Sauce, may he obtained from all Sauc
Vendors, and wholesale of Crossr & Blackwkli
Purveyors to the Queen, Soho Square, London.

DISCUSSION AT TH1
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY7

MEETING, held in Hanover Square Rooms, o
THORLEY'S CONDIMENT, may be had free, k

post, on application to the Inventor, Josef
Thorley, Caledonian Itoad, King's Cross, Londoi

IT CHRISTMAS MANl
^S» SUFFER from Indigestion, and rt

quire some little assistance. PARR'S LIFE PILL
stimulate the Digestive Organs, and remove,withoi
the slightest pain y uneasy or nauseous sensation
so familiar to those who have indulged a little U
freely in good Christmas fare.

—

Park's Life Pili
may be obtained of any Medicine Vendor, in bos
Is. lid., 2s. Dd, and in Family Packets lis. each.
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AWKWARD LITTLE MISTAKE.

Aug. " I think I am yours for the next waltz, Bi ?
"

Diana. " dear no, Augustus I I'm sure I've danced tvithall the bores of my
acquaintance I " [Pleasant for Mr. Steadyman, who has just finished the " first set."

SIR GEORGE AND THE DRAGON.

Our Patron Saint in days of yore
Did maul a Monster grim,

For which his mem'ry we adore,

May'st thou resemble him.

Thou, who instead of spear dost wield

A pen with facile force,

With hanks of red tape for thy shield,

And such a hobby-horse !

Unflinching, clip his felon claws,

And resolutely bind
The wretch, that laughs at human laws,

And strikes at human kind.

Think not to melt by tender beef,

His heart of Portland stone,

Nor that regard as wholesome grief

Which weeps at sight of bone.

Vain will thy sweetest morceau be,

Thy anodynes and balms,

For one of his voracity

Whose conscience has no qualms.

If he for delicacies sigh,

When in thy stringent grip,

Stand not on trifles, but apply
With skilfulness the Whip.

Some deem that spices have a charm
To soothe the savage beast

;

'Tis certain curries do no harm
When Tanners give the feast.

Consult his moral appetite,

Feed him on Thoughts like Pascal's
;

But let none on thy 'scutcheon write

Grey—Fattener of Rascals !

The Philosopher and the Policeman.

After all the talk about the increase of crime, how
much less of that have we to trouble us than the ancient

Greeks had ! Diogenes went about with a lantern to

discover an honest man ; whereas X employs his bull's-eye

to detect a thief.

A SECURE ASYLUM AT STRATFORD.

Ie you want a safe retreat from thieves and garotters, seek it in

Warwickshire. The neighbourhood of Stratford is an Arcadia in which
the shepherds are innocent of sheep-stealing. So great an offence as

that is impossible where a respectable labourer gets committed for trial

as a criminal on a very doubtful charge of having stolen one quart of

milk, value \d. This assertion of the sacredness of property was pro-

claimed at the Stratford Petty Sessions, a few weeks since, when,
according to a local paper, present Sir Robert N. C. Hamilton,
Bart., K. C. B., and J. Cave Jones, Esq., Thomas Beck, albeit a

swain of good repute in his native village, was accused of having per-

petrated the crime above-named at the expense of Mr. Robert Righ-
ton, farmer, of Eatington. It appeared that the milk had been given
to the man by Mr. Righton's maid-servant; but her master withdrew
the charge against her, and "the lass was dismissed after having been
duly lectured." As to the prisoner, Beck :

—

" Defendant pleaded not guilty, so lie was committed to take his trial at Warwick
in January next, but Mr. Arch, farmer of Eatington, kindly became bail for him."

It is much to be apprehended that the laxity of a British jury may
possibly grant this culprit an acquittal, or that even if they And him
guilty of stealing all that milk, his stipendiary judge will sentence him
to some punishment short of penal servitude. A Court of Justice may
decline to back the Warwickshire Justices in enforcing against the
alleged purloiner of this jug of milk the principle of jug for jug. Those
same worthy Magistrates will perhaps hear more about this jug of milk
likely to gratify them.

_
Five months hence, doubtless, all the nightin-

gales in the surrounding groves will unite in serenading them with
"jug, jug, jug." The Justices of Warwickshire seem not to have
departed from the traditions of their predecessors, who sat to Shak-
speare for portraits which we need not name. Marry, masters, these
be no milksops. Long life to them ; and at its conclusion may they
be translated to the skies and erected into a constellation, to be called

Astrsea in the Milky Way.

QUESTIONABLE CHARITY.

Some people have singular ideas of what is charity. For instance,

look at this advertisement :

—

THE LANCASHIRE DISTRESS.

THE Undermentioned GROCERS, at Hartlepool, have agreed perma-
nently to discontinue the practice of giving Christmas Boxes to their Customers

and, in lieu thereof, to contribute an equivalent in money to the Fund for the

Relief of Distress in Lancashire. (Here follow the Signatures.)

Such charity as this is somewhat in the way of robbing Peter to pay

Paul. Christmas-boxes may or may not be objectionable, but the Lan-
cashire distress is no excuse for getting rid of them.

_
If the grocers of

Hartlepool mean really what they say, and wish to give the full " equi-

valent" of their yearly Christmas presents, they ought to calculate the

probable duration of their lives, and how much each of them would pay

away in Christmas-boxes in all the years they have to live. The total

thus summed up should of course be the amount of their subscription

to the fund, else by ridding themselves " permanently " of an expensive

custom they will actually profit by the Lancashire distress.

CONVICT CRANIOLOGY.

In the description of penal servitude at Portland, given the other day

in the Times, particular mention was made of the conformation of the

convict's heads as conspicuously different from that of ordinary people's.

The generality of the rogues were described as characterised by low

retreating foreheads. Now, is it or is it not a fact, that persons whose

brains are deficient in certain regions are practically found to be stupid,

brutal, and vicious ? Because if that is so, when once such persons

have given you a justification for putting them under lock and key, and

you have got them safe, you had better keep them there. Till when ?

Till reformation, attested by the expansion of their heads to normal

proportions.
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GROCERY AND GOSPEL.

E have been favoured, by a

correspondent, with, a -work
of art, consisting of a woodcut
printed in colours, and placed

at the head of a mercantile
announcement. This picture

is supposed to represent
" Christ at the Well of Sa-

maria," as we are informed by
the title placed beneath it,

and heading a quotation from
the Fourth Gospel. To this

portion of Scripture is sub-
joined the advertisement
following, with an alteration

only in the name of the firm,

which we will call that of :

—

" E. PUEFINS & SON,
" TEA DEALERS, CAMBRIDGE.

"British Wines, &c,
"China, Glass, and Earthenware

of every description.

'

The Reverend Sydney
Smith, of wise and witty
memory, somewhere speaks
of certain preachers com-
bining the ministerial voca-

tion with commercial pur-

suits, who, in exercising

their spiritual functions,

cannot abstain from gesti-

culations indicative of, and
contracted habitually from,
the practice of their worldly
calling. Some of them, for

instance, when addressing
from the pulpit the Hock
who eDJoy the privilege of

sitting under them, are ac-

customed, according to the

late Canon of St. Paul's, con-
tinually to use a species of action which resembles that of tying up parcels of
grocery. Are the tea-dealers who have issued the above advertisement apostles of
this sort; and has that two-fold notification a reference to both the secular
establishment and devotional shop in which they carry on their double business ?

An extraordinary demonstration of sanctity is not a judi-

cious recommendation of groceries. Everybody knows
what was the line of that shopkeeper who first ascertained
that his apprentice had sanded the sugar, watered the
rum, and otherwise adulterated the rest of Ids stock-in-trade,

and then ordered the lad to come up to prayers.

LINES FOR MUSIC.

The daedal fanes of rosy light

Are clinging round the amber dawn,
And crimson isles of verdure bright

Lie bathed in odour freshly drawn.
The vesper lire of vernal touch

Ascends with star-like foot the snow,
While hearts of gold that love too much
Are cradled fair in sleep below.

Undying crimson swells and curls

O'er limpid wild and lustrous bay,
And shower on shower of crystal pearls

On music's pinions glide and stray.

Erom fairy harps the faintest string

Is reft to deck thy golden hair,

And Beauty's own eternal spring

With sweeter pang is quivering there.

A New Eacy Proverb.

Le Sport in France has had its duel, and the Turf in

England has had recently several exposures of which it has

no reason to be proud. We beg, therefore, for the benefit

of this joint occasion, to translate a well-known French
saying, " Lejeic ne vaut pas la chandelle," and to make an
English proverb of it :

" The game is not worth its

scandal."

SAINTS AND SHILLELAGHS.

So the Pope's Irish insurgents at Birkenhead have re-

ceived sentence. May the persecution of those saintly

confessors have the effect of preserving to that place its

proper name by deterring their brethren from so treading

in their steps as to cause Birkenhead to be changed to

Brokenhead.

THE MORAL OF THE WORKHOUSE.
I? reason and justice presided over our penal arrangements, and if it

is just to punish poverty as crime, still one would think that as com-
pared with felony, destitution would be considered and treated as the
minor offence. Accordingly, the transition from the workhouse to the
gaol may be supposed to be of a nature similar to that which is described
in the popular saying, " out of the frying-pan into the fire." How far
this supposition is from being correct, will appear from numerous facts,
amongst which may be mentioned the expressions of gratitude which
were lately addressed to a learned Judge by certain wretches for pro-
nouncing the doom which was to transfer them from the position of
paupers to that of criminals. Mn. Justice Keogh, the other day,
passed sentence upon two women, inmates of the South Dublin Union
Workhouse, Anne Duffy and Ellen Carey, who pleaded "Guilty"
to the charge of setting fire to that benevolent institution. According
to the Times correspondent :

—

" The prisoners were delighted, and immediately said, ' Thank your Lordship,
we have got out of hell, at all events.'
"Seventeen male paupers were then brought up for the same offence, and were

sentenced to the same punishment. Several of them cried out, ' Thank you, my
Lord and gentlemen of the jury, we have got out of a house of persecution.' "

The thankfulness with which the paupers received a sentence of penal
servitude may suggest the thought that the reverse of the saymg above
quoted would properly represent the exchange of quarters which awaited
them. But the frying-pan as compared with the lire is much less com-
fortable than the Model Prison in proportion to the Union- Workhouse.
Ihe former of those two establishments relatively to the latter is con-
siderably milder than Purgatory may be imagined to be, in contrast with
the other place which the prisoners mentioned. Quod, in comparison
with the Abode of Want, is quite a tolerable sort of Limbo. What is

the moral of this arrangement, in the apprehension of the classes who
have to live by their own exertions ? Whatever you do, keep out of the
Workhouse. Garotte anybody rather than apply to the Union.

PITY A POOR BRIDGE.

We really wish that Mr. Babbage would at his leisure calculate

what wealth is yearly wasted by the London Bridge blockades, which
in spite of the police are growing every day more frequent. Time, we
know, is money ; and the amount which is thus spent would annually

serve to pay the taxes of the nation, besides affording Mr. Punch a

handsome pension for the services which he has done the state. Every
block on London Bridge, and there are fifty every day, detains for

several minutes several hundred waggons, omnibuses, drays, carts,

carriages, and cabs. What amount per minute is consumed by keeping
stationary this locomotive plant, we leave to Mr. Babbage at his

leisure to determine ; and he is likewise free to calculate how many
trains are missed by means of these blockades, and how many a good

dinner is, by being thus kept waiting, annually spoiled. Moreover,

besides the loss of time, there is the loss of temper which these stop-

pages occasion ; and in considering the injury they cause to the com-

munity, the harm they do in this way must be kept in mind. Ou this

account as well as for mere monetary reasons, the Bridge should be

relieved as much as may be from the traffic which now greatly over-

burthens it.

We think its neighbour Southwark Bridge might assist towards

its relief ; but Southwark Bridge is stopped up by a penny toll, which

virtually prevents its doing any good to anybody. It is clear that

public sympathy should widely be awakened to pity the condition of

poor ill-used London Bridge. It has long been the most put upon

of all our public thoroughfares, and if we don't take better care of it,

the poor bridge certainly will break down under the extraordinary

pressure that is laid on it. The case is one of real distress, asany one

who daily has to cross the bridge can testify ; and if, despite its coal-

tax and its hundred other means of revenue, the City be too poor to

open Southwark Bridge, or find some other way to diminish the vast

traffic which oppresses its poor neighbour, a London Bridge Relief Fund
must in charity be opened, and steps be taken to excite for it the bumps
of the benevolent.
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THE S0¥G OF THE GAROTTEK.

H, meet me by moon-
light alone,

And then I will give

you the hug,

With my arm round
your neck ^tightly

thrown,
1

5m as up to the work
as a Thug.

Behind you I softly

will creep,

And, taking you quite

unawares,
On my prey like a

tiger 1 '11 leap
;

If I happen to choke
you, who cares?

I 'm out with a ticket

of leave,.

Which by gulling the

chaplain I got,

And I 'm free to

maim, murder and
thieve,

For a cove he must
live, must he
not?

So meet me by moonlight alone,

Kind stranger, I beg and entreat,

And I'll make all your money my own,
And leave you half dead in the street.

THE BRAHMINY BULL AND HIS DRIYER.

A FABLE FOB, JOHN BULL AND HIS DITTO.

Founded on that Triumph of Military Tailoring, the cutting down of the

Indian war expenses by four millions.

There once was a Brahminy Bull,

With a mighty big waggon to pull,

Wherein for a load,

Mother Company stowed,

Her proteges—such a coach -full ?

The roads they were heavy as lead ;

The sun it was hot over-head

;

And poor Brahminy Bull
With his thund'ring coach-full,

Groaned "Another half-mile, and I'm dead !

"

'Twere as well he had cried to the stones,

Lash and laughter replied to his moans,
Till he felt fit to pitch

The concern in the ditch,

Whatever the cost to his bones

!

Mother Country who chanced to come by,

Overheard the poor Brahminy's cry

;

;

In a rage up she ran
To the cruelty-van,

And first blew up its drivers sky-high.

Then she flew at them like a she-dragon,
And bundled them out of the waggon,

And quite red in the face,

Took the box in their place,

And bade the Bull merrily drag on

!

"Now you've nothing at all of a load, '

.

And I 'm sure it 's an excellent road

;

So all you 've to do,

Is to labour for two,
In return for the ease I 've bestowed."

The Bull gave a tug and a strain, ;

But unmoved still the drag did remain

:

" Marm," quoth Bull, looking blue,
'

" You've kicked them down, it's true,

But you 've put on their luggage again.

"A like load, sure, was never laid tire on:

—

Lead and powder, and heaps of old iron,

Swords and bayonets and guns,
By hundreds of tons

—

Such rubbish were best flung the fire on !

"

" Hold ! hold !
" Mother Country replied—

" 'Tis as your protector I ride
;

All this cargo of arms
Is to guard you from harms

That surround you on every side."

Quoth the Ball, " Better danger to meet,
Than to 'scape it be worked off your feet

;

So no longer I '11 drag
AJ1 that soldierly swag,

'Till I fall in the collar, dead-beat."

Then he coaxed—" only lighten my load,

And see how I'll bowl o'er the road;
You '11 say, never Bull
For a long and strong pull

Such bottom and stamina showed.

" You say you 're my friend ; act as sick :

And if ever you get in a hitch,

Pra'ps poor Brahminy Bull
May be destined to pull

Old John Bull's lusty self from the ditch."

The Bull paused : Mother Country reflected -.

" With this load, progress can't be expected :

If we can't go a-head.

I shall soon be baked dead,

And Bull by the Vultures dissected.

So here goes."—Word and blow ! On the road
Was flung over the terrible load,

And each thew of the Bull
Seemed to grow fresh and full,

As the war-rubbish round him was strowed.

And off like Express on the rail,

With a bellow and cock of his tail,

Did the Brahminy scour,

Twenty mile to the hour,

Till the pace made his driver turn pale !

MOKAL.

Suppose, English Bull, some fine morning,
From Brahminy Bull you take warning,

Tell your Drivers you 're blowed,
If you '11 still drag the load,

Which so long your broad back 's been adorning.

On such hints they are certain to frown,

Talk of risk to your old coach—The Crown,
Never heed that reproach

—

Say you '11 look to the Coach,
Nor sue them in the case of break-down,

Too long and too hard you 've been punished,

Till with dead-weight you're nearly finished.

Which dead-weight, without ceasing,

Has increased, is increasing.

And, decidedly, should be diminished.

MEDLEVAL AND MODERN DOCTORS.

The subjoined announcement has appeared in the daily papers :

—

" The Spiritual Peerage.—The Akohbishop of Canterbury and the Arch-
bishop op York will take their seats in the House of Lords at the commencement
of the next Session of Parliament in virtue of their respective sees. Dean Elucott,
the new Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol, will remain without a seat, under the

Manchester Bishoprics Act, until another see becomes vacant."

The Mediaeval Church boasted of her Angelic and Seraphic Doctors.

Her British substitute and successor has doubtless as much cause to

glory in her doctors of divinity. Dr. Longley of Canterbury and Dr.
Thomson of York are as good as Thomas Aquinas and Duns Scotus.

Dr. Ellicott, the new Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol, perhaps can

hardly be properly called a Seraphic or Angelic Doctor just yet, because

at present he remains without a seat, in which predicament he is mani-

festly rather qualified to be entitled the Cherubic Doctor,
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REMARKABLY CLEVER IDEA

Op Jones when he had to Run for the Doctor the other Morning at 2 a.m.

" SENSATION " SUICIDES.

" I say, Punch, old cock, what d' ye mean by pitching into the Sen-
sation Sights and Supper-room/, which have sprung up lately to delight

the British public, it 's all bosh, you know, your saying they degrade
the national taste, and debase all those who go to them. Of course
everybody twigs that you only write in fun, and nobody believes that
you mean really to be serious. Your business is to crack us jokes and
not to preach us sermons ; and I '11 tell you what, old boy, your sale

will soon fall off if you turn imoralist and tract-monger. When I ask
for Punch, I want something smart and spicy, and if you go on preaching
I shall give up buying you, and shall patronise the Record.

"Well now, just look here. I'm a young chap about town, and don't
know where to spend my evenings. 1 don't care much for theatres,

because I can't afford the stalls, and the pit is awful crampy. Besides,
the pieces have such runs, that it 's only once a year or so that one can
see a new one. And then one ain't allowed to smoke, and that's an
awful nuisance. So I just drop in at Easton's or the Gallopbury Hall,
or have a quiet pipe and glass of grog at the Alarma. Here one hears
a decent song,* and one sees some comic acting, and one can stretch
one's legs and talk and socially enjoy oneself. Then later in the evening,
when one'sgetting a bit sleepy, the acrobats come in and wake a fellow
up with their sensation tricks and tumblings ; for of course, you know,
a lellow can't well keep his eyes shut when he has the chance of seeing
a chap's neck broken.

" Now, old cock, you call this last a low and brutal pleasure, and you
say that coves who like it would enjoy to see a bull-fight or a gladiator
combat. Well, I dare say that they would ; I know I should myself;
but as these foreign pastimes ain't allowed in England, we must make
the most of the sensation sights that are. Now I hear it said of certain
of our acrobats, that their feats must most inevitably end some day in
death, and as really it can't matter much whether a chap 's spifflicated
one day or the next, I would suggest to the proprietors of our sensation

* And sometimes the reverse.

—

PuncJi.

supper-rooms, that doubtless they might do a tidy stroke of business by
engaging a performer to break his neck in public on such and such an

evening, which should duly be announced. Such a notice would, I

doubt not, prove enormously attractive ; and if by any accident the

acrobat escaped, and only smashed a leg or so, instead of breaking his

backbone or dashing out his brains, as he had been announced to do,

the spirited proprietor might return the entrance money, or issue

tickets for the suicide which should take place some other night. As
the feat would be announced for thefinale of the evening, the proprietor

of course would sack a handsome profit by the extra pints of beer and
goes of grog he would have served, through his having a crammed
room ; and the spectators, I dare say, would not grumble very much, if

they were to see a fellow crippled, say, for life, although he disappointed

them by not breaking his neck.

" Trusting the Alarma coves will act on my suggestion, and promising

my patronage the evening when they do so, believe me, my bo-o-o-oy,

" Yours, all serene,

" Jack Battler."

" P.S. The Alarma had best be quick about it, for I see our blessed

Magistrates are talking about stopping all these dangerous perform-

ances, and shutting the sensation shops where they are allowed. Just

as if a fellow hadn't a right to risk his life in the earning of his living !

If he kills himself, it 's his look out, and no affair of ours. And besides,

you know, he 's paid uncommon well to do it."

A Pardonable Mistake.

The young "Swells" of the New Cut are delighted with Mr.
Boucicault's announcement.

" Dion 's one of the right sort," said Clyfaker to the Nobbler.
" Ashley's is to be open for nothin', for look here, he calls the front ot

his theater the order-toriam."
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Abe's Last Card ; or, Rouge-et-Noir, 100
Acrobatic Apes wanted, 213
Act for the Inclosure ofCommons (An), 51
Alarm at Scarborough, 127
Alarming Invasion, 189
Alfred the Littleand Alfred the Great, 239
Amateur Diplomatist (The), 1S4
American Lyric (An), 72
Another of our Bulwarks going, 254
Antipodean Amiability, 19
Appeal against Wrong, 149
Art for the Million, 27
Astounding Advertisements, 3
Awful Scene at Biarritz, 113
Bachelors by Crinoline, 207
Ballad of King Alfred and tlie Grecian
Cakes, 230

Barrel-Organs for Babies, 59
Battle of Wimbledon (The), 23
Bauld Buccleuch (The), 17
Beatitude in Baker Street, 227
Bishop of Durham on Strait-Lacing, 179
Bit of Spanish Fly (A), 205
Blank Day with the Black Cocks (A), 94
Bolton and its Benefactor, 154
Bomba and Otho, 190
Brahminy Bull and his Driver (The), 259
Brigandage in the Interests of France, 224
Bright Little Isle (A), 73
British Bull-dog to the Prussian Eagle, 185
Broken heads and Blockheads of Birken-
head (The), 170

Brother Jonathan's Appeal to Sambo, 54
Brutal Improvement (A), 154
Bull- Fight at Bayonne (The), 129
Burglar Shot by a Lady (A), 225
Cab Conspiracy (The), 69
Cabmen on Cab-Law, 102
Call to the Yankee Bar (A), 11
Cambridge Duet (The), 155
Carnal Carney, 166
Cassius of New York and Francis late of

Naples, 153
Celtic Water Cure (The), ] 83
" Charitable Star " (A), 58
Charity and the Drama at the Crystal

Palace, 28
Civilisation on the March, 197
Clergymen in Crinoline, 189
Clerical Congratulation (A), 113
Cockney Criticism, 158
Comic Town Council (A), 203
Compulsory Eating and Drinking, IIS
Conscience at the Counter, SO
Conspicuous Nuisance (A), 140
Constitution in Danger (The), 94
Conversion of the French, 159
Convict Craniology, 257
Copy of Correspondence, &c., 256
Corns and Bunyans, 224
Country Magistrate (The), 108
Court for Fools (A), 250
Cowper and Watts, 41
Coxwell and Glashier, 119
Crinoline for Clowns, 29
Crinoline Kites, 89
Crumbs ofComfortforCountryCousins, 57
Currant Notions of Beauty, 127
Dancikg in Dementia, 143
Day at Dieppe (A), 144
Denominational Distinctions, 253
Devotion to Science, 155
Dialogue between a Mill-Owner and John
Brown, 187

Difference between two Popes, 129
Dinner Platitudes, 28
Disappointment (A), 12S
Discounting one's Marble, 51
Discoveries in London, 89
Disraeli's Dexterity, 12S
" Don't Bother me," 207
Duck of a Dog Lost (A), 7
Ears for Intonation, 93
Egyptian Bondage, 237
Eighteen Fifty-four and 'Sixty-Two, 156
Eldest Son of the Church to Papa, 117
Electric Sparks, 117
Elegancies of Sporting Literature, 196
Elixirs of Long Life, 47
End of Everything (The), 158
England the Tigress, 210
Essays and Remarks, 23
Examinations for Attaches, 143
Exchange of Wigs, 246
Exit in Fumo, 27
Extraordinary Exhibition, 254
Fair Sex at a Discount (The), 195
Famine, Fever, and Frost, 216
Farewell to Gooseberry Pie, S
Fashionable Intelligence, 167
Faust and Marguerite, 140
Federal Felonry (The), 93
Federal Marbles, 29
Federal Romance, 169
Federal Triumph (A), 107
Flagellation for Flagrant Offences, 254
Follow my Leader, 140, 155
Fool on Fortifications (A), 9
Fools to Amuse the French, 124
Foreign Traps for English Flats, 125
Forensic School for Slander (The), 44
" For Princes should be Free," 38
Foxes Martyrs, 168
Fox-hunting in France, 1S8
Fox, late M.P., 206
France to Italy, S6
Freaks of Fashion, 14
French and English Building, 254
French Imperial Rome, 128
Friendly Notice (A), 207
Frog in the Block of Coal (The), 147
Frogs in Coal, 134
Gallant Equestrian Feat, 245
Gamekeeper Kate Wanted (A), 57
Gaol-Bird Watchers Wanted, 92
Garibaldi Down, 108
Garutter Hunters Wanted, 247
Garotting and the Gallows-Cure, 227
Garotte Sentences (The), 230
Generosity of a Coroner's Jury, 167
Generous Diet in Gaols, 243
Give, 217
Good News for the Whisk erless, 16
Gorilla's Dilemma (The), 164
Governess Abroad (The), 139
Grand American Puzzle, 22
Grand Custom of Spain (The), 186
Great Political Cricket Match, 66
Grocery and Gospel, 25S
Growl at the Underground (A), 228
Hair Cooked a la Mode, 199
Hampshire Hoggism, 31
Hands and Hearts, 200
Harben's Love Song, 106
Harpoon for Wales (A), 101
Harpy Hotels, 139
Hercules and Omphale, ISO
Hero on Four Legs (A), 235]

Hint for an Experiment, 114
Homoeopathy at Sea, 143

Hope Deferred, 59
Hopeless Hunt (A), 114
House and a Wife for Little (A), 102
" House that Fowke Built" (The), 69

How to Restore Order in the House, 59
How to See the Exhibition in Ten Mi-

nutes, 135
Hymn to Apollo, 29
Imitation Mania (The), 174
Impossibility for John Bull, 140
Indian Bulletins, 136
Innocent or Guilty ? 237
Inscription, Epigram, Epitaph, or What
you Will, 169

Interests of France (The), 226
Italian Trio (The), 120
It is Never too Late to Mend, SO
Jactitation of Marriage, 143
John Bull to Garibaldi, 159
Jolly Convicts (The), 248
Jolly Jurists of Germany (The), 115
Judges' Justice, 200
Judicial Comedy, 229
Justices' Jubilee (The), 39
Just the Faith for France, 160
Kinc and Constitution ofPrussia (The), 226
Labyrinth of Language (A), 133
Ladies Sailing under False Colours, 178
Last French Romance (The), 37
Last of the 'Mericans (The), 91
Latest American Despatch. 40
Lawyer in a Puzzle (A), 134
Lectures for Ruffians, 167
Legal Liberality, 243
Let him Alone, 139
Letter from Earl Russell, 13
Liberal Proposal (A), 145
Liberty for Wiseman's Lambs, 170
Life of Little Value (A), 150
Limerick Literature, 209
Lincoln Richard the Third, 173
Line for General Butler (A), 189
Lines for Music, 258
Lines to a Leaden Bullet, 233
Little Question (A), 174
Little Warbler, or News of the Day, 30
Loyal Irishman in America (The), 91
M'Clellan Cunctator, 72
M'Clellan's March, 106
Mad Bull in the City (A), 158
Magni est Veritas, 254
Manifest Destiny of the Yankees (The), 65
Man to be Sold (A), 104
Manufactured Article (A), S4
Marine Assurance, 65
Marriage by Advertisement, 73
Marriage Movement among the Priests, 71
Alediwval and Modern Doctors, 259
Meeting of Ticket-of-Leave Men, 159
Members for Sale, 15S
Member for Southampton Water (The), 215
Mildness of our Magistrates (The), 235
Military if not Naval Intelligence, 167
Military Merit Rewarded, 44
Minstrels Paid Off, 120
Missing Link (The), 165
Moderate Charges, 243
Modern Urbain Grandier (A), 177
Monsieur Jack Ketch, Homme dc Lettres,

157
Morals and Music Halls, 79
Moral of the Workhouse (The), 258

More Sporting News, 214
More Yankee Slang, 65
Most Eligible Investment, 203
Mother Pope's Petticoat Psean, 175
Mr. Mansfield and the Musicians, 175
Mrs. England and her Flat Irons, 64
Mrs. Gamp's College, IS
Mrs. Harris a Radical, 29
Musical Gymnastics, 18S
Musical Petition (A), 41
Musical Thieves, 196
Mutton in Danger, 95
My Stars and Garter ! 229
Naggletons (The), 104, 123, 149, &c.
Name of the Boulevard (The), 255
Nana Butler, 9
Neither Fish, Flesh, nor good Red Her-

ring, 150
New American Discovery, 80
New American Plant, 137
New Racy Proverb, 258
Newman and New Mania, 13
News at last from America, 83
News from and for the Universe, 223
" News from the Styx," 136
Nice Footman for a Small Party (A), 254
Nice State of Things (A), 228
Notice to the Ambitious, 126
Novel Nomenclature, 214
Novelty in Journalism (A), 90
Nursery Rhyme for the Ciawlcy Sparrow-

cides (A), 247
" Now then, you Two ! " 75
Ode to Father Thames, 19S
"Oh, my Toe!" 75
Old Abe at the Bar (of Public Opinion), 33
Old Friend with a New Name (An), 86
Old King Coal, 14S
Omnibuses that Know how to Conduct
themselves, 61

" On a Duck's Back do I Fly," 136
Opening the Door for him, 9
Orthography in the Army, 215
Our Ancestry, 209
Our (Anything but) Critic at the Handel

Festival, 7

Our Bloated Armaments, 193
Our Dramatic Correspondent, 33, 155, 225
Our Insulted Aristocracy, 224
Our Offence to the Yankees, 256
Our Own Correspondent, 47, 72, 133
Our Special at Brighton, 137
Ovation to an Ambassador (An), 48
'Owl from the Organ-Hunted (An), 229
Palace and Prison, 147
Pale of Society (The), 30
Pam at Sheffield, 61

Papal Sports and Pastimes, 90
Parallel Case (A), 54
Pardonable Mistake, 260
Parliament of Pumps (A), 105
Parson Stowe and the Recruiting Ser-
geant, 186

Party at the Pavilion (The), 147
Passaglia and the Pope, 217
Patent Pulpits, 38
Penny-a-Liner at Home (The), 233
Penny-a-Liner's best Friend (The), 103
Perilous Performances, 116
Persigny on Pedigree, 125

Persons we Should like to Meet, 206
Perverter of " Punch" (A), 145
Petticoats and Pickpockets, 37
Physicians in Stays, 10
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Pity a Poor Bridge, 258

Pity the Poor Foreigners, 103

Pity the Poor Governesses, 76

Plea for Crinoline (A), 184

Plea fra' Laneashur (A), 74

Poem for the Parks (A), 204

Poem to Patti (A), 48

Poetical Petition (A), 24

Poisoners and Polkas, 197

Political Evergreens, 145

Polyglot Cabmen Wanted, 3

Polyglot Poetry, 40

Poor Garotter (The). 237

Poor Medical Act (The), 193

Postmaster's Remonstrance (The), 220

Practical Faith or Frenzy, 256

Prepossessing Artist Wanted (A), 174

Prizes for Virtuous Peasants, 126

Problems for Playgoers, 96

Protection for Cabby, 253

Protection for Pedestrians, 237

Public Vehicles and their Victims, 20

Punch Going to the Dogs, 10

Punch's Essence of Parliament, 1, ll,21,&e.

Punch's Prize Discipline, 215

Punch to Prince Rupert, 245

Punch to the Primate, 195

Purification of Paris (The), 166

Puritans and Players, 48

Puzzle in the Court Circular (A), 187

Qceen of Portugal's Clock (The), 214

Questionable Charity, 257

Questionable Committal (A), 32
Question for Political Economists (A), 80

Rampant Idolater (A), 128

Rather a Tall Party, 224

Real Distress in Lancashire, 220

Real Rogues and Sham Reformers, 253

Redress, not Undress, 233

Referee's Decision (The), 187
" Remember the G'rotter !

" 253

Report on Hastings, 108

Repudiation in Downing Street, 23

Reverses of the Northerners (The), 127
Review of the Season, 63

Revision of Verdicts, 216
Revolution in Russia (A), 136
Right Merrie Judgments of Baron Bram-
well upon ye Garotters (Ye), 243

Rising Cry (The), 184

Roman Candle (to Light us to a View of
Ourselves) (A), 244

Roman Pastoral Poetry, 81
" Rome or Death !

" 81

Rose of Lankestcr (The), 27
Rothschild in the Prize Ring (A), 62
Royal Spanish Brass, 249

Ruinous Inquiry (A), 248
Sabbatarian Assertion, 164

Sacrilege at Netley Abbey, 23
Samta laid down to Mellow, 93

Sandwich Highland Costume (The), 14

Satisfied Spectators, 81

Sausages in the Slums, 146
Savages in the Back Settlements (The), 13S
Sawney in the New Forest, 13

Scandal out of the Servants' Hall, 236

Scientific Meetings of the Week, 49
Scientific Stealing, 114
Scotch Sabbatomaniacs, 176
Secure Asylum at Stratford (A), 257
Select Atlas (The), 17

"Sensation" Advertising, 10
Sensation News, 70
Sensation Paragraphs, S5
Sensation Sight-Seeing, 229
'• Sensation " Suicides, 200
Sentiment's Pet, 234
Serenade to Lincoln, 158
Serpents and Sponges, 198
Several new Theatres, 8

Shaker of the Infallible Church (A), S2
Shakspeaviau Query (A), 233
Shall we give up Gibraltar? 179
Shillelaghs in Controversy, 188
Shopping at the World's Show, 60
Sir Charles Coldstream on a new Sensa-

tional System, 169
Sir Charles Wood's Triumphant Reply, 39
Sir George and the Dragon, 257
Sir Joshua Jebb's Pen of Prize Lambs, 240
Slap at a Schoolmistress (A), 19
Slavery and Schooling, 203
Small-pox in Sheep, 124
Snug Place for a Small Eater (A), 103
Social Science Congress, 28
Society's Catechism (The), 80
Soft Hands and Hard Labour, 175
Some Odious Comparisons, 183, 194, 208
Some Good Acting, 83
Some Really Useful Worsted Work, 216
Something like a Nuisance, 213
Song of the Anti-Garotter (The), 249
Song of the Garotter (The), 259
Song of the Inner Self, 95
Spa from two Points of View, 173
Sporting Intelligence, 193

Squire and the Cockney (The), 228

Stage Silks at a Discount, 12

St. Button Stylites, 208
Strange Cat (A), 193

Street Dialogue (A), 188
Strong Mind and a Weak Writer (A), 206

St. Swithun and Science, 32
St. Thomas's Pastoral (A), 219
Subterranean News, 247
Suicide by Crinoline, 79
Suicide in Stays, 119
Swell's Complaint (A), 43
Swell's Reminder (A), 138
Sykes on the Spikes, 157
Sympathy with Irish Rioters, 186
Tarragona and Tarradiddles, 199
Telegrams to Come, 119
Tempting Offer for the Million (A), 105

Thames Elegance, 70
Theatrical Election (A), 103

To be Sold—the Materials of the Great
Globe, 149

To the Princess Alice, 14

Train on the Hail again, 168
"Tuscarora" at Southampton (The), 38

Two Ill-used Vowels, 206
Two Priests, 85

Ultramontane Impolicy, 3

Underpaid Postmen (The), 43
Unfair Question (An), 62
Universal Alliance for the Depression of

Animal Spirits, 153
Unjustifiable Homicide, 5S
Vacant Archbishopric (The), 206
Venerable Bankrupt (A). 106

Virtue of Intoxication (The), 225
Vision at Covent Garden (A), 18

Voice from Cambridge (A), 165

Wanted, 195
Wanted, a King? 1S9
Want of Holy Water, 234

War to the Wife and Children, 70

Waters of Comfort (The), 241

Way to Rome and Venice (The), 158
Welly Clamming, 238
What 's in a Name ! or Bug v. Howard, 4

Where's your Ticket? 59
" Why should our Garments," Ac, 93
Wild Sport at Compiegne, 235
Wind and the Watering-Places (The), 1S5

Wise Man's Words (The), 123
Work for the Drawing-Room (A), 39

Working Man on Garotting (A), 236

Yahoo in Yankee Land (The), 245

Yankee Conscript on Conscription, 102
Yankee Glories, 27
Yankeedom to England, 50
Yankee Hiccup (A), 103
Yankee War-Song, 194
Yarn from a Yachtsman (A), 135

LARGE ENGRAVINGS :—

Abe Lincoln's Last Card, 161
Alfred Refuses to Burn his Fingers, 231

Au Revoir ! 15
Bull-Fight at Bayonne, 130
Cardinal Wiseman's " Lambs," 171
Diogenes Resumes his Search for an
HoneBt Man, 250

Drawing the Stumps, 67
Dundreary Row—Hyde Park, 34

Faust and Marguerite, 141
Garibaldi Surrenders his Sword, 110
Garotter's Friend (The), 221

Hercules and Omphale, 181
Home Intervention, 45
John Bull Prepares to Spend a Merry
Christmas, 261

Latest from America (The), 35

Lincoln's Two Difficulties, 77

New Judgment of "Paris" (A), 87
" Not up to Time," 111

One good Turn deserves Another, 55

One Head Better than Two, 211

Old Sentinel, (The), 25

Overdue Bill (The). 131

Present and the Future (The), 201

Relieving Guard, 121

Sawney Stops the Way, 5

Settling the Italian Difficulty, 151

Sir Joshua Jebb's Pen of Pet Lambs, 241

Sketch for Warm Weather (A), 98, 99

Two Frightful Examples, 191

SMALL ENGRAVINGS :—

Alphonse and " le bel Azor," 145
At Dieppe, 167
Aunt Laura Ending her Story, 74

Awful Effect of Fishing on the Human
Mind, 40

Awkward Little Mistake, 257
Broadway, 103
Burglars ! 226
Captain's Toilet (The), 126

Caution to Ladies riding in Hansoms,102
Colt's Revolver (A), 244
Cub-Hunting, 106
Cutting—Very, 157
Delays are Dangerous, 146
Delicate way of Putting it, 11
Determined Attempt at Garotting, 250
Dilapidated Crinoline (A), 196
Dip in French Waters (A), 120
Diversions of Drill, 48
Dutiful Daughter and Papa, 204
Enfant Terrible and Mamma, 70
Error in Orthoepy (Au), 60
Exhausted Student (The), 41
Every Man his own Advertiser, 90
First Day at School, 227
French Flower-Girl (A), 175
Friendly Interference (A), 02
Fond Mother and Prodigy, 83
Gale (The), 180
Great Exhibition (The), 170
Groundless Alarm, 150
" Hansom, Miss ! Yes, Miss ! Cattle
or Dog Show ? " 14

Haymarket and Thereabout (The), 147
Hint to Parties who Reside in a Ga-

rotting Neighbourhood, 234
Impudent Crossing Sweeper, 94
Inebriated Volunteer, 127
Infuriate Captain and Cabby, 41
Ingenious Device (An), 230
" In the Bay of Biscay, O !

" 136
Jebb's Reformatory, 210
Just like Longshanks—he always is so

Inconsiderate, 51
Kindly Meant, 134
Lady of Ton (A), 236
Last Sweet Thing in Tiaras, 189
Latest Fashions at Sandown, 194
Latest from Abroad, 190
Lessons in Political Economy, 256
Light Infantry Drill—Standing Easy, 71

Little Jones's Fear of Garotters, 217
Lionel's Present to his Uncle, 176
Lord Dundreary Married, 174
Lord Mayor's Show, 217
Madame Rachacl's Placard, 18

Matter of Opinion (A), 220
Meeting of Clara and Swell, 164
Moderator Lamp out of Order, 206
More Free than Welcome, 160
Mossoo Learning to Float, 137

Mossoos Promenading to Richmond, 30

Mo«soo Returning from the Exhibition,

76
Mother's Pet in the Boat, 151

Mr.Townmouse in a Remote District, 95

New Thing in Hair (The), 207
'

' Nice Row or Sail this Evening, Sir ? " 92

Notice to Bathers, 186

Obliging Railway Official and Lady, 61

Officiousness of a Crossing-Sweeper, 10

Omnibus Cad and Mossoos, 181
" Only going to see what that Light
means," 224

Opportunity (An), 54
Optical Illusion (Au), 238

Pet-Love, 210
Photographic Artist Obviates a Diffi-

culty, 8

Pic-nicing under the new Poaching Act,

115
Pleasant for Jack Daubs, 197

Pleasant—Very ! 50

Practising for a Match, 24

Practical Application of an old Panto-

mime Joke, 251

Present Charming Fashion of Long
Skirts (The), 5S

Pretty Exhibition near Brompton (A), 1

Rather Satirical, 240

Rather Vulgar, but Perfectly True, 86

Real Native (A), 209
Remarkably Clever Idea of Jones's

" Mrs. Gamp," 260

Repose, 107

Revenge ! 21

Sketches in the Exhibition, 106, 117

Sea-Side Subject (A), 82

Sensation Ball ! (The), 31

Sentiment, 187

Serving him out, 140

Sharks! 177

Sketch at Biarritz, 156

Sketch at Buxton (A), 114

Sketch on the Sea Coast during the

Gale, 63

Sweep and Dustman on Music Halls, 80

To Garotters—" Cave Tomkins," 237

Tomkins Tittuping Up and Down the

Parade, 200

Turning the Tables, or a Little Sauce
for the Gander, 66

Twelve Months after Marriage, 216

Twenty Years after Marriage, 216

Very Suggestive, 20

Umbrella Question (The), 73
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